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War and strife have long since set the scene for advances in the urgent care of the wounded. Galen, when serving as surgeon to the school of gladiators at Pergamon, near Troy, cured a traumatic brachial aneurysm by the simple expedient of prompt and securely maintained local compression. Ambroise Paré and Baron Larrey both recognised the opportunity of the ‘golden hour’ after injury. Writing from the battle zone, Norman Rich documented the memorable achievements of the mobile forward vascular teams in Vietnam, their bounty being that for hundreds of young men the otherwise certain prospect of limb loss was avoided.

The emergence of terrorism and violence in Northern Ireland provided new opportunities for acute, definitive repair of life-threatening vascular wounds. The challenges faced were quickly appreciated at the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, where Aires Barros D’Sa, heading the next generation of modern vascular surgeons, applied novel and effective strategies, particularly in the testing scenario of complex limb vascular injuries. In one of the first dedicated regional vascular surgical centres established in the British Isles, his use of early perfusion operative techniques enabled more accurate and reliable vascular repairs, and better end results have been the dividend. The second edition of this book sets new standards for our specialty.

Endovascular surgery is here to stay, though, predictably, along with its own problems. The potential indications and techniques for such intervention seem to proliferate. This new edition gives authoritative help with these. Today’s professional emphasis on risk assessment, the mandatory measurement of treatment outcomes and the growing awareness of medico-legal consequences and their avoidance are given consideration. New material on stroke makes a welcome appearance, as does a rearranged section on the acutely swollen limb. The greatly expanded authorship, with increased international input, adds further merit to this distinguished book.

H H G Eastcott
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Medical and surgical emergencies involving the vascular system continue to challenge clinicians and vascular surgeons worldwide. Life as well as limb can be threatened by a wide variety of diseases or injuries of arteries and veins. Emerging new technologies have been associated with both diagnostic and therapeutic complications.

The editors, also contributors to the volume, are leading vascular surgeons with an international reputation in current vascular surgical practice and research. In this book they have mobilized the aggregated experience of other distinguished contributors from Europe, Australia and the United States. They have addressed numerous emergency clinical situations which require a mandated emergency response by those with an interest in and an expertise for managing vascular disease and injury.

The emergency vascular services and the general support required in treating the patient are identified. Disease processes associated with a threat to life ranging from a ruptured aneurysm to a cardiovascular accident are included. Space is given over to post-surgical complications, including infected grafts and the appropriate emergency vascular response. A combination of medical as well as surgical therapy is incorporated within the armamentarium of response to various vascular emergencies. Challenging clinical emergencies involving the venous system, ranging from thrombosis and pulmonary embolism to portal hypertension with variceal bleeding have a place in this book. In tackling vascular injuries, a regional focus is conveniently provided. Iatrogenic vascular injuries as well as limb replantation which fall within the realm of emergency vascular practice all receive coverage.

Some of the subject matter contained in this most welcome book may be found scattered piecemeal in large volumes on vascular surgery or may be omitted altogether. During this century there have been few efforts to provide within one volume the comprehensive range of acute vascular material which has been collected here. The book contains a unique and valued reference for doctors of all disciplines engaged in the management of vascular emergencies. The contributions of internationally renowned and experienced physicians and surgeons will ensure its survival as a unique resource. It is a book which will not be relegated to gather dust on the bookshelf, rather it will be a manual for frequent perusal by those engaged in emergency vascular practice.

Norman M Rich MD FACS
Professor and Chairman,
Department of Surgery,
Uniformed Services
University of the Health Sciences,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA
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Patients presenting with emergency vascular problems, often during antisocial hours, form a substantial percentage of the caseload of a vascular surgeon. Ruptured aortic aneurysms, acute limb ischaemia and stroke represent the core of that emergency practice but the spectrum varies from one country to another. In some populations, as has been true of Northern Ireland for at least a quarter of a century of terrorist violence, vascular surgeons have also had to deal with life-threatening penetrating injuries. In other societies they have had to cope with grave vascular emergencies generated by substance abuse, HIV/AIDS or cold injury.

Between the covers of this book is to be found a comprehensive range of vascular emergencies affecting the entire body, if one excludes those of intracranial and cardiac origin. Full consideration is given to current practice, evidence-based or otherwise, as well as to anticipated developments particularly in the field of minimally invasive intervention. Endovascular interventions for some emergency vascular conditions seem to offer, long-term trial results pending, speedy resolution, shortened hospital stay and rapid return to an active life. In most centres in the UK a collaborative team approach, with vascular surgeons and radiologists sharing specialist skills, has proved effective and has largely averted the turf wars with cardiologists and neurologists reputedly plaguing those across the Atlantic.

Each chapter begins by defining the nature and extent of ‘the problem’ when confronted with a particular emergency, emphasising clinical presentation and prudence in resorting to time-consuming investigations. In terms of treatment, ‘hands-on’ practical advice is imparted based on fundamental principles, identifying pitfalls, offering guidelines and giving helpful tips assisted by algorithms on available management strategies. The reader will find ‘boxed’ key points within the text where appropriate, and from the extensive bibliography of all chapters, selected references are recommended for further reading.

The text is divided conveniently into nine broad sections, the first on ‘General Considerations’ leading off with introductory chapters outlining the provision of vascular services in different countries. Focused chapters on the pathophysiology of acute limb ischaemia and colonic ischaemia, and the systemic sequelae to these insults, precede others on critical care, risk assessment and current imaging techniques in refining diagnosis. Indicators of ‘best practice’ being absolutely central to modern management of vascular emergencies, this section ends with chapters on outcomes of treatment gleaned from the three prestigious Scandinavian registries and a more recent UK database, followed by an important review of relevant medico-legal considerations.

Three further clinical sections follow under the headings of acute cerebrovascular syndromes, the acutely swollen limb and acute lower limb ischaemic states, the latter including a superb chapter on the diabetic foot from a well recognised centre. The sheer wealth of topics within the section on thoracoabdominal catastrophes is exemplified by an authoritative contribution on stenting in acute aortic dissection, a modality of treatment positioned to virtually displace both the relatively ineffectual conservative medical approach as well as the more perilous surgical option. Further important sections cover acute complications of endovascular aortic repair (EVAR), regional vascular trauma and iatrogenic injuries, the last section including first rate chapters on catheterisation and peripheral endovascular injuries. Fresh chapters by recognised world experts on substance abuse, HIV/AIDS and cold injury give added weight to the concluding section on special acute vascular challenges.

With a book such as this devoted solely to the management of vascular emergencies, the vascular specialist looking for information is spared the laborious exercise of delving through burgeoning tomes on vascular surgery in general. For the vascular trainee this book represents essential reading; for the established vascular surgeon, radiologist and angiologist it is a source to be consulted profitably from time to time; for general surgeons, traumatologists, emergency physicians and other specialists it contains pertinent chapters of interest.

Distinguished vascular surgeons, radiologists and other specialists around the world have enriched this book with their personal expertise and enthusiasm tempered by sound evidence and mature reflection. I am grateful to them for generously taking time in the course of their busy professional lives to contribute invaluably to this book. I must thank Tony Chant, co-editor to the first edition, for staying on board and for his assistance with the preliminary editing of a few chapters. I would like to register my
appreciation to the publishers for encouraging a second edition, in particular Jo Koster, Director of Health Sciences Subdivision of Hodder Arnold, for moving the project forward. I am indebted most of all to Sarah Burrows, Senior Development Editor and latterly Commissioning Editor, for her unfailing kindness, diligent support and professional expertise during every phase of preparation of the book. I also thank Naomi Wilkinson, current Project Editor, for ensuring that the production of this book is of the highest quality. To that end the superb artwork by Simon Lindo, Oxford Designers and Illustrators, and the meticulous scrutiny by Lotika Singha, copy editor, and Andy Anderson, proofreader, are acknowledged.

Aires A B Barros D’Sa
Arteries and veins disrupt or occlude, and if they do so suddenly an emergency situation arises. Rapid deterioration will threaten the viability of a limb or organ, and indeed the survival of the patient. These emergency vascular situations call for an attitude of urgency, fine judgement and decisiveness if optimal results are to be achieved.

Vascular surgical techniques directed at minimizing the effects of these acute events have been available since the early 1960s, and many of the treatment options have changed little during that time. Even relatively new concepts such as thrombolysis have been documented since the late 1960s. What has changed, however, is the manner in which these techniques have been employed: whereas general surgeons previously applied them in a relatively ad hoc manner with occasional spectacular successes, it is now increasingly common for a patient who suffers a vascular catastrophe to come under the care of a vascular team.

Our objectives in editing this book were to collect all the important vascular emergencies within one volume, the chapters of which represent a pooling of intercontinental expertise in each of the topics. The very nature of the subject means that the authors recruited are very busy clinicians with a special personal experience of the problems they discuss. We are extremely grateful to them, and to Arnold for their help in co-ordinating such an ambitious venture. Following the three general introductory chapters, the emergency vascular problems covered in subsequent chapters are subdivided into three further sections, namely arteries, veins and trauma. These contributions come from prominent centres responsible for significant advances in their respective areas.

The authors were especially encouraged to approach their topics by first outlining the problem confronting the clinician, and then by examining the pathophysiological sequelae of a particular vascular emergency. Having established this starting point, each contributor then outlined the various strategies employed in the practical management of the condition. Many of these vascular emergencies involve other medical specialties and therefore require a multidisciplinary approach. It is hoped that access to the broad range of specialties fused within the volume will be of value not only to vascular, general and trauma surgeons, but also to radiologists, angiologists, physicians and emergency personnel.

Anthony D B Chant
Aires A B Barros D’Sa
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Emergency Vascular Services in the UK

ANTHONY DB CHANT

THE PROBLEM

A patient suffering a vascular emergency is best served when under the care of a vascular team working in an appropriately equipped hospital. The reality, however, is often very different. The reasons for this are partly due to demographic and socioeconomic conditions but also partly the medical culture of the country in question (see Chapters 1B and 1C). Perhaps equally important has been our difficulty, as vascular physicians, surgeons and scientists, in establishing vascular surgery as a specialty in its own right and in providing hard evidence with which to convince our administrations and the myriad healthcare managers that such specialisation is necessary. So-called ‘level 1’ proof, the kind that is sometimes obtained from the meta-analysis of prospective trials is, in the vast majority of vascular emergencies, unlikely to be obtained. There have been and will be opportunities for this approach, particularly in adjuvant or supporting therapies. On the whole, however, information has been achieved in a different way. Retrospective and prospective audits have all played an important role in furthering our knowledge, and reflection on the dramatic improvements achieved even over the last 20 years bears witness to their value.¹ Neither should we be apologetic about the lack of trials. As any aeronautical scientist will tell you, there is no requirement necessary to run a controlled trial in order to produce a new aeroplane. A priori thinking, computer modelling, animal experiments together with excellence in the area of audit, both individual and in combination with other groups, should give us the evidence we need in order to argue the case for resources necessary to maintain high standards.²

EVOLUTION OF EMERGENCY VASCULAR SERVICES

Vascular surgery as a specialty in its own right started to emerge in 1966 when the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland was founded. Gradually, over a period of some 40 years this specialty has almost detached itself from general surgery. The peculiarity of the economics of the British National Health Service (NHS), however, has encouraged generalism rather than specialisation and this, in turn, slowed down the development of the specialty. This was true with the exception of cities such as Glasgow, Edinburgh and Belfast where, during the early 1980s, individual surgeons forged ahead independently to establish dedicated regional vascular units – the one in Belfast being located at the main teaching hospital in which also resides a level IA trauma centre, with the advantage that patients sustaining vascular injuries also received optimal vascular care. Nevertheless, in the overall environment, surgeons trained in vascular surgery found themselves on general surgical emergency intake rotas. Conversely, patients with ruptured aneurysms were operated on by, for example gastroenterologists or even urologists.

In an effort to paper over this ridiculous divide, serious papers have been published attempting to justify this solution. Indeed, as recently as July 2000, in the *Annals of the Royal College of Surgeons of England*, there were no less than three papers discussing this very topic. The first by *Cook et al.*,³ argued that ‘patient outcome alone does not justify the centralisation of vascular services’. The second, by *Sutton et al.*,⁴ describes the evolution of vascular surgery at a district hospital and asks ‘is specialisation inevitable?’.
This particular paper is interesting because it demonstrates quite clearly the inevitable rise of the specialty: in 1984 the total number of vascular cases comprised only 3.4 per cent of all operations on this particular unit and rose to 33.4 per cent by 1998, leading to the firmly stated conclusion that ‘with such a rapidly growing arterial caseload, specialisation to vascular surgery is inevitable’. The third paper in this particular volume of the journal discusses regional variations in varicose vein operations across England. A similar disparity was revealed in the provision of carotid endarterectomy in Wessex. The results again confirm the inconsistency between subregions in the numbers of operations done. In other words, despite the relatively uniform prevalence of vascular disease across the UK, the actual number of patients treated depends very much on local circumstances.

The kind of arguments that have been previously advanced by those wishing to retain the status quo and remain generalists as well as doing ‘a bit of vascular surgery’ go as follows. First, that all but a few pregangrenous legs can be treated with analgesics and rehydration overnight and that angiograms ought to be done only in daylight hours. A further simplistic but plausible argument has also been forwarded regarding abdominal aortic aneurysms: as 50 per cent of these patients die before entering hospital, and as an expert vascular surgeon can salvage only 60 per cent of the remaining 50 per cent, namely 30 patients, not much is to be gained by having an expert vascular surgeon; further, because an experienced general surgeon might salvage 40 per cent of the remaining 50 per cent, in other words, 20 patients, the extra spending on the retention of specialist vascular surgeons and resources results in a net gain of only 10 lives; the money, therefore, could be better spent in managing other illnesses.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE SPECIALTY**

In October 1998 the Vascular Surgical Society published the first recommendation in respect of the provision of vascular surgery services. This very comprehensive document details the problems faced by the British NHS at that time in terms of providing emergency vascular services and goes on to suggest the following solutions.

**Major vascular units**

Wherever possible, vascular services should be provided on a single site. The recommendation was that four or more consultant surgeons should staff these centres, a number allowing for a workable on-call rota. These consultants, in turn, should be supported by interventional radiologists and vascular anaesthetists and by facilities such as an intensive therapy unit, a high-dependency unit and a vascular laboratory. The workload figures at that time suggested that such a unit could care for a population of at least 500 000. The benefits, of course, would be the concentration of clinical experience and the provision of excellent supervision for training.

**Intermediate vascular units**

These units would service populations of between 300 000 and 400 000, but in truth, were they to run efficiently, would still require four consultant surgeons plus support staff. It was thought, perhaps, that this was not an economically viable arrangement.

**Remote vascular units**

This description was applied to geographically isolated hospitals serving small populations of between 100 000 and 250 000. At this point the concept of ‘hub and spoke’ was discussed. The problems associated with this approach have been discussed elsewhere. The main criticism of this concept is that those specialists at the end of the ‘spoke’, although on appointment well trained in modern vascular surgical techniques, in time, and because of the lack of elective operating, inevitably would become less efficient and less tuned in to best practice. Moreover, it is hard to justify, economically, the duplication of support services in these peripheral units, when for much of the time the ‘plant’ would remain unused.

These initial fairly simple recommendations were further complicated by the fact that the Royal College of Surgeons changed their Fellowship requirements so that even quite senior trainees required supervision at all times. The European Working Time Directive ‘Department of Health, Hours of Work for Doctors in Training’ was then published, this ‘New Deal’ limited the hours that doctors, both senior and junior, could either work or remain on-call. Trainee vascular surgeons will now receive even less exposure to vascular emergencies. It was considered wrong, for example for a surgeon to be on a more than one in five emergency rota. Given the complexity of the government rules and their economic consequences for individual hospitals, it is perhaps not surprising that in a few areas in the UK general surgeons still have to look after vascular patients. That said, things have improved markedly and there is now much closer liaison between both specialist interventional radiology and anaesthetic services. The repeated emphasis over the years by the National Confidential Enquiry into Postoperative Deaths (NCEPOD) of the need for vascular emergencies to be treated by a specialist vascular team is probably being achieved but probably more so as a product of other influences. That objective, undoubtedly, will be accelerated by the absolutely unanimous desire of the members of the Vascular Surgical Society, expressed in November 2003, to seek independent specialty status outside general surgery.
The most recent recommendations from the Vascular Surgical Society, the *Provision of Emergency Vascular Services*, were published in November 2001 and, realising that the scene was constantly shifting, it was agreed that the document should be reviewed in 2004. Much of the rationale for the management of vascular emergencies by vascular surgeons is described above, but two significant new items have been added. First, it notes the introduction of so-called ‘clinical governance’ and goes on to state ‘general surgeons who are not vascular specialists undertake no active emergency arterial surgery, and it is difficult for them to justify treating vascular emergencies under the scrutiny of clinical governance’. In other words, if a general surgeon in the UK now performed an operation for a vascular emergency, and were that patient to die or perhaps lose a leg unnecessarily, then that surgeon may well be open to litigation. It cannot be emphasised enough just how important a shift of opinion this is in service terms. The second important change is that there is at last an admission that ‘there is an accumulation of evidence that outcomes are better when vascular patients are treated by vascular specialists’. Moreover the document goes on to state quite dogmatically that ‘the modern generation of newly appointed consultant general surgeons is insufficiently trained and experienced to manage complex emergencies outside their own specialist field’.

While this was all accepted in theory, political negotiations aimed at actually amalgamating units have proved extremely difficult, because, quite certainly, some of the smaller hospitals would lose their vascular services completely. Important situations such as ‘in-house emergencies’ might be difficult to deal with. Does one, for example, transfer a diabetic patient who requires a simple ray amputation of a toe, 30 or 40 miles (48 or 64 km) to a major unit? And how does one deal with the dilemma of a patient, who, in the process of undergoing a general or other non-vascular surgical operation, sustains an iatrogenic vascular injury (see Chapter 40). These and other questions demand sensible, workable and current solutions. Therefore, after a two-year period of consultation with the membership, the Vascular Surgical Society, in liaison with, and the approval of, the departments of health of the four regions of the UK, published *Provision of Vascular Services* 2004 in November 2003. This document supports local collaborative strategies which achieve a preferred minimum emergency on-call rota of one in six, which goes a long way to providing that 24-hour cover necessary in dealing with the kind of situations illustrated above in this paragraph. Emergency work is onerous and time consuming and these facts deserve recognition by a government now committed to the strategies laid down in this document and by hospitals negotiating new contracts with consultant vascular surgeons. In due course, with increasing participation in the National Vascular Database by the membership of the Vascular Society, solid data should emerge which will assist in refining existing arrangements for the management of vascular emergencies in the UK.

**Conclusion**

The, perhaps slightly optimistic, conclusion to the management of emergencies is that the gradual evolution of comprehensive vascular services in the UK may be in the process of being accomplished now that the government has given its tacit approval and accepted a measure of co-responsibility in the most recent provisions. Arriving at this juncture has been a painful process in many respects but, to an extent, it illustrates the complexity of having to please everyone. Advancement of the specialty in the UK has been hampered, partly by the remoteness of some parts of these islands, but mainly by under resourcing of the NHS and the encouragement, until very recently, of generalism rather than specialisation. If you choose to live or work in a remote area, then it is unlikely that you will get the very best of medical treatment. That is a reality of life.
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10 units staffed solely by specialists in vascular surgery, the results of surgical treatment of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms (RAAAs) speak for themselves: the mortality in treating more than 1400 cases of RAAA was 42 per cent (Table 1B.1).

THE PROBLEM AND THE NEED FOR EMERGENCY VASCULAR SERVICES

Vascular surgery is a field of expertise demanding some degree of specialisation and therefore in many countries it is recognised as a monospecialty. In most of these countries, specialisation within vascular surgery requires a number of years training within vascular surgery following two to three years in general surgical training. It should follow, therefore, that, in general, results are superior in larger hospitals with access to vascular surgery rather than in smaller hospitals.\(^{1,2}\) The results of emergency vascular surgery should also be better if conducted by specialists. This difference may be more difficult to observe because of a number of factors, including that of smaller numbers and the difficulty in comparing cases. In Denmark, however, where all vascular surgery is performed within only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Mortality (n)</th>
<th>Mortality (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STAFFING AND STRUCTURING OF THE UNIT AND HOSPITAL REQUIREMENTS

In order to provide expert emergency vascular service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, the specialist unit needs to be staffed accordingly. Taking all duties into account, in addition to vacation and holidays, continuing medical education, scientific meetings and so forth, a minimum of three, and preferably four to five vascular surgical specialists are needed in each unit. Looking at the organisation in Denmark, a total of only 10 vascular surgical units/departments serves the population of 5.5 million. All elective as well as emergency cases are treated in these 10 units, staffed, in total, by approximately 45 consultants.

Depending on whether the hospital is a university or a regional hospital, the departments may have their own junior staff or share them with a general surgical unit. In most university hospitals the vascular surgical unit will have its own staff on call represented by an intern/resident in-house and a fellow/consultant on call, the latter available within 30 minutes. When the vascular fellow is on call a consultant is also similarly committed. Thus, when dealing with an RAAA, an operating team of two to three
surgeons is available, including a vascular surgical consultant and fellow. Having staff on call leads to long working hours and the need for compensatory absence. In Denmark the official working week is 37 hours, and even though some time on call may be compensated financially, a senior fellow/consultant will be on compensatory leave, often for 1 week out of a 4- to 6-week period. With a shortage of consultants in almost all specialties in Denmark this poses a problem, especially for staffing the more ‘remotely’ located units. Consequently, a new kind of intercounty collaboration is being developed where a university/large regional hospital may cover the neighboring counties for emergency/acute cases after 4 pm. Vascular surgical activity being fairly limited beyond daylight hours, more effective use is made of a consultant’s skills, but the potential catchment population covered may well be a million or more inhabitants.

Naturally, access to an operation room (OR) is mandatory and a large theatre is preferable. As in many cases there is no time for preoperative radiological investigation, the surgeon has to resort to intraoperative angiography in treating lower limb emergencies. Physical space for mobile or permanently installed X-ray equipment is necessary, along with staff capable of using it at any hour of day or night. The nurses and staff in the OR assisting the vascular surgeon should have a thorough knowledge of the instruments and the common vascular reconstructive procedures. Obviously, the provision of a complete vascular surgical team of assistants, available 24 hours a day, would be the ideal situation but this is probably only achievable in very few units. Having a core of nurses mainly in support of the vascular surgeons, makes it possible for at least one of them to be on call most of the time. With a surgical volume of a minimum of 400–600 vascular cases per year, vascular surgical operations are performed daily, providing sufficient numbers for training OR staff.

This caseload also allows anaesthesia personnel to gain the necessary experience in dealing with patients with both central and peripheral arterial disease (PAD). Patients with PAD generally suffer from other diseases such as concomitant coronary heart disease and chronic obstructive lung disease. These risk factors in turn account for a high perioperative morbidity and mortality even in elective lower limb surgery. The Danish National Register of Vascular Surgery (www.karbase.dk)3 recorded a 30-day mortality of approximately 4 per cent in 5012 peripheral bypass operations performed during 1996–99. Of course, these patients did not die directly from the operation as from the consequences of other competing circulatory or respiratory diseases. In general, first it should be assumed that any patient with PAD also suffers from coronary heart disease even though there are no cardiac symptoms. Second, managing the major haemodynamic changes during aortic surgery following cross-clamping of the aorta requires skill and experience. Furthermore, the great volume losses during RAAA surgery create demanding situations. Vascular surgery is ideally performed in hospitals where other major operations on patients with significant competing diseases are undertaken, and therefore, where all the personnel working in the vicinity of the vascular surgeon are cognizant of the common challenges.

A well-equipped intensive care unit (ICU) is mandatory when performing vascular surgery. Both in elective as well as emergency vascular cases, major complications result in failure of almost any organ, most notably the lung, kidney and heart. Similarly, for the staff of the ICU, regular contacts, preferably daily or at least weekly, with vascular surgical patients is mandatory. Access to dialysis is also important as renal failure is a common complication in major vascular surgical emergency cases, in particular ruptured aneurysms. Transfer of vascular surgical patients to other hospitals for dialysis, where vascular surgeons are not in attendance, may result in less intensive surveillance of coexisting vascular surgical problems. In general, the need for dialysis may be a significant prognostic factor for a vascular patient and, although difficult to document, it is the experience of the author that moving a vascular surgical patient to another hospital for dialysis is a strong predictor of death. This, of course, is reflected in the high mortality of patients with renal failure following major vascular surgery. Having the patient in another hospital where there is no vascular surgical expertise, however, may result in decisions being made which might not be the best for the patient.

A ward caring only for vascular surgical patients is of course the ideal solution. In a number of Danish hospitals this is the case. These are relatively small units of 14–20 beds staffed with personnel taking care of only vascular surgical patients. This allows for special training of the nursing staff, in turn improving the quality of surveillance and care of vascular surgical patients. These skills include experience with ischaemic and venous ulcers, supervision of newly operated patients, ability to measure ankle pressures, evaluate whether or not a bypass graft is patent and functioning well, experience with the continuous infusion of thrombolytic agents and management of patients with high comorbidities. If a unit solely dedicated to vascular surgery is not attainable, a section within a surgical ward can be a good start. For nursing staff dedicated to vascular patients, however, it is vitally necessary in order to maintain continued and optimal surveillance and care.

The radiological department should have a dedicated angio-suite and one or preferably two vascular radiologists whose duties are mainly vascular. Whether or not access to an expert radiological vascular service is necessary at all times is debatable, however, day-to-day contact is. On the other hand, a round-the-clock facility for computed tomography (CT) is mandatory. It is also advantageous to have ultrasound expertise available if the vascular surgeon cannot perform this examination on his or her own.

Finally, having a vascular laboratory, ideally located within the vascular surgical unit is of great value. Although, many emergency vascular cases may utilise the skills of the
radiological department, some of the complications can be investigated in the vascular laboratory. The advantages of a vascular laboratory are discussed further below.

**WHAT CAN AN EXPERT UNIT DO?**

In addition to treating emergency vascular cases, vascular surgical staff at an expert unit can also provide elective services to a region. Units covering an area with 400 000–500 000 inhabitants, staffed by three or four consultants, should generally have an activity level of around 400–600 arterial cases, 75 per cent being open surgical cases and 25–35 per cent percutaneous transluminal angioplasties, although the proportion of the latter may be higher in some countries. Added to the ‘real’ arterial cases is an average of 0.2–0.3 additional, usually secondary operations per arterial reconstruction, mainly minor amputations, wound revisions and so on, thereby increasing the operative caseload by 20–30 per cent.

Vascular surgical activity includes the entire spectrum of preoperative work-up, diagnostic studies, the operation itself, the care provided during hospitalisation and finally, but very importantly, postoperative monitoring and indeed follow-up. In Denmark, most departments/units offer 30-day and one-year follow-up for all patients. In addition, patients undergoing bypass surgery are often also seen at intervals between the standard re-visits, usually at 6–12-week intervals during the first year. Venous disease, especially the more complex cases of redo varicose vein surgery, secondary varicose veins and chronic venous obstruction can also be treated by vascular surgeons. Although not within the scope of this chapter, we find it increasingly important that vascular surgeons ensure patients are treated adequately with respect to secondary prevention. A special outpatient clinic dedicated to the organisation of risk factor reduction by means of lifestyle changes and medication allows well-trained and supervised vascular nurses to take the responsibility of improving the total care of the vascular patient.

The volume of emergency work is of a reasonable size with an average of 20–25 RAAAs, within a range of 10–35 cases treated per unit depending on the size of the catchment area.

With a staff of at least three or four consultant vascular surgeons per unit, continuing education of staff is possible in the knowledge that vascular surgical expertise is always available during meetings and courses. Given that all vascular surgical operations in Denmark are performed in the aforementioned 10 vascular surgical units/departments, it follows that no Danes are treated by anyone other than full-time vascular surgical consultants. An organisation in which all vascular activity is concentrated within a few centres ensures that vascular surgeons are solely responsible. It may be argued that vascular surgeons should keep their general surgical skills up to date at all times, but as all vascular surgical units/departments in Denmark are either in university hospitals or regional hospitals, where general surgical staff are also to be found, a gastroenterological or urological consultant surgeon, for example, can be called upon if necessary. An in-depth devotion to the specialty, concentrating on vascular cases only, sharpens a consultant’s expertise and certainly makes for better outcomes.

The surgical throughput in the vascular surgical units described is sufficient to offer a broad range of experience in keeping the skills of the consultants and associated staff up to date. Depending on the size of the unit/department, it also allows for one or more resident/fellow appointments. In Denmark, a ‘small’ unit with three or four consultants provides one of the three years of training required by a fellow for specialisation in vascular surgery. The larger units, wherein all kinds of vascular surgical treatments are undertaken, provide the remaining two years of training. The larger units also offer resident positions for 6 months which are very important in the recruitment of future vascular surgeons.

A consultant is always on call in support of a vascular fellow and to whom the trainee has access for advice and supervision in the management of emergency cases. During daylight hours, one vascular trainee working under three or four consultants will generally receive very good supervision in the management of elective cases.

Large units facilitate the establishment of a vascular laboratory located within a vascular surgical unit or outpatient clinic which not only means that patients do not have to attend another clinic but also increases use of expensive equipment. For instance, a duplex scan is more frequently performed if it can be done immediately and without the time-consuming administrative measures in having it performed elsewhere, or even worse, on another day. A vascular laboratory immediately available within a unit also offers important educational as well as research opportunities for the vascular surgical trainee.

A senior vascular surgical trainee represents the availability of vascular expertise not only for ‘in-house’ emergencies but also for those in another hospital within the unit’s intake area. Injured patients brought into the emergency room may turn out to have vascular problems or, occasionally, an iatrogenic vascular injury may complicate a non-vascular surgical procedure. If a vascular surgeon is not available to deal with such cases, the outcome may be less than favourable.

On approximately 10 occasions annually, vascular surgeons at Gentofte University Hospital perform emergency operations at one of the other three hospitals within Copenhagen County, which has a population of 630 000 inhabitants. For example, the time taken for a vascular surgeon to travel to a patient with a ruptured aneurysm in circulatory shock is much less than that needed to stabilise the patient for transportation and effect the actual transfer of the patient to Gentofte. Using this strategy, the results of
Emergency RAAA operations performed in other hospitals on 19 patients from 1996 to 1999 by Gentofte staff show a 30-day survival of 47 per cent. When compared with the results in-house at Gentofte or with those of the whole country, these results are almost as good, despite the fact that in these particular cases the worst possible outcome might otherwise have been expected. This raises the question as to what is most important when treating a ruptured aneurysm: is time or the organisation of the vascular surgical unit the key issue? It is well recognised that the patient with an RAAA represents a challenge for anaesthetists and it has also been argued that, unless both they and the ICU staff are experienced, results may suffer. In Copenhagen County, the patients operated outside Gentofte Vascular Surgical Department are almost always transferred to Gentofte Hospital as soon as possible, that is, immediately after surgery or the day after. Similarly, for trauma cases dealt within Copenhagen County, the availability of a ‘travelling’ expert is important especially as these hospitals are all university hospitals with large teaching anaesthesia departments and well-equipped ICUs.

It is of course debatable as to whether a ‘travelling service’ will produce good results in all cases. For example, when operating on hypotensive patients with RAAAs in remote small hospitals inexperienced in major surgical work the outcome is usually poor. A recent Danish study from a less densely populated area presented the results of emergency RAAA surgery undertaken in remote hospitals by a ‘travelling vascular surgeon’: the 30-day mortality in this small series was 70 per cent, and although the authors concluded that such operations were worthwhile, it could be argued that the results contradicted this view and that patients should be transferred to the expert unit under all circumstances. The experience from southern Sweden shows that the on-table mortality from RAAA is similar whether patients are operated in a university hospital (12 per cent) or a county hospital (15 per cent), nevertheless, there was a difference in the 30-day mortality, being 26 and 41 per cent, respectively.

The organisation of vascular services in Denmark, in general, has encouraged good results in treating emergencies, if the 30-day survival of operations for ruptured aneurysms is taken as an indicator. Looking at the results of all cases treated over 5 years (1997–2001), a 30-day mortality rate is 42 per cent in 1190 cases treated (see Table 1B.1), with only minor variations from one year to another. Comparison between departments is difficult on an annual basis due to the numbers being treated. Over six years, however, experience reveals quite similar results in the 10 Danish centres. The difference between the department with the best results and that with the highest mortality is 14 per cent (39–53), but using 95 per cent confidence intervals this difference is not statistical significant. Even if it were, the differences in mortality might simply reflect differences in the performance of the attending surgeons, case selection and not necessarily the capabilities of an individual department or hospital (Fig. 1B.1).

The five-year mortality rate of 42 per cent, derived from all RAAA surgery undertaken in Denmark, compares well with similar analyses from other countries. Of the 10 Danish hospitals performing vascular surgery, only five are university based and the other five are regional hospitals. In the USA an analysis of 13 887 cases from 20 per cent of a random sample of all hospital activity during 1996–97 showed an overall RAAA mortality of 47 per cent. A meta-analysis of all English literature quoting RAAA mortality during 1995–98 revealed an overall operative mortality of 48 per cent.

**POLITICAL ISSUES**

An understanding of the Danish organisation of emergency services is based on the recognition of the following issues. Almost all healthcare is socialised and paid for by public services. The country is divided into 19 counties, each responsible for its own organisation and the economics of healthcare within it. A central administrative authority is answerable to a political county council elected by the inhabitants of that county every four years. Virtually all vascular surgery is performed within public hospitals. The cost of healthcare in Copenhagen County is paid for by its inhabitants. In total, Denmark has 19 counties, 10 of which decided to have their own vascular surgical service.

The decision to establish a specialised unit or not is a local decision for a particular county. If it chooses not to have its own specialist unit, it has to transfer vascular surgical patients to a hospital in another county and pay for their treatment. Given the system of reimbursement between counties implemented by the year 2000, and using...
diagnosis related groups (DRGs), the price for treating the individual case is a little higher than the ‘cost’ price, which makes it fairly attractive to hospitals receiving patients from another county.

The service a county wishes to provide has a political dimension. Some counties, despite being relatively small, may have a political majority favouring the provision of all medical speciality services and, consequently, in some small specialties the cost per case may be very high. In other counties a more pragmatic attitude may be evident where economical considerations rule decision making.

National health authorities define a disease requiring specialist attention by, for example, stating that aortic abdominal aneurysms need vascular surgical attention. Within vascular surgery itself, certain procedures are considered so rare that they ought to be concentrated in a few tertiary units. These cases would include mesenteric and renal artery obstruction, infected abdominal vascular prosthesis and certain supra-aortic emergencies.

LOCATION OF AND DISTANCE BETWEEN VASCULAR SURGICAL SERVICES

Ideally, in the majority of cases, the time needed to transport a patient from home, or from another hospital lacking a specialist vascular service, should not exceed 1–2 hours. In Denmark, this is the case almost anywhere in the country, with the exception of people living on small remote islands. Even then the possibility of providing transport by helicopter exists. In these cases, however, it is often a matter of transporting a patient to the right hospital rather than just the nearest one. This, of course, is dependent on someone making the correct diagnosis which may not happen until the patient is actually in a hospital which has a vascular surgical service.

Conclusion

Vascular surgery is a specialty which benefits from centralisation, partly with respect to quality of treatment, but also with regard to cost. This is especially important with regard to patients presenting as emergency cases in the care of whom the availability of an experienced vascular surgeon is crucial; equally so is the hospital’s ability and experience in dealing with emergency vascular surgical cases.
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THE PROBLEM

Emergency vascular surgery services encompass a wide variety of disorders, including aortic aneurysm disease, acute lower limb ischaemia, symptomatic carotid occlusive disease and vascular trauma, to name but a few. The variety of disorders encountered in the emergency rooms of hospitals in the USA necessitates familiarity with evaluation and management of vascular disorders in order that the patient can be cared for expeditiously.

Delivery of emergency vascular services requires a diverse group of healthcare professionals including vascular and trauma surgeons, emergency room (ER) physicians, nursing personnel, emergency medical technicians, radiological and operating room personnel. Organising services into a co-ordinated functioning unit requires co-operation between surgery, radiology and emergency medicine personnel.

This chapter reviews the manner in which vascular services are facilitated and organised in the USA using one large public hospital as an example. The most common emergency vascular problems are ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms (RAAAs), vascular trauma, acute limb ischaemia and stroke.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

The overall incidence of acute vascular surgical emergencies in the USA is difficult to quantify. Owing to the catastrophic consequences of delay in correct diagnosis and treatment of such acute circulatory problems, numerous patients will succumb to vascular emergencies outside hospital and remain unaccounted for by our current methods of medical record keeping. An estimate of activity at our medical centre may provide some insight in this matter.

The vascular surgery service at Los Angeles County and University of Southern California (LAC + USC) Medical Centre annually admits over 250 patients and provides consultations on over 300 inpatients. Approximately 25 per cent of these admissions are of an emergency nature and come through the ER or clinic. Over the past three years, our vascular service has performed an average of 355 operations, 21 per cent of these cases being emergencies. Interestingly, the same distribution applies to the average number of surgical hours spent on vascular elective and emergency operations.

The most common vascular emergency at our institution is that of acute upper and lower extremity ischaemia, constituting almost 20 per cent of all emergency vascular operations undertaken. While the aetiology of ischaemia in the upper extremity is most frequently due to an embolic source, acute ischaemia of the lower extremity encompasses embolic as well as thrombotic complications in atherosclerotic patients. Given the lower rate of limb salvage in the latter group of patients, the number of amputations performed for ischaemic disease may provide a rough estimate of this problem throughout the USA.1–3

Despite improvement in care and technological advancements, the incidence of RAAAs continues to be a persistent and common problem.4,5 The relative incidence of ruptured to elective aortic aneurysm repairs for a particular medical centre is difficult to quantify given that multiple variables are involved. Referral patterns from primary care practitioners, technological advancements and indeed the reputation of surgical staff, all have an impact on the incidence of elective aneurysms treated at a particular...
The American College of Surgeons (ACS) founded in 1913, along with its oldest standing committee, the ACS Committee on Trauma (ACS-COT) established in 1922, have been the leaders in the provision and standardisation of care for injured patients. Amongst some of the most important steps taken by the ACS-COT was the creation of a document entitled Optimal Hospital Resources for Care of the Injured Patient, which, over the years, has evolved with the contributions of many trauma surgeons into the monograph Resources for Optimal Care of the Injured Patient, first published in 1990 and revised in 1993 and 1999.6,7 This publication is periodically updated by the members of the ACS-COT and strives to set guidelines for the verification of trauma centres. Simultaneously, the designation of trauma centres by ‘levels’ has evolved into the development of a comprehensive trauma care system, which, in geographical terms, provides care for injured patients throughout the USA.

The LAC + USC Trauma Centre is a level I trauma centre and considered a regional resource facility caring for the citizens of Los Angeles County, the most populous county in the USA. It is one of the largest trauma centres in the USA admitting on a yearly basis between 7500 and 8200 injured patients. Being of level I status, in-house trauma surgery specialists are available 24 hours a day, along with 24-hour availability of operating rooms, surgical intensive care units and a full complement of other surgical and non-surgical specialists needed for optimal provision of trauma care.

The special expertise and resources available to maintain a verified level I trauma centre are both easily applicable and transportable to the management of vascular emergencies. Both injured patients and those admitted with vascular emergencies may arrive at the ER in profound shock and severe physiological compromise, requiring a rapid mobilisation of all resources. This includes resuscitation, immediate transport to a surgical suite for definitive lifesaving interventions and immediate availability of large quantities of blood. Immediately postoperatively, individuals trained in surgical critical care continue the process of resuscitation and administer advanced technological support to patients decompensating into single and/or multiple system organ failure.

Trauma patients and those with vascular emergencies also may have need for multiple staged procedures which require ‘bail out/damage control’. Consequently, the presence of a well established ACS verified level I trauma centre with its multidisciplinary approach to the management of complex injuries can also serve a dual purpose in the provision of excellent care to patients presenting with vascular emergencies.

Physicians in most emergency rooms make an initial assessment of a vascular emergency. They provide the initiative in pursuing an aggressive approach involving appropriate specialists and the vascular surgeon in particular. Familiarity with common vascular emergencies and the ability to perform a thorough vascular examination is therefore critical to an emergency physician’s expertise in providing an initial assessment and diagnosis on these patients.

Emergency physicians are very dependent on emergency services and emergency medical technicians. In the USA, these individuals are trained to stabilise and move the patient rapidly from the scene of a non-traumatic problem to the hospital where treatment can be provided with the highest degree of sophistication and equipment.

The diagnostic approach to extremity trauma has changed dramatically over the past few decades. Initially, the
influences from combat experience led to the aggressive approach of mandatory exploration for all penetrating trauma to an extremity.8,9 The application of this policy to civilian injuries, however, resulted in negative exploration rates as high as 84 per cent in cases of penetrating trauma. After intense evaluation at our institution, we currently recommend angiography only in patients with signs of vascular injury such as a pulse deficit, bruit or an ankle:brachial index of less than 1.00.8–10

Colour-flow duplex (CFD) is gaining widespread acceptance as an initial tool in the diagnostic work-up of vascular trauma. Being non-invasive and lacking side effects makes it an extremely attractive tool in evaluating patients with potential vascular injuries. With improvements in resolution as well as in operator skills, many authors have proposed CFD as a replacement or supplement to angiography. Reported sensitivities and specificities have ranged from 50 to 100 per cent and 99 to 100 per cent, respectively, when compared with angiography.11–13 We are currently evaluating the role of CFD in the management of patients with extremity trauma at our institution, accepting that angiography still remains the gold standard.

In those instances where an RAAA is being considered, an expedient history and physical examination are necessary. Currently emergency room physicians and trauma surgeons have the capability of performing fast and rapid real time ultrasound assessments of the abdominal aorta in those patients in whom the suspicion of rupture is low but nevertheless has to be excluded. By the same token ultrasound assessment can also provide rapid confirmation of aneurysm rupture as the patient moves to the operating room (OR).

Immediate and 24-hour availability of computed tomographic (CT) scanning and angiography are essential components in the management of vascular emergencies. Technological advances with helical CT scanning configurations have shortened scanning times while providing enhanced resolution and reconstruction capabilities. At the LAC + USC Medical Centre, 24-hour availability of these services provides prompt scanning and feedback on the presence or absence of many vascular disorders.

The need for a second surgeon to assist the vascular surgeon during a complex vascular reconstruction cannot be underestimated. In those instances where the surgeon is working within a university construct with resident training, which may be in general surgery or a combination of general surgery and vascular surgery, valuable surgical assistance should readily be available 24 hours a day. For those surgeons in a community setting, however, the need for assistance in the operating room is critical when faced with an entity such as an RAAA. Support from a surgical partner, trained physician’s assistant, or a certified nurse first assistant is invaluable. A call schedule ensuring the availability of such personnel within the community for support is essential.

**OPERATING ROOM**

The availability of OR personnel familiar with emergency vascular procedures, particularly RAAAs, is crucial. Familiarity with the fundamentals of graft types and vascular instrumentation is necessary for an expeditious operation. With level 1 trauma designation, anaesthesiologists and OR staff are present in the hospital 24 hours a day. Operating room staff not only include OR nurses and technicians but also perfusionists in cases where significant haemorrhage is anticipated. Similarly, an OR, with staff competent in most areas of management of surgical emergencies, should be accessible 24 hours a day. During the procedure, care should be taken to ensure maintenance of core body temperature by warming the OR and by using warm fluid intravenously or intracorporeally. The anaesthesia service should also be well versed in the care of the critically ill patient, able to intubate patients with full stomachs safely and, in hypotensive patients, provide rapid vascular access using large bore central venous lines and arterial lines (see Chapter 7B). In the OR such staffing and policies expedite surgical treatment of vascular emergencies.

**Conclusions**

What has been presented above is the ideal set up for emergency vascular services. In our own institution, ‘level 1’ trauma centre designation has made such provisions possible. Our medical centre is a very large busy public facility with the experience of a huge number of ER admissions and emergency vascular procedures. Even in a city as populous as Los Angeles, however, our type of facility is the exception and not the norm. Hospitals which are smaller and without trauma centre designation have difficulty providing and executing care for the critically ill vascular patient. In these instances, local community hospitals may attempt to transfer critical vascular patients from their ER to a hospital facility with 24-hour availability of the type of resources cited above. Transfers of this nature do occur but only sporadically due to a variety of factors, the most important of which is the absence of a recognised system facilitating transfer. This trauma centre, overseen by the ACS, is a successful example of such a system. Expansion of this concept to include vascular surgical emergencies as well as other acute life-threatening conditions would substantially improve outcomes.

---


THE PROBLEM

Acute vascular insufficiency of the limb is a commonly encountered surgical emergency. Presenting typically in elderly patients with widespread atherosclerotic disease, it threatens not only the viability of the limb but also the life of the patient if treatment is delayed or unsuccessful. The incidence of acute limb ischaemia (ALI) has been estimated to be approximately 14 episodes per 100,000 population and represents 10–16 per cent of the total vascular workload. In most instances the lower limb is affected, either de novo or against a background of chronic arterial disease, and therefore failed treatment with subsequent amputation carries substantial social and economic costs for the individual and society at large. Despite modern advances in investigation and treatment, patients presenting with ALI have a particularly severe short term outlook in terms of limb loss, with 30-day amputation rates of 10–30 per cent and mortality rates of around 15 per cent. This high mortality reflects the degree of comorbidities and associated increased risks from coronary and cerebrovascular events in these patients. Therefore, when managing acute vascular insufficiency of the limb, overzealous attempts at revascularisation in the elderly or infirm must be tempered by the knowledge that they may precipitate systemic deterioration and fatality (see Chapters 9A and 9B).

AETIOLOGY

Acute vascular insufficiency of the limb is most commonly caused by thrombosis or embolic occlusion. However, an extensive range of aetiologies may be involved, especially when the presentation is atypical or in a young adult, as listed in Table 2.1. In this section the important features of the commonest aetiologies pertaining to acute vascular insufficiency of the limb are discussed.
Acute thrombosis

A variety of pathological processes may lead to thrombosis in the intact vascular system representing the final common pathway to vessel occlusion (see Chapters 15, 16 and 20). Normal vascular homeostasis requires integrity of the vessel wall, a balance between procoagulant and anticoagulant factors in the blood and adequate blood flow. These factors, individually, may each induce thrombosis, but more often they act in combination, and for the purpose of clarity they are discussed separately as those affecting the wall, the blood and miscellaneous extrinsic factors.

VESSEL WALL FACTORS PREDISPOSING TO THROMBOSIS

Intrinsic arterial disease, most importantly atherosclerosis, is by far the commonest predisposing factor in acute vascular insufficiency and may have a long progressive subclinical phase prior to acute presentation. Also discussed here are the much less common cystic medial necrosis and inflammatory arteritis.

Atherosclerosis and atherothrombosis

Atherosclerosis, previously thought to be the preserve of old age, is now recognised in increasingly younger individuals, indeed autopsy studies have demonstrated that some degree of lower limb atherosclerosis is present in most of the adult population. By late middle age, almost 8 per cent of males demonstrate significant disease on non-invasive testing and 5 per cent experience symptoms related to lower limb arterial insufficiency in the form of intermittent claudication. More seriously, studies of hospital patients with claudication suggest that 25 per cent ultimately require bypass surgery or amputation. In the upper limb a similar pattern exists, although symptoms requiring surgery are less frequent.

The central pathology in the development of atherosclerosis, namely, the accumulation of plasma lipoproteins, particularly low density lipoproteins (LDLs) in the arterial wall, brings about gradual narrowing of the vessel lumen producing vascular insufficiency. These LDLs undergo oxidation (oxLDLs) and are believed to generate and release products chemotactic to circulating monocytes and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) in the vessel wall. Monocytes attracted to the vessel wall then migrate across the endothelium and differentiate to macrophages in the tissues, phagocytose the oxLDLs and become lipid laden foam cells as depicted in Fig. 2.1. Multiple growth factors, cytokines and other substances produced by endothelial cells, SMCs, macrophages and T lymphocytes encourage cellular accumulation, proliferation and inflammatory injury. The accumulating atherosclerotic plaque, which is covered by a fibrous cap of connective tissue (type I and III collagen, elastin and proteoglycans) synthesised by the SMCs, may then extrude into the vessel lumen compromising cross-sectional diameter and blood flow. Subsequent alterations in blood flow, and consequently vessel wall shear stress, also influence the occurrence and progression of these atherosclerotic plaques.

Acute ischaemic events appear to be related to plaque rupture rather than progressive plaque enlargement and stenosis. The vulnerability of a plaque is dependent on a variety of factors including the size of the lipid pool, the thickness of fibrous cap, the content and metabolic activity of lipids and finally the activity of macrophages and matrix metalloproteinases. Disruption of advanced plaques with exposure of the highly thrombotic lipid core, combined with high intraluminal levels of tissue factor and platelet derived vasoconstrictors, combine to trigger intravascular thrombosis.

Cystic medial necrosis

This relatively rare pathological process primarily affects the aorta and is characterised by myxoid accumulations in the aortic media, accompanied by fragmentation of the elastica, the significance being that cystic medial necrosis can predispose to intimal tears and so precipitate aortic dissection. This outcome is thought to represent the endpoint of a variety of injuries but, in particular, is associated with severe or prolonged hypertension. Interestingly, it is also observed in Marfan’s disease and may be seen to represent a connective tissue disorder.

Arteritis, autoimmune and associated disorders

Arteritis includes a range of inflammatory processes, which affect the arterial system and lead to acute limb ischaemia (see Chapter 43). These conditions, listed in Table 2.2, are often broadly subdivided on the basis of the vessel size they affect, although significant overlap exists. As systemic inflammatory disorders they commonly present as a non-specific ‘rheumatic-like’ illness with features such as fever, weight loss, malaise, anaemia, arthralgia, myalgia and arthritis. Temporal (giant cell) arteritis, is the commonest of the arteritides and is characterised by focal granulomatous inflammation of medium and small arteries, chiefly the cranial vessels. It most commonly presents clinically in the temporal arteries of older white women. Headache and ocular symptoms predominate and may be accompanied by fever, myalgia, and arthralgia, a syndrome known as...
polymyalgia rheumatica. Takayasu’s disease is an idiopathic systemic inflammatory disease typically involving large arteries such as the aorta and its main branches, and sometimes the coronary and pulmonary arteries. Typically it affects children and young adults, with a marked female preponderance and geographically more commonly seen in the Far East.\textsuperscript{17} Granulomatous vasculitis progresses to medial fibrosis with resultant stenosis or occlusion. The prognosis is poor, with severe hypertension, retinopathy, aortic regurgitation and aneurysm formation being the four main complications.\textsuperscript{18} Kawasaki’s disease (mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome) is a disease which is endemic in Japan, but occurs much less commonly in Europe. Typically it affects infants and children and presents with fever, lymphadenopathy, skin rash, oral and conjunctival erythema and, in 20 per cent of cases, it leads to coronary arteritis. Morbidity and even mortality is associated with coronary arteritis, which can lead to aneurysm formation, thrombosis and acute myocardial injury.

Buerger’s disease or thromboangiitis obliterans is an inflammatory occlusive disease of the medium- and small-sized arteries of the extremity presenting with segmental thrombotic occlusions of multiple distal arteries.\textsuperscript{19} Its prevalence is high in Japan, Israel, and other Asiatic countries and most commonly affects young males who are smokers. Angiography reveals the pathognomonic features of tapering of vessels, abrupt occlusions and classically the corkscrew configuration of collaterals. The prognosis for the limbs is generally poor but their chance of survival is improved in those who stop smoking (see Chapter 42).

Polyarteritis nodosa is a systemic disease characterised by necrotising inflammation of the medium- and small-sized arteries throughout the body, sparing the pulmonary circulation. The lesions are usually sharply demarcated and often induce thrombosis, causing distal ischaemia. Typically affecting young adults, especially men, the condition is accompanied by fever, malaise and weight loss but when the renal vessels are involved morbidity is severe.

### Table 2.2 Some causes of acute vascular insufficiency associated with arteritis or autoimmune diseases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Vessels involved</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takayasu’s disease</td>
<td>Aorta, arteries</td>
<td>Extremities, head and neck, viscera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buerger’s disease</td>
<td>Arteries, veins, nerves</td>
<td>Extremities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant cell arteritis</td>
<td>Muscular arteries</td>
<td>Cranial arteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyarteritis nodosa</td>
<td>Muscular arteries</td>
<td>Any extra-pulmonary site, viscera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersensitivity angitis</td>
<td>Small venules, capillaries, arterioles</td>
<td>All organs and tissues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawasaki’s disease</td>
<td>Arteries</td>
<td>Coronary arteries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aneurysmal disease and acute arterial dissection**

Acute vascular insufficiency of the limb may result from dilating and dissecting arterial diatheses. Aneurysms, the vast majority of which are atherosclerotic in nature, but occasionally may be mycotic, post-traumatic or congenital, cause acute vascular insufficiency due to thrombosis, embolism and rupture. Aneurysms must be considered a potential source of acute or chronic embolism compromising the distal circulation, especially if a cardiac source is not identified. Moreover, acute intra-abdominal catastrophes such as ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm and the resultant low flow state may be confused with primary acute limb ischaemia, therefore systemic assessment of the patient is essential in all cases. The commonest peripheral aneurysm, that of the popliteal artery, constitutes a limb-threatening lesion in that it can be the site of acute thromboembolism or the source of chronic low grade embolism which progressively occludes the distal arterial network.\textsuperscript{20}

Acute aortic dissections often cause life-threatening ischaemia of peripheral arterial territories and the vital end organs they supply. Stanford type B dissections, which commence beyond the left subclavian artery origin and extend distally, affect the iliac vessels either directly by occlusion of their true lumen or indirectly when a dissecting flap closes off the origin of the artery. Compromise of the true aortic lumen by an expanding high pressure false lumen may lead to the phenomenon of pseudocoarctation resulting in a resultant low flow state in the distal organs and limbs. Much more rarely, primary dissections of the iliofemoral segment may cause acute vascular insufficiency of the limb, and are usually associated with underlying pathology such as fibromuscular dysplasia.

**BLOOD FACTORS PREDISPOSING TO THROMBOSIS**

Hypercoagulability or thrombophilia represents a state of increased risk of developing arterial or venous thrombosis.\textsuperscript{21} Normally a delicate balance between the natural procoagulant and anticoagulant pathways prevents unwanted clot formation but a variety of defects, either inherited or acquired, may disturb that equilibrium and cause acute thrombosis. Although most available evidence of thrombogenesis pertains to the venous system, the same underlying defects are thought to be responsible for thrombosis of the native artery or a bypass graft.

**Inherited thrombophilia**

Inherited defects, either in the procoagulant, anticoagulant or fibrinolytic pathways, as shown in Table 2.3, combined with exposure to common risk factors represent a potentially increased risk for thrombosis. For instance, although the risk of venous thromboembolism below 40 years of age is less than 0.5 per cent in the general population, in certain families, that risk in the same age group rises to 5 per cent.\textsuperscript{22} One large study of patients with idiopathic venous thrombosis found that 18 per cent of affected individuals were...
heterozygous for factor V Leiden gene point mutation (activated protein C resistance) and 1.5 per cent of them were homozygous.23 Much interest has also focused on the presence of prothrombin mutation 20210, which has been reported to be present in up to 18 per cent of patients with thrombosis.24 Once initiated, coagulation must be controlled by the fibrinolytic system if widespread intravascular thrombosis is to be avoided. Defects in precursor proteins involved in the generation of plasmin, and indeed deficiencies in plasminogen and plasmin action, have been identified. Metabolic defects, such as hyperhomocysteinaemia, are known to be associated with an increased incidence of arterial disease25 and recently have also been found to be associated with both arterial and venous thromboembolism.26

### Acquired thrombophilia

Several systemic factors, as shown below, are associated with increased thrombogenicity of the blood, and these include changes in hormonal metabolism, smoking, hyperlipidaemia, hyperglycaemia, disseminated cancer, nephrotic syndrome, trauma, oral contraceptives, pregnancy and the postpartum state.27 Increased plasma fibrinogen, in particular, is an independent risk factor for thrombotic complications in patients with atherosclerotic disease28 and trauma.29 Diabetic patients may have a range of defects which increase blood thrombogenicity, due in part to glycosylation of collagen and proteins, increased levels of plasma fibrinogen and plasminogen activator inhibitor-130 and platelet hyperaggregability.31 Recently increased levels of circulating tissue factor antigen have been observed in patients with cardiovascular disease32 and consumptive coagulation disorders.33 Thrombosis is also more common in a variety of hyperviscosity syndromes such as polycthæmia, macroglobulinaemia, cryoglobulinaemia and sickle cell anaemia.

### Phlegmasia caerulea dolens

In certain instances venous thrombosis may directly induce acute vascular insufficiency. Phlegmasia caerulea dolens, due to massive iliofemoral deep venous thrombosis, may present with a suddenly painful swollen leg (see Chapter 20). Arterial inflow may be so acutely compromised, due to the venous outflow obstruction, that it threatens the vascular integrity of the limb as is the case with phlegmasia alba dolens.

### MISCELLANEOUS EXTRINSIC FACTORS PREDISPOSING TO THROMBOSIS

A variety of extrinsic factors which cause acute or chronic vessel injury and luminal compromise may induce arterial thrombosis and lead to acute vascular insufficiency. Acute arterial trauma, perhaps the most dramatic extrinsic injury caused by either blunt or penetrating injury, is discussed in detail elsewhere (see Chapter 33). A range of less dramatic but just as significant chronic injuries, however, may culminate in acute vascular insufficiency and are discussed here briefly.

### Repetitive external trauma

Repetitive vessel injury in a few specific syndromes may result in acute vascular insufficiency, often against a background of chronic symptoms. **Thoracic outlet syndrome** describes a variable group of symptoms arising from neurovascular compression from either bone or soft tissue structures in the root of the neck, resulting in a clinical picture of chronic pain, neurological disturbance and, more rarely, vascular symptoms34 (see Chapter 41). Furthermore, the accompanying poststenotic dilation may progress to an aneurysm and either by embolism or acute thrombosis35 present clinically as acute arm ischaemia. Thoracic outlet syndrome may have acute vascular manifestations due to scalene muscle trauma.

---

**Table 2.3** The known inherited thrombophilias arising from defects in the procoagulant, anticoagulant or fibrinolytic pathways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Specific defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deficiencies</td>
<td>Antithrombin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plasminogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heparin cofactor II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defects</td>
<td>Antithrombin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factor V Leiden (activated protein C resistance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dysfibrinogenaemias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prothrombin mutation 20210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thrombomodulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated procoagulants</td>
<td>Prothrombin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperhomocysteinaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plasminogen inhibitor activator type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Histidine-rich glycoprotein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---
in association with hyperextension arm injuries. Furthermore, repeated external trauma to the axillary artery from a shoulder crutch, although rare nowadays, may present as acute thrombosis or secondary thrombosis complicating aneurysmal change.46 **Popliteal artery entrapment syndrome** describes a developmental defect in which the popliteal artery, and occasionally the popliteal vein, is compressed either beneath the medial head of the gastrocnemius muscle, a slip of that muscle or more rarely the popliteus muscle. The most widely accepted classification recognises five types of popliteal entrapment.37 It may be responsible for up to 40 per cent of cases in those patients aged less than 30 years presenting with lower limb claudication.38

**Traumatic vessel injury**
Major trauma resulting in acute vascular insufficiency may be blunt or penetrating and the vessel injury can range from subclinical intimal injury to complete vessel disruption. Compounding factors often include associated multisystem injury, haemorrhage, exposure and delayed presentation.39 Although acute traumatic vessel injury is dealt with in subsequent chapters, a few specific situations require further mention here.

The incidence of **iatrogenic injury** has matched the increasing use of invasive monitoring and endovascular therapy. Catheterisation of a peripheral artery in the critically ill is standard practice40 and responsible for acute vascular insufficiency in up to 4 per cent of cases;41 while bleeding and pseudoaneurysm formation may occur, especially if coagulopathy coexists. The increasing use of larger diameter catheters and devices such as intra-aortic balloon pumps has inevitably heralded a mounting frequency of iatrogenic problems in the femoral area (see Chapters 38 and 39).

**Endovascular therapy** such as angioplasty may produce large areas of intimal–medial dehiscence, commonly at the site of junction between plaque and disease-free wall.42 However, only rarely do these dissections result in acute vessel closure, and if identified early can be remedied by additional angioplasty or stent placement (see Chapter 39). Angioplasty also significantly stimulates the production of hydroperoxy acids, which are known to mediate vessel spasm and inflammation, in turn leading to arterial thrombosis.43

**Osseofascial compartment hypertension** (compartment syndrome) describes a self-propagating cycle, which occurs within the confines of the osseofascial compartments of the extremities (see Chapter 33). This syndrome may complicate limb trauma, with or without arterial injury, as well as after reconstructive arterial surgery for severe or prolonged ischaemia.44 Following a period of ischaemia, reperfusion causes capillary endothelial injury which leads to interstitial oedema and an increase in compartment pressure, further compounding tissue hypoxia. Untreated it may lead to permanent neurovascular damage, myoglobinuria, renal failure, sepsis and death.45 Patients with peripheral vascular disease are much more susceptible to injury from compartment syndrome as their lower resting arterial pressure cannot withstand even small increases in compartment pressure.

Finally, **exertional compartment syndromes** may arise due to severe or unaccustomed exercise, most commonly involving the lower extremity and, in particular, the anterior compartment of the lower leg. Rarely, an exertional compartment syndrome may present as an emergency.

**Embolic disease**
Embolic disease is the second commonest cause of acute vascular insufficiency of the limb. An embolus is a blood clot or other foreign body which is formed in or gains access to the vascular system in one location and is carried by the flow of blood to another site where it produces vascular obstruction (see Chapters 15, 16 and 21). The lower extremity vessels are involved approximately five times as frequently as the upper extremities.46 The commonest lower limb target site is the common femoral bifurcation, which is also the commonest overall site accounting for 35–50 per cent of instances, whereas the commonest upper limb site is the brachial artery.47 The majority of emboli originate in the heart, either in patients with atrial fibrillation or in those with mural thrombosis complicating recent myocardial infarction. Less common predisposing cardiac causes are rheumatic heart disease, aortic valve prosthesis, mycotic emboli from subacute bacterial endocarditis and, rarely, atrial myxoma (Table 2.4). A significant proportion of arterial emboli originate from primary arterial diseases proximal to their site of impaction,47 and they include **atherosclerosis, aortitis and aneurysmal disease**.

Once present, the clinical outcome of any embolic event depends primarily upon the territory of the vessel involved, the completeness of obstruction and the collateral circulation available. Skeletal muscle is relatively resistant to ischaemic injury but periods beyond 6 hours will usually result in progressive permanent injury. The combination of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Aetiology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myocardial infarction (mural thrombus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infective endocarditis (mycotic vegetations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prosthetic valve (thrombus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atrial myxoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paradoxical embolus (septal defect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major vessels</td>
<td>Atherosclerotic plaque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mycotic aneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iatrogenic</td>
<td>Arterial catheterisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postangioplasty/stenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intra-arterial injection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a paralysed and insensate limb and the onset of ischaemic neuropathy are ominous signs and demand immediate revascularisation if the limb is to be salvaged. The early use of therapeutic anticoagulation with heparin helps prevent secondary clotting or clot propagation, a phenomenon which causes significant deterioration in untreated embolic occlusions. Furthermore, the clinician must be alert to the fact that embolic events are often multiple and may involve several arterial territories. Occult compromise of the splanchnic circulation must be suspected early in a patient who deteriorates systemically if an adverse outcome is to be avoided. A combination of age, high myocardial risk and late presentation contribute to high rates of amputation and mortality.46,48

Graft failure

Failure of an existing arterial bypass graft is a common cause of acute vascular insufficiency. Most patients with graft occlusion present with a recurrence of previous symptoms and a smaller number are identified by routine graft surveillance;49 unfortunately, a significant proportion go on to develop critical ischaemia. Factors within the wall, in the blood and extrinsic factors may all contribute to graft failure. Graft failure can be broadly categorised as immediate (within 30 days), intermediate (between 1 and 18 months), and late (after 18 months). Graft failures in the immediate phase account for 5–20 per cent of cases, and most failures can be attributed to imperfections in surgical technique and in patient selection. Occasionally, in low-flow states, in situ thrombosis reflects the thrombogenicity of the graft. Intermediate phase graft failures, accounting for 5–10 per cent of cases, are largely caused by neointimal hyperplasia. Late failures account for the remaining cases and are usually the result of progression of atherosclerotic disease of inflow and outflow vessels (see Chapter 17).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF ACUTE LIMB ISCHAEMIA

Skeletal muscle ischaemia followed by reperfusion produces several functional and morphological changes including impaired ability to develop tension, mitochondrial swelling, disruption of sarcomere organisation, leakage of cytosolic enzymes into the circulation, endothelial cell swelling and denudation, and the development of the ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon. In sublethal skeletal muscle ischaemia-reperfusion (I/R) injury most of the tissue abnormalities occur not during ischaemia but on reperfusion.50 Fortunately, skeletal muscle is relatively resistant to ischaemic injury for a time but when it exceeds 2–7 hours,51 the opportunity for salvage diminishes. Chronically ischaemic limbs with peripheral vascular disease will tolerate substantially longer periods of ischaemia, in part due to collateralisation but also due to the poorly understood phenomenon of ischaemic tolerance, a sustained ischaemic preconditioning effect, which, of course, when induced acutely, can be shown to prevent reperfusion injury and its systemic effects.52

Ischaemic injury

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), essential in nearly all body processes requiring the output of energy, is depleted during the period of ischaemia,53 and persistently low tissue levels of ATP can lead directly to cellular death.54 During the ischaemic period depletion of ATP is associated with the conversion of xanthine dehydrogenase to xanthine oxidase, provoking elevations in purine metabolites, hypoxanthine and xanthine, an environment richly conducive to the production of reactive oxygen species.55,56 With more prolonged periods of ischaemia severe fibre damage consisting of myofibrillar derangement, loss of organisation of myofilaments or frank myonecrosis ensues.57

Oxidative injury

Reperfusion of ischaemic muscle tissue initiates a complex sequence of events which includes the generation of reactive oxygen metabolites, liberation of proinflammatory mediators and granulocyte adherence, infiltration and activation, which result in microvascular and parenchymal cell injury.58 The influx of a large amount of molecular oxygen at reperfusion generates the production of oxygen-derived free radicals (OFR) which play an important role in inducing postischaemic tissue injury. Oxygen free radicals, including superoxide anions (O$_2^-$), hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals (OH$^-$), arise as byproducts of the enzyme xanthine-xanthine oxidase system, the mitochondrial electron transport system, and the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (reduced form) (NADPH) oxidase system of neutrophils. These oxygen-free radicals have a direct lytic effect on cellular membranes through lipid peroxidation. Endothelial cell membrane injury is associated with increased microvascular permeability,59 indeed leg oedema is a common complication after reconstructive vascular surgery.60 Evidence from animal experiments shows that skeletal muscle injury following ischaemia is attenuated by hypoxic reperfusion rather than by oxygenated blood,61 or by the use of free radical scavengers.62

ANTIOXIDANT DEFENCE AND OXIDATIVE STRESS

Skeletal muscle has several endogenous defences against oxidative injury caused by reactive oxygen metabolites, including, but not limited to the intracellular enzymes superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT) and glutathione peroxidase. Superoxide dismutase catalyses the dismutation of superoxide and hydrogen peroxide to water and molecular oxygen, while glutathione peroxidase can also reduce hydrogen peroxide by catalysing its reaction with reduced glutathione (GSH) to form oxidised glutathione disulphide and water. The protective effect of exogenous SOD and catalase in attenuating ischaemia-reperfusion induced skeletal muscle injury has been demonstrated.63,64 Unfortunately, to be clinically effective they must be given prior to the ischaemic period, which limits their clinical
Recent studies have demonstrated the role of cytokine activity in the activation of leucocytes and local interactions in postischaemic tissue. PMNs, also known as polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMNs), are involved in transmigration to the site of injury. The process of PMN transmigration to the site of injury involves a complex interplay between the expression of adhesion molecules on the endothelial cell, leucocyte activation and local cytokine activity.

**POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUCOCYTE–ENDOTHELIAL INTERACTION**

The influx of activated polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMNs) into postischaemic tissues is one of the hallmarks of ischaemia–reperfusion injury. Polymorphonuclear leucocyte adherence to the endothelium is a requirement for these cells to alter the endothelial barrier and so to allow PMN transmigration to the site of injury. The process of cell adherence, cell activation and cell migration involves an interplay between the expression of adhesion molecules by the endothelial cell, leucocyte activation and local cytokine activity as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Sequestration of circulating neutrophils in the microvessels of skeletal muscle begins with constitutively expressed neutrophil L-selectin receptors binding to the postcapillary venule endothelial P-selectin and E-selectin receptors. This is the first phase of neutrophil adhesion, and is manifested by ‘neutrophil rolling’ along the venular luminal surface. The second phase of neutrophil adhesion occurs after activation or ‘upregulation’ of the CD11/CD18 integrins and shedding of L-selectin from the neutrophil surface, caused by release of proinflammatory cytokines, platelet activating factor (PAF) and eicosanoids from the damaged endothelial cell. This halts neutrophil rolling by providing strong neutrophil–endothelial cell adhesion through the interaction of the CD11b/CD18 integrin with the endothelial receptor, intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). Finally, transmigration occurs, which involves both chemotactic stimuli, such as interleukin-8, and binding to the platelet–endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1). Attenuation of neutrophil accumulation in postischaemic tissues using antibodies directed against the neutrophil surface adherence complex in skeletal muscle has been successfully demonstrated. After reperfusion of postischaemic tissue the accumulation of PMN is associated with severe morphological injuries manifested as large and numerous intramitochondrial dense bodies, mitochondrial swelling and intermyofibillar oedema. While adhering to the endothelium, neutrophils damage endothelial cells and the basement membrane by releasing superoxide anions via the NADPH oxidase system, secreting myeloperoxidase which catalyses the production of hypochlorus acid (HOCL), and releasing granular enzymes including elastase, collagenase and cathepsin G, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Enhanced neutrophil adhesion to endothelium is seen in postcapillary venules during ischaemia with a more pronounced response following reperfusion.

**‘NO-REFLOW’ PHENOMENON**

After an extended period of ischaemia in skeletal muscle, some capillaries fail to perfuse on reestablishment of blood flow. This ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon results in incomplete and maldistributed perfusion and contributes to injury by prolonging hypoxia and exposure of the tissues to toxic metabolites.

Maldistribution of blood flow due to the failure of local vascular autoregulation is understood to be the cause of the ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon noted after ischaemic injury and tends to compound ischaemic damage in underperfused areas. This maldistribution of flow is not simply based on vasoconstriction but represents a failure of vascular smooth muscle responsiveness to the usual vasoactive mediators such as PO$_2$, PCO$_2$, pH, lactate, potassium, adenine nucleotides, bradykinin, prostaglandins, nitric oxide and changes in osmolality.

Mechanical obstruction of small vessels due to entrapment of enlarged adherent leucocytes ‘plugging’ the capillary...
may also contribute to the ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon. Oxidative endothelial damage leads to endothelial cell swelling which reduces the diameter of the vascular lumen adding to vascular resistance and capillary neutrophil plugging. The adhesion of neutrophils to the venular endothelial cells in turn increases capillary pressure and fluid filtration, through an already damaged endothelial barrier, compounding interstitial oedema and compression of the microcirculatory system.

**UPREGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION**

As our understanding of the intracellular events during ischaemia-reperfusion injury improves with advances in molecular biology, we shall soon understand why different tissues have such disparate tolerances to ischaemic injury. Early work has confirmed enhanced gene expression or ‘upregulation’ during ischaemia and perhaps more importantly in early reperfusion. Experimental work is already in progress exploring the benefits of new genetic therapies in skeletal muscle ischaemia-reperfusion injury. Improved understanding of the role of these genes and their sequence of upregulation may well open a new arena for therapeutic intervention.

**Systemic response to reperfusion**

Reperfusion of the acutely ischaemic limb not only causes local effects but, with revascularization, also carries a variety of proinflammatory stimuli into the systemic circulation. Products of oxidative injury, namely, reactive oxygen species, arachidonic acid metabolites and hydroperoxides, interact with activated endothelial cells and leucocytes in an environment rich in proinflammatory cytokines. These proinflammatory mediators and activated leucocytes initiate an intravascular cascade of pro- and anti-inflammatory responses resulting in remote vital organ injury. This systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), which may lead to multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS), is dealt with in Chapter 4.

**CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF ACUTE VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY**

The clinician must interpret the patient’s history and clinical signs to determine the extent and duration of the underlying injury, the feasibility of revascularisation and the wisdom of doing so in a particular setting. A variety of clinical grading systems aid the clinician in the decision making process, perhaps the most widely accepted being that adopted by the Society for Vascular Surgery and the International Society of Cardiovascular Surgery (SVS/ISCVS) and given in Table 2.5. These systems, at best, only provide guidance because the treatment for each patient has to be individualised by an experienced vascular surgical team.

**Table 2.5 The Society for Vascular Surgery/International Society of Cardiovascular Surgery (SVS/ISCVS) grading system for limb ischaemia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class I</td>
<td>Viable leg, without impairment of sensory or motor function and audible Doppler signals</td>
<td>Heparin is given and elective treatment, either conservative or interventionlal, is arranged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IIa</td>
<td>Marginally threatened with symptoms limited to a mild sensory loss (usually in the toes)</td>
<td>A delay of 9 hours is acceptable to attempt treatment by lysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IIb</td>
<td>Immediately at risk with pronounced sensory loss, mild to moderate motor loss but audible Doppler signals</td>
<td>Delay is unacceptable and urgent clot extraction by aspiration or embolectomy is required. Accelerated thrombolysis may be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III</td>
<td>Absent Doppler flow, paralysis, total sensory loss and irreversible tissue damage</td>
<td>Attempts to restore blood flow would lead to hyperkalaemia and myoglobinuria, so delayed amputation should be performed after resuscitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

It is clear that acute vascular insufficiency is a common surgical emergency in a high risk patient population inherently predisposed to cardiovascular and cerebrovascular risk. Despite advances in management it is a condition which continues to be associated with high amputation and mortality rates. Diagnosis and treatment require a multidisciplinary approach involving interventional radiologists, haematologists, immunologists, clinical biochemists and vascular technicians under the supervision of an experienced vascular surgeon. When revascularisation is indicated the extent and duration of ischaemia time is the major determinant of outcome. The clinician must also recognise the settings in which revascularisation is detrimental to the patient and in these instances it may be wiser to adopt a suitably palliative approach. The rapid advances in endovascular therapies and our increasing understanding of genetic and environmental factors predisposing to acute vascular insufficiency will combine to ensure that this remains an interesting and evolving clinical field.
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Intestinal Ischaemia in Aortic Surgery

MARTIN G BJÖRCK

THE PROBLEM

Intestinal ischaemia in the postoperative period after aortoiliac surgery represents a major challenge to the vascular surgeon. This complication constitutes a lethal threat to the patient and occurs so frequently that the ability to manage it will affect the overall outcome.

The cardinal symptoms, namely, early bloody diarrhoea and peritonitis, are more often absent than present. If the complication is diagnosed merely on the basis of these clinical symptoms and signs over half of these patients would suffer an unnecessary and potentially lethal delay in treatment. On the other hand, benign mucosal ischaemic lesions are common, especially after emergency surgery, and an unnecessary re-laparotomy in such cases would represent a threat to the patient. Timely recognition and proper grading of the ischaemic lesion, therefore, are essential ingredients for a favourable outcome.

Understanding the pathophysiology of this condition is helpful if it is to be prevented. The correlation between intestinal ischaemia, ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) (detailed in Chapter 2), systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) (see Chapter 4) and intra-abdominal hypertension poses a number of questions regarding the general treatment of patients after major abdominal surgery or trauma.

INCIDENCE AND GRADING OF THE ISCHAEMIC LESION

Although colonic ischaemia was reported just a year after the very first successful repair of an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), its true incidence has long remained unclear. Differences in case-mix may explain why, during the very same year of 1960, one group reported an incidence of 10 per cent (12 of 120) while another of 0.2 per cent (2 of 931); the latter report from Houston of operations on a highly selected group of patients has never been reproduced over the decades right up to the introduction of endovascular repair (EVAR) and illustrates the continued failure to recognise the existence of colonic ischaemia. The largest retrospective study from a single centre reported an incidence of 1.1 per cent among 2137 patients, only 147 (6.8 per cent) of whom required surgery for rupture. The frequency of emergency operations performed and postmortem examinations undertaken, the latter being included in only three publications, has a profound impact on the reported incidence of the complication.

Colonic ischaemia accounts for approximately 95 per cent of cases of intestinal ischaemia complicating aortoiliac surgery. The resulting ischaemic lesions can be divided into three grades, namely, mucosal ischaemia, mucosal plus muscular ischaemia and transmural gangrene (Fig. 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grades of ischaemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Grade I – mucosal ischaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grade II – mucosal plus muscular ischaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grade III – transmural gangrene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prospective studies, in which all patients were examined postoperatively by sigmoidoscopy or by pH$_1$-guided sigmoidoscopy, reported incidences of colon ischaemia of 5–11 per cent after elective AAA surgery and 15–60 per cent after operation for rupture. Most of these patients,
however, had superficial mucosal lesions the clinical relevance of which is a matter of controversy.

The definition of normal or of pathological appearances at sigmoidoscopy varies. If the findings of diffuse hyperaemia, submucosal haemorrhagic spots and solitary erosions are to be defined as pathological, then no patient undergoing aortic surgery should be regarded as having normal colonic mucosa. When colonoscopy was combined with biopsy 1 week after elective aortic surgery (28 for AAA and 28 for occlusive disease) histological signs of colonic ischaemia were observed in 30 per cent of patients.

The introduction of vascular registries has permitted analyses of the incidence of colonic ischaemia in large non-selected patient populations, undergoing surgery for both elective and ruptured AAA (Table 3.1). In these reports only those patients with clinically relevant ischaemia were included, and most of them (80 per cent) had bowel gangrene. Patients with grade II lesions often develop ischaemic strictures and diarrhoea whereas patients with grade III lesions may advance to the clinically problematic manifestation of bloody stools.

Figure 3.1 (a) Specimen of resected sigmoid colon showing a grade II lesion with distinct differences between normal and ischaemic mucosa. After a combined operation for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) and renal artery stenosis the patient developed colonic ischaemia and mucosal gangrene was confirmed on colonoscopy postoperatively. When anuria developed on the fifth day, the patient’s sigmoid colon was resected. (b) Postmortem specimen of the left colon revealing a grade III lesion with distinct differences between normal and ischaemic colon at the left flexure. The 80-year-old patient arrived in shock due to a ruptured AAA and 4 hours after the operation developed bloody diarrhoea; colonic ischaemia was confirmed at sigmoidoscopy and 2 days later the patient died in multiple organ failure.
Table 3.1  Incidence of intestinal ischaemia after aortic surgery in vascular registries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Registry</th>
<th>Time period</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Incidence (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amundsen et al.¹⁶</td>
<td>All of Norway</td>
<td>1981–1983</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longo et al.¹⁷</td>
<td>VA Registry, USA</td>
<td>1987–1991</td>
<td>4957</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Björck et al.⁶</td>
<td>Swedvasc, Sweden</td>
<td>1987–1993</td>
<td>2930</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Järvinen et al.¹⁸</td>
<td>Finnvasc, Finland</td>
<td>1991–1993</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norgren*</td>
<td>Eurostar</td>
<td>1994–2001</td>
<td>3558</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidence after endovascular repair

Most reports of series of endovascular stent graft repair (EVAR) refer to elective rather than ruptured AAA. The incidence of bowel ischaemia following open surgery is approximately 1 per cent and more than 5000 patients would have to undergo EVAR in order to demonstrate a fall in the complication rate to 0.5 per cent.

By August 2001, nine of 3658 patients in the Eurostar Registry developed colonic ischaemia, an incidence of 0.2 per cent (L. Norgren, personal communication; data from the Eurostar Registry, August 2001), which, within 95 per cent confidence limits, is lower than the 0.9 per cent (11 cases of 1160 open elective AAA operations) observed in the Swedvasc Registry. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that the Swedvasc data were extensively validated and that the autopsy rate was 66 per cent; in contrast, such valuable and pertinent information does not exist in the Eurostar Registry.

Importance

The clinical importance of colonic ischaemia in AAA surgery is evident from an analysis of data available in the Swedvasc Registry. We found that 9 per cent of the patients who died after an elective operation and 23 per cent of those who died after operation of a ruptured AAA suffered this complication.19

AETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The aetiology of intestinal ischaemia is complex with confounding factors. For instance, operations for ruptured AAA are associated with prolonged cross-clamping and substantial bleeding. We studied 62 patients who suffered the complication in a case–control study nested in a cohort of 2824 patients. For the first time it was possible to study the risk factors using multivariate analysis. The independent risk factors identified are shown in Table 3.2.

Risk factors, such as preoperative shock or renal insufficiency are not easily controlled, while others depend on surgical decision making. Intestinal ischaemia following surgery was more prevalent in regional hospitals and is probably attributable to the sustained treatment provided in the former resulting in better survival at 30 days. However, no difference in survival was noted between the two groups after 1 year. It appears that in district hospitals and is probably attributable to the sustained treatment provided in the former resulting in better survival at 30 days.

Patients with an occluded inferior mesenteric artery (IMA) had an elevated, though insignificant, risk of developing bowel ischaemia, relative risk (RR) = 1.64 (0.62–4.31), compared with those whose IMA was ligated at surgery. In 1978 Ernst et al. published a report21 on 52 patients undergoing elective AAA surgery, 13 of whom had an occluded IMA and 39 in whom pre- and post-reconstruction IMA stump pressures were measured. One patient suffered mild, subclinical, ischaemic colitis diagnosed on routine sigmoidoscopy which resolved completely by the eighth day. This patient had the lowest post-reconstruction stump pressure of 33 mmHg, and in nine patients pressures of between 40 and 50 mmHg were recorded. From this single observation far-reaching conclusions were made: it was claimed that if the IMA had thrombosed or if IMA stump pressure exceeded 40 mmHg, ischaemic colitis would not occur and therefore ligation of the IMA could be safely carried out.

Two other case–control studies13,22 evaluated ligation of a patent IMA as a risk factor for intestinal ischaemia and both concluded that it was not a significant factor. In a prospective study using sigmoid colon pH4 measurements, patients with an occluded IMA prior to surgery had lower pH4 values than those with a patent IMA at all stages, and the difference became significant on the third post-operative day.5 Occlusion of the IMA was associated with increasing age, larger aneurysms, longer operations and greater volumes of blood loss. In conclusion, occlusion of the IMA prior to surgery is a marker for advanced arterial disease and there are no data to support reimplantation of a patent IMA in an attempt to prevent colonic ischaemia.

The fact that the left colon is the segment most liable to be affected when bowel ischaemia follows aortoiliac surgery is explained by the watershed phenomenon. The combination of aortic cross-clamping, low cardiac output, the low priority given to the colon in terms of critical oxygen delivery and the loss of important collateral pathways due to atherosclerosis or surgical ligation results in the left colon becoming the segment of that organ most vulnerable to ischaemia. This mechanism is supported by the actual findings of preoperative shock in ruptured AAA and the ligation of internal iliac arteries is strongly associated with the complication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th>Relative risk/odds ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood loss &gt;10 L</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient in shock due to a ruptured AAA</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligation of one or both internal iliac arteries</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency surgery</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aorto-bifemoral graft</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal insufficiency (creatinine &gt;150μmol/L)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation at a regional hospital</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Hazard rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic cross-clamp time</td>
<td>1.2% per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating time</td>
<td>0.9% per minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Independent risk factors for intestinal ischaemia, identified by multivariate analysis in a cohort of 2824 patients20
Oxygen delivery to the intestine may become critical as a consequence of two different primary events. The collateral circulation may well be adequate initially, but oxygen delivery may become deficient as a result of central events such as postoperative myocardial infarction. Alternatively, even though the patient may be haemodynamically stable, the collateral circulation may be compromised by the degree of atherosclerosis and/or the level of surgical intervention. Ischaemic bowel injury is the primary event, and organ impairment may develop as a result of bacterial translocation and endotoxin migration through the injured intestinal wall, but in the clinical situation it is difficult to establish which mechanism precedes the other.

In this context the effects of different vasoactive drugs should be evaluated. Patients are subjected to polypharmacy after aortoiliac surgery, especially after operation for ruptured AAA. In a randomised trial, patients treated with low dose dopamine had significantly lower sigmoid colon pH values than controls.

In the knowledge that ischaemic intestine is vulnerable to undue pressure, trauma from retractors, especially of the self-retaining variety, should be avoided.

Although first described by paediatric surgeons in the 1940s the importance of intra-abdominal hypertension and of the abdominal compartment syndrome (see Chapters 4 and 6) has received little recognition until recently. We monitored intra-abdominal pressure in all patients operated on for aortoiliac disease since 1998 and there are indications of a correlation between intra-abdominal hypertension and colonic ischaemia.

Aetiology of bowel ischaemia after endovascular repair

The pathophysiological mechanism of colonic ischaemia in the first reported case history after the advent of EVAR was attributed to multiple embolism to the foot and via the internal iliac artery, sometimes designated ‘trash colon’. The latter is a rare cause of bowel ischaemia having been identified as a possible cause in only one of 63 cases of embolism following aortoiliac surgery. Although embolism may be more common after EVAR than after open repair it does not seem to raise the overall incidence of intestinal ischaemia (L. Norgren, personal communication; data from the Eurostar Registry, August 2001). Sigmoid colon pH fell less after EVAR than after open repair in one prospective study, probably because haemodynamic impairment using the endovascular technique is less of a problem. As EVAR becomes increasingly used in the treatment of patients with ruptured AAA, in whom the retroperitoneal haematoma remains unevacuated, it would be wise to monitor the intra-abdominal pressure. Whether the incidence of colonic ischaemia rises or falls as EVAR continues to be applied to patients with ruptured AAA remains an open question.

Diagnosis

Clinical

The classic clinical triad of intestinal ischaemia is early bloody diarrhoea and signs of peritonitis. Very few publications report on sufficient numbers of patients to permit meaningful discussion on the prevalence of presenting symptoms and signs. Longo et al., reporting to the national Veterans Administration (VA) Registry on the outcome in 4957 patients, identified 49 with bowel ischaemia. The predominant symptom was postoperative hypotension (<90 mmHg) in 15 patients, diarrhoea in 14, bloody stools in 11, fever in eight and abdominal pain in one. Thus, in 23 patients (47 per cent), none of the three classic symptoms was a predominant feature.

In a report from Swedvasc the picture was similar (Fig. 3.2). A third of the patients lacked all three classic symptoms and signs. In a five-year prospective study we identified six patients with bowel ischaemia and in two of them the clinical triad was absent altogether. Signs of peritonitis develop late, at which point the patients may be beyond salvage. It is also difficult to evaluate the abdomen in the postoperative period, especially if epidural anaesthesia has been used. Therefore, if one relies on clinical symptoms and signs alone, many patients will be lost.

Investigations

Many different investigations have been recommended in the detection of colonic ischaemia during the primary surgical intervention. The problem, however, is that colonic ischaemia usually manifests itself in the postoperative period and is a product of the depth and duration of the ischaemic insult. Of the 63 patients identified in the Swedvasc study only five (8 per cent) of the cases of ischaemic bowel were
evident at the primary operation, all these patients having been in deep shock due to a ruptured AAA. In a study involving pH measurements of the distal colon in 34 patients undergoing aortoiliac surgery the lowest pH values, representing the most severe degree ischaemia, were observed, not during the operation, but 4–24 hours postoperatively.

An elevated concentration of plasma lactate (>2.5 mmol/L) has been shown to be a sensitive indicator of bowel gangrene, but the specificity was very low. In one study D-lactate was more specific than L-lactate. It has been hypothesised, though never been tested in this specific context, that sustained high lactate levels, sometimes referred to as lact-time, might be a better pointer to bowel gangrene. An elevated D-dimer was found to have a good sensitivity and specificity in a preliminary study on patients suspected of having acute thromboembolic occlusion of the superior mesenteric artery, but it has not been investigated in patients operated on for aortoiliac disease. Leucocytosis is prevalent early in the development of bowel gangrene and is followed by leucopenia, but these are non-specific indicators. That coagulopathy in general, and thrombocytopenia in particular, are more common among patients with this complication, is probably a result of confounding risk factors such as major bleeding and preoperative shock. When taken as a whole the above estimations can be of some value in the sense that a patient with normal lactate, D-dimer and white cell count is unlikely to have developed bowel gangrene.

Perioperative intestinal mucosal blood flow has been measured using a laser Doppler probe and theoretically, if the probe is left inside the colon with its light beam in close contact with the mucosa, it can be monitored postoperatively, but bowel movement and faecal content represent major practical problems. Colonoscopy is eminently repeatable and the findings have been extensively reported but caution is required to avoid perforation and abdominal hypertension due to excessive gas insufflation. Faecal contents constitute a practical problem, especially after emergency operations. The flushing of large amounts of saline may be necessary to visualise the mucosa. The investigation should be performed by an experienced endoscopist, but it is important that the vascular surgeon is present in order to evaluate the findings. The distribution of lesions on endoscopy among the 63 patients studied is illustrated in Fig. 3.3; an isolated small bowel ischaemic lesion was present in only one case but the left colon and/or rectum were affected in 95 per cent of cases. Colonoscopy up to the left flexure would have been diagnostic in most cases. It must be acknowledged, however, that although colonoscopy will pick up ischaemic lesions, it cannot differentiate transmural from mucosal ischaemia.

Sigmoid colon pH monitoring, developed by Fiddian Green et al. (see Schiedler et al.,) relies on the use of a gas-permeable balloon placed in contact with the mucosa of the sigmoid colon where it detects increased carbon dioxide production caused by ischaemia. The original method of saline-filled balloons has been displaced by continuous air tonometry (Tonocap; Datex-Ohmeda, Helsinki, Finland) offering practical online measurements. Several investigators have studied this diagnostic method in elective aortoiliac surgery, a situation in which bowel ischaemia occurs in only 1 per cent of cases and, not surprisingly, no conclusion on its validity been made. On the other hand, three studies of patients operated for ruptured AAA, did include patients who developed the complication. It is hardly justifiable to monitor sigmoid colon pH after routine elective surgery. Since 1992 we have used pH monitors on all patients operated for ruptured AAA, occlusive or aneurysmal disease of the internal iliac arteries or in those carrying potentially high risk factors for colonic ischaemia. In addition to monitoring perfusion of this very vulnerable organ, pH monitoring can be used to prevent further ischaemic injury and when it occurs to recognise it in time and properly grade it so as to avoid unnecessary re-laparotomies.

**MANAGEMENT**

Management options in the prevention of bowel ischaemia are summarised below and the sequence of actions to be taken when ischaemia is suspected is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Of course, when this complication has occurred, timely confirmation and grading of the lesion are prerequisites to a successful outcome. Effective collaboration with anaesthetists and the staff in the intensive care unit is important. Excessive fluid administration will lead to prolonged mechanical ventilation and increased abdominal pressure, effects which are as dangerous to a vulnerable colonic circulation as are hypovolaemia and the indiscriminate use of inotropic drugs. Once the complication has manifested itself as transmural gangrene of the colon, the choice is clear, namely, immediate bowel resection with wide margins and colostomy.

RESULTS

In retrospective reviews from single centres the mortality among those who develop bowel ischaemia has varied between 50 and 100 per cent. When reviewing this complication within the Swedvasc Registry we found that among those who suffered the complication in a mixed group of patients who underwent emergency or elective aortoiliac surgery, the overall 30-day mortality had risen from 12 to 41 per cent, and the one-year rate from 18 to 59 per cent. In this group of patients institutional mortality or one-year mortality are far more valid measures of outcome than classic surgical mortality. Among patients with transmural colonic gangrene following surgery for ruptured AAA, the one-year mortality had reached 90 per cent. Results from a prospective study with pH monitoring suggest that mortality can be reduced by timely recognition and treatment.

Colonic ischaemia is a major complication of open repair of a ruptured AAA. A reduction in its incidence will improve the overall survival in this group of patients. After elective open repair the frequency is approximately 1 per cent, but 9 per cent of the patients who die after elective surgery will have suffered the complication. The incidence may be lower after elective endovascular repair. Shock, major blood loss and the sacrifice of blood flow to the internal iliac arteries are the most important risk factors. Investigations performed during the operation offer no solution because 90 per cent of patients develop colonic ischaemia in the postoperative period. The classic clinical triad of early bloody diarrhoea and signs of peritonitis cannot be relied upon, all these three cardinal features being absent in a third of patients. Colonoscopy up to the left flexure will identify colonic ischaemia in 95 per cent of patients affected, and therefore it is an investigation which should be carried out liberally. Sigmoid colon pH monitoring offers the advantages of possible prevention, timely recognition and proper grading of the ischaemic lesions. Treatment of transmural gangrene is immediate resection with wide margins and colostomy.

Measures to prevent colonic ischaemia in aortoiliac surgery

- Intraoperative measures
  - Avoid excessive blood loss, prolonged cross-clamping and operating time
  - Avoid aortobifemoral reconstruction
  - Preserve blood flow to the internal iliac arteries
  - Avoid embolisation to the internal iliac arteries
  - Avoid pressure on the colon from retractors
- Postoperative measures
  - Prevent hypovolaemia and hypotension
  - Avoid unnecessary vasoactive drugs
  - Prevent or treat intra-abdominal hypertension

Björck M, Broman G, Lindberg F, Bergqvist D. pH-monitoring of the sigmoid colon after aorto-iliac surgery. A five-year prospective study. *Eur J Vasc Endovasc Surg* 2000; 20: 273–80. This study shows that pH-monitoring can detect the complication early and grade the ischaemic lesion properly. Despite that six patients suffered colonic ischaemia, no mortality was associated with the complication.
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Ischaemia-Reperfusion Injury, SIRS and MODS

DENIS W HARKIN, AIRES AB BARROS D’SA

INTRODUCTION

The humoral and cell-mediated immune responses to tissue injury represent the first stages of repair, but if it is excessive local tissue injury may extend to a potentially lethal systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). In certain individuals a heterogeneous variety of insults, including trauma, haemorrhage, major surgery and ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), may provoke an overwhelming inflammatory response ultimately leading to multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS), organ failure and, ultimately, death. While the inflammatory response to tissue injury bears many similarities to the sepsis syndrome, a septic focus is not a prerequisite to SIRS. Paradoxically, when systemic inflammation becomes established, the essentially sterile IRI often exhibits a septic component which plays a crucial role in the propagation rather than the resolution of inflammation. In this chapter the pathophysiological processes involved in the evolution of SIRS and MODS in vascular patients are discussed.

THE PROBLEM

Despite modern advances in perioperative care, emergency vascular surgery continues to exact a severe toll on this patient population in terms of morbidity and mortality. In its most florid presentation, surgery for a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), despite initial success, continues to register in-hospital mortality rates of 50–75 per cent in specialist units.1-3 Of greater concern, however, is the fact that emergency limb salvage procedures in patients presenting with acute vascular insufficiency of the limb also inflict a substantial mortality of 10–20 per cent.4 Although the majority of early deaths in these patients is due to cardiovascular disease, which reflects the systemic nature of atherosclerosis, late deaths are mostly due to MODS, which remains the leading cause of death in surgical intensive care units5 (see Chapters 9A and 9B).

Ischaemia-reperfusion injury

Lower limb IRI is a common clinical sequela of thromboembolism, trauma, bypass surgery and low-flow states,
classically observed in ruptured AAAs. A vascular emergency becomes life threatening if accompanied by physiologically stressful situations: haemorrhage in association with a ruptured AAA, multisystem injuries in cases of vascular trauma, pre-existing vital organ dysfunction especially in the elderly arteriopath. Deoxygenation (ischaemia) and reoxygenation (reperfusion) of the tissues is characterised by local endothelial activation, membrane lipid peroxidation, cellular oedema, capillary leak and leucocyte recruitment, activation and tissue infiltration. This local tissue injury develops into a systemic phenomenon as metabolic byproducts, oxygen reactive species, arachidonic acid derivatives, cytokines, mediators and activated leucocytes are flushed into the systemic circulation where they can be harmful to vital organ systems, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The pathophysiology of acute limb vascular insufficiency, and IRI which accompanies it, is covered elsewhere (see Chapter 2), and therefore the discussion here is focused on systemic inflammation and organ dysfunction which evolve in this setting.

**SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE SYNDROME**

As proinflammatory mediators overcome native anti-inflammatory pathways a SIRS ensues. Products of oxidative injury, namely, reactive oxygen species, arachidonic acid metabolites and hydroperoxides, interact with activated endothelial cells and leucocytes in an environment rich in proinflammatory cytokines causing vital organ injury. In response to IRI the complex cascade of proinflammatory...
mediator and immune cell interactions leads to the development of SIRS, and not infrequently it is complicated by the sepsis syndrome, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

Intravascular response to reperfusion

At its most severe the intravascular response to limb IRI involves the establishment of cytokine and immune cell interactions propagating an inflammatory cascade which causes generalised capillary dysfunction and ultimately leads to organ failure. Major vascular surgery has been shown to initiate a systemic inflammatory response characterised by increased plasma levels of proinflammatory cytokines and circulating polymorphonuclear (PMN) leucocyte, or neutrophil, activation. Experimental studies have shown that activated neutrophils accumulate within remote organs in proportion to the severity of tissue injury caused by an acute microvascular insult. Plasma factors augment neutrophil and endothelial cell activation after revascularisation of ischaemic tissue by the activation, or ‘upregulation’, of neutrophil surface adhesion receptor integrins (CD11b/CD18) and endothelial cell adhesion molecules (ICAM-1) in turn leading to degranulation and tissue injury.

Antioxidant defence mechanisms, normally protecting tissues against harmful oxygen reactive species created as byproducts of metabolism, respiration or immune mediated microbial killing are overwhelmed by uncontrolled oxidant production. Consumptive systemic depletion of antioxidants has been demonstrated both during ischaemia and after reperfusion in AAA repair. The resultant oxidative cell membrane injury leads to the creation of eicosanoids such as prostaglandins, thromboxanes and leucotrienes, which are oxygenated products of 20-carbon fatty acids such as arachidonic acid. Agonist–receptor mediated activation of membrane phospholipase A₂ leads to specific release of arachidonic acid, the substrate for cyclo-oxygenase or lipoxygenase enzymes. Thromboxane (TX) A₂, a potent vasoconstrictor and platelet aggregator, is a product of the cyclo-oxygenase initiated pathway and is produced rapidly following aortic clamp release at which point it is related, temporally, to the onset of pulmonary hypertension. Leucotriene (LT) B₄, a product of the lipoxygenase initiated pathway is derived from neutrophils, mast cells, macrophages and endothelial cells. Both these eicosanoids have been shown to be highly chemotactic for neutrophils contributing to their endothelial adherence and transmigration.

Nitric oxide, normally produced in basal amounts by the vascular endothelium is critical to normal vascular homoeostasis, by mediating vascular smooth muscle relaxation and inhibiting platelet aggregation and neutrophil adherence. Endothelial cell production of nitric oxide is decreased during reperfusion, and that is compounded by superoxide anion induced inactivation of nitric oxide. This intravascular proinflammatory milieu then converts the local inflammatory injury into a systemic inflammatory response.

Definition of systemic inflammatory response syndrome

Despite the varied initiating stimuli, SIRS, once established, follows a common, if often chaotic, pathway leading to widespread increased microvascular permeability and organ injury. The systemic inflammatory response to injury essentially represents a spectrum of responses which can be mild and self-limiting or severe, leading rapidly to multiple organ failure (MOF) and death. This is reflected in the descriptive criteria shown in Table 4.1 proposed by Baue. It is recognised, however, that the more innocuous first insult is often aggravated by another in the form of sepsis eventually ushering in MOF and death.

SIRS: the propagation or resolution of inflammation

A complex cascade of events depicted in Fig. 4.3 leads from the initial inflammatory stimulus to MOF, which is lethal. Bone classifies SIRS further into the compensatory anti-inflammatory response syndrome (CARS) and the mixed antagonistic response syndrome (MARS), which suggests that weighting the process in one direction or the other decides the outcome. As Baue points out, however, that despite the desire to represent inflammation as an orderly response, it is in fact neither organised and sequential, nor coordinated but a rather chaotic process. While the early rise in circulating cytokine concentrations could be beneficial to the host by initiating the acute phase response, their uncontrolled production undoubtedly contributes to the development of MODS. Paradoxically, depression of the cytokine response does not improve outcome; indeed, it is associated with increased mortality. Systemic inflammatory response syndrome, once established, is propagated by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>A temperature lower than 36 ºC or higher than 38 ºC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>A heart rate more than 90 beats per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary</td>
<td>A respiratory rate more than 20 breaths per minute or a PaCO₂ less than 32 mmHg, which usually means hypoxic hyperventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematological</td>
<td>A white blood cell count more than 12.0 × 10⁹/L or less than 4.0 × 10⁹/L or the presence of greater than 10 per cent immature or band forms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data from Baue.

*SIRS requires two or more of the conditions be met.
a variety of mediators, perhaps most importantly by the balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. Similarly, the development of a secondary septic injury or sepsis syndrome, from either exogenous or endogenous bacterial pathogens, is often a grave indicator of relentless progression to organ failure and death.

**CYTOKINES**

Cytokines, originating from monocytes, neutrophils, mast cells, lymphocytes, tissue macrophages and vascular endothelial cells\(^1\) have myriad pro- and anti-inflammatory properties and play a key role in an evolving SIRS. Postischaemic extremities have been shown to exhibit the immediate release of tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF-\(\alpha\)).\(^2\) In animal studies TNF elicits many key features of SIRS including fever, proteolysis, shock and organ dysfunction.\(^3\) This is in part due to its role in upregulating neutrophil surface adhesion receptors (integrin CD11b/CD18).\(^4\)

The interleukin (IL) family of cytokines has a variety of pro- and anti-inflammatory effects. Interleukin-1\(\beta\) is an early proinflammatory cytokine, often synergistically potentiating TNF-\(\alpha\) effects, and is produced by macrophages, monocytes and vascular endothelium.\(^5\) Interleukin-6 is a pleiotropic cytokine, produced by a wide variety of immune reactive cell types\(^6\) and found in high concentrations in association with morbidity after AAA repair;\(^7\) post-traumatic elevated IL-6 levels also correlate closely with injury severity scores (ISS) and mortality.\(^8\) In an experimental model of lower limb IRI we have shown that high plasma levels of IL-6 are associated with MOF and high mortality.\(^9\) In vitro studies have shown that IL-6 delays PMN apoptosis, which may explain why PMNs may exhibit increased functional longevity and a potential for oxidative tissue injury.\(^10\) However, IL-6 also has an important immunomodulatory role – by directly inhibiting expression of proinflammatory TNF-\(\alpha\) and IL-1\(\beta\) and stimulating macrophage expression of IL-1\(\beta\) receptor antagonist and soluble TNF-\(\alpha\) receptor. Interleukin-8, produced by a variety of cell types, is a potent leucocyte chemoattractant and activator\(^11\) and highest levels of this interleukin have been recorded in patients who developed MOF after trauma.\(^12\) In addition IL-8 has been demonstrated in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).\(^13\) Interleukin-10 is produced by immunoregulatory cells\(^14\) and has the potential to inhibit the production of various cytokines, including TNF-\(\alpha\) and IL-6.\(^15\) Despite this an increase in plasma IL-10 levels has been associated with septicemia.\(^16\)

**GASTROINTESTINAL BARRIER DYSFUNCTION**

The concept of gut origin sepsis, in which dysfunction of the intestinal barrier results in the passage of bacteria and their toxins from the lumen to normally sterile extraintestinal sites, is attributable to Fine.\(^17\) Intestinal barrier failure has been implicated in the pathogenesis of complications following thermal injury,\(^18\) trauma\(^19\) and major vascular surgery.\(^30\)

**Bacterial translocation**

The gastrointestinal tract is normally inhabited by a large collection of microbial species most notably Gram-negative bacteria.\(^50\) Corson et al.\(^51\) showed a link between limb IRI, remote gut injury and increased systemic endotoxin concentrations. Increased intestinal permeability was demonstrated after major vascular surgery.\(^20\) Subsequently, at our centre, lower limb IRI was confirmed to be associated with remote gut mucosal injury and increased permeability.\(^32\) Indeed, research has shown that bacterial translocation can be provoked by a variety of injurious stimuli including burns,\(^53\) endotoxaemia\(^54\) and haemorrhage.\(^55\) Predisposing factors include bacterial overgrowth,\(^56\) gut mucosal barrier disruption\(^57\) and abnormal host defences.\(^57\)

**Endotoxaemia**

Abdominal aortic aneurysm repair is associated with portal and systemic endotoxaemia.\(^58\) Endotoxin, a lipopolysaccharide (LPS) component of the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, is a potent stimulus to cytokine generation, coagulation and complement activation\(^59\) as well as leucocyte activation.\(^60\) In humans endotoxin has been implicated in the pathogenesis of SIRS and the development of acute lung injury\(^61\) but its precise role after vascular surgery remains controversial.\(^62\) In experimental studies at our
centre it has been demonstrated that lower limb IRI is associated with endotoxaemia and that the resulting SIRS is associated with a rise in mortality.

**Colonic ischaemia**

Colonic ischaemia is a feared complication of aortic surgery, with an incidence ranging from 7 per cent after repair of a ruptured AAA to 0.6 per cent after bypass for aortoiliac occlusive disease. The inferior mesenteric artery, the main blood supply to the left colon, is often sacrificed at AAA repair and important collateral channels from the hypogastric vessels may be lost if internal iliac arteries are excluded during the implantation of a bifurcated aortic graft. The combination of vascular interruption, hypotension and prolonged aortic clamp time magnify the risk to the colon. The damage may range from mild self-limiting mucosal ischaemia to frank ischaemic infarction, perforation and sepsis.

**HEPATIC RETICULOENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION**

The vast hepatic sinusoidal network is lined with fixed tissue macrophages, or Kupffer cells, which are strategically located to interact with gut derived endotoxin. In addition to clearing bloodstream endotoxin (LPS) the Kupffer cells are a rich source of inflammatory mediators such as TNF, interleukins, platelet activating factor (PAF), and arachidonic acid metabolites. Accordingly, the intestinal–hepatic axis may be crucial in the development of systemic inflammation in patients undergoing major vascular surgery. In the critically ill, impairment of Kupffer cell function is associated with overwhelming sepsis and poor prognosis.

**Sepsis syndrome**

The sepsis syndrome, defined in Table 4.2, results from activation of the host’s defense mechanisms in response to invading microorganisms and their products, including endotoxin. The development of sepsis syndrome is a grave prognostic indicator, regardless of the origin of the bacterial pathogen, whether from an endogenous source such as the intestine or exogenous foci such as ventilatory acquired pneumonia or intravascular catheter sepsis. Severe sepsis is a major cause of death in patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) and continues to be responsible for the high mortality of 25–58 per cent.

**MULTIPLE ORGAN DYSFUNCTION SYNDROME**

Classical definitions of MOF as an ‘all-or-nothing’ phenomenon, have been displaced by the consensus view that MOF, the criteria for which are shown in Table 4.3, is more accurately portrayed as an extension of MODS. It remains the leading cause of death in the surgical ICU, with overall mortality rates exceeding 70 per cent, the rate rising with the number of organs failing. Clinical studies have shown that all patients undergoing aortic reconstruction suffer transient organ dysfunction affecting the lung, gut and kidney. Mortality rates of 5 per cent after elective, and 50 per cent after ruptured AAA repair, are still common and at least 20 per cent of these deaths are attributable to MODS. In the past MODS was assumed to be a complication of uncontrolled infection or a manifestation of an occult septic focus, but it is now clear that it can develop in the absence of an identifiable focus of infection. This supports the hypothesis that bacteria or endotoxin from the gut lumen may translocate into the circulation at times of systemic stress and drive the inflammatory response. As described, an uncontrolled SIRS is implicated in the aetiology of MODS. The common cellular abnormality in all these organs is increased microvascular permeability with sequestration of activated inflammatory cells in the microvessels of systemic organs.

**Immune system**

Deficiencies of the immune system after surgery, burns and trauma are well documented and may occur in a variety of ways. Adverse postinjury events include:

- inhibition of the phagocytic cellular response
- decreased lymphokine (particularly IL-2) generation
- increased complement activation

---

**Table 4.2 Criteria for determination of sepsis syndrome.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Criteria†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Temperature | Hyperthermia (>38°C)  
|            | Hypothermia (<35.5°C)  
| Heart rate | Tachycardia (>90 beats per minute in the absence of β-blockade)  
| Respiratory rate | Tachypnoea (>20 breaths per minute)  
| Organ function | Evidence of dysfunction of one or more end organs, defined as follows:  
|              | (a) Plasma lactate greater than 1.2 mmol/L, base deficit greater than 5 mmol/L, or systemic vascular resistance less than 800 dynes.s.cm⁻⁵  
|              | (b) PaO₂/fraction inspired oxygen less than 30 kPa or PaO₂ less than 9.3 kPa  
|              | (c) Less than 120 mL urine output during 4 hours; or  
|              | (d) Glasgow Coma Scale score less than 15 in the absence of a neurological lesion.  

* Data from Bone.
† Each category requires one or more criteria.
Table 4.3  Criteria for the determination of multiple organ failure *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ system</th>
<th>Criteria †</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>Heart rate &lt;54 beats/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean arterial blood pressure &lt;49 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventricular tachyarrhythmia or fibrillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serum pH &lt;7.24 with PaCO₂ &lt;49 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematological</td>
<td>White blood cells &lt;1.0 x 10⁹/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platelets &lt;20.0 x 10⁹/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haematocrit &lt;0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Prothrombin time &gt;4 seconds over control (in the absence of anticoagulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilirubin &gt;103 μmol/L (&gt;6 mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central nervous system</td>
<td>Glasgow Coma Scale &lt;6 (in the absence of sedation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Urine output &lt;479 mL/24 hours (&lt;159 mL/8 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urea nitrogen &gt;35.7 mmol/L (&gt;100 mg/dL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creatinine &gt;309 μmol/L (3.5 mg/dL) (excluding long term dialysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary</td>
<td>Respiratory rate &lt;5 or &gt;49/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PaCO₂ &gt;50 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alveolar–arterial oxygen difference &gt;350 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilator dependence &gt;3 d with another organ failed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data from Knaus et al.⁷²
† Each category requires one or more criteria.

- raised prostaglandin production (PGE₂)⁸³
- appearance of immunosuppressive serum factors⁸⁴
- alterations in T cell functions including decreased proliferation⁷⁷
- relative increase in suppressor cells⁸⁵
- alterations in B cell functions such as decreased immunoglobulin production.⁸⁶

These effects, in combination, render the patient more susceptible to sepsis and associated complications which contribute to the general proinflammatory milieu.

**Haematological system**

Critical illness is associated with various haematological abnormalities, a mild anaemia being common along with abnormalities in red cell deformability,⁸⁷ a high or inappropriately low leucocyte count and in some cases even an absolute lymphopenia. Reductions in platelet count are common in patients undergoing elective repair of an AAA⁸⁸ and perhaps more dramatically that of a ruptured AAA.⁸⁹ Later, patients develop hyperfibrinogenaemia and thrombocytosis, which may persist for several weeks.⁸⁸ Activation of the fibrinolytic system, haemorrhage, hepatic dysfunction and massive blood transfusion contribute to the risk of coagulopathy.⁸⁹ Another important haematological pathway activated after major vascular surgery is that of the complement system, the creation of small antigen–antibody complexes in the circulation and the appearance of altered cell surface epitopes which activate the classic and alternative complement pathways, respectively. Activated products of the complement pathway are potent inflammatory mediators with myriad effects that include alteration of blood vessel permeability and tone, leucocyte chemotaxis and the activation of multiple inflammatory cell types.

**Cardiovascular system**

Depressed cardiac function is common in the critically ill and contributes to global hypoperfusion. Supraventricular arrhythmia and impaired myocardial contractility are the most readily evident alterations in cardiac function in the critically ill. Right ventricular function is particularly affected as a consequence of increased pulmonary vascular resistance⁹⁸ and an interplay of multiple depressive influences, including catecholamine excess, hypoxia, acidosis⁹¹ and myocardial depressant factors.⁹²,⁹³ A dilated peripheral vascular bed coupled with widespread capillary leakage aggravates cardiac workload and may ultimately leads to myocardial ischaemia. This added cardiovascular strain may be critical in those with pre-existing coronary artery disease.

**Respiratory system**

Acute non-cardiac pulmonary oedema after major vascular surgery, in particular aneurysm repair, is well recognised. Experimental lower torso ischaemia-reperfusion induces acute pulmonary injury which is characterised by increased microvascular permeability and neutrophil infiltration,⁹⁴ a phenomenon which can be effectively prevented experimentally by neutrophil depletion.⁹⁵ Damage to the capillary endothelium resulting in leakage of fluid and protein is produced by an interaction of inflammatory cells and mediators including leucocytes, cytokines, oxygen radicals, complement and arachidonate metabolites. The picture is clinically inseparable from ARDS, which can be of varying intensity as shown in Table 4.4, and is characterised by diffuse pulmonary capillary leak, a common complication in the critically ill. The lungs become stiff and less compliant, lung volumes are reduced and as a consequence of alveolar atelectasis an extreme level of intrapulmonary shunting occurs with characteristic bilateral pulmonary interstitial infiltrates on chest X-ray. Pulmonary hypertension is associated with ARDS⁹⁶ and may be improved, in part, by locally delivered vasodilators such as nitric oxide. Septic patients are at greater risk of developing ARDS,⁹⁷ indeed experimental infusion of LPS elicits a syndrome of acute lung injury which closely resembles ARDS.⁹⁸ Abdominal distension contributes to the loss of pulmonary compliance,
compounding respiratory failure in those who have sustained acute intra-abdominal catastrophes.99

Renal system

Acute renal failure (ARF) complicates both emergency and elective aortic aneurysm surgery.100 Renal parenchymal ischaemic injury is a common sequela of suprarenal aortic clamping and is exacerbated in some by atheroembolism.101 Postoperatively, renal hypoperfusion brought about by preferential shunting and falling central arterial blood pressure compounds the effects of renal ischaemia. Furthermore, the release of oxygen free radicals, systemic vasoconstrictors, toxic metabolites, myoglobin and activation of neutrophils as a consequence of limb reperfusion, act in concert to produce acute tubular dysfunction.102 Common radiological contrast agents also induce renal dysfunction in all too many vascular patients. Despite advances in providing support for the critically ill patient the development of ARF remains quite common and carries a grave prognosis with a mortality of around 45 per cent, and in those with sepsis it may be as high as 75 per cent.103

Hepatic system

The liver may sustain direct ischaemic injury during supraceliac aortic clamping and also indirectly in association with perioperative hypotension. Hepatocellular injury impairs the liver’s ability to manufacture clotting factors necessary to satisfy the demands of a hypercoagulopathy, to produce albumin sufficient to maintain intravascular volume in the presence of capillary leak and finally to metabolise mediators and metabolic byproducts in the presence of ongoing inflammation. Although transient moderate rises in hepatocellular enzymes are common after major aortic surgery, a large or sustained rise must be regarded as a grave sign.

Gastrointestinal tract

A variety of factors contribute to gut injury including direct ischaemia by supraceliac aortic clamping and remote injury mediated by inflammatory mediators, activated leukocytes and hypoperfusion.80 The crucial role of gut ischaemia in the pathogenesis of MODS is indicated by the improved survival of shocked patients in whom gut ischaemia, as determined by gastric tonometry, can be reversed.104 Naturally, the gut has been described as the ‘motor’ driving the systemic inflammatory response.27 Sustained acidosis of the gastric and sigmoid mucosa has been shown to be a highly sensitive predictive indicator of mortality and morbidity in elective and emergency AAA surgery patients.105 For this reason the clinician must remain vigilant to the possible development of non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia (see Chapters 3 and 29). Furthermore, gut mucosal atrophy during critical illness damages its absorptive ability, though that can be prevented, in part, by early enteral feeding.

Neuroendocrine system

Plasma catecholamine concentrations increase during conventional surgery,106 and during open AAA repair are associated with cardiovascular instability.107 The acute phase response to injury brings with it a catecholamine surge as the body tries to maintain its essential functions. Glucocorticoids initially provide a welcome anti-inflammatory response, inhibiting the production of cytokines TNF-α and IL-6,109 but their influence, if prolonged, becomes deleterious. Failure to satisfy the sustained hypermetabolic demands of critical illness is associated with a poor outcome.110

General metabolism

The systemic inflammatory response brings with it a hypercatabolic state and as the immune system and major organs attempt to cope with that increased demand the body switches from aerobic to anaerobic respiration on a massive scale. If tissue hypoxia persists, markers of intermediary metabolism, such as ketone body ratio, point to a process of decompensation heralding MOF and mortality in the critically ill.111 Postoperative hypermetabolism, as estimated

---

Table 4.4  Postinjury acute respiratory distress syndrome scoré (ARDS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Grade 1</th>
<th>Grade 2</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Pulmonary/radiographic</td>
<td>Diffuse, mild interstitial</td>
<td>Diffuse, marked interstitial</td>
<td>Diffuse, moderate air space</td>
<td>Diffuse, severe air space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>markings/opacities</td>
<td>markings/opacities</td>
<td>space consolidation</td>
<td>space consolidation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B PaO₂/FiO₂ (mmHg)</td>
<td>175–250</td>
<td>125–174</td>
<td>80–124</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Minute ventilation (L/min)</td>
<td>11–13</td>
<td>14–16</td>
<td>17–20</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D PEEP (cmH₂O)</td>
<td>6–9</td>
<td>10–13</td>
<td>14–17</td>
<td>&gt;17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Static compliance</td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>30–39</td>
<td>17–20</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARDS SCORE = A + B + C + D + E when PCWP ≤18 mmHg or when there is no clinical reason to suspect hydrostatic pulmonary oedema. PEEP, peak end expiratory pressure; PCWP, Pulmonary capillary wedge pressure.
by an increase in baseline oxygen consumption, is manifested experimentally by higher circulating levels of endotoxin, TNF and IL-6. Paradoxically, cytokines such as IL-6 also have a role in depressing cellular metabolic activity and that will induce cachexia.

**MONITORING OF ORGAN DYSFUNCTION IN SIRS**

Although mortality rates from MODS remain high, historical comparisons of critically ill surgical patients suggest the incidence of ARF, ARDS, gastrointestinal stress haemorrhage and abdominal abscess formation have decreased. The key reason for organ dysfunction in the critically ill is global tissue hypoxia. Central shunting attempts to maintain vital organ perfusion, often at the cost of sacrificing splanchnic and peripheral circulation. Historically, clinicians have directed their treatment so as to avert oxygen debt by optimising systemic haemodynamics and tissue oxygenation. Shoemaker et al. have gone further and proposed targeted therapy to achieve ‘supranormal’ oxygen delivery in critically ill patients to improve survival.

**Monitoring of global haemodynamics**

The pulmonary artery catheter, introduced by Swan et al., remains the clinical standard for monitoring macrohaemodynamic variables such as cardiac output, pulmonary artery occlusion pressure, mixed venous oxygen saturation and derived variables of oxygen delivery. However, concerns have been raised since Connors et al. showed a rise in mortality, prolonged stay in intensive care and increased treatment costs for those being monitored invasively. Non-invasive methods for assessing cardiac output remain largely experimental and include transthoracic and transoesophageal bioimpedance monitoring, carbon dioxide and soluble gases rebreathing methods and Doppler echocardiography.

**Monitoring of tissue oxygenation**

Falls in either cardiac output or arterial oxygen content lead to an imbalance whereby oxygen consumption exceeds oxygen delivery. This tissue hypoxia in the critically ill patient is compounded by a heightened catabolic state and anaerobic metabolism ensues. Therefore careful assessment of the quality of tissue oxygenation in these patients is essential. Global tissue oxygenation is often assessed indirectly by measuring plasma lactate levels which rise in response to excessive anaerobic metabolism. Elevated lactate levels, however, may reflect either impaired elimination, due to hepatic failure and renal failure, or increased production, as observed in a variety of conditions such as sepsis, myeloproliferative disease, pancreatitis, short bowel syndrome or induced by drugs such as catecholamines, biguanides, methanol, ethanol and ethylene glycol. In the critically ill, high lactate levels have been shown to be predictive of morbidity and mortality.

**INDICATORS OF REGIONAL TISSUE OXYGENATION**

Hollow viscus tonometry is increasingly used to monitor the adequacy of splanchnic tissue perfusion either via the gastric or the sigmoid route. Sustained acidosis of intestinal mucosa has been shown to be highly sensitive in predicting mortality and morbidity in elective and emergency aortic aneurysm surgery.

**MONITORING PULMONARY GAS EXCHANGE**

Arterial blood gas samples with a known fraction of inspired oxygen remains the clinical standard for monitoring pulmonary gas exchange. Pulse oximetry is useful but does not detect impaired tissue oxygenation attributable to a leftward shift of the oxygen–haemoglobin dissociation curve. The continued development of fibreoptic blood gas and pH sensors, at present still experimental, may further refine continuous monitoring of high risk patients.

**Monitoring of renal function**

Diuresis and creatinine clearance currently represent the clinically most important variables in monitoring global renal function. The goal must be to detect and correct renal hypoperfusion before the development of overt signs of renal failure such as anuria, hyperkalaemia, acidemia and azotaemia. In general, renal blood flow is hard to predict using simple systemic haemodynamic variables because of complex renal-based blood pressure maintaining compensatory mechanisms, namely, sympathetic activity and the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system. Unfortunately, newer imaging techniques such as greyscale and duplex ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging provide little assistance in predicting ARF in the critically ill patient.

**Predictive scores in critically ill vascular patients**

Vascular surgery patients with marked atherosclerotic disease and underlying comorbidities represent a high risk group when compared with most other patients undergoing surgery. In many reports over half of those patients undergoing elective AAA repair suffer one or more atherosclerosis related complications. Multiorgan failure is the most important cause of late death, the mortality rising with increasing number of failing organ systems. Postoperative
complications have been attributed to preoperative risk factors such as advancing age, poor ventricular function, ischaemic heart disease, chronic pulmonary disease, renal failure and diabetes mellitus. Therefore, extensive efforts are being made, using scoring systems, to predict the risk of morbidity and mortality in patients prior to commitment to a surgical procedure.

**THE APACHE SCORE**

Acute Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II score\(^7^6\)\(^,\)\(^1^2^3\) is perhaps the most widely accepted predictive score used to assess the severity of critical illness in ICUs. It is based on 12 physiological and laboratory based factors (temperature, mean arterial pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, PO\(_2\), arterial pH, serum sodium, serum potassium, serum creatinine, haematocrit, white cell count and Glasgow Coma Score), as well as on age and previous health status. In general, APACHE II is a good predictor of outcome in ruptured AAA repair but its power to predict outcome in any individual patient is limited.\(^1^2^4\)

**THE POSSUM SCORE**

Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality (POSSUM) was designed specifically for patients undergoing surgical intervention. It is based on 12 readily available physiological and laboratory variables (age, cardiac signs, respiratory history, systolic blood pressure, pulse rate, Glasgow Coma Score, haemoglobin, white cell count, urea, serum sodium, serum potassium, electrocardiogram) as well as on six operative severity parameters. The original POSSUM\(^1^2^5\) failed to predict outcome sufficiently reliably after ruptured AAAs,\(^1^2^4\) but the modified Portsmouth POSSUM or P-POSSUM\(^1^2^6\) would appear to have greater relevance to vascular patients.

**Therapeutic strategies in MODS**

The management of the critically ill patient with SIRS, sepsis and evolving MODS is complex and best undertaken in the ICU. The aim of initial resuscitation and supportive therapies is to achieve and maintain adequate tissue oxygenation. Hypoxaemia should be managed by increased inspired oxygen, where appropriate, to assist non-compliant and failing lungs by means of mechanical ventilation and regular monitoring by blood gas analysis. Cardiovascular support using a combination of intravenous fluid, inotropes and vasoconstrictors may require invasive haemodynamic monitoring. Antibiotic therapy should be instituted early where signs of sepsis exist, initially with broad spectrum antibiotics, and then in a more focused manner depending on microbiological results. Renal support can be achieved by optimising renal perfusion, and where this fails, by means of haemodialysis. Nutrition should be maintained during this intensely catabolic process, and ideally via the enteral route. Recent advances in molecular biology have enhanced our understanding of the various actions and interactions which represent the systemic inflammatory response to tissue injury. Beyond standard support of the critically ill patient, attention has focused on the use of either natural or synthetic therapeutic agents aimed at promoting or inhibiting various components of the inflammatory response. These are outlined in Table 4.5 and are discussed briefly below.

**Anticytokine therapies**

The balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines is crucial to the promotion or resolution of inflammation. Therapeutic interventions have ranged from purified concentrates of natural endogenous antibodies and stimulated donor hyperimmune globulins to monoclonal antibodies directed against specific cytokines. In both animal experiments and human trials attention has focused on modulation of the potent proinflammatory cytokine TNF-\(\alpha\). Its normal biological activity is usually counterbalanced by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapies</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Potential mode of action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cytokine</td>
<td>TNF-(\alpha) and receptor IL-1(\beta), 6, 8, and 10 and receptors</td>
<td>Anti-inflammatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiendotoxin</td>
<td>Gut decontamination LPS binding protein (LBP)</td>
<td>Improved endotoxin clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LPS</td>
<td>Direct inhibition endotoxin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BPI, recombinant BPI</td>
<td>Reduced inflammatory response to endotoxin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune cell</td>
<td>Leucocyte integrins</td>
<td>Inhibits leucocyte adhesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endothelial ICAM-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inhibits leucocyte adhesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement</td>
<td>C1, sCR1</td>
<td>Inhibits classical pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Inhibits alternative pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5, C5a, C5aR</td>
<td>Inhibits leucocyte activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5b-9 (MAC)</td>
<td>Inhibits cytosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TNF, tumour necrosis factor; IL, interleukin; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; BPI, bactericidal permeability increasing protein; ICAM, intercellular adhesion molecule.
natural inhibitors known as TNF-α binding proteins and identified as soluble forms of extracellular fragments of the TNF-α receptors. In high risk patients early postoperative rises in plasma levels of soluble TNF-α receptors, a hallmark of excessive TNF-α production, are associated with a high complication rate and a poor prognosis. Despite encouraging animal studies showing a lowering of mortality from sepsis, in one phase II trial a dose dependent increase in mortality was reported using the potent antigen soluble TNF p75 receptor. Another proinflammatory cytokine and potential target is IL-1β, but animal experiments here are also inconclusive with antibodies directed against its receptor: in small doses protecting those animals from Klebsiella pneumoniae but in larger doses increasing the lethal power of those organisms. The pleiotropic cytokine IL-6 has also been investigated, and the monoclonal antibodies directed against both IL-6 and its receptor having been shown to protect against lethal injury from TNF-α, LPS and sepsis. Interestingly, plasma levels of an anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 also rise in patients with septic shock and are correlated with an adverse outcome. Currently, IL-10 inhibition therapy is being explored in a phase I study in patients undergoing thoracoabdominal aneurysm repair, the results of which are awaited.

Antiendotoxin therapy

The sepsis syndrome, secondary to bacteraemia or endotoxaemia, remains a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, despite antibiotics and intensive care support. Gut decontamination has been shown to cause a dramatic reduction in colonisation and effectively prevents bacterial translocation from the gut, but it does not significantly reduce the mortality rate or hospital stay in critically ill patients.

Lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP) is an essential factor in the immune system responsible for meeting bacterial or septic challenges. Initial optimism based on the finding that mice, injected with high concentrations of LBP, could survive an otherwise lethal septic challenge was tempered by studies in LBP-knockout mice which showed that they fare no worse than their wild-type littermates tempered by studies in LBP-knockout mice which showed that they fare no worse than their wild-type littermates. The pleiotropic cytokine IL-6 has also been investigated, and the monoclonal antibodies directed against both IL-6 and its receptor having been shown to protect against lethal injury from TNF-α, LPS and sepsis. Interestingly, plasma levels of an anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 also rise in patients with septic shock and are correlated with an adverse outcome. Currently, IL-10 inhibition therapy is being explored in a phase I study in patients undergoing thoracoabdominal aneurysm repair, the results of which are awaited.

Antiendotoxin immuno- and inflammatory states and has various potentially deleterious vasoactive and inflammatory effects. However, it also has many beneficial effects, especially in the ability of the host to resist septic challenge, and therefore, in order to be effective, inhibition must be targeted. Encouraging results have been obtained using anti-C5 antibody, and C5a receptor (C5aR) antagonist, and the results of ongoing human trials are awaited.

Modulation of immune cell function

As the key effectors of tissue injury, and the source of many of the proinflammatory mediators present in SIRS, immune cells and leucocytes represent an obvious therapeutic target. Polymorphonuclear leucocyte depletion has been shown in animal studies to reduce reperfusion injury effect-}

Complement inhibition

The complement system is activated in a range of inflammatory states and has various potentially deleterious vasoactive and inflammatory effects. However, it also has many beneficial effects, especially in the ability of the host to resist septic challenge, and therefore, in order to be effective, inhibition must be targeted. Encouraging results have been obtained using anti-C5 antibody, and C5a receptor (C5aR) antagonist, and the results of ongoing human trials are awaited.

Genetic therapies

Quite recently it has become apparent that genetic polymorphisms to many of the previously described cytokines and inflammatory mediators do exist. Some of these polymorphisms are functional in that it is possible to demonstrate differing cytokine responses to a standard stimulus. This would suggest the possibility of genetic predisposition to increased mortality from sepsis or SIRS in some individuals. The first such polymorphism to be described in this field was in relation to TNF, but they have also been noted in regard to IL-1β, IL-1 receptor antagonist and IL-10.
Conclusions

The lack of improvement in mortality rates in those vascular patients who develop MODS probably reflects an increase in the number and complexity of vascular interventions in an increasingly elderly and unfit patient population rather than a failure of modern intensive care support. It is expected that a more enlightened understanding of the mechanisms involved in the development of IRI and its progression via SIRS to MODS will contribute to improve outcomes. Finally, it cannot be sufficiently emphasised that prevention of MOF by optimising tissue oxygen delivery at all stages is crucial to achieving better results. Careful assessment of a patient’s general medical condition and risk factors allows suitable patient selection and preventive treatment strategies to be put in place.
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The problem

Stroke can be defined as a rapid onset neurological deficit of presumed vascular origin lasting for more than 24 hours and which may result in death. Each year in the UK, over 100,000 people are affected by this disease and on a worldwide scale, it is estimated that there are 4.5 million deaths from stroke per year. Furthermore, with the increasing size of the elderly population anticipated over the next few years, this number is likely to rise. The prevalence of stroke is dependent upon case fatality and incidence. In the USA, stroke affects 550,000 people per year; of these 150,000 die, approximately 350,000 are disabled and there are an estimated 3 million survivors from stroke. A study of the pathophysiology of stroke suggests that it is likely that both the survival and the quality of life of stroke survivors might be improved by early reperfusion of the area of brain immediately adjacent to the core of cerebral infarction.

The aetiology of stroke depends on the age of the patient so that although stroke in the young is rare, and stroke caused by atherosclerosis is exceedingly rare. However, with increasing age, it becomes the predominant cause and because of the greater number of strokes occurring in the elderly, atherosclerosis overtakes all other causes of stroke. It can be difficult to establish the cause of cerebral infarction and in up to 40 per cent of cases a cause is never identified. Furthermore, the relative contribution of each risk factor is difficult to ascertain, for example ischaemic heart disease and atrial fibrillation often coexist making the diagnosis unclear. Cerebral infarction accounts for approximately 85 per cent of strokes and the mechanism of infarction is small and large vessel atherosclerosis (45 per cent), cardiogenic embolism (20 per cent), and cryptogenic and unusual causes (35 per cent). The Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project (OCSP) investigated incidence and cause of first-time strokes and transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) in the community. Using clinical assessment this project classified ischaemic stroke into four groups: total anterior circulation infarction (TACI), partial anterior circulation infarction (PACI), lacunar infarction and posterior cerebral infarction. This classification system is a valuable tool for the studies of stroke subtype and incidence. In a large epidemiological study based in Manchester, UK, Mead et al. investigated the prevalence of carotid atherosclerosis in the four OCSP stroke categories. Of 305 patients with cerebral infarction, 201 (66 per cent) were classified as either PACI or TACI. Furthermore, in the TACI group (100 patients) four patients had ipsilateral severe (70–99 per cent) internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis and 25 had ipsilateral ICA occlusion. In the PACI group, 16 had ipsilateral severe ICA stenosis and 11 had ICA occlusion. ICA atherosclerosis is a well recognised cause of stroke. Mead’s study quantifies the contribution of severe ICA stenosis and ICA occlusion to the epidemiology of stroke and confirms ICA disease as a major target for stroke prevention and treatment (Fig. 5.1).

In patients surviving stroke, the personal cost is often considerable. In the OCSP, 92 of 543 patients with cerebral infarction were classified as TACIs. Of this subgroup only 4 per cent of patients were independent and 56 per cent were still dependent at 30 days following stroke. The number of patients remaining independent was unchanged at one year. Although stroke is primarily a disease of the elderly, a significant proportion of cases occur in patients under retirement age. For example in an American study the annual incident rate for first ever or recurrent stroke in men between the ages of 55 and 64 years was 458 per
100,000. This puts great strain on patients and relatives, with loss of earnings, possible change in lifestyle and dependency on others. In 1988, Isard and Forbes estimated that the cost to the health service in Scotland for one stroke was £6000 but they only considered the cost to the hospital and local doctors. This is similar to a more recent European study finding the total cost per patient treated in London of approximately £5000. However, when other associated factors are included, such as community care and loss of productivity, the cost, in the USA, is estimated to be the equivalent of £70,000 at 1990 prices. The difficulties in assessing the cost of stroke to the community are perhaps a reflection of the protean manifestations of this disease, and that patients often present with other pathologies that may compound the problems of stroke. Overall, it is estimated that 4 per cent of UK National Health Service resources are consumed in treating and managing stroke each year. The NHS budget for 2002–2003 was in excess of £60 billion and therefore the total expenditure on stroke can be estimated to total some £2.4 billion.

RATIONAL FOR ACUTE TREATMENT OF ISCHAEMIC STROKE

Until recently stroke was considered the least treatable of all neurological conditions, however, it has become increasingly recognised that in certain circumstances, appropriate therapy instituted promptly will reduce the overall impact of stroke. There are three mechanisms by which this may occur:

- by preventing further strokes
- by salvaging ischaemic but not infarcted brain
- by limiting the damage caused by stroke.

It is well recognised that carotid stenosis predisposes to recurrent stroke and there are series that suggest patients with severe carotid stenosis may be at a particularly high risk of early stroke recurrence. The potential benefit of early carotid surgery in preventing acute stroke has now been demonstrated in a trial of 25 patients with PACI and carotid stenosis (70–99 per cent) randomised to surgery either within 1 week of stroke or at 2 months. The reinfarction rate was significantly lower in the group undergoing urgent surgery. (See Chapters 12 and 13.)

In carotid artery occlusion the situation is less clear. It has previously been assumed that once an ICA has occluded it will be unlikely to cause further embolisation. It is clear, however, that such patients do have an increased risk of subsequent stroke either from extension of the original thrombus/embolus or by ‘watershed infarction’. Studies of the natural history of ICA occlusion are complicated by the fact that it may present as a unilateral or bilateral phenomenon. Furthermore, there is a variable contribution to cerebral blood flow arriving via the vertebral arteries and other collaterals.

The pathogenesis of cerebral infarction will be described in relation to the problems faced by clinicians attempting to provide a cerebral reperfusion service (see Chapters 12 and 13).
the mechanisms of cell death will be briefly described fol-
lowed by a discussion of the effects of depth and duration of ischaemia. This sets the scene for the introduction of the concept of the ischaemic penumbra.

The brain is extremely sensitive to reductions in oxygen delivery as it depends almost entirely on oxidative phosphorylation for energy production. An impairment in the supply of oxygen (and other nutrients, especially glucose) leads to a failure in maintenance of ionic homeostasis. This is followed by cellular depolarisation and the release of excitatory amino acid transmitters from presynaptic terminals. This damage in turn leads to an increase in cytosolic sodium and chloride producing intracellular oedema followed by brain swelling and further reductions in cerebral perfusion. In addition, a rise in intracellular calcium concentration causes the activation of proteolytic enzymes and the generation of free radical species by cyclooxygenase and phospholipase A2. Further structural cellular damage follows and eventually cell death ensues.\(^{27}\) The above events describe the process of cell necrosis, however, some cells are killed by a different mechanism termed apoptosis. This is an active process of cell death characterised by the maintenance of cell membrane and mitochondrial integrity. The cells reduce in volume and become susceptible to phagocytosis. This occurs prior to membrane rupture and prevents the content of the cell from being discharged into the surrounding milieu.\(^{28}\) Both apoptosis and necrosis occur in the brain: it appears that necrosis occurs with catastrophic reductions in blood flow, but at times of more controlled flow reduction, or ‘relative ischaemia’, apoptosis occurs as a method of ‘damage limitation’.

Brief periods of cerebral ischaemia lasting a few minutes cause little or no evidence of histological damage. Ischaemia lasting more than 5 minutes but less than 1 hour results in the progressive death of selectively vulnerable neurones. Certain groups of neurones are more sensitive than others; hippocampal CA1 neurones and cerebellar Purkinje fibres are more vulnerable to ischaemia compared with other cells, as demonstrated by their susceptibility to even brief periods of cardiac arrest.\(^{29}\) The process whereby some brain tissue dies before other areas has been called ‘selective neuronal necrosis’. However, after 1 hour, depending upon the species, infarction ensues within the zone of lowest blood flow progressively enlarging to a maximum volume over 3–4 hours in rodents,\(^{30}\) and 6–8 hours in non-human primates.\(^{31}\) Until recently it has been hard to define this critical time interval in humans. Observations of anaesthetised patients undergoing carotid surgery and neurosurgery can be misleading as general anaesthetic reduces cerebral metabolic activity. This has the potential of increasing neuronal survival times. Moreover, with the advent of trials of thrombolysis it seems clear that in certain circumstances normal brain function and morphology can be restored up to and possibly beyond a 3-hour time window.\(^{32}\)

As well as the duration of ischaemia, several studies have demonstrated thresholds of cerebral blood flow upon which neuronal function and survival are critically dependent. These are referred to as the threshold of electrical failure and the threshold of membrane failure, respectively. The former refers to the rate of blood flow at which neuronal function ceases and the latter to the point at which neuronal death ensues.

The threshold of electrical failure

In primates, normal cerebral blood flow is in the range of 50–60 mL per 100 g per minute.\(^{33}\) As flow is gradually reduced, the threshold of electrical failure is approached and physiological function is impaired. In a cat model of reversible middle carotid artery (MCA) occlusion, Heiss et al. simultaneously recorded single (neuronal) cell activity and local blood flow and were able to demonstrate that spontaneous electrical activity ceased at flow levels of about 18 mL per 100 g per minute and that normal function returned after restoration of flow.\(^{34,35}\) In the baboon, Branston et al. demonstrated that evoked cortical responses disappeared at similar flow thresholds and reappeared on reperfusion.\(^{36,37}\) These findings were subsequently corroborated by the results of clinical studies on patients undergoing carotid surgery.\(^{38,39}\) Because electroencephalographic activity in the patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy returned to pre-cross-clamp levels following restoration of blood flow, it was assumed that the neurones were not irreversibly damaged. Clearly, however, these results need to be interpreted in the light of the fact that anaesthetic agents reduce cerebral metabolic requirements.

The threshold for membrane failure

The lower limit for cell survival, the threshold for membrane failure, was initially estimated by recording the extracellular potassium concentration at varying flow rates.\(^{40,41}\) Elevation of extracellular potassium, indicative of the collapse of transmembrane potentials, pointed to membrane failure at flow rates below 10–12 mL/100 g per minute. The demonstration that hypoxic cell death involved the coupled uptake of calcium and efflux of potassium at similar low flow rates was taken as further evidence indicative of membrane failure.\(^{42}\) These thresholds are slightly higher in rats and gerbils perhaps correlating with the higher cerebral metabolic rate of these animals.\(^{43}\)

THE CONCEPT OF THE ISCHAEMIC PENUMBRA

From the preceding discussion it is clear that focal cerebral infarction is highly dependent upon both the duration and severity of ischaemia. The studies of ischaemic thresholds
discussed above have important implications in the development of cerebral infarction in humans. In 1981, Astrup suggested that the ischaemic core of focal infarction is surrounded by a rim of tissue with reduced blood supply, sufficient to maintain transmembrane potentials but insufficient to maintain electrical activity. It was suggested that the cells in the central core of an infarct were dead but were surrounded by a zone of cells in a twilight zone between electrical failure and membrane failure. The term ‘ischaemic penumbra’ was based on the Greek word for partial shadow (Fig. 5.2).

Since this initial description, the ischaemic penumbra has become the focus of intense research efforts, both in establishing its existence and in verifying it as a target for therapeutic intervention in stroke. Evidence for the existence of the penumbra came originally from animal studies and later from human studies.

Animal studies

Several animal studies have shown that the tissue surrounding a core of infarction is biochemically distinct from both the normal brain and the infarct. In a rat model of focal reversible ischaemia, Kristian et al. demonstrated that calcium homoeostasis is abolished soon after the insult at the core of the infarction but takes up to 6 hours to disappear at the periphery. Positron emission tomography (PET) is a useful tool in the study of brain pathology as it enables direct measurement of cerebral blood flow and metabolic parameters such as cerebral glucose, oxygen consumption and cerebral oxygen extraction. In a non-reversible feline model of MCA occlusion, Heiss et al. performed serial PET scans up to 24 hours following occlusion. At the onset of infarction the oxygen extraction was greatest at the centre of the focus of ischaemia but as the central cells gradually died, oxygen extraction fell at the centre and then increased towards the periphery of the lesion. This process took up to 24 hours suggesting that in this model the cells in the penumbral region took up to 24 hours to die. In a shorter term experiment using permanent ischaemia in rats, Kohno et al. compared reductions in blood flow, measured by diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI), with areas of biochemical abnormality, manifested by acidosis and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depletion: after 30 minutes of ischaemia the area of acidosis and low perfusion was larger than the area of ATP depletion. Over the following two hours, however, ATP depletion progressed towards the periphery of the lesion. The authors interpreted this finding as a gradual depletion of energy in the zone of hypoperfusion.

Patient studies

Computed tomography (CT) is commonly used in the clinical investigation of stroke and is able to demonstrate haemorrhage, oedema and parenchymal necrosis. Unfortunately, it lacks sensitivity for the structural changes in the acute stage of stroke. For this reason, and unless haemorrhage has to be excluded, CT scanning is usually delayed for 24 hours or more to ensure a hypodense, i.e. visible, infarct is identified if present. Olsen et al. performed CT and xenon clearance studies on patients with acute stroke, demonstrating that blood flow abnormalities make up a significantly larger area than that measured by CT. They interpreted this finding as evidence that the tissue surrounding an infarct, i.e. the penumbra, may not take on the CT appearances of infarction but is physiologically abnormal and, importantly, a potential therapeutic target.

Using single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) Wise et al. studied the metabolic changes occurring in the tissue surrounding an infarct and found that there was evidence of continuing neuronal death up to 1 week following infarction. More comprehensive PET studies, using a shorter time interval, have subsequently confirmed these findings demonstrating metabolically active tissue at 17 hours following infarction. In the absence of treatment, this tissue subsequently became metabolically inert. In a more comprehensive study, Baron described three patterns of blood flow in untreated stroke patients in whom an ischaemic penumbra was present. Firstly, some patients develop early extensive cortical damage, indicated by a rapid decline in the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, and have no evidence of recovery. A second group showed evidence of hyperperfusion, with preserved cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, indicating complete or almost complete recovery. In the third pattern, patients develop severe cortical ischaemia with a relatively well preserved cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen, consistent with the two threshold flow rates already discussed. These patients have a very variable outcome consistent with the presence of hypoperfused but viable tissue.
Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measures alterations in tissue water content. This makes the technique of limited value in the early investigation of stroke as urgent treatments should aim to prevent damage which results in fluid shifts. However, there are several modifications of the technique that have provided a valuable insight into the existence of the ischaemic penumbra. Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging measures the diffusion of water in regions of interest and in areas of cerebral ischaemia there is a detectable reduction in the rate of diffusion of water molecules. In patients with stroke of less than 2 hours duration, well circumscribed lesions relating to the decrease in molecular water diffusion have been demonstrated. Contrast studies also appear useful. Perfusion-weighted scanning obtains images (PWI) by measuring the rate of appearance of contrast in a volume of brain tissue. Because the rate of appearance of contrast is dependent on blood flow, this technique accurately measures blood flow at the capillary level. By combining PWI and DWI it is possible to measure the volume of the initial infarction (using DWI), the volume of hypoperfused brain (PWI) and the final infarction volume (using conventional MRI). Fisher and Garcia used this technique to show that the volume of hypoperfused brain is larger than the volume of infarcted brain, as would be expected with an infarct surrounded by penumbra, and that the eventual infarction volume is large enough for it to be a dynamic process which, with time, eventually disintegrates.52 Evidence to indicate that early reperfusion reduces the eventual infarction volume, however there are comparatively few data confirming the restoration of normal homoeostasis in tissue which was previously ‘penumbral’.

The quiescent cells within the penumbra are precariously balanced and in the absence of reperfusion the cells eventually die. An increase in local blood flow or perfusion pressure may be sufficient to restore function but an increase in adjacent energy demand or an increase in intracranial pressure may reduce the supply of oxygen and glucose to a level below that required to maintain transmembrane potentials.55

Clearly the reperfusion of the brain must be set against the disadvantage of delayed reperfusion causing reperfusion injury’. This phenomenon is well described in the peripheral vascular system (see Chapter 4) and is now known to be highly relevant in the brain.56

When brain becomes ischaemic, there is an initial elevation in intracellular calcium, activating proteases and phospholipases which in turn lead to the breakdown of membrane lipids and the production of damaging reactive oxygen species. In the absence of reperfusion, much of the initial damage occurs in this fashion. However, following reperfusion and the restoration of oxygen supply the production of free radicals is greatly increased. This allows the production of further free radicals by a process of amplification from several intracerebral sources: the sudden upsurge in mitochondrial activity following restoration of blood flow brings about the production of arachidonic acid released by the phospholipases activated during ischaemia. This fatty acid is converted by cyclo-oxygenase generating free reactive oxygen species. These molecules cause lipid peroxidation, leading to neuronal, glial and endothelial membrane dysfunction. The blood–brain barrier becomes more permeable and results in the development of vasogenic oedema (see Chapter 13). The neurones, glia and endothelial cells develop cellular oedema as a result of cell wall dysfunction. Furthermore, the breakdown of the blood–brain barrier allows the migration of macrophages into the cerebral extravascular space and this induces a further cascade of neurotoxic events.27 The understanding of these events at cellular level is helpful in the interpretation of findings from clinical studies of cerebral reperfusion.

**CLINICAL CONSEQUENCES OF REPERFUSING ISCHAEMIC BRAIN**

There are several features of cerebral physiology and anatomy which make the reperfusion of the brain a complex process. These factors include the blood–brain barrier, the collateral blood supply, the ventriculo-cisternal system containing cerebrospinal fluid, the skull and dura forming a rigid external boundary, the high metabolic rate of brain tissue and its almost total dependence upon aerobic metabolism. Each factor has a crucial impact on the specific problems associated with cerebral reperfusion.
Complications of reperfusing ischaemic brain

- Haemorrhagic stroke
- Ischaemic stroke
- Cerebral oedema

In broad terms however, there are two pathological processes that can complicate the reperfusion of ischaemic brain: oedema and haemorrhage. Both have been demonstrated to contribute to the mortality and morbidity of stroke in the presence of physiological (i.e. spontaneous) and therapeutic reperfusion.

Cerebral oedema

Cerebral metabolic disturbances caused by ischaemia and subsequent reperfusion can lead to the development of both cellular and vasogenic oedema.

**Cellular oedema** is similar to that seen in other organs. Maintenance of the normal cell volume is an energy dependent mechanism based on the ‘pump–leak’ model. Both neurones and glia control their volume by the active extrusion of sodium ions against a concentration gradient favouring inward flux of sodium. Failure of the energy supply results in a net increase in intracellular sodium followed by osmotically obliged water, leading to an increase in volume. The increase in volume may be clinically unnoticed (compensated for by a reduction in extracellular fluid volume) but is physiologically desirable (i.e. glial swelling in compensation for increased local neuronal activity), or it may be manifested as a mass effect.

**Vasogenic oedema** occurs when the integrity of the blood–brain barrier is interrupted; the flux of water from the plasma into the cerebral extracellular fluid results in tissue oedema and consequent brain swelling. The causes of blood–brain barrier disruption are not clear: at the cellular level free radicals, bradykinin and histamine have been implicated, as have infection, cranial trauma and stroke. In practice, vasogenic and cellular cerebral oedema often coexist and in the context of stroke, this is usually the case. Vasogenic oedema necessarily involves an increase in flow of plasma from the blood. This contains many substances toxic to the brain, such as glutamate and potassium, and that in turn leads to further cerebral damage. As damage continues to progress, the microcirculation is disrupted, the tissue swells further to the point at which intracranial pressure rises and cerebral perfusion is compromised. As the mass expands, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and venous volume decrease and healthy parts of brain become compressed to accommodate the expanding oedematous mass. Once these compensatory mechanisms fail, the contents of the cranial vault become non-compliant and intracranial pressure increases. Eventually, cerebral tissue is forced through the openings of the skull and, in the absence of treatment, the brainstem is forced through the foramen magnum, so called ‘coning’, and death rapidly ensues.

**Haemorrhagic transformation of ischaemic infarction**

Between 10 and 20 per cent of strokes are primarily due to subarachnoid or intraparenchymal haemorrhage. However, some ischaemic strokes may undergo haemorrhagic transformation. This phenomenon ranges from a few petechial haemorrhages across the surface of the brain to extensive intracranial haematoma formation. Postmortem studies give high rates of haemorrhagic transformation, presumably because they are biased towards more severe strokes. However, prospective radiological studies of patients presenting with stroke tend to underestimate the incidence of such transformation because, at the time the research was carried out, many scanners did not have the resolution to identify the smaller bleeds. Furthermore, to investigate the possibility that haemorrhagic transformation may be underdiagnosed, and hence primary haemorrhage overdiagnosed, Bogousslavsky et al. describe a series of 15 patients with an admission CT demonstrating no cerebral haemorrhage; subsequent clinical deterioration and CT scanning within 18 hours revealed the appearances of intracranial haemorrhage arising as haemorrhagic transformation. Although they did not state the size of the population from which the sample was taken, the work suggests that studies of the aetiology of haemorrhagic stroke may overestimate the incidence of primary haemorrhage as the cause.

Clearly, the timing of the CT scan is important, and the use of serial CT scanning has now enabled researchers to establish the rate of haemorrhagic transformation over time after onset of stroke. Okada et al. found that of 160 patients with well documented cerebral embolism, 65 (41 per cent) underwent haemorrhagic transformation within one month of the ictus. In a series of 65 patients Hornig et al. reached similar conclusions; 28 patients (43 per cent) developed haemorrhagic transformation within four weeks of stroke with a peak incidence during the second week. Although there are no reports of studies in this area it seems possible that late spontaneous reperfusion may result in an increased risk of haemorrhagic transformation.

The aetiology of haemorrhagic transformation is not well understood but the theory proposed by Fisher and Adams in the 1950s is generally accepted: an embolus lodges in a vessel causing downstream infarction. Subsequently, the embolus autolyses, fragments and, with the force of the blood behind it, is driven downstream exposing the ischaemic vessels to blood flow at high pressure which ruptures the vessel and causes bleeding. This hypothesis appears applicable to haemorrhagic transformation, both spontaneous and that complicating stroke therapies.
In favour of this theory is the fact that cardioembolism increases the rate of haemorrhagic transformation.65 This suggests that emboli from the heart are able to undergo lysis and migrate distally as opposed to thromboembolic causes of occlusion.

Two studies have found that haemorrhagic transformation is significantly more frequent in large areas of infarction and in patients with severe neurological deficits.62,63 Furthermore, Okada et al. found that elderly patients (over 70 years) were especially at risk.62 Interestingly, in both of the above studies hypertension was not related to the risk of haemorrhage whereas the two available animal studies, designed to assess the role of hypertension in haemorrhagic transformation, both found that increased blood pressure was related to an increase in cerebral haemorrhage.66,67 Unfortunately, the species differences between cats, rabbits and humans make direct comparison of these results impossible. Bowes et al. used a rabbit model of stroke and simply controlled the hypertension caused by induction of stroke68 whereas Saku et al. induced hypertension by aortic occlusion.67

**Iatrogenic haemorrhage**

The risk of drug induced haemorrhagic transformation is relevant to potential new therapies because until the advent of thrombolysis for stroke, haemorrhagic transformation held little significance. Now, however, it is seen as a major risk factor for thrombolysis and consequently a great deal of research effort has been channelled into the cause of haemorrhagic transformation following deliberate cerebral reperfusion.

In a baboon model of reperfusion, del Zoppo et al. found that there was no difference in the incidence of haemorrhage and volume of infarction and that none of the three doses of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA) given in the study had any increased tendency to haemorrhage when given at three hours.68 In a Cochrane review of randomised controlled, mainly intravenous, trials of thrombolysis for stroke, death and dependency are reduced at the expense of an increased risk of intracerebral haemorrhage.69 However, the important principle from the thrombolysis experience seems to be that the risk of bleeding increases with the time delay to reperfusion, again supporting the rationale of early reperfusion, by whatever means (see Chapters 12 and 13).

Cerebral haemorrhage is a feared complication of carotid reconstruction for stroke and many studies of emergency carotid surgery for stroke include carotid endarterectomy and thromboendarterectomy. The conclusions of early studies lean towards avoiding surgery in patients with extensive neurological deficits, and it was inferred that the mechanism for haemorrhagic transformation in these patients is similar to that proposed by Fisher and Adams.64 However, most of these studies were from the pre-CT era where patients underwent reperfusion regardless of the possibility that they had presented with a cerebral haemorrhage. Most of the later studies of emergency carotid surgery for stroke use CT in the selection criteria to exclude haemorrhage and find surgery advantageous.70

### Future directions in cerebral reperfusion

- Strategies to reduce the time delay between stroke and treatment
- Strategies to avoid the complications of reperfusion

The extent of injury following cerebral reperfusion clearly relates to the duration and severity of the initial ischaemic insult, such that the sooner reperfusion is established the less severe the injury. The twofold rationale for early reperfusion of brain following stroke is therefore clear: first, blood flow must be promptly restored in order to salvage viable penumbral brain tissue, and second, the extent of reperfusion injury avoided or reduced.

### Logistical problems

All of the above evidence suggests that the traditional, dogmatic stance against the treatment of acute stroke is no longer tenable. There is a wealth of evidence both from animal and human studies to indicate that timely reperfusion of the brain is possible and may bring reductions in morbidity and mortality from this disease. However, cerebral reperfusion carries significant risks and approaches to reperfusion have been hampered by difficulties in delivering the care, the complications of which can be catastrophic. From the onset of stroke, cerebral tissue is dying and as time progresses the risks associated with reperfusion appear to increase. Safe and effective cerebral reperfusion requires detailed consideration of the following important stages: recognition of the stroke by the patient, rapid transfer to hospital, investigation and treatment.

Many studies have investigated the pre-hospital delay of patients presenting with stroke. Clearly, patients living alone and unable to make contact to seek help are in a grim position. Suffering a stroke in the presence of people with a knowledge of stroke decreases the time delay from stroke to hospital71,72 whereas the involvement of primary care has been associated with increased delays in arrival at hospital.73–75 Education appears to be the key issue here and efforts to increase stroke awareness have reduced stroke-to-hospital times in some American centres.74

The mode of transport to hospital is important. In the UK, unpublished audits from Bristol and Manchester
showed that the transport used by stroke patients attending hospital ranged from emergency ambulance transfer to the local bus service! Emergency ambulance ‘blue light’ transfer in the UK takes less than 8 minutes in 75 per cent of patients. If all patients attended via such a service the delay may be minimised but there are other potential ‘spin-offs’. A recent study has demonstrated that ambulance paramedics have a high diagnostic accuracy for strokes. Paramedics are in an ideal position to forewarn hospital staff of the imminent arrival of patients who may benefit from early stroke treatment.

A major delay in the management of stroke patients is in the availability of appropriate investigations. Over the last 20 years CT scanning has become commonplace in the management of stroke. However, outside the setting of clinical trials in which strict protocols are observed, there is great variability of access to scanning for stroke patients. This is, in part, due to the differences in opinion about the usefulness of the timing of the scans. An early CT scan, i.e. within 24 hours, is of value in excluding haemorrhagic stroke, but it can also identify thrombus in the middle cerebral artery. The extent of infarction, however, is not clear at this stage and later scans are required to define the boundaries of infarction, seen as hypodense areas on CT. Other reasons for delay in CT scanning are a simple lack of resources and, importantly, a pessimistic attitude as to the value of the investigation.

More sophisticated scanning modalities such as MRI and PET are more sensitive in detecting early ischaemic changes but are even less available than CT scanning. Assuming that patients have reached hospital rapidly and have been imaged immediately, they then require access to treatment. Again, outside the context of major trials this is a problem: emergency carotid endarterectomy or thromboendarterectomy is possible, as is thrombolysis, but both involve the use of intensive care or high dependency facilities which, in many countries, are scarce. Furthermore, the entire population of the UK is not currently served by vascular specialists willing to undertake such complex cases. These problems should be set against the broader picture of stroke care: an increase in stroke-free or independent stroke survivors has clear long term benefits for both society and the individual.

Conclusions

Acute ischaemic stroke is common and has wide ranging implications for the individual and society. The benefit of early treatment of selected patients by intravenous thrombolysis has been established and, contrary to the nihilistic surgical attitude in most quarters, surgery may also have a role to play. This is a developing area and technical advances will need to be paralleled by improvements in the treatment of stroke patients at all levels from primary to tertiary care.
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Assessing the Risk in Vascular Emergencies

PETER R TAYLOR, DAVID J GERRARD

THE PROBLEM

Successful surgical intervention depends on striking a balance between the potential benefit from the procedure and the possibility of harm. The majority of elective vascular operations are performed to prevent possible adverse events from lesions which may be asymptomatic or may have only caused transient symptoms. Elective abdominal aortic aneurysm surgery is performed to prevent rupture, and the majority of patients will have no symptoms related to their aneurysm. Similarly, internal carotid artery stenoses may have caused amaurosis fugax or transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) which have no lasting effect on the patient, but may well be the portent of a major stroke. The operations of abdominal aortic aneurysm repair and carotid endarterectomy are both associated with life-threatening complications such as death and stroke, and therefore some assessment has to be undertaken to identify the risk:benefit ratio. Unfortunately, there is a scarcity of good quality publications on this very important subject. The majority of papers which can be used for such an analysis come from randomised clinical trials which almost always involve elective operations. Very few vascular and endovascular non-elective procedures are performed on the basis of level 1 evidence, indeed, such trials may be unethical.

THE CONCEPT OF RISK: BENEFIT RATIO

Randomised clinical trials have a great advantage in that the risk involved in one treatment can be compared with another, or indeed with the natural history of the disease under investigation. Vascular surgery usually lends itself well to clinical trials because of the clearly defined nature of the clinical endpoints such as death, stroke or limb loss. Comparison of the outcome following the experimental event rate and the control event rate allows the absolute risk reduction rate to be calculated. The number of patients ‘needed to treat’ is defined as the number of patients who would have to be treated over a specific period of time to prevent one bad outcome and this is the inverse of the absolute risk reduction.1

The concept has been well demonstrated in the case of surgery for symptomatic carotid stenoses with regard to any disabling stroke, fatal stroke or death from any cause following surgery. The impact of surgery on outcome has been shown by both the European Carotid Surgery Trial (ECST) and the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET).2,3 The results have recently been combined in a meta-analysis which showed that for internal carotid artery stenoses causing a diameter reduction of between 70 and 99 per cent there is an absolute risk reduction of 6.7 per cent with a 95 per cent confidence limit of 3.2 to 10 per cent when surgery is compared with best medical therapy.4 The number needed to treat is therefore 15, with confidence limits between 10 and 31. The concept is easy to understand: 15 patients have to undergo carotid endarterectomy in order to prevent one from having a stroke. The converse is therefore obvious: 14 patients will have no benefit from the procedure. The paper also showed that patients with 50–69 per cent diameter reduction had an absolute risk reduction of 4.7 per cent (confidence limits 0.8 to 8.7) with the number needed to treat being 21 (confidence limits 11 to 125). Finally, those with a stenosis of less than 49 per cent had an absolute risk increase of 2.2 per cent (confidence limits 0 to 4.4) and the number needed to harm was 45 (confidence limits 22...
to infinity). This last category showed that surgery was harmful in this group of patients, and gives an example of an intervention which is associated with a worse outcome than those patients treated medically. Such an increase is termed the absolute risk increase, and the number needed to harm is the number of patients, who if they had surgery, would lead to one additional patient being harmed (i.e. the inverse of the absolute risk increase).

There were other factors which were found to be important in assessing the risk:benefit ratio of surgery. In the NASCET study group of patients with 70–99 per cent stenoses, those who were male had an increased benefit as did those over 70 years of age. Other groups who derived more benefit from surgery were those with hemispheric symptoms compared with those who had retinal events, and those with angiographic evidence of plaque ulceration. The ECST data showed that patients with lacunar infarcts, which may not be due to embolism from the internal carotid artery plaque, had a relative risk increase from surgery of 22 per cent (confidence limits 51 to 200 per cent).

This chapter will concentrate on the evidence for assessing risk in the three index operations for arterial surgery: carotid endarterectomy, abdominal aortic aneurysm repair and lower limb arterial reconstruction. In the absence of good evidence an attempt will be made in each case to extrapolate valid conclusions from the elective to the emergency situation.

### Index operations

- Carotid endarterectomy
- Abdominal aortic aneurysm repair
- Lower limb arterial reconstruction

### CAROTID ENDARTERECTOMY

There are many other factors which influence the reported outcome following carotid endarterectomy and these are elaborated elsewhere (see Chapters 12–14). The following summary gives an indication of the difficulties encountered in an emergency situation. These include the number and specialty of the surgeons, the type of hospital in which the operation takes place and the number of operations performed by both the hospital and the surgeon each year. However, the presenting symptoms and the findings on preoperative computed tomography (CT) scans have also been found to be predictive of outcome.

There is some evidence on the factors involved in poor outcome after carotid endarterectomy undertaken for urgent indications (see Chapter 13). One paper has shown that urgent surgery for crescendo transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) has a worse outcome compared with elective operation. The comparison of the final outcome, however, can be difficult, as the comparator may be a patient who is not neurologically normal. Operations undertaken for acute strokes have this difficulty. Should the final outcome be the status of the patient before the stroke occurred or that immediately before surgery? As some recovery after stroke is not unusual, should the comparison be made between two groups of patients with stroke, one of which had undergone carotid surgery and the other not? This question clearly muddies the waters in that clearly defined endpoints are not being used.

There is some evidence on the minimum number of operations which should be undertaken either by a hospital or by an individual surgeon each year in order to achieve low morbidity and mortality from carotid endarterectomy. A retrospective study of 9918 carotid operations undertaken in Maryland, USA, over 6 years was reported by Perler et al. In this series hospitals which performed more than 10 but fewer than 50 operations per year had a mortality of 1.1 per cent and a neurological event rate of 1.3 per cent per year. This compared favourably with hospitals performing 50–100 procedures per year with a death rate of 0.8 per cent but a slightly higher neurological event rate of 1.8 per cent. Those hospitals performing fewer than 10 carotid endarterectomies per year had a mortality of 1.9 per cent but a neurological event rate of 6.1 per cent.

Another review of 1280 carotid endarterectomies performed by eight hospitals in Toronto looked at the number of cases performed per surgeon each year. If more than 12 operations were performed the death rate was 1.2 per cent, the stroke rate 4.2 per cent and the stroke and death rate 5.4 per cent. The equivalent figures for those surgeons performing between six and 12 operations per year were 4.2 per cent, 3.8 per cent and 8 per cent, respectively. Those surgeons doing fewer than six cases per year had no deaths but a high stroke rate of 18.4 per cent. Figures of 10–50 carotid endarterectomies per year and the individual vascular surgeon responsible for over 12 of these are probably better than most vascular surgeons would have predicted.

One further piece of evidence suggests that operations performed by board certified surgeons carry a 15 per cent lower risk of death or complications compared with those undertaken by uncertified surgeons. A review of 45744 carotid endarterectomies in Florida, USA, also suggests that a doubling of the operative workload reduced the adverse event outcome by 4 per cent.

The technique of carotid endarterectomy is probably important in reducing complications. Most of the data come from elective operations, as there is so little evidence from non-elective procedures. In a large meta-analysis patching was found to be important in reducing ipsilateral stroke, perioperative carotid thrombosis, and ipsilateral stroke and death during follow-up. The evidence for shunting was less strong. The importance of avoiding carotid occlusion is well known to surgeons performing the operation as was shown by Radak et al. reporting a series of 2250 operations: 41 patients had an intraoperative stroke with a mortality of
49 per cent whereas 18 had a postoperative stroke and a mortality of 22 per cent.

Why not, therefore, patch all patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy? First, vein patches can rupture; second, synthetic patches can become infected; third, the operation takes longer; and finally patching may not abolish technical error. Up to 12 per cent of patched vessels have major problems, detectable by duplex scanning, which require revision.\(^14\) The carotid arteries of women seem to be more likely to restenose following primary closure, and therefore may benefit more from patch angioplasty.\(^15\) Duplex has the advantage of revealing both anatomical and functional lesions which may require revision,\(^16\) and is very useful as a teaching tool in making instant feedback available to junior staff.\(^17\) Some authorities rely on other forms of completion imaging such as arteriography or inspection by angioscopy.\(^18\)

The replacement of routine preoperative angiography by duplex scan, the abandonment of the routine preoperative CT brain scan and the use of high dependency nursing rather than intensive care postoperatively and early discharge, within 24 hours, even after general anaesthesia, can all be achieved without compromising patient safety.\(^19\) These then are the complicated issues relating to risk–benefit analysis in the elective situation. Generalisations about these issues in the emergency situation, therefore, are even more difficult. Any understanding of the subject will largely depend on carefully documented series from busy units such as the Cleveland Clinic in which a series of 314 patients had undergone non-elective carotid endarterectomy.\(^20\) Unfortunately the definition of ‘non-elective’ was wide and included asymptomatic patients (9 per cent). Only 14 per cent had completed strokes and a further 2 per cent developed unstable strokes. The median interval between presentation and surgery was 2 days with 48 per cent of operations being performed within 24 hours. The best results were in the asymptomatic group with a combined stroke and mortality rate of 3.4 per cent; the worst results of 14 per cent were found, predictably, in those patients with unstable strokes. Women were more likely to have ipsilateral strokes in the follow-up period (risk ratio 2.38, 95 per cent confidence limits 1.02 to 5.56). Unfortunately, this study typifies the poor quality of papers on vascular emergencies and the inclusion of asymptomatic patients within a non-elective group is difficult to comprehend.

**ABDOMINAL AORTIC ANEURYSM REPAIR**

The Small Aneurysm Study performed in the UK, showed that there was no benefit from early surgery for infrarenal abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) measuring between 4 cm and 5.5 cm on ultrasound.\(^22\) This study was conducted on elective patients, and one of the criteria used to remove patients from the surveillance arm was the development of symptoms such as tenderness over the aneurysm and the development of back pain. Unfortunately, there is no good randomised trial of treatment for symptomatic aneurysms and the natural history of such aneurysms is unknown. Traditional teaching suggests that infrarenal AAAs associated with pain should be operated on within 24 hours. Experienced vascular surgeons know that many patients who have tender aneurysms have a contained retroperitoneal haematoma. Others may have oedema present in the surrounding tissues and some turn out to be inflammatory in nature. Current smoking and poor lung function were associated with an increased risk of rupture and a higher mortality following surgery in the Small Aneurysm Study.\(^21\)

The Vascular Surgical Society of Great Britain and Ireland produced a national outcome audit report which attempted to predict outcome based upon the patient’s risk factors, the degree of urgency and the vascular procedure.\(^22\) The most important factor in determining outcome was the degree of urgency of the admission, with emergency operations carrying the most risk. The patient’s physiology seemed to be of more importance than the factors encountered at surgery. The ability to compare vascular units and individual vascular surgeons is likely to be based upon such analyses. The Portsmouth group devised P-POSSUM (Portsmouth predictor modification of the Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and morbidity) for determining outcome following arterial surgery.\(^23\) When this methodology was developed further (V-POSSUM) and applied to the Vascular Surgical Society database it accurately predicted both mortality and morbidity.\(^24\) Further analysis, however, suggests that different models should be used to predict outcome following elective and ruptured AAAs,\(^25\) as there was a failure of prediction of outcome in ruptured AAAs using both the P-POSSUM and the V-POSSUM models.

Other studies have looked at specific aspects of the emergency situation. For example, a prospective study of AAA repair found a high incidence of multiple sequential organ failure and colonic ischaemia in non-elective operations\(^26\) (also see Chapters 3 and 4). A randomised study on the effect of dopexamine on colonic mucosal ischaemia after elective aortic surgery suggests that it may provide significant histological protection to the colonic mucosa.\(^27\) Further studies are required to see if this drug can improve the mortality in non-elective AAA surgery. There is some evidence that the placement of pulmonary artery catheters and the use of goal directed therapy may adversely influence the outcome after non-elective AAA surgery.\(^28\) In another report a consecutive series of patients was admitted to two different hospitals under the care of a single vascular surgeon: one unit used pulmonary artery catheters in 96 per cent of patients and large volumes of fluid to achieve specified targets. The other used catheters in only 18 per cent of cases and achieved a significantly lower mortality and a lower incidence of acute renal failure. There has been, therefore, a move away from goal directed therapy
in many intensive care units. A randomised study showed that the use of pulmonary artery catheters with optimisation of the patient’s haemodynamic status provided no benefit in terms of outcome in patients undergoing elective vascular surgery. 29

Various other factors may be important in predicting outcome following ruptured AAA surgery and these include the avoidance of raised intra-abdominal pressure. This increased pressure is associated with oedema of the bowel, retroperitoneum and the abdominal wall and is recognised as the abdominal compartment syndrome 30 (see Chapters 3, 4 and 23). Closing the abdominal wound with a mesh and delayed primary closure of the wound has been found to be associated with a better outcome. The incidence of multiple sequential organ failure is lower, but the definitive trial has not yet been performed. A recent non-randomised study has confirmed that patients who had a mesh-based early abdominal closure had a better outcome than those requiring a second operation for abdominal compartment syndrome following primary closure. 31 This is an important aspect of management which deserves consideration in Chapter 23.

Factors which have been associated with a poor outcome after ruptured AAA repair include soluble tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptors, 32 a low platelet count at the end of the operation 33 and low endothelin-1 levels 34 (see Chapters 3 and 4). A study of coagulation and fibrinolysis factors showed that rupture is associated with an inhibition of systemic fibrinolysis and the generation of thrombin. 35 This procoagulant state has been postulated to be the cause of myocardial infarction, multiple organ failure and thromboembolism following surgery.

Age has been postulated to be a factor in poor outcome after a ruptured AAA but there is some evidence that good results can be obtained if biological rather than chronological age is used to determine fitness for surgery. 36 The distance travelled by patients remains a controversial subject. Patients surviving the journey to the regional centre and who are at higher risk select themselves out by dying en route, as was clearly shown in a Northern Ireland series. 37 Distance, therefore probably does not make a huge difference to the outcome. 38

The role of endovascular repair for elective infrarenal AAA is currently under investigation in the EndoVascular Aneurysm Repair (EVAR) trials being performed in the UK. The use of an aorto-uni-iliac device has been shown to reduce the mortality of rupture significantly, although this view is based on small numbers. 39 Control can be achieved by the use of aortic occlusion balloons or by the deployment of the proximal stent into the neck of the aneurysm. Revascularisation of the contralateral limb is carried out by a femoro-femoral crossover bypass graft. The problems with this technique include the availability and durability of stent grafts and the logistical difficulties of mobilising both radiological and surgical staff.

**LOWER LIMB ARTERIAL RECONSTRUCTION**

A number of risk factors need to be considered in patients presenting with acute lower limb ischaemia who require urgent reconstruction. The viability of a limb must be established before any attempt is made to revascularise it. The absence of capillary return or the presence of fixed staining of the tissues are features indicative of irreversible ischaemia. Severe neurological damage sustained in an accident also causing ischaemia may be a relative contraindication to vascular surgery. The duration of ischaemia and ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) is crucial to outcome (see Chapter 2). The tolerance of different tissues to ischaemia also determines outcome, for instance, peripheral nerves and muscle have less resistance than skin to ischaemia. Muscle which has been completely ischaemic for 4–6 hours is probably damaged irreparably. The presence of a collateral circulation, however, may help in extending the period of ischaemia.

Local changes may impair restoration of normal flow after the circulation has been restored. This has been called the ‘impaired reflow’ or ‘no-reflow’ phenomenon (see Chapter 2). Swollen cells occluding the lumen, capillary spasm and the trapping of red and white cells all contribute to occlusion of the microcirculation. Restoration of the circulation following acute ischaemia leads to the formation of free radicals and other metabolites which then pass into the systemic circulation where they can damage normal tissues by the activation of neutrophils. 40 These neutrophils interact with the endothelium and cause damage to distant organs, such as the lungs and kidneys through the release of free radicals and proteases. Cytokines, including TNF and interleukins (ILs) such as IL-1, IL-6 and IL-8, are thought to be implicated in the development of multiple organ failure in vascular patients (see Chapter 4). Therapeutic measures to counteract these changes include the administration of free radical scavengers such as mannitol and allopurinol 41,42 (see Chapters 2, 4 and 33).

Unfortunately, many compounds effective either in theory or in the experimental situation do not translate into the clinical scenario. Monoclonal antibodies against IL-1 were shown to be ineffective in a randomised controlled trial despite initial enthusiasm. 43 Experimental studies which may help in managing the clinical situation in future include the use of technetium-99m-glucarate to identify muscle damage, 44 prostaglandins and iloprost to enhance muscle blood flow, 45 and the technique of thermal preconditioning does seem encouraging. 46 There is some human evidence supporting the use of ischaemic preconditioning in the prevention of IRI. 47 There is currently much interest in the use of recombinant human activated protein C for severe sepsis. 48 In a randomised, double blind, placebo controlled multicentre trial, patients with systemic inflammation and organ failure secondary to sepsis had a significantly lower mortality when treated with drotrecogin.
alpha (activated) (activated protein C) with an absolute risk reduction of 6.1 per cent.

The use of thrombolysis is contraindicated in the patient with multiple injuries, but may be useful in the acutely ischaemic limb, especially if it is secondary to graft thrombosis, but the risk:benefit equation must take into account the serious complications associated with thrombolysis. These include a 3–5 per cent risk of death, a 2 per cent risk of stroke and an incidence ranging from 5 to 12.5 per cent of major haemorrhage. The use of thrombolysis for claudication is contraindicated because of an adverse risk:benefit ratio. The incidence of major amputation at 7 per cent, deaths 14 per cent and major haemorrhage 5 per cent in a reported series is much worse than the natural history of claudication. Age is also associated with a poor outcome for patients with acute limb ischaemia treated with thrombolysis.

There is evidence that techniques which re-establish blood flow to ischaemic tissues are beneficial and this is clearly important in acute limb ischaemia caused by trauma. Plastic shunts placed in both arteries and veins in order to arrest tissue hypoxia have been shown to be effective in the Northern Ireland experience (see Chapter 33). Experimental studies at that centre have confirmed the importance of restoring venous outflow when both artery and vein are damaged.

Acute limb ischaemia occurring in a young patient without an obvious cause should arouse concern. Hypercoagulable states may well be responsible, and any attempt at reconstruction may result in amputation. Deficiencies of protein C, protein S, activated protein C or antithrombin III are all responsible for the hypercoagulable state. The presence of antiphospholipid antibodies and the prothrombin gene variant (20210 G to A) are also causes of arterial thrombosis. Hyperhomocysteinaemia has also been associated with poor outcome in arterial reconstruction. The risk:benefit ratio can be altered in favour of a successful outcome if conditions such as these are diagnosed and treated before arterial intervention is undertaken.

Conclusions

All interventions carry a risk, particularly those involving the arterial circulation in the emergency setting. Surgeons must be aware of the risk:benefit ratio involved in treating patients with vascular emergencies. The clinical picture is often complex and the outcome is dependent upon many factors, some of which may be within the control of the surgeon. Inevitably, others will have been established well before the surgeon is involved, and will remain outside the therapeutic sphere. Surgeons who deal with such emergencies need to be up to date with the latest literature to optimise patient care. The evidence for the efficacy of various interventions is slowly being accrued but there is much scope for further trials to produce convincing evidence in the treatment of vascular emergencies.
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THE PROBLEM

Vascular teams are frequently confronted by patients who are rapidly losing blood or have already lost it. Ruptured aortic aneurysms or trauma involving major vessels are obvious examples but the bleeding may be iatrogenic, for example, vascular injury during interventional radiological procedures. This chapter concerns immediate resuscitation of the shocked patient, blood transfusion and component therapy, intraoperative autotransfusion and blood management in the perioperative period.

Intensive care units (ICUs) and high dependency units (HDUs) may improve outcomes for patients with a wide variety of surgical conditions. Recent data suggest that high risk surgical patients who receive such care prior to surgery may have reduced mortality rates and a shorter hospital stay.

A number of current topics, including the choice of fluids, timing of surgery, estimation of cardiac output and β-blockade are relevant and important. The postoperative care of patients after emergency vascular surgery will also be considered in this chapter. These problems represent the most vexing issues for the surgical team and suggestions for dealing with them will be discussed.

INITIAL MANAGEMENT

Attention to the airway, breathing and circulation must be emphasised. The shocked patient has undergone profound peripheral vasoconstriction and venous access may be difficult to obtain. The best way to be certain is to anticipate and to insert wide bore cannulae before initiating procedures which may be associated with unexpected blood loss such as thrombolyis.

During the management of major trauma lines should not be inserted in the lower half of the body. There are good reasons for this, such as occult venous injury in the pelvis or the need to use lower limb veins for bypass grafting. Most texts recommend the use of arm veins for emergency venous access, but modern catheter systems allow central venous lines to be inserted with speed and reliability (see Chapter 7B). Cannulation of the internal jugular vein with the patient in a head-down tilt avoids the risk of pneumothorax and is the best approach in patients who are already profoundly hypovolaemic. A large introducer sheath may then be used for volume resuscitation or a central venous or pulmonary artery catheter may be inserted. Once intravenous access is established a urinary catheter should be inserted.

‘PREOPTIMISATION’ OF EMERGENCY VASCULAR PATIENTS

High dependency units and ICUs provide a level of treatment not available on the majority of general wards, so-called ‘augmented care’, requiring a number of resources. Improved staffing, often a 1:1 staff to patient ratio is crucially important. Invasive monitoring, such as measurement of left atrial
filling pressure and cardiac output, is also essential. More recently, mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO2) monitoring has been used as an early detector of changes in cardiac output and haemoglobin concentration following aortic surgery.1 This technique is also useful in critically ill patients following cardiac surgery.2 The use of complex ventilatory strategies, including invasive and non-invasive ventilation, makes a significant difference to the quality of care afforded to these patients. Inevitably, the development of these modern units will prove to be of great benefit.

Features of ‘augmented care’

- 1:1 staff: patient ratio
- Invasive monitoring
- Advanced ventilatory strategies

There has been considerable debate as to the cost-effectiveness of such units, but augmented care may improve outcome and shorten hospital stay.3 The problem is to select those who will benefit and whether time is available to do that. The ruptured aneurysm is usually too urgent a condition to allow anything other than transfer to theatre, even though patients with leaking/expanding aortic aneurysms could be considered good candidates. Compared with general surgical emergencies, these patients have a higher incidence of cardiovascular disease, spend a prolonged time in theatre and are at risk of renal and cardiac complications.

There is no agreement on the best method of selecting patients who might benefit from ‘preoptimisation’. Echocardiography, either resting or during induced stress, has the advantage that it is quicker and less invasive than thallium perfusion scans and is effective in detecting wall motion defects in patients with vascular disease.4 Dobutamine echocardiography is a good predictor of cardiac risk.5,6 An alternative is the use of a scoring system such as POSSUM (Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity).7 In London, 101 preoperative general/vascular surgical patients were studied. They were ill enough to warrant admission to ICU, but resources did not permit it. The outcome was predicted by POSSUM, and the actual outcomes in those admitted to ICU preoperatively were compared with those admitted postoperatively: mortality was reduced in patients admitted preoperatively.8

Which therapies are beneficial in the HDU/ICU? Most studies are difficult to interpret; and even in emergency vascular surgery mortality is low, so that the study size needs to be large. However, a theme emerges. Measurement of right or left heart filling and improvement in oxygen tissue delivery may confer benefit. Berlauk et al. showed that preoperative improvement of haemodynamic variables reduced cardiac morbidity and graft thrombosis in peripheral vascular surgery.9 Others, however, were unable to support this finding.10 Ziegler et al. studied 72 patients undergoing aortic or limb salvage surgery.11 All were admitted to ICU preoperatively and randomised to treatment or control. The 32 patients in the treatment group had their physiological variables adjusted to improve their SvO2 to above 65 per cent after pulmonary artery catheter insertion. The control group had a similar catheter inserted, but no attempt was made to adjust their SvO2. Mortality was 9 per cent in the treatment group and 5 per cent in the control group, there being no significant difference. It is difficult to draw conclusions from this small series and there is a pressing need for a large well-powered study to guide the use of such expensive preoperative care.

PERIOPERATIVE CARDIAC PROTECTION

Vascular surgery involves changes in systemic vascular resistance (SVR), resulting in alteration in cardiac output. A rise in SVR increases afterload against which the left ventricle has to contract may induce left ventricular failure. Conversely, a reduction in SVR may lead to diastolic hypotension, precipitating myocardial ischaemia in patients with narrowed coronary arteries. Thus, the manipulation of SVR and cardiac output may be beneficial for emergency vascular surgery patients, particularly those with low intravascular volume.

The gold standard over the past two decades for the estimation of cardiac output has been the Swan–Ganz pulmonary artery catheter which uses thermodilution to estimate cardiac output and software to calculate SVR and other variables. Recent work, however, indicates that the pulmonary artery catheter may not improve outcome and may actually contribute to morbidity.12,13

There has been recent interest in non-invasive measurement of cardiac output. Doppler ultrasound probes do not require central venous cannulation, but their accuracy may be more operator dependent. Nevertheless, there is good correlation between values obtained from a pulmonary artery catheter and those calculated by Doppler.14 The probe is passed into the oesophagus until a mark on the sheath reaches the teeth. The sheath is then adjusted until the ‘best’ signal of descending thoracic aortic velocity is obtained. To reduce operator error some machines will assist in indicating when that has occurred.

Transoesophageal Doppler measures stroke volume, cardiac output and systolic flow time corrected for heart rate (FTc), which is an indication of contractility. The majority of studies have looked at the improvement in FTc using fluids and/or inotropes. In patients undergoing elective cardiac surgery, Mythen and Webb aimed to show that fluid optimisation would be better using Doppler, as demonstrated by better gut perfusion.15 Patients were
randomised to a control group receiving standard fluid therapy or to the protocol group in which therapy was based on Doppler derived variables. The protocol group had a shorter ICU and hospital stay with no serious complications, though six in that group did suffer some complications. Gan et al. studied 100 patients predicted to have a blood loss of greater than 500 mL. All underwent Doppler probe insertion and were then randomised to standard or therapy groups. The standard group received fluid boluses according to deviations from baseline variables not measured by the Doppler. The therapy group received fluid based on their stroke volume and F\textsubscript{Tc}. The therapy group had a shorter stay, earlier time to diet and less nausea and vomiting. Although this work has not been repeated in vascular surgery specifically, the lower complication rate associated with Doppler makes it an attractive option in high risk cases.

There is great interest in the use of \( \beta \)-adrenergic blockade to reduce the risk of perioperative myocardial infarction in vascular surgery. Following several positive observational studies, Poldermans reported a randomised trial in 112 patients undergoing aortic reconstruction, who had a positive dobutamine stress test and were not already taking a \( \beta \)-blocker. Fifty-nine were randomly assigned to treatment with bisoprolol and 53 to standard care. The combined cardiac death/non-fatal myocardial infarction rate was 3.4 per cent with bisoprolol compared to 34 per cent with standard care (\( P = 0.001 \)). A prospective trial is underway, but many surgeons are already convinced.

**INITIAL RESUSCITATION**

The precise fluid used for resuscitation is relatively unimportant. Colloidal solutions, which are starch or gelatin derivatives, are relatively expensive and contain potential allergens. Hydroxyethyl starch has an average molecular weight of 450,000 and a half-life of 26 hours. Polyglylines have a molecular weight of 35,000 and a half-life of 2.5 hours. Hetastarch is the most effective when packed cells are transfused in view of its longer half-life. Albumin is no longer regarded as a suitable plasma expander in view of cost and the danger of transmissible disease. With regard to clear fluids, normal saline contains an excess of chloride, so that there is a theoretical risk of hyperchloraeemia; also Ringer’s solution contains lactate which may worsen acidosis.

The ‘crystalloid versus colloid’ argument is based on highly controlled experiments where subjects, usually dogs or pigs, were venaecsected to induce hypotension and then resuscitated. It has now become clear that shock increases microvascular permeability allowing large molecules to cross into the interstitial space. During recovery they may be difficult to remove and may exert an osmotic effect which draws fluid from the intravascular compartment.

The fashion then swung to high volume crystalloid resuscitation. Experimental studies involving a more ‘realistic’ bleed caused by an aortic tear, however, demonstrated the detrimental postoperative effects of high volumes of saline.

The redistribution of crystalloids through the extravascular compartment means that they are usually required in volumes five times that of colloid. This ratio increases further in situations of trauma including ruptured aneurysms. This redistribution, or ‘third spacing’, is more common after crystalloid rather than colloid use and can lead to pulmonary oedema. Hydrostatic pressure is more important than colloid osmotic pressure in the movement of water across the pulmonary capillary membrane.

There is little evidence to indicate that colloids reduce mortality or morbidity, despite their theoretical advantages. Indeed, doubts were expressed that the use of albumin solutions in critically ill patients might be associated with a higher mortality. A meta-analysis, however, showed that albumin was not associated with alteration in survival. The studies included in the analysis were not all surgical, but a more complex meta-analysis from the Australian Cochrane Centre looked at colloid solutions in patients with trauma, burns or after surgery. The authors concluded that there was no benefit attributable to any of the colloids over crystalloids and it was suggested that their extra cost could not be justified.

A recent Australian study adds further uncertainty as to the choice of fluid type. The Saline versus Albumin Fluid Evaluation (SAFE) study used a multicentre prospective randomised trial method to allocate patients to receive either 4 per cent albumin or saline for fluid resuscitation. The chosen fluid was employed exclusively during the 28-day study period for intravascular resuscitation of 6997 patients recruited, of whom 3497 received albumin. The results showed that there were 726 deaths in the albumin group as against 729 in the saline group (risk ratio 0.99; 95 per cent confidence interval 0.91 to 1.09; \( P = 0.87 \)). Further, there was no significant difference between the number of days spent in the ICU (\( P = 0.44 \)), days in hospital (\( P = 0.30 \)) or days of renal replacement therapy (\( P = 0.41 \)). The power of this study is sufficiently great to justify the conclusion that in a broad cross-section of ICU patients there is a similar outcome following the use of either 4 per cent albumin or saline as a resuscitation fluid.

The vascular team is faced with a wealth of data that does not support one fluid type over the other. Until a large-scale trial favours one type of fluid, it is likely that personal or institutional preference will predominate.

**RESUSCITATION FLUIDS: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?**

The Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) scheme and the American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma
emphasise the importance of aggressive volume resuscitation in hypotensive patients, and this has been amplified by recent reports in patients with ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms.24 Nevertheless, as long ago as 1928, Canon et al.25 concluded, ‘Haemorrhage in the case of shock may not have occurred to a marked degree because blood pressure has been too low and flow too scant to overcome the obstacle offered by a clot. If the pressure is raised before the surgeon is ready to check any bleeding that may take place, blood that is sorely needed may be lost’.

The ‘leaky bucket’ syndrome, where injudicious resuscitation leads to further bleeding by disrupting haemostatic clots within constricted vessels has been demonstrated by Blair et al. who showed an increased rate of re-bleeding after upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage in transfused patients.26 Aggressive resuscitation was questioned by Kaweski et al.27 who studied 6855 trauma patients and found no correlation between survival and preoperative fluid resuscitation.28 A total of 300 consecutive patients with gunshot or stab wounds with a systolic blood pressure of 90 mmHg or less were randomised to either immediate intravenous resuscitation by a paramedic team or delayed resuscitation (n = 81). The latter received no intravenous fluid until ‘knife to skin’. There were no differences in the rate of postoperative complications, but if the data are analysed to only include strict protocol adherents, i.e. absolutely no fluid resuscitation, there was a survival advantage.

In conclusion, there is convincing evidence against the use of routine blood pressure elevation by the aggressive administration of intravenous fluids before surgical haemostasis in patients with trauma.29

### INTRAOPERATIVE VOLUME REPLACEMENT

Loss of 20 per cent of the blood volume can generally be replaced with clear fluids (Table 7A.1), but in the emergency situation it may be impossible to estimate blood loss on clothing or drapes and since rapid haemorrhage involves simultaneous loss of red cells and plasma, the peripheral venous haemoglobin concentration or haematocrit do not fall immediately.

Pulse, blood pressure and urine output reflect the high pressure side of the circulation, which contains only a fraction of the blood volume and is maintained by well-known neurohormonal reflexes. The greatest part of the intravascular volume resides in the venous capacitance vessels of the splanchnic circulation. Adrenergic venoconstriction leads to contraction of this compliant reservoir to maintain right atrial filling pressure. Thus, central venous pressure may not reflect the state of the blood volume. In the ventilated patient, even pulmonary artery wedge pressure may be difficult to determine if positive end expiratory pressure is used and may not reflect left ventricular filling pressure.30 In shocked patients the vascular space is contracted and is not re-expanded even by large quantities of clear fluid and blood. This was demonstrated well by Simmons et al.31 in 29 combat victims.51 Cr-labelled autologous red cells were used to estimate red cell mass and plasma volume was measured using 125I-labelled albumin. 125I albumin leaves the circulation in shocked patients and therefore blood volumes were overestimated. Despite this, 13 of the 29 patients had significantly reduced red cell volume after they had been ‘adequately’ resuscitated by conventional criteria; reductions in the red cell volume did not correlate well with haemodynamic measurements in shocked patients.

In practice, clinical judgement, in other words ‘educated guesswork’, and a combination of ‘hard’ measurements must be used to gauge the volume required to be transfused. A good technique is to assess the effect of a fluid challenge by rapidly infusing boluses of 200 mL and monitoring the effect on various parameters.

### Table 7A.1 Pathophysiological features of hypovolaemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class I</th>
<th>Class II</th>
<th>Class III</th>
<th>Class IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per cent loss</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>15–30</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume (mL)</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750–1500</td>
<td>1500–2000</td>
<td>&gt;2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse (beats per minute)</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>&gt;120</td>
<td>&gt;140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>Raised</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capillary fill</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Undetectable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate (per minute)</td>
<td>14–20</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine output (mL)</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental</td>
<td>Apprehensive</td>
<td>Anxious</td>
<td>Confused</td>
<td>Lethargic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RED CELL TRANSFUSION

Red cell transfusion restores oxygen carrying capacity to maintain tissue oxygen delivery. Red cells should not be used for volume expansion and indeed the adage that blood loss must be replaced with whole blood is simplistic and dangerous.

As with all other aspects of trauma management, communication is vital. The haematology technician on call must be notified of the arrival of the patient and given an estimate of blood which will be required and of the time scale involved. He or she will usually be involved with other patients and must plan their laboratory work accordingly. Adequate samples should include 5 mL of blood in EDTA for full blood count and preferably two 10 mL plain glass tubes for crossmatch. If there is any doubt regarding pre-existing coagulopathy, a 5 mL citrate sample should be sent. Coagulopathy is a poor prognostic indicator in patients with ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm and this probably applies to other cases of vascular trauma. Results of coagulation tests may guide early and appropriate component therapy.

Accurate labelling is vital, especially in the emergency situation. The name, date of birth and hospital number should be checked with wrist band identification whenever possible, as clerical error is still the leading cause of fatal transfusion reactions. It is helpful if previous potentially sensitising episodes such as blood transfusion and pregnancy are mentioned on the request form.

Blood volume replacement

- Clear fluid infusion – crystalloids versus colloids? How much?
- Whole blood transfusion – type specific/O Rhesus negative (Rh−ve) in an emergency
- Red cell transfusion – packed cells
- Component therapy – platelets/fresh frozen plasma/cryoprecipitate
- Autologous blood transfusion

It is well known that group O Rh−ve blood is the universal donor but there is a reluctance to use it despite prospective studies demonstrating its effectiveness. As anti A, B or AB antibodies are present in plasma, packed cells are safer than whole blood.

In a rapidly bleeding patient, the transfusion of uncrossmatched blood is not nearly as important as the speed of the transfusion. The compatibility of uncrossmatched randomly selected blood is 64 per cent. If blood is ABO compatible, this rises to 99.4 per cent, only autologous red cells being 100 per cent compatible. Thus, type specific blood is very safe in an emergency. O Rh−ve blood is not always available and it is permissible to give male patients O Rh+ve blood and accept the risk of seroconversion. If female Rh−ve patients are given Rh+ve blood they can be given anti-D serum if they plan to have children in the future. The principal reason for avoiding universal group O transfusion in trauma is that group O blood is often in short supply. There is often a surplus of group A blood; group AB patients can be transfused with group A or B blood, especially if this is in the form of packed cells.

Crossmatching detects reactions between an antibody present in the recipient’s blood and rare antigens present on donor cells. It takes 15–20 minutes to crossmatch blood using modern techniques and it is almost always possible to wait before transfusion. Testing of the donor serum against the patient’s red cells is no longer necessary, especially if plasma-reduced blood is transfused.

Red cell concentrates are now cleared of most of their leucocyte content by a process of sedimentation and may be further leucodepleted by filtration. This is to reduce the possibility of transmitting leucocyte-associated viruses such as cytomegalovirus, other DNA herpes viruses and the human T cell group. At the time of writing it is known that prion protein has been demonstrated on lymphocytes, monocytes and platelets and so there is a theoretical risk of transmission of variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease by blood transfusion. The message for surgical practice is that blood transfusion is life saving but should be carefully monitored to avoid undue exposure to infective risk.

Blood should be infused through sterile giving sets containing a standard 170 μm filter. The set is calibrated so that there are 20 drops of blood to 1 mL. Further filtration of blood is unnecessary. In trauma, rapid transfusion is probably more important than the benefits of filtration.

Intraoperative transfusion

The decision to transfuse blood must be taken with regard to the overall clinical picture, especially the presence of coexisting cardiac and respiratory disease, and whether bleeding is continuing. The optimum haemoglobin level for tissue oxygen delivery is 10 g/dL because blood viscosity falls with the haematocrit and intracapillary red cell flow increases.

Portable devices such as the Stat-Crit (Unipath Ltd, Bedford, UK) or Haemocue (Angelholm, Sweden) enable repeatable, rapid haematocrits or haemoglobin concentrations to be determined in theatre to guide blood transfusion (Fig. 7A.1). The accepted teaching that a single unit transfusion is anathema has been challenged by the use of this equipment. Repeated estimations enable the response to a single unit transfusion to be measured; if the agreed trigger is exceeded, transfusion is stopped.
Postoperative transfusion

Two important factors lead to an artificially low haemoglobin level after operation. ‘Preloading’ the circulation with clear fluid dilutes the red cells and epidural anaesthesia leads to sympathetic blockade in the lower half of the body. Subsequent vasodilation increases intravascular volume, which is filled by fluid shift from the interstitial space and by exogenous fluid transfusion. In the postoperative period this excess intravascular fluid is excreted and redistributed, resulting in a rise in the haemoglobin concentration of 1.5–2.0 g/dL.

In trauma the true preoperative haemoglobin concentration is unknown and the red cell mass can only be estimated from body mass. In the clinical situation hypovolaemic anaemia can be identified by assessing the response to red cell transfusion. Hypovolaemic patients accommodate both resuscitation fluids and red cells so that the proportion of red cells, that is the haematocrit, and the concentration of haemoglobin do not change significantly. If blood volume is normal, transfused blood raises the red cell mass and the plasma volume. Redistribution and subsequent diuresis of the ‘excess’ plasma raises both the haematocrit and haemoglobin concentrations. Laboratory determination of these parameters may be inaccurate if performed too soon after transfusion, i.e. before redistribution has taken place.

Guidelines for red cell transfusion are available on several websites such as http://transfusionguidelines.org.uk and all follow the general recommendations given in the box below.

Guidelines for red cell transfusion

- No transfusion if haemoglobin >10 g/dL
- Transfuse if haemoglobin <7 g/dL
- Haemoglobin 8–10 g/dL is safe if euvolaemic, even with cardiopulmonary disease
- Transfuse symptomatic anaemic patients

Chronic anaemia is well tolerated when there are no other complicating factors. Patients with renal failure frequently have haematocrits between 20 and 30 per cent and patients with hookworm infestations have survived haematocrits below 10 per cent. Czer and Shoemaker investigated perioperative mortality based on pretransfusion haematocrit: at a haematocrit of less than 21 per cent, 68 per cent of a group of 94 critically postoperative patients died; at a haematocrit of between 27 and 33 per cent, 87 per cent survived, and yet at a haematocrit of greater than 33 per cent only 50 per cent survived. In a case–control study of 125 Jehovah’s Witnesses, operative mortality was inversely related to preoperative haemoglobin level. Mortality was 7.1 per cent for patients with haemoglobin levels above 10 g/dL but rose sharply to 61.5 per cent for those with levels below 6 g/dL. Mortality was also, not surprisingly, related to perioperative blood loss. In this study no patient with a haemoglobin above 8 g/dL and an operative blood loss below 500 mL died.

At haematocrit levels greater than 25 per cent the heart rate is normal. Stroke volume and therefore cardiac output increase as long as normovolaemia is maintained. Coronary blood flow increases due to coronary vasodilatation and increased blood fluidity. Direct electrode studies have shown that the tissue oxygen concentration of the gut, kidney, muscle, brain and heart remains normal at haematocrits greater than 20 per cent. Both in animals and patients wound healing is not impaired by haematocrits of 15–20 per cent provided that blood volume is normal and tissue perfusion is kept at near normal levels. In practice this means that it is probably safe to err on the side of undertransfusion and to use repeated haematocrit estimations to guide careful replacement of operative blood loss.

This strategy of conservative postoperative transfusion, studied by Hebert et al., showed that both a survival advantage as well as a lower complication rate could be anticipated in ICU patients.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MASSIVE TRANSFUSION

There are serious problems associated with high volume blood transfusion (also see Chapter 4). Incompatibility and volume overload have been discussed. Hypothermia is common if blood is used straight from the refrigerator. Countercurrent heat exchangers such as the Level 1 device (Level 1, Inc., Rockland MA, USA) enable fluid to be infused rapidly at near normal temperature.

A unit of blood contains 67.5 mL of citrate but only 35 mL is required to chelate calcium to prevent coagulation. Thus, in cases of rapid transfusion, free citrate may be present and may cause myocardial irritability and even ventricular fibrillation in hypothermic patients. Calcium gluconate is used if transfusion is very rapid.

As greater volumes of bank blood are transfused, mixed venous oxygen tension falls as a consequence of the increased
Coagulopathy following massive transfusion generally occurs after more than 15 units have been given. Miller et al. studied the effect on battle casualties in Vietnam and observed only one episode of clinical bleeding before 20 units were given. All of their patients developed coagulopathy after 30 units. The mechanism was multifactorial and bleeding was corrected by fresh blood and platelets but not fresh frozen plasma.

Following massive transfusion some patients develop coagulopathy whereas others do not. The volume of blood transfused does not always correlate with the extent of the coagulopathy but it does correlate very well with the duration and depth of the shock period. It is the disease, namely, hypoperfusion, and not the treatment, i.e. transfusion, that causes coagulopathy. Even after an exchange transfusion, clotting factor levels remain at 30 per cent of their original value and several studies emphasise the relative unimportance of fresh frozen plasma transfusion.

Septicaemia remains one of the greatest challenges in the postoperative patient. Patients who have undergone emergency vascular surgery are at particular risk, because of associated gut ischaemia and also because of acute lung injury/adult respiratory distress syndrome complicating massive transfusion. The recognition that some patients with septic shock may have low levels of protein C resulted in the introduction of recombinant human activated protein C, drotrecogin alpha. This recent advance in biotechnology has provided some impressive results in the reduction of mortality from septic shock, and it is gaining rapid acceptance in ICU practice.

One of the most recent evaluations, under the acronym ENHANCE US (Extended evaluation of recombinant human activated protein C United States Trial), compared the effect on mortality of activated protein C with that in previous studies. The study was a prospective single arm multicentre trial in the USA and Puerto Rico, and looked at the 28-day all-cause mortality in patients receiving activated protein C. The study recruited 273 patients and showed that the 28-day mortality was 26.4 per cent. This was 6 per cent lower than the mortality of the placebo group in the Protein C Worldwide Evaluation in Severe Sepsis (PROWESS) and Secretory Phospholipase A2 Inhibitor (sPLA2I) trials, two trials studying similar groups of patients who had been randomised to activated protein C or placebo. Further, the PROWESS trial had a treatment group mortality of 24.4 per cent, similar to the figure for the ENHANCE study. The ENHANCE trial serves to confirm previous data and suggests that activated protein C is a beneficial therapy in patients with septic shock. The major side effect with reference to vascular patients is that of excessive bleeding, and the current advice is that activated protein C should not be given until 12 hours following surgery. Further, if unexpected surgery is required during treatment, the infusion should be stopped, and recommenced 12 hours after return from the operating theatre.

### COMPONENT THERAPY

The separation of blood into its components of red cells, plasma and platelets has enabled clinicians to undertake specific therapy aimed at the treatment of deficiencies of any one of these factors. The indications are summarised in Table 7A.2.

Platelet concentrates are either prepared from whole blood, with a volume of 50–70 mL and platelet count of 0.5–1.1 × 10^11/L, or by using a continuous flow cell separator which yields a volume of 20–500 mL and a platelet content of 2.6–3.0 × 10^11/L. Indications for platelet transfusion in surgical patients are either dilutional thrombocytopenia or acquired platelet dysfunction. Dilutional thrombocytopenia secondary to massive transfusion should be treated with platelet transfusions only if the platelet count is less than about 50 × 10^9/L in association with active oozing from capillaries. Platelet function is

---

**Table 7A.2. Blood components for the bleeding patient; indications and doses. Remember to warm the patient and transfuse fluids**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood component</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platelets</td>
<td>Platelet count &lt;50 × 10^9 and bleeding</td>
<td>250 × 10^9 (adult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platelet count &lt;100 × 10^9 and serious bleeding</td>
<td>four packs for average adult (15 mL/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh frozen plasma</td>
<td>&gt;1.0 blood volumes transfused</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INR &gt;1.5 and continued bleeding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryoprecipitate</td>
<td>Only if fibrinogen &lt;1.0 g/L</td>
<td>10 units initially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use fresh frozen plasma first</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INR, international normalised ratio.
highly dependent on temperature and it may be necessary to warm the patient to achieve adequate haemostasis.

Ideally, ABO and Rh specific platelet concentrates should be transfused but in an emergency incompatible platelets may be given for the reasons discussed above in relation to red cell transfusion. Giving group O platelet concentrates to group A or B subjects may result in an acute haemolytic reaction and rhesus sensitisation is possible via red cells present in platelet concentrate.

During cardiopulmonary bypass and high volume salvage autotransfusion, platelet function is depressed due to platelet activation in the extracorporeal circuit. Platelet transfusion may be necessary in these situations.

There are very few indications for fresh frozen plasma transfusion. In the surgical patient it is useful for emergency reversal of oral anticoagulants. There is no evidence to support the routine use of fresh frozen plasma in severe liver disease, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) and notably massive transfusion. There is no justification for the use of plasma as a volume expander as colloids are more effective, cheaper and much safer. When transfusion exceeds 1–1.5 blood volumes and there is clinical non-surgical bleeding, plasma may be required.

The haemostatic system is extraordinarily resilient to loss of clotting factors during haemorrhage. Counts et al. studied 27 massively transfused patients prospectively during resuscitation, using modified whole blood which had the platelets and cryoprecipitate removed. Despite high volume haemorrhage and transfusion, it was unusual for measured coagulation factors to decrease to dangerous levels. Non-surgical bleeding was found to be due to thrombocytopenia and also DIC. There was no justification for the routine administration of supplemental plasma in this and other studies.

**AUTOLOGOUS BLOOD TRANSFUSION**

The perceived dangers of third party blood transfusion and the cost of screening donor blood have rekindled interest in blood conservation. Autologous blood can be pre-deposited, withdrawn using isovolaemic haemodilution in the anaesthetic room, salvaged during surgery with immediate reinfusion or collected from wound drains. The last two techniques are relevant to trauma surgery.

Blood which collects in serosal cavities such as the chest or peritoneum is exposed to tissue plasminogen activator, undergoes clotting and then lysis. Reinfusion of chest drainage in trauma patients with haemothoraces was first reported in 1917. This technique is still useful if chest drains are inserted while in the field. The blood can be reinfused during transfer to the trauma centre.

Postoperatively, blood which has been collected from wound drains may be reinfused without processing. Despite theoretical worries about the consequence of infusing activated clotting and other factors, there have been no reports of adverse consequences using this method. The Solcotrans orthopaedic system (CR Bard, NJ, USA) uses a moderate vacuum to drain blood and is useful following arthroplasty. Various devices such as the Sorensen system can be used to collect chest drain or mediastinal drainage blood for reinfusion. The utility of these devices depends on the rate of bleeding and the haematocrit of the salvaged blood. If blood loss is rapid it has no time to be lysed and therefore clots. If blood loss is very slow the transfuse is mainly tissue fluid with a low red cell content.

During the Vietnam war, Klebanoff and Watkins developed a roller pump technique to reinfuse blood aspirated from the surgical field. Unfortunately, reports of air embolism led to its withdrawal from the market. The Cell Saver was a descendent of centrifugal blood separators used to produce γ-globulin and albumin from whole blood for the treatment of burns. Originally the process was discontinuous but the invention of a rotary seal by Latham in 1947 enabled continuous flow separation to be used. The operating principle of the Cell Saver (Haemonetics UK Ltd, Leids, UK) is now well known: a centrifuge is used to separate the red cells while anticoagulant and plasma are eluted. The technique is particularly useful in trauma (Fig. 7A.2a) because the patient does not have to be heparinised. Modern equipment can be set up in minutes and the equipment does not require a specialised perfusionist (Fig. 7A.2b).

There are few studies reporting the use of cell centrifuge devices in trauma. Goulet et al. reported a 42 per cent reduction in homologous blood requirement for revision hip arthroplasty and found that autotransfused patients who had sustained spinal trauma required 33 per cent less blood than historical controls. Cell salvage devices are very useful in ruptured aortic aneurysm surgery, but, having said that, small contained retroperitoneal ruptures may result in a hypercoagulable state. Platelets and clotting factors have not been consumed to a great degree and the patient has activated platelets and elevated factor VIII as a result of the stress. This may make salvage impossible as the machinery fills with clot. If, on the other hand, there has been a large bleed and platelet and clotting factors have been consumed the patient becomes auto-anticoagulated and salvage is particularly useful.

A further area of concern is the use of cell washing in a contaminated field. Although the process does not eliminate bacterial contamination, reinfusion of contaminated blood has been reported without significant complications. In trauma surgery intraoperative autotransfusion combined with broad spectrum antibiotic cover can be life saving if no other source of blood is available. The only absolute contraindication to cell saving is faecal contamination because of the danger of physical blockage of the filters. There is no evidence that the use of intraoperative autotransfusion devices leads to acquired bleeding tendencies either due to thrombocytopenia or disseminated intravascular coagulopathy.
PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENTS

There are no clear data to support the use of pharmacological agents in the reduction of traumatic blood loss. However, there has been a surge of interest in the serine protease inhibitor, aprotinin (Trasylol, Baylor, UK). Although aprotinin reduces blood loss following cardiopulmonary bypass, a double blind placebo-controlled study showed it to be ineffective during elective aortic surgery. A similar trial in ruptured aortic aneurysm patients failed to show benefit and it is likely that aprotinin is only of benefit in hyperfibrinolytic states. Recombinant factor VII is at present undergoing randomised clinical trials and although there are a few anecdotal case reports from enthusiasts there is no convincing evidence to support this very expensive drug.

REGIONAL BLOCK OR NOT FOR VASCULAR EMERGENCIES

The role of regional blocks in elective vascular surgery is either as an adjunct to general anaesthesia or as the sole method of anaesthesia for limb surgery or carotid endarterectomy. Regional techniques are just as applicable to emergency as well as elective situations, provided that time and normal coagulation variables permit. Two questions have to be considered in the application of regional anaesthesia:

- Is there a benefit of regional block in addition to general anaesthesia?
- How does abnormal coagulation influence the timing of such blocks?

Yeager et al. studied 53 high risk patients undergoing elective vascular surgery: they were randomised to receive either general anaesthesia + epidural (n = 28) or general anaesthesia + postoperative intravenous opiates (n = 25). Patients were matched for surgical risk and there were no other major differences between the groups. The epidural group had a lower incidence of postoperative complications, cardiac failure, major infectious complications and lower hospital costs; all differences were significant at P < 0.05. Subsequent studies have confirmed improved cardiovascular and pulmonary function in patients receiving epidural analgesia following vascular surgery but have not shown an improvement in morbidity. This may be because of an inadequate number of small studies, which prevented closer interpretation by meta-analysis. However, a large-scale trial currently in progress is addressing the question of cardiac morbidity and mortality with epidural analgesia.

There are other benefits of epidural anaesthesia, either as a sole technique or combined with general anaesthesia. A meta-analysis showed that patients undergoing surgery for hip fracture had a lower incidence of venous thromboembolism under regional block, than with general anaesthesia alone. However, this benefit did not extend to reduced mortality. In lower limb revascularisation procedures, there is a reduction in early graft thrombosis in patients receiving epidural analgesia.
Abdominal procedures are complicated by deterioration in pulmonary function in the postoperative period. Epidural analgesia reduces this problem and improves oxygenation. A large meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials found that an opioid/local anaesthetic mixture via a thoracic epidural decreased atelectasis, pulmonary infection and hypoxaemia when compared with systemic opioids.

The dilemma with the emergency vascular patient is no longer whether an epidural be performed, but when. In ruptured aortic aneurysms, those patients who are unstable and require volume expansion should have their epidural insertion delayed until after surgery has been completed. All others should have a brief explanation about the benefits and disadvantages of epidural analgesia, and if agreed, an epidural catheter should be placed before surgery.

The issue with those who have not had an epidural catheter placed before surgery relates mostly to placement and coagulopathy. This is particularly relevant in emergency vascular patients, who may have received large volumes of fluids and heparin intraoperatively. No large-scale trial has considered this issue and it is unlikely that such a trial would be feasible because of the low incidence of the most feared complication, namely, epidural haematoma. An audit of 912 vascular patients with an indwelling epidural catheter, and who received full anticoagulation peroperatively, found no occurrence of symptomatic epidural haematomas. The main criticisms of this study, apart from the design and small sample size, are that the catheter was already sited and also that asymptomatic haematomas were not excluded. A second study in patients who had received low molecular weight heparin thromboprophylaxis prior to spinal or epidural analgesia found no cases of epidural haematoma, and concluded that the practice was safe.

In emergency practice the patient will usually require an epidural after surgery. The evidence suggests that this is still likely to be very safe, but platelet function and coagulation studies should be normalised before the introduction of such a block. This may delay extubation after surgery, but it is justified by the benefits of epidural analgesia.

**Conclusions**

Recent studies have provided new evidence that closely monitored limited early resuscitation, early surgical control of bleeding and careful use of blood transfusion can improve the outlook in patients with massive bleeding. Preoptimising patients, if time allows, and the use of HDU/ICU is essential. Epidural anaesthesia and techniques for avoiding postoperative coagulopathy, especially warming, and the use of autologous blood, are further refinements which should be part of routine emergency surgical practice.

---
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Emergency Vascular Access
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THE PROBLEM

Intravenous (IV) catheters have become essential tools in the management of hospital patients. Over the years, developments in catheters and insertion techniques have allowed reliable and rapid access to the central venous system. Techniques have become simplified to the point that bedside insertions are now commonplace. Indications for central line access have evolved to encompass parental nutrition, administration of irritating or caustic solutions, haemodynamic monitoring and temporary haemodialysis. The ability to attain rapid central access without the need for operating suites makes these types of access useful tools during medical and surgical emergencies. In spite of the simplified techniques and the high frequency with which we use them, complications ranging from minor to fatal can occur.1–9 Respect for central access and understanding its limitations remain essential when seeking central access.

The subject of emergency vascular access encompasses a wide array of clinical settings. During a critical injury where the priority of IV access ranks second only to securing airway, two large-bore peripheral IVs are often sufficient. In the setting of a hypotensive patient in vascular collapse peripheral IVs can be challenging. These patients require two large calibre central catheters, one on either side of the diaphragm to facilitate resuscitation. Similarly, patients who require rapid fluid resuscitation may require multilumen central catheters to accommodate multiple IV medications. In these circumstances the central venous catheter may be inserted in any available site. Haemodialysis patients, on the other hand, require additional considerations. When these patients present for emergency access, strategic planning is required to preserve potential access sites. A poorly planned ‘quick fix’ in these patients can ruin an entire limb for future dialysis.

In this chapter we will discuss the vascular access options available during emergencies. Selected procedures, particularly central line placements along with the insertion techniques and the management of their complications will be discussed. Emergency vascular access for the purpose of haemodialysis requires specific evaluation and this subject deserves special consideration.

THE HAEMODIALYSIS PATIENT

Chronic renal insufficiency: patients anticipating haemodialysis

The chronic renal failure patient who anticipates haemodialysis is usually referred by nephrologists and is frequently encountered in outpatient settings. These patients are medically stable and do not commonly require immediate access. They will, however, require a permanent arteriovenous (AV) fistula. The preferred site is the non-dominant distal upper extremity, typically the radial artery to the nearest suitable vein. Whenever possible, an autologous fistula of the Brescia–Cimino type is preferred over the synthetic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft because of its superior primary patency and lower revision rate10 (see Chapter 41). Since native vein shunts typically require a 2–4-week maturation period, autologous fistulae frequently require the simultaneous placement of an indwelling
haemodialysis catheter in the contralateral internal jugular vein. This allows the patient to undergo haemodialysis while the fistula matures. The catheter can be removed after the functional status of the Cimino fistula is established. In the event that the native vein fistula is not possible due to a small calibre or tortuous radial vein, a PTFE straight graft from the radial artery to the antecubital vein should be considered. Given that PTFE grafts do not customarily require a maturation period, the simultaneous placement of a temporary catheter is not necessary.

**Acute renal failure and the thrombosed arteriovenous graft**

End stage renal patients require lifelong haemodialysis. Unfortunately, AV grafts do not last a lifetime. There are a number of modalities available to address failed AV grafts, but none can be considered superior. Interventional radiology offers a variety of percutaneous techniques which achieve satisfactory thrombolysis and thrombectomy under fluoroscopic guidance. In appropriate circumstances, interventional radiologists can perform percutaneous transluminal (balloon) angioplasty of compromised outflow or inflow vessels. Several series report promising results which rival surgical outcome.\(^{11,12}\) Secondary patency rates, however, remain similar. For many patients with acutely thrombosed AV grafts, this modality offers a minimally invasive alternative to surgical revisions. Grafts with multiple revisions or extensive intimal hyperplasia require surgical intervention.

When these patients present for surgical repair it is important to determine the relative urgency of the matter. In the presence of fluid overload, uraemic encephalopathy or hyperkalaemia, the need for AV access should be considered as an emergency. The proper evaluation of patients in this condition mandates a thorough history and physical examination. Important historical elements include a history of previous central catheter placements, hypercoagulable states, immune compromise conditions and the date of the last dialysis. A thrombosed graft identified 1 day after effective dialysis would not require emergency repair whereas one identified 3 days later may do so. Physical examination must include the patient’s vital signs, weight, mental status and neurological status. If a new graft involving the radial artery is contemplated, an evaluation of the ipsilateral ulnar artery supply is warranted. A weak or absent ulnar artery can be demonstrated by Allen’s test (see Chapter 41). A graft involving the radial artery in the presence of a weak or absent ulnar pulse may result in a steal phenomenon causing ischaemia in the ipsilateral hand. Fever and leucocytosis are signs of infection precluding the placement of a PTFE graft. A thrombosed AV graft site should be examined for evidence of infection necessitating graft removal. The ipsilateral extremity should be examined for evidence of venous hypertension, the presence of which warrants a duplex ultrasound of the axillary–subclavian venous system to evaluate outflow obstruction. In the presence of proximal stenosis a distal AV graft will be at risk for early failure. Some vascular surgeons advocate a duplex ultrasound study whenever an AV graft in the distal extremity thromboses.

Pertinent laboratory studies include a basic metabolic panel and a complete blood count. Marked elevation in blood urea nitrogen can result in uraemic encephalopathy as well as platelet dysfunction. The latter may be an important consideration when contemplating surgery or temporary catheter placement. Marked fluid overload or severe hyperkalaemia requires emergency haemodialysis. This may be necessary prior to the availability of a functional graft. In these circumstances, the placement of a temporary haemodialysis catheter is appropriate. The site for permanent access should be assessed prior to percutaneous cannulation. When using the internal jugular vein for temporary access, the catheter should be inserted contralateral to the site of the planned permanent access.\(^{13}\)

In general, acute vascular access can be accommodated in one of two ways: a double lumen central venous catheter and a bridge graft AV shunt. Whereas the former is appropriate for haemodialysis commencing immediately, the latter can be available for dialysis commencing within 24 hours. If dialysis is deemed an emergency, and will be needed for two or more weeks, a soft tunneled silastic catheter with a Dacron cuff should be used. A soft catheter carries a lower incidence of vein stenosis and the Dacron cuff decreases the likelihood of line sepsis by serving as a barrier against bacterial migration. Whereas bridge graft AV shunts must be placed in the operating room (OR), the percutaneous and tunneled catheters can be inserted in the OR or in the interventional radiology suite. Only the percutaneous catheter can be inserted at the bedside.

**INDICATIONS FOR HAEMODIALYSIS**

With the exception of complete renal failure, no two patients have the same degree of renal insufficiency. Furthermore, the susceptibility to renal failure complications varies from patient to patient. One factor which can be fatal in all renal failure patients, however, is hyperkalaemia. The elderly patient with pre-existing heart disease may be more susceptible to cardiac arrhythmias from hyperkalaemia than one without a cardiac history. Additionally, a patient with chronic renal failure may tolerate a higher degree of hyperkalaemia than one in acute renal failure (ARF). Consequently, there is no consensus on the laboratory values which ought to trigger emergency haemodialysis. Most physicians will agree that symptomatic uraemia or abnormal potassium levels along with electrocardiographic (ECG) changes warrant urgent dialysis. Frequently, medical management of hyperkalaemia must be initiated while awaiting haemodialysis. This is particularly important in the hyperkalaemic patient with metabolic
intubated patient who cannot compensate for metabolic acidosis by respiratory efforts. The threshold for arrhythmia arising from hyperkalaemia depends on the patient and can occur abruptly without uraemic symptoms. Thus, dialysis access in these patients may be more urgent than symptoms would suggest. The priority of management in these patients must be directed toward protecting the heart. An ECG must be obtained to evaluate hyperkalaemia induced changes. Table 7B.1 lists the ECG signs of hyperkalaemia. Calcium infusion must be administered to stabilise the myocardium. Serum potassium can be reduced by the following manoeuvres: intravenous administration of glucose and insulin, intravenous bicarbonate and enteral Kayexalate. The use of loop diuretics, such as furosemide, can often be effective, but may not be useful in the setting of renal failure. These therapeutic options are initiated in addition to establishing vascular access in preparation for haemodialysis.

### Table 7B.1 Electrocardiographic (ECG) changes in hyperkalaemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECG changes</th>
<th>Potassium levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T waves tenting</td>
<td>5.7–6.9 mEq/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P wave amplitude decreases, widen PR interval</td>
<td>7.0–8.3 mEq/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P wave flat</td>
<td>8.4–8.9 mEq/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRS widening</td>
<td>9.0–11 mEq/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular fibrillation</td>
<td>&gt;12 mEq/L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7B.2 Signs and symptoms of uraemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signs</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial friction rub</td>
<td>Nausea/vomiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractory pulmonary oedema</td>
<td>Anorexia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic acidosis</td>
<td>Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot/wrist drop</td>
<td>Diminished sensorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asterix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7B.3 Indications for haemodialysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative indications</th>
<th>Absolute indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood urea nitrogen &gt;100 mg/dL</td>
<td>Volume overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total parental nutrition or blood transfusions in acute renal failure</td>
<td>Hyperkalaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uraemic coagulopathy</td>
<td>Metabolic acidosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug intoxication</td>
<td>Uraemia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7B.4 Types of catheters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Indications</th>
<th>Insertion site</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cordis, triple lumen</td>
<td>Acute blood loss, dehydration</td>
<td>Femoral, internal jugular, subclavian</td>
<td>9 Fr cordis/7 Fr triple lumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD Catheter</td>
<td>Haemodialysis</td>
<td>Femoral</td>
<td>12–13 Fr/16–19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD Catheter</td>
<td>Haemodialysis</td>
<td>Internal jugular vein</td>
<td>12–13 Fr/13–16 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD Catheter</td>
<td>Plasmaphoresis</td>
<td>Femoral</td>
<td>12–13 Fr/16–19 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When contemplating a temporary catheter for haemodialysis, both diameter and length must be considered. The unit known as French (Fr) describes the catheter diameter, and three Fr units are equivalent to 1 mm. The length of central venous catheters is measured in centimetres. Catheters specifically designed for haemodialysis are typically 12 or 13 Fr (4 mm). Whereas the femoral vein can accommodate a long catheter, the internal jugular catheter length is limited by the position of the heart. In the femoral vein a 16–19 cm catheter is required whereas in the internal jugular vein a 13–16 cm catheter would be appropriate for most patients. On an upright chest X-ray the internal jugular catheter tip situated at the junction of the superior vena cava (SVC) and the right atrium would be considered ideal.

**Figure 7B.1** Algorithm for acute vascular access for haemodialysis. Temporary catheters are appropriate for haemodialysis commencing immediately. A bridge graft arteriovenous (AV) shunt should be placed if dialysis commences in 24 hours. If the immediate need for haemodialysis is anticipated to exceed two weeks, a soft tunneled silastic catheter with a Dacron cuff should be used. In asymptomatic patients, serum potassium (K) levels of 6 mEq/L or greater require immediate medical intervention in the form of Kayexalate, insulin/glucose infusion or bicarbonate. Serum potassium levels between 5 and 6 mEq/L may be treated medically. More than one dose may be necessary. Refractive hyperkalaemia (≥ 6 mEq/L) necessitates immediate dialysis. IR, interventional radiography

**ACUTE ACCESS**

At the bedside, central access is attained percutaneously. This method relies on anatomical landmarks to identify suitable veins. Occasionally, anatomical variation or pre-existing thrombosis makes the ‘blind’ insertion of central catheters exceedingly difficult and even dangerous. In recent years, portable real time ultrasound has made the identification of suitable targets easier and increased the rate of successful cannulation. Not surprisingly, central line placement under ultrasound guidance is associated with fewer complications. When central access is contemplated for patients with previous multiple central lines, real time ultrasound is recommended.

**SELDINGER TECHNIQUE**

In principle, the Seldinger technique provides a reliable method for locating and percutaneously cannulating a vessel. This method makes use of a soft guidewire threaded through an 18 gauge needle placed in a vein. The wire then serves as a guide over which a softer catheter can be inserted. As with any procedure, proper preparation helps to minimise complications. The site of insertion must be prepped widely with povidone iodine. The patient as well as the surrounding work area is draped with sterile towels. The physician is capped, masked, gowned and gloved in a sterile fashion. All components of the catheter must be confined to a sterile field and readily accessible.
The skin and subcutaneous tissue at the insertion site are anaesthetised with 3–5 mL of 1 per cent lidocaine (Xylocaine) using a 25 gauge needle. A thin walled 18 gauge needle is introduced into the vein guided by landmarks and/or real time ultrasound. The needle enters at a 45 degree angle with the skin, aspirating as the needle advances. The return of dark non-pulsatile blood indicates venepuncture. The syringe is then removed with the needle still in place. The hub of the needle should be covered at this point to avoid introducing air into the vascular system. A sterile guidewire is passed into the vein through this needle which is then removed over the wire. A number 11 scalpel blade extends the insertion site by 2–3 mm at the skin. A dilator is passed over the wire through the cutaneous tissue into the vein and subsequently removed. A catheter is then placed over the wire into the vein. The wire is withdrawn with the catheter still in place. The functions of all ports are evaluated by withdrawing blood from each of them, followed by a sterile heparinised saline flush. The catheter is ultimately sutured in place and dressed in sterile fashion.

**FEMORAL VEIN**

The femoral vein lies medial to the usually palpable femoral artery located in the femoral triangle (Fig. 7B.2). The insertion site is approximately 1 cm medial to the femoral artery and 3–4 cm below the inguinal ligament. The patient is positioned supine with the lower extremity slightly externally rotated. The Seldinger technique is then used to complete the insertion. Resistance at the femoral site suggests either that the wire has failed to enter the vein or that the patient is not supine. In the former case, the wire must be withdrawn and the femoral vein is sought again with a needle and syringe, whereas in the latter the patient is repositioned lying supine but avoiding flexion at the hip so that the wire does not have difficulty negotiating a bend. Ascites can sometimes cause resistance at the femoral site. In no circumstances should the wire be forced. An alternative site should be considered if resistance persists despite the above manoeuvres.

**Advantages of the femoral site**

The femoral veins are relatively far from the heart and lungs. This makes the femoral site ideal when a central line is required during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). From a technical viewpoint, the femoral vein is easily accessible and its landmarks are readily apparent. Alternative sites such as the internal jugular or subclavian vein increases the risk of pulmonary injury. Thus, patients with poor ventilation, pulmonary oedema or congestive heart failure may be better served with femoral line access. The femoral catheter does not require a postprocedural X-ray to verify position. A successfully placed femoral line is therefore immediately functional and extremely useful during emergencies.

**Disadvantages of the femoral line**

The femoral site is in close proximity to the rectum and genitalia. Bacteria migration facilitated by bodily fluids from this region increases the likelihood of line infections. In non-emergency settings, femoral access may interfere with mobility and is itself thrombogenic. Nonetheless, femoral lines are used in ambulatory dialysis settings and have been reported safe and effective for as long as 14 days. In the setting of trauma where hip fracture is a possibility the femoral site may not be the best choice. Local oedema and tenderness interfere with proper positioning and exposure. If the line is placed for the purpose of haemodialysis, the femoral site is not always practical. The sitting position produces a bend in the femoral catheter thereby reducing flow during dialysis. The patient is thus required to remain supine for the duration of the haemodialysis session lasting 2–4 hours. Furthermore, the femoral IV can be particularly cumbersome in the OR because anesthesiologists, positioned at the head of bed, may find it difficult to gain access to the catheter.

**Complications associated with femoral access**

While the placing of femoral lines is technically simple, and provides a rapid means of establishing vascular access, it is not without complications. Femoral pseudoaneurysms
can result from attempted femoral vein catheterisation and is attributed to inadvertent artery puncture, the risk being higher in the anticoagulated patient (see Chapter 38). The patient commonly presents with local pain with an associated palpable mass at the site of puncture. Auscultation over the mass may reveal a bruit. Ultrasound shows extravasated blood contained within the surrounding tissues. Direct pressure usually results in total resolution but can be painful and may take up to 37 minutes to resolve.20,21 In a small percentage of cases, compression therapy fails, requiring ultrasound guided thrombin injection. Obliteration of these false aneurysms with thrombin injections is reportedly immediate and pain free. Failure of thrombin therapy may be related to the size of the pseudoaneurysm. The principal concern is the rupture of the pseudoaneurysm resulting in uncontained blood loss.13 Surgical repair may be necessary.

Another femoral catheter complication is the formation of an AV fistula (see Chapter 38). Diversion of blood from artery to vein has the potential of causing ipsilateral venous hypertension, distal arterial insufficiency and high output heart failure.13 A possible mechanism involves inadvertent arterial puncture during attempts at central access. The subsequent venepuncture on the ipsilateral side sets up an AV communication. Duplex ultrasound is often diagnostic but an angiogram may be warranted in the presence of arterial insufficiency and inconclusive ultrasound. Large symptomatic fistulae usually require surgical repair.

Another reported complication of the femoral catheter is the entanglement of the guidewire with an existing inferior vena cava (IVC) filter22 (see Chapter 20). Careful attention to the history helps avoid this particular complication. Guidewire entanglement with an IVC filter has also been reported during catheter placement in the right internal jugular vein6 and subclavian vein.22–26 The interventional radiologist can, under fluoroscopic guidance, facilitate removal of the wire. In the presence of an IVC filter, it is probably best to perform central access under fluoroscopic guidance.

Potential complications at sites used in venous access

- Femoral
  - Pseudoaneurysm
  - AV fistula
  - Guidewire entanglement in IVC filter
- Internal jugular
  - Pneumothorax
  - Arrhythmias
  - Thrombosis
  - Guidewire migration
- Subclavian
  - Stenosis
  - Venous hypertension and thrombosis

THE INTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN

Catheterising the internal jugular vein is also achieved by the Seldinger technique. When possible, the patient should be adequately sedated, and placed under external cardiac monitoring. The patient is placed in a 15–20 degree Trendelenburg position with the head turned away from the insertion side. A towel roll placed horizontally behind the shoulders extends the neck and accentuates landmarks. The internal jugular can be accessed either by a middle or posterior approach2 (Figs 7B.3 and 7B.4). The safest method to locate the IJ vein is by way of a 25 gauge seeker needle. Once found, an 18 gauge needle can be introduced into the vein following a course parallel to that of the seeker needle.

Figure 7B.3  Muscles and vasculature of the neck. The vessel coloured red represents the carotid artery whereas those coloured blue represent the internal jugular vein, the subclavian vein and the superior vena cava (SVC). The clavicular and sternal heads of the sternocleidomastoid (SCM) join superior to the clavicle and serve as a landmark in locating the internal jugular vein. The clavicle and suprasternal notch are landmarks for the subclavian approach.
The middle approach

The internal jugular lies deep to the sternocleidomastoid (SCM), approximately 1 cm posterolateral to the palpable internal carotid artery, coursing most superficially between the clavicular and sternal heads of the SCM\(^2\) (see Figs 7B.3 and 7B.4). The middle approach cannulates the internal jugular at this site. With one finger on the carotid pulse and a 25 gauge needle attached to a 5 ml syringe in the opposite hand, the internal jugular vein is sought by penetrating the skin lateral to the pulse in the direction of the ipsilateral nipple, aspirating as the needle advances. If redirection is required, the needle should be withdrawn and reinserted in a more lateral direction. Once found, the syringe is removed with the needle remaining in place. An 18 gauge thin wall needle then follows a parallel course entering the skin at a 30–45 degree angle. When dark non-pulsatile blood returns, the Seldinger technique is used to complete catheter insertion.

The posterior approach

The posterior approach enters the internal jugular from the posterior edge of the SCM superior to the point where it meets the external jugular vein. A seeker needle is directed deep to the SCM and towards the suprasternal notch. Once located, an introducer needle follows the course of the seeker needle in parallel fashion. The internal jugular vein can then be cannulated as described by the Seldinger technique.

An upright chest X-ray is essential to verify catheter tip position and to rule out pulmonary injury. The preferred tip position is in the SVC approximately 1–2 cm above the SVC–atrium junction. Most catheters have depth markers that help guide proper placement. In a 70 kg patient, the catheter should be inserted to the 17 cm mark from the left internal jugular vein. When cannulating the right internal jugular vein, the catheter should be inserted to the 14 cm mark. Soft catheters can be placed as far as the right atrium. Stiff catheters such as those used for temporary haemodialysis will irritate the myocardium causing arrhythmia.\(^1\)

Advantages of the internal jugular catheter

In the vast majority of cases the internal jugular site is readily accessible. The landmarks are readily apparent, and the carotid artery can be easily compressed should it be nicked during the search for the vein. Central catheters in this position are well tolerated. Mobility of the neck is minimally affected, and the patient may walk without affecting the function or position of the catheter. Being relatively remote from the rectum and genitalia keeping this site clean is less problematic than it is for femoral catheters, thus allowing the line to be kept in place for a relatively longer period of time. The right internal jugular leads directly to the SVC without much curvature so that a rigid catheter can be placed easily without provoking the stenosing effect associated with subclavian central lines.\(^1–3,13,27,28\)

Disadvantages of internal jugular catheters

Insertion of a large bore needle into the anterior triangle of the neck in search of a carotid sheath structure carries inherent risks. Local injuries ranging from haematomas, infections and nerve injuries to ipsilateral lung collapse are all documented complications. In addition, there are a variety of conditions that can make the internal jugular vein virtually inaccessible. In the trauma setting, a hard cervical collar often precludes the placement of a central line at this site. In an obese patient with a short neck the anatomical landmarks
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![Image of central line insertion sites at the neck](image-url)
or may be distorted making identification of the internal jugular vein difficult. A patient in pulmonary oedema or congestive heart failure would not tolerate the Trendelenburg position required for the cannulation of vessels in the neck. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation in progress, particularly chest compressions, makes it virtually impossible to place a line in the internal jugular vein. Compared with other central sites, the internal jugular carries the highest rate of anatomical variability resulting in difficult venous access. In a patient without previous central lines, anatomical variability can be as high as 5 per cent.\(^1\) In a patient who has not previously had a central line inserted thrombosis or variability ranges from 16 to 27 per cent.\(^1,8,9,14,15,17\) Whereas real time ultrasound can guide the operator toward a suitable vein in 41 per cent of these cases, in the remaining cases the veins were found to be either too small for cannulation, thrombosed or nonexistent.\(^9\) When confronted with a difficult access it is important to keep in mind the fact that the risk of pneumothorax increases with the number of attempts. An ultrasound guided technique may therefore be helpful.

## Complications of internal jugular catheters

The lung apex is in the direct path of the introducer needle as it penetrates the internal jugular from either side and therefore pneumothorax represents an inherent risk of internal jugular vein catheterisation. The rate of this complication in association with internal jugular insertions is within the range of 0 to 1.8 per cent,\(^1\) occurring much more frequently with the middle approach.\(^2\) Pneumothorax may be recognised during the procedure by the aspiration of air, respiratory distress and decreased ipsilateral breath sounds. Contralateral tracheal shift and hypotension are signs of a tension pneumothorax requiring immediate decompression. An upright chest X-ray confirms the diagnosis, and in most patients, particularly those on positive pressure ventilation, air has to be evacuated via thoracostomy tubes.

The risk of pneumothorax can be minimised by attention to a few technical considerations. First, the introducer needle should enter the skin at a 30–45 degree angle to the neck, particularly when using the middle approach. A lower angle places the needle in the direct path of the lung apex. Second, the incidence of pneumothorax rises with the number of attempts. Given the high anatomical variability and abnormality in patients, repeated blind attempts are never recommended. Real time sonographic guidance can be a useful adjunct when landmarks fail.

Cardiac problems are not infrequently encountered during attempts at central access on patients in the intensive care unit. Continuous cardiac monitoring reveals premature ventricular contractions which occasionally lead to ventricular tachycardia. The cause is often myocardial irritation caused by the guidewire. When this occurs, the wire is partially withdrawn until the arrhythmia subsides. Sometimes, infusion of 1 mg/kg of injectable lidocaine is necessary to abort this arrhythmia. Consequently, some institutions advocate continuous cardiac monitoring during all internal jugular and subclavian central access procedures.

Central vein thrombosis and thrombosis within the atrium have been described in association with central venous catheters.\(^1\) Although not often symptomatic, central vein thrombosis presents with swelling of the ipsilateral extremity with associated pain and tenderness. Ultrasound venography is diagnostic and the treatment is catheter removal and anticoagulation. A thrombus in the right atrium is rare but life threatening. Removal of the catheter under real time sonography with lytic therapy may be necessary to avoid large scale pulmonary embolism.\(^1\)

A less frequent but real complication of the internal jugular line is losing control of the wire and allowing it to be dislodged entirely into the vascular system.\(^29\) Retrieval requires the help of interventional radiology using real time ultrasound guidance. Migration of the ‘out of control’ wire into the heart can result in fatal arrhythmias. The inability to remove the inciting factor quickly in this situation is potentially life threatening. The solution is prevention and therefore the wire must be kept under control at all times.

### SUBCLAVIAN LINE PLACEMENT

The union of the cephalic and axillary veins marks the beginning of the subclavian vein. It enters the thorax, coursing deep to the clavicle and superficial to the anterolateral aspect of the first rib. The subclavian artery lies deep to the vein. The anterior scalene muscle separates the two vessels, and the lung apex lies medial and posterior to the subclavian vein. Landmarks for subclavian vein access include the clavicle, acromioclavicular joint and suprasternal notch\(^2\) (see Figs 7B.3 and 7B.4).

The patient is placed in a 20–30 degree Trendelenburg position with the head turned away from the side of insertion. A towel roll is placed vertically between the scapulae to accentuate landmarks. The insertion site is widely prepped with antiseptic solution and the surrounding work area is draped in a sterile fashion. As with any central access procedure, the physician is capped, gowned and gloved in sterile fashion.

The insertion site is 1–2 cm below the inferior margin of the clavicle at the junction of its distal and medial thirds. The skin, subcutaneous tissue and the clavicular periostium are anaesthetised with 1 per cent lidocaine using a 25 gauge needle. With the index finger on the sternal notch and the thumb on the clavicle, an 18 gauge introducer needle enters the anaesthetised skin with the bevel cephalad, aiming at the sternal notch and intentionally hitting the clavicle. When the clavicle is encountered, march down the clavicle until the needle is flush with the inferior surface of the clavicle. The needle is advanced slowly with the needle ‘hugging’ the inferior margin of the clavicle and aspirating simultaneously. When dark non-pulsatile blood returns, the needle is rotated 180 degrees so that the needle bevel
now faces caudal to facilitate guidewire insertion. The Seldinger method is used to complete the cannulation.

**Advantages of subclavian catheters**

Although potentially dangerous and clearly requiring skill, many physicians favour the subclavian site because it offers constant anatomy. The clavicle serves as a landmark regularly directing the physician to the subclavian vein. This landmark is usually palpable even in obese patients, regardless of the length of the neck. In the trauma setting where cervical collars preclude internal jugular placement, subclavian catheterisation remains a viable option. Once in place, the catheter can be secured below the clavicle, hidden away from visible areas. The mobility of the patient is entirely unaffected, and this site can be kept clean with relative ease.

**Disadvantages of subclavian catheters**

Along with the many advantages of subclavian catheters, there are definite pitfalls. Like internal jugular lines, subclavian catheters are difficult if not impossible to place during chest compressions. Like the internal jugular site, subclavian line placements are most successful when patient is in the Trendelenburg position. Patients unable to tolerate the flat or head-down position may not be suitable candidates for subclavian central lines. Also as with internal jugular catheterisation, pneumothorax is an associated risk. The risk of pneumothorax is higher during subclavian line placement (2–5 per cent) compared with that of internal jugular catheterisation. In addition, the clavicle is an effective rigid barrier over the subclavian vessels making direct compression impossible should the subclavian artery be punctured inadvertently.

**Complications of subclavian catheters**

Subclavian and internal jugular access procedures share many common complications but those unique to the subclavian catheter deserve separate discussion. Subclavian haemodialysis catheters are associated with subclavian vein stenosis ranging from 42 to 50 per cent. Significantly, the same type of catheter in the internal jugular site is associated with a markedly reduced internal jugular stenosis rate (0 to 10 per cent) thought to be attributable to stresses exerted by the rigid haemodialysis catheter on the subclavian vein as it negotiates the brachiocephalic trunk. The point of insertion becomes a focal point of stress aggravated by transmitted irritation from the beating heart and endothelial irritation eventually developing into a stenotic lesion. The relatively direct path from the right internal jugular vein to the SVC requires no bend in the catheter. The result is that less stenosis is observed with haemodialysis catheters at the internal jugular vein.

This is particularly important to the chronic renal dialysis patient whose continued dialysis depends on availability of vascular access. Stenosis at this central site can compromise outflow from the ipsilateral arm. Consequently, AV shunts distal to the lesion ultimately fail secondary to venous hypertension. This observation led to a strategic approach in the management of dialysis patients who require temporary catheters. Clearly, the first choice for a temporary catheter site should be the right internal jugular vein. Equally clear is the site of last resort, namely, the subclavian vein. Choices falling in between are the left internal jugular and the femoral site. Whereas the left internal jugular has a tortuous path to the SVC, the femoral veins are associated with higher risks of line infection.

**Conclusions**

The need for emergency vascular access is encountered in a wide array of clinical settings. In recent years, temporary venous catheters have become indispensable tools within hospital. The ease of insertion has made these devices useful during resuscitation efforts in cases of trauma, dehydration, haemorrhage and ‘code blue’ situations. For patients requiring emergency haemodialysis, these catheters have become life-saving temporising measures.

In spite of the many short term advantages, immediate and life-threatening complications such as haemopneumothorax, haemorrhage, infection, arterial laceration, as well as the long term consequences of thrombosis and stenosis are associated with temporary catheters. These complications can occur even in the hands of experienced physicians. Respect for the potential complications and an understanding of the physician’s own limits are essential when seeking central access.
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INTRODUCTION

Vascular imaging techniques have improved significantly in the past decade and a wide range of invasive and non-invasive modalities are now available to the clinician. It should be remembered that when dealing with vascular emergencies, time is of critical importance in preventing life-threatening haemorrhage and restoring vascular continuity and tissue perfusion. Although there has been an overall reduction in the time required to obtain high quality images, significant delays during investigations still occur which may have a disastrous consequence for the patient. Liberal use of radiological investigations is never a substitute for good clinical acumen. A careful history and detailed examination should facilitate selection of the appropriate imaging technique.

In certain situations, unstable patients in the accident and emergency department benefit from direct transfer to the operating room for life- or limb-saving surgery. Recent developments in endovascular surgery have improved the quality and range of imaging techniques available in the operating room for such patients.

Alternatively, following diagnostic imaging, some patients may benefit from radiological intervention such as vessel embolisation or stent placement. In this situation it is important that patients are monitored appropriately in the imaging suite while retaining easy access for possible anaesthetic and surgical intervention. A patient presenting with a vascular emergency is best served by the early involvement of both a senior vascular surgeon and radiologist. In addition to established skills in performing complex interventional procedures an experienced radiologist can often detect subtle signs from initial plain films or non-invasive tests. Similarly, during an evolving vascular emergency, the presence of an experienced vascular surgeon will help in establishing priorities, particularly if an imaging procedure has to be abandoned and the patient taken to the operating theatre expeditiously.

As a result of recent endovascular developments, some centres have excellent imaging facilities in the operating theatre. This can reduce delays and facilitate endovascular intervention.

It is important that a good working relationship is maintained between vascular surgeons and radiologists and that multidisciplinary guidelines based on local resources and clinical expertise are agreed and implemented in the management of vascular emergencies.

This chapter provides a broad overview of the range of imaging techniques available in managing vascular emergencies. The advantages and disadvantages of imaging techniques in specific anatomical areas are discussed. Individual authors outline their preferred imaging techniques in managing specific vascular emergencies in the relevant chapters of this volume.

VASCULAR IMAGING TECHNIQUES

Digital subtraction angiography

The modern angiographic suite is equipped with a large diameter image intensifier which offers excellent real time fluoroscopic image quality with a minimised radiation dose. Many strategies are employed to keep the radiation dose to the operator to a minimum such as pulsed fluoroscopy, last image hold, undertable lead curtains and ceiling hung lead glass which can be positioned optimally for each acquisition. The suite will often provide an operating theatre environment with at least 20 air exchanges per hour,
quality floor and wall coverings and a minimum of horizontal surfaces. Image acquisition can be achieved at high frame rates, typically up to 12 frames per second with a 1024 matrix. Postprocessing tools such as automatic pixel shift, rewindow and remask will often enable diagnostic images to be retrieved from series acquisition even following significant patient movement. An example of a peripheral leg run-off study is shown in Fig. 8.1a.

**Duplex ultrasound**

Duplex ultrasonography is the combination of grey scale ultrasound imaging with Doppler sonography allowing an evaluation of vessel morphology and blood flow characteristics. The technique is particularly useful in the diagnosis of carotid artery disease and deep vein thrombosis (DVT). The modality is somewhat operator dependent, however, and some detailed vascular studies can be time consuming, thus limiting its role in emergency situations. Its advantages include the lack of ionising radiation, the relatively low cost of equipment and its mobility. The recent development of small portable scanners is likely to increase the role of emergency duplex sonography.

**Computed tomography**

Computed tomography (CT) is widely available and in the context of vascular imaging is relatively easy to carry out and to interpret. Imaging is performed in the arterial phase following intravenous injection of contrast (approximately 20–50 seconds). Multiplanar reconstruction and various display techniques such as surface shaded display and maximum intensity projection provide different formats with which to view the acquired data. Computed tomography
provides superb contrast resolution and visualisation of adjacent non-vascular structures thus giving a multisystem evaluation from one acquisition and is particularly useful in the evaluation of a trauma patient. The development of multislice technology has further expanded the indications for CT angiography (CTA) as accurate images of run-off vessels (Fig. 8.1b) are now also available with the advantages of reduced examination time, reduced contrast load and increased contrast and spatial resolution.\(^1\) There is a radiation dose penalty but advances in detector technology have minimised this disadvantage. The occasional drawbacks are the requirement for long and cumbersome post-processing and the presence of calcified plaques which further complicate the evaluation.\(^2\)

**Magnetic resonance angiography**

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has some drawbacks in the acute setting: emergency access is limited in many institutions due to a large scheduled workload; it may be difficult to determine the presence of any contraindications to imaging for each patient; transfer of the intubated patient into the magnetic field requires MRI compatible anaesthetic equipment.\(^3\) Intravenous injection of gadolinium-based contrast reduces the T1 value of blood so that short TR (time of repetition) imaging results in high signal from the blood, providing excellent contrast resolution.\(^4\) Most sequences used are three-dimensional gradient recalled echo techniques with heavy T1 weighting. Low TR values ensure suppression of background structures, while high intra-arterial concentration of contrast material ensures good vessel-to-background contrast.\(^5\) Short imaging sequences obtained during a single breath-hold minimise respiratory artefact. The use of contrast to directly image the blood avoids the limitations encountered when the imaging signal is derived from blood flow, such as long imaging times, in-plane saturation effects and loss of signal at sites of stenosis due to turbulent flow.\(^6\) This last limitation often results in an overestimation of the degree of vessel stenosis, although the presence of occlusion is detected very accurately by both methods. When higher doses of gadolinium are used results can match those of intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography (DSA), even for the clinically important stenoses of 70–99 per cent.\(^7\)

Additional techniques are being developed constantly to improve image quality. Several authors have reported the value of image subtraction, comparable to DSA, in which an image is obtained immediately before administration of gadolinium and used as a mask image to subtract from that obtained after gadolinium is injected (Fig. 8.1c). Thus background tissues, in particular fat, are removed and as a result the quality of the image is improved.\(^8\) Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) has replaced invasive preoperative imaging in many centres, and it has been used as the imaging modality for planning endovascular interventions.\(^9\)

**IMAGING IN SPECIFIC VASCULAR TERRITORIES**

**Head and neck**

The gold standard technique for imaging the carotid and vertebral arteries is selective angiography. The most important complication of cerebral angiography is stroke occurring as a result of emboli dislodged from atherosclerotic plaques or the accidental injection of thrombus or air. The incidence of permanent cerebral ischaemic episodes is approximately 0.5 per cent.\(^10\) Other complications include vessel dissection and puncture site haematoma.

Duplex ultrasonography of the extracranial carotid arteries provides exquisite images of the carotid bifurcation but falls short in the evaluation of high internal carotid artery lesions and in characterising very high grade stenoses. Recent advances in MRA have resulted in high quality, high resolution, non-invasive imaging which is likely to replace catheter directed angiography.

**Imaging of thoracic vessels**

The thoracic aorta can be studied using a catheter passed to the level of the ascending aorta. Several images per second should be obtained using a number of radiographic projections, in particular the steep right posterior oblique which unfolds the aortic arch and the great vessels best (Fig. 8.2). Complications (1–3 per cent) are rare and are most
commonly seen at the puncture site. Others include arterial dissection, embolisation resulting in cerebral ischaemia and major artery thrombosis. In general terms, inexperience on the part of the operator and prolonged procedure times compound the risk of complications.

Transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) in the management of the critically injured patient is of value in detecting possible injury to the thoracic aorta and in excluding the presence of blood in the pericardial sac. This is a particularly useful investigation in unstable patients in the operating room or intensive care unit who cannot be transported to the radiology suite.

Spiral CT images, derived during the pulmonary arterial phase in a single breath-hold following the administration of intravenous contrast, have been shown to be useful in the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism. The options for reconstruction and display, and the more rapid imaging afforded by multislice scanning, will no doubt increase the utility of this modality in coming years. Magnetic resonance imaging can also be used to visualise the pulmonary arteries, (Fig. 8.3) and, in addition, MR velocity mapping can confirm reverse diastolic flow in patients with pulmonary hypertension.

Pulmonary angiography today is a safe and simple procedure and is still considered the gold standard for imaging these vessels. Access is usually obtained via a femoral vein although the jugular or brachial routes are alternatives. Complications are rare and usually involve cardiac arrhythmias while the catheter is within the heart. Acute cor pulmonale may occur in patients with pulmonary hypertension but the overall mortality from this complication is around 0.3 per cent.

Abdominal aorta

Where possible angiography of the aorta is performed via a transfemoral approach, although in the situation of aortic stenosis or occlusion a 4 Fr catheter placed via the brachial or axillary artery is effective. In current practice direct translumbar aortography is very rarely performed.

Volumetric CT scanning is the most commonly used technique in the evaluation of aortic aneurysms as it provides accurate information concerning the size of the aneurysm and in cases of rupture by demonstrating with high sensitivity the presence of retroperitoneal haemorrhage. The use of multiplanar reconstruction allows accurate measurement of aneurysm dimensions essential in planning for aortic stent grafting.

In the assessment of aortic aneurysms MR imaging can provide excellent depiction without the requirement for iodinated contrast, again multiplanar reformatting is possible providing advantages similar to those with CT scanning. Ultrasound is useful particularly in screening for aortic aneurysms; its sensitivity in the detection of retroperitoneal haemorrhage, however, is significantly less than that of CT scanning. The use of Doppler ultrasound, particularly when combined with ultrasound contrast agents, has been shown to be extremely sensitive in the detection of endoleaks post-aortic stent grafting.

Renal arteries

The renal arteries can be assessed angiographically by the placement of a flush catheter within the aorta just above their origins. More than one view is normally obtained as renal arteries have a variable site of origin from the aortic wall. Carbon dioxide is a useful adjunct to the procedure in a setting in which the patient has renal impairment and where radiographic contrast is relatively contraindicated.

Contrast-enhanced MRA now offers an alternative. Early sequences using time-of-flight (TOF) methods or phased-contrast techniques were unfortunately limited by poor spatial resolution and in-plane flow saturation. Three-dimensional acquisitions using gadolinium enhancement with a single breath-hold overcome these problems and allow satisfactory imaging in most instances (Fig. 8.4). Sensitivities of 95–100 per cent have been regularly reported.

Visceral aortic branches

Angiography is still the gold standard for assessment of the coeliac axis and mesenteric arteries. Vessel origins are best displayed using a lateral or lateral oblique projection of a flush aortogram. Selective injections can be undertaken, particularly when looking for distal pathology such as acute bleeding (Fig. 8.5). A variety of precurved catheters are

Figure 8.3 Three-dimensional gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance angiogram of the chest demonstrating pulmonary and systemic vessels (courtesy of Siemens Medical Imaging)
available for this purpose and the optimal choice will depend on the configuration of a vessel. Very distal positions within the mesenteric or coeliac territories can be achieved using coaxial catheters where, for example, a 3 Fr catheter is passed through the lumen of the 4 or 5 Fr catheter placed in the origin of the vessel. This technique is particularly useful where acute distal bleeding points are identified in various settings: trauma, acute gastrointestinal haemorrhage and wherever embolisation is contemplated.

Doppler ultrasound can be used to assess the volume of flow in the superior mesenteric artery by measuring the luminal area and the mean velocity of flow. In general, the waveform in this vessel demonstrates high impedance flow with reversal of flow in diastole. Doppler ultrasound is particularly useful in the assessment of the portal vein, angiographic definition of which is generally achieved indirectly. It is also useful in the assessment of hepatic arterial flow volumes and in liver transplantation where stenosis of the hepatic arterial anastomosis can lead to loss of the graft.

Computed tomography arteriography is also useful and the various methods of image reconstruction described above can be used to demonstrate very adequately the proximal branches of the superior mesenteric artery and coeliac axis. Distal active bleeding points can also be detected as a blush of contrast extravasation. Mesenteric occlusive disease can also be assessed using MR angiography. A single breath-hold, three-dimensional gradient echo sequence using intravenous gadolinium can be used to avoid the artefacts produced using older techniques. In addition, real time imaging of up to 20 images per second can be achieved. Quantification of blood flow is also achievable using several MR techniques.

**Pelvic imaging**

Haemorrhage is a common complication of pelvic trauma. Computed tomography can very adequately delineate pelvic haematoma and with dynamic scanning extravasation of contrast will point to an arterial bleeding source. Frequently CT fails to show the exact source of bleeding but that objective is best achieved using arteriography. Flush angiography from a site just above the aortic bifurcation will frequently demonstrate an actively bleeding source in the pelvic vessels (Fig. 8.6). Should that fail, selective
injection, particularly of both internal iliac arteries, will be helpful using a variety of precurved catheters. This should allow identification of bleeding sites and subsequently haemorrhage control by transcatheter embolisation using a variety of embolic materials.\textsuperscript{15}

The decision to attempt pelvic embolisation can be extremely difficult and requires an informed discussion between the clinicians involved. It is important to exclude other sources of abdominal haemorrhage and to achieve some form of pelvic bony stability before embarking on attempts at embolisation.

**Lower limb vessels**

The imaging gold standard for the assessment of lower limb arteries is probably angiography (Fig. 8.7). A non-invasive method of assessment is duplex ultrasonography. This technique is time consuming and requires considerable experience, but it has a sensitivity and specificity exceeding 90 per cent in the detection of arterial lesions.\textsuperscript{16}

A wide variety of MR angiographic pulse sequences can be used to demonstrate adequate blood flow. Two-dimensional time-of-flight imaging (with saturation banding) can be employed to detect flow in a single direction but it normally takes a relatively long time and currently gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional angiography is preferred in many centres. The latter technique, however, demands the exact timing of contrast enhancement and a moving table is also necessary. Magnetic resonance angiography may well replace catheter directed angiography but to do that it must provide equivalent, if not superior, diagnostic information. Studies have shown comparable, or in some cases, slightly better visualisation of distal vessel patency using MR angiography.\textsuperscript{17}

**Upper extremity**

Angiographic studies of the upper extremity are normally performed via a transfemoral approach. Injection in the aortic arch is necessary for the evaluation of the origins of the subclavian arteries. In order to visualise the more distal vasculature, selective catheterisation of the artery and its branches can be carried out. Direct catheterisation is associated with a higher complication rate.

The distal vasculature of the upper extremity, superficially located as it is, is eminently suited to Doppler ultrasound examination. The peripheral arteries of the arm show the same triphasic pattern as the lower extremity arteries. Magnetic resonance angiography using various techniques can provide excellent images of the upper extremity, including detailed angiography of the hand and wrist. In addition, in the diagnosis of thoracic outlet syndrome, MRI offers the capability of providing angiographic imaging as well as useful anatomical detail of cervical ribs or bands and the associated deviation or distortion of the brachial plexus and subclavian artery.

**VENOUS IMAGING**

**Lower limb deep venous thrombosis**

The two commonly used imaging methods for identifying lower limb DVT are ascending venography and ultrasound.

**Ascending venography**

Ascending venography is a method of delineating the venous anatomy of a territory by opacifying the vessels with iodinated contrast, typically a low osmolar water-soluble contrast agent. After placing a tourniquet around the ankle, a vein on the dorsum of the foot is cannulated with a 21 gauge needle and a further tourniquet is placed above the level of the knee. The function of both tourniquets is to divert venous return from the superficial veins into the deep veins so as to opacify them with contrast.

The patient is placed on a tilting fluoroscopic table and 50 mL of contrast is injected. Fluoroscopic imaging of the leg is performed from the level of the ankle joint, through the knee, thigh and then the pelvis. The progress of the contrast is screened and ‘spot-films’ are taken; in normal circumstances the veins opacify uniformly. When veins are
thrombosed a small track of contrast is seen at the margins of the vessel while the central thrombosed section of the vessel remains unopacified, an appearance which is termed ‘tramlining’ (Fig. 8.8).

As a rule the imaging proceeds cranially to the level of the iliac vein and the lower part of the inferior vena cava. Streaming of contrast at the level of the iliac vein can reduce resolution and therefore a key observation in the diagnosis of iliac thrombosis is the demonstration of an extensive collateral network from the affected side across to the contralateral normal side as small venous channels enlarge to permit venous drainage.

Contrast ascending venography is still recognised as the gold standard for obtaining images of lower limb DVT but it requires patient exposure to ionising radiation in addition to intravenous injection of iodinated contrast. Consequently, ultrasound is now routinely used as the primary imaging method for suspected DVT.

Ultrasound venography

Ultrasound imaging utilises the production of high-frequency sound waves, typically of megahertz frequency, to identify tissue planes spatially within the body. Ultrasound is particularly effective in the evaluation of non-osseous, non-gaseous soft tissues and also fluid-filled structures. These attributes render it particularly effective in the evaluation of venous anatomy. A piezoelectric crystal is used to generate the sound waves and the image generated can be displayed on a television monitor, providing a two-dimensional view of the veins: this is known as real time or B-mode sonography. Not only can the physical dimensions of veins be estimated but, using the principle of Doppler ultrasound, information on the presence, speed, and direction of blood flow can also be derived.

The Doppler principle utilises red blood cells as reflectors of pulses of sound waves emitted and received by the ultrasound probe. The blood’s speed and direction can be encoded as either a spectral trace or a colour image. In the latter case the colour denotes the direction of blood flow away from or towards the probe and the hue and brightness correspond to the speed of the flow. Absence of colour-coded flow or persistent underfilling of a venous segment with isoechoic or echogenic thrombus is clear evidence of thrombus.

The combination of the real time image and spectral trace or colour map represents duplex ultrasound and all three appearing on the same image is known as triplex ultrasound.

Ultrasound imaging in deep venous thrombosis

Essentially, two components are incorporated in the ultrasound evaluation of the lower limb with DVT. The first of these is venous compression, and the second, a series of adjunctive manoeuvres to provide supplementary information based on the phasic flow of blood in the veins.

Vein compressibility

When the soft tissues overlying normal healthy veins are compressed with an ultrasound probe, their thin walls are brought together obliterating the vein lumen completely. The walls of an artery, however, being more muscular, cannot be easily compressed, which is a useful differentiating feature.

In the presence of thrombosis the vein lumen will not compress fully (Fig. 8.9), and this failure is an important finding. Although established thrombus is echogenic
and easily visualised, a recent thrombus may be sonolucent, i.e. black, and, on real time ultrasound examination, may be indistinguishable from normal sonolucent blood within a vein. The normal vein is, of course, easily compressible.

Imaging begins at the level of the groin. Three vessels, the long saphenous vein, common femoral vein and common femoral artery are identified as three black overlapping circles (Fig. 8.10). This makes a convenient reference point. The two veins should compress freely but the artery will not. Transverse compression is therefore applied from the level of the groin to the knee at 1 cm intervals. Cranial to the level of the knee joint, the femoral vessels enter the adductor canal and move posteriorly. Direct compression in this area can be problematic. It may be necessary to turn the patient into the decubitus or erect position.
position to evaluate the venous segments in the adductor canal and indeed the popliteal fossa.

The sensitivity for diagnosing venous thrombus from the popliteal venous level upwards is of the order of 98 per cent.20 Studies have demonstrated that the sensitivity falls below popliteal level and therefore calf veins are not often formally evaluated with ultrasound. Currently there is significant inter-physician variability on the treatment algorithm for infrapopliteal DVT and, in addition, because of the lack of ionising radiation, it is perfectly feasible to perform serial ultrasound examinations of the lower limb to exclude the possibility of thrombus propagation extending from the calf into the popliteal veins.21

SUPPLEMENTARY ULTRASOUND TECHNIQUES

Unlike the pulsatile arterial system, flow within the venous system is phasic, i.e. flow which varies with the phases of respiration. This phasic flow can be observed by imaging a venous segment and using Doppler ultrasound to identify either colour or spectral frequency changes as the patient breathes normally.

Clearly, if cessation of normal phasic activity can be demonstrated, for example, by asking the patient to breath-hold, this will demonstrate that there is no obstruction to normal venous return between the area being evaluated, e.g. the groin, and the right side of the heart. It is therefore possible to indirectly ascertain whether or not there is occlusion of the inferior vena cava and iliac veins. In addition, if the patient actively increases intra-abdominal pressure, e.g. with a Valsalva manoeuvre, further proof is provided that there is no venous obstruction or thrombosis proximally.

When the deep veins are imaged between the femoral and popliteal levels and the calf is squeezed distally by the sonologist, blood is propelled forward in a cephalad direction. This sudden relatively high velocity venous blood is detectable again either by using colour flow or spectral Doppler. Confirming a normal calf squeeze response indicates that there is a patent venous system distal to the point of the ultrasound probe. The inclusion of the calf squeeze and Valsalva manoeuvres allows the complete evaluation of the venous system from the level of the calf veins to the inferior vena cava.

Venous thrombosis in the upper limbs

ISOLATED ARM VEIN THROMBOSIS

Once again the same imaging methods are used. With contrast venography, a tourniquet is placed at the level of the elbow to occlude the superficial cephalic vein and allow the contrast to be directed preferentially through the deeper upper limb veins. With Doppler sonography, compressibility, augmented by demonstration of phasic flow, will exclude significant thrombus.

CENTRAL AND CAVAL THROMBUS

In a significant number of cases thrombosis of the superior vena cava and brachiocephalic veins is associated with sinister underlying pathology. Lymphadenopathy and neoplasm, particularly bronchogenic carcinoma and lymphoma should be excluded. Formal evaluation of the frontal chest radiograph is essential to ensure that the mediastinal contours are normal.

When the superior vena cava and the brachiocephalic veins are being evaluated, ultrasound has only a very limited role. The imaging method of choice is contrast venography. To opacify the brachiocephalic veins and the superior vena cava, synchronous injections of contrast are performed by simultaneously injecting 50 mL of water-soluble contrast medium through 21 gauge needles positioned at the level of the elbow. Fluoroscopic evaluation of the veins is then performed and spot images taken.

Cross-sectional imaging in central venous thrombosis

COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

Computed tomography is very accurate at identifying mediastinal masses which are causing compression or effacement of the superior vena cava. Low attenuation within the SVC, however, can result from the mixing of contrast enhanced blood draining from the arm which has been cannulated, and unopacified blood from the contralateral limb. This artefact can be mistaken in normal individuals for thrombus. The presence of delayed or collateral venous filling provides further evidence of central thrombus. Computed tomography also has the added advantage in that if an associated underlying malignancy is present, it can be accurately staged simultaneously.22

Helical and multidetector CT angiography enable volumetric acquisition of data in a single breath-hold and this reduces motion artefact and respiratory misregistration, improving accuracy of detection of venous thrombosis.23

MAGNETIC RESONANCE ANGIOGRAPHY

Magnetic resonance angiography has an increasing role in the first line investigation of vascular pathology – MR has the advantages of multiplanar imaging and does not use ionising radiation. Like CT, MRA can also delineate the underlying aetiological process.

Magnetic resonance venography may also permit the assessment of vascular flow patterns and thereby determine the evolution of thromboembolic events.24
Conclusions

Imaging of vascular disease continues to evolve. Increasingly non-invasive alternatives to percutaneous angiographic and venographic techniques such as duplex ultrasound, CT and MRI are used in the management of vascular emergencies and are gaining acceptance in most vascular centres. It is likely that these imaging modalities will eventually replace invasive diagnostic imaging, the latter being largely reserved for therapeutic intervention.

The principles, advantages and drawbacks of these techniques when applied to specific anatomical areas have to be considered. In addition, the field of vascular radiology is evolving and now exercises a rapidly expanding therapeutic role. Continued innovation can only be of benefit to patients and those involved in the treatment of vascular diseases.
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Outcomes of Emergency Vascular Procedures. A View from the British Isles

JONOTHAN J EARNSHAW

INTRODUCTION

The results of elective arterial procedures are well documented, but that is not the case in emergency vascular surgery. Yet, out-of-hours operating constitutes a large proportion of the workload of a vascular surgeon, in contrast to the other specialties grouped under ‘general surgery’. Reports are sparse because the data are harder to collect. It is generally believed that the outcome from emergency arterial surgery is worse than for elective operation which might explain the natural reluctance to detail those results. Much of the emergency surgery in the UK and Ireland used to be performed by trainees, though this is changing as a result of recent training reforms.

Arterial surgery falls into three broad categories: carotid disease, which is seldom performed urgently, aortic aneurysms, where up to 50 per cent of the workload of an individual unit may include urgent or ruptured aneurysms, and the management of leg ischaemia, the traumatic causes of which will not be discussed here. The management of acute leg ischaemia represents one of the most difficult challenges for a vascular surgeon. Management decisions are complex and treatment selection can significantly affect outcome, which is often poor, with high amputation and mortality rates. Although a large proportion of vascular operations are performed out of hours, it is often possible to avoid doing so under emergency conditions. Only true ruptured aortic aneurysms and acute total leg ischaemia demand immediate intervention; other conditions may permit a period of observation and semi-elective surgery. Although this sounds attractive and suggests that a vascular surgeon may plan to deal with urgent operations in daylight hours, the fact is that they often have to be squeezed into a schedule that is already busy. In many hospitals where the vascular services are under pressure, it could be argued that emergency patients receive less than ideal care.

In the UK, arrangements for the care of vascular patients remain varied. Increasingly vascular surgeons are gathering into major units where 24-hour cover is offered with on-call specialist staff. This has only been possible in large conurbations with populations of over 600 000, where four or five surgeons can manage an on-call rota. Other models, including cross-cover between adjacent units, have enabled an increasing number of vascular on-call rotas.¹ This does mean that a patient with a vascular emergency may need to travel some distance for specialist treatment. For most vascular patients, the delay is immaterial; indeed several studies have suggested that even for those with a ruptured aortic aneurysm, there is no correlation between distance travelled to hospital and outcome.² Many surgeons believe that this is a process of natural selection, because only those likely to survive the operation survive the journey.

There is some evidence that the outcome of vascular surgery is better when carried out by a specialist, particularly for acute leg ischemia, the results of which improved with the establishment of a regional vascular unit.³ In the UK, there remain a number of units with insufficient surgeons to man an on-call vascular rota. Although most elective arterial operations in the UK are performed by trained vascular surgeons, the arrangements for emergency cover are variable. In some hospitals, dedicated vascular surgeons provide ad hoc cover, but in others, general surgeons
provide emergency care. As might be expected this can exaggerate the variation in the outcome from emergency vascular surgery, though this may not simply be the result of surgical skill. In a study from Wales, the outcome of patients with a ruptured aneurysm was similar if they had surgery by a general or a vascular surgeon, but general surgeons were more likely to turn a patient down for operation.4

RESULTS OF EMERGENCY ARTERIAL SURGERY IN THE BRITISH ISLES

Most publications on outcome derive from the practices of enthusiasts or major centres. In general, only good results are reported and that imparts a degree of bias to the true outcome for any disease or treatment. Outcomes derived from prospectively collected data, preferably from several sources in a multicentre trial, or results from randomised trials are more likely to be nearer the truth. Some Scandinavian countries have large incident databases from which both process and outcome data can be obtained (Swedvasc and Finnvasc). In the UK, a few multicentre studies have been carried out. The Audit and Research Committee of the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland (VSSGBI) has conducted prospective and retrospective audits on some of the principal vascular operations.

Carotid surgery

Most carotid surgery is done electively. In the audit performed by the VSSGBI, there were no emergency procedures.5 Urgent carotid endarterectomy for recent stroke became unpopular in the 1970s following the publication of dismal results.6 This may be explained by the fact that a proportion of the operations were done on patients with cerebral hemorrhage rather than embolic disease. Recently, it has been argued that a more selective approach using computed tomography to identify appropriate patients with a thromboembolic stroke means that more patients could be offered urgent surgery. In a pilot trial, however, few suitable patients were identified (16 from 593 reviewed), although surgical results were reasonable.7 Perhaps the most frequent indication for emergency intervention is when a patient develops a stroke after carotid endarterectomy (see Chapter 14). Most surgeons reoperate for an early carotid occlusion as it is felt intuitively that this should improve outcome. There is little evidence, even in recent studies, that this is the case.8

Aortic surgery

Although ruptured aortic aneurysm is the most frequent reason for an emergency vascular operation, it is very difficult to define a clear outcome for this condition. One reason is that most patients never actually reach hospital, and once there, a significant number are rejected as unfit. It is estimated that only 15 per cent of patients with a ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) survive. Surgeons may have less influence over the outcome of the condition than they think. It is often difficult to obtain complete data on patients with a ruptured AAA. Those who die in the accident and emergency department or in the preoperative bay usually end up with scanty hospital records and the data somehow never seem to reach a surgical database.

Classification difficulties can also confuse the issue. A shocked patient with a ruptured aneurysm is a clear clinical entity, however, some patients with a contained rupture may remain well for hours or even days. Some patients present with a tender aneurysm and have an urgent operative repair. It is clear that there is a spectrum of outcomes for these different situations. Surgeons may influence the results they report by choosing which groups to include.9 For example, the best results for aortic surgery are obtained by including only patients who have an elective admission and operation. Results for emergency AAA repair can be improved by counting all those who have an out-of-hours operation, including patients with a tender non-ruptured aneurysm.

There are few good reports of outcome from ruptured AAA. Meta-analysis of all English language publications suggested that the average mortality rate was 48 per cent and that the results have improved slowly over the last 50 years.10 In the UK, the VSSGBI pilot national database included 276 patients who had AAA surgery, but only 43 who had emergency surgery. The mortality rate was 23 per cent for urgent AAA repair and 51 per cent for rupture.11 In Wales a prospective audit of operations performed by both general and vascular surgeons revealed a survival rate of only 36 per cent.4 The results for the two groups were similar, though vascular surgeons operated on 82/92 (89 per cent) of patients admitted under their care with a 39 per cent survival rate, compared with general surgeons who operated on 51/141 (36 per cent) patients with a 31 per cent survival rate.4 Longitudinal data from large vascular units such as the one in Edinburgh have shown little change in survival over the last 20 years.12 Mortality rates after ruptured AAA actually rose in the second decade from 35 to 40 per cent.

Operative outcome can be improved by case selection. The more unfit patients are refused surgery, the better will be the results of an individual surgeon. Surgeons have agonised about the indications for repair of a ruptured AAA in an unfit patient. Hardman et al. described a number of criteria that can help make this difficult decision.13 There is also the possibility that the Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and morbidity (POSSUM) physiology scoring could give a preoperative prediction of outcome.14 The Portsmouth POSSUM model was developed from 213 emergency aneurysm repairs, with a mortality rate of 40 per cent.15
As the published results have barely changed in a generation, it may be time to think of alternative means of reducing the community mortality of aneurysm disease. One way would be to commence a screening programme to detect AAAs while asymptomatic and to perform elective repair before rupture occurs. An alternative might be to consider endovascular repair for ruptured AAAs. Small series reports of this treatment exist, but regular interventions would require an investment in infrastructure and a change in culture. On the other hand, that might be the only way of bringing about a significant improvement in outcome for ruptured AAAs.

Acute leg ischaemia

A prospective audit of acute leg ischaemia in Gloucestershire suggested that a county with a population of half a million would treat approximately 75 patients a year. The overall 30-day outcome was limb salvage 67 per cent, amputation 7 per cent and deaths 26 per cent. A number of patients were not suitable for intervention and when they were excluded, the results for patients treated actively were limb salvage 78 per cent, amputation 6 per cent and deaths 26 per cent. A number of patients had been amputated and the overall mortality was 22 per cent, these results confirming the high risk attached to the treatment of acute leg ischaemia. A subsequent paper demonstrated the poor intermediate term outcome for this condition, a further 35 per cent of initial survivors having died within 2 years. Recurrent leg ischaemia and subsequent amputation risk appeared to be reduced by warfarin anticoagulation. The study also highlighted the variety of different methods of treatment available. This difficult condition requires decisions to be taken at senior level, such as making the choice between surgery or thrombolytic therapy. An easy embolectomy can be done by an experienced trainee, but when the operation is not proceeding well a consultant’s experience is needed, particularly if a full range of vascular procedures may have to be considered. Thrombolytic therapy is a high risk option and demands the active involvement of trained radiology staff (see Chapters 8, 16 and 39).

The Thrombolysis Study Group has collected data on intra-arterial thrombolysis over the past decade. Over 1000 episodes of lysis have been evaluated. The initial outcome after intra-arterial lysis was a complete lysis rate of 41 per cent, a partial lysis rate of 28 per cent, and a failed lysis, or lysis but no run-off, rate of 29 per cent. At 30 days the outcome was amputation-free survival in 75.2 per cent, major limb amputation 12.5 per cent and deaths 12.4 per cent. Although most of this work has been observational, the Group is now in a position to try to define the patients most likely to benefit from thrombolytic therapy. Factors affecting amputation-free survival included the severity of leg ischaemia and the type of vessel occluded, namely native artery (72 per cent) or graft (78 per cent). The main anxiety in thrombolysis is the risk of stroke which occurred in 2.4 per cent of patients on the database although only half of these were haemorrhagic, and many occurred several days after initiating thrombolysis.

Towards a national vascular database in the UK and Ireland

With the exception of Northern Ireland, which has had a vascular database (Northern Ireland Vascular Registry or NIVASC) for the last seven years, surgeons in the rest of the UK have looked enviously at the well ordered national databases of Scandinavian countries. There remains a problem of scale, however, in that expectations of collecting routine data from over 400 individual consultant members of the VSGBI would require resources beyond any current medical organisation. Existing databases, however, have really only collected data on process and mortality, and surgeons in tertiary referral centres or deprived inner city areas may feel disadvantaged if their clinical performance were to be judged solely on the basis of crude mortality rates. In fact such assessments might influence the surgeon offering surgical treatment to a patient. A surgeon worrying about personal results may be reluctant to operate on a high risk patient. Finally, there is the problem of verification. Most registries rely on the honesty of their participants. A follow-up of patients who had surgery but were not included in the database, whether accidentally or deliberately, revealed that these are a very high risk group.

The VSGBI has adopted the attitude that any national database should take account of the case-mix of patients. For the past few years there has been an investigation into various scoring systems that could be used to incorporate an allowance for case-mix into a comparison of outcomes among individual surgeons. UK vascular surgeons have performed two large trials collecting POSSUM data items on their patients. POSSUM scoring involves 12 preoperative physiological data items and eight operative items. It has been shown that both POSSUM and Bayes analytical techniques used on this dataset can predict outcome. The first VSGBI study involved nearly 1500 patients from 121 surgeons in 93 hospitals. They collected data on consecutive arterial procedures over a two-month interval in 1998. The statisticians introduced a new POSSUM regression equation, known as V-POSSUM, which predicted outcome across the range of arterial procedures and hospitals. Indeed it was possible to do so based on the preoperative physiology scores alone, meaning that in future, a preoperative outcome prediction might be possible for an individual patient.
These results were translated into a second phase. It was decided to refine the data collection to include just three index vascular procedures – carotid endarterectomy, aortic aneurysm repair (divided into ruptured and non-ruptured) and infrainguinal bypass. Participating vascular surgeons were asked to include all patients having these procedures under their care. A decision was made to collect data only electronically using the POSSUM dataset. Although electronic data collection has limited the number of surgeons able to participate thus far, a package of supporting devices including an Access database, Excel spreadsheet and bespoke data collection software has been made available to encourage them. The most recent work involved over 12 000 procedures collected from 149 VSGBI surgeons.24 The analysis has shown that it is possible to predict outcomes for individual surgeons performing quite small numbers of index procedures; data from the 1999 registry indicate that the average VSGBI member performs 71 index procedures per annum (18 carotid endarterectomies, 25 aneurysms (9 ruptured, 16 non-ruptured) and 28 infrainguinal bypass procedures). The best models for predicted versus expected outcome were gained by using procedure specific databases and formulae. For example, formal POSSUM analysis worked best for ruptured aneurysms using a specific POSSUM regression equation developed in Portsmouth15 (Table 9A.1). Mortality for the 122 ruptured aneurysms in this latest series was 47 per cent. It was also possible to produce comparative data for all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9A.1</th>
<th>Results of POSSUM analysis on abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) from the Vascular Surgical Society of Great Britain and Ireland (VSGBI) Pilot National Vascular Database 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Per cent range predicted risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) All abdominal aortic aneurysms *</td>
<td>Mortality: V-POSSUM physiology and operative scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 7 )</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7 to ( \leq 15 )</td>
<td>10.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 to ( \leq 30 )</td>
<td>20.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>48.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 15.720 )</td>
<td>P(4 df) = 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality: V-POSSUM physiology only scores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 7 )</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7 to ( \leq 15 )</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 to ( \leq 30 )</td>
<td>20.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>43.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 64.360 )</td>
<td>P(4 df) = 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms †</td>
<td>Mortality: physiology data only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 30 )</td>
<td>22.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30 to ( \leq 40 )</td>
<td>35.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40 to ( \leq 50 )</td>
<td>45.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>64.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>42.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 7.369 )</td>
<td>P(4 df) = 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality: physiology data only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 30 )</td>
<td>24.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30 to ( \leq 40 )</td>
<td>34.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;40 to ( \leq 50 )</td>
<td>44.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>64.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;0 to ( \leq 100 )</td>
<td>44.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 = 7.117 )</td>
<td>P(4 df) = 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Using the V-POSSUM score, statistical analysis shows ‘lack of fit’, i.e. the method does not predict outcome accurately.
†Analysed using Portsmouth ruptured AAA equation (Portsmouth data excluded from VSGBI data). There is no ‘lack of fit’, i.e. the method predicts outcome accurately.
POSSUM, physiological and Operative Severity Score for the EnUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity.
vascular surgeons (Fig. 9A.1). After cardiac surgery,25 and this could soon also be done by currently publish an annual report including outcomes analysis of the same dataset. Cardiac surgeons in the UK aneurysms, both ruptured and non-ruptured, using Bayes individual surgeon’s results are not significantly better or worse onto the Database. Includes both ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms. If the vertical error bars include the SMR of one, the individual surgeon’s results are not significantly better or worse than the whole group. AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm

aneurysms, both ruptured and non-ruptured, using Bayes analysis of the same dataset. Cardiac surgeons in the UK currently publish an annual report including outcomes after cardiac surgery, and this could soon also be done by vascular surgeons (Fig. 9A.1).

Conclusions

Results of emergency vascular procedures are worse than for elective operations. It might be anticipated that this is where the skill of a vascular surgeon could make a real difference. However, these are often sick patients, nearing the end of life and decisions as to whether to intervene or not are complex. More data are required so that patients and their surgeons can make informed choices about management.

A good surgeon guide has already been published in a UK national newspaper using nationally available statistics. Cardiac units were ranked by outcome. Indeed, it has also been possible to do this analysis for aortic surgery.26 Unless surgeons are closely involved in data collection and analysis, comparison among surgeons and units will be done using crude mortality rates based on unreliable hospital information systems. In the UK, surgeons can now submit their data for central comparison against their peers and expect to receive a formal acknowledgement from their Vascular Society.

The system should prove invaluable for surgeons who wish to pass this information on to their patients. It is suspected that the results of some procedures are worse than those commonly quoted in the scientific literature. These figures are often used to justify surgical procedures. Accurate data about the general risks of surgery can help place the value of a procedure to society. Accurate data about the specific risks of surgery to an individual are crucial to obtaining informed consent from a patient.

Figure 9A.1 Data from the Pilot National Vascular Database of the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland (2001). Standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) for individual consultant vascular surgeons who have entered at least 14 procedures onto the Database. Includes both ruptured and non-ruptured aneurysms. If the vertical error bars include the SMR of one, the individual surgeon’s results are not significantly better or worse than the whole group. AAA, abdominal aortic aneurysm
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Outcomes of Emergency Vascular Procedures in Scandinavia
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INTRODUCTION: VASCULAR SURGERY AND VASCULAR REGISTRIES IN SCANDINAVIA

Norway, Finland and Sweden are countries characterised by widely varying regional population densities, which has implications for the organisation of vascular surgical services. That is less true of Denmark where the population is more evenly distributed. Another Scandinavian feature is the ageing population: in Denmark on New Year’s Day 2001, 1.06 million (19.8 per cent) were over 60 years of age with a projected increase of 18.5 per cent to 1.25 million by 2010. The corresponding figures for those over 65 years of age in Finland are 0.77 rising to 0.90 million by 2010 and 1.35 million by 2030. Table 9B.1 presents selected data on demographics and organisation of vascular registries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population (million)</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular centres</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular surgeons*</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registrars</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monospecialty</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registry initiated</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In Finland mostly thoracic and vascular surgeons; in Sweden general surgeons with a vascular profile; in Denmark all are specialists in vascular surgery.

NA, data not available.

Denmark

WORKFORCE

Vascular surgery was recognised as a monospecialty in 1983. Currently, serving in the 11 services of vascular surgery, are 41 specialists in vascular surgery employed as consultants supported by four staff specialists and 12 senior registrars or vascular fellows (see Chapter 1B).

VASCULAR REGISTRY

The Danish Vascular Registry (Karbase) has been operational since 1990. Complete national data are available from 1996 onwards: in 1996, 5798 procedures were carried out of which 4129 (71.2 per cent) were primary operations and 484 (8.3 per cent) reoperations. The corresponding figures for 2000 were: 6508 procedures, 4106 (63.1 per cent) primary and 545 (8.3 per cent) reoperations, which translates into a frequency of 77 primary procedures in a population of 100 000 (77/105).

Arterial reconstructions are not performed outside vascular surgical departments and in 2000 were responsible for 891 venous procedures. During that year one department with a single surgeon performed 49 procedures while other institutions, staffed with three to five consultants, had an arterial and endovascular surgery volume ranging from 303 to 998. Also during 2000, Karbase registered 1107 percutaneous transluminal angioplasties (PTAs) and 192 arterial thrombolysis treatments. The number of index procedures in 1999 as defined by the European Board of Vascular Surgery has been published, the contributors being those with established registries, namely the
Scandinavian countries, Northern Ireland, Slovakia, New Zealand and single regions in Spain and Russia.

**Finland**

**WORKFORCE**

Finland has 21 central hospital regions served by five university and 16 central hospitals. Within central hospital regions there are a number of district hospitals but their role as active vascular units is diminishing; currently, 23 hospitals provide an arterial surgery service.

In conjunction with harmonising Finnish specialist training within the European Union, the previously allied specialty of thoracic and vascular surgery was divided into independent specialties, namely, vascular surgery and cardiothoracic surgery. The vascular workload is borne by 36 thoracic and vascular surgeons, 29 of them with a strong vascular profile, six formally trained vascular surgeons, three staff specialists and 12 vascular surgical trainees. In smaller centres most of these surgeons also perform lung surgery while others also practice general surgery. At the end of year 2003 there were six formally trained vascular surgeons and 12 vascular surgical trainees. The anticipated population growth by 2010 will demand an estimated increase in the number of vascular surgeons to 60 and an expansion of resources required for the diagnosis and treatment of venous disease.

**VASCULAR REGISTRY**

The Finnvasc registry commenced in 1989 and a pilot scheme progressing to systematic data collection was initiated in 1991. All hospitals with a vascular surgical service participated fully in this exercise up to 1995, but thereafter their involvement fluctuated between 68 and 81 per cent. The diminution in interest is attributable to the extra workload for which there was no remuneration, no support from health authorities and data collection and reporting were delayed. Most significantly, the very strict interpretation of the new personal registry law at the beginning of 2000 paralysed this important activity. At present, registration practices are being reviewed with the aim of establishing professional and non-authoritarian exercise. The day to day work of the registry became computerised real time recording and reporting systems, at least at local level.

In comparing Finnvasc registry figures with those from hospital records the mean percentage of missing vascular procedures in the former was 19 per cent. Similarly, a comparison of data from Statistics Finland, the national statistical bureau, and the Finnvasc registry showed that 18 per cent of patients operated for ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm (RAAA) and subsequently died were missing from the Finnvasc registry.

The vascular units were staffed with between one and eight consultants with an annual arterial and endovascular throughput ranging from 12 to 1755. According to the 1999 data from registries and other sources 11 835 operations were performed for peripheral vessels, both arteries and veins, and 4 846 day-case procedures for simple venous problems. As for endovascular activity, 4160 procedures were recorded in 2000, 292 of these being thrombolysis treatments.

**Sweden**

**WORKFORCE**

Vascular surgery used to be performed in 92 units, but the number of vascular centres has fallen to 50. Sweden has nine university hospitals and four of these have separate departments of vascular surgery or combined cardiovascular departments. The 22 county hospitals all have vascular surgical units. There is also vascular activity in some 15 of the smaller district hospitals. Vascular surgery is not a specialty in its own right in Sweden as it is in Denmark and Finland; it remains the responsibility of 130 general surgeons with a vascular profile of whom around 30 are accredited as vascular surgeons by the Swedish Society for Vascular Surgery.

**VASCULAR REGISTRY**

Sweden has pioneered the development of vascular registries in Scandinavia. Inspired by American experiences during the 1970s the planning for a regional vascular registry began in southern Sweden in late 1985.

The aims of the registry were to monitor practice, changes and outcomes of vascular surgery undertaken in the routine care of a population, to safeguard a high level of data quality, to establish a basis and a starting point for scientific studies and to develop techniques for quality development. An additional aim was to compare the results of emerging vascular units in county hospitals with those of established centres at university level.

After a year of preparation, including a month of pilot testing, the Vascular Registry in Southern Sweden (VRISS) started regular activities in January 1987 in the South Health Care Region of Sweden and some neighbouring areas. The initial 17 participating centres, including two university, six county and nine district hospitals, covered a population of 1.9 million.

Over the years increasing numbers of surgeons found it useful to participate but by 1990, when half the country’s surgeons had joined in, the registry was renamed the Swedish Vascular Registry (Swedvasc). From early 1994 surgeons at all 50 hospitals performing peripheral vascular surgery were members of the registry, covering practically the whole Swedish population of 8.8 million and included the 10 university/regional centres and the 25 county hospitals in the country. Around 130 surgeons take part regularly in this completely volunteered, professional and non-authoritarian exercise. The day to day work of the registry
is led by a steering committee representing both academic and community hospitals. Each year more than 9000 procedures are registered and, to date, close to 100,000 cases have been registered.

**EMERGENCY ANEURYSM SURGERY**

**Denmark**

During the 5-year period 1996–2000, a total of 1242 patients were admitted to Danish specialist departments with RAAA and underwent surgery. This corresponds to an operation frequency of 4.9 per 105 inhabitants of all ages per year. The male:female ratio was 7:4 (1094 men, 88.1 per cent; 148 women, 11.9 per cent) and the median age was 72 years (range 29–91). Although a total of 1276 patients were recorded with this diagnosis, most centres had excluded patients who had not been operated. Not all patients with RAAA were admitted to hospitals with vascular surgical departments, especially those in whom the diagnosis was unclear, and there were cases where, in consultation with a vascular surgeon, the emergency procedure was deemed unreasonable or hopeless.

The circumstances associated with the admission of a RAAA do not permit detailed preoperative questioning of risk factors, comorbidities and social circumstances, and in around a quarter or more of all admissions this information is not available. Given that limitation the data elicited were as follows: cerebrovascular history 29.6 per cent, hypertension 52.3 per cent, cardiac problems 51.3 per cent, pulmonary complaints 41.5 per cent, smoking 9.3 per cent, retired, old age pensioners or on sick leave 66.0 per cent, previous vascular surgery 8.9 per cent, previous amputation 1.1 per cent.

Statistics on the operation itself were as follows: a midline laparotomy was used in 91.4 per cent, duration of procedure was 164 minutes (maximum 480 minutes), blood loss 4.6 L (maximum 42 L), hospital stay 10.3 days (range 0–119). In terms of outcome these were the figures: total hospital mortality 55 per cent, 30-day operative mortality 43 per cent (Table 9B.2). The causes of death were judged to be: cardiac 15.3 per cent, cerebrovascular 0.5 per cent, renal 1.1 per cent, haemorrhage 8.6 per cent, multigorgan failure 10.5 per cent, bowel ischaemia 1.2 per cent, other 1.8 per cent, unknown 15.7 per cent.

The complications directly related to the operation were: amputations 1 per cent, wound infection 6.2 per cent (deep 1.8 per cent), bleeding necessitating a further procedure 7.5 per cent, wound dehiscence 3.3 per cent, intestinal obstruction 1.1 per cent, bowel ischaemia requiring surgery 5.7 per cent, surgery for peripheral embolisation 2.3 per cent. In all, 23.2 per cent of patients had a complication demanding operative treatment. General complications observed were: cardiac (myocardial infarction, pump failure, arrhythmia) and community hospitals. Each year more than 9000 procedures are registered and, to date, close to 100,000 cases have been registered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>1905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality (per cent)</td>
<td>Symptomatic but not ruptured</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAAA/stable</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAAA/shock</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total hospital mortality</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes 2.5 per cent of non-operated patients from Denmark and 30 per cent non-operated patients from Finland.

NA, data not available; RAAA, ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm.

In Finland, the reporting format allowed differentiation between three categories of emergency AAAs: emergency, stable with rupture and unstable or in shock with rupture. In the seven years from 1991 to 1997, the 30-day mortality rates were as follows: 474 symptomatic cases without confirmation of rupture, 55 deaths (11.6 per cent); 270 with stable rupture, 67 deaths (24.8 per cent); 418 patients with shock due to rupture, 250 deaths (59.8 per cent) (see Table 9B.2). The exact frequency of the various conditions expressed in per cent per population unit per year, however, is difficult to estimate for this 7-year period due to decreasing and varying reporting activity from 1996 and 1997. Based on the 1995 figures, which cover the entire country, the frequency of procedures per 105 inhabitants per year for the three presentations was: 1.6 symptomatic non-ruptured, 0.9 ruptured and stable, and 1.2 ruptured and shock, or 3.7/105 in all.

A detailed analysis of mortality in RAAA for the years 1991–94 was undertaken as a cross-sectional study based on Finnvasc and the national cause of death registry. A total of 610 emergency repairs for RAAA were identified in Finnvasc corresponding to 2.9 procedures per 105 inhabitants per year (2.9/105 per year). Of these, 454 operations were for rupture (2.2/105 per year) and 156 for emergency cases without rupture (0.8/105 per year). In addition, it was possible to identify 293 operations for rupture in an additional 18 of the 23 hospitals performing operations for
rupture. The true frequency of surgery for rupture was found to be around 3.6–3.8/10^5 per year, accounting for 75 per cent of the activity in Denmark. A projected increase of at least 50 per cent in RAAA interventions can be expected in Finland during the next two decades.\(^6\)

The 30-day postoperative mortality as registered in Finnvasc was 46 per cent after surgery for rupture and 13.5 per cent for acute non-ruptured cases. Based on national statistics, the mortality was 54 per cent. Total hospital mortality including all patients brought alive to the emergency unit was 68 per cent. The total number of deaths from rupture based on national statistical information was 1004, and as 245 had survived rupture, the overall survival frequency was 19.6 per cent. The death rate of rupture was 4.9/10^5 per year. If the 1.2/10^5 per year patients surviving from Finnvasc are added, the total incidence of RAAA comes to 6.1/10^5 per year. It is noteworthy that there was no correlation between hospital volume and operative mortality in rupture repair, but there was an inverse association between hospital volume and total hospital rupture mortality. The operative activity of RAAA ranged from 37 to 88 per cent among Finnish centres.\(^4\)

The quality of life (QoL) after survival following repair of a RAAA has been an issue. A recent study by Korhonen et al.\(^7\) showed that survivors after repair of RAAA had almost the same QoL as the norms of an age and sex adjusted general population. This further justifies an aggressive operative policy in RAAA. The Glasgow Aneurysm Score, as a potential predictor of the immediate outcome after surgery for RAAA, could only provide information which is supplementary to clinical decision making.\(^8\)

**Sweden**

The total number recorded in Swedvasc increased rapidly during 1987–93, but during 1994–98 that figure stayed at a fairly constant level with the 1999 data. It is noteworthy that since Swedvasc began, emergency procedures, as a proportion of all operations for AAAs, have, with some regional variations, remained unchanged at around 40 per cent. Interestingly, postoperative mortality has not improved significantly since 1994 when all centres had become participants of Swedvasc (Fig. 9B.1).

The clinical features and outcomes of emergency surgery for AAAs registered during 1996–2001 are presented in detail in Tables 9B.2–9B.6. For two decades AAAs in Sweden treated by surgery have been classified according to Eriksson.\(^9\) Elective procedures can be done for asymptomatic or for symptomatic aneurysms. Emergency procedures are done for non-ruptured, ruptured without shock, or rupture including shock. These five groups differ considerably in terms of postoperative 30-day mortality.

The 30-day mortality for non-ruptured cases was 8.7 per cent and it rose with the degree of complexity of the graft implanted: aortic tube graft 6.3 per cent, aortoiliac graft 12.5 per cent, aortobifemoral graft 20 per cent; for rupture without shock it was 20 per cent and for the three types of graft 19.1, 11.5 and 45.5 per cent, respectively; for rupture with shock it was 40.1 per cent and the breakdown was 37.6, 34.9 and 54.2 per cent, respectively. It is obvious that the clinical presentation has an important bearing on the outcome and this dimension of case-mix ought to be included in comparisons between centres.

Patient characteristics differ little among these groups but in the more urgent cases such data are often missing; interestingly, women seem to arrive in time for surgery before AAA rupture more frequently than do men.
Complications are common after emergency AAA surgery (Tables 9B.4 and 9B.5), and are clearly associated with the severity of presentation (Table 9B.4). A targeted analysis of 1999 data disclosed 336 patients who had open repairs, of whom 182 presented with shock, 85 without shock and 69 without rupture. The total 30-day mortality was 28.6 per cent and the corresponding subgroup mortality rates were: non-rupture 8.7 per cent, rupture without shock 20 per cent, and rupture with shock 40.1 per cent.

These outcomes were further affected by age (Table 9B.6). The results are better than those in other Scandinavian reports, but the total hospital mortality is not available.

**SURGERY FOR ACUTE ISCHAEMIA**

The database structure allows identification of patients who were admitted to the specialist departments and underwent surgery for acute ischaemia. During the 5-year period 1996–2000, 2808 patients were admitted 3438 times for various procedures (Table 9B.7). The male:female ratio was 0.98 (male 1390 (49.5 per cent):female 1418 (50.5 per cent)) with a median age of 70 years (2–100) and an incidence of 11.0/105 per year.

In contrast to patients with RAAA, information on risk factors and social history for acute ischaemia was elicited in over 95 per cent of cases: diabetes 15.4 per cent, cerebrovascular disease 17 per cent, hypertension 33.2 per cent, cardiac disease 47.2 per cent, pulmonary disease 25.1 per cent, previous vascular surgical procedures in 42.5 per cent, previous amputation 3.7 per cent, smoking 77.6 per cent, retired or old age pensioners 73.6 per cent. The median delay from admission to procedure was 1.2 days (0–76) and median length of hospital stay was 7.1 days (0–101).

The most frequent procedure was embolectomy/thrombectomy in 47.2 per cent of cases: 14.8 per cent in previously implanted grafts and 85.2 per cent in native arteries. The 30-day occlusion frequency was 14.8 per cent in grafts and 10.6 per cent in native arteries. Amputation was necessary in 5.9 per cent of those with occluded grafts and 3.8 per cent of those with blocked native arteries. The other outcomes of graft thrombectomy were: wound problems 11.3 per cent, wound infection 3.2 per cent, vascular surgical complications 2.3 per cent, general complications 8.6 per cent; 30-day mortality was 5.5 per cent. Similarly, outcomes of operations on native arteries were: wound problems 4.1 per cent, wound infection 0.9 per cent, vascular surgical complications 2.3 per cent, general complications 10.1 per cent; 30-day mortality was 16.6 per cent.
Arterial thrombolysis was the second most common procedure accounting for 488 treatments (13.4 per cent) with the following outcomes: 30-day occlusion 13.1 per cent, amputations 11.3 per cent, wound complications 6.8 per cent, wound infection 0.4 per cent, vascular surgical complications requiring surgery 3.5 per cent, general complications 8.4 per cent; 30-day mortality was 4.9 per cent. Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty was the primary procedure in 4.8 per cent carrying a 30-day occlusion rate of 14.9 per cent, an amputation rate of 10.3 per cent and a 30-day mortality of 4.6 per cent.

Finland

A total of 2108 surgical revascularisations were performed for acute ischaemia in Finland during 1991–97 with a mean annual throughput of 387 cases with complete data (7.6/10^5 per year). These cases represented 9.8 per cent of the total vascular surgical workload. At the same time only 363 endovascular procedures, mainly thrombolysis, were performed which represent 3.2 per cent of the endovascular workload. The use of thrombolysis, however, has increased threefold during the last five years. Operations most often missing from the Finnvasc database were emergencies and endovascular procedures; detailed analysis of Finnish data on acute ischaemia would therefore be misleading.

Sweden

Patients treated for acute ischaemia of the leg constitute a heterogeneous group. Most patients treated for acute arterial occlusion are old and often have other complicating diseases. The traditional distinction between embolic and thrombotic occlusion has been questioned but the clinical classification used by surgeons seems to define disparate populations with differences between countries.

The frequency of occurrence of risk factors in patients defined as having had an embolus on the one hand and thrombosis on the other differs significantly in several aspects (see Table 9B.7).

The classic treatment for acute ischaemia is an emergency thromboembolectomy. Around 20 per cent of arterial occlusions occur in the upper extremity, and a small proportion involve the visceral arteries; in both instances surgical embolectomy still appears to be the first option. The choice of procedure in the lower extremity, however, has changed considerably during the past decade with endovascular techniques, notably thrombolysis, being chosen increasingly (Fig. 9B.2). During the five years 1996–2000, 28 per cent of the procedures used were endovascular with a significant difference between indications for treatment: embolism 16.9 per cent, thrombosis 34.7 per cent. It also appears as if different therapeutic techniques were chosen for different patient groups (Table 9B.8). According to an analysis using logistic regression of risk factor differences, the endovascular technique was preferred in younger patients with a lower prevalence of cerebrovascular disease. In patients with thrombosis the picture is more complex in that individual risk factors have distinct influences, for example, age was less important while a history of previous vascular surgery was of greater significance.
Not surprisingly, outcome in the short term is also different between the two groups (Table 9B.9). The 30-day outcome was better (P < 0.001) after endovascular intervention in managing embolism and thrombosis. Most impressive, however, is the difference in mortality: in both groups the risk is at least halved when the endovascular technique is used. Whether this is a true difference in outcome, or simply due to differences in patient selection or degrees of operative trauma, remains to be studied. In those patients for whom thrombolysis is considered possible or suitable, the outcome is certainly not worse than that after open surgery.

VASCULAR TRAUMA

The incidence and spectrum of vascular trauma has changed in Scandinavia during the past 10 years. The rising rate of iatrogenic vascular injuries is directly related to the mounting number of interventional vascular procedures, and, to a lesser degree, of laparoscopic techniques. The majority of blunt injuries are caused by traffic accidents. In penetrating trauma the most common wounding agents are knives and shards of glass, gunshot wounds being rare in Scandinavia, whereas in Finland at least, most patients when injured are under the influence of alcohol.10

A striking feature in Scandinavian practice is that most surgeons on call handling emergency vascular trauma have little or no experience in vascular surgery. This is true of all hospitals with the exception of those in Swedish and Finnish university hospitals and larger vascular centres.

| Table 9B.8 Univariate comparison of risk factors among patients presenting with acute ischaemia and treated by different techniques in Sweden |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | Embolism | | | Thrombosis | |
| | Endo | Open | Difference | Endo | Open | Difference |
| Number | 428 | 2108 | 1114 | 1861 |
| Males | 49.1 | 39.5 | 51.1 | 53.9 |
| Median age, years | 78 | 81 | 75 | 74 |
| Cerebrovascular disease | 19.2 | 26.8 | 0.001 | 15.5 | 18.9 | 0.02 |
| Diabetes | 16.4 | 14.9 | NS | 20.8 | 17.3 | 0.018 |
| Cardiac disease | 76.2 | 77.7 | NS | 54.3 | 56.0 | NS |
| Hypertension | 42.5 | 37.4 | 0.048 | 41.0 | 34.8 | NS |
| Hyperlipidaemia | 5.1 | 3.6 | NS | 7.1 | 5.0 | 0.018 |
| Pulmonary disease | 9.1 | 10.6 | NS | 10.0 | 13.6 | 0.004 |
| Renal disease | 6.5 | 6.0 | NS | 4.8 | 8.2 | 0.0001 |
| Previous vascular surgery | 19.6 | 23.2 | NS | 39.4 | 57.3 | 0.0001 |
| Recorded smoker | 18.5 | 13.5 | 0.007 | 33.6 | 32.6 | NS |

Endo, endovascular; NS, not significant; open, open surgery.
Denmark

Arterial trauma is rare and during the five-year period 1996–2000, 140 patients (male 100 (71.4 per cent), female 40 (28.6 per cent), median age 35 years (3–90)), 57.3 per cent actively employed, underwent 146 treatment procedures, and taking all ages together represented an incidence of only 0.5/105 per year; the median hospital stay was 3.6 days and 89.5 per cent survived.

Finland and Sweden

The accuracy of emergency case data in the Finnish and Swedish vascular registries is limited by underreporting,3 a fact especially true of vascular injuries which are not always treated by vascular surgeons. Based on Finnvasc covering the years 1991–99, the annual incidence of vascular injuries was 1.3/105 per year (range 0.9–2.0). During the past 30 years the total incidence in Sweden had increased from 1.1 to 2.26/105 per year, mainly due to the rise in iatrogenic vascular injuries.11 In many European countries iatrogenic injuries, as a proportion of vascular trauma, exceeds 40 per cent.12 In Sweden, the increase in iatrogenic vascular trauma seems to be associated with the introduction of PTA.13 No iatrogenic injuries were reported in Helsinki in 1985, that being the preangioplasty era,10 but 10 years later the incidence was 42 per cent.12 The incidence of iatrogenic vascular injuries in gynaecological interventions was found to be 0.76/104 per year for laparotomies and 0.93/104 per year for laparoscopies, together responsible for 3 per cent of all vascular injuries in Sweden during the reported period.14

The incidence of penetrating trauma exceeds blunt injuries in both Finland (39 v 19 per cent) and Sweden (31 v 23 per cent) (Table 9B.10). In Scandinavia, aortic and inferior vena cava injuries are caused by stabbing rather than by gunshot wounds, in Finland three times more commonly.15,16

The anatomical location of vascular injuries in Finland and Sweden was similar (Table 9B.11). The relative distribution of injuries of vessel injuries was: lower and upper extremity arteries 45 per cent and 33 per cent, respectively; great thoracic vessels 4 per cent; abdominal vessels including the iliac arteries 10 per cent; cervical vessels 3 per cent; veins of the limbs and neck 7 per cent.

The five most common vascular repairs according to Finnvasc (n = 597) were suture repair or ligation 41 per cent, interposition graft 21 per cent, end-to-end anastomosis 10 per cent, thromboembolectomy 6 per cent, patch repair 4 per cent. The corresponding figures for Swedvasc (n = 999) were 32, 33, 9, 6 and 8 per cent, respectively. The mortality rates for Swedvasc (n = 931) were: penetrating trauma 1.7 per cent, blunt 1.4 per cent, iatrogenic injuries 4.5 per cent. The overall mortality in Finnvasc (n = 503) was 2.8 per cent.

In Finland the majority of patients with vascular injuries are managed by vascular surgeons in university and central hospital emergency departments, by general surgeons in smaller hospitals and by cardiothoracic or vascular surgeons in larger hospitals. In Finland the historic association of orthopaedics and traumatology might have hampered the recognition of vascular injuries and caused delay in treatment. A new training programme initiated at the University of Helsinki Medical School is aimed at producing general surgeons capable of managing traumatic and other surgical emergencies of soft tissues. The trend in Sweden, applying the generally accepted Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) concept, is to centralise management of major trauma in county or university hospitals, a principle also valid for endovascular procedures. Only university

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9B.9</th>
<th>30-day outcome in patients presenting with acute ischaemia in Sweden (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Embolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive, improved</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive, unchanged</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive, amputated</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>2108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9B.10</th>
<th>Mechanisms of vascular injuries in Finland and Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1991–1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1987–2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hospitals have specialised vascular surgeons on call, but by voluntary agreements, surgeons who have vascular experience can be summoned to the emergency departments of county hospitals when vascular trauma is encountered. In recent years vascular trauma, in some instances, has been the subject of malpractice claims. Most of these cases have concerned vascular occlusion or disruption associated with orthopaedic or endovascular interventions, the injury having been either overlooked or a diagnosis delayed.

### Table 9B.11 Anatomic location of civilian vascular injuries in Finland and Sweden. Data are number (per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Finland (n = 510)</th>
<th>Sweden (n = 998)</th>
<th>Total (n = 1508)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carotid artery</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td>29 (3)</td>
<td>46 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebral artery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2 (0.2)</td>
<td>2 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axillary artery</td>
<td>23 (5)</td>
<td>39 (4)</td>
<td>62 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachial artery</td>
<td>53 (10)</td>
<td>138 (14)</td>
<td>191 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial or ulnar</td>
<td>65 (13)</td>
<td>107 (11)</td>
<td>172 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic great vessel</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td>37 (4)</td>
<td>54 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal great vessel</td>
<td>13 (3)</td>
<td>29 (3)</td>
<td>42 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iliac artery</td>
<td>33 (6)</td>
<td>83 (8)</td>
<td>116 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral artery</td>
<td>159 (31)</td>
<td>304 (30)</td>
<td>463 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popliteal artery</td>
<td>32 (7)</td>
<td>94 (8)</td>
<td>116 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crural artery</td>
<td>56 (11)</td>
<td>41 (4)</td>
<td>97 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous injuries</td>
<td>42 (8)</td>
<td>90 (9)</td>
<td>132 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
<td>15 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Scandinavian vascular registries depend on information voluntarily submitted and managed by committees under national vascular societies. Contributing vascular surgeons are, in principle, civil servants employed by hospital authorities, and although the legal position of ownership of and access to the database has to be clarified, it remains open to scrutiny by national data inspectors. Although national reporting formats differ, data conforming to index procedures, as defined by the European Board of Vascular Surgery (Eurovasc), can be extracted. The new collaborative working group, Vascunet, representing established registries in Europe, should contribute to a convergence of structures and formats as essential requirements for scientifically valid comparative studies.

Data collection on risk factors in RAAA are prone to be erroneous and incomplete but that on operative procedures and outcome are much more reliable. The true efficacy of surgery in these cases cannot be assessed if data on the fate of patients not reaching the operating theatre are omitted from the registries. Overall case fatality, that is including all patients with RAAA, was 80 per cent in Finland, 67 per cent in Viborg County, Denmark, and 88 per cent in Sweden. Total hospital mortality, which includes patients entering the emergency room alive, is an objective indicator of the ability of any given hospital to handle RAAA. Finland’s high volume centres with an active repair policy had better results than did smaller units. Similarly, the Danish experience of improved results with RAAA reflects the establishment of vascular centres, centralised emergency vascular services and standard criteria for RAAA repair. The potential of mass AAA screening in improving overall mortality is dominating the literature.

Endovascular techniques have improved outcome and lowered short term mortality in comparison with open surgery in acute ischaemic states. Whether this is the effect of patient selection or of thrombolysis, with or without PTA, remains to be seen. In differentiating between embolic and thrombotic aetiology, Swedvasc data may be overdiagnosing embolism; this is not attempted in Karbase. From a clinical point of view, acute ischaemia should be assumed to be thrombotic unless proved otherwise, and that stance is reflected in the increased use of thrombolysis.

Almost half of the vascular injuries in Scandinavia are iatrogenic, affecting older patients with complex coexisting diseases, and carry a higher mortality (4–5 per cent) than injuries from other causes (1–2 per cent). It underlines the need for better teamworking between vascular surgeons and interventional radiologists.
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**Table 9B.11** Anatomic location of civilian vascular injuries in Finland and Sweden. Data are number (per cent)
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<td>Venous injuries</td>
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a burgeoning of medico-legal activity in the UK1 and Europe in recent years, which has followed, but by no means caught up with, a similar trend in the USA. This has affected vascular surgery rather less than many other disciplines such as obstetrics, and these differences are reflected in professional insurance premiums. The area of vascular work most often associated with medico-legal problems is the treatment of varicose veins,2,3 but such cases are invariably elective, rather than emergencies, and have often been dealt with by surgeons who are not vascular specialists.4

Arterial surgery is associated with substantial numbers of adverse events, and these often follow emergency or urgent presentations. In the USA, the Harvard Medical Practice Study,5 involving 30 121 hospital records, found a higher proportion of adverse events in vascular surgery, largely arterial, than any other specialty (16 per cent), although a smaller percentage of these were judged to be due to negligence than in other specialties (18 per cent). A study of 15 000 hospital admissions in Utah and Colorado,6 documented aortic aneurysm repair and lower limb bypass grafting as the two operations with the highest adverse event rates of all, 19 per cent and 14 per cent, respectively, with 8 per cent and 11 per cent of these adverse events judged as preventable. In Australia, the Quality in Australian Healthcare Study7 on 14 000 admissions claimed that 49 per cent of the adverse events observed in vascular surgical practice were potentially preventable. Despite the variation in these figures, there is a clear message that many clinical problems after arterial operations may be preventable.

With regard to the incidence of medico-legal claims, collated figures from the National Health Service Litigation Authority (which has indemnified Health Service hospitals in England and Wales since 1995) and from the Medical Defence Union (MDU) (reflecting private practice in the UK from 1990 to 1999) include 36 claims against surgeons for failure to diagnose or treat ischaemia, and 45 for complications of aortic surgery.4 The MDU database for general practice for the same period contained 299 claims, all related either to alleged mismanagement of limb ischaemia (n = 197) or diagnosis and treatment of aneurysms (n = 102).

In elective arterial practice there is usually ample opportunity for assessment, counselling and record keeping, which are particularly important in guarding against subsequent complaints or litigation.5 Emergency vascular practice poses a greater chance of medico-legal problems: decisions often need to be made quickly and without all the information clinicians would like; there may be little opportunity for counselling and the immediate writing of good notes; and the potential for loss of life or limb is high. In addition, these patients frequently present to doctors who are not vascular specialists, and the diagnosis may be missed or delayed,
with serious consequences for the patient and difficulties for the receiving vascular consultant.

This chapter presents a number of aspects of emergency vascular practice which may be associated with complaints or litigation, and proposes suggestions about how to avoid being sued. It certainly does not provide all the answers, but hopefully offers food for thought.

THE BASIS OF MEDICO-LEGAL ACTIONS

It is important, briefly, to rehearse the law of negligence, which governs medico-legal action against doctors in the UK. There are three fundamental principles:

1. To establish that the doctor had a duty of care to the patient: as a rule this poses no problems, although it may do so in the setting of emergency vascular practice.
2. To show that the doctor has breached that duty of care to the patient: therefore he has been negligent (liability).
3. To prove that the doctor’s actions, or omissions, have caused damage to the patient (causation).

A longstanding and important precedent exists from the case of Bolam (Bolam v Friern Hospital Management Committee 1957), namely, ‘a doctor is not guilty of negligence if he acted in accordance with the practice accepted as proper by a responsible body of medical men skilled in that particular art’, but the professional opinion called to support him must be capable of ‘withstanding logical analysis’ (from Bolitho v City and Hackney Health Authority 1997). Judgments about what was, or was not, likely to have happened are based on the balance of probabilities (greater or lesser than 50 per cent probability) and not on the principle of ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ used in criminal cases. Increasingly in medico-legal judgments, the concept is being used of what a ‘reasonable man’ would have done rather than simply considering the views of medical specialists.

It is important to remember that only a small proportion of complaints against doctors develop into medico-legal claims: proceedings are issued in only a few of these cases, and fewer still go to court. However, the stress and emotional impact of medical errors and medico-legal action fuelled by the press that all treatment will be delivered by ‘specialists’. When all does not go well with emergency vascular cases, ‘generalists’ may become increasingly vulnerable to presentations and may also become targets for the general dissatisfaction about the management of the patient. Certain conditions have special potential for delayed or missed diagnosis.

Spontaneous acute ischaemia due to embolism or thrombosis may be confused with other causes of limb pain, for example sciatica, or may simply not be noticed in uncommunicative or bedridden patients who are in hospital wards or nursing homes. Traumatic arterial damage may escape detection in a setting of multiple trauma or after injuries which are not typically associated with vascular involvement. The swelling and generalised pallor often associated with trauma can make assessment difficult, and a high index of suspicion is the key to diagnosis. Late complications such as false aneurysms can also result in accusations of negligence. Failing to recognise compartment syndromes associated with acute trauma and/or acute ischaemia is a matter of particular concern for vascular surgeons.

The diagnosis of leaking abdominal aneurysm is not infrequently delayed or missed by doctors both in primary care and in hospital. Leaking aneurysms are well known to present with atypical features, being easily confused with other conditions causing abdominal pain such as ureteric colic or diverticular disease, with acute back problems or with conditions causing hypotension such as myocardial infarction. Aortoenteric fistula is another condition which may be rapidly fatal but which is sometimes not recognised: even when suspected in a patient with an aortic graft the diagnosis may be difficult to prove.

If there is concern about the possibility of any of these conditions, but the diagnosis is not clear, then good record keeping is fundamental from the risk management point of view. Written notes that a particular diagnosis was considered, the reasons for uncertainty and the steps taken to investigate, are a powerful defence if that diagnosis was later found to have been ‘missed’. It is equally important not to accuse or condemn other doctors in writing after a referral has been made with a delayed diagnosis: the full circumstances may not be known to the receiving specialist, and written accusations of negligence can be the cause of serious and needless problems.

WHO SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR EMERGENCY VASCULAR PROBLEMS?

This question has assumed importance with the increasing specialisation in general surgery. The days have long gone when acute ischaemia was dealt with by any general surgeon and associated trainees, and decreasing numbers of non-vascular consultants feel competent to operate on leaking aortic aneurysms. In addition, there is a rising public expectation fuelled by the press that all treatment will be delivered by ‘specialists’. When all does not go well with emergency vascular cases, ‘generalists’ may become increasingly vulnerable to
medico-legal criticism. The underlying problem, particularly apparent in the healthcare system of the UK, is one of insufficient vascular specialists in many hospitals, especially those outside large urban areas. The history and reasons for this are complex, but the result is that many hospitals do not have a formal emergency vascular surgical, or vascular radiology rota, and as a consequence general surgeons with little or no regular experience of elective vascular work may have to take on emergency cases.

Where formal vascular rotas do not exist, there may be a special medico-legal threat for vascular surgeons, who frequently make themselves available as much as they are able for emergencies.11 If they are contacted by telephone and are unable or unwilling to attend because they are not formally ‘on call’, what would be their liability if the outcome is unfavourable for a patient who is dealt with by generalist colleagues or trainees, or who is transferred to another hospital? What is their clinical responsibility and duty of care if they are not contractually on call? Offering advice over the telephone is usually taken to imply clinical responsibility, at least to some degree. This is a difficult area but one which surgeons and managers need to consider. Each hospital should have clear understandings about which consultant is in charge of the patient’s care at any given time: admitting general surgeons should not assume that their vascular colleagues have taken over care of an emergency admission until this has been explicitly agreed. This is also important medico-legally with regard to the question of who supervises trainees dealing with the patient, particularly when the duty trainees are not part of the vascular team, currently a common situation.

Another potentially difficult medico-legal issue relates to transfer of patients, which may be required if there is no vascular specialist available in a hospital, or if adequate facilities are not available, for example, no intensive care bed for a leaking aneurysm. Might there be a medico-legal challenge if the treatment of such a patient is delayed, and they die or lose a limb as a result? It is a legal principle that hospitals should not offer services which they cannot provide to a good standard, and this could be taken to imply that it is better to transfer an emergency vascular patient, rather than to treat them in a substandard way. The principles of transfer should be the subject of agreement by health authorities and hospital trusts, following discussion from a ‘public health’ perspective.

**DECISIONS ABOUT WITHHOLDING TREATMENT**

Decisions about withholding active treatment are required quite often in emergency vascular practice, for example, in patients with leaking aortic aneurysms12 or unsalvageable acute limb ischaemia,13 who are very elderly, who have serious, and often multiple, comorbidities and poor quality of life. This is an area of potential medico-legal concern, although, in response to a questionnaire in 1998, only 22 per cent of vascular surgeons in the UK and Ireland stated that medico-legal concerns ever influenced their decisions about not operating on patients with leaking aortic aneurysms. Quite a different response would probably have been received from surgeons in the USA, where there are generally higher expectations from both patients and relatives for heroic treatment of the very elderly with little chance of survival.

When deciding on palliative care rather than surgical intervention, it is vital that all staff caring for the patient are in tune with the decision, and that they are invited to voice any concern or disagreement. Not only is this part of teamwork and common sense, but it also guards against any disaffected member of the care team later claiming to have been an unwilling party to a wrong or negligent decision. The patient’s family must be counselled sensitively, and must concur with the decision, but not be made to feel responsible for it: it is they who might later take legal action if the situation was not dealt with well. Whenever practical, patients themselves should be involved in the decision. These discussions should always involve a senior member of the vascular surgical team.

A particular problem in emergency situations is that little may be known about the patient’s pre-existing medical condition, and relatives may not be immediately to hand; patients with leaking aortic aneurysms who have house-bound spouses with disabilities are a case in point. When a decision about palliative care is particularly difficult it may be an advantage to involve a senior anaesthetist, both to give an opinion and to record their opinion in the notes; this can be especially helpful when relatives press for active treatment in a patient whose anaesthetic risks are excessive.

With sensitive explanation and counselling, as well as good written records, thoughtful decisions to withhold active surgical treatment will hopefully remain an area which seldom gives rise to medico-legal action, but the potential for problems needs to be kept clearly in mind.

**INFORMED CONSENT**

Treatment of vascular emergencies is fraught with potential complications, but the urgency of the situation and the condition of many patients can make thorough counselling about risks both impractical and unkind. For example, the collapsed patient with a ruptured aortic aneurysm is in no state to receive any amount of information, except the message that he needs major emergency surgery for a leaking artery. The patient’s condition may be so grave that signing of a consent form is not a sensible expectation, but this should never deter surgeons from doing what they believe to be in the patient’s best interests as this is their duty from both an ethical and a legal point of view.
When the situation permits more explicit informed consent, then there is a medico-legal expectation that patients should be told about relevant risks, both very serious problems which occur occasionally, and lesser problems which occur more frequently. Just how fully the frightened elderly patient should be confronted with any risks beyond the threat to an acutely ischaemic limb is a matter of individual judgement. Whatever they, and their close relatives and especially carers, are told, it is important that the conversation is documented and this is dealt with further below. While it is very helpful, and I believe essential, to have a good standard information booklet about each common operation in the elective setting, this is more difficult for emergency procedures. However, when there is the opportunity to give the patient a booklet, for example about ‘thrombolysis’ or ‘bypass grafts to the limb’, then this should certainly be done.

Occasionally patients may say that they do not want to be informed in detail about proposed procedures or risks. That is their right, but if they are not informed because of this kind of request then this should be recorded clearly. It should always be the presumption that every patient wants to be well informed.

**THE TEAM APPROACH AND GUIDELINES**

Although the vascular surgeon bears ultimate responsibility for the vascular surgical patient, other specialists and disciplines are also important, not only for their contributions to management of the patient, but also in the risk management process and avoidance of litigation. This is particularly true of vascular radiologists who play the leading role in thrombolysis for acute ischaemia, and there needs to be very clear communication between them and their surgical colleagues about the decision for thrombolysis, who counselling and consents the patient, and their specific responsibilities while lysis is in progress. There is a potential for serious medico-legal consequences if a patient has a stroke during thrombolysis without a record of explicit informed consent, or if they develop bleeding which is not dealt with appropriately because of poorly defined responsibilities.

Thrombolysis is a particular area of emergency vascular practice in which written guidelines are very valuable, particularly for trainees and nursing staff, and they should describe the action to be taken if problems occur. Many doctors worry about the medico-legal disadvantages of guidelines, but thrombolysis is a good example of a treatment for which their advantages far outweigh any possible disadvantage. It is relatively complex treatment which involves several disciplines, with which trainees and less experienced nurses may not be very familiar, and which requires efficient monitoring with a clear understanding of what to do if things go wrong. It may be helpful to use published consensus documents when constructing guidelines, but for practical purposes they must reflect local circumstances and preferences.

**WRITTEN RECORDS AND NOTES**

The importance of good records cannot be overemphasised in any discussion about medico-legal matters. When dealing with vascular emergencies, for example, ruptured aneurysms, pressure of time often makes writing of thorough preoperative notes impossible. Written notes may be confined to bare working details when time is pressing, but after an emergency operation there is no excuse for the absence of an adequate record of everything that happened. I always dictate an operation note, which is then typed, and this is a good opportunity to describe the initial presentation, the discussions and the reasons for decisions. The typed note is also a useful place to record personal thoughts about the case, prognosis and plans, together with what has been said to the patient’s relatives about the likely outcome. The details are not only helpful to those subsequently involved in the patient’s care, but they are also invaluable if there is any subsequent complaint or medico-legal claim.

It is vital for doctors to understand that the records they write or dictate provide the only evidence of what was thought, said and done. A patient or relatives may make assertions later which are completely untrue, but if no record exists to contradict them then it is difficult to refute their claims. It is worth remembering the cynical point of view: ‘If you didn’t write it down, it didn’t happen’. It is tediously basic, but absolutely mandatory from the medico-legal standpoint, that each page of the clinical record has the patient’s name and reference number on it, that each entry is properly dated including the year and not just the month, and that entries, especially for emergency and urgent records, have a time, the 24-hour clock being best.

**OMISSION OF PROPHYLAXIS IN THE EMERGENCY SETTING**

It is easy for important prophylactic measures to be forgotten in the turmoil of emergency treatment. Prophylactic antibiotics are especially important when grafting ruptured aortic aneurysms: there can be no defence if they are not given at the time of aortic grafting and the graft becomes infected. The need is especially great in the context of aseptic precautions which may be less rigorous than usual, as is sometimes the case when dealing with collapsed patients, and extra doses of antibiotics are wise at the end of the operation when there has been massive blood loss.

Failure to provide prophylaxis against venous thromboembolism has become a regular cause of medico-legal action. In the treatment of acute ischaemia there may also be a need to consider special measures to prevent further arterial thromboembolism, using anticoagulants or dextran 40. Tetanus prophylaxis should not be forgotten in cases of trauma.
INCIDENT REPORTING

All hospitals should now have systems in place for immediate reporting of any incidents which might result in complaint or medico-legal proceedings.\(^1\)\(^8\),\(^2\)\(^1\)\(^2\) If clinicians do this conscientiously, then problems may be averted or minimised. Incident reporting is a huge subject in its own right but all doctors need to know about their local incident reporting systems and how to use them.

CLINICAL AUDIT

There are two particular medico-legal implications of clinical audit. First, it is probably advantageous to be able to report that any case with an adverse outcome was discussed at a peer group audit meeting. Second, audit of individual results may help to support a surgeon’s reputation and credibility in a particular area of work. The National Vascular Database being developed by the Vascular Society of Great Britain and Ireland may well come to represent an important tool by which vascular specialists can confirm that their results conform to national norms.\(^2\)\(^3\) Contributing data about procedures to national and international registries, for example aortic stent grafts used to treat leaking aneurysms, is a hallmark of good practice and may help support a clinician, particularly in the context of relatively new procedures.

The extent to which the results of past performance should be required or offered in medico-legal proceedings is a matter for debate. Clinical governance now demands that such records be made, and it seems inevitable that lawyers will increasingly ask for the figures. Demonstration of regular, careful audit, with appropriate changes in practice is likely to contribute to the defence to a surgeon accused of negligence, particularly if the results are good. By the same token surgeons are understandably worried that audit might also be used against them. Their results might be compared unfavourably with published series, which often describe much better outcomes than the norm.\(^1\)\(^6\) In addition, audit data might be used to criticise them for doing a specific procedure infrequently: for example a surgeon who had had poor outcomes from just two or three cases of vascular trauma might find this fact used against them despite good reasons for these results, and a good track record of elective arterial reconstructions. Although regular audit and involvement in national registries certainly are important, these considerations may discourage recourse to audit figures as a routine in medico-legal proceedings.

Clinicians involved in research on procedures for emergency vascular conditions should take particular care in advising patients and their relatives, in record keeping, and in all aspects of research governance. Medico-legal action resulting from an ‘experimental’ procedure requires particularly robust defence.

Conclusion

Emergency vascular work poses many possibilities for medico-legal challenge. However, the surgeon who makes thoughtful decisions, who communicates them sympathetically to patients and their relatives, and who keeps thorough records stands a good chance of avoiding both complaints and successful claims.
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THE PROBLEM

Stroke is defined as the acute onset of a focal neurological deficit caused by alterations in blood circulation in the vascular territory of the central nervous system. Cerebral ischaemia can also affect the brain diffusely during prolonged systemic hypotension thereby causing extensive infarcts.

Stroke is the third leading cause of death in North America and the most common cause of prolonged disability in the industrialised world. The absolute number of stroke patients is likely to increase in ageing populations. Until recently, the management of acute cerebral infarction was restricted to supportive measures and control of risk factors in secondary stroke prevention. Acute ischaemic stroke is now viewed as a medical emergency with a narrow therapeutic window clinically comparable to acute myocardial infarction. In the vast majority of patients neuronal damage occurs within a few hours of the initial event and the term ‘brain attack’ emphasises the need for rapid diagnosis and treatment.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the diagnosis and management of acute ischaemic stroke, beginning in an emergency room setting. The supportive and ancillary treatment measures will be underlined and the strategies aimed at reperfusing and protecting the brain while limiting the area of infarction discussed. Special attention will also be given to the prevention of common iatrogenic complications of these patients.

AETIOLOGY/PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Classification

There are two types of stroke: ischaemic and haemorrhagic. Ischaemic strokes or cerebral infarcts account for approximately 85 per cent of all strokes.

Stroke classification

- Ischaemic strokes
  - Large artery atherosclerosis
  - Cardioembolism
  - Small vessel occlusion
  - Other aetiologies (some unknown)
- Haemorrhagic strokes
  - Intraparenchymal haemorrhages: hypertensive; amyloid angiopathy; other causes, such as tumours, blood dyscrasias, etc.
  - Subarachnoid haemorrhage: aneurysmal; traumatic; other causes
  - Rupture of arteriovenous malformations

Athero-thromboembolic or large vessel strokes originate in atheromatous lesions localised within the large cerebral vessels, both extracranial and intracranial. Typically infarcts are large cortical and subcortical lesions in the territory of one of the major cerebral vessels. Cardioembolic strokes
occur in conditions such as atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction, congestive failure, valve disease, congenital malformations and aortic arch plaque. The role of mitral valve prolapse and patent foramen ovale in embolism remains controversial. Lacunar or small vessel strokes are small subcortical infarcts caused by occlusion of small, deeper placed vessels affected by the pathological process of lipohyalinosis. Other aetiologies are vasculitis, procoagulant conditions, drug use and venous occlusion. Haemorrhagic strokes comprise approximately 15 per cent of acute cerebrovascular events, including intracerebral haemorrhage and rupture of aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations.

Strokes can also be classified according to the temporal evolution of symptoms. Transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) are focal neurological deficits with complete resolution within 24 hours. In most cases TIAs last less than a minute or two and certainly well below 1 hour. A reversible ischaemic neurological deficit (RIND) or minor stroke is an event lasting more than 24 hours with complete or near complete resolution within 3–7 days. Infarcts with transient neurological symptoms (ITNS) cannot be distinguished clinically from TIAs, but computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) will demonstrate a recent ischaemic lesion in the affected territory. Strokes in evolution are neurological events that progress after onset. The deterioration usually occurs during the initial hours of the episode and is caused, at least in part, by progression of the underlying thrombotic process. Completed strokes are permanent neurological deficits without major changes occurring after the initial assessment.

### Temporal evolution of acute ischaemic cerebrovascular events

- Transient ischaemic attacks
- Reversible ischaemic neurological deficit or minor stroke
- Infarcts with transient neurological symptoms
- Stroke in evolution
- Completed stroke

### Pathophysiology

The basic mechanisms of cerebral ischaemia are: (i) in situ thrombosis resulting in narrowing of the vessel lumen and reduction in flow or (ii) fragmentation and dislodgement of a clot in the heart or in an artery with subsequent embolisation to a cerebral vessel. When blood flow to an area of the brain is reduced to a critical level through either one of these mechanisms the result is infarction (see Chapter 5).

### Ischaemic penumbra

Experimental and clinical evidence have demonstrated the existence of an area surrounding the infarcted tissue in which blood flow is maintained by collateral circulation at a level below 50 per cent of normal. This viable area, known as the ischaemic penumbra, remains in danger of sustaining progressive damage and necrosis. The fact that irreversible damage can occur within a short period of time provides the rationale for early treatment of stroke either by prompt reperfusion or by administering agents which protect the brain from further damage, in other words pharmacological neuroprotection. The time between the initial insult and the completion of neuronal death in the penumbra represents the therapeutic window of opportunity for treatment of ischaemic stroke. The duration of this time window is probably no longer than 3–6 hours and the response to different therapeutic modalities may vary from patient to patient.

### Cerebrovascular autoregulation

This is a normal physiological mechanism which allows for constant maintenance of cerebral blood flow (CBF) through a wide range of perfusion pressures. The normal range of mean arterial pressure (MAP) regulation is 60–130 mmHg and when it goes outside that range autoregulation is lost and cerebral blood flow follows changes in MAP. Chronic hypertension is associated with displacement of the autoregulatory curve to the right. Cerebrovascular autoregulation is defective immediately after a stroke and the ischaemic brain tissue is entirely dependent on available collateral surrounding flow.

### Stroke risk factors

Similar to patients with coronary disease, stroke patients usually have conditions that predispose them to the occurrence of strokes. These stroke risk factors can be modifiable or non-modifiable.

#### Stroke risk factors

- Non-modifiable risk factors
  - Advanced age
  - Male sex
  - Genetic factors

- Modifiable risk factors
  - Hypertension
  - Smoking
  - Diabetes mellitus
  - Dyslipidaemia
  - Cardiac disease
  - History of stroke/TIA
  - Other factors: haemorrhheological factors (i.e. elevated haematocrit and fibrinogen), procoagulant conditions, hyperhomocysteinaemia, genetic factors, recent infection/inflammation
Cerebral autoregulation normally maintains CBF at a constant level across a wide range of mean perfusion pressures (mean arterial pressure 60–150 mmHg). Autoregulation is impaired following stroke, and ischaemic brain tissue becomes passively dependent on surrounding collateral blood supply. Rapid reduction of blood pressure to normotensive levels may compromise collateral supply and precipitate acute neurological deterioration.

**CLINICAL ASPECTS/DIAGNOSIS**

Acute ischaemic stroke is a medical emergency. Early evaluation of patients allows the proper planning of management strategies. Patients with new onset focal neurological deficit, either transient or established, should be admitted to institutions with the resources capable of managing acute cerebrovascular events. That would include the rapid availability of neurologists, vascular surgeons, neurosurgeons, internists and radiologists, backed up by appropriate diagnostic devices available on a 24-hour basis.

### Elements raising suspicion of stroke
- Focal neurological deficit reaching maximal severity within minutes to hours
- Subject older than 55 years
- Presence of vascular risk factors

Patients should be evaluated immediately upon arrival. A detailed medical history will often require help from relatives or other witnesses, particularly if there are signs of language disturbance or a diminished level of awareness. Those with severe deficits or other serious medical conditions should be admitted to an intensive care unit. It is important to determine promptly the need for orotracheal intubation. Careful and frequent evaluation of clinical and neurological status is of value in prevention, diagnosis and treatment of complications.

Special attention should be given to ascertaining the timing and characteristics of symptoms at onset, past neurological status, medication and history of important stroke risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes, smoking, heart disease, previous stroke or TIs, drug abuse and family history. A complete physical examination is necessary keeping in mind cardiac arrhythmias and murmurs, carotid bruits and evidence of pulmonary aspiration. Neurological examination will determine the characteristics of the deficit and the localisation of the lesion. The affected vascular territory can usually be established based on the spectrum of symptoms and signs.

After a brief but thorough initial physical and neurological examination a non-contrast brain CT should be obtained. This study is often normal during the first 24 hours after an ischaemic stroke but permits the diagnosis of haemorrhagic stroke and other conditions sometimes misdiagnosed as ischaemic strokes. The use of fibrinolytic drugs in the first few hours of stroke and their potential for severe haemorrhagic complications has stimulated the identification of early changes on CT which suggest the presence of infarcted tissue (see box and Fig. 11.1).

### Early CT changes in acute ischaemic stroke
- Hyperdense middle cerebral artery signal
- Acute hypodensity
- Mass effect
- Loss of grey/white matter interface
- Loss of sulci
- Obscured basal ganglia
- Loss of insular ribbon

In recent years, MRI using the diffusion/perfusion technique (DWI/PWI) has helped in the early identification of ischaemic changes and, in cases with DWI/PWI mismatch, the delineation of an area of penumbra which will recover if reperfusion can be initiated promptly (Fig. 11.2).

Basic laboratory studies, namely, blood count, coagulation assays, electrolytes, glucose, renal, and liver function tests, electrocardiogram and chest X-ray should be undertaken on admission.

After initial evaluation a strategy of management should be established, with diagnostic evaluation focused on
assessing the aetiology of the event and locating disease in large or small vessels, identifying cardioembolic sources, prothrombotic states and other conditions. This process will refine acute management and facilitate planning the most appropriate strategy for secondary prevention. Vascular ultrasound and magnetic resonance angiography have proved useful in the detection of severe stenosis and occlusion in the carotid artery. Cerebral angiography is performed transarterially when intra-arterial thrombolysis is planned or when the information to be obtained is likely to influence therapeutic decisions. The possibility of a cardiac embolic source is excluded by detailed cardiological examination, chest X-ray and electrocardiogram (ECG) and if still suspected by transthoracic and/or transoesophageal echocardiography, 24-hour Holter-ECG, myocardial perfusion studies and coronary angiography. Transoesophageal echocardiography allows the determination of size and motility of cardiac chambers, presence of intracavitary thrombi (a negative study does not rule out their existence), valvular disease and atheromatous disease of the aortic arch. Prothrombotic disorders associated with stroke include antiphospholipid antibodies, elevated fibrinogen, erythrocytosis, hyperhomocysteinaemia, activated protein C resistance and, less frequently, protein C and S congenital deficiencies and antithrombin III deficiency. Cerebrospinal fluid examination is presently reserved for cases of dubious aetiology, especially in young subjects and when there is suspicion of some infectious or inflammatory brain process.

Approximately one-third of patients with ischaemic stroke deteriorate after the initial event: during the first 24 hours (or later in posterior circulation strokes) it represents a progression of the thrombotic process, in other words, stroke in evolution.\(^{16}\) Cerebral oedema usually accounts for the deterioration occurring between the second and fifth day, especially when patients have sustained large infarcts.

Neurological deterioration can also be related to a haemorrhagic transformation of the infarct, a particular danger in patients treated with fibrinolytic or anticoagulant drugs, but it may follow fresh episodes of embolism in patients with embolic sources, or medical complications such as infection, metabolic disturbance and haemodynamic failure.

**GENERAL MANAGEMENT**

The principles of emergency management of stroke, i.e. control of potential life-threatening complications and specific treatment of the vascular event,\(^{17}\) are summarised in the algorithm given in Fig. 11.3.

### Bed rest

Bed rest is recommended for the first 48 hours, especially for those with orthostatic hypotension, commonly observed among diabetics, elderly patients and those receiving antihypertensive medication. Neurological deterioration may result from premature mobilisation of patients with orthostatic hypotension and impaired cerebral autoregulation.

### Airway and breathing

Ensure airway patency, particularly in patients with decreased alertness. Hypoxia may alter neurological status and contribute to the neurological deficit but supplemental oxygen is not needed routinely. Pulse oximetry will identify the patient with obstructive breathing patterns or desaturation during sleep.\(^{18}\) Hypercapnia can also be detrimental because it raises intracranial pressure.

### Circulation

The management of hypertension following acute ischaemic stroke remains a somewhat controversial issue.\(^{19}\) Over two-thirds of patients with acute stroke have elevated initial
blood pressures (>170/100 mmHg), yet there is no clear relation between hypertension and neurological worsening or outcome. Blood pressures tend to normalise spontaneously following stroke, with decreases of about 20 mmHg systolic and 10 mmHg diastolic during hospitalisation. The rate of decline is most rapid during the initial four days and greatest in subjects with higher initial values. Moderate hypertension followed by normalisation is thus expected following ischaemic stroke; moderate hypertension may even be beneficial early on, as has been demonstrated in some animal models.

Certain individuals are particularly susceptible to the dangers of rapid blood pressure reduction, including those with prior chronic hypertension or high grade arterial stenosis and of course the elderly. Chronic hypertension is common in stroke patients and may be associated with an upward shift of the lower autoregulatory limit for CBF, say a mean of 85–150 mmHg; thus even modest blood pressure reductions may compromise collateral supply to dependent regions of the brain.

Knowledge of stroke pathophysiology and the benign course of post-stroke hypertension support the axiom that hypertension should be left untreated early on, unless it is dangerously elevated or sustained (Fig. 11.1). Strokes in the setting of aortic dissection, symptomatic congestive heart failure, acute myocardial infarction or other hypertensive organ failure represent exceptions which require more rapid management.

Figure 11.3  Algorithm of the principles of emergency management of stroke. CT, computed tomography; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; ECG, electrocardiogram; ER, emergency room; IV, intravenous; r-tPA, recombinant tissue plasminogen activator
Treatment of hypertension, a cornerstone of secondary stroke prevention, should therefore be initiated cautiously maintaining vigilance for orthostatic side effects. While a graduated reduction of blood pressure is of greater importance than the antihypertensive medication selected, we generally avoid nifedipine, diuretics and clonidine which cause rapid and sharp falls in blood pressure, volume contraction, lowered CBF and changes in mental status.26 Labetalol, a combined αβ-adrenergic blocker, has proved to be safe and effective in accelerated hypertension when administered orally or intravenously to patients as long as they do not have asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, bradycardia, heart block or failure.27 Hypotension may occur in patients with severe coexistent heart disease marked by arrhythmias, heart failure or acute myocardial infarction, or if they are dehydrated or septic. Cerebral blood flow may be impaired in this situation and urgent correction is advised.

**Fluids**

An intravenous line is required for management of fluids and electrolytes and for drug administration. We recommend normal saline infusion for most patients, the total fluid intake not exceeding 2500 mL/day for the first four days; fluid restriction minimises the development of brain oedema in those with suspected or proved large infarcts. Approximately 15 per cent of patients develop hyponatraemia with or without dehydration. Sodium correction must be timely and executed with caution if central nervous system lesions, for example central pontine myelinolysis, are to be avoided. Hypernatraemia is less common but it too must also be corrected cautiously to avoid cerebral oedema.

**Raised intracranial pressure**

Oedema is caused by intracellular retention of fluid in the ischaemic area and reaches its peak 48–72 hours after the stroke.28 In patients with large hemispheric and cerebellar infarctions mass effect may result in clinical deterioration and death (see Chapter 5). Early signs of progressing oedema include decreased alertness and pupillary changes.29 Treatment of elevated intracranial pressure following ischaemic stroke is difficult. Hyperventilation produces hypocapnia and vasoconstriction, with potential worsening of cerebral ischaemia.30 Steroids are ineffective in ischaemic stroke.31 We recommend mannitol at doses of 0.25–0.50 g/kg at 4–6-hour intervals, carefully managing electrolytes and maintaining serum osmolality below 300 mOsm.32 In severe cases intravenous furosemide may be combined with mannitol.33 Patients with cerebellar infarction developing brain stem compression may benefit from shunting and posterior fossa surgical decompression, an interesting but still unproved option in those with large hemispheric strokes.34

**Swallowing, hydration and nutrition**

Acute ischaemic stroke patients are at high risk of aspiration, a devastating complication in most instances. Oral fluids or food should not be given until a formal swallowing examination has been performed.35 The risk of aspiration is particularly high in patients with absent gag reflex, coughing or choking when attempting to drink, dysarthria and in those who are obtunded.36 For patients with swallowing difficulties, we recommend placement of a duodenal tube on the second day after the stroke as nasogastric tube feeding also carries the risk of aspiration. Duodenal tube fluid administration should be by continuous infusion to prevent regurgitation, acute gastric retention and osmotic diarrhoea. The head of the bed should be elevated at least 30 degrees at all times. The volume and caloric content can be increased gradually over the first 48–72 hours to meet daily requirements.

**Glycaemic control**

An association between elevated blood glucose levels and poor stroke outcome, perhaps due to the effect of lactic acidosis on infarcted brain, has been reported.37 Some studies, however, have shown that there is no direct association between hyperglycaemia and stroke outcome.38 Diabetic patients are best managed initially using a glucose sliding scale and corrections with regular insulin followed by diet and either oral hypoglycaemic agents or insulin depending on severity and requirements.

**Pyrexia**

Hyperthermia, even mild, is associated with increase of infarct size and higher morbidity and mortality.39,40 Preceding or concomitant infection is common in ischaemic stroke patients.41,42 Experimental studies in animals and humans have shown that moderate hypothermia might be beneficial in acute stroke.43,44 Until the results of further trials of cooling are published it would be prudent to keep body temperature under control in these patients.

**Pressure areas**

Skin care and prevention of decubitus ulcers is achieved by the use of special mattresses and by mobilising the patient every 2 hours.45

**Bladder management**

Incontinence of urine is common in the first few days. Indwelling urinary catheters should be avoided if possible to prevent urinary tract infections.46
Venous thromboembolism prophylaxis

Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) is common in stroke patients and even more so in patients with dense paralysis of the affected limb. Older subjects are at increased risk, particularly those with obesity, congestive heart failure, varicose veins, history of thromboembolism and hypercoagulable states. However, clinically apparent DVT occurs in less than 10 per cent of subjects and pulmonary embolism in less than 2 per cent. Prophylactic measures for patients at risk include early mobilisation, external pneumatic compression, antiplatelet therapy and antithrombotic drug therapy using low dose subcutaneous heparin or low molecular weight heparinoids.

Epileptic seizures

Seizures are frequent in patients with large infarctions especially during the first 48 hours. Acute cerebrovascular events are the most common cause of seizures in subjects older than 65 years. The response to anticonvulsive therapy is usually satisfactory and there is no evidence to support the prophylactic use of antiepileptic drugs.

Rehabilitation

Physical and occupational therapy and assessment of speech difficulties should be initiated soon after admission. Rehabilitation programmes must be customised for each individual and should start as soon as the patient is clinically stable.

SPECIFIC TREATMENT

Stroke is a medical emergency with a narrow therapeutic window. Minimising the time interval between the onset of symptoms and the initiation of specific treatment is key to the patient’s chances of a satisfactory recovery.

Thrombolytic therapy

Multicentre, double blind, placebo controlled randomised trials in the USA and Europe have demonstrated the efficacy of early administration of activated recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (r-tPA) in patients with acute ischaemic stroke. Nevertheless, the drug is underused in most centres in spite of the lack of alternative strategies because of delays in presentation to the emergency room, fears of haemorrhagic complications and the inadequacy of an infrastructure to manage stroke.

Intravenous r-tPA is effective at a dose of 0.9 mg/kg given intravenously over 60 minutes (10 per cent of dose as intravenous bolus over 1 minute; maximal dose 90 mg) when used within 3 hours of onset of symptoms in highly selected patients. The number of patients who make an excellent recovery is significantly higher in those who receive r-tPA although there is no substantial difference in mortality and this is also true of ischaemic stroke subtypes. Studies using streptokinase in acute ischaemic stroke showed that it was unhelpful and ill advised. The safety of using r-tPA continues to be a major concern, brain haemorrhage having been observed 10 times more frequently in patients receiving this treatment (6.4 v 0.6 per cent).

Criteria for r-tPA use are listed below. Strict adherence to these criteria is essential if catastrophic haemorrhagic complications are to be prevented. Inadequate control of blood pressure, stroke severity, and evidence of early signs of infarction on initial CT are important predisposing factors for haemorrhagic complications.

Criteria for treatment with r-tPA

- Stroke onset ≤ 3 hours
- Intensive care available for 24 hours post-treatment monitoring
- Patients already receiving antiplatelet agents prior to stroke are still eligible for r-tPA
- As the use of thrombolytic drugs carries a real risk of major bleeding, whenever possible the risks and potential benefits of r-tPA should be discussed with the patient and his or her family before treatment is initiated
- Exclusion criteria
  - Current use of oral anticoagulants or a prothrombin time greater than 15 seconds – international normalised ratio (INR) greater than 1.7
  - Use of heparin in the previous 48 hours and a prolonged partial thromboplastin time
  - A platelet count less than 100 000/mm³
  - Another stroke or a serious head injury in the previous 3 months
  - Major surgery within the preceding 14 days
  - Pretreatment systolic blood pressure greater than 185 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure greater than 110 mmHg
  - Rapidly improving neurological signs
  - Caution is advised before giving r-tPA to persons with severe stroke (NIH Stroke Scale Score greater than 22)
  - Isolated, mild neurological deficits, such as ataxia alone, sensory loss alone, dysarthria alone or minimal weakness
  - Prior intracranial hemorrhage
  - Blood glucose less than 50 mg/dL or greater than 400 mg/dL
  - Seizure at the onset of stroke
Thrombolytic therapy is not recommended unless a physician with expertise in stroke management establishes the diagnosis aided by a CT of the brain. If the CT demonstrates early changes of recent major infarction such as sulcal effacement, mass effect, oedema or possibly haemorrhage, then thrombolytic therapy should be avoided. Exclusion criteria in the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke r-tPA Stroke Study (NINDS) must be considered to be contraindications for r-tPA use. Important measures in ancillary care, during and after administration of r-tPA are described below.

Intracranial and systemic bleeding are the most catastrophic complications after r-tPA use. Thrombolytic therapy should not be used unless facilities to handle these bleeding complications are readily available. Bleeding should be presumed to be the cause of any neurological worsening after the use of a thrombolytic drug until confirmed by CT, which should be obtained immediately. The management of thrombolysis related bleeding depends on the location and size of the haematoma, the potential for controlling the bleeding mechanically, the neurological risk, the interval between administration of the drug and the onset of haemorrhage and the thrombolytic drug used. Appropriate measures are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment of thrombolysis related bleeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Discontinue ongoing infusion of thrombolytic drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Obtain blood samples for coagulation tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Obtain surgical and haematological consultations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consider transfusion, cryoprecipitate and platelets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anticoagulation/antiaggregation

Anticoagulation started in the first day or two after stroke may reduce the risk of DVT and pulmonary embolism but there is no evidence of other short or long term neurological benefit. There are a few exceptions to these criteria in which use of intravenous unfractionated heparin or subcutaneous low molecular weight heparins may be considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential indications for anticoagulation in acute cerebrovascular disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Recent arterial dissection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cerebral venous thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frequent or imminent cardiac embolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stroke-in-evolution specially in the posterior circulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Crescendo TIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High grade symptomatic stenosis specially in the posterior intracranial circulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The efficacy of antiaggregants and anticoagulants in some acute stroke patients can probably be attributed to the prevention of early recurrence in subjects at risk. Certain drugs such as warfarin and ticlopidine have latency effects limiting their use during the acute event. New agents such as clopidogrel at high doses of 300 mg, hirudin and antagonists of GPIIa/IIIb receptors have rapid antithrombotic effects and are being evaluated in clinical trials. In patients with acute ischaemic stroke and a proved cardioembolic source intravenous heparin followed by
warfarin is recommended. This strategy is intended for acute secondary prevention and is unlikely to be beneficial for the already completed event. The timing for initiation of treatment is controversial. An acceptable approach would be to start anticoagulation 48–72 hours after the event in those cases in which the absolute contraindications of uncontrolled hypertension or haemorrhagic transformation in a follow-up CT do not apply. In patients with large infarcts anticoagulation is often delayed for 1–2 weeks. In patients with atrial fibrillation the risk of early recurrence is not very high and anticoagulation may be delayed for a few days.

Low to medium dose aspirin (160–300 mg) started in the acute phase of an ischaemic stroke slightly reduces morbidity and mortality probably because of the earlier initiation of secondary prevention of stroke and other thrombotic complications.64,65

**Neuroprotective agents**

Although over 100 compounds have been shown to diminish the extent of ischaemic damage in various laboratory models, none has yet been shown convincingly to benefit subjects with stroke.67

**Treatment of haemorrhagic stroke**

Medical management of increased intracranial pressure includes the use of osmotic agents such as mannitol, urea or glycerol as well as steroids and hyperventilation.68 Occasionally, it is necessary to place an intraparenchymal or intraventricular catheter to directly measure intracranial pressure. Investigation and correction or reversal of any coagulation abnormality is mandatory especially when bleeding occurs after a surgical procedure.

Surgical evacuation of the haematoma is often considered although data from the literature are controversial.69,70 It is possible that minimally invasive techniques such as stereotactic and endoscopic aspiration will allow early and safe removal of the clot. Large lobar and cerebellar haematomas are the most frequent indications for surgery.70

**Conclusions**

Acute stroke should be considered a medical emergency with a narrow therapeutic window. Fibrinolytic therapy is relatively safe and effective for patients with acute ischaemic stroke when administered early in the course of the disease and within very strict eligibility guidelines. Its use should be reserved for institutions with adequate infrastructure and experience in the management of the condition.

---
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Role of the Vascular Surgeon in Managing Stroke

JOHN P ROYLE, GEOFFREY A DONNAN, BRIAN CHAMBERS

THE PROBLEM

In 1954, Eastcott et al.\(^1\) reported a successful carotid artery reconstruction in a patient with transient cerebral ischaemia. Following this report attention was focused on the carotid artery in the neck as a cause of stroke. It was realised that a stroke from carotid artery disease could occur due to a reduction in flow, or due to emboli, and transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) could, similarly, arise from both of these causes.

There then developed a worldwide controversy over the place of carotid endarterectomy. With the results of two randomised trials of carotid artery surgery, the place of this operation was finally confirmed. In the European Carotid Surgery Trial (ECST)\(^2\) and in the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET),\(^3\) it was firmly established that when a stenosis of 70–99 per cent was present in patients with symptomatic carotid disease, carotid artery surgery was clearly superior to best medical treatment. When the stenosis was 50–70 per cent, the results were, initially, unclear but it is now recognised that there is also some advantage of surgery over best medical therapy in this group of patients.\(^4\)

More recently, carotid angioplasty and stenting has been used as an alternative to carotid endarterectomy, particularly in patients in whom there are relative contraindications to surgery. Routine deployment of a mesh funnel or other distal protection device reduces the risk of dislodging plaque material during the procedure, and stroke complications are now lower than when the technique was first used. Currently there are trials underway comparing carotid endarterectomy and carotid stenting. If stenting proves more efficacious than endarterectomy, most of the material presented in this chapter still applies.

SELECTION FOR URGENT SURGERY

The basis for urgent surgery follows the knowledge that a stroke may occur quickly after a TIA. A patient with an intact brain after a TIA has everything to save. Delay in surgery may result in a potentially preventable stroke. The 1977 study of Cartlidge et al. from the Mayo Clinic\(^5\) showed that the risk of stroke was high in the first month after a TIA, and probably the greatest risk was in the first few days after the initial event.

The two most important aspects of selection of patients for surgery are diagnosis and timing. For this reason it is essential that neurologists and vascular surgeons work in close collaboration.

Wrong diagnosis

One of the most important aspects of selection of patients for carotid endarterectomy is to be certain that a carotid artery lesion is indeed responsible for the ischaemic deficit. An embolus may come from the heart, aortic valve, atheromatous aortic arch or carotid artery. There may occasionally be difficulty in distinguishing posterior from anterior circulation symptoms ipsilateral to a demonstrated carotid stenosis. Alternatively, although symptoms may relate to the anterior circulation, the pathology may be in small penetrating vessels quite unrelated to an ipsilateral carotid artery stenosis. The most common example of this is in a patient with lacunar TIA or minor stroke due to in situ single penetrator vessel disease and not caused by emboli from the heart or carotid artery. Lacunar TIAs may occasionally present in crescendo form with repeated bursts of hemiplegia, the so-called capsular warning syndrome.\(^6\)
Cerebral haemorrhage

Where the initial TIA has in fact been due to a subdural haematoma, intracerebral tumour or cerebral haemorrhage, a carotid endarterectomy is strongly contraindicated. The relief of a tight stenosis will, by increasing the blood pressure at the site of the bleed, substantially increase the risk of further haemorrhage. A computed tomography (CT) scan performed early will exclude these entities.

Timing

There is anecdotal evidence that when an enhancing infarct is demonstrated on a CT scan there is an increased risk of converting a recent infarct into a haemorrhagic infarct. Therefore, operation is best delayed for at least 2–3 weeks after the stroke.

INVESTIGATIONS

A CT scan is required to determine whether there is any cerebral haemorrhage present and to determine whether there is any infarct present. However, when a CT scan is performed within 24 hours after an infarct, it may appear normal and an infarct may only be demonstrated on follow-up CT a few days later. When there is an established neurological deficit it is assumed that an infarct is present, even though the CT scan may not demonstrate it initially.

As magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) becomes more widely available in acute care hospitals, its superiority over CT in evaluation of acute stroke is appreciated more and more. Provided the scanning protocol includes a gradient echo sequence, cerebral haemorrhage is readily diagnosed. The main advantage over CT, however, is the use of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) to demonstrate acute brain infarction as early as 1 hour after the onset of symptoms. The sensitivity of MRI in detecting cerebral infarction is much greater than even delayed CT (see Chapter 13). Therefore MRI can identify those individuals in whom it may be better to delay carotid endarterectomy. In patients with infarction, the location of the infarct, e.g. anterior versus posterior circulation or cortical versus lacunar, helps determine whether or not carotid disease is implicated. Also, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) of intracranial, and if necessary, extracranial vessels provides invaluable information concerning vascular pathology without injection of contrast media, and often, if performed within the first few hours after the onset of symptoms, embolic occlusion of the middle cerebral artery may be demonstrated.

Duplex scan versus angiography

A diagnosis of carotid stenosis used to be made by angiography, but with improvements of equipment and technique of duplex scanning, the latter is now the usual investigation employed in the demonstration of carotid stenosis. At our institution, we have found that transcranial Doppler gives valuable information about the status of the intracranial circulation and collaterals. Angiography is reserved for patients in whom a duplex scan presents technical difficulties, as sometimes occurs with heavily calcified lesions or when there is doubt about the result of a duplex scan. With experienced ultrasonographers, the percentage of patients in whom there will be a doubt is now very low. Gadolinium-enhanced MRI or CT angiography can be used instead of conventional angiography in selected cases.

MANAGEMENT

Current routine at the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre (see Fig. 12.1)

Patients present to the emergency department in three ways:

- a local general practitioner has phoned the admitting officer regarding the patient
- the relatives have brought the patient directly to the emergency department without first attending a local doctor
- an ambulance has brought the patient following a ‘collapse’.

When the admitting officer is forewarned of the patient’s arrival, the patient will be shown directly to an assessment room, but when the patient comes unannounced, the triage sister will perform this task.

When a patient has a neurological deficit immediate admission is arranged. The emergency department medical staff make their initial assessment. A CT scan is usually arranged. Further assessment is done by a neurology registrar and/or neurologist concerning the need for a duplex scan. Patients with a gross deficit may have a duplex scan at a later time; as they will not be considered for surgery on an urgent basis there is no need for this to be expedited.

Patients without a deficit, or with a doubtful diagnosis, are usually assessed in the emergency department by the neurology registrar. If necessary, a CT scan and duplex study of carotid arteries may be performed immediately. An MRI scan may also be expedited. If these show a carotid stenosis, admission and surgery are expedited. If the duplex scan is doubtful, then angiography may be arranged, although this is not common nowadays. Some patients with no carotid pathology may be admitted for further detailed evaluation, looking for alternative sources of emboli. Others will be sent home either with or without aspirin and may have further evaluation on an outpatient basis.

In many instances, patients with a minor neurological deficit follow the same path as patients who have had a TIA and whose neurological signs have resolved completely,
i.e. they have an urgent duplex scan, which, if it confirms a carotid stenosis, is then followed by an urgent operation. If the duplex scan is negative, there is no need for further consideration for carotid endarterectomy.

In difficult cases the CT scan is particularly important. It will exclude a haemorrhage, even a small one. In patients where CT scan is performed within 4 hours of the onset of an ischaemic deficit, only subtle changes of infarction are occasionally seen, but the majority of infarcts will show some changes within the first 48 hours. The use of MRI/MRA, when available, will usually demonstrate infarction even in early cases.

One area where a duplex scan may be in error is when the duplex scan shows complete occlusion when in fact ‘trickle flow’ may be present. An angiogram will demonstrate a ‘carotid string sign’. This is a thin sliver of dye seen connecting the common carotid artery with an intracranial normal patent internal carotid artery. The appearance occurs when there is extremely low flow in the carotid artery and should not be confused with complete occlusion. In the stable patient, the risk of stroke is considered to be low as for complete occlusion, but there are patients with recurring or crescendo TIAs in whom carotid endarterectomy, which is not possible with complete occlusion, can be performed.

The management of **minor strokes** is more controversial. Usually, if a patient has had a mild cerebral deficit, carotid endarterectomy is delayed for a month unless a further TIA occurs. However, as mentioned earlier, if fluctuations of neurological deficit are occurring with almost complete resolution between, in spite of adequate medical therapy, consideration should be given to emergency endarterectomy. Such patients should be otherwise medically fit with a relatively minor neurological deficit between fluctuations.

The circle of Willis provides a theoretical collateral pathway for cerebral blood supply. In some patients this is congenitally incomplete. It has been shown that there is an added risk of stroke in patients with contralateral tight stenosis or occlusion, associated intracranial disease, or lack of intracranial collaterals. In each of these situations, carotid endarterectomy improves the outcome.

### Timing of urgent carotid endarterectomy

The ‘emergency’ operation is usually undertaken in the next operating session, rather than in the middle of the night. This obviates problems that may occur when non-regular staff are used to help. Similarly, when a patient, for whom a delay in surgery has been advised because of a mild deficit, sustains another TIA, operation is scheduled for the next available session. When the unit has an operating session on each day, as we do, there is little delay. However, in
these circumstances, when an urgent operation is decided on a Friday, we prefer to do the operation on Saturday morning rather than leave the patient until the following Monday.

In situations where patients are having multiple TIAs, namely, those with so-called crescendo TIAs, a carotid endarterectomy is performed as a true emergency, if necessary in the middle of the night. In general, the mechanism of cerebral ischaemia in these patients is haemodynamic, secondary to a very tight carotid stenosis. Alternatively, an extensive haemorrhagic plaque repeatedly dislodging small emboli may be present. An angiogram may even show intraluminal clot on the surface of such plaques. In these cases intravenous heparin and/or plasma expanders have normally been commenced in order to reduce the risk of stroke. This therapy is ceased immediately prior to surgery. We do not use vasodilators, and hypertension is treated very cautiously indeed. We have seen three patients, each with a very tight stenosis, presenting with a TIA and marked hypertension, in whom the blood pressure had been reduced to 120 mmHg systolic, that promptly had a devastating stroke; the hypertension had been necessary to maintain flow past the tight stenosis.

**TECHNICAL ISSUES**

- When a non-specialist anaesthetist, inexperienced theatre staff or inexperienced assistants are used, the risks of operation rise.
- When there is a very tight stenosis, relief of the stenosis may result in loss of autoregulatory mechanisms, with resultant cerebral haemorrhage (so-called hyperperfusion syndrome – 1.3 per cent in our experience).
- When there is a haemorrhagic plaque with intraluminal thrombus which may be loose, that thrombus may be easily dislodged at the time of surgery.

This last group often contains those patients who are neurologically unstable. Even so, our experience would suggest that carefully performed endarterectomy is still associated with low morbidity and mortality. The emphasis is on ‘carefully’ performed endarterectomy. When transcranial Doppler evaluation was first available we used it as a routine during carotid endarterectomy. This demonstrated that an increase in microembolic signals often occurred when the site of the plaque was dissected.

**OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE** (Fig. 12.2)

In patients that are unstable we prefer to perform the operation under local anaesthesia. However, this is inadvisable in the following: those who may not be able to understand the instructions because of language difficulties, those who are very anxious, those who have a short bull neck or those with a chronic cough.

When the operation is performed under local anaesthesia, there is no need to use a shunt routinely. However, the response to carotid clamping is quite variable. In some patients deficits or even loss of consciousness will occur within 10 seconds of clamping. On occasions the application of the clamp causes seizures; it may then be difficult to get the shunt in, and operation in these circumstances is certainly not for the inexperienced surgeon. When the operation is performed under general anaesthesia, a shunt is used as a routine and it is usually possible to get the shunt into position within one and a half minutes.

**Monitoring**

The blood pressure and electrocardiogram (ECG) of the patient are continually monitored. In particular, under
general anaesthesia, great care has to be taken with induction of anaesthesia. An intra-arterial blood pressure line is required before induction of anaesthesia, as this is frequently when the most marked fall in blood pressure occurs. If hypotension occurs, it is routine for the anaesthetist to use vasopressor drugs such as metaraminol bitartrate (Aramine). The blood pressure should not be allowed to fall below 100 mmHg systolic during operation or below 120 mmHg systolic at the times of carotid clamping. If the blood pressure becomes very high before or during induction of anaesthesia, agents such as intravenous lidocaine (Xylocard) 1 mg/kg can be administered. The vocal cords are routinely sprayed with local anaesthetic (4 per cent lidocaine), and before closure of the neck wound at the end of the procedure the surgeon injects 0.5 per cent bupivacaine (Marcain) into the wound edges. The resulting analgesia reduces restlessness and thus helps to lessen rises in blood pressure which may occur at the end of the anaesthetic. It also avoids the need to give narcotic analgesia postoperatively.

The induction of anaesthesia is achieved by intravenous administration of 100 μg fentanyl and 2–3 mg midazolam while the patient breathes oxygen, followed by propofol (Diprivan). When Diprivan is given after fentanyl and midazolam, a lower dose is required than when Diprivan is used alone, and consequently the hypotensive effects of Diprivan are minimised.

Relaxant anaesthesia is used with nitrous oxide, oxygen isoflurane (Forthane) or sevoflurane (Serorane). Dissection around the carotid sinus nerve or vagus nerve may induce a bradycardia that can be corrected with atropine before any effect on cardiac output occurs. If during the procedure hypertension occurs, increasing the dose of isoflurane or sevoflurane, if either of these is being used to maintain anaesthesia, will bring the blood pressure down. Failing this, 5–10 mg hydralazine can be used. If tachycardia ensues, the β-blocker atenolol is used. Very rarely, sodium nitroprusside as a continuous infusion may be required. However, it is difficult to control swings of blood pressure with nitroprusside and we therefore reserve this for patients in whom other measures have failed. Postoperative hypertension similarly can be treated with hydralazine 4–40 mg, given in 5 mg increments with or without a β-blocker, or rarely, with sodium nitroprusside if elevation is otherwise uncontrolled.

Postoperative hypotension may be treated by elevation of the foot of the bed, and judicious use of intravenous fluids such as Haemacel. If these simple measures fail, we use 5 mL 0.5 per cent bupivacaine as an injection into the Redivac drain tube. Very occasionally, a dopamine infusion (2.5–5 μg/kg per minute) may be required.

**Operation**

It is important to check the position of the patient and the patient’s head on the operating table before anaesthesia. Sometimes rotation of the head and neck to the contralateral side, to provide optimal exposure at the time of operation, compromises the collateral circulation and will produce a neurological disturbance. Thus, *this should be checked before the patient is actually anaesthetised.*

The operative technique used by the author closely resembles that described by Lord;10 There are, however, several points relevant to the urgent situation which should be stressed.

*It is important to dissect the patient away from the artery.* The artery must be handled as little as possible, particularly at the site of the plaque. If a haemorrhagic plaque with loose clots is present, some of the latter may easily become dislodged when pulling on the artery. If further dissection is required at this point, it is best done after application of the clamps. The effect of rough handling of a badly diseased carotid artery is very dramatically demonstrated by the use of a transcranial Doppler during surgery.

If a vessel loop is placed around the internal carotid artery, as is our routine, no clamp should be placed on the loop in case the weight of the clamp inadvertently pulls on the internal carotid artery and occludes it with its low pressure. The internal carotid artery pressure is not measured. If the operation is being undertaken under local anaesthesia, the patient acts as his or her own cerebral monitor. In patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy under general anaesthesia, a shunt is used routinely and placed in position as soon as possible.

It is important to anaesthetise the carotid sinus before application of clamps. Occasionally, the sinus is very sensitive to clamp application; a disturbance of blood pressure in these circumstances at this time can be disastrous. It is essential to have the shunt and shunt instruments readily available and to check these with the scrub nurse before the clamps are applied. There should be very little time gap between application of the clamp on the external carotid artery, the internal carotid artery and the common carotid artery, as the external carotid artery may well be providing major collateral blood flow.

Normally, if a patient presents with a TIA or minor stroke and angiography reveals complete occlusion of the internal carotid artery, no operation is performed. If complete occlusion is found at operation and the duplex scan or angiogram performed shortly before operation had shown a patent vessel, the vessel is opened. Gentle attempts to extract the clot are made, but if this is not successful, strenuous attempts are not made because of the risk of dislodging clot and subsequent cerebral embolism.

When closing, it is once again important not to have a long delay before flow is restored. A suture is commenced from each end. By this means, and by leaving a few loose sutures adjacent to the shunt on each side, it is possible to remove the shunt, flush out from the external carotid, internal carotid and common carotid arteries, wash the endarterectomy site with heparinised saline, complete the arteriotomy and restore flow, once again within about one
and a half minutes. Flow is normally restored to the external carotid artery first, so that if there are any loose platelet aggregations inadvertently left at the reconstruction site, despite the saline washing, they will embolise to the external rather than the internal artery. It is our routine to perform a postoperative angiogram immediately after restoration of flow and before closure of the wound.

In the past we did not use a patch routinely but we do so now. If the external carotid artery runs parallel to the internal carotid artery, the external carotid artery is used as a patch following the technique described by Leather (see Bufo et al.11). Otherwise a fabric patch is used.

Dextran is a polysaccharide compound commonly used as a volume expander but it also has antiplatelet and rheologic properties. Although many vascular surgeons use dextran in the belief that it reduces perioperative stroke, no prospective randomised controlled trials have been performed. Our hospital has initiated such a trial. Patients randomised to dextran receive an intravenous bolus of 20 mL of dextran 1 (Promit) 2 minutes before skin incision to avoid anaphylaxis. This is followed by an intravenous infusion of 1000 mL of 10 per cent dextran 40 in normal saline commenced at the time of skin incision. The first 500 mL is administered over 4 hours (125 mL/hour) and the second 500 mL over the next 12 hours (42 mL/hour). Preliminary studies using transcranial Doppler monitoring have demonstrated that dextran reduces postoperative microemboli in the ipsilateral middle cerebral artery.12 The Dextran in Carotid Endarterectomy (DICE) Trial continues in order to determine the effect of dextran on clinical outcome.

Postoperative surveillance

It is important that the patient’s neurological status, and in particular the blood pressure, are carefully monitored postoperatively. Any hypertension should be promptly treated, as described earlier. Hypertension as a postoperative problem is usually evident very soon after surgery. Bourke and Crimmins have shown that in the absence of postoperative hypertension within 12 hours of surgery, it is safe to send the patient home on the next day.13 All of our patients are followed for life by clinical surveillance and duplex scanning. Early restenosis, within two years of operation is usually due to fibrointimal hyperplasia, which occurs in 2 per cent of patients. The risk of later restenosis is very low and seldom requires reoperation, the risk of subsequent problems being very low.

Patients who have a small infarct have undergone operation without undue risk. However, when a small infarct is seen on CT or MRI, we still advocate a delay of 4–6 weeks before surgery.

Recent results

Of 412 consecutive carotid endarterectomies performed between January 1999 and November 2001, there were eight deaths (1.9 per cent) comprising seven strokes and one myocardial infarct. An independent audit showed that there were 22 (5.2 per cent) non-fatal strokes, a stroke being defined as a neurological deficit present for more than 24 hours. Thus stroke or death occurred in 7.1 per cent.

Conclusions

We showed previously that when there was a high grade contralateral carotid stenosis the procedure of carotid endarterectomy presented an increased risk. These patients of course have an increased risk of stroke anyway.2 Patients with crescendo TIAs are clearly in a very high risk group. One has to accept, and explain to the patient and relatives, that whatever course of action is undertaken, be it conservative or operative, the patient’s clinical condition is critical. We believe that, despite this, surgery produces a lower complication rate than non-operative treatment.

Urgent carotid endarterectomy is one of the most satisfying operations in vascular surgery. However, to obtain good results, surgical technique must be impeccable, patient selection is vital and of utmost importance is the general organisation of hospital services. Patients who need such an operation require streamlined resources capable of recognising the urgency of the situation and treating it in appropriate and timely fashion.
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The problem

The Joint Study of Extracranial Carotid Occlusion documented in 1969 the uselessness of emergency revascularisation in patients with acute stroke and carotid occlusion.1,2 Only recently have neurologists accepted indications for urgent carotid surgery3,4 based on new diagnostic techniques5–8 and close clinical observation during care in the stroke unit.9,10 Both the new and the old goals are prevention of recurrent or disabling stroke and prevention and reduction of the extent of brain infarction. For decades surgeons undertook carotid endarterectomy to remove the embolic source and to restore internal carotid artery (ICA) blood flow, but the indications for urgent reconstruction of the ICA were not defined precisely at that time. Since then the diagnostic armamentarium, the surgical safety measures and the drugs available to discourage thrombosis have changed substantially allowing new strategies to develop in dealing with these acute cases. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can reveal structural damage by diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) within 1 hour of onset of symptoms, and by comparing DWI and perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) the size of the infarct as well as the tissue at risk can be determined at a very early stage.6,7 By using this approach, patients who have a dangerous degree of ICA occlusive disease, but who also have a substantial amount of potentially resuable brain tissue, in other words that forming the penumbra, can be identified.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Selection based on clinical criteria

- Conscious patient
- Acute/recurrent stroke
- Recurrent/crescendo transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs)

Between 1 November 1997 and 31 December 2002 we prospectively monitored all patients diagnosed in the stroke unit at our centre and selected patients were transferred to our operating theatre for urgent carotid surgery. Neurologists, neuroradiologists and vascular surgeons had initially collaborated closely in arriving at a consensus on the criteria for patient selection: (i) radiologically, the presence of acute extracranial carotid occlusive disease, a patent intracranial component of the ICA, evidence of perfusion of the middle cerebral artery (MCA); and (ii) clinically, evidence of acute stroke, recurrent stroke or recent TIAs, possibly aggravated or crescendo in nature within the previous week. Unconscious patients who required ventilation were excluded.

Investigations: radiological/ultrasound

- Duplex scan
- Computed tomography (CT) scan of brain stem
Doppler and duplex sonography confirmed a diagnosis of stenosis or acute occlusion. In cases of multivessel involvement magnetic resonance arteriography and/or intra-arterial digital subtraction arteriography (DSA) was performed. Intracranial circulation and embolism were assessed by transcranial Doppler sonography (TCD) and high intensity transient signal (HITS) detection, respectively. A patent middle cerebral artery (MCA) was documented by TCD, MRA or intra-arterial DSA.

Magnetic resonance imaging procedures were used to assess acute reversible and irreversible ischaemic brain damage (see Chapter 12). In order to evaluate actual brain tissue damage CT or whenever possible MRI with DWI and PWI was performed. The cerebral area of critical ischaemia was visualised by means of colour-coded PWI. As shown earlier, a time-to-peak delay in perfusion imaging of greater than 4 seconds compared with the contralateral hemisphere had to be considered ‘tissue at risk’. Because quantitative volumetry of the infarct, compared with the area of ‘misery perfusion’ or penumbra measured by DWI and PWI, is time consuming and not always available outside normal working hours, it was only performed in a small number of patients selected on precise clinical criteria. Measurements were done before and 8 days after surgery. Impairment was assessed clinically using the Rankin impairment scale and the Barthel index before surgery. 8 days afterwards and during follow-up.

Surgery was performed under general anesthesia and was standardised with early clamping of the common carotid artery before dissection of the bifurcation and the distal ICA. Shunting was applied routinely after thrombectomy of the distal ICA on the basis of earlier studies in which a patient with a history of previous stroke or CT findings positive for stroke, regardless of the hemisphere involved, tended to have a better outcome with shunting. Patients in the stroke unit were placed on heparin which was maintained during surgery and continued at a low dosage postoperatively, followed by aspirin 100 mg daily.

A total of 166 patients underwent 173 urgent carotid operations (seven bilateral under the same anaesthetic), representing 12.9 per cent of all carotid artery operations (n = 1285) performed during the period in question. These patients included 119 men (71.7 per cent) and 47 women (28.3 per cent), median age 64.7 years (range 31–86). Risk factors for both occlusive arterial disease and vascular surgery were: hypertension in 133 (80.1 per cent), smoking in 105 (63.3 per cent), cardiac disease in 84 (50.6 per cent), diabetes in 38 (22.9 per cent) and coagulation disorders in 7 (4.2 per cent).

All patients underwent preoperative Doppler and duplex sonography. Transcranial Doppler was performed in 104 patients (62.7 per cent) and in 46 (44.2 per cent) of these cases microemboli were detected. Intra-arterial DSA was performed in 83 of cases (50 per cent) and MRA in 91 cases (54.8 per cent). Preoperative vascular findings were ipsilateral carotid occlusion in 45 (27.1 per cent), tight stenosis in 111 (66.9 per cent) and pseudo-occlusion in 10 (6 per cent). Findings in the contralateral carotid artery were: normal in 116 (69.9 per cent), occluded in 27 (16.3 per cent), stenotic in 23 (13.8 per cent).

Preoperative clinical findings were stroke in 98 (59.1 per cent) and TIA in 67 (40.3 per cent); one patient (0.6 per cent) had an asymptomatic acute ICA occlusion, the progression from stenosis to carotid occlusion having been discovered accidentally on repeat duplex sonography within 12 hours. Clinical presentations were: stroke with a stable neurological deficit in 34 (20.5 per cent), stroke with stuttering symptoms in 27 (16.3 per cent), progressive stroke in 20 (12 per cent), stroke after TIA in 17 (10.2 per cent), crescendo TIA in 40 (24.1 per cent), TIA with positive microemboli detected in 11 (6.6 per cent), crescendo TIA with microemboli detected in 11 (6.6 per cent) and recent TIA in 5 (3 per cent). In these patients angiographic findings were critical: small mobile thrombus in one, subtotal carotid artery stenosis in two, bilateral high grade stenosis in two. None of the patients underwent surgery without a CT scan or MRI. Extended MRI evaluation by means of DWI and PWI was undertaken in 104 patients (62.6 per cent). Acute lesions with a large perfusion/diffusion mismatch were found in 47 cases (45.2 per cent) among which were 15 patients with TIA. Median time between onset of first symptoms and operation was 4.5 days (range 4 hours to 141 days).

Reconstructive techniques applied were conventional carotid endarterectomy with vein patch closure in 129...
patients (77.7 per cent) and eversion endarterectomy in 22 (13.3 per cent). In six cases (3.6 per cent) a vein interposition graft had to be inserted. Additional thrombectomies of the petrous portion of the ICA were necessary in 29 patients. In nine patients (5.4 per cent) the carotid artery could not be reconstructed because backflow after thrombectomy could not be achieved due to thrombosification extending into the siphon, and the wound was closed after thromboendarterectomy of the external carotid artery. In seven additional cases, the presence of bilateral subtotal occlusion led to contralateral ICA reconstruction under the same anaesthetic.

RESULTS

Subsequent to surgery 53 patients (31.9 per cent) remained free of symptoms. According to the Rankin scale clinical disability improved in 63 (38 per cent) of the stroke patients. Thirty four stroke patients (20.5 per cent) remained stable, although 11 did so with severe disability (Rankin 4, 5). Sixteen patients (9.6 per cent) deteriorated: two had presented with TIAs and progressed to complete stroke and 14 (8.4 per cent) showed worsening of stroke symptoms. In the TIA group one stroke occurred intraoperatively in a patient with contralateral ICA occlusion having presented primarily with crescendo TIAs and highly positive detection of microemboli, and in a second patient a large DWI lesion present before surgery progressed during a hypertensive crisis 6 days after surgery. Nine patients experienced aggravation of MCA infarction symptoms, and one of them with contralateral occlusion died 2 days postoperatively. Three patients in whom flow through the ICA could not be restored developed brain oedema which resolved spontaneously in two of them. In the third patient a midline shift necessitated craniotomy. Another patient with contralateral occlusion developed secondary infarction with brain oedema 5 days postoperatively and died 24 days later. One patient sustained rupture of the carotid patch during gastroscopy 5 days postoperatively and died 12 days later. Of the 166 patients, only one suffered secondary intracerebral bleeding, detected on routine CT scanning, but without manifesting any new symptoms. The 30-day mortality was 2.4 per cent (4/166). Postoperative neurological morbidity was 9.6 per cent (n = 16), procedure related peripheral nerve lesions (n = 9) delayed wound healing (n = 6) and reoperation for haematoma (n = 6) was 12.6 per cent.

The volume of ischaemic brain lesions decreased in 17 patients until day eight as assessed by quantitative lesion volumetry and was accompanied by improvement of the Barthel index (Fig. 13.1). Early postoperative neurological assessment showed that 139 patients (83.7 per cent) benefitted from carotid surgery and 27 (16.2 per cent) patients remained severely disabled or deteriorated (Fig. 13.2).

Median follow-up until 31 December 2002 was 1.3 years and was complete for all but nine patients. During this time period all patients were on aspirin 100 mg/day. Ten patients died. The causes of death were: contralateral intracerebral bleeding with ventricular rupture (n = 1), cerebral infarction on the contralateral side (n = 1), myocardial infarction (n = 3), pulmonary embolism (n = 1) and cancer (n = 4). Survival after 1 year was 93.5 per cent and after 2 years 91.4 per cent (Fig. 13.3).

All surviving patients are living in their own homes, seven dependent on help from their families. No further strokes or TIAs occurred. Three patients developed grand mal seizures after stroke and remain on anticonvulsives medication. One patient was reoperated for asymptomatic recurrent stenosis and has remained asymptomatic.
We have come a long way since the days of condemnation of carotid artery reconstruction in patients presenting with symptoms of acute stroke\(^4\) to the current recognition that restoration of carotid flow in the acute case is of value.\(^3,4\) Although some surgeons have always insisted that surgery is indicated for this particular presentation, no clear guidelines and/or criteria defining the objectives of urgent carotid surgery have been spelt out. In earlier times however, clinicians were equipped with the patient’s history, the results of a meticulous neurological examination, an arteriogram of reasonably acceptable quality, an echencephalogram for imaging of brain oedema and finally, a surgeon willing to perform the operation.

The major concern with urgent surgery was the possibility of intracranial haemorrhage thought to result from rupture of the fragile capillaries in the infarction territory. It became evident from CT scanning, that localised oedema and small areas of bleeding can develop not only around ischaemic infarcts but also within the brain of patients suffering from TIAs but this process would not necessarily progress to massive haemorrhage even though anticoagulation was being used more aggressively. It was felt that as long as the blood–brain barrier had not closed, reconstruction of the ICA was too dangerous an undertak- ing (see Chapter 5).\(^2\) At our institution we began to disre-gard the phenomenon of the unclosed blood–brain barrier and our neurologists exhorted us to reconstitute carotid blood flow urgently. The indications were clinical instability in the presence of haemodynamic and/or angiographic evidence of deterioration of the occluding lesion and to our surprise intracranial haemorrhage did not occur. Today, with the availability of MRI derived assessment of structural and perfusion deficit, the decision to operate is made on the assessment of the volume of tissue at risk and the extent to which the patient might improve after eliminating the perfusion deficit. In our series intracranial haemorrhage occurred in one patient only and even then no new symptoms had developed.

The results of the European Carotid Surgery Trial\(^16,17\) and the North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial\(^18,19\) and the therapeutic demands made by stroke units\(^9,10,20\) in the wake of new imaging techniques have changed attitudes to carotid surgery in acutely symptomatic patients. The results of these studies and our growing experience show that urgent surgery can be performed in carefully selected patients at risk of developing stroke, recurrent stroke and/or progression of stenosis to complete occlusion, if nothing other than anticoagulant therapy is given to alter the spontaneous course of the disease. We have to ask ourselves: Why have the results of urgent surgery improved? Although the reasons for intraoperative or postoperative deterioration are often a matter for speculation, they generally fall into three categories: (i) morphological abnormalities of the luminal surface of the ICA itself, (ii) extracranial and intracranial multivessel involvement and (iii) structural brain tissue lesions.

Specific morphological abnormalities of the ICA which test the technical skills of the surgeon include occlusive disease located near the base of the skull, siphon involvement, thrombus which is loose or not adherent to the vessel wall, continuous embolisation and even dissection. In those cases in our series in which deterioration followed attempts at carotid reconstruction, the ICA, contrary to preoperative angiographic appearances, was found at surgery to be occluded, the blockage extending intracranially. In those patients who deteriorated, embolisation during thrombectomy manoeuvres was the most probable cause. Nonetheless, in our opinion, an acute carotid artery occlusion should always be disobliterated if the probability of infarction or reinfarction is considered to be very high.\(^21,22\)

**Causes of perioperative deterioration**

- Morphological abnormalities in the ICA
- Multisegmental vessel disease
- Brain tissue lesions

Other reasons for aggressive intervention are: first, the probability of spontaneous embolisation into an intracranial artery,\(^23,24\) and second, the limitations of collateral circulation in acute infarction, either because of haemodynamic impairment within the territory of the exposed ICA, or, in the case of bilateral ICA occlusion, of the contralateral hemisphere as well. Furthermore, outcome studies of re-explo- ration have shown good long term results with the ICA remaining patent with a low risk of stroke recurrence.\(^25\) In patients with contralateral ICA occlusion and multivessel involvement, clamping the common carotid artery can cause haemodynamic impairment even if a temporary shunt is used, unless unrestricted flow through the shunt can be ascertained. Placement of a shunt per se does not
guarantee flow and therefore we recommend continuous shunt flow measurement and neuromonitoring using somatosensory evoked potentials. Additional stenosis or occlusion of the MCA, undiagnosed preoperatively, may present a further problem which we encountered only once: a patient with concomitant contralateral internal carotid occlusion, in whom shunting of a small calibre ICA was impossible, had a shunt inserted into the external carotid artery which probably helped to a degree in preventing perfusion ischaemia. The MCA was diseased in two cases of intraoperative embolisation in one of which evidence of embolism into the MCA was confirmed by comparing preoperative and intraoperative angiograms.

The key challenge presented by structural intracerebral lesions is estimating how much of the area recognised as malperfused is actually irreversibly damaged using modern imaging techniques. Magnetic resonance imaging reveals structural damage in DWI within 1–2 hours after onset of symptoms and is an early marker for brain infarction.6,7 By means of parametric colour-coded PWI the cerebral area of critical ischaemia is visualised. As shown earlier, a time-to-peak delay in perfusion imaging of greater than four as compared with the contralateral hemisphere, has to be treated as ‘tissue at risk’ 6,8 We worked on the basis that patients in whom the PWI area was significantly more extensive than the DWI lesion, reflecting the PWI/DWI area mismatch, were ideal candidates for urgent carotid artery reconstruction; this was because the volume mismatch of the two areas was anticipated to be the penumbra.26,27

In our series, clinical deterioration was observed either in patients with a large intracerebral structural deficit already present in DWI at the time of operation, or in patients with smaller structural deficits in DWI but a longer interval between onset of symptoms and surgery. The latter was the case in two patients in whom the interval was 8 days and 16 days. This leads to the critical issue of the optimal time interval between the onset of symptoms and the operation. A balanced approach is required in stabilising the patient in the stroke unit, gathering the complex morphological, haemodynamic and clinical data needed, and scheduling the patient for surgery. Our current experience suggests a period of 36 hours after onset of symptoms as the time frame within which the procedure should be undertaken.

Another important issue remains to be discussed: the new and sensitive MRI techniques of DWI and PWI have shown, even more clearly than CT, that clinical classification of brain ischaemia cannot be correlated reliably to brain tissue status. A patient thought to have a TIA clinically may easily be found to have a brain infarction as determined by MRI criteria. Two of our TIA patients deteriorated preoperatively and in both cases, just before operation, microembolism was detected and larger structural brain lesions were confirmed on MRI. In our opinion, this underlines the fact that embolisation renders carotid surgery even more urgent in TIA patients, especially when HITS are detected by TCD despite heparin therapy.

The results of surgery will always be classified clinically, but the influence of carotid flow in restoring the DWI/PWI deficit, thereby salvaging brain tissue at risk, is an equally important and challenging issue. In eight patients in whom we were able to obtain preoperative and postoperative MRIs, a decrease in the volume of the lesion and neurological improvement was evident using the Barthel score of daily activities.13

During the spontaneous course of the disease early reinfarction rates of 1.29 per cent,28 as well as reinfarction rates of 12 per cent29 and mortality rates of 19 per cent30 within the first year of onset of symptoms have to be considered. In our patients, reinfarction within the former symptomatic hemisphere related to the reconstructed ICA did not occur, the one-year mortality was 6.5 per cent and two-year mortality 8.6 per cent. During follow-up restenosis was detected only in one asymptomatic patient who was reoperated and has remained asymptomatic ever since. Finally we pose this question: What might have happened to this subset of patients presenting with symptoms of acute stroke symptoms prior to having redefined the case for urgent carotid endarterectomy? Clearly, the spontaneous course would have been significantly worse, otherwise our neurology colleagues would not have considered those patients to be good candidates for carotid surgery.

Conclusions

On one hand, the traditional criteria for patient selection in urgent carotid surgery such as evidence of extracranial carotid artery disease, neurological deficit, loss of consciousness or not, will continue to be considered. On the other hand, the preservation of an open MCA, the status of embolisation, and PWI/DWI mismatch must also be taken into account. Although an expert stroke team should be able to acquire the necessary information within hours, the timeframe which obtains in practice, even in a university hospital, is still too long: at our centre a median of 4 days elapsed from onset of symptoms until surgery but recently that interval has shortened. A neurological morbidity rate of 9.6 per cent, a procedure related morbidity of 12.6 per cent as well as a 30-day mortality of 2.7 per cent still remain higher than that observed in the 2262 patients who underwent elective carotid surgery at our hospital from 1990 to 1999,11 namely, morbidity 4.8 per cent, 30-day mortality 0.9 per cent. Nevertheless, these outcome figures no longer represent an objection to urgent carotid surgery, because the alternative course is much worse. The improvement in our series was achieved by detailed preoperative diagnosis and observing the indications for carotid surgery based on clinical assessment, Doppler and duplex sonography, TCD for microemboli detection, multimodal MRI and DSA.
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THE PROBLEM

After nearly half a century of carotid artery surgery, the pathogenesis and management of the postoperative neurological deficit remains controversial. Several reports\textsuperscript{1–5} believe reperfusion injury or technical error resulting in thromboembolic events to be the cause, whereas others\textsuperscript{6–8} attribute cerebral ischaemia during carotid occlusion to the pathogenesis of postoperative deficits. It is often difficult to determine the exact aetiology of a postoperative deficit, but each of these factors may play some role.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the most likely causes of early and late neurologic deficits after carotid endarterectomy (CEA) and to evaluate the safest and most efficient means of managing such patients in order to minimise permanent neurological impairment.

EARLY POSTOPERATIVE DEFICITS

Between 1980 and 1999, 1085 patients underwent 1238 CEAs. The indications for operation included hemispheric transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs) (n = 579), symptoms of vertebrobasilar insufficiency (n = 248), reversible ischaemic neurological deficit (RIND) or stroke (n = 165), prophy- lactic CEA (n = 111), amaurosis fugax (n = 108) and stroke in evolution (n = 27).

Based on the different operative techniques employed, the patients were categorised into three groups: (i) CEA performed with a shunt (n = 512); (ii) CEA without a shunt (n = 274); and (iii) CEA monitored by electroencephalogram (EEG) surveillance (n = 452). Of the 1085 patients, 705 (65 per cent) were men. The mean age was 66.5 years (range 40–86). A history consistent with coronary artery heart disease documented by electrocardiogram (ECG) was present in 716 (66 per cent), hypertension in 662 (61 per cent), diabetes mellitus in 391 (36 per cent), abnormal lipid profiles in 434 (40 per cent) and a history of cigarette smoking was elicited in 521 (48 per cent).

Postoperative neurological deficits were classified into three categories: (i) a focal episode of neurological dysfunction which resolved within 24 hours was defined as a TIA; (ii) a neurological deficit which lasted more than 24 hours, yet resolved completely within 3 weeks was designated a reversible ischaemic neurological deficit (RIND), whereas (iii) a fixed non-progressive neurological deficit lasting less than 24 hours and caused by cerebral infarction was characterised as a stroke.\textsuperscript{9}

The incidence of postoperative neurological deficit was not significantly different if patients underwent CEA with routine shunting, routine non-shunting or selective shunting based on electroencephalogram (EEG) criteria). Of the patients who underwent CEA with a shunt (n = 512), a transient deficit occurred in 15 (2.9 per cent) and a permanent deficit in 11 (2.1 per cent). When CEA was performed without a shunt (n = 274), a transient deficit occurred in eight patients (2.9 per cent) and a permanent deficit occurred in nine (3.3 per cent). Transient deficit after CEA monitored by EEG surveillance (n = 452) occurred in 12 (2.7 per cent) and permanent deficit occurred in 11 patients (2.4 per cent). Overall, 35 patients experienced a transient postoperative deficit and 31 a permanent deficit. Although the incidence of postoperative stroke (3.3 per cent) was slightly higher in the routine non-shunting group, there was no significant statistical difference when the different methods of cerebral protection were compared (P > 6.25).
The preoperative arteriograms of all patients experiencing a postoperative neurological deficit were reviewed. Of 35 patients who experienced a transient postoperative deficit, 25 patients (72 per cent) had ulcerated plaque disease, as did 10 of 31 (32 per cent) who sustained a postoperative stroke. This suggests that embolisation from the ulcer bed may have been the cause of the postoperative deficit. Intracranial occlusive disease, namely, stenosis at the siphon or stenoses within the circle of Willis, was also noted in 29 patients.

The incidence of postoperative neurological complications was evaluated on the basis of indications for operation. It is of interest to note that patients with ‘stable’ preoperative symptoms such as TIAs, amaurosis fugax and vertebrobasilar insufficiency had nearly a fourfold increased incidence of transient and permanent deficits over patients whose neurological status was ‘unstable’, namely those presenting with stroke in evolution, RIND or stroke (Table 14.1), and these features have been observed by others.\(^{10,11}\)

After a RIND or stroke or during a stroke in evolution, a zone of ischaemic brain tissue is present which may be more vulnerable to diminished perfusion during carotid cross-clamping than normal brain tissue.\(^{12,13}\) This ischaemic zone is supplied by highly resistant collateral vessels and a drop in perfusion pressure during carotid cross-clamping may cause further ischaemia. In order to diminish the potential for a postoperative neurological deficit in these neurologically ‘unstable’ patients, the wisest course of action is to shunt the carotids in order to avoid any drop in perfusion during CEA.

In the immediate postoperative period (<12 hours), 35 patients experienced a transient neurological deficit. Seventeen patients experienced a focal minor deficit, which resolved rapidly, and 18 patients experienced a more pronounced deficit such as contralateral sensory and motor changes of the face and extremities upon awakening from anaesthesia. Fifteen were reanaesthetised preparatory to immediate operative arteriography. Carotid re-exploration was necessary in four patients, and the others had normal arteriograms. Each of the 18 patients who experienced a more pronounced deficit had a computed tomography (CT) brain scan within 72 hours of operation: all scans were normal and all patients regained neurological function within 1 month of operation.

A total of 35 patients with immediate profound postoperative deficit and a suspected stroke required emergency operation. In 31 cases a deficit was identified upon awakening from anaesthesia and four deficits occurred in the recovery room within 3 hours of operation. A patent CEA site was identified in 15 patients and arteriography verified an intracranial embolic shower in 12, and three arteriograms were normal. In 20 patients a thrombosed carotid artery was found caused by technical errors: an intimal flap was identified in 11, a lateral tear in three and a residual plaque in two. Four other patients underwent thrombectomy of platelet–fibrin aggregates or ‘white clot’. Despite arterial re-exploration and arteriography a cause could not be found and therefore it was assumed to be due to heparin induced thrombocytopenic thrombosis. After thrombectomy and correction of the technical error, a patch graft was constructed in 14 patients and in six the carotid bifurcation was replaced with saphenous vein. Of these 35 patients, three showed immediate return of neurological function, eight improved slowly, 20 were unchanged and four died of stroke related causes.

### DISCUSSION

Early neurological deficits after CEA occur infrequently and both the causative factors and the management of these patients remains undefined. A comparison of the postoperative neurological deficit with the preoperative arteriograms reveals two findings of interest. First, most complications (72 per cent transient deficit, 32 per cent permanent deficit) occurred in patients who had ulcerative plaque disease identified at arteriography. It seems likely that patients with ulcerated plaque disease are more prone to embolic events during carotid artery mobilisation, where intraluminal cellular debris is not adherent to the ulcer bed, compared with patients who have calcific high grade obstructive lesions. Second, of the 65 patients who suffered a postoperative deficit, 29 had intracranial occlusive disease represented by stenoses within the siphon or circle of Willis. Severe intracranial arterial disease has been previously demonstrated to place patients at high risk of developing postoperative neurological complications, while neither recurrent stenosis nor contralateral occlusion appear to increase the stroke risk.\(^{14-16}\) Extracranial arterial occlusive disease indicates the severity of cerebrovascular insufficiency present and the surgeon may selectively shunt this patient, but intracranial arterial occlusive disease is the limiting factor of cerebral ischaemia during carotid cross-clamping. In the absence of intraoperative EEG surveillance in the patient with severe intracranial arterial occlusive disease, the better part of surgical wisdom would be to use a shunt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 14.1 Postoperative deficit/indication for operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically ‘stable’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophylactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaurosis fugax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologically ‘unstable’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke in evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIND/stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TIA, transient ischaemic attack; VBI, vertebrobasilar insufficiency; RIND, reversible ischaemic neurological deficit.
Since most surgeons have little experience with neurological deficit after endarterectomy, a succinct management schema is necessary (Fig. 14.1). When a focal, minor transient deficit or suspected TIA occurs and resolves within minutes, supportive non-operative treatment is most appropriate. This is the patient in whom urgent, carotid colour-flow duplex ultrasonography should be performed to evaluate the operative site. If, however, there is progression of the deficit, symptoms that wax and wane, the surgeon is unsure or the ultrasound examination is abnormal, then the safest and most expeditious means of managing the patient is prompt return to the operating room for neck exploration.

- A neurological deficit immediately after operation calls for emergency re-exploration.

At re-exploration if a pulsatile artery is found, intraoperative arteriography is performed through a common carotid puncture proximal to the endarterectomy site. In this manner, the common carotid clamp site as well as the extracranial and intracranial internal carotid components can be visualised. If no defects are identified, the patient is simply kept under observation. If, however, there is evidence of intracranial embolism current wisdom would indicate the administration of local intra-arterial thrombolysis. Urokinase (1 MU (million units) in 100 mL saline over 1 hour) or tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) (10 mg in 100 mL saline over 1 hour) may be administered through a microcatheter inserted via the internal carotid artery intracranially up to middle cerebral artery level or via an indwelling shunt.17–20 These reports are anecdotal, but offer encouraging results (Fig. 14.2). It must be remembered, however, that postoperative neurological deficits caused by ‘embolic showers’ are likely to be made up of cholesterol–platelet–fibrin aggregates, and in this setting thrombolytic agents may have little benefit. Continued investigation of this therapeutic approach is, nevertheless, warranted.

When a pulseless, thrombosed endarterectomy site is found, the common and external carotid arteries are cross-clamped, the endarterectomy site is opened, and the internal carotid artery is allowed to back-bleed freely in the hope of washing out any thromboembolic material. If no back-bleeding occurs, thromboembolecotomy using a no. 2 Fogarty catheter, and very gently executed to avoid cavernous sinus injury, is appropriate. Once back-bleeding is established, a temporary shunt is inserted to ensure restoration of cerebral blood flow. Technical errors should be corrected but, unfortunately, these may not always be found. The arteriotomy should be closed with a patch graft or the artery replaced with saphenous vein depending on the condition of the artery. A completion arteriogram is then mandatory.

As mentioned above, four endarterectomy sites were thrombosed by white clot composed of platelet–fibrin aggregates. This was probably heparin induced thrombocytopenic thrombosis caused by either heparin dependent platelet membrane antibodies, which induce platelet aggregation in the present of heparin,21,22 or a disequilibrium in the balance of the prostaglandin systems (thromboxane A2 and prostacyclin), affecting platelet proaggregation and disaggregation activity. Not a great deal of information exists on the ‘white clot syndrome’ after CEA, but faced with such a problem the wisest course of action may be systemic infusion of low molecular weight dextran, replacement of the endarterectomised segment with saphenous vein and adjunctive use of clopidogrel or ticlopidine.

---

Figure 14.1 Management schema in post-carotid endarterectomy stroke.
TIA, transient ischaemic attack; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator.
When a profound deficit in the form of a suspected stroke occurs upon ‘awakening’ from anaesthesia, the patient is immediately reanaesthetised and the wound reopened. If the deficit becomes apparent in the recovery room, the patient is immediately returned to the operating room and the steps shown in the algorithm in Fig. 14.1 are followed. The ‘take home’ message from the algorithm is that the safest and most expeditious step in managing these patients is immediate wound exploration in the operating room. Once in the operating room, arteriography, carotid exploration, thrombolytic therapy or any combination of these may be performed without delay.

In our experience the incidence of postoperative neurological deficits when CEA was performed with a shunt, without a shunt or under EEG surveillance has not been statistically different (see above). The concept of inadequate cerebral collateral flow during CEA, therefore, cannot be incriminated as the cause of the postoperative neurological complications. Technical errors causing carotid thrombosis or cerebral embolism rather than inadequate collateral cerebral flow, account for most cases of neurological deficit after CEA. When an early postoperative neurological deficit does occur, however, the most appropriate management is the immediate return of the patient to the operating room, which provides the opportunity to confirm the diagnosis and to take appropriate action. Although immediate reoperation is mandatory, the clinical outcome may not be significantly altered by this course of action.23,24

**LATE NEUROLOGICAL DEFICITS**

Late neurological deficit after CEA, which occurs in a very small percentage of patients, is represented by two pathological entities, namely, the cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome and intracerebral haemorrhage. Risk factors which place patients at risk of developing hyperperfusion syndromes are as follows: the relief of a high grade, preocclusive stenosis in the presence of a contralateral occlusion or contralateral high grade stenosis, recent (<3 months) contralateral CEA, a history of hypertension, postoperative use of systemic anticoagulants, an increase in cerebral blood flow of 100 per cent or more measured at the time of operation and patterns of cerebrovascular chronic hyperperfusion.25,26 In areas of chronic cerebral ischaemia the ‘autoregulatory mechanism’ involving the intracerebral arterial system is known to be impaired. Brain tissue normally has the ability to resist changes in blood flow by the reflex contraction and relaxation of the intracerebral vessels as blood pressure increases. In the chronically ischaemic brain, this autoregulatory mechanism is lost and the arteriolar vessels tend to remain maximally dilated. With restoration of flow into a preocclusive internal carotid artery the delicate intracerebral small vasculature is suddenly exposed to an uncontrolled high pressure head.

**Technical errors account for most postoperative strokes**

**The late development of a neurological deficit points to a diagnosis of cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome or intracerebral haemorrhage**

The onset of symptoms associated with a hyperperfusion syndrome is heralded by a hemicranial vascular
headache ipsilateral to the side of the endarterectomy. Additionally, the patient may experience uncontrollable hypertension, seizures and migrainous episodes associated with visual disturbances such as flashing lights or scotoma. The treatment for these symptoms is appropriate blood pressure control, possibly steroids to help stabilise the blood–brain barrier and antiseizure medication when indicated. Considering the possible risk of intracerebral haemorrhage, it is safest to avoid any type of analgesic which has anticoagulant or antiplatelet effects.

Cerebral CT scan and EEG studies may be of benefit for establishing a diagnosis of the cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome. A postoperative CT scan may demonstrate patchy oedema, and an EEG demonstrates paroxysmal lateralising epileptiform discharges (PLEDs) ipsilateral to the side of endarterectomy, indicating a localised focus of irritability. A transient neurological deficit is occasionally seen with a hyperperfusion syndrome and is almost exclusively a post-tectal paresis. Transcranial Doppler (TCD) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may prove useful in establishing a definitive diagnosis of the hyperperfusion syndrome. Transcranial Doppler normally shows a return of velocities in the middle cerebral artery to the 40 mL/s range after a period of reactive hyperaemia. A greater than 100 per cent increase in peak velocity or pulsatility index of the middle cerebral artery compared with baseline values is consistent with the hyperperfusion syndrome. Meticulous blood pressure control in these patients is essential.

Intracerebral haemorrhage is the most feared sequela of the hyperperfusion syndrome. Risk factors associated with intracerebral haemorrhage are virtually identical to the hyperperfusion syndrome and include recent cerebral infarction, hypertension, relief of a high grade, preocclusive stenosis associated with drastic increases in cerebral blood flow and the use of anticoagulants. Presenting symptoms of intracerebral haemorrhage, which also occurs 3–7 days after endarterectomy are severe hemicranial headache, seizures, severe unremitting hypertension and a dilated unilateral pupil.

Treatment is again symptomatic, but the most appropriate approach ought to be preventive, first, by recognising the symptoms and second, by controlling the patient’s blood pressure effectively, because once haemorrhage occurs, herniation and death are all too common. The rate of incidence of intracerebral haemorrhage after CEA is less than 0.5 per cent.

In summary, the symptom of severe hemicranial headache after CEA mandates swift evaluation and CT, MRI, TCD, anticoagulation profile and an EEG are appropriate. If the EEG reveals lateralisising paroxysmal activity, the TCD demonstrates consistently elevated velocities or the CT/MRI shows patchy oedema, the patient may be started on anticonvulsants; any antiplatelet or anticoagulant medication is stopped and blood pressure is carefully controlled.

Severe hemicranial headaches after CEA often herald the cerebral hyperfusion syndrome

A delayed neurological deficit should be evaluated systematically to establish cause: is it a technical error or an incorrigible event?

In summary, the symptom of severe hemicranial headache after CEA mandates immediate return to the operating room where arteriography, carotid exploration, thrombolytic therapy or a combination of these may be performed without delay. A minor or transient deficit, which resolves in minutes, necessitates urgent colour-flow duplex ultrasonography. If, however, there is any progression of the deficit, prompt return to the operating room is indicated. Late neurological events after CEA, which occur in a very small percentage of patients, are the cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome and intracerebral haemorrhage. These are generally heralded by hypertension and severe hemicranial headache ipsilateral to the side of CEA and are best managed medically.
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THE PROBLEM

Each year between 500 and 1000 per million of the population of northern Europe will suffer limb-threatening ischaemia due to atherosclerotic vascular disease. The majority of these patients present with progressive deterioration in their condition and can be offered elective vascular reconstruction, resulting in limb salvage in up to 90 per cent. Although demanding in terms of hospital resources, revascularisation currently offers the best therapeutic chance of the patient remaining ambulant and independent. Importantly, it is highly cost-effective when compared with amputation.

Of the cohort of patients suffering severe limb ischaemia, a certain proportion, 20 per cent in most centres, present with a precipitate worsening of the condition requiring urgent or emergency intervention. When limb blood flow becomes insufficient to support resting tissue metabolism, a cascade of changes commences at the cellular level, which, if not reversed, will lead inevitably to tissue necrosis (see Chapter 2). Early detection is therefore vital if revascularisation is to succeed. Acute limb-threatening ischaemia appears in a variety of guises and its recognition still remains a matter for clinical judgement rather than physiological measurement. In the classic presentation the patient reports that the limb has become painful, cold, immobile and numb, and the surgeon recognises that it is pale and pulseless. Pain, however, may not be reported if the patient is confused, demented or drugged. Similarly, physical signs may be obscured in a traumatised or oedematous limb. When acute deterioration occurs against a background of severe chronic ischaemia, the accompanying changes in symptoms and signs may be subtle and escape notice. While early recognition of impending gangrene is essential, it is just as important for the surgeon to recognise the onset of irreversible tissue death so that futile and potentially hazardous revascularisation procedures are avoided when amputation is the appropriate management.

Acute ischaemia and gangrene may be precipitated by spontaneous thromboembolism, acute deterioration in chronic ischaemia, failure of an established arterial bypass graft (see Chapter 2) or the consequences of either accidental, intentional or iatrogenic arterial trauma (see Chapters 38, 39 and 40). Arterial trauma is discussed elsewhere in this book (see Chapter 33). Intradermal ischaemia producing digital and cutaneous gangrene is characteristic of extensive arterio-vascular thrombosis secondary to diffuse endothelial injury, as seen in some forms of septicemia, immune complex deposition, toxic injection and poorly controlled diabetes (see Chapter 19). Such cases of small vessel occlusion are not amenable to surgical intervention and treatment is supportive.

Aetiology of acute ischaemia

- Spontaneous thromboembolism
- Acute deterioration in chronic ischaemia
- Failure of arterial bypass graft
- Accidental/intentional trauma
- Iatrogenic trauma
- Diffuse endothelial injury – septicemia, immune complex deposition, toxic injection, poorly controlled diabetes
It is important to note a shift in the spectrum of presentation of acute ischaemia. Recent decades have seen a decline in valvular heart disease, with its potential for dispatching emboli into a previously disease-free arterial bed. This decline has been offset by an increased prevalence of ischaemic heart disease that is frequently associated with peripheral vascular disease. Thus, even when the cause of the acute ischaemia is an embolus of cardiac origin, it is likely that this will lodge in an already diseased arterial tree, making simple measures such as balloon embolectomy ineffective.6,7 Acute-on-chronic ischaemia is therefore an increasingly common mode of presentation, affecting an enlarging geriatric and diabetic population, while bypass graft related problems have become more frequent as reconstruction rather than primary amputation becomes the preferred treatment for critical limb ischaemia. The steady increase in the number and complexity of endovascular interventions undertaken in patients with advanced limb ischaemia has been accompanied inevitably by a proportion of complications that can lead to a precipitate worsening of ischaemia. The outcome for such patients presenting with acute and acute-on-chronic ischaemia is in general less favourable than in chronic ischaemia, and it is the management of this subgroup that we seek to address here.

**DIAGNOSIS**

The objectives of diagnosis are to ascertain the cause and severity of ischaemia, determine as far as possible the state of the arteries involved, and consider the patient’s general medical condition, including the possible role of environmental factors. Obtaining a clear history followed by careful clinical examination provides most of the necessary information, and it is upon this that vital decisions regarding reconstruction or amputation are taken. In the context of impending gangrene, vascular imaging through ultrasound and angiography does not play its usual pivotal role. The reasons for this are twofold: first, the urgency of the situation may not allow sufficient time for vascular imaging to be performed, and second, a stagnant vascular bed does not facilitate the provision of satisfactory angiographic or ultrasonic images.

**Clinical history**

The aetiology of the ischaemic episode may be suggested by the clinical history.8 Sudden, spontaneous and unheralded acute ischaemia favours a thromboembolic aetiology, whereas a prior history of claudication and rest pain suggests acute-on-chronic deterioration. Any history of previous vascular intervention warrants detailed interrogation and scrutiny of operative scars and medical records when available. Pain and sensory loss in the limb is usually the predominant symptom but may give way to loss of limb function as the effects of ischaemia progress.

**Clinical examination**

Patients should be examined supine and in a comfortable, warm environment. In assessing the severity of the peripheral perfusion deficit, it is important to take into consideration reversible systemic factors such as dehydration, anaemia, lung disease, heart failure and hypothermia.

**Indicators for urgent revascularisation**

- Peripheral neurosensory loss
- Inability to flex/extend ankle
- Loss of sensation distal to mid-calf

Examination of the affected limb, particularly in comparison with its pair, will help to determine the urgency of the situation. Peripheral neurosensory loss in an ischaemic limb implies that its viability is compromised and that revascularisation needs to be achieved without delay to prevent irreversible damage. In severe cases the patient is completely unable to flex or extend the ankle and there is no preservation of sensation distal to the mid-calf. Waxy pallor of the extremity which persists in full dependency of the limb and is accompanied by coldness, numbness and paralysis indicates a near complete loss of arterial perfusion, requiring urgent correction. Tenderness of the calf muscles suggests the onset of tissue damage whereas induration denotes irreversibility. Whenever there is evidence of muscle paralysis and tenderness, particularly if this is associated with pain on passive stretching, it is likely that cellular ischaemia is established and that muscle reperfusion will be followed by cellular swelling and interstitial oedema, resulting in raised pressure in vulnerable muscle compartments (see Chapter 2). In such cases revascularisation procedures should be followed by fasciotomy.

**Extreme indicators for urgent revascularisation**

- Fixed blotchy cyanosis of skin limited to forefoot and toes
- Waxy pallor persisting with full dependency of extremity
- Coldness, numbness and paralysis of calf muscles
- Tenderness of calf muscles

If in addition to these signs the muscles have a stiff and ‘putty-like’ consistency and the overlying and distal skin exhibits fixed cyanosis, the limb should be considered non-viable and amputation at the appropriate level should be offered. When the distribution of fixed blotchy staining of skin is limited to the forefoot and toes, such a finding in isolation should not deter attempted revascularisation.
Reperfusion of ischaemic skin and digits carries a low risk of systemic complications and superficial or peripheral necrosis of the foot is compatible with recovery. Varying degrees of distal necrosis or superficial ulceration may complicate diverse disorders such as chronic ischaemia, neuropathy, tissue trauma and venous disease and may be regarded as potentially reversible. Digital and cutaneous changes should therefore not influence the decision to revascularise unless they appear sufficiently extensive as to preclude functional rehabilitation.

When placement of the ischaemic foot in a position of maximum dependency produces slow capillary return and there remains some active movement in the calf muscles, then, whether or not the foot remains anaesthetic, there is less immediate urgency to restore perfusion. Assuming facilities are available, there is time for angiography to be undertaken, with a view to evaluating the comparative merits of thrombolysis, angioplasty or reconstruction.

Some patients will present with a limb that already exhibits signs of established irreversible ischaemia. Loss of both movement and sensation, fixed cyanotic staining and tense muscle compartments indicate that the limb is beyond salvage. Attempts to revascularise such a limb are pointless and expose the patient to the systemic complications of reperfusion injury (see Chapter 4), notably pulmonary dysfunction and renal failure (Fig. 15.1) (see Chapter 4). Amputation is then the therapeutic option of choice.

Acute limb ischaemia may occur as an agonal event in some patients, especially in those with advanced malignancy or other severe debilitating disease. The decision to intervene with the limb then has to be balanced against the patient’s overall prognosis and quality of life. We believe that if the patient has potential to use the limb and is likely to survive, even for only a few months, then revascularisation procedures should be considered. The worst scenario is for a patient to spend the last year of his or her life struggling not only with their primary disease but also with the challenge of rehabilitating from an amputation.

Assessment of the severity of limb ischaemia should be accompanied by thorough general examination to detect and evaluate comorbid conditions, particularly those likely to influence oxygen delivery such as shock, dehydration and cardiac or pulmonary insufficiency. Cardiovascular examination should concentrate on the identification of possible sources of embolism and on assessing the condition of the arteries by palpation, auscultation and Doppler insonation.

### Indicators of non-viability of leg

- Fixed cyanosis of overlying and distal skin
- Loss of movement
- Stiff and putty-like consistency of muscles

Vigilance is required when assessing patients suffering from vasospastic and neurological disorders that affect the microvasculature of the extremities. Patients with paraplegia, stroke and poliomyelitis may exhibit changes in skin colour and temperature that bear a superficial resemblance to those of critical ischaemia. Careful assessment of ankle pulses and Doppler-derived ankle systolic pressure should prevent misdiagnosis. Similarly, chronic oedema can make assessment of peripheral arterial perfusion particularly difficult, especially when it is due to a combination of venous and arterial insufficiency.

### Evaluation of arterial status

In patients exhibiting severe acute ischaemia, inspection of the limb with pulse palpation may provide all the necessary evidence to determine the cause and extent of the problem. Comparison of the affected and unaffected limbs is of particular value in distinguishing embolic events from the thrombotic complications of peripheral atherosclerosis. Palpation at the usual sites, i.e. abdomen, groins, knees, ankles and feet, should distinguish not only pulse volume but also note any evidence of mural calcification or aneurysmal dilatation. Palpation of the superficial femoral artery in
the mid-thigh of a thin patient can occasionally localise the level of a femoropopliteal block. Detection of an arterial thrill or bruit can assist in the localisation of stenoses.

**Portable Doppler ultrasound examination**

With the patient in the supine position, insonation of the leg arteries with a handheld Doppler probe (8 MHz) can yield valuable information. In the groin the presence of a tapping signal is indicative of downstream occlusion in the common, superficial or profunda femoris arteries and the level of occlusion may be detected by insonation of the superficial femoral artery along the subsartorial canal and into the popliteal fossa. The presence of a palpable popliteal pulse with a 'pistol shot' Doppler signal is suggestive of a recent thromboembolic occlusion at the trifurcation of the popliteal artery (Fig. 15.2). Insonation of the tibial arteries is easiest at the malleolar level and allows calf sphygmomanometry to be employed to derive the ankle systolic blood pressure.

Ankle pressure values obtained by calf compression, however, can be elevated erroneously by loss of arterial wall compliance. This occurs most often in patients with diabetes or with chronic renal failure but it also occurs to some extent in all patients with peripheral vascular disease. When calf derived ankle systolic blood pressure appears to be at variance with the clinical picture, the limb should be elevated (Fig. 15.3) while insonating one of the ankle arteries with the Doppler probe. If the signal disappears reproducibly at a certain height of elevation above the heart, this indicates that the perfusion pressure at this level is equivalent to the height of elevation expressed as cm of water (1 mm pressure of mercury is equivalent to 1.36 cm water). In any limb the maximum recording of elevation pressure is limited by its length and therefore pressures exceeding around 50 mmHg are unrecordable.

In the presence of symptomatic ischaemia, more detailed information concerning the state of the infrapopliteal arteries can be obtained by enlisting gravity in order to maximise distal perfusion pressure. The patient should be repositioned sitting up with both legs hanging in dependency over the edge of the bed. All three crural arteries should be insonated in the lower third of the calf, the peroneal artery being located by compressing the probe into the soft tissues posteromedial to the fibula. Under conditions of impending gangrene arterial signals may be so damped as to resemble venous signals. A distinction can be made, however, by continuing insonation while delivering a sharp squeeze to the foot. Augmentation of the signal suggests it is of venous origin and diminution arterial.

An understanding of the anatomy and interrelationships of the crural and pedal arteries is essential in the optimal surgical management of the ischaemic foot. This understanding is enhanced by habitual use of dependent Doppler insonation to map these arteries in both health and disease.

At the level of the ankle joint the dorsalis pedis artery lies immediately deep to the tendon of extensor hallucis longus but as it enters the foot the artery emerges lateral to this tendon to lie on the dorsal convexity of the foot. The
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*Figure 15.2*  
Doppler waveform from a vessel proximal to an acute occlusion

*Figure 15.3*  
Limb being elevated and ankle vessel being insonated with an ultrasound probe; the signal will disappear if the perfusion pressure is exceeded (the ‘pole test’).
dorsalis pedis artery ends by entering the first metatarsal space to become the deep plantar artery.

The posterior tibial artery is insonated about 1 cm posterior to the tibial border and when patent can be traced under the medial malleolus into the foot. As it runs deep to the belly of adductor hallucis muscle it divides into its medial and lateral plantar branches, which are often difficult to trace.

The peroneal artery divides into its anterior and posterior communicating branches 2–3 cm proximal to the ankle joint. The anterior branch penetrates the interosseous membrane and runs distally onto the foot on the anterior surface of the lateral malleolus, where it is normally palpable. In the foot it communicates with the dorsalis pedis artery before anastomosing with the lateral end of the arcades that links the bases of the metatarsals. The posterior peroneal artery branch passes distally about 1 cm parallel to the posterior and inferior border of the lateral malleolus. It gives off a posterior communicating branch which passes between the back of the ankle joint and the tendo Achilles to join the posterior tibial artery before descending into the foot, where under normal conditions it may be palpated subcutaneously on the lateral aspect of the calcaneum. It then winds under the arch of the calcaneum to enter the foot where it terminates by anastomosing with branches of the lateral plantar artery in the sole of the foot.

The major component of the pedal arch is the deep plantar artery which links the dorsal and plantar metatarsal arcades through the first intermetatarsal space. This artery should be insonated with the probe placed over the base of the first intermetatarsal space. If an arterial flow signal is obtained, digital compression of the ankle arteries one by one should determine which is the dominant vessel supplying the pedal arch. When the dominant artery is compressed the pedal arch signal will disappear then return on release. Conversely, when the non-dominant artery is compressed the strength of the deep plantar signal may be enhanced. When neither the anterior nor the posterior tibial appears dominant the peroneal trunk should be occluded by digital compression posteromedial to the fibula. Whichever crural artery seems to provide dominant inflow to the deep plantar should be considered the best outflow when distal bypass is required.\textsuperscript{11}

Unfortunately, in acute and severe ischaemia arterial Doppler signals are often unobtainable even with the limb dependent and the patient warm and hydrated. This situation provides a useful index of the severity of ischaemia but no clue as to run-off anatomy.

**PATIENT AND TREATMENT SELECTION**

Surgical intervention carries risk for the patient and is expensive in time and materials. The worst outcome for the patient and the least economical for the community is a failed bypass that results in amputation. For these reasons it is important to be realistic in selecting patients for surgery. In a one-year prospective audit in two centres we found that factors associated with a poor outcome were previous bypass surgery, absence of suitable vein for a bypass conduit, extensive ulceration of the foot and absence of an identifiable pedal arch with dependent Doppler. Diabetes mellitus was not associated with any worse outcome. A good outcome in terms of rehabilitation following either reconstruction or amputation could be predicted prior to intervention from the level of social support available, such as that from a partner living with the patient, and from the mental state of the patient.

The role of subintimal angioplasty (SIA) remains controversial. Most published reports fail to provide sufficient haemodynamic, anatomical or follow-up detail to enable valid comparisons to be made with surgical series. In units where access to both SIA and infrapopliteal bypass is unrestricted, selection of a preferred option can usually be made on the basis of clinical and angiographic criteria. In a significant proportion of patients presenting with acute ischaemia SIA is impracticable, for instance in multisegment iliofemoral occlusion, aneurysmal disease or severe acute ischaemia with fresh thrombus. When there is apparent equipoise in the potential application of the two techniques their relative merits have not yet been compared. This issue is now the subject of a randomised prospective study in the UK. Most reports seem to agree that failed SIA does not compromise subsequent attempts at bypass surgery so a rational policy when both alternatives are applicable would be either to randomise or to attempt SIA as the first line of treatment?

### Questions in decision making

- Revascularisation or amputation?
- Will limb loss lead to patient’s deterioration?
- Is effective treatment available to save the leg?
- Potential success/difficulty of chosen method of revascularisation?
- Fitness for anaesthesia either by GA or LA?

The decision on whether to proceed with any vascular intervention rests on the answers to two questions: first, whether the patient’s overall situation will deteroriate if the limb is lost, and second, whether there is an effective treatment available. If the answer to either question is negative then the intervention should not be considered. If both answers are affirmative it still remains to weigh the difficulty and potential success of the intervention as well as its predictable mortality and morbidity. The alternatives of palliative therapy, percutaneous recanalisation, surgical bypass or primary amputation may all merit consideration. Of these, amputation remains the only irrevocable step although when it offers the patient the best prospect for recovery it should be adopted in a spirit of optimism. The
concept of the ‘unreconstructable leg’ is flexible and open to biased interpretation and therefore it should legitimately be restricted to patients in whom arteriography has shown extensive infrapopliteal occlusion with good distal contrast filling but no axial arteries shown in the calf or the foot. Most patients in this category will be suffering from diabetes mellitus or Buerger’s disease or thromboangiitis obliterans (see Chapter 42). Fitness for anaesthesia should not be used as an argument for amputation in preference to bypass; regional and local anaesthetic techniques are applicable to both. The limited life expectancy of the vascular patient has been deployed, with some justice, as an argument in favour of SIA, which often confers only short term benefit. Distal bypass is undoubtedly a more durable option but the potential for perioperative complication is greater.

The case for preintervention investigation

When initial clinical and Doppler assessment suggest that revascularisation is appropriate, further investigation should be considered with the objective of clarifying pathological anatomy and determining interventional strategy, whether thrombolysis, angioplasty or reconstruction. If, despite a normal femoral pulse, the foot remains cold and anaesthetic and ankle Doppler signals are unobtainable in dependency then the two points mentioned previously should be recalled: first, that there may be much less than a 12-hour window before the onset of muscle necrosis and second, that transfemoral arteriography is very unlikely to yield diagnostic images of the infrapopliteal arteries. In a significant proportion of patients presenting with impending gangrene, however, there is some evidence of continuing distal perfusion. In these cases vascular imaging is helpful in planning operative intervention and essential whenever percutaneous intervention is considered feasible.

Duplex ultrasonography

Colour flow duplex ultrasound scanning has been proved as a reliable means of determining the extent of femoropopliteal occlusive disease. It, therefore, has a major role in the non-invasive selection of cases that appear suitable for angioplasty. Claims have been made for the superiority of duplex over dependent Doppler for the evaluation of the infrapopliteal and pedal arteries. We remain unconvinced and continue to be swayed by the accessibility and simplicity of Doppler. Duplex ultrasound scanning requires special technical skills so may not be available out of hours.

Aneurysms of the femoral and popliteal arteries can be assessed with accuracy and the presence and extent of arterial and venous thrombus can be recorded. Duplex ultrasound is less reliable in the assessment of the aortoiliac segment, particularly in obese patients.

In all but the thinnest legs it is helpful to request ultrasound mapping of the long saphenous vein. This may facilitate vein harvesting and also aids strategy in those patients in whom the vein is absent or unsuitable and alternative sources of vein need to be identified.

Angiography

If time and the condition of the limb allows, angiography should be arranged. On the basis of the history and clinical examination it is often difficult to discern whether the patient has suffered an embolic or thrombotic event. If angiography reveals a simple embolus, the decision whether to proceed to catheter directed thrombolysis (CDT) or to surgical removal of clot will depend on clinical urgency (surgery is usually the quicker option), the relative availability of surgeon or radiologist and the presence or otherwise of contraindications to thrombolysis (see Chapter 16). Balloon embolectomy for acute limb ischaemia can be undertaken in most cases with reasonable expectation of a good result (Fig. 15.4). Conversely, if atherosclerotic occlusive disease is discovered, complex reconstruction may be required.

Investigation and assessment

- Doppler pressures/waveforms – simple and accessible
- Colour flow duplex scanning – not always available out of hours
- Ultrasound mapping of long saphenous vein
- Angiography – transfemoral (ipsilateral) orthograde ± CDT of embolus, (contralateral)
If the patient has a palpable femoral pulse on the side of the affected limb, ipsilateral orthograde transfemoral angiography should be undertaken, since its greater selectivity reduces contrast load and facilitates more detailed distal imaging. It is also the preferred point of access if percutaneous intervention is contemplated. Retrograde arteriography via the contralateral groin is an effective alternative. If neither femoral pulse is palpable, we favour brachial catheterisation and in over 250 cases have had only one episode of brachial artery injury. Intravenous DSA has in our experience not been particularly helpful in the emergency situation as unfit patients are seldom able to tolerate the large volumes of contrast necessary.

If the angiogram reveals underlying thrombus, a guidewire is passed into the thrombus, which is agitated, and a catheter is then passed along the guidewire. We currently use tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) delivered as a 5 mg bolus three times 30 minutes apart or as a low dose infusion (0.5 mg/hour). We found that the local complication rate became unacceptable after the catheter had been in place more than 24 hours and now no longer continue infusions beyond that period. If lysis reveals a lesion suitable to angioplasty, this is carried out at the same time. Often, however, the angiogram will reveal extensive distal disease that is only amenable to bypass surgery. These issues are dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 16.

Angioplasty for inflow occlusion

If a stenosis or short occlusion of the iliac artery is discovered in association with extensive distal disease, we favour angioplasty of the iliac lesion at the time of angiography, proceeding to distal surgery when necessary. If percutaneous access is difficult or the haemodynamic significance of the lesion is difficult to ascertain, peroperative angioplasty (PTA) can also be undertaken (see below). Extensive aortofemoral atheroma may warrant surgical treatment, either bypass or endarterectomy, as described below.

The choice between angioplasty and bypass has generated a shifting debate in recent years, although in the emergency situation the decision may be dictated by manpower logistics, reflecting the scarcity of skilled interventional radiologists in many centres. The planning of emergency revascularisation procedures involves matching the patient’s condition, both arterial and general, to the resources, skills and experience of the vascular department, in order to achieve the best outcome for the individual.

Magnetic resonance angiography

With improvements in magnetic resonance technology we find this an increasingly useful tool, particularly for imaging the distal vessels (Fig. 15.5). It is ideal in patients with impaired renal function or those in whom arterial access is limited. The investigation can be disturbing to some elderly patients and access to the equipment may be difficult, especially in the emergency situation.

Peroperative angiography

In some patients with advanced ischaemia of the limb, time and haemodynamics do not favour a preoperative angiogram and in such cases intraoperative prebypass arteriography may be considered. In the presence of severe acute ischaemia distal perfusion may be so stagnant that direct intrafemoral injection of contrast fails to provide diagnostic images of the infrapopliteal segment. Under these circumstances it is preferable to clear femoral thrombus before embarking on angiography, or alternatively to choose a more distal injection point such as the below-knee popliteal artery. Fortunately, in most patients residual distal perfusion is sufficient to permit the distribution of contrast and so achieve satisfactory images via the common femoral artery. A 19 gauge butterfly needle is inserted into the artery, and 40 mL
non-ionic X-ray contrast (Ultravist, Schering AG, Berlin, Germany) is injected by hand as rapidly as possible with the femoral artery cross-clamped above the needle. If an image intensifier is not available an X-ray plate is wrapped and placed beneath the calf and a single film obtained 5–10 seconds after injecting the contrast; the more severe and distal the ischaemia, the longer the delay. Some external rotation of the calf improves the perspective. This technique seldom fails to reveal the distal run-off vessels. Failure to obtain clear images implies either a technical failure with the contrast injection or an underestimate of the severity of distal ischaemia.

Intraoperative arteriography can be of value when a distal vessel has been explored but it is unclear whether the outflow bed is satisfactory. At the popliteal artery level, we use the same technique as for the femoral but reduce the X-ray contrast to 20 mL. Similarly, at the level of the calf and ankle, 10 mL of contrast is injected through a 21 gauge cannula (Venflon) via an arteriotomy. This technique is useful in seeking to confirm that the selected run-off vessel communicates with the pedal arch (Fig. 15.6).

**SURGICAL INTERVENTION**

**General supportive measures**

The main concern should be to restore adequate blood supply to the limb as soon as possible. Most patients fortunately present with a cold painful foot in which there is some preservation of calf muscle function and only partial loss of sensation. This provides a window of a few hours for assessment and preparation during which time optimisation of the patient’s general condition may be achieved. Marginal improvement may occur after admission to hospital with adequate analgesia and correction of any fluid depletion. Simple measures such as nursing the foot in dependency, intravenous dextran 40 (500 mL in normal saline over 4 hours) and inspired oxygen (28 per cent) may allow a well-developed collateral circulation to compensate. This may gain time for preintervention investigation of the patient.

**Anaesthesia**

Patients at imminent risk of limb gangrene are likely to be systemically unwell and are at increased risk of ischaemic heart disease, so that the early involvement of an experienced anaesthetist is advisable, both to help prepare the patient and to select the appropriate method of anaesthesia.

In our practice epidural anaesthesia is the favoured approach, particularly in patients with chronic obstructive airways disease. Spinal anaesthesia has the advantage of speed and simplicity and is useful for amputation procedures. Because its duration is limited to 2 hours it is generally unsuited to the uncertainties of revascularisation surgery. The ease of prolongation of epidural anaesthesia is a distinct advantage in lower limb vascular reconstruction and provides the option of maintaining good postoperative analgesia without suppressing respiratory function. When used in this way, bladder catheterisation and vigilant nursing care of pressure areas are essential. Epidural anaesthesia must be used with particular care in patients with ischaemic heart disease, in whom blood pressure must be rigorously controlled to avoid coronary hypoperfusion. Epidural anaesthesia also carries a small risk of spinal haematoma so should be avoided or used with caution whenever there is a possibility of impaired coagulation.

Inhalational anaesthesia is acceptable for many patients and can be used in combination with epidural anaesthesia, when analgesic requirements are reduced. There remains a difficult cohort of patients in whom neither neuraxial nor inhalational anaesthesia is safe or practicable. These include patients with myocardial instability, severe metabolic and renal dysfunction, coagulopathy and spinal deformity.

Fortunately, nearly all infrainguinal reconstructions can be carried out under local anaesthesia. Expertise in
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**Figure 15.6** Operative angiogram via proximal posterior tibial artery showing disease in the posterior tibial vessel at the ankle, which supplies the pedal arch and fills the peroneal artery via the posterior and anterior communicating branches; the dorsalis pedis artery is occluded; the proximal peroneal artery was used for distal run-off with a good result.
carrying out percutaneous femoral, obturator and sciatic nerve block is useful but not essential and our favoured technique requires no special training or equipment. Prilocaine 0.5 per cent is used to infiltrate the skin and subcutaneous tissues in the groin; deeper infiltration lateral to the femoral pulse should block the medial and anterior sensory branches of the femoral nerve, so that it is rarely necessary to perform supplementary infiltration in order to expose the long saphenous vein in the thigh and calf. Next the skin and subcutaneous tissues of the distal medial thigh are infiltrated to allow a medial approach to the above-knee popliteal artery. Some additional infiltration of muscle fascia is usually required in order to dissect with a finger deep and posterior to the artery until the sciatic nerve is palpated, lying on the surface of the biceps femoris muscle. The nerve is then hooked round the forefinger and injected slowly and gently with around 10 mL of 0.5 per cent prilocaine so that the nerve trunk is felt to disappear. This injection usually produces momentary discomfort but within a minute will induce complete distal anaesthesia for 2–4 hours, with no adverse neurological sequelae. Provided that this manoeuvre is performed sufficiently proximal to include the lateral popliteal nerve, as is nearly always the case, no further anaesthesia is required and it is notable that patients who have been suffering severe ischaemic pain will often relax and sleep. Adjunctive sedation is not necessary with this form of anaesthesia and may produce disinhibition and restlessness. By this means it should be possible to achieve sufficient anaesthesia for any infrapopliteal reconstruction with around 80 mL of 0.5 per cent prilocaine.

When only infrapopliteal reconstruction is required the below-knee popliteal artery can be exposed using local infiltration of the skin, fat and fascia with 0.5 per cent prilocaine. The posterior tibial nerve will be sighted as it lies superficial to the neck of the fibula. Occasionally revascularisation at ankle level only is required, usually as a result of distal thromboembolism complicating a more proximal surgical or endovascular intervention. Microtibial embolectomy can then be accomplished under formal ankle block or by simple subcutaneous infiltration over the malleolar portions of the anterior and posterior tibial arteries.13

Extra-anatomical procedures such as cross-femoral and axillofemoral bypass can be carried out with the help of local infiltration anaesthesia. However, the length of the subcutaneous tunnel in axillofemoral bypass is too great for local anaesthesia alone. Temporary supplementation using inhalational agents or ketamine will enable the tunnelling procedure to be covered.

**Operation: general considerations**

Systemic anticoagulant cover is not used routinely except in patients with suspected thromboembolic disease, when intravenous heparin is given by bolus and infusion to achieve perioperatively a partial thromboplastin ratio of around × 2 control. In general we favour the intraoperative use of a local flush comprising Hartmann’s solution with heparin added at a concentration of 10 units/mL. Prophylactic antibiotic cover is administered routinely intraoperatively, commencing on induction of anaesthesia and continuing with two or more postoperative doses according to clinical circumstance. Our usual regimen is flucloxacillin 500 mg, metronidazole 400 mg and gentamicin 120 mg, unless the patient has renal impairment, but combination and dosage can vary.

The first step in most patients is exposure of the femoral artery and its branches, affording an opportunity for intraoperative arteriography when appropriate. If the femoral pulse is of normal volume, attention is directed towards distal reconstruction. If the common femoral pulse is inadequate due to local atheroma then local femoral endarterectomy should be planned.

Some patients may present with impending gangrene despite the presence of a palpable popliteal or superficial femoral pulse. In such cases, as well as those in whom the cause of ischaemia is known to be an aneurysm of the popliteal artery, the level of the initial exposure should be as dictated by the clinical picture. Whether at femoral or popliteal level, the object of the exposure should be to assess the condition of the artery wall, to gain all possible insight into the cause of ischaemia and to obtain sufficient control to facilitate all potential manoeuvres, whether diagnostic or therapeutic.

Care should be taken during arterial exposure to preserve the long saphenous vein and to consider the most appropriate orientation of the proposed arteriotomy, whether transverse, oblique or, as is usually the case, longitudinal. The use of transverse or oblique arteriotomy should be restricted to simple embolectomy procedures in arteries that appear free of atheroma. In this situation they have the advantage of easy closure without recourse to patching, and the use of interrupted suture technique will avoid any risk of stenosis.

**Inflow procedures**

If the external iliac pulse is weak and it is unclear whether downflow will prove sufficient to support a distal reconstruction, then femoral arterial pressure can be measured by direct cannulation with a 19 gauge needle connected to a pressure transducer. If this shows a normal arterial pressure compared with upper limb pressure, 30 mg papaverine is injected. A fall in pressure of greater than 30 mmHg is deemed an indication for an inflow procedure.
If adequate in-theatre imaging is available on-table angioplasty can be carried out. This can be difficult to achieve, especially if the femoral artery has been opened. In extreme situations a catheter may be passed up the iliac artery and withdrawn so as to measure the pressure gradient, permitting blind angioplasty to be performed at the site of pressure fall.

When an unexpectedly weak femoral pulse persists after local disobliteration of the common femoral artery and, if necessary, retrograde external iliac endarterectomy, the problem is most likely to involve the whole length of the external iliac artery and may extend into the common iliac. If the contralateral femoral pulse is of normal volume then cross-femoral bypass may be the best and safest operation. However when the patient is under a general or epidural anaesthetic and there is a satisfactory pulse at the aortic bifurcation the various options of iliofemoral revascularisation may be preferred. An ipsilateral oblique iliac incision provides good extraperitoneal exposure of the iliac bifurcation and palpation will convey a good impression of the density of atheroma and degree and extent of arterial calcification. In the majority of patients it will be possible to use external finger fracture to dissect and dislodge the core of atheroma from the external iliac artery and to squeeze it out through the open common femoral. If there is significant common iliac atheroma or thrombus this can be treated in similar fashion provided that the aortic bifurcation is judged to be compressible. The internal iliac artery should be clamped during the process of finger fracture to protect it from embolisation. The core of common iliac atheroma/thrombus will require fragmentation in order for it to be extruded down the external iliac. This process of pulsion endarterectomy should be continued until all luminal obstruction is eliminated and a uniformly soft, pulsatile segment can be palpated down to the common femoral. Proximal clamping should not be required, although intermittent distal clamping is required for haemostasis; the arterial pulse then aids extrusion of atheromatous fragments. In the presence of significant arterial calcification this technique is inappropriate and conventional iliofemoral bypass using a prosthetic graft is preferred. The advantage of pulsion endarterectomy is its speed and convenience through a limited exposure and the avoidance of prosthetic material, which carries increased potential for infective complications.

When clinical or angiographic assessment indicates that there is significant stenosis or occlusion at or proximal to the aortic bifurcation then iliofemoral or femoro-femoral procedures will be insufficient. Endovascular treatment is, at present, unlikely to be effective in these circumstances. Surgical options are likely to involve bypass reconstruction, obtaining inflow from the abdominal aortic or axillary artery level.

It is rare for removal of a saddle embolus from the aortic bifurcation to be achieved successfully by the retrograde transfemoral deployment of balloon embolectomy catheters. Acute ischaemia associated with loss of both femoral pulses is much more likely to result from thrombotic occlusion of a grossly atheromatous aortoiliac segment. Recanalisation or bypass is usually required. Aortofemoral endarterectomy has the reputation of being bloody and unreliable whereas bypass procedures are tried and tested. The choice or aortic or axillary artery inflow will balance the better long term patency of aortofemoral reconstruction against the reduced anaesthetic requirements and lower mortality of axillofemoral bypass. When utilising aortic inflow, access to the infrarenal aorta may be either direct or retroperitoneal. The latter trades some limitation of access for a reduction in postoperative ileus and wound pain.

As with all suprarenal inflow procedures, long term patency demands unimpeded outflow beyond the common femoral bifurcation. Achieving this may necessitate the addition of measures such as profundaplasty, the tackling of superficial femoral plaque or immediate sequential infrainguinal bypass.

**Operation: inflow procedures**

- On-table iliac angioplasty
- Retrograde iliac embolectomy/endarterectomy
- Iliofemoral bypass
- Femoro-femoral crossover bypass
- Aortofemoral endarterectomy
- Aortofemoral bypass
- Axillofemoral bypass

**Staged in situ bypass**

When revascularisation at femoral level is achieved, whether as a consequence of inflow reconstruction or following a femoral embolectomy, the adequacy of distal perfusion can be predicted from observation of the femoral outflow or from knowledge of the status of the distal vascular tree. On rare occasions this prediction may be difficult and the surgeon is then faced with the dilemma as to whether or not it is necessary to proceed to immediate distal bypass in order to achieve limb salvage. A policy of ‘wait and see’ may lead to persisting distal ischaemia, which may in turn lead to compartment syndrome, tissue loss (see Chapter 2) or an untimely rush back to the operating theatre to reopen the groin incision and add a distal bypass.

A useful compromise in this situation is to mobilise the proximal end of the long saphenous vein and to use it to close the femoral arteriotomy, as for in situ bypass. Any accessible valves in the vein should be destroyed first by using scissors or by probing in order to procure some limited fistulous outflow. In this way the option of proceeding to distal bypass is reserved and can be implemented at any time, using local anaesthesia, without recourse to reopening the
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arteriography and informed exploration fail to discover
any artery capable of supporting a graft, an intraoperative
decision to abandon bypass in favour of primary amputa-
tion may have to be taken. Ideally such situations should be
foreseen and the patient counselled and consented in
advance. In general the prospect of salvaging the limb by
bypass reconstruction should not be abandoned until the
peroneal artery has been explored in the distal calf or the
dorsalis pedis and lateral plantar arteries in the foot. When
faced with a difficult intraoperative dilemma, the surgeon
should keep in mind the basic principle that correction of
critical ischaemia demands the restoration of pulsatile flow
across two anatomical levels. Thus if the femoral pulse was
palpable at the outset, the graft will have to cross the
adductor hiatus and the popliteal trifurcation to perfuse a
crural artery. If the popliteal pulse was still palpable, the
bypass will have to cross the popliteal trifurcation and the
malleolar anastomosis to reach a pedal artery.

Once the distal outflow site is selected, the vein graft can
be cut to length and downflow established. When using the
long saphenous in our favoured non-reversed configur-
we proceed as follows: on completion of the proximal
anastomosis a valvulotome (Hall, Cardial, Le Maitre, etc)
is passed up the distal end of the vein to the femoral artery
anastomosis and then withdrawn. Each time the valve cut-
ter engages the valve cusp, its position on the skin is
marked. When all valve cusps have been cut the vein graft
is explored through short, discontinuous incisions at the
sites of the valves. We have found that the majority of valve
branches can be identified at these points and ligated.
Following this a retrograde irrigation test or ‘squirt’ test is
performed. The thumb and finger of the assistant occlude
the vein graft through the incisions in the limb, and retro-
grade irrigation using heparinised Hartmann solution is
carried out. If it is not possible to irrigate and the assistant
feels transmitted pressure waves between the thumb and
finger, it is assumed that no branches exist, and the assist-
ant moves up to the next incision until the femoral anasto-
omosis is reached.14 We believe that the use of short,
discontinuous incisions produces fewer wound complica-
tions, particularly in frail elderly patients with advanced
ischaemia.

For crural and pedal anastomosis, haemostasis is best
achieved with microvascular clamps or silastic slings and
we have not found any advantage in the use of tourniquets.
Usually 6-0 or 7-0 monofilament polypropylene material
on an 8 mm curvedatraumatic needle is suitable but 8-0
may be preferable for some delicate pedal anastomoses.
Loupe magnification is desirable (×2.5 or ×3.5) and a
continuous suture line in a ‘short parachute’ config-
uration, commencing at the heel and completing in the mid-
dle of the second panel, is standard.

On release of the clamps some confirmation that graft
flow is adequate and outflow resistance is low should be
sought. Palpation of a distal pulse is reassuring, as is the
detection below the anastomosis of a biphasic Doppler
signal, with continuing flow in diastole. Graft flow in
mL/min can be measured by various methods including

**Distal procedures**

Once satisfactory inflow to the femoral artery has been
confirmed and distal bypass is judged essential, we prefer to
use the long saphenous vein in a non-reversed config-
uration, ensuring that the widest and most proximal section
of the vein is available for anastomosis to the common
dorsal femoral arteriotomy. This may necessitate side-clamping
the femoral vein in order to harvest the long saphenous vein
flush with the common femoral vein, closing the resulting
venotomy with a running suture. When a synchronous
inflow procedure has been performed we employ a side-by-
side technique for the junctional anastomosis, where the
inflow graft and the proximal end of the distal bypass are
anastomosed alongside one another on the common
dorsal femoral arteriotomy. Any accessible valves in the proximal
long saphenous vein should be incised with scissors before
the proximal anastomosis is performed. On completion of
the proximal anastomosis the femoral clamps are removed
to restore flow into the profunda femoris. Palpating the
pulsating proximal portion of the arterialised long saphe-
ous vein provides some index of the quality of the inflow.
Spontaneous thrombosis of this column of blood, which
must remain stagnant until distal outflow is achieved, is
rare and usually points to some thrombotic complication
either proximally or in the vein itself.

It now remains to prepare the distal graft and the out-
flow artery prior to completion of the distal anastomosis; if
two surgeons are collaborating these tasks can be under-
taken synchronously. We no longer believe that it is
important to leave the long saphenous vein undisturbed in
its original bed, although every effort should be made to
minimise its exposure to trauma and ischaemia. When, as
is usually the case, the distal anastomosis is to lie below the
knee joint, we mobilise the vein fully in order to re-route it
through a deep anatomical tunnel, alongside the neurovas-
cular bundle. In this position the graft is unlikely to be
affected by cutaneous wound problems and should not be
subject to abrupt angulation or tissue compression.

The artery selected for distal run-off is exposed, taking
care to avoid damage to venous collaterals by the use of
loupe magnification. Hopefully the artery will be disease
free and compressible and if pricked gently with the point
of a fine blade it will bleed briskly. When these ideals are
knowingly compromised the surgeon should be satisfied that
the artery selected is the best available. Occasionally, when
arteriography and informed exploration fail to discover
any artery capable of supporting a graft, an intraoperative
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Surgical intervention 173
eleven with long saphenous vein grafts. This may be harvested in the vein, which has been shown to yield results comparable to those of the ischaemic limb we have a low threshold for utilising arm veins in order to avoid further incisions being made on the arm. For short deficits, branches of long or short saphenous vein segments can be substituted. However, in order to avoid further incisions being made on the ischaemic limb we have a low threshold for utilising arm veins, which has been shown to yield results comparable to those with long saphenous vein grafts.\(^{15}\) This may be harvested in a variety of configurations. The full length of the cephalic vein from wrist to shoulder will suffice for grafting to the proximal calf. Similar lengths can be obtained from the ulnar/basilic system or by figure of eight combinations of ulnar, cephalic and basilic vein linked by the antecubital vein. Another option is the upper arm loop, comprising cephalic, antecubital and basilic veins, although it should be remembered that in this configuration the valves are orientated in opposite directions in the two main sections of the graft.

In general, the more distal the arm vein the more robust its wall but the more likely that it has been injured by previous cannulation. Although the proximal cephalic vein can seem alarmingly flimsy it usually improves in appearance with gentle dilatation and will withstand arterial pressures when implanted. The basilic vein in the medial upper arm is normally of good calibre but of limited length and in the interest of avoiding arm swelling is best not harvested proximal to its confluence with the axillary vein. In general there is minimal morbidity associated with arm vein harvest, with cutaneous neuropraxia and minor haematoma being the only problems we have experienced. Discontinuous skin incisions should be used over the elbow to avoid contractures. Harvest under local anaesthetic infiltration is acceptable and easily performed in patients undergoing neuraxial anaesthesia.

Veno-venous anastomoses may have to be constructed to obtain significant length. We have not found this to be a particular problem and it is not in our experience associated with an increased incidence of graft stenosis. The problem of the venous valves is little different from that encountered with the long saphenous except that with arm vein the calibre does not usually favour either a reversed or non-reversed configuration. In general we prefer to use the non-reversed configuration. The proximal anastomosis is performed first and the valves lysed with a valvulotome as usual so that the graft can be tunnelled while pulsating in order to reduce the risk of kinks, twists and compression. If using the reversed configuration we prefer to perform the distal anastomosis first in order to discourage the formation of intraluminal thrombus. In the event of graft occlusion, however, the residual valves tend to complicate thromboembolectomy procedures.

### Alternatives to the long saphenous vein

In many patients the long saphenous vein will be found to be inadequate either in its entirety or over short segments, especially around the knee. In others the entire vein may be absent because of prior excision or grafting, in which case it is prudent to request duplex ultrasound scanning of the arms in advance. For short deficits, branches of long or short saphenous vein segments can be substituted. However, in order to avoid further incisions being made on the ischaemic limb we have a low threshold for utilising arm veins, which has been shown to yield results comparable to those with long saphenous vein grafts.\(^{15}\) This may be harvested in a variety of configurations. The full length of the cephalic vein from wrist to shoulder will suffice for grafting to the proximal calf. Similar lengths can be obtained from the ulnar/basilic system or by figure of eight combinations of ulnar, cephalic and basilic vein linked by the antecubital vein. Another option is the upper arm loop, comprising cephalic, antecubital and basilic veins, although it should be remembered that in this configuration the valves are orientated in opposite directions in the two main sections of the graft.

In general, the more distal the arm vein the more robust its wall but the more likely that it has been injured by previous cannulation. Although the proximal cephalic vein can seem alarmingly flimsy it usually improves in appearance with gentle dilatation and will withstand arterial pressures when implanted. The basilic vein in the medial upper arm is normally of good calibre but of limited length and in the interest of avoiding arm swelling is best not harvested proximal to its confluence with the axillary vein. In general there is minimal morbidity associated with arm vein harvest, with cutaneous neuropraxia and minor haematoma being the only problems we have experienced. Discontinuous skin incisions should be used over the elbow to avoid contractures. Harvest under local anaesthetic infiltration is acceptable and easily performed in patients undergoing neuraxial anaesthesia.

Veno-venous anastomoses may have to be constructed to obtain significant length. We have not found this to be a particular problem and it is not in our experience associated with an increased incidence of graft stenosis. The problem of the venous valves is little different from that encountered with the long saphenous except that with arm vein the calibre does not usually favour either a reversed or non-reversed configuration. In general we prefer to use the non-reversed configuration. The proximal anastomosis is performed first and the valves lysed with a valvulotome as usual so that the graft can be tunnelled while pulsating in order to reduce the risk of kinks, twists and compression. If using the reversed configuration we prefer to perform the distal anastomosis first in order to discourage the formation of intraluminal thrombus. In the event of graft occlusion, however, the residual valves tend to complicate thromboembolectomy procedures.

### Alternatives to ipsilateral long saphenous vein

- Branches of long saphenous vein
- Short saphenous vein
- Arm vein – cephalic, ulnar/basilic, antecubital, figure of eight combinations of above, upper arm loop
- Contralateral long saphenous vein

Arm vein is our first alternative to the ipsilateral long saphenous vein, the contralateral long saphenous vein is our second. The reasons for this order of priority are that donor site complications are more frequent and severe in the leg than in the arm and that there is a definite risk that the contralateral leg may develop occlusive disease in the future, requiring the vein for grafting.

If it proves impossible to obtain sufficient vein from any source to construct a femorodistal graft, other options may be considered. Grafts should never be made longer than necessary and if the femoropopliteal segment is patent then it should be used as the inflow site for the graft. Sometimes percutaneous angioplasty, either transluminal or subintimal, will recanalise the femoropopliteal sufficiently to support a popliteal to distal bypass. Similarly we have had occasional success with restoring popliteal inflow by semi-closed superficial femoral endarterectomy, using ring cutters to dissect and remove the core of atheroma. Unfortunately, as with angioplasty, there is a strong tendency towards restenosis. We have found it more reliable in this situation to use a thin-walled polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft, either 6 mm or 8 mm diameter, as a bypass from the common femoral to the above-knee popliteal artery. Ideally there should be angiographic evidence of an isolated patent popliteal segment but we have found when this is not the case that local endarterectomy can restore sufficient lumen to receive an anastomosis and may reopen previously occluded geniculate collaterals. A vein jump graft is then taken from a composite anastomosis alongside the PTFE graft on the popliteal artery to the distal run-off.
vessel, utilising a deep anatomical tunnel to traverse the knee joint. This technique of composite sequential grafting (Fig. 15.7) significantly reduces the amount of vein required and has provided results that are comparable with those of primary long saphenous vein bypass. We endorse the widely held consensus that regards prosthetic bypass to distal arteries as a last resort, with or without the addition of venous cuffs for the distal anastomosis. However, although patency rates for such grafts are consistently low, late failure, after healing of ischaemic lesions has taken place, may not necessarily precipitate recurrence of critical ischaemia. Thus each case must be considered individually.

**Multiple outflow techniques**

The aim of distal reconstruction is to achieve durable restoration of pulsatile flow to a healthy artery in the leg or foot which, through its direct or anastomotic communications, is capable of perfusing all previously ischaemic areas. In practice, this is usually an artery with direct access to the pedal arch. There are, however, a number of cases where identification of such an artery is not obvious. There may be two patent calf arteries below an occluded popliteal which appear to share equal access to the pedal arch, or an isolated popliteal segment may appear to be a more obvious recipient for a distal graft than a distal calf vessel, which seems to perfuse little more than the foot. In such cases it is possible to consider constructing a graft with two outflows, either in a bifurcated configuration (Fig 15.8a) or by utilising a single trunk with sequential anastomoses at two levels, the first side to side and the second end to side (Fig. 15.8b). We have taken an interest in bifurcated and sequential grafts over a number of years and have attempted to derive relevant data on flow and resistance where possible. All that can be said as a consequence is that a second outflow will increase flow in the graft trunk by an average of 30–40 per cent and that there appears to be no increase in morbidity associated with the exercise (which is only undertaken when conditions are favourable). The fact that long term patency in this group appears better than would be expected with grafts having single artery outflow may be attributed to the fact that limbs with greater options for graft outflow constitute an intrinsically privileged subset.
Distal revascularisation procedures

- Staged in situ femorodistal bypass, preferably unreversed (valvulotomy) vein to popliteal (isolated)/crural/pedal artery
- Femoral endarterectomy/percutaneous angiography (transluminal or subintimal) + popliteal-distal bypass
- PTFE femoropopliteal bypass ± popliteal endarterectomy
- Composite femorodistal bypass: PTFE to popliteal + vein jump graft to distal artery
- PTFE femoral/popliteal bypass to distal artery + vein cuff
- Multiple outflow bypass – dual bifurcated configuration/single sequential to distal arteries

SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES

Graft routing

We have already mentioned our preference for routing vein grafts across the knee in a deep anatomical tunnel alongside the popliteal neurovascular bundle, in the interests of avoiding kinking and compression and the potential consequences of wound failure. In distal bypass surgery, about 40 per cent of grafts are anastomosed to the anterior tibial or dorsalis pedis arteries and so have to cross from the popliteal fossa to the anterior tibial compartment. We prefer to make this tunnel through the upper third of the interosseous membrane, close to the route of the anterior tibial artery itself, running the vein graft distally alongside the anterior tibial vessels. A long curved clamp such as a Crafoord aortic clamp is suitable for this purpose but is too rigid to cross the ankle joint and pass under the extensor retinaculum into the foot. When bypassing to the dorsalis pedis we use a flexible tunnelling device such as the non-barbed head of the Cardial valvulotome or a stiffened balloon embolectomy catheter. This can be either used to pull down the graft directly or used to place a ligature with which the graft can be pulled through.

It is occasionally necessary to undertake a re-do bypass from the common femoral to the proximal anterior tibial artery using a free vein graft. For this purpose a lateral subcutaneous tunnel is more direct and avoids scarred tissue planes but it is important to cross the knee in the line of the lateral ligament in order to avoid traction during joint movement.

Microtibial embolectomy

Occlusion of the arteries of the ankle and foot by thromboembolic material is a justifiably feared manifestation of acute lower limb ischaemia. It may be detected angiographically, sometimes as a complication of angioplasty or thrombolysis and is sometimes seen as a result of embolisation from aneurysms of the aorta or of the femoral or popliteal arteries. The term ‘trash foot’ implies distal microembolisation developing during aortic reconstructive procedures. The condition may also develop as a consequence of coagulopathy associated with malignancy or certain types of bacteraemia. The foot is observed to be persistently cold, blotchy and cyanotic despite the presence of an apparently satisfactory popliteal pulse. In these circumstances neither transpopliteal embolectomy nor systemic anticoagulation is effective and limb salvage depends on physical removal of the thrombotic material from the pedal arch. The anterior and posterior tibial arteries are exposed just above the ankle joint using local infiltration anaesthesia and proximal and distal embolectomy is performed through small transverse arteriotomies using a 2 Fr balloon catheter. It is necessary to partially deflate the balloon just prior to its emergence to avoid splitting the arteriotomy. Closure of the arteriotomies with interrupted 8-0 suture material avoids stenosis without recourse to patching. The liberal use of heparinised flushing solutions and of topical antispasmodics such as papaverine helps to prevent rethrombosis. Good results can be achieved when the cause of ischaemia is embolic but patients with spontaneous intravascular thrombosis secondary to malignancy or infection tend to do badly.

Fasciotomy

Successful revascularisation of the severely ischaemic limb will result inevitably in some degree of reactive tissue swelling. Influential variables, apart from the severity and duration of ischaemia, include the state of venous drainage, the position of the limb, the extent of operative trauma and blood loss and the presence of infection. Increases in tissue compartment pressure above 20 mmHg are abnormal, and above 40 mm Hg fasciotomy is mandatory. When calf muscles are found to be paralysed and tender prior to revascularisation, the likelihood of compartment syndrome developing is such as to justify prophylactic fasciotomy. In all other cases it is important to keep a careful watch on the limb in the first 12 hours after revascularisation. Swelling and induration of the calf muscles combined with the elicitation of calf muscle pain on passive stretching constitute grounds for intervention. Compartment pressure can be measured quickly at the bedside using very simple equipment if electronic manometry is not available (Fig. 15.9).

Although semiclosed fasciotomy can be used as a prophylactic measure, the correct treatment for elevated compartment pressure is open fasciotomy (Fig. 15.10), which will require a regional or general anaesthetic. In the recently operated calf the location of existing incisions may
influence the surgical approach. However in most cases a single lateral incision will decompress all four musculofascial compartments with minimal morbidity. With this approach the fascia between the peroneal muscles is incised to expose the full length of the fibula, taking care to protect the lateral popliteal nerve proximally. There is no need to excise the fibula, and the peroneal vessels which lie medially should not be exposed. Using scissor dissection, all tense fascial coverings over the anterior and posterior compartments are then split longitudinally until all muscle bundles are soft and bulging. This single lateral approach is simple and effective, incurs minimal morbidity and is unlikely to expose vascular grafts. In addition it lends itself to delayed primary closure by means of a running polypropylene subcuticular suture, which serves initially to prevent excessive skin retraction and can then be closed by simple traction under analgesia once swelling has reduced sufficiently, usually in 4–5 days.

**Reintervention**

Early graft failure may be attributable to inappropriate operative strategy, technical error or systemic factors such as hypotension or hypercoagulability. Success in reintervention depends upon the cause of failure being identified, which in turn requires observation, deduction and experience. The correction of technical problems such as retained valve cusps, graft twists and residual intraluminal thrombus can often be undertaken under local anaesthesia with minimal morbidity and excellent outcome. More complex revisions and repeated failures call for careful risk/benefit review.

**Wound management**

Wounds should be planned to minimise trauma and ischaemia and should be closed in a way that will protect underlying structures, avoid fluid collections and promote tissue viability. Closed suction drainage is useful in selected cases. We favour discontinuous incisions for vein harvesting and find that in very obese patients the groin incision is best made along the skin crease. Closure of the groin wound in layers including a subcuticular skin stitch, using absorbable synthetic material throughout, has given the best results in our experience. In the thigh and proximal calf we leave fascia open and again use buried absorbable synthetics for the fat and skin. In the distal calf the absence of fat and the uncertain vascularity favours the use of interrupted monofilament material, the finer the better. Because of the poor viability of the skin of the distal calf in patients with lower limb ischaemia we try to minimise dissection in this area. In popliteal to pedal bypass, the proximal portion of the long saphenous vein should be harvested and the vein transposed distally, rather than using a strict in situ technique. In some cases, arm vein segments can be used in preference to local vein. When parallel skin incisions in the lower leg are necessary, the incision overlying the graft and distal anastomosis should be closed and the other left to be covered with split skin.

**Amputations**

It is a general principle of vascular surgical management that prior to reconstruction, infection should be controlled...
by debridement and appropriate antibiotic therapy (see Chapters 18 and 33). Following reconstruction, definitive amputation should ideally be delayed until demarcation is established and the operative wounds have healed. In the context of acute or severe ischaemia, with imminent, progressive or established gangrene these principles may have to be adapted but they should not be ignored. Clearly, the priority is to restore arterial perfusion and prevent or halt ischaemic necrosis. Once this is achieved, however, steps must be taken to control infection and if this requires drainage of pus and/or excision of necrotic tissue then this should be undertaken at the time of reconstruction. It will hardly ever be appropriate to attempt primary closure after this type of surgery and the patient should be made aware of the possible need for further excision or amputation once demarcation is established.

 Sadly, amputation remains a possible outcome after emergency surgery for severe lower limb ischaemia. Evidence that failed attempts at vascular reconstruction prejudice the level of subsequent amputation is contested. However, as far as is possible, incisions for infrainguinal reconstructive procedures should be placed so as to minimise interference with a potential below-knee amputation.

**POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT**

We do not routinely anticoagulate these patients, who are often elderly and in whom the risk of anticoagulation may exceed any theoretical benefit. Unless contraindicated, they all receive 75 mg aspirin daily. Patients are followed up in the surveillance programme with duplex scanning of the graft at 6 weeks and then subsequently at 3-monthly intervals. Any patient who has a stenosis discovered in their graft with a more than 50 per cent velocity shift over 1 cm is referred for balloon angioplasty or, if this proves ineffective or of transient benefit, for patch angioplasty. Patients who are found to have failing grafts due to distal anastomotic stenosis or progression of disease in the native artery are treated with jump grafts. We have found percutaneous balloon angioplasty of some of the long grafts particularly difficult owing to the long length of catheter needed. In these patients the vein graft can be dissected and controlled proximal to the stenosis under local anaesthetic and an on-table balloon angioplasty carried out.

**RESULTS**

We adopted the above principles for the management of acute ischaemia of the lower limb over a 4-year period in two acute care hospitals. During that time 126 limbs were considered for surgical intervention. Fourteen patients were either too moribund for intervention or required primary amputation. Of the rest 42 were treated with embolectomy, with a mortality rate of 28.6 per cent and a 30-day limb salvage/survival of 62 per cent. The remainder required surgical bypass, 22 per cent an inflow procedure, but the majority an infrainguinal reconstruction. The 30-day mortality rate for surgical bypass was 19.6 per cent and the overall limb salvage/survival rate 52 per cent.

**Conclusions**

The management of the acutely ischaemic leg remains a major challenge to the vascular surgeon. The key lies in good preintervention diagnostic information, which allows treatment to be undertaken with a reasonable expectation of a good outcome. In many cases this can be achieved by thrombolytic therapy or simple balloon embolectomy. In those patients in whom an advanced degree of ischaemia precludes thrombolysis, however, or in those patients with atheromatous vascular disease that makes embolectomy inappropriate, urgent surgical bypass will have to be undertaken. A number of simple manoeuvres can be performed which will aid the surgeon in undertaking these difficult procedures. Such techniques can produce acceptable limb salvage and survival in this challenging group of patients.
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Acute Limb Ischaemia: Endovascular Options
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THE PROBLEM

Acute lower limb ischaemia poses a threat to both limb and life. Ischaemia of the upper limb is less frequent, and in the normal course of events more dangerous when associated with vascular trauma of the shoulder region than when caused by thromboembolic occlusion. Embolic occlusions of the axillary artery or around the elbow at the bifurcation of the cubital artery do not occur infrequently as a result of atrial fibrillation. The occluded native artery is practically always normal and surgical removal is so easy that endovascular options are unnecessary, disadvantageous and in fact impractical. This chapter will deal with the endovascular treatment options for ischaemia of the lower limb.

Acute ischaemia is by definition a sudden event which can therefore be timed quite exactly, most particularly so in the case of embolism into a previously normal arterial tree. Such emboli usually originate in the heart as a consequence of atrial fibrillation or mural thrombosis following myocardial infarction. They might occasionally originate from aortic ulcers or aneurysms, popliteal aneurysms being the most frequent source of arterio-arterial embolism. Mural thrombi from subclavian arteries exposed to repeated compression at the thoracic outlet produce similar effects (see Chapter 41).

Emboli have a certain given diameter and are swept distally to a point where the calibre of the vasculature prevents further migration. This is why embolic clots are usually found at the level of arterial bifurcations where they can be readily located either clinically, radiologically or by duplex ultrasonography. It is important to realise that they can also split into two or more fragments at a bifurcation and thus occlude more than just one artery. Therefore radiological visualisation is mandatory for the exact assessment of sites of occlusion. Figure 16.1 illustrates an example of such multiple splitting of an embolus. It shows the angiogram of a 17-year-old who collapsed on her way to school because of sudden paralysis of the lower limbs. The multiple occlusions of the iliac, femoral and distal vessels causing sudden muscular weakness had originated from a large myxoma of the left atrium and were removed surgically, followed by open heart surgery for removal of the myxoma. This emphasises the importance of harvesting material for histopathological examination.

More than 50 per cent of cases with acute lower limb ischaemia are probably not of embolic origin neither are they restricted to arterial bifurcations; they are caused by in situ thrombosis of a pre-existing atherosclerotic plaque, so-called acute-on-chronic ischaemia.\(^1\) The arrest of arterial perfusion in the residual artery leads to propagation of thrombus distal to the occluding site. Angiographically, the difference between embolic occlusion and in situ thrombosis can be difficult but is possible in most cases. Duplex sonography can also be of help if the quality of the arterial wall can be defined. This is relevant because embolic occlusions at the level of the aortic, iliac or femoral bifurcation can readily be treated by a general surgeon who has sufficient
knowledge, a special interest in vascular surgery and is conversant with modern techniques. On the other hand, surgical thrombectomy in patients with acute-on-chronic occlusive disease can be hazardous and may actually worsen the degree of ischaemia if not dealt with optimally by an experienced vascular surgeon who has access to endovascular options and can call upon the support of ancillary investigators. The potential of these endovascular options has been subject to significant evolution in the past few years as a consequence of the discrete and diminishing role played by thrombolysis in the treatment of acute ischaemia. The examination of that potential is the objective of this chapter.

**DIAGNOSIS**

Some of the major factors and their discriminating power in the diagnosis of embolism and thrombosis are outlined in Table 16.1. The degree of ischaemia in acute-on-chronic occlusive disease is usually less severe than in patients with sudden complete occlusion because of the presence of pre-existing collaterals. A clear distinction between embolic occlusion and \textit{in situ} thrombosis, or acute-on-chronic occlusive disease, cannot be made with sufficient reliability on clinical grounds alone; neither is the objective documentation of ischaemia using such investigations as Doppler ultrasound measurements or even duplex sonography decisive.

Imaging of the arterial tree is therefore of cardinal importance and for which, today, there are no contraindications. The nephrotoxic effect of angiography with conventional contrast medium can be avoided by contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using low osmolar gadolinium as a viable alternative contrast agent for angiographic investigation. Moreover, the reduction in renal function induced by radiographic contrast agents such as iopromide, a non-ionic, low osmolality contrast agent, can now also be offset by the prophylactic administration of the antioxidant acetylcysteine, along with hydration, in patients with chronic renal insufficiency. Knowledge of the exact location of the occlusion as well as the extent of thrombosis will influence the tactical approach. It is relevant to note that in a prospective controlled study the serum creatinine concentration decreased significantly in the acetylcysteine group. This is but one of the major recent developments. For practical purposes digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is the diagnostic test of choice and is a prerequisite in the management of acute ischaemia. It is also an indispensable method of forewarn ing the surgeon or physician in charge of the coexistence of chronic occlusive disease before surgical, lytic or other endovascular options are decided upon.

The non-opacification of peripheral run-off in an intra-arterial digital subtraction angiogram, however, can often be misleading. It has been shown that by applying pulse generated run-off techniques, a significantly better functional picture can be obtained compared with conventional intra-arterial DSA alone. This can also be

---

**Table. 16.1 Predictive power of factors in favour of embolism versus thrombosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Predictive power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation/acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>+1 (embolism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of symptoms*</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age†</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic malignancy</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1 (thrombosis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The shorter the duration of symptoms, the greater the likelihood of embolism.
† The older the patient, the greater the likelihood of thrombosis.

demonstrated by intraoperative angiography after exposure of the infragenicular popliteal artery. Non-opacification of the calf vessels by intra-arterial femoral DSA therefore does not preclude reconstructive procedures, be they surgical or endovascular. Endovascular techniques can be applied to the crural arteries intraoperatively following surgical exposure of a distal segment of the popliteal artery.6–9

Previous teaching has emphasised run-off as a significant discriminator between success and failure of reconstructive procedures in both acute and subacute occlusions.10 The fallacy of this contention has been convincingly demonstrated by Do et al.11 who point out both the advantages provided by pulse generated examination and intra-operative angiography of the peripheral arterial tree, and also the immense potential of intraoperative or catheter intraclot lysis.

**SELECTION FOR TREATMENT**

The patient may present with a paralysed anaesthetic limb and the first signs of cutaneous mottling with, in a worst case scenario, rigor mortis. Further delay cannot be tolerated and immediate and decisive treatment is mandatory if amputation is to be avoided. When the condition is this serious there is no time for preoperative angiography. The situation might call for surgical intervention, but combined endovascular catheter treatment can now be considered to have equal potential. In general, however, it is the patient with acute-on-chronic occlusive disease who benefits most from endovascular treatment options. In some patients the collateral circulation opens up after initial treatment with analgesics and heparin and may even regain normal use of the extremity with little or no sign of anaesthesia. Indeed, pain may subside so as to justify a certain deferment of invasive action. Such an improvement allows time for decisions as to whether to treat with anticoagulants alone or to pursue either the surgical or endovascular option in a more leisurely fashion. Because of the need for ancillary diagnostic and therapeutic options (see Chapter 15), it is self-evident that treatment of acute-on-subacute ischaemia with impending gangrene should not be the business of a general surgeon with casual experience in the treatment of acute vascular occlusion. Referral to a specialist vascular unit, if that is possible, is important.12

**DANGERS OF REVERSING ISCHAEMIA**

As with surgery it is important to identify those patients in whom reversal is contraindicated and life threatening. Thus on occasions the attending physician, who should be a vascular surgeon, will be confronted with an extremity in which acute and total ischaemia has led to a situation which is aptly described by the French expression of ischémie dépassée. The clinical picture is characterised by the grotesque mottled appearance of the skin of the involved extremity, total loss of sensitivity and motility of the foot and incipient or even well-developed rigor mortis of the muscles. Rigor mortis of the calf is easily diagnosed by examining passive motility of the toes and foot. If the knee joint has stiffened, occlusion has probably occurred at the level of the iliac arteries.

In this situation the ischaemic damage done to soft tissue is so extensive that any attempts at revascularisation might endanger the life of the patient, whether the limb can be salvaged or not. Following successful disobliteration in such patients, it is not unusual for them to die within a few hours, death usually being attributable to reperfusion injury (see Chapters 2 and 4). It is important to understand that, just as with surgical revascularisation, concepts such as rhabdomyolysis11 and its associated metabolic disturbances, such as hyperkalaemia,12,13 the closed compartment syndrome elevated serum phosphokinase, uraemia, hyper-phosphataemia, hypocalcaemia and hypercalcaemia in association with anuria become critical parameters.14 Indeed, because combined endovascular treatment options are so successful in the smaller arteries, such changes are likely to be more marked and acute. The danger of revascularisation must therefore be assessed by taking biochemical and individual clinical factors, such as renal insufficiency, into account.

**WHAT IS NEW ABOUT ENDOVASCULAR OPTIONS FOR ACUTE LIMB ISCHAEMIA?**

Percutaneous, catheter directed low dose infusion of thrombolytic agents has been used for many years since its introduction by Hans Hess et al. in 1982,15 and has found widespread use as an alternative to open surgery for treatment of acute arterial occlusion of the legs.16–26 The safety and efficacy of the procedure, however, continues to give rise to concern. For example, in the Thrombolysis Or Peripheral Artery Surgery (TOPAS) trial,26 the latest most authoritarian prospective study comparing catheter directed thrombolysis with open surgery, serious bleeding problems as well as intracranial haemorrhage were associated with local thrombolysis requiring a considerable number of blood transfusions. Furthermore, in other studies reported hitherto, blood flow was restored more slowly than by immediate surgical revascularisation. Therefore, for endovascular techniques to be as efficient as the surgical treatment of acute limb-threatening ischaemia, the ideal catheter directed method must reduce haemorrhage and, if possible, reduce the time necessary for restoring arterial flow comparable to the duration of a surgical procedure. Ideally, catheter directed restoration of patency should be achieved within...
the same time span as an open surgical procedure. That this is a viable option will be shown later in this chapter.

In the TOPAS trial reported by Ouriel et al. in 1998, it was shown that intra-arterial infusion of urokinase reduced the need for open surgical procedures with no significantly increased risk of amputation or death. Intra-arterial thrombolysis, however, was associated with a significantly higher number of major haemorrhages (12.5 per cent) than the surgery group (5.5 per cent; P = 0.005) and in both groups the amputation rate was surprisingly high. Moreover, of particular concern in the TOPAS study, are the four episodes of intracranial haemorrhage in the urokinase group (1.6 per cent), one of which was fatal. The development of these bleeding complications has been criticised by Porter. In the surgical group there were, as expected, no episodes of intracranial haemorrhage. Therefore, although intra-arterial infusion of urokinase has significantly reduced the need for open surgical procedures, the safety of catheter-directed procedures, especially in the treatment of acute limb ischaemia.

It is now well established, however, that percutaneous catheter thrombus extraction can work, and by itself is capable of restoring patency following acute thrombotic or thromboembolic occlusion of the arteries of the leg. The advantages and the potential which this regimen offers in terms of the significant reduction in the dosage of lytic agent used and in the duration of the procedure in restoring flow remains to be fully recognised. The important place of thrombus aspiration, in fact its superiority over lytic therapy alone, was recognised a number of years ago and is illustrated in Fig. 16.2.

It is the aim of this chapter, illustrated by a retrospective study, to demonstrate and to prove that by performing combined endovascular therapy either by percutaneous catheter aspiration alone or in association with thrombolysis and percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA), high rates of primary success and limb preservation can be achieved both for acute and subacute ischaemia. In a majority of cases thrombus aspiration alone works and thrombolysis can be avoided altogether or reduced to harmless levels. Where necessary, thrombus infiltration with small doses of urokinase can loosen the thrombus and allow continuation of thrombus aspiration. In our study...
in only one out of five cases was it necessary to apply a modest dose of intraclot urokinase. Thus the doses of urokinase are minimised and the duration of the intervention shortened substantially. If a culprit plaque is unmasked in the course of the intervention it can be treated by PTA. On balance then, the benefits of percutaneous catheter therapy should prevail over open surgical procedures. In fact amputation-free survival rates at 6 and 12 months are comparable to or better than those of open surgical procedures reported in the TOPAS trial and at no extra cost or risk of serious haemorrhage, death or secondary intervention.

In summary, the new achievements of endovascular treatment options areas follows:

1. By combining percutaneous clot aspiration with modest doses of thrombolytic agent only when necessary, and PTA of underlying stenotic plaques when unmasked, endovascular treatment can be shortened to periods of 35–160 minutes – comparable to the customary time spent in surgical interventions. This is achieved without serious bleeding risks and transfusions. For our unit endovascular options have become a valid and preferable option in managing cases of acute limb ischaemia including those with associated sensory and motor deficit.

2. Endovascular treatment implies repeated injection of small amounts of contrast medium. This can be hazardous in patients with chronic renal insufficiency. With prophylactic oral administration of the antioxidant acetylcysteine or the use of low osmolar gadodiamide for diagnostic and angiographic interventions, along with hydration, a fall in renal function induced by contrast medium can be offset entirely and in patients with chronic renal insufficiency serum creatinine levels even improve.

During our preliminary experience we were impressed by the fact that with a minimal dose of lytic agent followed by percutaneous clot extraction, complete restoration of patency of an occluded popliteal trifurcation can be achieved within an hour (Fig. 16.2). With the passage of time and experience we eliminated the use of preliminary thrombolytic agents entirely and performed clot aspiration alone. In only one out of five cases was it necessary to apply small but safe doses of urokinase in order to loosen up residual clot and facilitate complete aspiration. In the presence of an underlying stenotic plaque identified as the cause of thrombotic or thromboembolic occlusion conventional PTA is performed immediately.

Given this experience it is our contention that the combined catheter approach as outlined above can be recommended as first line treatment for the group of patients with acute or subacute occlusions in infrainguinal arteries. The intervention proposed allows for clot aspiration, mild thrombolysis and PTA as an ‘all-in-one’ procedure and is performed under local anaesthesia. Only a minority of cases (20 per cent) will need modest amounts of lytic agent to obtain vascular patency. Hospital time is reduced and patient comfort considerably enhanced.

**TECHNIQUE OF COMBINED ENDOVASCULAR CATHETER THERAPY**

Direct anterograde catheterisation of the common femoral artery is performed under local anaesthesia. Applying the Seldinger technique a 6–8 Fr sheath with a haemostatic valve and a side-port for flushing is introduced and a bolus of 5000 units of heparin is injected. In the presence of fresh thromboembolic material a thin walled 6–8 Fr catheter with an end-hole is positioned very closely to or barely into the proximal end of the thrombus, whereupon the clot is sucked and extracted with a 60 mL syringe. For extraction of larger pieces of clot, the haemostatic valve has to be removed. By repeated suction all the non-adherent material is removed, while residual thrombotic material adhering to the vessel wall is loosened with a wire loop and subsequently also sucked away. In the crural arteries a 5 Fr aspiration catheter is used.

Should complete removal of the clot prove completely impossible, then local catheter thrombolysis is performed at the same session. To achieve that end a 0.035 inch (0.9 mm) guidewire is used to introduce a microporous balloon catheter down into the proximal part of the thrombus taking care not to pass beyond the clot so as to avoid peripheral embolism. Through the balloon catheter 10 000–20 000 units/cm of urokinase is infiltrated into the thrombus. Under fluoroscopic supervision the balloon catheter is advanced centimetre by centimetre until the distal end of the thrombus is reached. Clot material loosened by partial lysis is removed by repeated suction (Fig. 16.3). Angiography is performed at this time to confirm free peripheral outflow and underlying stenotic lesions are treated by PTA at the same session in keeping with the ‘all-in-one’ principle. Completion angiography is performed before removal of all instruments. The duration of the intervention and the total dose of the lytic agent are recorded.

**VALIDATION OF THE COMBINED ENDOVASCULAR CATHETER TECHNIQUE**

Patient selection and immediate results

In the single centre study performed by us between January 1995 and May 1997 there were 89 consecutive patients (42 men and 47 women; mean age 70.7 ± 14.9 years, range 29–100), 93 legs with acute or subacute thromboembolic occlusion of native femoropopliteal and crural arteries meeting the guidelines for reversible limb-threatening ischaemia. The indication and rationale for
catheter therapy was critical ischaemia in all 69 patients presenting with rest pain and a further 20 patients with trophic lesions. The therapeutic decision was reached jointly by the vascular surgeon and the interventional angiologist. Percutaneous catheter directed treatment was restricted strictly to infrainguinal native arteries. Patients with occlusions of upper limb arteries, iliac arteries, the femoral bifurcation or bypass grafts were treated by open surgery. In the entire group of 89 patients with 93 treated legs, the minimum observation time was 12 months for all cases, but three patients were lost to follow-up after initial catheter therapy.

Catheter therapy had to be performed urgently on the same day or within 24 hours of onset of symptoms in 33 cases (37.5 per cent), whereas in 11 patients (12.5 per cent) the acute episode of occlusive disease was more than 14 days old (range 15–28 days). In the remaining 45 patients the acute onset of arterial occlusion was less than 14 days old. For the whole group the mean duration between onset of the acute occlusive episode and catheter therapy was 6.2 days (±7.3). A motor deficit was present in seven patients and a sensory deficit in 73; 20 legs presented with trophic lesions (21.5 per cent). Baseline patient characteristics (Table 16.2) and clinical presentation and sites of arterial occlusion (Table 16.3) were recorded.

**Figure 16.3** The principle of clot extraction. The haemostatic valve with the side port extension (for heparinisation) has been removed and the radio-opaque sheath 8 or 9 Fr is left in place to protect the vessel wall from injury due to catheter manipulation. The catheter used for extraction is advanced into the clot which, in one out of five cases, has to be loosened up with modest doses of urokinase. The clots are readily aspirated. The wider the sheath, the larger the clots which can be extracted but by the same token the danger of intimal damage increases.

**Table 16.2** Baseline patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years ± SD)</td>
<td>70.7 (±14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors: n (per cent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of smoking</td>
<td>39 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>14 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>49 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterolaemia</td>
<td>17 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidity: n (per cent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>45 (50.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>41 (46.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>19 (21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient cerebral ischaemia or stroke</td>
<td>14 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>11 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifocal arterial embolism</td>
<td>7 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal insufficiency</td>
<td>9 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 16.3** Clinical features and occlusion sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical presentation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of symptoms (days)</td>
<td>6.2 (±7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain at rest</td>
<td>89 (100 per cent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor loss</td>
<td>7 (7.7 per cent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory loss</td>
<td>73 (81 per cent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embolism likely</td>
<td>55 (61.7 per cent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute on chronic occlusive disease</td>
<td>40 (49 per cent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site of arterial occlusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial and profunda femoral</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial femoral, popliteal, crurals</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crurals</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial and profunda femoral, popliteal</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profunda femoral</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial femoral</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Percutaneous thrombus aspiration was performed as a primary procedure in all patients and as the single therapeutic act in 30 legs (32.2 per cent). In 44 legs (47 per cent) thrombus aspiration was followed by balloon angioplasty of underlying atherosclerotic lesions. In only 20 patients/legs (21.4 per cent) was it necessary in the last resort to add a modest amount of urokinase to initiate thrombus dissolution and facilitate continuation of aspiration. In this last group all three therapeutic modalities were combined, namely, clot aspiration, thrombolysis and PTA (Figs 16.4 and 16.5). The duration of all percutaneous catheter interventions was between 35 and 160 minutes.
Outcome criteria

The primary endpoints of this study were mortality, amputation at 30 days, 6 and 12 months and amputation-free survival of the entire patient group at 6 and 12 months. Other endpoints were primary removal of occluding thrombus, i.e. primary success and patency rate achieved, and the number and percentage of secondary reinterventions necessary, whether open surgical or by catheter. Surgical reinterventions included femorodistal bypasses or thromboendarterectomy. Catheter reinterventions included repeat thrombus aspiration with and without adjuvant lytic therapy and PTA and the placement of a stent in one instance.

Secondary endpoints were the ankle systolic pressure index (ASPI) achieved by percutaneous thrombus aspiration with or without complementary PTA and thrombolysis and the occurrence of adverse effects of treatment. Special attention was given to bleeding complications including cerebral haemorrhage with or without associated mortality.

The extent of clot lysis attempted was based on completion arteriography immediately after catheter therapy in all patients. The ASPI was obtained during admission or from the referring hospital if treatment was ambulatory. Mortality was recorded at 30 days and 6 and 12 months; these outcome measures were obtained either from our own records or those of the referring hospitals and physicians. For a definition of episodes of major haemorrhage we adhered closely to the standards set in the TOPAS study. These were as follows: severe blood loss greater than 500 mL within 1 week after therapy (14 days in the TOPAS study), blood loss requiring surgery, transfusion or causing hypotension or intracranial haemorrhage. False aneurysms were also excluded.

The total dose of urokinase used for direct individual thrombus infiltration in the 21 patients treated with lytic agents was measured and considered in the light of possible bleeding complications.

Statistical analysis

Quantitative data were expressed as mean ± 1 SD. Times to events were analysed by Kaplan–Meier analysis (Stata, Release 5, Stata Corporation, College Station, TX, USA, 1997). Group differences were assessed with Student’s t test and with the Mann–Whitney U test for non-parametric groups. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Clinical outcomes

The results are shown in Table 16.4. Primary success with complete dissolution and complete restoration of patency as proved by angiography was achieved in 84/93 legs (90.3 per cent), primary failure with ASPIs of 0.27 or less, immeasurable due to incomplete clot removal or re-occlusion in nine legs (9.7 per cent).

Eight patients underwent major amputation, two above-knee, five below-knee and one through-knee with an amputation-free survival of 82.5 per cent at 6 months and 77.9 per cent at 12 months (Fig. 16.6). The mean ASPI in 81 legs treated successfully and measured 1–7 days post intervention was 0.98 ± 0.23. The 30-day mortality was 7.8 per cent (seven patients). At 6 months 14 patients had died (mortality 15.7 per cent) and at 12 months, 17 patients (mortality 19 per cent). In 28 cases (30.1 per cent) a secondary intervention was required: in 14 cases this was an endovascular procedure (suction, lysis, PTA) and in 16 cases an open surgical procedure. Some patients had to undergo two reinterventions.

A total of 20 legs in 19 patients (21.5 per cent) did have thrombolytic therapy in the form of urokinase, not as the main line of treatment but as an adjunct to facilitate dissolution and aspiration; therefore, only modest doses were required, the lytic agent being sprayed within the clot. The individual doses were small and varied between 50 000 and 250 000 IU (mean: 112 500 ± 55 901.7 IU) thereby avoiding significant systemic fibrinolytic activity. Accordingly there were no major bleeding episodes and no haematomas at the puncture site with the exception of one case of false aneurysm which was treated successfully with local digital compression. No surgical interventions or blood transfusions were necessary and, of utmost importance, not a single case of intracranial haemorrhage occurred.

Table 16.4  Results of combined endovascular catheter intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration only</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombolysis</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary success</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endovascular</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amputation (6 months)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below-knee</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through-knee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above-knee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion of the new evidence

The aim of our single centre retrospective study comprising 93 legs in 89 patients was to show that by performing percutaneous catheter thrombus aspiration, thrombolysis with its associated hazards is unnecessary in four out of five cases of acute limb ischaemia. Moreover, in those 20 legs (21.4 per cent) where urokinase was actually used the doses were small (112 500 ± 55 900 IU) and not meant to dissolve the thrombus entirely but merely to loosen up the clot and to facilitate continued aspiration. The mean dose of urokinase in the TOPAS study was, in contrast, 3.5 ± 1.8 million IU and the mean duration (±SE) of urokinase infusion 24.4 ± 14.2 hours. The mortality rates in our study and in those of the TOPAS study as well as the baseline patient characteristics indicate that the populations are comparable at least with respect to their comorbidity. In our study, the two mechanisms, minimal thrombolysis when necessary and clot suction in every case work in synergy. Small doses of lytic agents facilitate clot aspiration and conversely percutaneous clot removal decreases the need for urokinase. The result is a remarkable reduction of time necessary to obtain patency and certainly well within that taken for surgical intervention.

Eight patients (9 per cent) in our series underwent major amputation, six below-knee, two above-knee and one through-knee. In the TOPAS study the amputation-free survival rates in patients treated with urokinase were comparable to those achieved in the surgically treated group. Nevertheless, 58 major amputations were performed in the urokinase group (21 per cent), 33 below-knee and 25 above-knee. The percentage of amputees in the TOPAS study was therefore significantly greater than that in our series (P < 0.05); the proportion of above-knee amputations was also higher.

The 6-month and 12-month amputation-free survival rates in our retrospective study were 82.5 per cent and 77.5 per cent, respectively. In the first prospective randomised study by Ouriel et al., the Rochester trial, the amputation-free survival rates at 1 year were 75 per cent for the patients assigned to thrombolysis with urokinase and 52 per cent for those assigned to surgical treatment. While those figures are similar, both in the Rochester study and in our study there is a highly significant difference with respect to outcome and complications of catheter therapy. The Rochester study reported an 11 per cent rate of serious bleeding complications in patients receiving urokinase with one death due to haemorrhage.

The Surgery versus Thrombolysis for Ischaemia of the Lower Extremity (STILE) study reported a 5.6 per cent rate of serious haemorrhage in patients receiving thrombolytic agents, with low fibrinogen values identified as a risk factor. In the recent report by Ouriel et al. on the TOPAS study there was a 12.5 per cent incidence of major bleeding in the urokinase group, increasing when patients received heparin. In four cases these haemorrhages were intracranial and in one case fatal. The concomitant use of heparin had to be restricted and discontinued during the course of the study. Transfusions of more than 1 unit of packed red cells were necessary in 92 patients in the urokinase group of the TOPAS study (33.8 per cent). As stated earlier, there were no major haemorrhages at all in our

For the entire group of 89 patients the acute occlusive event had occurred within 6.2 ± 7.3 days. In the group of 19 patients (20 legs) requiring adjunctive thrombolysis to facilitate thrombus suction the process had taken longer (11.15 ± 9.8 days; t = 2.56; P = 0.01). In the 70 patients who did not need lytic therapy the duration of symptoms before treatment was shorter (4.7 ± 5.6 days; Mann–Whitney U test P = 0.0045).

Percutaneous catheter thrombus aspiration was performed in all patients in our series of 93 legs. It was the only form of therapy in 31 per cent of limbs, it was combined with percutaneous angioplasty (PTA) in 47 per cent and in only 22 per cent was it necessary to add modest doses of urokinase to produce clot disintegration to facilitate clot aspiration.

DISCUSSION OF THE NEW EVIDENCE

Percutaneous catheter thrombus suction was performed in all patients in this series of 93 legs. It was the only form of therapy in 31 per cent of limbs, it was combined with percutaneous angioplasty (PTA) in 47 per cent and in only 22 per cent was it necessary to add modest doses of urokinase to produce clot disintegration to facilitate clot aspiration.

Figure 16.6 Kaplan–Meier curve showing 12-month amputation-free survival in 77.9 per cent of patients

Figure 16.7 Percutaneous catheter thrombus suction was performed in all patients in this series of 93 legs. It was the only form of therapy in 31 per cent of limbs, it was combined with percutaneous angioplasty (PTA) in 47 per cent and in only 22 per cent was it necessary to add modest doses of urokinase to produce clot disintegration to facilitate clot aspiration.
WHEN SHOULD ENDOVASCULAR OPTIONS BE RECOMMENDED FOR ACUTE LIMB ISCHAEMIA?

Native arteries

Open surgical treatment for acute ischaemia requires either general or regional anaesthesia, the latter precluding prior administration of anticoagulant therapy which is an unfortunate requirement. Soft tissues are invariably injured at surgery and may delay wound healing. Surgical treatment involves the repeated use of Fogarty balloon catheters which can damage the intima, burst or break and occasionally perforate the vessel wall. The degree of patency achieved cannot be monitored during the process of obliteration but can be assessed by completion angiography. Combined endovascular catheter therapy avoids all these drawbacks. Whereas surgical treatment is expeditious, straightforward and therefore preferable for embolic occlusions of the aorta, iliac and femoral bifurcations, it does require an inguinal incision and there is the additional likelihood of having to treat the ischaemia-reperfusion syndrome (see Chapter 2). Endovascular options should definitely be given preference in infrainguinal thromboembolic occlusions, which in practice means those distal to the level of Hunter’s canal, and they are particularly relevant when the popliteal trifurcation is occluded.

The earlier caveats of lytic therapy and the absolute and relative contraindications of using large doses no longer play a decisive role when our combined treatment mode is employed. Nevertheless, these are listed here for those therapists still using lytic therapy alone with the inevitably large doses of urokinase or r-tPA. Despite intraclot instillation there can be leakage into the general vascular system causing episodes of internal bleeding. The following situations therefore represent absolute or relative contraindications: operative interventions upon the central nervous system, lumbar puncture, severe trauma, gastrointestinal and urogenital haemorrhages, uncontrolled hypertension (>200/100 mmHg), bleeding disorders, aortic aneurysms, severe hepatic and/or renal failure, pregnancy (before the third and after the seventh month), bacterial endocarditis, proliferative diabetic retinopathy and suspicion of thrombus in the left heart with its attendant danger of cerebral infarction. None of these contraindications, however, is a reason for not performing combined endovascular catheter therapy using only clot suction or extraction.
Our studies have shown that in those 70 legs where thrombolysis was not necessary the acute occlusive event was less than $4.7 \pm 5.6$ days old and significantly shorter than in those 20 legs in need of adjunctive thrombolysis ($6.2 \pm 7.3$ days; Mann–Whitney U test, $P = 0.0045$). In other words the sooner acute limb ischaemia is treated the greater the chances that percutaneous clot aspiration alone will suffice.

**Occluded synthetic grafts**

Special awareness is justified when contemplating lysis of Dacron grafts as most lytic agents are capable of rendering such grafts porous. While positioning of catheters in thromboembolic occlusions of native arteries is successful in the vast majority of cases this is not always the case in autologous vein or synthetic bypass grafts. Catheter directed clot aspiration, however, is possible in some cases, as illustrated in Fig. 16.7. This is exemplified in Fig. 16.8 in which an occluded Dardik graft is disobliterated by percutaneous clot extraction. Figure 16.9 shows the thrombotic material sucked out of the graft. Occluded axillofemoral Dacron bypasses are readily amenable to surgical thrombectomy using a Fogarty balloon catheter, but the same procedure is not nearly as successful in graft bypasses in the infragenital position, usually because of intimal hyperplasia at the anastomotic site. Balloon dilatation of anastomotic stenosis does not have a lasting effect and revision surgery is usually envisaged in our experience. Comerota et al. \(^{23}\) reported that in 39 per cent of patients randomised to lysis catheter placement failed and surgical treatment was required. Overall, a significantly better composite clinical outcome at 30 days and at 1 year was observed in the surgical group compared with lysis.

**Autologous venous grafts**

Here again the problems and difficulties are the same as those for synthetic grafts. In the case of acute ischaemia a re-do reconstruction is probably the best alternative.
Combined endovascular catheter directed treatment is not an easy option unless started immediately after graft occlusion.

**Intraoperative intra-arterial local thrombolysis and clot aspiration**

Since 1990 we have adopted a method of intra-arterial intraoperative lysis (IOL) adhering to the principles and experimental work of Quinones-Baldrich *et al.* for those desperate cases in which viability of the limb is seriously threatened and the entire length of arterial vasculature cannot be opacified angiographically. Other authors have adopted a similar policy. If, on exploration, the femoral, popliteal and all three crural arteries prove to be occluded, amputation is the usual outcome.

Rewarding results, however, can be obtained by bypassing the occluded femoropopliteal segment with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft and introducing catheters into all three crural arteries simultaneously (Fig. 16.10); up to 175 000 units of urokinase is injected into each vessel to a total dose of 500 000 units over a 25–30-minute period, with intermittent clot aspiration to hasten disobliteration and increase the efficacy of lysis. Simultaneously, another member of the operating team can prepare the femoral artery bifurcation for the upper anastomosis of a PTFE graft. In Fig. 16.11 a thrombolised distal artery offering the necessary run-off can be seen, a prerequisite for femoropopliteal bypass surgery. Figure 16.12 shows the result of IOL of the posterior tibial artery behind the medial malleolus.

This treatment protocol for IOL is similar to the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) protocol, which in turn is based on investigations of experimentally induced thrombosis: the angiographic improvement following thrombectomy was 20 per cent reaching 80 per cent if thrombectomy was followed by IOL with streptokinase and heparin for 30 minutes. Our present protocol uses 250 000 units of urokinase dissolved in 100 mL 0.9 per cent sodium chloride with 1000 units of heparin administered into the clot for 30 minutes as described above. The results first published in 1993 are shown in Table 16.5, since which time they have remained unchanged in practice. The impact and potential of IOL in lowering the dosage of lytic agent and in accelerating the restoration of blood flow has hitherto not been fully recognised and appreciated. Further debate on advances in this area of management of acute lower limb ischaemia has been highlighted in the recent literature.

**WHAT DEVELOPMENTS DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?**

The latest development in the treatment of acute and subacute thrombotic arterial occlusions has been the advent of...
a rotational thrombectomy device, the Stator Rotarex System (Straub Medical AG, Wangs, Switzerland; www.straubmedical.com) which has been clinically tested and improved over the past three years. This Rotarex rotational thrombus debulking device is made of stainless steel fashioned into a wedge-shaped cutting head ground down to form a blunt rounded tip with a central opening for the guidewire over which the catheter passes. Two open slits 5 mm from the tip rotate over two corresponding open slits in the internally placed stationary Stator. The Rotarex cutting head with its internally placed blades rotates around the Stator at 40,000 rotations per minute driven by a spiral which also has a transporting function; the thrombotic material is drawn by the suction force through the internally placed cutting edges and is broken down and removed through the middle of the catheter leaving no residual detached material in the lumen. The catheter follows the direction given by the guidewire in the blood vessel and allows controlled movements of the rotating head to be made.

This device has been designed for removing both fresh thrombus and organised thrombotic occlusions of up to 6 months but is not designed to deal with calcified plaque. When underlying plaques are uncovered they should be treated by balloon angioplasty. The diameter of the recanalised artery is approximately double that of the catheter used. The catheters presently available are 8 Fr antegrade, 8 Fr crossover and 6 Fr antegrade, all of which can be adapted to the motor unit. The aspiration capacity in fresh thrombus is 0.5–1 cm/s. For the sake of safety, mainly to avoid the danger of perforation, it is recommended that the Rotarex system not be used beyond the tibioperoneal trunk.

This mechanical 'four-in-one' device incorporates the combined functions of thrombus detachment, suction, cutting and transport of debris out of the vessel. It has enormous potential, acknowledging the aforementioned danger of perforation and the costs, one catheter currently priced at SF1500. Nevertheless, with commercially available devices such as this, the time spent in reopening occluded arteries is being significantly shortened and soon the use of thrombolytic agents may be dispensed with entirely.

The algorithm in Fig. 16.13 provides guidelines for the modern management of acute and subacute ischaemia of the lower limbs indicating optimal methods of dealing with occlusions at different levels of the arterial tree.
Conclusions

Acute and subacute thrombotic and embolic occlusions of the femoral, popliteal and infrapopliteal arteries are especially amenable to local endovascular catheter therapy. A new concept, combining clot aspiration with PTA whenever atherosclerotic plaques are uncovered, together with clot suction and modest doses of lytic agents when necessary, heralds a fresh era in the treatment of acute ischaemia of the limbs. The combined procedures shorten interventional disobliteration and at the same time avoid systemic thrombolysis with the inherent dangers of haemorrhage. We have shown that a 90 per cent primary patency rate and a 77 per cent amputation-free 12 month survival rate can be achieved with little risk of bleeding complications. Transfusions are unnecessary. This treatment modality works adequately with most degrees of acute ischaemia because of the rapidity of the procedure. It is therefore recommended as first line treatment for acute as well as subacute ischaemia caused by infrainguinal occlusions.

Currently, at the Vascular Department of the University of Berne, this approach is frequently being combined with Straub Rotarex catheter aspiration and significantly accelerating the reopening of occluded vessels. The success of this new technique has been such that thrombolytic agents are being dispensed with completely. It has already undergone extensive clinical trial and holds significant promise for the future.
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Graft Maintenance and Graft Failure

DAVID K BEATTIE, ALUN H DAVIES

THE PROBLEM OF GRAFT FAILURE

The advent of infrainguinal arterial reconstruction brought with it a new problem, that of graft stenosis and graft failure, irrespective of the conduit used for bypass. There has been no significant improvement in graft patency rates following such reconstructions since Szilagyi et al. described the phenomena nearly 30 years ago, with most series reporting that 20–30 per cent of all grafts develop a stenosis or fail, usually within 1 year of surgery.2–5

The potential benefits of identifying a failing graft before it fails are clear. In one series 79 per cent of patients operated on for limb salvage were again at risk of limb loss following graft occlusion, and 91 per cent of claudicants were either worse or similar to their preoperative status.6 Furthermore, the revision of surveillance detected graft stenoses using either surgical or endovascular techniques has been shown to give excellent primary assisted patency rates in excess of 80 per cent at 5 years7–9 whereas revascularisation following graft occlusion yields poor long term limb salvage with secondary graft patency rates as low as 43 per cent at 5 years.10–12 In the majority of cases it is technically easier to revise a graft before rather than after it fails.

This chapter addresses the question of both the detection and management of the ‘at risk’ graft and the management of the failed graft. However, it is important to stress that, where a graft has already failed, reintervention is only undertaken when there is renewed critical ischaemia or severe symptoms due to ischaemia.

GRAFT FAILURE: AETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Graft failure is conventionally described as occurring in one of three postoperative periods: early graft failure develops within 30 days of surgery, while the majority of failures occur during an intermediate period from 1 month to 1 year and late failures are those that come to light after 1 year.

Between 5 and 15 per cent of all infrainguinal grafts will fail within 1 month of surgery.13 Continued early graft patency is dependent, given appropriate patient selection, upon technical factors and, where vein is used, vein quality. Technical problems occur in up to 15 per cent of femorodistal bypasses and identification of these is important to graft patency. Twisting and kinking of the vein graft are the usual causes of graft malfunction. The former is more common in reversed and fully mobilised grafts, though the latter is less common than in synthetic grafts.14–16 Insertion of the graft under tension may also jeopardise flow.

While the use of an in situ technique decreases the risk of malalignment, the risk of persistent valves and tributaries is increased. The former may not always be immediately detectable, even with on-table arteriography, and failure to adequately disrupt the valves correlates with occlusion. There is evidence that, even in patients with reversed vein grafts, competent valves may create a pressure trap effect with segmental hypertension, flow stagnation and graft thickening, and stenosis.17 Non-division of saphenous tributaries causes arteriovenous fistulae with shunting of blood to the
deep veins and a resultant decrease in distal graft flow, this may occur in 20 per cent of *in situ* grafts. Occasionally fistulae enlarge causing graft failure.

Anastomoses are particularly prone to technical error, and the problem is magnified as the bypass becomes more distal and the recipient vessel therefore smaller. The most common problems are intimal dissection and luminal narrowing, and a number of techniques are used to prevent these complications. These include the use of fine sutures, passage of the suture from the intimal surface through to the adventitia, the fashioning of anastomoses over catheters and maintenance of an optimal ratio between cross-sectional area of the graft and artery. However, early graft patency is also substantially dependent on graft inflow and outflow. Poor cardiac output and proximal atherosclerotic disease are harbingers of a poor outcome. Nevertheless, a run-off deficiency is the most common cause of early graft failure and this is dependent upon graft site and the degree of pre-operative ischaemia. For instance, it has been demonstrated that graft outcome correlates with tibial vessel patency and that an intact pedal arch is important.

Up to 75 per cent of failures occur during the intermediate period, by far the most common cause being the development of neointimal hyperplasia with resultant, usually single, discrete stenoses, though valve cusp fibrosis and aneurysmal dilatation may also be responsible. Neointimal hyperplasia is a uniform vascular response to vessel injury, which can range from mild endothelial denudation to severe medial disruption. Histologically, medial smooth muscle cells alter phenotype, proliferate and migrate to the intima. In the intima a second phase of proliferation occurs and the cells become embedded in an extracellular matrix comprising mainly collagen. Lesions develop quickly, often within 2 weeks of surgery; the time course of these events is shown in Fig. 17.1. A cross-section through a vein graft stenosis secondary to marked intimal hyperplasia can be seen in Fig. 17.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>Synthesis and release of upregulated growth factors and cytokines. Polymorph and macrophage infiltration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 2–7</td>
<td>DNA synthesis by medial SMCs. Proliferation of medial SMCs and migration to the intima. Phenotypic change to the synthetic state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 7–10</td>
<td>Second SMC proliferative phase. Production of chondroitin sulphate in the subendothelial space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 10 onwards</td>
<td>Increased production of matrix including heparin proteoglycan synthesis. SMC proliferation becomes maximal at 14 days and then declines. Eventually SMCs return to a contractile phenotype and collagen is formed. Thickness of intimal hyperplasia peaks at about 1 month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 17.1** The time course and events in the formation of intimal hyperplasia

**Figure 17.2** Cross-section of a stenosed vein graft (alpha-actin stain × 40). Note the marked luminal narrowing secondary to the development of florid neointimal hyperplasia
Late graft failure is significantly less common than intermediate or early failure. The primary cause is disease progression in the native inflow, or more commonly run-off, vessels compromising graft flow and leading to thrombosis which threatens survival of the limb (see Chapter 2). The act of grafting itself may increase the rate of progression of native vessel disease, though failure may also be due to the development of atheroma within the graft. Rarely vein grafts may fail due to other disease processes such as aneurysmal dilatation with subsequent thrombosis, embolism or rupture.

THE MAINTENANCE OF GRAFT PATENCY AND DIAGNOSIS OF THE FAILING GRAFT

The task of ensuring continued graft patency following infrainguinal reconstruction begins preoperatively. Preoperative assessment involves adequate assessment of both the arterial lesion and, if vein is to be used, the proposed donor vein. Traditionally, recourse to arteriography, preferably biplanar, has been necessary. Similarly, arteriography is used to assess outflow, particularly in the presence of distal disease, though it may fail to demonstrate patent distal vessels. Subtraction techniques may provide additional information. Duplex, however, has become the mainstay of non-invasive investigation, and Doppler insonation and pulse generated run-off are superior to arteriography in identifying patent distal vessels. 21

The importance of assessing the donor vein prior to bypass is increasingly being recognised. Preoperatively, an assessment of vein anatomy, compliance and internal diameter is feasible. Previously, venography was the gold standard but in many units duplex Doppler is now the mainstay for preoperative venous assessment, providing information on vein wall morphology, 22 blood flow, calibre, varicosities and tributaries, as well as cusps. 23 Duplex accurately predicts vein location, size and quality 24 and is better than venography in assessing calf vein diameter. 25 In one series, duplex directly diagnosed pre-existing venous disease, with respect to wall thickness, calcification and occlusion, in 62 per cent of cases. 26 More recently, these pre-existing changes have been correlated with the development of vein graft stenosis. 27,28 Figure 17.3 shows a cross-section of a biopsy taken at the time of bypass surgery. (a) Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of saphenous vein \( \times 40.\) (b) Alpha-actin stain. Note the marked existing intimal hyperplasia present even before the vein has been arterialised.

Figure 17.3 Cross-section of a segment of saphenous vein taken at the time of bypass surgery. (a) Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of saphenous vein \( \times 40.\) (b) Alpha-actin stain. Note the marked existing intimal hyperplasia present even before the vein has been arterialised.

The importance of treating the patient medically as well as surgically at the time of operation, or well before it, is well documented, both to protect the graft and to limit the progression of native vessel disease. Issues to be addressed include the cessation of smoking, adequate treatment of hypertension and diabetes, the identification and treatment of hyperlipidaemias and hyperhomocysteinaemia and the institution of antiplatelet therapy where not contraindicated.

There are important peroperative steps to improve the immediate outcome of bypass surgery. Prior to arterial clamping the patient should be heparinised. On completion of the bypass a check for patency and technical errors should be made. This may involve the use of intraoperative Doppler, on-table arteriography or angioscopy, though this has not found routine acceptance. A check on haemodynamic improvement should also be made prior to the patient leaving hospital. This should involve at least re-estimation of the ankle:brachial pressure index (ABPI), but preferably duplex examination.

DIAGNOSIS OF THE FAILING GRAFT

There is strong evidence that bypass graft surveillance increases the detection of flow limiting graft stenoses and that treatment of these prior to occlusion, i.e. when the graft is ‘at risk’ rather than ‘failed’ leads to improved long term graft patency. 31 The primary methods of graft surveillance include clinical examination, ABPI estimation, duplex imaging and arteriography. Of these, duplex scanning is increasingly recognised as the most valuable, though considerable debate surrounding its use and efficacy still exists.

Arteriography

Biplanar arteriography remains the gold standard in arterial assessment and is able to detect both native vessel and graft stenoses. It has advantages over non-invasive methods in that image resolution is not compromised proximal to the inguinal ligament, pressure gradients across iliac lesions can be measured and new techniques allow multiplanar imaging. However, as a means of surveillance it is unacceptable due to its invasive nature and the associated morbidity and mortality, the costs involved and the limited resource supply. Invasive arteriography no longer has a place in the routine surveillance of grafts postoperatively, but remains paramount in the confirmation of non-invasive findings and in planning revision procedures.
Figure 17.4 shows a vein graft stenosis initially detected on duplex scanning and here confirmed by arteriography at the time of balloon angioplasty.

**Non-invasive surveillance**

**ANKLE:BRACHIAL PRESSURE INDICES**

The use of resting ABPI estimation in the detection of graft stenoses has been accepted for some time. There are, however, considerable limitations to the technique. Ankle:brachial pressure index values may vary by as much as 0.1, without any change in the status of the patient. A fall of 0.15 in the ABPI is generally accepted as being significant, but such a fall requires the presence of a stenosis of at least 50 per cent. At this level graft occlusion is likely to be sudden and hence the opportunity to revise the graft before failure is lost. Several studies have shown that even a fall in the resting ABPI of at least 0.2 does not predict grafts that will fail. Treadmill testing may however increase the sensitivity of ABPI measurements in the detection of stenosis, just as it has been shown to do for native vessel disease. A significant number of patients with stenosis and a stable resting ABPI have been shown to have a fall in the ABPI after exercise. Ankle:brachial pressure index measurements may be of little use in diabetic patients due to vessel calcification.

**DUPLEX GRAFT SURVEILLANCE**

The rationale behind duplex graft surveillance is based upon the supposition that the detection and correction of graft stenoses, with consequent improvements in patency rates will result in improved limb survival. This, however, has never been proved in a large randomised trial. In fact, a large summation analysis of 6649 grafts comparing outcomes for grafts entered into a duplex surveillance programme with those where surveillance was not performed found that, while surveillance appeared to improve graft patency rates, there was no impact whatsoever upon limb salvage and amputation rates. Furthermore, it has never been proved adequately that stenosis inevitably means either subsequent occlusion or potential limb loss. There are data, however, which suggest quite the opposite. Those from Bristol relating to 275 grafts showed that there was no difference in the 12-month cumulative patency rates between grafts with treated and those with untreated lesions. In one study of 80 grafts followed angiographically, 22 grafts were shown to have a stenosis, five of which occluded, but four in the group of 58 with no stenosis also occluded. Others have doubted that the non-invasive detection of graft stenoses identifies those grafts at risk of occlusion. Even with the presumption that graft stenosis predisposes to graft occlusion and limb loss, a number of studies failed to find any benefit to duplex surveillance.
A randomised controlled Finnish study examining 185 vein grafts studied with either duplex surveillance or ABPI measurements failed to find any benefit of duplex surveillance. Any differences in outcome were apparent during the first postoperative month, prior to the commencement of surveillance.

Another group looking at a mixture of 85 vein, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and composite grafts found no support for the efficacy of prophylactic graft revision for grafts identified as failing by currently accepted duplex criteria. This perhaps reflects, at least in part, the increasingly accepted belief that duplex surveillance has a place in the surveillance of vein grafts but not prosthetic grafts. In a series of 69 prosthetic grafts from the Leicester group, for example, 14 failed after 30 days, 12 of which were not predicted by the surveillance programme.

The results of an ongoing large randomised multicentre trial are awaited to provide direct evidence of the benefits of a duplex surveillance programme for vein grafts in terms of limb salvage, quality of life and cost benefit.

The above evidence must call into question the place of duplex in graft surveillance but even if the concept of duplex graft surveillance is accepted there are problems. The generally accepted duplex criteria for the detection of a failing graft are shown in the box below, and Fig. 17.5 shows a duplex detected vein graft stenosis. A peak systolic velocity (PSV) greater than 150 cm/s implies a diameter reduction of at least 80 per cent. The use of standardised criteria means that the precision and reproducibility of duplex in graft surveillance from laboratory to laboratory must be excellent. In a blinded trial of interobserver agreement in the duplex scanning of vein grafts the kappa statistic was just 0.69. This signifies ‘good’ agreement, but is it good enough?

The PSV criteria are open to question and there are doubts about the PSV ratio (PSVR) at which grafts should be revised. For example, there is evidence that graft stenoses with a PSVR of less than 3.0 can be safely left, provided that duplex surveillance is performed every 3 months. This suggests that current duplex criteria for the detection of stenosis may be too sensitive, a viewpoint supported by a series of 46 grafts in which duplex detected abnormalities, as defined by a PSVR of more than 3.0, were followed up. Only 14 grafts were eventually revised, and only three occluded while being followed. All three showed a PSVR in excess of 7.0 prior to occlusion. In the same group, and in a trial using the same criteria, a comparison of the outcome of failing grafts which underwent prophylactic revision with those in which no revision was performed, found that primary and secondary patency and limb salvage rates were not significantly different. One suggestion, based on a study of 121 patients demonstrating that graft diameter and the location of the distal anastomosis significantly affect the flow velocity with the graft, is that currently established criteria for graft revision on the basis of velocity parameters may be improved if they can be modified to account for graft diameter and outflow.

There is also ongoing controversy as to the ideal follow-up time for graft surveillance. On one hand there are the advocates of long term duplex surveillance. For example, Lundell et al. in their randomised trial of graft surveillance versus non-surveillance found that significant differences in patencies were found only by year 2. This stance is shared by the Leicester group which feels that vein graft surveillance should be lifelong. Mills et al., however, found that of 91 grafts that were normal at 3 months only two subsequently developed de novo stenoses. All grafts progressing to high grade stenosis had a duplex abnormality at

---

**Figure 17.5** Duplex scan of a tight vein graft stenosis. The duplex performed here demonstrates an elevated peak systolic velocity and hence stenosis

**Duplex criteria for the identification of the failing graft**

- ABPI fall > 0.2
- PSV < 45 cm/s
- Increase in PSV to > 150 cm/s
- PSVR across a stenosis > 2.0
Group on the Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease

TransAtlantic inter-Society Consensus (TASC) Working Group on the Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease has published surveillance guidelines as shown in Table 17.1. It is noted that there is a need for establishing the cost effectiveness and optimal duration for surveillance, but that surveillance should be for at least 2 years.

### MANAGEMENT

An algorithm (Fig. 17.6) illustrates pathways of management, the treatment options available, the chances of bypass graft failure and surveillance to thwart that outcome.

### The failing graft

Intervention in the failing graft has been shown to result in excellent primary assisted patency rates. There is considerable inconsistency in the literature as to the level of stenosis, particularly with respect to vein grafts, at which intervention should be considered. It is generally agreed however that a rapidly progressive lesion, or a lesion deemed to be advanced on the basis of velocity criteria, should be revised. In our institution a PSVR in excess of 2.0, indicating a reduction in diameter of 50 per cent and a cross-sectional reduction of 70 per cent, is considered to be haemodynamically significant.

Many moderately severe lesions are detected on duplex scanning in the early postoperative period. Most will remain stable and will not require revision. Where intervention is deemed necessary options include percutaneous angioplasty, vein patch angioplasty and interposition or jump bypass grafting. Although some studies have shown equivalent results for surgery and balloon angioplasty for all stenoses, in practice, short lesions such as isolated stenoses and webs tend to be addressed with balloon angioplasty, or increasingly, vein patch angioplasty, with more extensive graft revision being reserved for long lesions and grafts exhibiting multiple lesions.

Where a prosthetic graft is felt to be at risk by virtue of falling ABPIs, arteriography is usually required as duplex does not image the surface of the graft sufficiently, particularly where grafts are externally supported. Furthermore, a detailed assessment of the inflow and outflow vasculature is needed. Inflow and outflow lesions thus identified can be addressed by standard techniques. Where there is a lesion within the graft, the graft usually requires revision.

Restenosis at the site of a previous percutaneous or vein patch angioplasty usually requires resection and interposition grafting or jump grafting.

### The failed graft – graft thrombosis

Despite the use of surveillance programmes, a significant number of grafts will not be identified as failing and will instead present as thrombosed grafts. A number of

---

**Table 17.1** The Transatlantic inter-Society Consensus (TASC) guidelines for the surveillance of infrainguinal bypass grafts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommended surveillance programme for vein bypass grafts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients undergoing vein bypass graft placement in the lower extremity for the treatment of claudication or limb-threatening ischaemia should be entered into a surveillance programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This programme should consist of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Interval history (new symptoms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vascular examination of the leg with palpation of inflow, graft and outflow pulses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Periodic measurement of resting and, if possible, post-exercise ankle-brachial indices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Duplex scanning of the entire length of the graft, with calculation of the peak systolic velocities and the velocity ratios across all identified lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Surveillance should be performed in the immediate postoperative period and at regular intervals for at least 2 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommended surveillance programme for prosthetic bypass grafts**

Patients undergoing prosthetic femoropopliteal or femorotibial bypass for the treatment of claudication or limb-threatening ischaemia should be entered into a surveillance programme. This programme should consist of:

- Interval history (new symptoms)
- Vascular examination of the leg with palpation of inflow, graft and outflow pulses
- Periodic measurement of resting and, if possible, post-exercise ankle-brachial indices
- Surveillance should be performed in the immediate postoperative period and at regular intervals for at least 2 years

---

6 weeks. This suggests that grafts with a normal early scan need much less intensive surveillance. Similarly, in a prospective trial of 300 patients undergoing duplex surveillance after the first year of operation it was concluded that the duration of surveillance may be restricted to the first six months in those who have a normal bypass in that time.

What is not disputed is the increased workload required to maintain vein graft patency consequent upon a graft surveillance programme, much of which is radiological. Despite this, however, revision of a duplex identified stenosis has been shown to be significantly cheaper than revision after thrombosis has occurred. Similarly, limb salvage is more cost effective than amputation and, despite concern over the high frequency with which revisions have been required in some series, the expense of a duplex surveillance programme, together with the increased workload generated, appears to be justified.

It is apparent that much controversy remains surrounding the use of duplex-based graft surveillance. Nevertheless, the TransAtlantic inter-Society Consensus (TASC) Working Group on the Management of Peripheral Arterial Disease...
considerations dictate the most appropriate management course. These include the nature of the symptoms exhibited by the patient, the severity of the ischaemia, the time from occlusion to presentation, and the time period since the original procedure.

Most patients presenting with an occluded bypass graft will require secondary intervention. A small number of grafts, however, do occlude asymptomatically due to the development of collaterals or healing of the tissue necrosis for which the original bypass was performed. Such patients should not be subjected to further intervention. Furthermore, up to a quarter of patients who undergo surgery for critical limb ischaemia will have an effective functioning limb after occlusion, particularly if some time has elapsed since the original procedure.

Practically, where graft occlusion has occurred, the most vital initial assessment is that of the severity of ischaemia, and with it an assessment of the urgency of treatment (see Chapters 15 and 16). Although there is no substitute for experience in this situation, the Society for Vascular Surgery/International Society of Cardiovascular Surgery (SVS/ISCVS) grading system is accepted and is shown in Table 17.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Viable. Not immediately threatened. Arterial Doppler signals audible, no sensory loss and no muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>Marginally threatened. Salvageable if promptly treated. Arterial Doppler signal often inaudible, minimal sensory loss and no muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb</td>
<td>Immediately threatened. Salvageable with immediate revascularisation, arterial Doppler signal usually inaudible, sensory loss with rest pain in more than toes, mild to moderate muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Irreversible. Major tissue loss or permanent nerve damage inevitable if there is significant delay before operation. Arterial and venous Doppler signal inaudible, profound limb anaesthesia and paralysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17.6 Algorithm illustrating pathways of management. ABPI, ankle:brachial pressure index; PSV, peak systolic velocity; PSVR, PSV ratio; PTA, percutaneous transluminal angioplasty; SVI/ISCS, Society for Vascular Surgery/International Society of Cardiovascular Surgery; TASC, TransAtlantic inter-Society Consensus

Table 17.2 The Society for Vascular Surgery/International Society of Cardiovascular Surgery (SVS/ISCVS) grading system for limb ischaemia
Thrombolysis

It has been widely held that patients presenting with Class IIa ischaemia are suitable patients for thrombolysis; there is sufficient time to allow this, and a lesion may be unmasked which can be treated with limited intervention. The role of thrombolysis in the treatment of graft failure, however, requires closer scrutiny (see Chapter 16). Thrombolysis has a minimal role in graft occlusion as it often unmasks a lesion requiring definitive treatment and hence merely delays an inevitable intervention.

At least four trials have failed to show any advantage to thrombolysis over surgery in the context of either acute lower limb ischaemia or an occluded bypass graft. Thrombolysis however, has been shown to be more effective in terms of mortality and amputation where the occlusion is less than 14 days old. The Surgery versus Thrombolysis for Ischaemia of the Lower Extremity (STILE) trial was a multicentre study randomising patients with acute lower limb ischaemia to treatment with surgery or one of two thrombolytic agents. Both vein and prosthetic bypass grafts were included. A disadvantage of the study was the use of a large number of clinical parameters to establish a primary endpoint. Overall there was a highly significant difference in favour of surgery, but subgroup analysis showed that, where the duration of ischaemia was less than 2 weeks, amputation rates were three times higher for surgery than for thrombolysis; after that period amputation rates were four times higher in the lytic group. STILE established surgery as a more effective and safer procedure than lytic therapy, and demonstrated that any benefit associated with thrombolysis is only gained if it is used within two weeks of the onset of symptoms.

The Thrombolysis Or Peripheral Arterial Surgery (TOPAS) study demonstrated similar amputation and mortality rates at one year for thrombolysis and surgery. As with the STILE trial better results were claimed for graft occlusion than for native vessel occlusions. Furthermore, success was found to be predictable upon traversing the occlusion with a guidewire and lysis was more likely to be successful in prosthetic rather than vein grafts.

A recent four-centre study has questioned the justification for thrombolysis of occluded grafts having demonstrated a 20 per cent patency after thrombolysis. Interestingly an additional procedure such as percutaneous or vein patch angioplasty appeared to make no difference to the patency rate. Table 17.3 shows guidelines with respect to thrombolysis in the presence of an occluded lower limb bypass graft.

Surgical intervention

Open surgical procedures form the basis for the traditional approach to graft occlusion. This tradition started in 1963 with the introduction of the Fogarty balloon embolectomy catheter and with it simple graft thrombectomy. It was quickly realised however that this was usually unrewarding without the identification and correction of any underlying lesion.

Progression of native disease in either the inflow or outflow vessels is treated by angioplasty or bypass according to standard principles (see Chapter 16). Vein patch angioplasty was the initial favoured option where vein grafts develop discrete stenoses, but secondary patency rates below 25 per cent were reported. It is now accepted that secondary autogenous replacement of the graft gives the best results, with secondary patency rates in excess of 50 per cent reported. Where localised problems are evident, such as a short discrete stenosis or a valve cusp stenosis, open repair is acceptable and yields better patency rates than dilatation. Involvement of the distal anastomosis, or extension of native vessel disease, may require extension of the bypass graft. This is especially true where PTFE grafts develop distal anastomotic strictures as these lesions are less amenable to balloon dilatation. In treating graft failure, the recommendation of the TASC group should be considered, namely that, after the relief of acute limb ischaemia and the establishment of its aetiology, the choice of treatment of the underlying lesion should be similar to the treatment choice in the setting of chronic limb ischaemia and not linked to the method of clot removal. It has certainly been shown that a pragmatic approach, where the revision strategy favours vein patch angioplasty for graft body lesions and jump grafts for distal anastomotic lesions, yields acceptable assisted primary patency rates.

Table 17.3 Guidelines for thrombolysis in the presence of an occluded lower limb bypass graft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse events include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Intracerebral bleeding (1.2–2.1 per cent in the STILE and TOPAS trials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Haematoma formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distal embolisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Septicaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Renal failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pseudoaneurysm formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Angina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ulnar neuropathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where lysis is successful, adjuvant procedures are usually required to maintain patency. This may, however, be a lesser procedure than would otherwise be required.

STILE, Surgery versus Thrombolysis for Ischaemia of the Lower Extremity; TOPAS, Thrombolysis Or Peripheral Arterial Surgery.
Immediate postoperative care does not differ substantively from those patients who are undergoing primary arterial reconstruction. Nevertheless, two points that have already been made are worth reiterating. First, all patients at the time of operation, and preferably considerably before, should be receiving best medical therapy to address smoking, hypertension, diabetes, hypercholesterolaemia, hyperhomocysteinæmia and cardiac failure and all should be receiving antiplatelet medication. Second, prior to discharge, all patients should undergo investigation to ensure that the haemodynamic integrity of the affected limb has been restored; ideally all patients should undergo postoperative duplex scanning, although in practice ABPI improvement may be considered sufficient.

**The failed revascularisation**

In many cases a failed attempt at graft salvage will lead inevitably to amputation (see Chapter 2). There is evidence, however, that a small number of patients with critical limb ischaemia following a failed revision will benefit from non-surgical treatments.

Iloprost, an extensively studied stable analogue of prostacyclin, has been shown to have beneficial effects on mortality and limb salvage at 3–6 months in three trials. Its effects include prevention of platelet and leucocyte activation and vasodilatation, hence it works at a microcirculatory level. The administration regimens are all labour intensive and costly, requiring intravenous administration of iloprost for between 2 and 4 weeks. Patients receiving iloprost, however, were significantly more likely to be alive and to have avoided major amputation during the follow-up period than those having placebo, with a 16 per cent and 20 per cent risk reduction, respectively. Side effects may limit the efficacy of iloprost with flushing, headache, nausea, abdominal pain, hypotension and angina being reported. It does seem reasonable given the current evidence to consider the use of iloprost where surgery has failed or is not feasible, and limb salvage at 3–6 months in three trials. Its effects include prevention of platelet and leucocyte activation and vasodilatation, hence it works at a microcirculatory level. The administration regimens are all labour intensive and costly, requiring intravenous administration of iloprost for between 2 and 4 weeks. Patients receiving iloprost, however, were significantly more likely to be alive and to have avoided major amputation during the follow-up period than those having placebo, with a 16 per cent and 20 per cent risk reduction, respectively. Side effects may limit the efficacy of iloprost with flushing, headache, nausea, abdominal pain, hypotension and angina being reported. It does seem reasonable given the current evidence to consider the use of iloprost where surgery has failed or is not feasible, and the alternative would be amputation. Trials on a recently developed oral form of iloprost are awaited and, if successful, may contribute to enhanced collateral formation when therapeutic angiogenesis is employed.

Vascular endothelial growth factor is effective following direct gene transfer. In a rat model, ischaemia was induced followed by transfection of the plasmid encoding VEGF into the ischaemic limbs. Gene transfer produced a significantly more extensive, though morphologically similar, pattern of collaterals to that seen in control limbs. A similar effect was seen when plasmid encoding each of the three main human VEGF isoforms was delivered on angioplasty balloons to the ischaemic hind limbs of rabbits and it thus appears that the transfer of naked DNA encoding a secreted cytokine is an alternative to the administration of recombinant protein in therapeutic angiogenesis. Striated muscle is capable of taking up and expressing foreign genes transferred in the form of naked plasmid DNA, albeit with low levels of gene expression. The efficacy of this technique when applied to VEGF augmented collateral development in the ischaemic limb has been shown and intramuscular transfection of genes encoding angiogenic factors is an exciting prospect in those with peripheral vascular disease. Trials utilising this method of transfection have been performed with very small numbers of patients. These appear to support the hypothesis that intramuscular injection of naked plasmid DNA leads to constitutive overexpression of VEGF sufficient to induce therapeutic angiogenesis in selected patients with critical limb ischaemia. Phase I trials with intravenous VEGF have been completed, but the results have not yet been published. Although it is notable that no pharmacological intervention shown to be successful in the laboratory or in animal models has subsequently been shown to be effective in humans, the recent dramatic increase in the number of trials of tissue angiogenesis reflects the success of the preclinical models and the favourable early clinical results.

**The successful revascularisation**

There is little available at present, besides that already mentioned, to augment a technically adequate revascularisation
operation. Two very different interventions may however offer hope in future for improving graft patency where vein has been used.

It has been shown previously that the long term adaptation of vein to the arterial circulation can be modified by external stenting. Kohler et al.\textsuperscript{81} postulated that wall stress regulates wall structure as vein graft thickening stops when the ratio of lumen radius to wall thickness equals that of a normal artery.\textsuperscript{82} They found that, in rabbits, restrictive external support of vein grafts caused reduction of the wall area. Angelini et al.,\textsuperscript{83} however, proposed that restrictive stenting, while reducing medial thickening, promoted neointimal thickening, thus leading to a reduction, not increase, in final luminal diameter. This may be due to reduced fluid flux around the graft, or vessel wall hypoxia due to adventitial disruption.\textsuperscript{84} They therefore used a non-restrictive and porous external stent in a pig model of arteriovenous bypass grafting to reduce tangential wall stress, and found a dramatic decrease in both medial thickening and neointimal hyperplasia 4 weeks after implantation. The degree of oversize of the stent appears not to be important.\textsuperscript{85} Subsequent work suggested a role for prostacyclin (PG12) and nitric oxide in promoting microangiogenesis in the adventitia of stented grafts, which may limit graft hypoxia.\textsuperscript{86} Notably, stenting also seemed to result in a significant reduction in the expression of platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) by the graft.\textsuperscript{87} Most recently, external stenting in a rat model has been shown to limit intimal hyperplasia and cellular proliferation, with the conclusion that external stenting will reduce atherosclerotic change in arterialized vein and thus improve the patency of vein grafts.\textsuperscript{88}

Finally, there may be a role for gene therapy in the reduction of intimal hyperplasia in bypass grafts. Vein grafts are well suited for gene therapy as there is direct access to the graft during vein preparation. Recent advances include adeno-associated and modified adenovirus gene transfer, allowing prolonged expression in vivo. Targets for gene transfer have included tissue plasminogen activator, prostacyclin synthase and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases.\textsuperscript{89} One example of such work has used an organ culture of human vein to demonstrate reduced intimal hyperplasia following adenovirus mediated transfer of nitric oxide synthase.\textsuperscript{90}

**RESULTS**

Examples of published primary, primary assisted and secondary patency rates following infrainguinal arterial reconstruction are shown in Table 17.4, where available limb salvage rates are also shown.

**Table 17.4 Published primary, primary assisted and secondary patency rates following infrainguinal bypass surgery**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of grafts</th>
<th>Nature of grafts</th>
<th>Follow-up (months)</th>
<th>Primary patency (per cent)</th>
<th>Primary assisted patency (per cent)</th>
<th>Secondary patency (per cent)</th>
<th>Limb salvage (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shah et al.\textsuperscript{91}</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>2058</td>
<td>In situ vein</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrne et al.\textsuperscript{92}</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Above-knee, popliteal – vein</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Below-knee, popliteal – vein</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Tibial – vein</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugster et al.\textsuperscript{93}</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>Intrainguinal non-reversed vein</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Intrainguinal in situ vein</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamsen et al.\textsuperscript{94}</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Femoropopliteal/distal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Femoropopliteal/distal</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ihlberg et al.\textsuperscript{95}</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Intrainguinal vein – duplex surveillance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Intrainguinal vein – ABPI surveillance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belkin et al.\textsuperscript{96}</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>Intrainguinal non-reversed vein</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>568</td>
<td>Intrainguinal in situ vein</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABPI, ankle: brachial pressure index.

**Conclusions**

The graft failure rate following infrainguinal reconstruction remains high and the consequences potentially serious both for the patient and financially. Graft revision surgery can be technically demanding. Prior to any
intervention the most meticulous attention must be paid to both the overall condition of the patient and to the degree of ischaemia of the affected limb. Within the constraints of urgency, vigorous attempts to gain as much anatomical and haemodynamic information as possible must be made. Despite these measures, many revascularisations will fail. It remains to be seen whether the newer therapies currently in the experimental stage discussed above will lead to improved limb salvage rates, even when reintervention has not been successful.
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THE PROBLEM

The principles of treatment of prosthetic graft infection are straightforward: eliminate the infection while preserving perfusion to the vascular bed supplied by the infected graft. Two circumstances, however, pose significant challenges to successful treatment, namely, associated bleeding and associated ischaemia. In each case the urgency of the associated condition imposes an immediacy which may limit the options for evaluation, preparation and treatment, as well as have an adverse impact on outcome.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

While prosthetic vascular graft infection occurs in 2–4 per cent of patients1–3 it is an uncommon cause of acute limb ischaemia. In our experience and that of others, less than 10 per cent of patients with graft infection present with graft or graft limb occlusion.4,5 While the incidence of graft infection among all patients presenting with graft or graft limb occlusion is unknown, clearly most of these occlusions result from haemodynamic causes and not from underlying graft infection.

In most cases of graft occlusion and associated infection of the prosthesis, graft infection is occult and the ischaemia is not limb threatening. It is less likely for the infection to be evident or for the ischaemia to limb threatening. As the usual clinical setting is one of graft occlusion without any clinical evidence to suggest an infection, the vascular surgeon usually discovers the infection incidentally during treatment focused on relieving ischaemia. The challenge presented to the vascular surgeon, therefore, is the management of occult graft infection discovered during the treatment of graft or graft limb occlusion.

DIAGNOSIS

As mentioned, these patients usually lack the clinical signs and symptoms associated with vascular graft infection, namely, fever, malaise, persistent/recurrent wound fluid collection, cellulitis, drainage, chronic sinus tract or septicaemia.6 The detected abnormalities, such as elevated white blood cell count and elevated sedimentation rate, are mild and quite reasonably attributed to the physiological effects of the ischaemia. The suspicion of a possible graft infection is first aroused by the intraoperative findings at exploration to treat the ischaemia. Typically, these include a lack of graft incorporation by the surrounding tissue, the presence of perigraft fluid, especially if within the perigraft capsule and white blood cells on Gram stain of that fluid. It is rare to see organisms on Gram stain of the fluid, but if found they are pathognomonic of graft infection. The standard approaches to the diagnosis of graft infection using imaging studies, nuclear medicine scans, aspiration of perigraft fluid or sinus tract injection will not have been applied in the setting of an occult graft infection.
**BACTERIOLOGY**

The absence of organisms on Gram stain and the common finding of no growth on subsequent cultures is consistent with the low virulence of the most common causative organism, *Staphylococcus epidermidis*. Central to the pathogenesis of this organism is the production of a polysaccharide biofilm, commonly referred to as ‘slime’, which allows the *S. epidermidis* organisms to adhere to the surface and the interstices of the graft material in a protected environment which white cells, antibodies and antibiotics have difficulty penetrating effectively. The resultant tissue destruction is relatively confined to the perigraft area and produces a muted host response. It is this limited pathogenicity which allows the graft infection to remain occult, pursuing a chronic, indolent course over many months or years. Although there are no specific data regarding the bacteriology of occult graft infections presenting with graft or graft limb occlusion, in comparison to those in other manifestations of graft infection, infection is less likely to be occult when it results from more virulent organisms such as *Staphylococcus aureus* and Gram-negative organisms. The latter bacteria are more likely to cause significant tissue destruction resulting in a more obvious host response, manifesting itself as cellulitis, abscess, anastomotic disruption with either false aneurysm formation or actual bleeding.

**MANAGEMENT**

In general, the management of a patient with a graft infection requires evidence of that infection, definition of relevant arterial anatomy, determination of the extent of involvement of the graft by infection, and then selection of the best approach to treatment (Fig. 18.1). In the specific clinical situation where the patient presents with graft thrombosis, however, that approach will be determined by the severity of tissue ischaemia, the level of suspicion, if any, of an underlying graft infection, the infecting organism, once it has been identified, and the patient’s associated comorbidities.

**Factors determining approach**

- Severity of tissue ischaemia
- Level of suspicion of infection
- Infecting organism
- Associated comorbidities

As the presenting feature in these patients is ischaemia, anticoagulation should be initiated promptly. In addition, antibiotics should be administered, not because of any suspicion of underlying graft infection, but in anticipation of invasive intervention. The antibiotic selected should have a spectrum of activity, which at the least, includes skin organisms. If tissue ischaemia is extensive, for example affecting both lower extremities or if it is advanced, i.e. present for some time, and especially with associated neuromuscular deficit, then renal protection against myoglobin damage should be initiated by means of hydration and alkalinisation of the urine with a continuous infusion of bicarbonate. With extensive or advanced ischaemia the patient will also need volume resuscitation to correct the considerable sequestration of fluid accompanying this event. Renal protection is particularly important because administration of intravenous contrast will almost certainly be necessary at some point in evaluation and management of the patient. Electrolyte abnormalities should also be corrected. These basic elements of treatment must be accomplished expeditiously and should not delay rapid intervention to correct the ischaemia.

### Initial management

- Anticoagulant treatment
- Antibiotic therapy
- Renal protection
  - Hydration
  - Alkalinisation of the urine
  - Against intravenous contrast
- Volume resuscitation
- Correction of electrolyte abnormalities
- Intervention to correct ischaemia

### Diagnosis

1. Computed tomography (CT)
2. Nuclear medicine scan
3. Image-guided perigraft fluid aspiration
4. Sinus tract injection

### Define arterial anatomy

1. CT angiography
2. Magnetic resonance angiography
3. Conventional arteriography

### Establish extent of graft involvement

1. CT
2. Nuclear medicine scan
3. Sinus tract injection
4. Operative exploration

### Select definitive treatment

- Excision
  1. Partial
  2. Complete
- Revascularisation
  1. Extra-anatomical
  2. In situ
- Conduit
  1. Prosthetic
  2. Autograft
  3. Allograft

*Figure 18.1 Algorithm of management of graft infection*
**Graft occlusion with occult infection**

In the most common clinical setting, namely, graft occlusion with no clinical evidence or suspicion of graft infection, the vascular surgeon will be concentrating on treating the ischaemia. Therefore, the treatment chosen will be determined by the severity of the ischaemia (Fig. 18.2). If the patient has mild or moderate ischaemia, with no associated neuromuscular deficit, or at most a very mild sensory deficit, then either thrombolysis or thrombectomy are appropriate treatment options. The vascular anatomy can be defined by contrast arteriography performed just prior to initiating thrombolysis or performing thrombectomy, although complete definition of the anatomy may not be possible in the very poorly perfused ischaemic bed. Thrombolysis, if effective, has the potential benefit of averting an open procedure especially if extensive or even multiple procedures might have been necessary. Some consideration, however, should be given to the possibility that thrombolysis may increase the embolic potential of a pseudointima already destabilised by graft infection. Embolisation of contents from an infected, occluded graft may create extensive soft tissue infection and destruction leading to limb loss. In those even rarer circumstances when the graft infection has presented with septic emboli at the time of occlusion, thrombolysis is contraindicated. Thrombolysis is obviously not advisable in the setting of advanced ischemia because of the associated delay in achieving reperfusion.

A particular risk of thrombolysis in this setting is the limited opportunity to diagnose graft infection. Occasionally, perigraft fluid will be detected during puncture of the graft to establish access for thrombolysis. If that does not occur, however, and if lysis is successful in restoring perfusion, and the lesion(s) responsible for the graft occlusion is(are) then managed endoluminally, it is likely that the graft infection will go undiagnosed. This is of particular concern if endoluminal treatment involves placing stents or stent-grafts through a graft in which infection is present but has not been recognised. The potential for contaminating the new endoprosthesis and for spreading the infection to other previously uninvolved areas of the graft or arterial tree is an alarming prospect. One approach, which would prevent such a missed diagnosis and would have no impact on the risk of spreading infection, is to define the arterial anatomy at the conclusion of successful thrombolysis and endoluminal treatment using fine-cut computed tomography (CT) with three-dimensional arterial reconstruction. This will demonstrate the perigraft soft tissue and detect any of the typical abnormalities associated with graft infection, i.e. perigraft fluid, air, indistinct tissue planes, abscess or false aneurysm. Artefacts from endoluminal prostheses, however, can make interpretation of the study difficult. If thrombolysis is unsuccessful or if treatment

---

**Figure 18.2  Algorithm of management of graft occlusion with occult infection**
of the causative lesion requires open operation, then diagnoses of the occult graft infection will not be missed.

Thrombectomy is the treatment of choice in the setting of advanced or extensive ischaemia, or if thrombolysis is not safe or technically feasible. Thrombectomy may be performed using the percutaneous mechanical approach (see Chapter 16) or the standard open approach (see Chapter 15). Again, the percutaneous approach has the same advantages and disadvantages as thrombolysis, except that it can provide more rapid restoration of flow. Given that graft infection can result in structural weakening of the graft and its attachments, mechanical thrombectomy carries the potential for disrupting the conduit or the anastomoses, and that must be kept in mind. Finally, the use of mechanical thrombectomy is limited by the availability of the necessary devices.

Open thrombectomy is the most common approach in patients with extensive or advanced ischaemia, and will also be needed for a proportion of those in whom thrombolysis fails. When an occult graft infection is encountered at the time of graft exploration for thrombectomy several principles should be followed. An adequate sample of any perigraft fluid should be sent for immediate Gram staining as well as for culture and sensitivity. The goal of this operation should be to restore perfusion, allowing adequate time for appropriate assessment and planning for definitive treatment of the graft infection. Accordingly, the procedure should begin by transgraft thrombectomy avoiding exposure of any anastomosis. To do so increases the risk of disruption of an anastomosis already weakened by infection. Anastomotic disruption may precipitate immediate definitive treatment of the graft infection, which is most undesirable at this point because the extent of graft involvement is not known and the pertinent arterial anatomy may not be completely defined. The lack of such information may result in either an unnecessarily extensive or an inappropriately limited procedure, either of which can adversely affect outcome. Adequate drainage of the infection should be established, but extensive debridement of the soft tissue involved should not be performed at this time. If thrombectomy is successful in restoring flow, the procedure is then terminated. The patient should then undergo expeditious definition of the arterial anatomy and determination of the extent to which the graft is involved in the infection. With this information the surgeon can select an appropriate approach to definitive treatment.

If simple transgraft thrombectomy is not successful in restoring perfusion to the ischaemic bed, graft revision will be required. Careful consideration must be given to the technical aspects of this revision. Endoluminal angioplasty of stenoses limiting inflow or outflow can be utilised provided that access is through a non-infected site and does not involve traversing the infected graft. Placement of stents or stent-grafts to treat any flow-limiting, graft-threatening stenosis is not advisable in the setting of an infection, even if access is through a non-infected site and the planned deployment site is remote from the infected graft. Local anastomotic revision, for example, patch angioplasty to treat an anastomotic stenosis, should be limited to the shortest patch that will correct the stenosis. Prosthetic extensions of the infected graft such as proximal or distal jump-grafts are to be avoided, as they will certainly complicate the subsequent definitive treatment of the graft infection. In short, if graft revision is needed to ensure successful perfusion and reversal of ischaemia, it should be confined to the minimum that is needed and should be completed in a manner that does not make the subsequent definitive treatment of the graft infection any more complicated.

Occasionally, open thrombectomy will have the effect of precipitating immediate definitive treatment of the graft infection. The most common reasons for this are inability to re-establish adequate perfusion through the infected graft and/or bleeding as a result of disruption of an anastomosis or the conduit itself during attempts at thrombectomy or focal revision. The specific approach to the graft infection is individualised in each case but some examples will illustrate general principles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situations governing specific approaches to infection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Occult infection of aortofemoral bypass graft limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Occult infection of femoropopliteal bypass graft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Graft occlusion with suspected infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Occult infection of aortofemoral graft limb**

**INADEQUATE OUTFLOW**

If the patient presents with occlusion of one limb of an aortobifemoral bypass graft (AFBG) and occult infection is detected at open thrombectomy, the first step must be transgraft thrombectomy. If inflow is restored but there is a focal stenosis at the femoral anastomosis, the appropriate options would include prosthetic patch angioplasty or focal common femoral artery (CFA) endarterectomy (Fig. 18.3). The prosthetic patch angioplasty needs to be short and should not be extended for any distance onto either the superficial femoral artery (SFA) or the profunda femoris artery (PFA). Common femoral endarterectomy is only feasible if there is no suggestion of anastomotic weakening. Inappropriate options include prosthetic femoropopliteal bypass or a prosthetic extension graft from the AFBG limb to the SFA or PFA. If the SFA is occluded and the PFA does not provide sufficient outflow to maintain patency of the AFBG limb to the SFA or PFA. Thereafter, subsequent resection of the infected AFBG limb and reconstruction, either extra-anatomical or in-line, can be undertaken without having to revise the proximal
anastomosis of the newly placed femoropopliteal graft. If the only outflow is the PFA and if that vessel has an extended lesion, then the appropriate technique is to detach the AFBG limb, extend the open arteriotomy down the PFA, perform an open endarterectomy, patch the arteriotomy with either vein or an endarterectomised segment of the occluded SFA and then re-anastomose the AFBG limb into the patch or into the CFA just proximal to the patch.

**INADEQUATE INFLOW**

If inflow is not restored by transgraft thrombectomy, then an alternative inflow source is needed (see Fig. 18.3). It will be necessary to close the incision used to explore the occluded, infected graft limb and begin again with a clean field and clean instruments. An incision is made exposing the contralateral patent, and presumably non-infected, AFBG limb. If that graft limb shows no evidence of infection, the perigraft space is swabbed and a Gram stain performed. If no white cells are seen on Gram stain, the AFBG limb can be used for inflow to the ischaemic limb. We do not use another prosthetic conduit in this situation and prefer either the patient’s superficial femoral vein harvested from the non-infected side, a cryopreserved superficial femoral vein or a cryopreserved arterial segment of appropriate size. The chosen conduit is anastomosed to the uninfected AFBG limb, tunnelled halfway across a suprapubic tunnel and, maintaining orientation within it, brought out through a short incision in the skin. The incision used to expose the non-infected AFBG limb and to perform that anastomosis is closed and sealed.

The original incision used to expose the infected graft limb is now re-opened and the vein conduit tunnelled the remainder of the way across the suprapubic region. The infected AFBG limb is now detached from the femoral artery and the vein conduit is anastomosed to the CFA. If necessary, the anastomosis of this vein conduit may be brought well down onto the PFA or SFA to treat any femoral anastomotic stenosis. The ample size of the conduit facilitates a lengthy anastomosis if it is needed. The infected AFBG limb is resected back to a point just proximal to the inguinal ligament and oversewn. After this procedure has successfully restored flow to

---

**Figure 18.3** Algorithm of management of occult infection of aortobifemoral graft limb. AFBG, aortobifemoral bypass graft; PFA, profundus femoris artery; SFA, superficial femoral artery; TEA, thromboendarterectomy
the ischaemic limb, appropriate investigations can be undertaken to determine how much of the AFGB is involved by the infection. A second procedure will be needed to remove the remaining infected segments of the graft.

If there is any concern that the contralateral AFBG limb is involved by the infection, or that the body of the AFBG may be involved, then the vein conduit is not anastomosed to the contralateral AFBG limb. Instead the vein conduit is anastomosed either to the contralateral SFA or, if the SFA is occluded, to the PFA. If the entire AFBG subsequently proves to be involved by the infection, it can be removed without necessitating revision of the vein conduit anastomosis. If the entire AFBG requires removal, our preference is to perform in-line reconstruction, again using either the patient’s superficial femoral vein or, more commonly, either cryopreserved superficial femoral vein or cryopreserved aortoiliac segments (see Chapter 25). The chosen conduit is anastomosed proximally to the infrarenal aorta and then distally to the recently placed cross-femoral vein conduit. The site of the distal anastomosis to the vein conduit is optional.

**Occult infection femoropopliteal graft**

**INADEQUATE OUTFLOW**

If the patient presents with occlusion of a femoropopliteal graft and at open thrombectomy an occult infection is detected, the first step is to proceed to transgraft thrombectomy (Fig. 18.4). If inflow is sufficient, but there is a distal anastomotic stenosis, focal balloon angioplasty may be performed through the graft, without risk of spreading infection because the graft is already involved. This may not be an appropriate intervention, however, if the graft infection seems localised, for example, confined to a segment of the body of the graft. Alternatively, a short focal patch angioplasty may be performed as long as it does not extend to any major tibial branch point. Inappropriate options would be prosthetic extension of the infected graft to a more distal segment of the popliteal artery or to a tibial artery.

If there is significant disease in the run-off arteries and adequate outflow can only be obtained by treating this disease or extending the graft to a more distal arterial segment, such as the below-knee popliteal artery or a tibial artery, the entire infected graft should be removed and replaced. In this situation, we would not place another prosthetic graft but choose instead the patient’s greater saphenous vein if it is still available, the other choices being the lesser saphenous vein, an arm vein or a cryopreserved saphenous vein. An inappropriate option would be an angioplasty or stenting of the distal disease, there being no endoluminal approach to those lesions which does not involve traversing the infected graft. Excision of the infected graft without revascularisation is an acceptable option only if the patient has no symptoms of acute ischaemia, a clinical scenario not covered in this chapter.

**INADEQUATE INFLOW**

If inflow to femoral level is insufficient to maintain patency of the femoropopliteal graft, there are several other options
Balloon angioplasty can be performed to treat any inflow lesion, provided that access is obtained through a non-infected site, for example via a contralateral retrograde femoral approach or an antegrade brachial approach. Stent placement should be avoided because of the risk of infection even though there is no direct continuity between the proximal stent and the infected femoropopliteal graft. Stent-graft placement should not be performed, even in a remote location. If ipsilateral inflow through the native iliofemoral arteries is insufficient and cannot be adequately improved by angioplasty, then an open approach to establish adequate inflow is needed. Appropriate options include ipsilateral iliofemoral endarterectomy, with or without patch angioplasty, ipsilateral iliofemoral bypass or cross-femoral bypass.

We would not use prosthetic material for any patch or another prosthetic conduit for the iliofemoral or cross-femoral bypass, instead preferring the patient’s superficial femoral vein harvested from the uninfected leg, cryopreserved superficial femoral vein or cryopreserved arterial segments of an appropriate diameter. The patient’s greater saphenous vein may be used if it is of adequate calibre, and we prefer to preserve this conduit and use it to replace the infected femoropopliteal graft. The distal anastomosis of the inflow iliofemoral bypass or cross-femoral bypass is to the native CFA or PFA and not to the infected femoropopliteal graft. Subsequent removal of the infected femoropopliteal conduit can then be performed without revising the distal anastomosis of the recently placed inflow graft.

Re-establishing perfusion to the ischaemic limb allows time for expeditious assessment of the extent of involvement of the graft by the infection, the relevant arterial anatomy and any associated comorbidities. Appropriate definitive treatment can then be selected. Occasionally an infection will involve only the body of a femoropopliteal graft, but more commonly the entire graft is infected. Although some investigators have recommended preservation or partial preservation of an infected lower extremity graft as the optimal treatment, we prefer to remove the infected graft and replace it with a tissue conduit in the form of either the patient’s vein (greater saphenous, lesser saphenous, or arm vein) or cryopreserved saphenous vein. We generally do not use cryopreserved arterial conduits for replacement of infected lower extremity grafts because the size is generally not well matched to the native arteries.

**Graft occlusion with suspected infection**

When graft occlusion occurs and graft infection is suspected, the severity of tissue ischaemia still determines the approach to treatment (Fig. 18.5). Thrombolysis, however,
is no longer an appropriate consideration. The inevitability of an open intervention eliminates the potential for total endoluminal management, the principal benefit of thrombolysis. Meanwhile, all of the potential disadvantages of thrombolysis remain, namely, delay in revascularisation, risk of bleeding and risk of septic embolisation. Therefore, patients with mild or moderate ischaemia will undergo expeditious assessment of the extent of infection, delineation of arterial anatomy and then definitive treatment of the infection. Patients with advanced ischaemia will most often undergo open thrombectomy. The approach to open thrombectomy and graft revision, if simple transgraft thrombectomy fails, is the same as that for totally occult graft infection discovered incidentally during treatment of graft occlusion. Again, the basic principles to be emphasised are to perform as minimal a procedure as possible which will successfully restore perfusion without further complicating subsequent definitive treatment of the graft infection. After restoration of flow and reversal of ischaemia, the patient will undergo routine assessment and management of the graft infection.

RESULTS

In general, patients who present with limb-threatening ischaemia of any aetiology have a higher rate of limb loss than patients who present with non-limb-threatening ischaemia. In addition mortality and morbidity rates are higher in this patient group, consistent with both the physiological effects and the need for an urgent, if not emergency, intervention. One would expect these observations also to apply to patients with acute ischaemia in the setting of occult or suspected graft infection. Although there are no outcome data specific to the clinical situation of occult graft infection within the setting of acute graft or graft limb occlusion, one can use the available outcome data for generic prosthetic graft infection to establish a range of obtainable outcomes.

In general, the outcome of graft infection has improved as the principles of management have become better defined and the treatment options have expanded. Investigators usually acknowledge that the presence of the foreign body, i.e. the prosthetic graft, potentiates the infection. Therefore, complete removal of the infected prosthesis and avoidance of tissue planes by using extra-anatomical routes in any subsequent revascularisation procedure offers the best chance of eradicating the infection. Almost all investigators, however, also acknowledge that the parallel goal of maintenance of perfusion to the distal bed is not optimally achieved with extra-anatomical bypass. The standard approach to the management of infected grafts, i.e. complete graft excision with revascularisation through remote non-infected fields, has been supplemented with in situ revascularisation utilising a variety of conduits including prostheses such as Dacron and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), antibiotic (rifampin)-bonded prosthetic conduits, autologous vein, arterial allografts and venous allografts.

The potential benefits of in situ revascularisation are that it is a simplified single operative procedure with lower amputation rates and possibly even lower mortality. The potential disadvantages are the risk of persistent or recurrent infection, particularly when another prosthetic conduit is placed in the tissue bed contaminated by graft infection. The use of autogenous deep venous conduits is associated with a risk of significant limb oedema and even the venous compartment syndrome. Allograft use is associated with conduit failure either because of aneurysmal degeneration or stenosis/occlusion, possibly reflecting low grade chronic rejection.

Overall, the available results of these treatment approaches published during the past 15 years suggest that reasonable outcomes may be achieved (Table 18.1). Many of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conduit</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Death (per cent)</th>
<th>Limb loss (per cent)</th>
<th>Conduit disruption (per cent)</th>
<th>Conduit failure (per cent)</th>
<th>Recurrent/persistent infection (per cent)</th>
<th>Conduit dilation (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venous autograft</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>10–33</td>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>0–33</td>
<td>0–17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial allograft</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>13–30</td>
<td>0–6</td>
<td>3–17</td>
<td>5–44</td>
<td>7–24</td>
<td>5–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ prosthetic</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0–50</td>
<td>0–40</td>
<td>0–7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>10–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ prosthetic-antibiotic bonded</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>11–36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0–18</td>
<td>9–36</td>
<td>0–18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-anatomical bypass and infected graft removal – UCSF</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous allograft – UCSF</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UCSF, University of California, San Francisco.
reported series, however, are small, the patients having been selected rather than taken consecutively, accumulated over long time intervals and during which there have been many changes in patient management. Outcome data beyond the perioperative interval are often limited or not available. Finally, most investigators triage their choice of the in-line conduit according to the clinical scenario; prosthetic in-line conduits tend to be used almost exclusively in the setting of aortoenteric fistula, whereas tissue in-line conduits tend to be used in the setting of chronic infection.

In general, in situ reconstruction is recommended for consideration in infections which are culture-negative or when there are no systemic signs of it. Such treatment is also appropriate when significant occlusive disease severely disadvantages the haemodynamic success of an extra-anatomical bypass, when the degree of occlusive disease itself demands treatment, and finally, and when major branches are involved in the infected graft, the last two situations being particularly relevant to infected aortic grafts.

In general, in situ reconstruction is recommended for consideration in infections which are culture-negative or when there are no systemic signs of it. Such treatment is also appropriate when significant occlusive disease severely disadvantages the haemodynamic success of an extra-anatomical bypass, when the degree of occlusive disease itself demands treatment, and finally, and when major branches are involved in the infected graft, the last two situations being particularly relevant to infected aortic grafts.

In general, in situ reconstruction is not recommended for consideration when there is an abscess or when infections are gross, culture-positive, caused by Gram-negative organisms, by S. aureus, particularly if methicillin sensitive or resistant (MRSA), and if there are systemic, virulent or invasive manifestations.

For the most part occult graft infection, manifesting as graft or graft limb occlusion, will not have any of the above features contraindicating in situ replacement of the infected graft, as almost all of them reflect an aggressive and invasive infection which is not likely to remain occult.

In situ reconstruction

- Recommended
  - Culture-negative infections
  - No signs of systemic infection
  - Likely compromise of extra-anatomical bypass by significant occlusive disease
  - Significant disease in major (especially aortic) branches requiring treatment
  - Infection involving major (especially aortic) branches
- Not recommended
  - Abscess
  - Gross, virulent or invasive infection
  - Gram-negative, S. aureus or culture-positive infection
  - Systemic manifestations of infection

Conclusions

Acute ischaemia secondary to graft occlusion with an underlying occult graft infection is a rare occurrence. There are few specific data to guide treatment or establish expected outcomes. In general, the degree of ischemia will dictate the initial treatment approach. In the most common setting non-limb-threatening ischaemia, caused by the occluded graft, results in operative exploration and incidental discovery of graft infection. The principles guiding treatment are the relief of ischaemia using the simplest approach in restoring flow, avoiding any procedure which risks spreading infection or which makes subsequent definitive treatment of the graft infection more difficult.

Once ischaemia has been relieved expeditiously, the arterial anatomy is delineated, the extent of graft involved by the infection is established and definitive treatment is chosen and executed. In situ graft replacement is employed only for non-invasive, non-aggressive infections. The conduit chosen for in situ graft replacement is, in order of preference, vein autograft, vein allograft, arterial allograft, antibiotic-bonded prosthetic graft or a simple prosthesis. In following these guidelines the best possible combined outcome endpoints of patient survival, eradication of infection and limb salvage can be achieved.
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THE PROBLEM

With the rising incidence and prevalence of diabetes mellitus worldwide, there has been an even greater increase in the prevalence of diabetes related complications. Foot ulceration is one of the most common and formidable complications of diabetes, affecting almost 20 per cent of all diabetic patients during their lifetime. Despite advances in management, foot problems continue to be the most common reason for hospitalisation among these patients. Diabetes remains the single strongest risk factor for limb loss, contributing to half of all lower extremity amputations in the USA. The relative risk for leg amputation is 40 times greater among diabetic patients. Moreover, up to 50 per cent of diabetic amputees will undergo a second leg amputation within 5 years of the first one.

The spectrum of diabetic foot disease ranges from the asymptomatic patient, who may require only preventive foot care, to the unstable and critically ill patient in whom both loss of life and limb are imminent threats. Indeed, the variety of presentations of the diabetic foot often contributes to the clinical confusion and diagnostic and treatment delays which unfortunately lead to limb loss. It follows that the clinician needs to develop an orderly approach, grounded on firm pathophysiological principles, in order to prevent such disasters.

PATHOLOGY OF THE DIABETIC FOOT

The pathogenic mechanisms involved in diabetic foot disease include ischaemia, neuropathy and infection. Acting synergistically, they contribute to the sequence of tissue ulceration, necrosis and eventually gangrene. Prevention and treatment of diabetic foot problems should be tailored to these pathogenic factors, either solely or in combination.

Neuropathy

Peripheral neuropathy is a common complication of diabetes mellitus, affecting as many as 60 per cent of all patients in their lifetime and up to 80 per cent of those presenting with foot lesions. Broadly classified as focal and diffuse, the latter is more common and includes both the autonomic neuropathy and chronic sensorimotor polyneuropathies implicated in foot ulceration.

Sensorimotor neuropathy initially involves the distal lower extremities; it progresses centrally and tends to be symmetrical. Sensory nerve fibre involvement leads to loss of the protective sensation of pain, while motor nerve fibre loss results in small muscle atrophy in the foot, flexion of the metatarsals and subsequent prominence of the metatarsal heads and clawing of the toes. This in turn results in the development of abnormal pressure points on the plantar bony prominence which lacks protective sensation culminating in ulceration at these pressure points. Loss of intrinsic muscle function also results in digital contractures, hammer toe and clawed toe deformities, pes cavus and ulceration. Because the motor neuropathy may affect the extensor musculature of the leg, deformities can also involve the ankle joint, with resultant so-called equinus deformity and abnormal bending forces.
Autonomic denervation leads to loss of sympathetic tone and increased arteriovenous shunting in the foot with defective nutrient flow. Impaired autonomic regulation of the sweat glands leads to anhidrosis and cracking of dry skin, which creates a predisposition to skin breakdown and ulceration. Because of sympathetic innervation to the bone, autonomic neuropathy may also result in an increase in bone blood flow and subsequent osteopenia and ‘bone washout’. This osteoarthropathy associated with diabetes is more commonly known as Charcot’s foot, once historically associated with syphilitic tabes dorsalis, and now almost exclusively a complication of diabetes.

The aetiology of Charcot’s foot deformity includes a combination of both sensorimotor and autonomic neuropathies. Continued walking on an insensate joint, combined with muscle imbalance and atrophy from motor neuropathy and limited joint mobility, leads to joint instability, loss of joint architecture and ultimately bone and joint destruction. This destructive process leads to increased bone blood flow, concomitant resorption and softening of normal bone, which in turn leads to further bone destruction and ultimately fracture and Charcot’s joint.

**Infection**

The unique anatomy of the foot has implications for the presentation and treatment of infection. Most infections progress within the plantar aspect of the foot consisting of three compartments: medial, central and lateral. The floor of each compartment is the rigid plantar fascia and the roof is composed of the metatarsal bones and interosseous fascia. A thick medial intermuscular septum, extending from the medial calcaneal tuberosity to the head of the first metatarsal, defines the medial and central compartments. The intrinsic muscles of the great toe are in the medial compartment whereas the central compartment is composed of the intrinsic muscles of the second, third and fourth toes as well as the extensor and flexor tendons of those toes, the medial and lateral plantar nerves, and the plantar vascular structures. The lateral intermuscular septum, from the calcaneus to the fifth metatarsal, delineates the lateral compartment, which contains the intrinsic muscles of the fifth toe.

Diabetic foot infection may result from a simple puncture wound, a neuropathic ulcer, the nail plate, or from the interdigital web space. Because the intrinsic muscles of each digit are essentially confined within the respective plantar compartment, untreated distal phalangeal infection may progress to a plantar abscess. Infection within these rigid anatomical compartments also creates high intra-compartmental pressures, which subsequently impairs capillary blood flow and leads to progressive tissue ischaemia and necrosis. Because the roof of each compartment is composed of bone and fascia, deep space infections show deceptively little abnormality on the dorsal foot. Left untreated, ongoing infection and cellulitis progresses to bacterial spread from one compartment to another through direct perforation of the medial or lateral intermuscular septum (Fig. 19.1), causing the development of
proximal foot and ankle abscesses at the calcaneal convergence of the septum and eventually leading to an unsalvageable foot.

The microbiology of the diabetic foot infection is dependent on the patient’s environment, whether as outpatient or hospitalised, and the severity of the infection itself. Mild localised and superficial ulcerations, particularly among outpatients, are usually caused by aerobic Gram-positive cocci such as *Staphylococcus aureus* or streptococci. In contrast, deeper ulcers and more generalised, limb-threatening infections are usually polymicrobial in content. In addition to Gram-positive cocci, the causative organisms in this latter group may include Gram-negative bacilli (*Escherichia coli, Klebsiella, Enterobacter aerogenes, Proteus mirabilis* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*) and anaerobes (*Bacteroides fragilis* and peptostreptococci). Enterococci may also be isolated from the wound, notably among hospitalised patients, and these, in the absence of other cultured virulent organisms, should probably be considered pathogenic.

**Ischaemia – microvascular and macrovascular considerations**

Two distinct types of vascular disease are seen in patients with diabetes. The first is a non-occlusive microcirculatory impairment, characteristically involving the capillaries and arterioles of the kidneys (nephropathy), eye (retinopathy) and peripheral nerves (neuropathy) with significant effects in the diabetic foot. The second is a macroangiopathy, characterised by atherosclerotic lesions of the coronary and peripheral arterial circulation, which is morphologically and functionally similar in both non-diabetic and diabetic patients.

In the context of the diabetic foot and microvascular dysfunction, the so-called ‘small vessel disease’ of diabetes is an inaccurate term, since it suggests an untreatable occlusive lesion in the microcirculation. Prospective anatomical and physiological studies have demonstrated that there is no such microvascular occlusive disease. Dispelling the notion of ‘small vessel disease’ is fundamental to the principles of limb salvage in patients with diabetes, since arterial reconstruction is almost always possible and successful in these patients.

While there is no occlusive disease in the microcirculation, multiple structural and physiological abnormalities result in functional microvascular impairment. Endothelial dysfunction and the response to nitric oxide is diminished in patients with diabetes, neuropathy and vascular disease. Hyperglycaemia alone may lead to at least some of these abnormal responses. Thickening of the capillary basement membrane is the dominant structural change in both neuropathy and retinopathy whereas alterations of the basement membrane are likely to contribute to albuminuria and the progression of diabetic nephropathy. In the diabetic foot, capillary basement membrane thickening may theoretically impair the migration of leucocytes, and the hyperaemic response following injury increases the susceptibility of the diabetic foot to infection. These changes, however, do not lead to narrowing of the capillary lumen, and arteriolar blood flow may be normal or even increased despite these changes.

A variety of other microvascular abnormalities may be demonstrated in the diabetic foot. Both capillary blood flow and the maximal hyperaemic response to stimuli are reduced in the diabetic foot, suggesting that functional microvascular impairment is a major contributing factor in diabetic foot problems. Neurogenic vasodilatation is also impaired in the diabetic foot. Normally, injury-mediated nociceptive C fibre stimulation results in adjacent neurogenic release of vasoactive peptides, which subsequently lead to vasodilatation and increased blood flow to the area of injury. Absence of this axon reflex further reduces the inflammatory hyperaemic response to injury in the diabetic foot.

**Microvascular functional impairment**

- Endothelial dysfunction
- Thickening of the basement membrane
- Impairment of migration of leucocytes
- Impaired inflammatory hyperaemic response
- Susceptibility to sepsis
- Arterial flow may be normal or increased
- Neurogenic axon reflex mediated vasodilatation is impaired

As noted earlier, macrovascular lower extremity disease in the diabetic patient is morphologically similar to that in the non-diabetic patient. The major difference between these two populations of patients is the pattern and location of the occlusive lesions. Whereas occlusive lesions of the superficial femoral and popliteal segment are commonly found in the non-diabetic patient with limb ischaemia, diabetic patients commonly have occlusive disease involving the infrageniculate, or tibial, arteries. However, the foot arteries are almost invariably patent, which allows for extreme distal arterial reconstruction despite extensive tibial or even proximal multisegmental disease. In addition, the popliteal, superficial femoral and more proximal arteries are less likely to be affected by atherosclerosis, which happily allows these vessels to serve as an inflow source for distal arterial bypass grafts.

**Macrovascular disease**

- Femoropopliteal system less affected by atherosclerosis
- Occlusive disease often in infrageniculate and tibial arteries
- Medial calcinosis of tibial arteries
- Foot arteries invariably patent
CLINICAL EVALUATION

As with all other disease processes, the initial evaluation of the patient with any diabetic foot problem begins with a complete history and careful physical examination. Broadly classified, this bedside assessment includes the healing potential of the foot, the details of the foot problem, e.g., ulcer, gangrene, infection, osteomyelitis, etc., the systemic consequences of diabetes, and any immediate threats to life and/or limb.20

History

The history of the foot problem itself can give valuable insight as to the potential for healing, the presence of coexisting infection or arterial occlusive disease and the need for further treatment. Any patient presenting with foot ulceration or gangrene should immediately arouse suspicion of underlying arterial insufficiency, even if neuropathy or infection is present. In the patient with diabetes and arterial insufficiency, the development of a non-healing foot ulcer may be a seemingly benign event such as cutting a toenail, soaking the foot in a warm bath or using a heating pad (Fig. 19.2).

The duration of ulceration also provides important clues to the extent that a long-standing, non-healing ulcer is strongly suggestive of ischaemia. Certainly, an ulcer or gangrenous area which has been present for several months is unlikely to heal without some type of further additional treatment, whether it be off-loading of weight-bearing areas, treatment of infection, or, most commonly, the correction of arterial insufficiency. Had the present ulcer healed previously, and is the current episode a relapsing problem? A history of intermittent healing followed by relapse should raise suspicion of underlying untreated infection, such as recurrent osteomyelitis, or uncorrected architectural abnormality such as a bony pressure point or varus deformity.

It is helpful to consider past opinions and treatments, while still formulating an objective treatment plan based on presenting data. Many diabetic patients with correctable foot ulceration and limb ischaemia have been told that the only option is limb amputation, usually due to ‘inherited pessimism’ and inadequate knowledge of the advances made in limb and foot salvage. In these circumstances, when seeking an additional treatment opinion, it is best to ‘start at the beginning’ rather than blindly concur with previous actions.

The past history should be first directed to previous foot and limb problems. Recent ipsilateral ulceration or foot surgery, healed in timely fashion and with uncomplicated course, may suggest adequate arterial supply. When the history is more remote, such information becomes less useful. A history of previous leg revascularisation, including percutaneous therapies, also provides an important clue as to underlying arterial insufficiency. Other cardiovascular risk factors, such as cigarette smoking or hyperlipidaemia, should also be considered, as their presence increases the likelihood that ischaemia is contributing to the present foot problem.

Although claudication or rest pain has traditionally been associated with vascular disease, diabetic neuropathy may obscure those symptoms, and their absence in the diabetic patient certainly does not rule out ischaemia. Because even moderate ischaemia will preclude healing in the diabetic foot, the absence of rest pain is not a reliable indicator of adequate arterial blood supply; moreover, many patients may not walk a sufficient distance to develop true vasculogenic claudication. Conversely, some patients with true ischaemic rest pain are dismissed for years as having ‘painful neuropathy’.

Because unrecognised infection in the diabetic patient may rapidly progress to a life-threatening condition, attention should be directed toward detecting the subtle manifestations of an infected foot ulcer. Worsening hyperglycaemia, recent erratic blood glucose control and higher insulin requirements all suggest untreated infection. Due to microvascular and neuropathic abnormalities in the diabetic foot, the classic symptoms of infection such as chills or pain are often absent, and hyperglycaemia is often the sole presenting symptom of undrained infection. As infection and hyperglycaemia progress, impending ketoacidosis or non-ketotic hyperglycaemic hyperosmolar coma may develop with symptoms of weakness, confusion and altered mental status.

Figure 19.2  Gangrene and non-healing following a ‘simple’ arthroplasty
The history should also include a comprehensive assessment of the patient’s overall health, to help stratify perioperative risk should some type of operative intervention be needed. Knowledge of previous cardiac events, such as myocardial infarction or revascularisation, and present cardiac status, anginal severity and heart failure symptoms are all mandatory components of the history taking. Similarly, in the patient with suspected infection and ischaemia, a history of worsening renal function or impending need for haemodialysis will help determine the dose and choice of antibiotics and may alter plans for standard contrast arteriography. Functional status also becomes an important consideration at this point, and the history should carefully determine the ambulatory and rehabilitative potential of the patient, so that appropriate decisions may be made for limb salvage or amputation.

**Physical examination**

Initial evaluation of the diabetic foot ulcer should include a strong suspicion and thorough search for infection. In the patient with cellulitis, the entire foot, including the web spaces and nail beds, should be examined for any potential portals of entry, such as a puncture wound or an interdigital ‘kissing’ ulcer. Encrusted and heavily calloused areas over the ulceration should be deroofed, and the wound thoroughly inspected to determine the extent of involvement. An apparently benign dry gangrenous eschar can often hide an undrained infectious collection. Cultures should be taken from the base of the ulcer, avoiding superficial swabs which may only yield colonising organisms. Findings consistent with infection might include purulent drainage, crepitus, tenderness, mild erythema and sinus formation, although these findings may be entirely absent in the neuropathic foot. Close inspection of the ulcer and the use of a sterile probe may also confirm the presence of osteomyelitis, which occurs commonly even in benign appearing ulcers; if bone is detected with gentle probing, osteomyelitis is presumed to be present. Although not always present, fever and tachycardia are strongly suggestive of deep or undrained infection with impending or already established sepsis.

Because of its prevalence and causative role in diabetic foot problems neuropathy should be assessed in every diabetic patient, and appropriate preventive measures taken to ensure against foot ulceration in the high risk neuropathic foot. Protective sensation may be assessed with a Semmes–Weinstein 5.07 strength monofilament; inability to feel the monofilament when pressed to the skin correlates well with an increased risk of foot ulceration. Advanced sensorimotor neuropathy will lead to the presence of a ‘claw’ foot due to gradual atrophy of the intrinsic muscles. Charcot’s deformity, with bone and joint destruction of the mid-foot, may also be seen.

Assessment of arterial perfusion in the diabetic foot is a fundamental consideration, since the diabetic foot needs maximal perfusion to heal. Inadequate or faulty assessment and treatment of underlying ischaemia will lead to failure of limb salvage in the patient with diabetic foot ulceration. Inspection of the leg and foot, including the ulcer itself will often provide suggestive clues. For example, distal ulceration at the tip of a digit, an ulcer unassociated with an exostosis or weight-bearing area, and the presence of gangrene, are all strongly consistent with underlying ischaemia. Multiple ulcers or gangrenous areas on the foot, the absence of granulation tissue or lack of bleeding with debridement of the ulcer should immediately raise concerns of underlying arterial insufficiency (Fig. 19.3). Other signs suggestive of ischaemia include pallor with elevation, fissures, particularly at the heel and absent hair growth. Although poor skin condition and hyperkeratosis may not always be good indicators of arterial disease, they should be noted, as they may help confirm initial clinical impressions.

Pulse examination, most notably the status of the foot pulses, is the single most important component of the physical exam, since, as has been emphasised, ischaemia is always presumed to be present in the absence of a palpable foot pulse. As such, special attention should be directed toward the foot pulses, which requires a knowledge of the usual location of the native arteries. The dorsalis pedis artery is located between the first and second metatarsal bones, just lateral to the extensor hallucis longus tendon, and its pulse is palpated...
by the pads of the fingers as the hand is partially wrapped around the foot. If the pulse cannot be palpated, the fingers may be moved a few millimetres in each direction, as the artery may occasionally have a slightly aberrant course. A common mistake is to place a single finger at one location on the dorsum of the foot. The posterior tibial artery is typically located in the hollow curve just behind the medial malleolus, approximately halfway between the malleolus and Achilles’ tendon. The examiner’s hand should be contralateral to the examined foot, i.e. the right hand should be used to palpate the left foot and vice versa, so as to allow the curvature of the hand to follow the ankle.

Non-invasive arterial evaluation

Non-invasive arterial testing has a limited role in the diabetic patient with foot ulceration, and should not be used in place of the bedside evaluation. In selected patients, and in conjunction with the clinical findings, non-invasive testing may provide useful information. Some examples might include the diabetic patient with absent foot pulses and a superficial ulcer showing evidence of healing and a previous history of a healed foot ulcer, or the patient without any foot lesions scheduled to undergo elective foot surgery.

In the patient with poor healing or gangrene and absent foot pulses, however, non-invasive testing will add little additional information to the initial clinical evaluation and will serve only to further delay vascular reconstruction.

All the non-invasive arterial tests have limitations in the presence of diabetes.21 Medial arterial calcinosis occurs frequently and unpredictably in patients with diabetes, and its presence renders the arteries non-compressible resulting in artificially elevated segmental systolic pressures and ankle:brachial indices (ABI). Therefore, a ‘normal’ ABI in a patient with diabetes should be interpreted with caution. Measurements may also be affected by the use of cuffs of inappropriate size. For example, too narrow a cuff will result in artefactually high pressures, and the so called ‘narrow cuff artefact’ is often associated with obese patients. Lower levels of calcification in the toe vessels support the use of toe systolic pressures as a surrogate measure of healing potential, but despite its advantages in the presence of calcified vessels, toe pressure measurements also have several limitations. The presence of a bandage or toe ulcer often precludes placement of the cuff. In addition, as a plethysmograph is used to detect the pressure at which volume increases, the quality of the tracing may be affected by any vasoconstricted states caused by cold weather such as a cold room, a nervous patient, etc. Finally, both the volume and photoplethysmographs require close calibration, and poor contact of the photocell with the skin will yield poor results.

Segmental Doppler waveforms and pulsed volume recordings are unaffected by medial calcification, but evaluation of these waveforms is primarily qualitative and not quantitative. Although a triphasic Doppler waveform suggests normal arterial perfusion at that level, in the occasional patient, the waveform may be triphasic at the ankle even though occlusive disease may be present more distally. In addition, the quality of the waveforms is affected by peripheral oedema and in that sense is technically dependent. Similarly, plethysmography and pulsed volume recordings have several shortcomings, primary among them being that it frequently underestimates the severity of proximal arterial disease mainly due to the presence of collateral vessels. As with segmental Doppler waveforms, the quality of the test is affected by several variables, including room temperature, since temperature differences in the air cuff can change the pressure measured by the air-filled plethysmograph; other factors are peripheral oedema and obesity. Finally, extensive casts or bandages preclude accurate waveform measurement.

Despite the invaluable role of duplex ultrasound in the diagnosis of carotid artery disease and in postoperative graft surveillance, multiple limitations apply to its use for the diagnosis of lower extremity arterial disease. A large variation in the range of ‘normal’ velocities for leg arteries may lead to a significant stenosis being misinterpreted. Although the femoral and popliteal vessels may be visualised relatively easily, the tibial vessels are more cumbersome to scan, and the velocities in the tibial arteries may be even more difficult to interpret. When one considers the usual pattern of diabetic vascular disease in diabetes, with a predilection toward atherosclerotic involvement of the tibial vessels, the limitations of duplex in the diagnosis of arterial insufficiency in the diabetic patient can be understood. Because the study depends on accurate sonographic localisation of the vessel, duplex is quite ‘operator dependent’. Finally, multiple other variables can influence the quality of the image, including medial arterial calcification, which can cause artefactual shadowing, obesity and peripheral oedema, so compromising the imaging of tibial vessels.

Regional transtcutaneous oximetry (TcPO2) measurements are also unaffected by medial calcinosis, and some studies have noted its reliability in predicting healing of ulcers and amputation levels.22 Because haemodynamics are not measured, the test is immune to many of the problems facing other non-invasive tests in the presence of diabetes, such as non-compressible vessels. Due to the unique considerations of the diabetic foot, however, TcPO2 measurements are not entirely reliable in the diabetic patient with foot ulceration. Although values less than 20 and greater than 60 can be predictive, there is a large ‘grey area’ of intermediate values which are of little clinical use. Additionally, patients with diabetes develop foot ulceration at higher TcPO2 values in comparison with the non-diabetic population and, due to the effects of arteriovenous shunting and microvascular dysfunction, a higher TcPO2 value may not correlate with healing potential in the diabetic patient. Even in the patient with a ‘normal’ TcPO2 value, the measurement may not accurately reflect healing potential at the target area. Because the probe is placed typically at the proximal
dorsal foot, i.e. near the ankle, more distal ischaemia due to possible distal tibial and paramalleolar occlusive disease may not be identified. Technical problems, such as poor probe placement, lack of equipment standardisation and user variability and lack of familiarity, may also undermine the reliability of the study.

**TREATMENT**

Once the initial bedside history and physical evaluation has been completed, the astute clinician will have formulated a plan determining the type and urgency of subsequent treatment and diagnostic tests. Specifically, this timely assessment focuses on the presence and severity of infection, whether the limb is salvageable, which includes an assessment of the underlying medical condition of the patient, and the presence of ischaemia. These considerations are summarised in the algorithm in Fig. 19.4.

**Infection**

*Evaluation and treatment of infection assumes first priority in the management of any diabetic foot problem.*  
23 Although radiographic tests may confirm initial clinical suspicions, the determination of the severity of infection is almost always made based on the clinical findings, and should be made without undue delay. Infection in the diabetic foot may range from a minimal superficial infection to fulminating sepsis with extensive necrosis and destruction of the foot. Accordingly, the assessment of infection and the subsequent treatment plan should consider the following: choice of antibiotic, which requires knowledge of the microbiology, the need for drainage, local or even guillotine amputation and the medical condition of the patient.

In the compliant patient with no evidence of deep space involvement or systemic infection, treatment may be performed as an outpatient, and consists of an oral antibiotic, pending culture results, and non-weight bearing of the involved extremity. Because most pathogens in this group of patients are either *Staphylococcus* or *Streptococcus*, an oral penicillin or first generation cephalosporin is usually adequate. The patient should be instructed on appropriate dressing changes to the wound, frequent follow-up and guidelines to recognise determining improvement or worsening.

Unfortunately, a more common presentation is the patient with ulceration or gangrene and a deep infection involving tendon or bone and possible systemic involvement. These patients require immediate hospitalisation,
bed rest with elevation of the infected foot, correction of any systemic abnormalities and broad spectrum intravenous antibiotics, the range of which is narrowed once culture results are complete. As noted earlier, the clinical findings of impending sepsis may be subtle, and therefore these patients should have a complete laboratory work-up to detect and correct electrolyte and acid–base imbalances.

Duration and choice of antibiotic therapy is dependent on the extent of infection. As noted earlier, deep or chronic, recurrent ulcers are typically polymicrobial, and appropriate empirical antibiotic choices for those infections which are not life-threatening might include the following: clindamycin plus a fluoroquinolone; clindamycin plus a third or fourth generation cephalosporin; an antipseudomonal penicillin. Subsequent culture results will then dictate any further antibiotic coverage. In the absence of osteomyelitis, antibiotics should be continued, typically 10–14 days, until the wound appears clean and all surrounding cellulitis has resolved. If osteomyelitis is present, treatment should include both surgical debridement and a prolonged course, say 4–6 weeks, of antibiotic therapy, though it may be abbreviated if the entire infected bone has been removed, as with digital or transmetatarsal amputation. Heel lesions will often present with some degree of calcaneal destruction, and the diagnosis of osteomyelitis may be made by either clinical examination alone or in conjunction with other radiographic tests such as plain X-rays or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

*In the presence of an abscess or deep space infection, immediate drainage, of all infected tissue planes, is mandatory.* Incisions should be chosen with consideration of the normal anatomy, including the compartments, of the foot and the need for subsequent secondary foot salvage procedures. These incisions should be placed to allow for dependent and complete drainage and all necrotic tissue must be debrided. If incision and drainage is adequate, placement of drains, for example of the Penrose type, is unnecessary, and reliance on such drains should be avoided. Repeat cultures, both aerobic and anaerobic, of the deep tissues should be obtained. Care is taken to avoid drainage incisions upwards to the dorsum of the foot. Abscesses in the medial, central or lateral compartments should be drained using longitudinal incisions in the direction of the neurovascular bundles and extending the entire length of the abscess. The medial and central compartments should be drained through a medial incision and the lateral compartment should be drained through a lateral incision, just above the plantar surface of the forefoot. Similarly, web space infections may be drained through the plantar aspect of the foot. In some instances, an open toe or transmetatarsal amputation may be necessary to allow complete drainage and resection of necrotic tissue. Strict adherence to textbook amputations may lead to unnecessary soft tissue removal and the possible need for a higher amputation in the future. Therefore all viable tissue should be conserved.

With continuing undrained infection, the patient may present with an unsalvageable foot and fulminant sepsis, haemodynamic instability, bacteraemia and severe acid–base and electrolyte abnormalities. Such a patient should undergo prompt open guillotine below-knee amputation. This type of amputation is usually performed at ankle level to remove the septic source and to allow for subsequent revision and closure at a later date. Intravenous antibiotics, correction of dehydration and electrolyte abnormalities and continuous cardiac monitoring are absolutely essential throughout the treatment process.

Once the infection has been drained and the tissues debrided, continued wound inspection and management is essential. Persistent necrosis should raise suspicion of undrained infection or untreated ischaemia and further debridement and treatments may be necessary. Wounds should be kept moist, avoiding caustic solutions, soaks or whirlpool therapy. Attention should also be focused on avoiding any weight-bearing on the affected foot, while also maximising nutrition and controlling hyperglycaemia.

**Limb salvageability**

While the infection is being treated and controlled, the surgeon should determine the chances and feasibility of limb salvage. Assessment should include the patient’s functional status and the viability of the foot. For example, primary limb amputation may be considered in a non-ambulatory, bedridden patient or in a patient with severe Charcot destruction and degeneration and for whom no further reconstructive foot procedures are possible. ‘Poor’ medical condition is not necessarily an indication for primary limb amputation, considering the higher perioperative morbidity associated with limb amputation. Moreover, in many patients, optimisation of the underlying medical comorbidities may be accomplished during treatment of infection and while evaluating for ischaemia.

The assessment for limb salvage should be performed as the infection is being treated, as appropriate drainage and antibiotics can dramatically change the appearance and perceived viability of the foot. If, however, limb salvage is not deemed possible, the patient should undergo formal below-knee or above-knee amputation.

**Ischaemia**

The surgeon’s initial evaluation, based on the history and physical examination, should offer a fairly accurate impression of the arterial circulation to the foot. That assessment should be directed at the treatment goal, namely, the restoration of maximal, pulsatile arterial perfusion to the foot. The limitations of non-invasive vascular testing in diabetic patients with foot ulceration emphasise the continued importance of thorough bedside evaluation and clinical judgement. To reiterate, the status of the foot pulses is the most important aspect of the physical examination and if impalpable, occlusive disease is present. As the restoration
of pulsatile flow maximises the chances of healing in the diabetic foot, the absence of foot pulses must be an indication for contrast arteriography. This has particular relevance in the clinical setting of tissue loss, poor healing and gangrene, even if neuropathy may have been the antecedent cause of skin breakdown or ulceration. Arteriography is essential in determining and planning the type of arterial reconstruction likely to restore the foot pulses.

Concern about contrast induced renal dysfunction in the presence of diabetes should not contraindicate high quality arteriography of the entire distal circulation. Several prospective studies showing that the incidence of contrast induced nephropathy is no higher in the diabetic patient free from pre-existing renal disease, especially if it is undertaken with the judicious use of hydration and renal protective agents. N-acetylcysteine in a 600 mg dose twice daily should be started the day before the arteriogram and continued for 48 hours, and intravenous hydration with 0.45 per cent normal saline should be run at a rate of 1 mg/kg per hour, beginning 12 hours prior to the scheduled arteriogram. In selected patients, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), carbon dioxide angiography or both may be used, either in conjunction with or in place of contrast arteriography.

Whatever preoperative imaging modality is chosen prior to arterial reconstruction, it is mandatory that consideration be given to the pattern of lower extremity vascular disease in patients with diabetes and that the complete infrapopliteal circulation be incorporated, including that of the foot vessels. It is essential that arteriograms should not end at mid-tibial level because foot vessels are often spared in the atherosclerotic occlusive process, even when tibial arteries are occluded.

**PRINCIPLES OF ARTERIAL RECONSTRUCTION IN THE DIABETIC FOOT**

The treatment of ischaemia in the diabetic foot is aimed at restoring maximal perfusion to the foot and ideally to restore a palpable foot pulse. Possible approaches include the endovascular techniques of angioplasty and stenting, bypass grafting using autogenous or prosthetic grafts, or a combination of the two. Ultimately, the choice of procedure should be tailored to the patient’s anatomy, comorbidities and preoperative assessment, the goal being to provide the most durable procedure with the least risk. For example, angioplasty alone may be of benefit in the patient with an isolated iliac artery stenosis or a focal lesion in the superficial femoral artery, but it may also be used in combination with an infrainguinal bypass in the diabetic patient with multilevel disease.

In most patients, restoration of the foot pulse in the ischaemic diabetic foot is usually achieved by infrainguinal arterial bypass grafting to an outflow artery in direct continuity with the foot (see Chapter 15). Although proximal bypass to the popliteal or proximal tibioperoneal arteries may restore foot pulses, more distal revascularisation is often needed to achieve this goal, again owing to the pattern of occlusive disease in the diabetic patient. Similarly, although excellent results have been reported with peroneal artery bypass, this artery is not in continuity with the foot vessels and may not achieve the maximal flow required for healing, particularly at forefoot level. We therefore reserve peroneal artery bypass for those rare circumstances in which there is no dorsalis pedis or posterior tibial artery in continuity with the foot, or when limited venous conduit length mitigates against more distal bypass.

Autogenous vein grafting to the dorsalis pedis, distal posterior tibial and plantar arteries incorporates our knowledge of the anatomical pattern of diabetic vascular disease, satisfies the fundamental goal of restoration of the foot pulse and provides durable and effective limb salvage. Indeed, extensive experience with arterial reconstruction to the pedal vessels has established the efficacy, durability and safety of these procedures and improved limb salvage rates in the diabetic patient may be directly attributed to the increasing use of pedal bypass. The choice of outflow artery should be based on availability of conduit, the location of the foot ulcer and the quality of the outflow vessel. The dorsalis pedis artery is exposed through a longitudinal incision 1 cm distal to an imaginary transverse line between the distal malleoli and 1 cm lateral to the extensor hallucis longus tendon. A continuous-wave Doppler probe may be used preoperatively to mark the location of the artery. Experience has shown that the artery is less likely to be calcified at the intermalleolar level. The incision is deepened through the fascia and the artery is found just beneath the inferior margin of the extensor retinaculum. The dorsalis pedis artery gives off a lateral tarsal branch proximally and then bifurcates into deep plantar and dorsal metatarsal arteries distally.

In the patient with an ischemic heel ulcer, first consideration should be given to the posterior tibial or plantar arteries if they are patent on preoperative imaging. The distal posterior tibial artery is found in the hollow just behind the medial malleolus, halfway between the bone and Achilles' tendon. Again, a Doppler probe may be used to mark its location preoperatively. A longitudinal incision is carried down through the fascia, upon which the artery may be visualised. If more distal dissection is required, such as for plantar artery exposure and bypass, the distal dense fascia and flexor retinaculum are divided. This exposes a trifurcation, with a medial calcaneal branch running directly posteriorly toward the heel, followed by the medial and lateral plantar arteries approximately 1 cm beyond the calcaneal branch. If further exposure of the plantar arteries is required, the muscle fibres of the abductor hallucis muscle may be divided.

The distal location of the dorsalis pedis and posterior tibial arteries theoretically necessitates a long venous conduit, which is often not attainable. By using the popliteal or
distal superficial femoral artery as an inflow site, however, a shorter length of vein may be used, with excellent long term patency. This is particularly true in the diabetic patient, again due to the pattern of atherosclerotic disease. This avoids dissection in the groin and upper thigh, a common location for wound complications. In addition, the shorter length of saphenous vein obviates the need to extend the vein harvest incision into the foot, which is parallel to the one required to expose the paramalleolar and inframalleolar arteries; this avoids the resultant skin bridge which may occasionally become ischaemic from undue tension. If a skin bridge is created, as with an in situ bypass, care must be taken to create the subcutaneous graft tunnel proximal and not through the skin bridge.

The vein graft can be prepared as an in situ, reversed, or non-reversed graft, without any significant difference in outcome. We therefore advocate a flexible approach, taking advantage of the technical strategy best suited to individual vascular anatomy. The in situ technique minimises size mismatch between the graft and native arteries, eliminates the need to completely mobilise the vein and may prevent inadvertent twisting of the graft. We have used the in situ technique for most infrageniculate distal bypass grafts originating from the common femoral artery. Although the valves in the vein graft may be lysed blindly, we prefer to cut the valves under direct angioscopic guidance using a flexible valvulotome (Fig. 19.5) This also allows for assessment of the saphenous vein to detect intraluminal abnormalities and can help direct endoluminal interventions which upgrade the quality of the conduit and improve patency.

The absence of an ipsilateral greater saphenous vein is not a contraindication for pedal bypass, as comparable results may be attained using arm vein or lesser saphenous vein grafts. Prosthetic material should seldom, if ever, be used for extreme distal bypass grafting. When ipsilateral saphenous vein is not available, several alternatives exist for an autogenous conduit. Although the contralateral saphenous vein is an obvious alternative, several considerations limit its use in the diabetic patient. A contralateral leg vein may not always be present in this population of patients who often require multiple cardiovascular interventions. More importantly, diabetes is a strong risk factor for subsequent contralateral limb bypass, and almost 60 per cent of patients require such a bypass at 3 years. Therefore, our approach has been to use arm vein grafts as the first alternative in the absence of ipsilateral saphenous vein. The cephalic, basilic, or upper arm basilic-cephalic loop vein grafts may be harvested. Once the vein has been harvested, angioscopic evaluation is crucial, as many of these patients have undergone multiple venipunctures and cannulations with resultant scarring and web-like synechiae. Angioscopy allows for detection and correction of many of these areas, and allows for precise valve lysis within these thin-walled veins.

Active infection in the foot is not a contraindication to dorsalis pedis bypass, as long as the infectious process is controlled. Adequate control implies resolution of cellulitis, lymphangitis and oedema, especially in areas of proposed incisions required to expose the distal artery or saphenous vein. Occasionally, severe circumferential calcification of the distal artery may also be encountered. Strategies include the use of special intraluminal bulb-tipped vessel occluders or tourniquet occlusion, with or without attempts made at endarterectomy or ‘cracking’ the plaque. Results of bypasses to calcified vessels are comparable to non-calcified vessels.

RESULTS

Several reports have summarised the results of the dorsalis pedis artery bypass, of which the most recent describes a decade-long experience of more than 1000 cases. In that series, 5-year primary patency rate was 57 per cent with a
Conclusions

These superior results are due to the continued application of sound anatomical and pathological principles to a coordinated, systematic and aggressive approach in managing the diabetic foot. This, coupled with advances in technology and more sophisticated techniques in endovascular approaches, has undoubtedly led to even higher limb salvage rates among patients with diabetes.
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THE PROBLEM

Deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE) are major health hazards which have a great impact on healthcare costs. In the general population the rate of DVT is about 160 per 100 000 and the rate of fatal PE is 60 per 100 000. Pulmonary embolism is approximately half as common as myocardial infarction and about three times as common as cerebrovascular accident (see Chapter 21). About one-half to two-thirds of patients who die from PE do so within 1 hour of onset, too short a period of time to establish the diagnosis and institute specific treatment. Prophylactic anticoagulant treatment might have prevented the development of DVT and some subsequent deaths. Therefore, primary prevention of DVT in defined risk groups is important. When DVT occurs, the secondary objectives are to prevent:

- extension of the thrombus and fatal PE
- progressive swelling of the leg and increased compartmental pressure, which can lead to phlegmasia caerulea dolens, venous gangrene and limb loss
- later development of severe post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) by preservation of the venous outflow and valve function
- chronic pulmonary hypertension.

PREDISPOSING FACTORS

Rudolph Virchow presented his classical triad in 1856 for the aetiology of DVT: changes in the blood elements producing a hypercoagulable state, reduced blood flow velocity causing stasis and vein wall injury resulting in endothelial damage. An increased risk of thrombosis is demonstrated in association with an increase in procoagulant activity in the plasma, including increases in platelet count and adhesiveness, changes in the coagulation cascade and endogenous fibrinolytic activity. Additionally, deficiencies of antithrombin III, protein C, protein S and resistance to activated protein C, as well as the presence of a circulating lupus anticoagulant, indicate either primary or secondary hypercoagulable states. Stasis is generally accepted as a major factor causing DVT, and there is evidence that stasis occurs, for example, on the operating table. It is logical that reduced flow might prolong the contact time of activated platelets and clotting factors with the vein wall, thereby permitting thrombus formation. To date, no study has shown stasis alone to be causally related to DVT. Virchow’s third factor, endothelial damage, has now received more attention with experimental and clinical data. The data show an intraoperative venodilatation that leads to endothelial damage and exposure of the subendothelial collagen, which is highly thrombogenic. The lesions...
were infiltrated with leucocytes and platelets, trapping the blood cells and stimulating fibrin deposition. It is postulated that the venodilatation is induced by products of tissue injury released at the operative site and which gain entry into the circulation.

RISK FACTORS

Surgical patients who sustain major trauma or undergo prolonged operative procedures are at risk of developing venous thromboembolic disease. The degree of risk is increased by age, obesity, malignancy, prior history of thromboembolism, varicose veins, recent operative procedures and thrombophilic states. These factors are further modified by general care, including duration of operation, type of anaesthesia, preoperative and postoperative immobility, level of hydration and presence of sepsis. In medical patients the risk is increased after acute myocardial infarction and cerebrovascular accidents, and in immobile general medical patients. Pulmonary embolism is the leading cause of death in cases following surgical procedures for gynaecological cancer and is a major contributor to maternal mortality. There is an increased risk of DVT in women taking oral contraceptives (OCPs) containing 50 µg or more of oestrogen. The third generation OCPs in combination with the hypercoagulable state (APC resistance) is reported to increase the risk of DVT 30–40 times. The same risk seems to involve women on hormone replacement therapy. With this knowledge and with the appearance of new risk factors for the hypercoagulable state, screening of larger groups of people at risk is increasingly favoured. In our own practice we perform hypercoagulation screening in all young patients with DVT and in all patients with recurrent DVT before we start treatment. Finally, all of the above factors may be compounded by long periods of immobility, such as in airline travel, to produce DVT.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF DVT

The development of a vein thrombus is well described in a text on vein diseases. The initial platelet cluster on the vessel wall is followed by coralline thrombus, which is produced, presumably in response to adenosine diphosphate or thromboxane release, by the deposition of more platelets. The thrombus then grows towards the centre of the vessel lumen, alternate layers of fibrin and red cells being trapped between layers consisting mainly of platelets. As the thrombus grows out into the bloodstream, it bends in the direction of the flow and extends across the lumen. The flow beyond it becomes turbulent and gradually decreases. A red thrombus, a mixture of fibrin and red cells, extends in the direction of the flow and grows rapidly when flow falls to critical levels. When the vein becomes completely occluded the thrombus begins to adhere to the endothelium.

The process of organisation, namely, invasion with granulation tissue and replacement of the fibrin by fibrous tissue, occurs wherever the thrombus is adherent. Where the thrombus remains loose within the lumen, the polymerisation and maturation of the fibrin within the thrombus cause it to retract. Thrombus retraction and organisation eventually lead to recanalisation and re-endothelialisation. This process destroys all the valves in the affected segment of vein and is accompanied by enlargement of the collateral venous channels. There is a considerable danger of embolism until a non-adherent, non-occlusive thrombus begins to contract. Contraction usually occurs 5–10 days after thrombus formation. If a thrombus has not fragmented by this stage, it usually adheres to one side of the vein and organisation occurs as if the thrombus were fully adherent. In most cases DVT develops in the calf veins, extends proximally and can lead to secondary iliofemoral DVT. The soleal sinuses and the valves of the calf veins are the common sites of origin of DVT. Primary iliofemoral DVT starts in the iliac vein, mainly owing to iliac vein compression, and extends distally.

New data on the inflammatory response to DVT are appearing. Downing et al. in Ann Arbor have shown that the leucocyte adhesion molecule P-selectin activates the leucocytes emigrating into the venous wall, creating inflammation which destroys the venous wall and the valves. Using an experimental model See-Tho et al. in Stanford showed that if the thrombus were to be removed early then the inflammatory changes are reversible. Caps et al. in Seattle had shown previously that the remaining thrombotic proximal occlusion in human leg veins will lead to progressive distal valvular incompetence. The lesson from this new information is to remove the thrombus as early and as quickly as possible.

DIAGNOSIS

A patient, who, over a few hours, develops aching pain and swelling of one leg accompanied by pleuritic chest pain, shortness of breath and haemoptysis most certainly has DVT with PE.

This clinical presentation, however, is quite rare. In most cases the presentation is atypical and objective methods of diagnosis are necessary. In a patient with acute iliofemoral vein thrombosis (IFVT) and phlegmasia alba dolens, the clinical diagnosis is easy and usually correct. Given the abundance of differential diagnoses, clinical diagnosis in a patient with pain and swelling in the calf can be difficult. The Doppler ultrasound probe has high sensitivity and specificity for mainstem DVT but it is less accurate in calf DVT. The method of choice today is duplex scanning, particularly using colour flow imaging. Phlebography is considered the gold standard for detection of DVT, but
this position has been eroded for various reasons: high costs, painful and sometimes impossible access to foot veins, contrast induced phlebitis and allergic reactions.

The advantages of duplex scanning are several. It is non-invasive, easily repeated and permits imaging as well as flow studies. It is applicable to the venous system from the level of the inferior vena cava (IVC) down to the ankle. It distinguishes total from partial venous occlusion, estimates the age of the thrombus and can be used to follow the natural history and recanalisation of the thrombus.

By the same token there are a number of disadvantages. Admittedly, duplex scanning equipment is expensive but as it replaces phlebography the investment argument is clearly valid. Nevertheless, it has to be acknowledged that duplex scanning remains a time consuming and operator dependent process. Technically, the quality of study is limited by gross oedema, the presence of plaster casts, etc. It is sometimes difficult to visualise the upper limits of the thrombus in the abdomen and pelvis and equally calf veins and duplicated vessels lower down. It is difficult, of course, to detect recurrent DVT in a chronically damaged vein.

When DVT is suspected on the basis of history, clinical examination and Doppler ultrasonography, it is routine to proceed to duplex scanning using colour flow imaging. There are different protocols as to how a proper duplex scan in a patient with a suspected DVT should be performed. Many vascular laboratories only look at the common femoral and popliteal veins, disregarding the iliac and calf veins. There are studies showing that with such a protocol more than 30 per cent of clots will be missed in the iliac and calf veins. With improved technology and methodology using colour and power Doppler, not only the tibial and peroneal veins, but also the soleal and the gastrocnemial veins can be interrogated. In cases of extension of DVT into the iliac vein without visualisation of the upper end of the thrombus, a femoral phlebogram from the contralateral side is performed. This will show the IVC and localise the top of the thrombus in the involved iliac vein. With the advent of duplex scanning, indirect methods such as plethysmography and thermography have become obsolete and indications for isotope uptake tests are rare. The role of the D-dimer test for screening of DVT and PE is still controversial. A negative test may in the future reduce the need for duplex scans to eliminate the diagnosis of DVT and PE in patients in whom the diagnosis is suspected.

TREATMENT

Standard hospital treatment for patients with acute venous thromboembolism (VTE) in the USA is bedrest with leg elevation and anticoagulation using intravenous unfractionated heparin (UFH) for at least 5 days. Oral warfarin is started simultaneously and continued for 3 months. Heparin therapy is monitored by activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) and the heparin infusion dose is adjusted to maintain the APTT ratio at 1.5–2.5 times control to minimise recurrent thrombotic events and risk of bleeding. The lower level should be reached within 24 hours. Warfarin therapy is monitored by the international normalised ratio (INR), the therapeutic range of which is defined by an INR of 2.0–3.0.

There are new actors on the scene and they will change our behaviour in the treatment of VTE: low molecular weight heparin (LMWH), catheter directed thrombolysis (CDT) with adjunctive angioplasty and stenting and venous thrombectomy (TE) with temporary arteriovenous fistula (AVF). Low molecular weight heparin has been used for several years in the treatment of VTE in Australia, Canada and Europe based on numerous level I clinical trials; in 1999 it was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment in the USA. Catheter directed thrombolysis is theoretically the method of choice for timely dissolution of the acute thrombus and preserving patency of the vein and competency of the valves, thereby preventing fatal PE (see Chapter 21) and the disabling PTS (for the use of CDT in acute arterial thromboembolic disease see Chapter 16). When there are contraindications to thrombolysis or when it fails, the combination of TE with AVF is a valid alternative.

CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT

The advent of LMWH has opened a new exciting chapter in the treatment of VTE. All LMWHs are easily absorbed from subcutaneous tissue and they have a much longer
plasma half-life and better bioavailability at low doses than UFH as well as a more predictable dose–response relationship. These properties allow LMWHs to be administered once or twice daily without laboratory monitoring of coagulation factors. Although LMWHs seem to have less platelet interaction, the danger of heparin induced thrombocytopenia is still in the 1 per cent range, and therefore platelets should be monitored during therapy.

The results of 14 major randomised studies have shown that LMWHs are highly effective in the initial treatment of established DVT and are superior to standard UFH in the following areas: superior or equal thrombolysis on repeat venography, fewer bleeding complications, reduced mortality at 90 days particularly in patients with cancer, reduced recurrence of DVT and no requirement for monitoring. Hence the potential for treatment in the outpatient setting. Partsch of Vienna reported on 212 patients with IFVT treated with LMWH, compression bandage and ambulation: PE at admission was 45 per cent, new PE after 10 days was 7 per cent and one patient (0.2 per cent) suffered a fatal PE. The treatment recommended in an ambulatory patient with IFVT was LMWH given subcutaneously once a day based on body weight, starting warfarin therapy and continuing ambulation with a compression bandage.

A MEDLINE search showed that seven studies have examined cost, and each found the efficacy of LMWHs and UFH to be comparable but the costs of the LMWHs to be less. Two studies involved home therapy and reported cost savings of up to US$1100 per patient over traditional in-hospital treatment. The drawbacks of LMWH treatment are that we cannot measure the effects on coagulation and that reversal of anticoagulation is more difficult. If one believes in the concept of early removal of the thrombus, particularly in extensive DVT, then it is a step backwards to treat all patients with LMWH given that there are no studies on the long term effect of LMWH on the development of the PTS.

### Advantages of LMWH over UFH

- Longer plasma half-life and better bioavailability at low doses
- More predictable dose–response relationship
- Does not require laboratory monitoring – ideal for outpatient care
- Less platelet interaction, but it should be checked during treatment
- Highly effective thrombolysis at initial treatment of established DVT
- Fewer bleeding complications
- Lower mortality at 90 days, especially in cancer patients
- Lower recurrence rate of DVT

### THE CONTROVERSY OF CALF VEIN THROMBOSIS

The clinical significance of calf vein thrombosis is controversial. Isolated calf DVT is estimated to be found in 5 per cent to 33 per cent of all cases of DVT diagnosed. Reports on propagation in the absence of treatment vary from 8 to 28 per cent. The direct relationship of isolated calf DVT and PE is controversial (see Chapter 21). In most series where calf DVT and PE were shown to have a high association, cases were selected by identifying those who presented with PE and were then subsequently scanned and found to have calf DVT. The question remains in these reports as to whether a larger, more proximal clot in the femoral or popliteal segment could have embolised before discovery of the calf clot. The development of the post-thrombotic sequelae is also controversial. Passman et al. reported a significant incidence of late onset abnormal venous haemodynamics, but only 5 per cent presented with swelling and 3 per cent with skin pigmentation and ulcer. In our own study we found that the most common site for calf DVT was the peroneal vein (76 per cent) and there was no case of anterior Tibial vein involvement. In the untreated group the incidence of propagation into proximal veins was 8 per cent with no case of clinical PE. At three-year follow-up 95 per cent were asymptomatic, 5 per cent had discoloration of the leg but no ulcers. Based on these results we recommended duplex scan surveillance for at least 2 weeks without treatment. Passman et al. recommended for all patients treatment with LMWH followed by oral anticoagulants for 3 months. At the discussion at the Third Pacific Vascular Symposium on Venous Disease in Hawaii in 1999 the compromise suggested was that most patients with calf vein thrombosis should be treated, while those at risk of complications from anticoagulation should be followed with duplex scans.

### PERCUTANEOUS ENDOVASCULAR THERAPY

A variety of endovascular techniques can be used in the treatment of acute DVT, and most of them were initially developed for the treatment of limb ischaemia. They can be divided into procedures designed to remove obstructing thrombus and those which correct any underlying anatomical or structural abnormality. The procedures used to remove obstructing thrombus can be further divided into pharmacological and mechanical methods. In addition, the use of IVC filters will be discussed in this section.

### Clot removal – catheter directed thrombolysis

Twenty years after Dotter et al.’s description of CDT in the treatment of arterial thromboembolism, Semba and Dake
published their experience in 22 patients with DVT treated with CDT. The rationale for CDT is that by directly administering thrombolytic drug into an offending clot, the drug dosage needed would be lower than the amount used in systemic lytic therapy. This lower dose would still produce a drug concentration immediately adjacent to the clot higher than that achieved by intravenous systemic therapy (for details on CDT in acute arterial thromboembolism see Chapter 15). This method would lead to a decrease in drug cost, treatment time, and haemorrhagic complications while increasing treatment efficacy.

Until 1998, the drug of choice for thrombolytic therapy in the peripheral arterial and venous systems was urokinase (Abbokinase). Because of concerns regarding the risk of transmission of infectious disease inherent in the production of urokinase from human tissue, the FDA banned its sale in mid 1998. Consequently, physicians in the USA turned to alteplase (recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (r-tPA)) and reteplase (r-PA), human plasminogen activators currently approved for intravenous use. The two drugs differ from urokinase and from each other in several respects, including half-life, fibrin specificity and clot penetration. Both drugs appear to be acceptable alternatives to urokinase, but no large clinical trials have been performed and extensive clinical experience has yet to be obtained.

The half-life of reteplase is between 13 and 16 minutes while the half-life of alteplase is much shorter, probably less than 5 minutes. The fibrin specificity of reteplase is less than that with alteplase. Theoretically, this may allow the molecule, less bound as it is with the fibrin on the surface of the clot, to penetrate deeper into the thrombus bring about faster clot lysis. This is because the fibrin-bound plasminogen inside the clot is better activated with r-PA, but this has not been demonstrated convincingly and remains unconfirmed. In the USA, r-tPA is probably the dominant agent used to replace urokinase although r-PA is being investigated and used in many centres, including ours. Until mid 2000, there were no published reports on the use of r-PA in catheter directed lytic therapy.

Most of the data discussed in the following sections were obtained using urokinase as the thrombolytic agent. We feel that the method of CDT therapy is more important than the actual drug used within a reasonable margin of safety, but obviously that has to be confirmed.

**INDICATIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS**

The rapid removal of clot in the acute phase of DVT will obviously reduce the risk of development of PE. In addition, phlegmasia and its symptoms can be alleviated by the removal of the offending thrombus obstructing venous blood return. The long term sequelae of venous insufficiency involve the inadequacy of valve function. Removing thrombus before the recanalisation process sets in leads to valve destruction and so thrombolytic therapy aids the maintenance of normal valve competence.

Contraindications to the use of any thrombolytic drug include recent surgery, recent major trauma or biopsy, active or recent gastrointestinal bleeding, pregnancy, and recent stroke or the presence of intracranial neoplasm. Our own experience suggests that almost every other patient has a relative contraindication to thrombolysis. This reflects the underlying condition which predisposed the patient to developing thrombosis in the first place. Examples include DVT after joint replacement surgery and immobility subsequent to extensive trauma.

**TECHNIQUE**

Catheter directed thrombolysis involves the insertion of an angiographic catheter into the venous system, positioned immediately adjacent to the clot or embedded within the clot itself. The entry site for venous access does not seem to affect lytic success, as long as the catheter tip can be manipulated into the appropriate position. We generally do not use additional mechanical methods such as pulse spray or injection of lytic agent via a power injector. Our concern is that the time advantage gained is outweighed by the risk of clot fragmentation, dislodgement and PE formation.

For iliofemoral thrombosis which does not involve the popliteal vein, the usual site of venepuncture and catheter insertion is the popliteal vein. The latter is approached using ultrasound guidance or fluoroscopic assistance while simultaneously injecting X-ray contrast into a pedal vein. With this approach, however, the site for catheter entry is above the major popliteal vein valves and therefore these valves cannot be directly exposed to the lytic agent. To solve this problem without resorting to retrograde manipulation of a catheter through a valve cusp, Cragg has developed a technique for gaining access into the venous system below the popliteal vein. This aspect of the technique is important because preservation of the integrity of the popliteal vein valves has been shown to be a major determinant in reducing the incidence of development of PTS.

As mentioned previously, the most efficacious dose of the newer thrombolytic agents is still under investigation. Reteplase doses used currently range from 0.5 to 2.0 units per hour. We use 1.0 unit per hour with slight adjustment for patient size. A dose greater than 2.0 units per hour probably increases the rate of bleeding complications without improving the lytic effect to any significant degree. Alteplase doses currently used are in the range of 0.5–1.0 mg per hour. Semba found that lysis tends to be faster and more complete when using alteplase compared with urokinase but there is always a ‘balancing act’ between speed of lysis and haemorrhagic complications.

The use of heparin is controversial. Some fear that full heparinisation will lead to an increase in bleeding complications and consequently tend to use subtherapeutic doses or none at all. A recent study with reteplase found that therapeutic levels of heparin do not seem to increase the rate of haemorrhagic complications but the authors still
advocate caution. Heparin should not be added directly to alteplase solutions because of the formation of precipitates and also because the degree of dilution seems to affect drug efficacy. Complete details and protocols have been published and are available for the interested reader.27

RESULTS

Recent small studies suggest that the efficacy of the newer thrombolytic agents will be similar to urokinase.26 A clinically successful thrombolytic result should be expected in 80–90 per cent of patients28 when using urokinase. Acute clot (<10 days) or patients with acute symptoms should respond to lysis faster and better than those with chronic disease or chronic disease with acute symptomatology.22

A health related quality of life survey was undertaken on patients who had lytic therapy as well as those treated with heparin alone. Improved quality of life scores were obtained in the lytic group when compared with those on anticoagulant treatment alone. Patients who failed to respond to lysis had outcomes similar to those treated with heparin alone. In addition, fewer post-thrombotic symptoms were elicited in those treated successfully with thrombolysis.29 This reduction in post-thrombotic complications due to preservation of valve function has been seen in other large series where urokinase30 was used.

Percutaneous endovascular therapies

- Clot removal – catheter directed therapy
- Clot removal – mechanical thrombectomy devices
- Adjunctive procedures – stents, AV fistulae
- IVC filter placement – permanent, temporary

Clot removal – mechanical thrombectomy devices

In those patients not eligible for thrombolytic therapy but who would benefit greatly from clot removal, a number of percutaneous mechanical devices have been developed which are of theoretical benefit.31–33 We have not found any of them to be effective as a ‘stand alone’ method for venous clot removal but have used them in the treatment of small or persistent residual clot after lytic therapy. The lack of directional control, noted by others,34 can sometimes be overcome by placing the device through a guiding catheter with an appropriate bend at the tip but this does necessitate placing a larger sheath than normally used. Anatomical and the histological integrity of vein valves does not seem to be compromised by the use of at least one of the more vigorous devices35 but most of them have not been tested in this regard.

At the time of writing, none of the devices had FDA approval for the treatment of iliofemoral or native vein thrombosis. It should be re-emphasised that such approval is awaited for both reteplase and alteplase.

Adjunctive procedures

Once the acute clot has been removed, a large percentage of patients will require angioplasty or stenting of underlying anatomical or structural abnormalities. In the report of the National Venous Registry, 99 stent procedures were necessary to reestablish iliac venous outflow in 221 patients.22 In particular, patients with strictures from radiation therapy, compression by pelvic malignancies and those sustained postoperatively will usually show better patency with metal stents than with angioplasty alone.36

One entity deserves special mention. The ‘iliac vein compression syndrome’, also known as the May–Thurner or Cockett–Thomas syndrome, is often encountered after successful thrombolytic therapy. It was first described in 1851 by Virchow who noted that thrombosis in the pelvic veins occurs more frequently on the left side than on the right.37 He postulated that the right common iliac artery resting on the left common iliac vein leads to compression and venous obstruction. This prolonged extrinsic compression ultimately leads to intraluminal abnormalities within the left iliac vein, consisting of webs and synechiae which often do not respond to angioplasty alone and do require stent placement.34

The creation of an AVF to help patency after endovascular intervention is an option whose role is not clearly defined. Theoretically, an AVF helps to increase venous blood flow but in our practice we do not usually place a fistula when the lesion is short, has a reasonably large diameter, as in the case of an iliac vein, or when venous inflow is good. Nevertheless, we have created an AVF in patients with poor venous inflow is caused by multiple webs and synechiae found in a post-thrombotic superficial femoral vein.

Inferior vena caval filter

The indications for the placement of an inferior vena caval filter (VCF) include contraindications to or failure of anticoagulant therapy, the failure of a previous device to prevent PE by extension of thrombus through a filter, recurrent embolism and, in some instances, as a prophylactic measure.38 Indications for prophylactic filter insertion include a free-floating caval thrombus, DVT with compromised cardiac or pulmonary function or an impending orthopaedic procedure.39 In general, we do not place a permanent filter prior to CDT because of the low rate of complicating PE in patients undergoing this treatment.22 The use of a temporary filter, however, might be reasonable in cases of a large clot burden. These filters are not currently approved by the FDA and are not widely available except in Europe. A recent multicentre registry of current practice of temporary VCF insertion has been published.40 These filters can be left in place for up to 14 days. A total of 188 patients were described: in 53.1 per cent the indication was systemic, not catheter directed, lytic
therapy; four patients died from PE but none died from filter induced complications.

Percutaneous techniques can be used to place any of the several permanent VCFs. Specific techniques differ according to the device and all of the manufacturers supply detailed instructions for placement. These can be placed from a femoral, jugular, or in the case of the Simon Nitinol filter (Nitinol Medical Technologies, Worburn, MA, USA), from an antecubital vein approach. There are currently five permanent devices available in the USA possessing relatively equivalent efficacy rates and long term outcomes.41

For the critically ill patient who cannot be safely transported from the intensive care unit to the angiography suite, a VCF can be placed using portable C-arm fluoroscopy.42 Filter insertion using duplex ultrasonography alone is feasible and has been described.43 This is highly operator dependent, patient size and the ability to visualise the IVC through bowel gas being complicating factors. Congenital anomalies such as a double IVC, a circumaortic or retroaortic left renal vein and a double renal vein may be extremely difficult to visualise with ultrasound. When possible, the filter should be inserted under direct and adequate fluoroscopic guidance with a cavogram performed prior to filter insertion because the diameter of the IVC will affect the choice of filter type. Currently, only the Bird’s Nest device (Cook Group, Bloomington, IN, USA) can be placed in a large IVC or mega cava, i.e. with a diameter greater than 30 cm.

### Indications for placement of VCFs
- Contraindications to anticoagulant therapy
- Failure of anticoagulant therapy
- Thrombus extension and PE through previously inserted device
- Recurrent PE
- Prophylactically
  - Free floating thrombus
  - DVT with compromised cardiac function
  - Impending orthopaedic procedure

### Summary of endovascular techniques
Up until mid-1998, the mainstay of CDT had been the use of urokinase as the pharmacological agent. Since its withdrawal from the market, alteplase and reteplase have been used for the purpose of thrombolysis in acute DVT. The ideal dosing regimen and the use of additional heparin is still being investigated. Historical results obtained with urokinase may not strictly apply to the other thrombolytic agents but the method of drug delivery remains the same. Catheter directed thrombolysis and the use of adjunctive procedures such as stenting can relieve venous obstruction, preserve valve function and hopefully reduce the risk of PE (see Chapter 21).
the deep venous system was found to be incompetent in all cases and there were no functioning valves. This study is flawed because they did not study the iliac vein to prove patency and their interpretation of incompetence of the valves in the femoral and popliteal veins cannot reliably be drawn from only an ascending venographic study in the supine patient.

Lansing and Davis’ paper was presented at the annual meeting of the American Surgical Association in Boston on 18 April 1968, where Hanlon thought it was ‘an important paper despite the rather melancholy message which it brings, reversing some previous optimistic reports’ and requested the need ‘to have a series of patients followed objectively with clinical and radiographic data over a long period of time after two treatment regimens, operative and non-operative’. At the annual meeting of the Southern Surgical Association at Hot Springs, VA, on 8–10 December 1969, Edwards et al.49 presented a paper, ‘Iliofemoral venous thrombosis: reappraisal of thrombectomy’ where he argued with Lansing’s results and concluded that: ‘venous TE offers an effective and safe method of restoring flow in the deep venous system; when the thrombus is less than 10 days in duration and is of the iliolumbar segment, TE is recommended; venograms at operation to determine the presence of iliac vein involvement in complete removal of the thrombus and to give a basis for later comparison and evaluation of long-term patency’. In the discussion Lansing repeated his findings from the five-year follow-up and questioned the value of TE. Haller stated that he was never consulted about the follow-up report. At a recent visit to Louisville, he had studied 17 patients in whom total removal of the thrombus had been possible, none with any residual oedema. Despite some optimism for TE at this meeting, the impact of Lansing’s report was striking, and few papers have since been published from the USA but they all showed very good clinical results above 75 per cent.

Two reports basically abolished TE in the USA: Karp and Wylie’s50 one-page short paper on 10 patients of whom eight had re-occlusion of the femoral vein before discharge, and Lansing and Davis48 skewed paper based on a third of the original material, using questionable methods to reach their verdict and arrived at without communicating with the original investigators. However, there seems to be renewed interest in TE judging by current American textbooks in vascular surgery. This revival is mainly based on positive reports from Europe.

Modern venous reconstructive surgery using valvuloplasty can give good long term results in primary venous disease with severe reflux while the results of vein segment transfer and autologous vein transplantation in secondary, or post-thrombosis, venous disease are much less promising.31 It is, therefore, important to treat thrombosis of the leg early and successfully to avoid obstruction of the venous outflow tract and preserve valvular function in order to prevent the development of a severe PTS.

### Surgical technique

The first thrombectomy for IFVT was performed by Lawen in Germany in 1937.52 Surgery today is performed after intubation anaesthesia, 10 cm water positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) having been added during manipulation of the thrombus, to prevent perioperative PE. The involved leg and abdomen are prepared. A longitudinal incision is made in the groin to expose the long saphenous vein (LSV) to its confluence with the common femoral vein (CFV) dissected up to the inguinal ligament. The superficial femoral artery 3–4 cm below the femoral bifurcation is prepared for construction of the AVF. Further dissection depends upon the aetiology of the IFVT.

In primary IFVT with subsequent distal progression of the thrombus, a longitudinal venotomy is made in the CFV and a venous Fogarty thrombectomy catheter is passed through the thrombus into the IVC. The balloon is inflated and repeated exercises with the Fogarty catheter are performed until no more thrombotic material is extracted. With the balloon inflated in the common iliac vein a suction catheter is introduced to the level of the internal iliac vein to evacuate thrombus. Backflow is not a reliable sign of clearance as a proximal valve in the external iliac vein may be present in 25 per cent of cases preventing retrograde flow in a cleared vein. In contrast, backflow can be excellent from the internal iliac vein and its tributaries despite residual occlusion of the common iliac vein. An intraoperative completion venogram, therefore, is mandatory. Alternatively, an angioscope, which enables removal of residual thrombus, may be used under direct vision. The distal thrombus in the leg is removed by manual massage of the leg starting at the foot. The Fogarty catheter can sometimes be advanced gently in retrograde fashion, the aim being to remove all fresh thrombi from the leg.

In IFVT secondary to ascending thrombosis from the calf, the thrombus in the superficial femoral vein is often old and adherent to the venous wall, by which stage the battle of the valves has been lost. The objective is to restore patency and preserve valvular function. If iliac patency is established but the thrombus in the femoral vein is too old to be removed, ligation of the superficial femoral vein is preferable. Recanalisation will otherwise lead to valvular incompetence and subsequent reflux. In a 13-year follow-up after superficial femoral vein ligation Masuda et al.53 found excellent clinical and physiological results without evidence of PTS. If normal flow cannot be re-established in the superficial femoral vein, we recommend extending the incision distally and exploring the orifices of the deep femoral branches where thrombus is usually isolated and venous flow can be restored with a small calibre Fogarty catheter. The superficial femoral vein is ligated. The venotomy is closed with continuous suture and an AVF is created using the long saphenous vein, anastomosing it end-to-side to the superficial femoral artery. An intraoperative venogram is performed through a catheter inserted in
a branch of the AVF and, if satisfactory, the wound is closed in layers without drainage. If there are signs of iliac vein compression, which can occur in about 50 per cent of left-sided IFVT, we recommend intraoperative angioplasty and stenting.

If phlebitis caerulea dolens or venous gangrene is present, we start the operation with fasciotomy of the calf compartments in order to release pressure and re-establish the circulation. If there is extension of the thrombus into the IVC, the cava is approached transperitoneally through a subcostal incision. The IVC is exposed by reflecting the ascending colon and duodenum medially (see Chapter 36). Depending upon the venographic findings relative to the upper end of the thrombus, the IVC is controlled, usually just below the renal veins. The IVC is opened and the thrombus is removed by massage, especially of the iliac venous system. If the iliofemoral segment is involved, the operation is continued into the groin as described above. When laparotomy is contraindicated in patients in poor condition, a caval filter of the Greenfield type can be introduced prior to TE in order to protect against fatal PE (see Chapter 21).

Heparin is continued at least 5 days postoperatively and warfarin, started on the first postoperative day, is continued routinely for 6 months. The patient is ambulant the day after the operation wearing a compression stocking and is usually discharged on the tenth postoperative day to return after 6 weeks for closure of the fistula. The objectives of a temporary AVF are to increase blood flow in the thrombectomised segment to prevent immediate re-thrombosis, to allow time for healing of the endothelium and to promote the development of collaterals in case of incomplete clearance or immediate re-thrombosis of the iliac segment. A new percutaneous technique for fistula closure was developed by Endrys et al. in Kuwait. Through a puncture of the femoral artery on the opposite, surgically untouched, side a catheter is inserted and positioned at the level of the fistula. Prior to inflation and release of the balloon or coil, an arteriovenogram can be performed to evaluate the patency of the iliac and caval veins, a study which is also of prognostic value. Despite initial successful surgery more than 10 per cent of patients have been shown to have significant residual stenosis of the iliac vein. A transvenous percutaneous angioplasty and stenting can be performed under the protection of the AVF, which is then closed 4 weeks later after repeat arteriovenography.

Complications of surgical management

Mortality

One of the many reasons inducing surgeons to abandon TE in the 1960s was the high mortality. Surgery still bears a risk, but given the present perioperative precautions, results have improved. In our series of over 200 patients two died: one succumbed from acute respiratory failure due to chronic pulmonary fibrosis, the autopsy excluding fresh PE; an autopsy on the other patient showed preoperatively undetected cirrhosis of the liver and IVC extension of the thrombus, the patient dying in multiorgan failure on the 32nd postoperative day due to intra-abdominal haemorrhage and severe shock caused by over-anticoagulation.

Pulmonary Embolism

In our experience there were no cases of fatal PE in the perioperative period. To avoid this problem it is of utmost importance to demand a preoperative venogram to exclude extension of thrombus into the IVC as it may fracture during manipulation with the Fogarty catheter. We do not use a separate balloon catheter to occlude the IVC but routinely ask the anaesthetist to apply PEEP during the procedure. In a prospective randomised study from Sweden, we found positive perfusion scans at admission in 45 per cent of all patients; additional defects were seen after 1 and 4 weeks in the conservatively treated group in 11 per cent and 12 per cent, respectively, and in the thrombectomised group in 20 per cent and 0 per cent, respectively. Mavor and Galloway demonstrated that incomplete clearance of the thrombus in the iliac vein increased the incidence of re-thrombosis and PE. In the Swedish series no additional perfusion defects developed after the first postoperative week following thrombectomy and AVF. Since the AVF effectively prevented re-thrombosis it is reasonable to assume that the fistula was one reason for the low incidence of postoperative PE.

Earlier reports of high mortality due to fatal PE have not been borne out in our experience. Several reasons may account for the decreased risk of developing significant symptomatic and fatal PE with the present technique: careful selection of patients; preoperative venographic demonstration of extension of thrombus and its upper limit, requiring an extended surgical approach if the IVC is involved; use of PEEP during surgery; intraoperative venography or venoscopy to prove clearance of the iliac vein; creation of an AVF.

Early Morbidity after Thrombectomy

The rate of early re-thrombosis of the iliac vein varies. In a retrospective study from Hawaii it was 34 per cent in primary IFVT (8/24) and 18 per cent in secondary IFVT (6/33) without the use of a temporary AVF. In a prospective randomised Swedish study of TE using an AVF, 13 per cent developed early re-thrombosis of the iliac vein despite the temporary AVF. This re-thrombosis rate is corroborated in a series of 555 patients in whom 12 per cent developed early re-thrombosis. This complication can be minimised by avoiding surgery in those patients with symptoms of iliac obstruction of more than 7 days. A Fogarty catheter to clear the external and the common iliac veins, giving special consideration to the internal iliac vein, and a direct caval approach when the IVC is involved.
is recommended. Intraoperative venography or venoscopy will confirm clearance of the iliac venous system. Early and liberal use of a temporary AVF and fasciotomy in patients with phlegmasia cerulea dolens are worthwhile adjunctive procedures. Early ambulation, compression stockings and carefully monitored postoperative anticoagulation are all very helpful measures.

Guidelines for reducing morbidity and mortality after TE

- Careful patient selection
- Avoiding thrombectomy when symptoms of iliac obstruction exceed 7 days
- Venographic demonstration of upper limit of thrombus (into IVC?)
- Direct caval approach when IVC involved
- Use of PEEP during surgery
- Venographic/venoscopic proof of clearance of iliac thrombus
- Early and liberal use of an AVF
- Carefully monitored postoperative anticoagulant therapy
- Compression stockings and early ambulation
- Evacuation of groin haematoma

Postoperative bleeding with haematoma formation in the groin was not uncommon despite drainage of the wound, as full anticoagulation with heparin was continued for 5 days after operation. Haematomas should be evacuated to avoid compression of the vein and the risk of thrombosis and infection.

Early re-thrombosis, previously common, is now down to 12 per cent with the use of a temporary AVF. In cases of immediate re-occlusion of the iliac vein, re-exploration followed by angioplasty and stenting or a femoro-femoral crossover bypass graft will help to prevent retrograde thrombosis and subsequent valve insufficiency.

Venous gangrene is very rare, in most cases caused by underlying malignancy and can be prevented in phlegmasia caerulea dolens by fasciotomy. Groin infection was very common until we improved preoperative hygiene and began using prophylactic antibiotics. We still see lymphatic leakage but it usually stops within 2–3 weeks. In two patients from the Swedish series the AVF caused high output cardiac failure, returning to normal immediately after the AVF was closed. Both operations had been performed in elderly patients with previously known compromised cardiac function; therefore, careful patient selection is essential. One objection to the AVF is the resulting rise in venous pressure and swelling of the lower limb. We did not observe any rise in iliac vein pressure when outflow was normal. Stenosis of the vein cephalad to the fistula produced higher pressures and stresses the importance of clearing the proximal vein.

‘Late’ results

There are few studies giving ‘long term’ results of TE with AVF. In eight studies comprising 521 patients, with more than two years’ follow-up, ‘clinical success’ is claimed in 62 per cent. In five studies of iliac vein patency involving 247 patients with more than two years’ follow-up the figure was 82 per cent (range 77–88 per cent). In five studies on femoro-popliteal valvular competence in 259 patients altogether, with more than two years’ follow-up, competence was 60 per cent (range 36–84 per cent).

In the prospective, randomised study from Sweden we found a highly significant difference in the number of asymptomatic patients after 6 months, 42 per cent in the surgical group and 7 per cent in the conservatively treated group. At 5 years 37 per cent of the operated patients were asymptomatic compared with 18 per cent in the conservative group. At 10 years 54 per cent in the surgical group were basically asymptomatic (class 0–2 using the CEAP classification) compared with 23 per cent in the conservative group, but the difference was not a significant. Iliac vein patency demonstrated by venography at 6 months was 76 per cent in the surgical group compared with 35 per cent in the conservative group, a significant difference upheld at 5 years and 10 years with 77 per cent and 77 per cent patency, respectively, in the surgical group, and 30 per cent and 47 per cent, respectively, in the conservative group.

Femoro-popliteal valvular competence studied by descending venography using Valsalva at 6 months was 52 per cent in the surgical group compared with 26 per cent in the conservatively treated group, which is a significant difference. After 5 years, the patients who underwent TE had significantly lower ambulatory venous pressures, improved venous emptying, as shown by plethysmography, and better calf pump function with less reflux, as measured by foot volumetry. Combining the results of all functional tests, 36 per cent of surgical patients had normal venous function compared with 11 per cent of the conservatively treated group but the differences were not statistically significant due to the loss of patients at follow-up. At 10 years using duplex scanning, popliteal reflux was found in 32 per cent of the surgical group compared with 67 per cent of the conservatively treated group. Six patients who had a successful TE 10 years previously, and in whom the iliac vein was not obstructed after surgery, were all asymptomatic with patent iliac veins, and 50 per cent of them had competent popliteal veins. Successful TE seems to be beneficial in the long term.

CASE ILLUSTRATING OUR CURRENT APPROACH IN PROXIMAL DVT

A 13-year-old Chinese-American boy was admitted from another hospital with superficial thrombophlebitis involving the right long saphenous vein extending into the
common femoral vein, the iliac vein and protruding into the IVC. Five months before transfer, he was diagnosed with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) for which he was treated with steroids and hydroxychloroquine sulphate. For about 5 weeks before admission he had suffered from recurrent episodes of severe pain and swelling of the right lower leg. Duplex scanning of the leg at the onset of symptoms did not reveal any evidence of DVT. A repeat duplex scan from the groin to the knee 3 days before admission was still negative for DVT. The day before referral, however, a further scan revealed thrombus in the right common femoral vein. Upon admission there was slight swelling of the right calf and thigh, no chest symptoms or signs and the platelet count was 33 000. A repeat duplex scan showed thrombosis of the right common femoral vein occluding the long saphenous vein and extending up the iliac vein into the IVC extending 2 cm into the IVC. A venogram via the left common femoral vein revealed no thrombus on the left side, but confirmed complete occlusion of the right common femoral vein and iliac vein extending 2 cm into the IVC (Fig. 20.1). Catheter directed thrombolysis with urokinase was started with an infusion of 100 000 IU/hour for 20 hours. A follow-up venogram showed marked improvement with a filling defect still present in the common femoral vein, which remained despite another 7 hours of treatment. Attempts were made to mechanically destroy and aspirate the clot attached to the vein wall (Fig. 20.2). Surgical exploration of the common femoral vein on the same day revealed organised thrombus, which was removed, the wall of the common femoral vein being severely inflamed and 1.5 mm thick. The long saphenous vein was also diseased with evidence of active thrombophlebitis. An AVF was created anastomosing the long saphenous vein end-to-side to the superficial femoral artery. An intraoperative venogram showed complete removal of the thrombus and a patent common femoral vein and iliac vein.

After some postoperative problems the patient rapidly improved and still remains on anticoagulation and other medication for his SLE. Three years later he has no swelling...
or pain in his leg. Repeated duplex scans have shown a patent deep venous system without any reflux. The AVF closed spontaneously after about 1 year. Three years after the extensive DVT he is fully active and playing basketball. The first line of treatment was CDT and although only partially successful, immediate TE with AVF resulted in a patent and competent deep venous system and, to date, had prevented the potential development of a severe PTS. An algorithm (Fig. 20.3) provides pathways of management of a patient with proved IFVT.

**Conclusions**

Early and quick removal of the thrombus is indicated to avoid the late PTS in active patients with acute iliofemoral DVT. The first line of treatment should be CDT with or without adjunctive procedures such as angioplasty and stenting. When there are contraindications to thrombolysis or when it fails, TE with a temporary AVF is a valid alternative. Both interventions should be followed by anticoagulation. These aggressive interventions are not justified in chronically ill, bedridden, high risk or aged patients, or those with serious intercurrent disease and/or limited life expectancy. In this group of patients these interventions can only be justified for limb salvage in phlegmasia caerulea dolens, in which conservative treatment does not prevent the development of an acute compartment syndrome and venous gangrene. The role of LMWH in acute iliofemoral DVT in preventing the PTS should be tested in a prospective randomised trial comparing it with the interventional approach.
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The problem

Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a potentially fatal complication of deep venous thrombosis (DVT). While common, it remains underdiagnosed. The antemortem diagnosis of PE was made in only 30 per cent of patients confirmed as having had PE at autopsy.¹ Eighty per cent of patients with angio-proven PE had bilateral leg venography which showed evidence of DVT in 82 per cent, symptomatic in only 42 per cent.²³

The astute physician must combine a high clinical suspicion for PE, based on presenting features and appropriate risk factors, with timely investigations and empirical therapy. The majority of PEs are caused by portions of thrombi originating in the upper leg and pelvic veins breaking off and travelling to the lungs. The focus of this chapter therefore will be the diagnosis and therapy of thrombotic emboli. At all times less frequent causes of PE such as upper extremity thrombi, air, bone marrow, arthroplasty cement, amniotic fluid, talc, fat, septic and tumour emboli should be kept in mind.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION

The clinical presentation is quite diverse, depending on the size of the vessel occluded and the patient’s cardiopulmonary reserve. A normal person may tolerate total occlusion of a unilateral pulmonary artery with minimal symptoms. A patient with pre-existing cardiopulmonary compromise may die from the same occlusion. Findings in PE can be understood in terms of the severity of PE as it increases from ‘mild’ with the pulmonary infarction syndrome, to ‘moderate’ with isolated dyspnoea syndrome and to ‘severe’ with circulatory collapse.⁴ In assessing the patient with an acute presentation, the clinician must be able to distinguish between small and massive PE, as the latter is life threatening and must be diagnosed and treated promptly.⁵

Some or none of the following symptoms may be present in the patient with a submassive or massive PE presenting with circulatory collapse at risk of death in the next three hours:⁴⁶ dyspnoea, pleuritic pain, haemoptysis, wheeze, anterior chest pain, cough, and leg swelling and pain. The classic triad of symptoms of dyspnoea, haemoptysis and pleuritic chest pain occurred in only 28 per cent of the 160 patients in the Urokinase Pulmonary Embolism Trial (UPET) and in only 20 per cent of patients with massive embolism.⁷ None of the five patients in the Prospective Investigation of Pulmonary Embolism Diagnosis (PIOPED) study with circulatory collapse from PE, loss of consciousness or blood pressure <80 mmHg, had haemoptysis, pleuritic pain, palpitations or angina-like pain.⁴

RISK FACTORS

As symptoms and signs vary between presentations, the presence of risk factor(s) will add to the suspicion of PE and
They all revolve around the thrombotic triad elucidated by Virchow in 1856: local trauma to the vessel wall, hypercoagulability and stasis. Stasis and local augmentation of the coagulation process are the most important factors in thrombus formation making recognition of acquired risk factors (see Chapter 2) critical for therapy.\textsuperscript{10} \textbf{Acquired risk factors} include recent major surgery or trauma, immobilisation, as for instance on long flights, advancing age, malignancy (Fig. 21.1), previous thrombosis, pregnancy and puerperium, use of contraceptives or hormone replacement therapy (HRT), resistance to activated protein C, antiphospholipid antibodies and mild-to-moderate hyperhomocysteinaemia.\textsuperscript{11} In the Nurses’ Health Study,\textsuperscript{12} nurses 60 years or older in the highest quintile of body mass index had the highest rate of PE. Heavy cigarette smoking and high blood pressure were identified as independent risk factors.

Genetic predisposition appears to explain one-fifth of cases of PE. The family history is critical if the patient is young and if there is a possibility of lifetime anticoagulation and avoidance of additional acquired risk factors.\textsuperscript{11} The most common \textbf{inherited risk factors} are activated
protein C resistance due to a mutation in the factor V gene, namely, factor V Leiden, with a 5 per cent prevalence in the Caucasian population, G20210A mutation in the prothrombin (factor II) gene and homozygous C677T mutation in the methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase gene. Antithrombin, protein C and protein S deficiencies are rare while homozygous homocysteinuria is very rare.

**Risk factors**

- Acquired
  - Recent major surgery/trauma
  - Prolonged immobilisation
  - Advancing age
  - Malignancy
  - Previous thrombosis
  - Pregnancy/puerperium
  - Contraceptives/HRT
  - Antiphospholipid antibodies
- Inherited
  - Antithrombin deficiency
  - Protein C deficiency
  - Protein S deficiency
  - Factor V Leiden (Activated protein C resistance)
  - G20210A mutation prothrombin (F II) gene

**CLINICAL SIGNS**

Signs of PE are often absent, and, even when present tend to be non-specific. The concurrent presence of DVT (30 per cent) must be investigated as supportive evidence for PE and as an indication for anticoagulation. The most common signs of PE include cyanosis, tachypnoea, the use of accessory muscles of respiration, hypotension, elevated jugular venous pressure (JVP), left parasternal heave, chest wall tenderness, gallop rhythm on cardiac auscultation, pleural rub, crackles, thrombophlebitis, fever and sweating. Signs of right heart insufficiency should prompt early action. Elevated JVP, low blood pressure, gallop rhythm and cyanosis all suggest pulmonary hypertension as a result of massive PE.

**Signs of PE**

- Cyanosis, fever, sweating
- Tachypnoea, use of accessory muscles of respiration

---

**Figure 21.1** (Continued)
(e) A CT angiogram 2 days later showing extension of IVC thrombus 2 cm above the filter ending about 1 cm below the renal vein. The IVC was ligated after removal of thrombus below the renal veins. He was discharged on warfarin, recovered and made it to the golf course. He died suddenly 3 months later with generalised metastatic cancer, the primary site still unknown.
The signs and symptoms of PE are often non-specific but they should be considered in a differential diagnosis.16 The possible diagnoses include acute myocardial infarction (MI), acute pulmonary oedema, pneumonia, asthma, pneumothorax, pleurisy, tachyarrhythmia, pericardial tamponade, musculoskeletal pain, rib fracture, lobar collapse, lung cancer, primary pulmonary hypertension, costochondritis, aortic dissection or anxiety. Overdiagnosis is as likely as underdiagnosis. A detailed history, whenever possible, physical examination and selective testing will improve diagnostic accuracy.

**DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS**

Laboratory tests for the diagnosis of PE should include an arterial blood gas (ABG), chest X-ray (CXR), electrocardiography (ECG) and D-dimer. Arterial blood gases are checked if the patient has hypoxia detected on pulse oximetry or if the patient is tachypnoic. Increased minute ventilation is a sensitive indicator of larger PE. A respiratory alkalosis may be detected and hypoxaemia can be confirmed. In the case of a small embolus, however, these findings may not be present, so that the absence of findings on ABG does not exclude the possibility of an embolus.5,17

Frequently obtained, a CXR helps to exclude other diagnoses of PE. Other laboratory tests are helpful in delineating disease processes such as elevated cardiac enzymes in MI and an elevated leucocyte count in infection. Leucocytosis, however, can also be present in a stressed state with lung infarction. The decision to investigate further should be based on clinical suspicion as to whether a PE has occurred. The most common scenario is the patient with a risk factor who becomes breathless suddenly and has a normal CXR and physical examination. The ECG will help to exclude other diagnoses, especially acute MI and tachyarrhythmias. As with chest films, ECGs may suggest PE but they are usually not diagnostic.19

The classic ECG changes of S1Q3T3 are present in only 25 per cent of patients with PE. The ECG will frequently reveal non-specific tachycardia or atrial fibrillation. Evidence of right ventricular insufficiency may exist in the form of right bundle branch block, P pulmonale, right axis deviation, and T wave inversion in leads V1–3.5 These findings, however, are present only after significant obstruction (~ >50 per cent) of the pulmonary vasculature has occurred in an otherwise healthy patient, but they are more pronounced in patients with previous cardiopulmonary disease.20

**Plasma D-dimer**

This is a sensitive but a non-specific test of venous thromboembolic disease.21–23 D-dimers are crosslinks which are cleaved and then released into the circulation by the action of plasmin during fibrinolysis. This event occurs within one hour of thrombus formation. D-dimer values <500 μg/mL reliably exclude PE in patients with intermediate and low probability lung scans.21,24,25 They do not, however, exclude PE in high probability scans. D-dimers also have no positive predictive value as a variety of reasons cause them to rise e.g. recent surgery, trauma, MI, congestive heart failure, pneumonia, cancer and sepsis. The D-dimer assay is useful in patients who present to the emergency department or physician’s office without other systemic illnesses. If clinical likelihood is low, a D-dimer assay and duplex scan of the leg veins may be useful in ruling out PE/DVT. Because it is not 100 per cent sensitive, D-dimer cannot be used to rule out the diagnosis in patients in whom there is a high clinical suspicion of PE.26,27

Other laboratory tests are helpful in delineating disease processes such as elevated cardiac enzymes in MI and an elevated leucocyte count in infection. Leucocytosis, however, can also be present in a stressed state with lung infarction. The decision to investigate further should be based on clinical suspicion as to whether a PE has occurred. The most common scenario is the patient with a risk factor who becomes breathless suddenly and has a normal CXR and perhaps mild hypoxia, without any obvious cause. Assessment of the patient allows the clinical probability of a diagnosis of PE to be expressed as high, intermediate, low or unlikely, depending on the predictive value ascribed to a particular presentation.28

**Clinical probability of diagnosis of PE (per cent chance)**

- High* (80–100 per cent)
  - Presence of a risk factor
  - CXR, ABG or D-dimer consistent finding; lack of evidence for another explanation

### INVESTIGATIONS

- Tachycardia, hypotension, raised JVP
- Left parasternal heave, gallop rhythm
- Chest wall tenderness, pleural rub, crackles
- Thrombophlebitis

### Differential diagnoses of PE

- Cardiovascular – acute MI, acute pulmonary oedema, tachyarrhythmia, pericardial tamponade, aortic dissection
- Pulmonary – pneumonia, asthma, pneumothorax, pleurisy, lobar collapse, lung cancer, primary pulmonary hypertension
- Chest wall – musculoskeletal pain, rib fracture, costochondritis
- Anxiety

### Plasma D-dimer

D-dimer values <500 μg/mL reliably exclude PE in patients with intermediate and low probability lung scans.21,24,25 They do not, however, exclude PE in high probability scans. D-dimers also have no positive predictive value as a variety of reasons cause them to rise e.g. recent surgery, trauma, MI, congestive heart failure, pneumonia, cancer and sepsis. The D-dimer assay is useful in patients who present to the emergency department or physician’s office without other systemic illnesses. If clinical likelihood is low, a D-dimer assay and duplex scan of the leg veins may be useful in ruling out PE/DVT. Because it is not 100 per cent sensitive, D-dimer cannot be used to rule out the diagnosis in patients in whom there is a high clinical suspicion of PE.26,27

Other laboratory tests are helpful in delineating disease processes such as elevated cardiac enzymes in MI and an elevated leucocyte count in infection. Leucocytosis, however, can also be present in a stressed state with lung infarction. The decision to investigate further should be based on clinical suspicion as to whether a PE has occurred. The most common scenario is the patient with a risk factor who becomes breathless suddenly and has a normal CXR and perhaps mild hypoxia, without any obvious cause. Assessment of the patient allows the clinical probability of a diagnosis of PE to be expressed as high, intermediate, low or unlikely, depending on the predictive value ascribed to a particular presentation.28

**Clinical probability of diagnosis of PE (per cent chance)**

- High* (80–100 per cent)
  - Presence of a risk factor
  - CXR, ABG or D-dimer consistent finding; lack of evidence for another explanation
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Ventilation/perfusion lung scanning

This remains the first line investigation of possible PE when multidetector helical computed tomography (CT) scanning is unavailable. The sensitivity and specificity of ventilation/perfusion (V/Q) scans has been investigated in the PIOPED multicentre trial. They can be performed rapidly with minimal risk to the patient. The interpretation and use of V/Q scans seems most effective in conjunction with clinical probability assignment. V/Q scan results should be interpreted as normal, or demonstrating low, intermediate or high probability for PE. A normal scan excludes PE with 96 per cent accuracy and a high probability scan is diagnostic of PE with 86–92 per cent accuracy. A low probability scan with no risk factors still requires further investigation to exclude PE but 8 per cent of patients with low probability lung scans and negative lower extremity Doppler ultrasound have PE.

Spiral CT of the lungs

Depending on radiological availability and cooperation at individual institutions, V/Q scans are not often performed until the day after presentation or after a weekend. This delay has prompted many clinicians to take advantage of spiral CT, if available, as the first line investigation, which it often is when a large PE is suspected and early diagnosis is needed or when a patient has pre-existing cardiopulmonary disease which would limit interpretation of the V/Q scan results.

The speed of spiral CT allows the pulmonary vasculature to be examined with the use of peripherally administered contrast during a single breath-hold. It is sensitive and specific for central and segmental vessels, but is not as good at detecting peripheral emboli, which may account for up to 20 per cent of PE. Spiral CT and V/Q scans are comparable as first line testing for PE. Multidetector CT (MDCT) provides the next step in diagnostic accuracy with the ability to obtain thin sections 2–3 mm at narrow intervals of 2–3 mm and perform the study within a 10–15 second breath-hold. Although no article with specific statistics has been published, the advantages are clear-cut for PE and have been addressed by studies on helical CT. An additional advantage of MDCT is the ability to combine a CT venogram of the deep venous system with the CT pulmonary angiogram, two tests being performed together in a timely manner for diagnosis of PE with a good look at the inferior vena cava (IVC) and iliac veins when, in selected cases, consideration is given to inserting an IVC filter. This may be the single examination of choice when more institutions have MDCT installed.

Echocardiography

V/Q scans have shown good results as seen in the PIOPED study, PE being present in those scans indicating high probability. Unfortunately, only a small number of patients with PE have high probability scans. Echocardiography has been looked at for its value in the diagnosis of PE, as it can reveal the presence of right heart dysfunction, the occasional intracardiac thrombus and increased pulmonary artery pressure readings with dilated pulmonary arteries. The presence and degree of right ventricular pressure overload can be important for diagnostic and prognostic purposes. These findings may be documented using either the transthoracic or transoesophageal approach. One limitation to consider is the presence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, which can make the differential diagnosis between acute PE and chronic cor pulmonale difficult.

Pulmonary angiography

Pulmonary angiography remains the gold standard investigation for PE where MDCT is not available. It is invasive, expensive, not readily available, time consuming, and labour intensive. It is most reliable if performed immediately after embolism has taken place and becomes less reliable with the passage of time because thrombolysis occurs rapidly within the pulmonary circulation. It should be considered if non-invasive tests are inconclusive, if there is a
high clinical suspicion and if MDCT is not available. The mortality rate associated with pulmonary angiography in the PIOPED study was less than 1 per cent, major morbidity was 1 per cent and non-major complications 5 per cent.41

**Duplex scanning of the legs**

A positive duplex scan along with an intermediate probability lung scan provide strong evidence for PE.5,29 Duplex scanning is a powerful adjunct to lung scanning and can be performed with minimal delay.

**TREATMENT**

The goals of therapy are to support and maintain life during the acute episode, to stop the spread of the thromboembolus, to foster spontaneous or induce fibrinolytic removal of the thromboembolus and to prevent recurrence. These goals can be further categorised as prevention, primary treatment and secondary prophylaxis, involving supportive care, anticoagulation, thrombolysis, and/or embolectomy. With early diagnosis and swift aggressive therapy many patients will survive PE with a low rate of recurrence.

**Prevention**

Identifying patients with risk factors is essential, as the incidence of venous thrombosis and PE can be reduced by limiting venous stasis or by administering drugs to inhibit coagulation.44 Elastic stockings and pneumatic compression devices increase venous return, and the pneumatic pump may increase fibrinolytic activity with its rhythmic compressions. Prophylaxis with low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) by once-daily subcutaneous injection is simple and does not need monitoring as its effects are predictable and weight dependent. Perioperative use of low dose subcutaneous heparin can prevent about half of PEs and about two-thirds of DVTs, with a significant reduction in fatal episodes.5

**Primary therapy**

The response to pulmonary embolisation is determined by the size of the embolus and the patient’s cardiopulmonary status. If the PE is small and the patient is reasonably well, then oxygen administration by mask or nasal prong may be all that is needed for supportive care.5 Tracheal intubation and respiratory assistance may be necessary if the hypoxaemia is profound.

Specific treatment consists of intravenous heparin infusion following an initial bolus. When sufficient amounts of heparin are given to stabilise and stop the clotting process, the activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) becomes about twice that of control. The APTT should be monitored 6 hours after initiation and 6 hours after any change of dosage, then daily once the APTT level is stable with a target range of 1.5–2.5 times normal. Weight based nomograms may assist in rapid achievement of target APTT.45 If clinical suspicion of PE is low, treatment does not have to be commenced until after pulmonary imaging. On the other hand, in the absence of specific contraindications such as an active bleed, patients with a moderate or high likelihood of PE should receive intensive anticoagulation while undergoing further investigation.16 Heparin does not reduce acute mortality but significantly reduces further untoward events. Low molecular weight heparin is now first line treatment for DVT and is as effective as intravenous heparin in PE.44,46–51 Figure 21.2 offers an algorithm on the management of patients with possible PE but who are haemodynamically stable.

With massive PE, the presentation may be quite dramatic, and immediate, aggressive institution of supportive care is crucial, consisting of attempts to increase venous return and maintaining filling pressures within the heart to ensure cardiac output. Approximately 10 per cent of patients with PE do not survive the initial embolic event.52 Specific therapy consists of anticoagulation and lytic therapy. When there is cardiac compromise and a significantly unstable haemodynamic state, thrombolysis may be instituted.53 Many patients die from massive PE because of right ventricular failure secondary to the sudden increase in pulmonary vascular resistance caused by embolism. Thrombolysis offers a theoretical advantage over heparin, achieving faster lysis and resolution of thrombus and resulting in a lowering of pulmonary hypertension and improvement in cardiac output. The long term outcomes, however, are similar.50,53 In addition, thrombolysis has potentially devastating side effects and therefore its use is restricted to life-threatening cardiac compromise.

Faced with this severe situation and if thrombolysis has failed or if there are contraindications to this treatment, pulmonary embolectomy, either as suction catheter embolectomy or as open surgical embolectomy on cardiopulmonary bypass can be contemplated. This has an average perioperative morbidity rate of 26 per cent. Transfemoral removal of emboli was described by Greenfield in 1981 using a specially designed bell-mouthed suction catheter passed into the pulmonary artery under fluoroscopic control. In 1908 Trendelenburg had first described open pulmonary embolectomy, that today involves cardiopulmonary bypass and embolectomy using embolectomy catheters and manual compression of the affected lung. To avoid re-embolisation, an IVC filter may be placed concurrently with the procedure.47,49,54,55 Figure 21.3 offers an algorithm for the management of patients with possible PE but who are haemodynamically unstable.

**Secondary prophylaxis**

Secondary treatment comprises oral anticoagulants in the form of subcutaneous heparin and insertion of an IVC.
filter. Warfarin is started in hospital and heparin continued until the prothrombin time is therapeutically elevated, with an international normalised ratio (INR) of two to three times normal. This level must be maintained for 24 hours before heparin is discontinued, usually within 5–7 days. Warfarin can be started at the same time as heparin, as there is no advantage to prolonging heparin therapy beyond the few days needed to establish a goal INR with warfarin. Heparin is continued for a 24 hour overlap period with warfarin. Subcutaneous LMWH can be given in cases where warfarin is contraindicated, for example in pregnancy.

After the first episode of PE, treatment is recommended for at least 3 months. With repeated episodes of PE, permanent anticoagulation is implemented unless there is an obvious reversible cause. Repeat duplex scans of the legs or repeat V/Q scans have been used to confirm complete resolution of thrombus before stopping anticoagulation. Elastic stockings and avoidance of positions of venous stasis are prescribed to reduce the incidence of recurrent embolism.

Patients with recurrent thromboembolic disease, and especially those in whom anticoagulant treatment is contraindicated or has been ineffective, are good candidates for IVC interruption to prevent fatal PE. The IVC filters are inserted under radiological guidance via the femoral or jugular veins and are lodged below the renal veins. Complications of insertion are low but can be extremely significant, including events threatening life and limb. Transvenous insertion of a Greenfield titanium vena caval filter protects 97 per cent of patients from PE while maintaining patency of the IVC in 100 per cent of them. In emergency situations, IVC filters can be placed under duplex ultrasound guidance. The rare complication of IVC filter failure may warrant ligation of the IVC.

**Recurrent thromboembolic pulmonary disease**

Recurrent pulmonary emboli, often occurring over many years, eventually lead to irreversible pulmonary hypertension with resultant right heart failure and cor pulmonale. Dyspnoea is chronic and insidious, often with stepwise progression. Cyanosis and peripheral oedema is common. The JVP is elevated and S3, S4 heart sounds are often
Pulmonary embolism is a potentially fatal complication of DVT, in most cases originating in the upper leg and pelvic veins. While common, it remains underdiagnosed as shown by autopsy studies: the diagnosis is established in only a third of patients. The astute physician must combine a high clinical suspicion for PE, based on presenting features and appropriate risk factors, with early diagnosis and swift, aggressive therapy involving supportive care, anticoagulation, thrombolysis, and/or embolectomy. Many patients will survive pulmonary embolism with a low incidence of morbidity and recurrence.
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Upper Limb Vein Thrombosis

Upper Limb Venous Thrombosis (ULVT) is fairly uncommon. It is estimated to represent 1–3 per cent of recognised deep vein thromboses.1–3 Cases of ULVT are divided into primary, when no certain explanation for development of the thrombosis of the axillary/subclavian vein is found, and secondary, when an obvious factor has caused the development.

Anticoagulation has been widely used and gives favourable results preventing re-thrombosis and pulmonary embolism (PE); it also lowers the frequency of patients having severe long term arm disability.1–5 During the past decade many reports have been published suggesting more aggressive treatment with thrombolysis with or without thoracic outlet decompression, i.e. first rib resection, scalenectomy and venolysis.6,7 Most of these reports concern primary thrombosis and the subgroup of young patients with so-called effort induced ULVT. As a result of the low incidence of ULVT, the experience of any one clinician is limited; this compounds the problems and the opportunities of finding an optimal therapeutic strategy. Furthermore, the disease fails to fall naturally into any particular medical specialty. This again dilutes experience and the expertise of any one individual or department and reduces the potential for prospective controlled trials of treatment options. This review includes a suggestion of treatment pathways depicted in an algorithm (Fig. 22.1), but it is essential to be aware that this is not based on solid evidence-based facts, but reflects the authors’ opinion.

HISTORY

Perhaps the most exotic, dramatic and at the same time the first described case of probable ULVT was that of Henry of Navarre (1553–1610) who, as King Henry IV of France, led his army into the Battle of Ivry (1590). He used his sword arm to such excess that he could not move it for 6 weeks.8 The first description of venous compromise of the upper extremity is credited to Sir James Paget in 1875. His perception, however, was that the underlying morphology was a type of ‘gouty arthritis’.9 The true venous cause was recognised nine years later by von Schroetter,10 hence the eponymous term Paget–von Schroetter syndrome.

PATHOGENESIS, NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION

Upper limb vein thrombosis has a multifactorial aetiology. The classification most used differentiates between primary and secondary axillary/subclavian vein thrombosis.1–5 Primary thrombosis may occur spontaneously or following effort while secondary thrombosis may be iatrogenic or complicate malignancy and other miscellaneous causes. Before considering this in further detail it is of value to address the anatomy and the venographic appearances of these conditions.
ANATOMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

‘Thoracic outlet syndrome’ is a loose term which describes compression of the artery, vein or plexus of nerves as they pass through the neck to the upper extremity. In anatomical terms the problem seems to present in three distinct areas." The first two of these, which do not in general concern us here, might be called ‘axillo-pectoral compression’ and ‘the costo-scalene tunnel’. In axillo-pectoral compression intermittent compression of the axillary vein can be seen between the pectoral muscles and the rib cage. In the costo-scalene tunnel the artery or possibly the nerves become compressed between a cervical rib, a congenital fibrous band or the posterior surface of the scalenus anterior muscle. Removal of such constrictions (Fig. 22.2) decompresses the artery but normally not the vein.

In contrast, the vein is caught more medially in the costoclavicular tunnel. The axillary vein becomes the subclavian vein at the outer border of the first rib and passes through a potentially narrow space bounded inferiorly by the first rib and pleura. The vein is restricted, anteriorly, by the clavicle and subclavius muscle. Posteriorly, it is constrained by the anterior border of the scalenus anterior muscle and medially by the costoclavicular joint and ligament." It is obvious, therefore, that cervical ribs, bands or associated structures have no relevance to subclavian venous problems.

What then are the morphological features of apparently normal structures within this space which predispose to venous compression and thrombosis? There are two principal components and in most cases both contribute to a relatively greater or lesser extent. The first of these is that the gap quite simply is congenitally narrow and can be detected at operation. The second factor is related to physical activity.
This may be an acute and isolated episode of exceptional exertion, or it may be a consequence of prolonged activity such as training, sporting pursuits and similar avocations. Here it is thought that the critically situated subclavius muscle becomes engorged or hypertrophied (see Fig. 22.2). Thrombosis, however, occurs clearly in only a few selected individuals who undertake these activities. It seems logical, therefore, that if the vein is to be harmed by physical activity, an element of anatomical narrowing referred to above must almost certainly coexist. It follows that in all cases of primary thrombosis this idiosyncratic anatomical narrowing is present.

VENOGRAPHIC AND HAEMODYNAMIC FINDINGS

A key issue in the strategy of treatment is the incidence of this anatomical narrowing, both in an unselected population and among those suffering from ULVT. There are a few venographic studies showing that 70 per cent of unselected individuals do have a degree of stenosis of the venous outflow, especially with the arm in hyperabduction. Similarly, Stevenson and Parry reported that in patients with ULVT they could almost always document a compression abnormality of the vein in the contralateral arm in hyperabduction. This has also been reported by others with a frequency ranging from 56 to 80 per cent. With the arm resting along the body compression of the axillary vein is not uncommon and best venographic filling is obtained with a 30 degree abduction. This compression is due to the closeness between the pectoral muscles and the rib cage.

Venous arm pressure recordings also show that compression of the veins occurs in different positions of the arms. In the relaxed position, arm venous pressure is around 6–7 mmHg and is much the same when comparing healthy volunteers and patients with arm and shoulder disability with or without earlier ULVT. In hyperabduction or the ‘hurray position’, and especially in a ‘military position’ with the shoulders drawn backwards, the pressure increases up to around 10 mmHg in normal individuals. In patients with chronic non-recanalised subclavians, venous pressure increased more prominently (= 20 mmHg) in hyperabduction and especially in the ‘military position’. Thus it appears that collaterals passing the narrow costoclavicular area are also affected by arm position.

In a number of studies evaluating haemodynamics using plethysmography, it has been shown that slightly reduced venous capacity and maximal venous outflow are observed in patients with chronic non-recanalised ULVT. In venographic terms, two main patterns of ULVT are seen, namely, a short subclavian vein occlusion (Fig. 22.3) or a more extensive thrombotic process involving the axillary vein.

CLASSIFICATION

Primary thrombosis, i.e. where no evidence is found to account for the development of axillary or subclavian vein thrombosis, is reported with very different frequencies in different reports (Table 22.1). One reason for this is the manner in which population details are collected and another is whether they are representative of the population, the other being that more severely symptomatic patients are referred. In some patients a history of unusual upper limb activity precedes the development of ULVT, so-called effort induced thrombosis. This accounts for 5–10 per cent of patients in an unselected population.
A larger group of about 30 per cent are considered to be spontaneous cases of primary ULVT; in most cases the aetiology is multifactorial.

The number of cases of secondary thrombosis has now increased to approximately 60 per cent of those detected (Table 22.1). This is due to an increased number of instances of iatrogenic thrombosis, such as those caused by central venous lines and pacemaker leads.

In an earlier series (1971–86) from Malmö University Hospital,4 and representative of the population of the city, 61 per cent were considered to have primary thrombosis. The majority of these had no well-defined factors contributing to the development of thrombosis. Effort or physical activity related thrombosis was probably evident in only 6 per cent. A proved hypercoagulable state was seen in 9 per cent, to which should be added 17 per cent on contraceptive pills and those with previous thromboembolic episodes. In a recent analysis of the period 1987–2001 and within the same catchment area, only 3 per cent out of the total of 155 cases were effort induced while 30 per cent were probably cases of spontaneous ULVT.

Secondary thrombosis, in which a major contributory factor is found, comprised about 40 per cent of the patients with subclavian vein thrombosis in our series from 1971 to 1986. In the recent series recorded from 1987 to 2001 the incidence of thrombosis has increased to 67 per cent: of these 44 per cent are due to central venous lines or pacemaker leads, 20 per cent to malignancy and another 3 per cent are considered to be miscellaneous cases. Just how many patients have undiagnosed secondary upper arm thrombosis may only be speculated upon.

### Primary thrombosis

The term ‘primary thrombosis’ includes spontaneous, idiopathic, effort induced, positional, strain and Paget–von Schrötter syndrome. It even includes the term ‘traumatic’ when it has been used to describe probable anatomical abnormalities causing trauma to and compression of the subclavian vein. It is obvious that the ‘normal’ narrowing of the costoclavicular space is a pathogenic factor in most of these patients; the problem is establishing how crucial this and the other factors are in causing the development of thrombosis.

### Effort thrombosis

This presentation is an obviously recognisable and distinct entity. It is of relevance not only because it can be defined as effort induced by the obvious sequence of events, but also because it relates to a possible long term outcome, a factor which must influence management strategy.

Effort induced thrombosis occurs as a result of excessive or prolonged physical activity in combination with the narrow space in the costoclavicular region through which the vein passes. A spectacular variety of provocative activities has been reported: throwing balls, playing handball or tennis, swimming, chopping wood, painting ceilings, pulling a propeller, rowing a boat, washing walls, starting an outboard motor, lifting weights, carrying a suitcase, wearing a figure-of-eight splint, falling asleep with one’s arm over the back of the chair and windsurfing.

### Table 22.1 Classification of upper extremity deep venous thrombosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Primary (per cent)</th>
<th>Secondary (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes10</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams et al.20</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coon and Willis21</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilney et al.22</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donayre et al.23</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindblad et al.4</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauptli et al.25</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horattas et al.24</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbuRahma et al.26</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcynski et al.27</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin and Bros28</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelman et al.29</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beygui et al.30</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hingorani et al.34</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie et al.31</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakakibara et al.32</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zell et al.23</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmö University Hospital</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 33 per cent of the patients had multiple risk factors.
A variant of this category occurs when thrombosis follows excessive long term activities. These include excessive weight training, javelin throwing and occupations such as window cleaning. In these cases contralateral venography often reveals a bilateral abnormality and previously undetected and asymptomatic thrombosis on the opposite side.

### Classification of ULVT

- **Primary**
  - Spontaneous, idiopathic
  - Effort, positional, strain (Paget–von Schroetter syndrome)
- **Secondary**
  - Iatrogenic
  - Malignancy
  - Miscellaneous

### Hypercoagulable states

Many reports have reported different coagulation and fibrinolytic defects in patients developing ULVT. In some reports 9–42 per cent of patients had a hypercoagulable state (also see Chapters 2 and 20). Heron and coworkers analysed 51 patients with primary thrombosis: comparing the spontaneous thrombosis group (n = 31) with the effort induced thrombosis group (n = 20) there was a higher frequency of a family history of DVT, 42 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively, and at least one coagulation abnormality, 42 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively. Leebeek and associates found a 27 per cent frequency of antiphospholipid antibodies. In an analysis of 60 patients collected from our hospital in Malmö during the 1970s, a decreased fibrinolytic defence mechanism was seen in 49 per cent, F VIII:C activity was increased in 48 per cent and F VIII:R Ag was elevated in 20 per cent. Activated protein C resistance, polymorphism in prothrombin fragments 1 and 2, antithrombin, protein C and protein S deficiency were coagulation defects seen in just a small percentage of patients. Reports relating thrombosis to ingestion of the oestrogen containing contraceptive pill may well be coincidental. However, within some larger series there are a small number of patients in whom this appears to be a contributory factor.

### Secondary thrombosis

A large and increasing proportion of patients are diagnosed with secondary upper arm thrombosis. In this group of patients anatomical narrowing in the costoclavicular space is not a major cause but local trauma or compression from malignancy is of major aetiological importance.

### Iatrogenic thrombosis

Iatrogenic thrombosis may account for up to two-thirds of cases of ULVT nowadays. A large proportion of these are subclinical and undetected and therefore not treated.

### CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETERS

The incidence of clinical symptomatic thrombosis caused by indwelling central venous lines is low at 1–6 per cent (Table 22.2). If carefully investigated, however, a large proportion of, if not all, catheters will have a fibrin sleeve as a coating over the foreign material (Table 22.3). Mural or occlusive thrombosis is not uncommon and is found in 12–68 per cent of patients undergoing prospective venographic examination (Table 22.2). Many patients with central venous cannula induced thrombosis remain undiagnosed.

The stiffness of the catheter, the lumen size, the length of the catheter and the length of catheterisation required are all reflected in the frequency of thrombosis. The type of infusion given, i.e. total parenteral nutrition, hyperosmolarity solutions or chemotherapy and the reason for the use of a central venous line, e.g. malignancy, are likewise important. Normally short catheterisation periods will not induce significant thrombosis.

Studies of the long term use of central venous catheters and prevention of induced thrombosis confirm the efficacy of prophylaxis.

### Table 22.2 Central venous catheters: mural and occlusive thrombosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Frequency (per cent)</th>
<th>Diagnostic method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hoshal et al.39</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan et al.40</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindblad et al.41</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed42</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennegård et al.43</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braun et al.44</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fassolt and Braun45</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladefoged et al.46</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindblad et al.41</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magalhaes et al.47</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balestri et al.48</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al.49</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen et al.50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male et al.51</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>CP + Duplex + MRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank et al.52</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>RNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al.53</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Duplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soto-Velasco et al.54</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1311</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Clinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwarz et al.55</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>Clinical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM, postmortem; POP, pull-out phlebography; CP, conventional phlebography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RNP, radionuclide phlebography.
of standard heparin, low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) and low dose warfarin therapy. The number of studies available is not sufficient for evidence-based recommendations, but they warrant further analysis. If possible, such prevention ought to be used more frequently than most centres do today. Prevention will not only reduce the risk of thrombosis but also that of pulmonary embolism, a not too infrequent sequela to secondary ULVT.

**PACEMAKER LEADS**

In spite of improved pacemaker lines during the last decade, more complex implants such as double-lead pacemakers and defibrillators have been developed. Clinically symptomatic thrombosis is not as common, but routine venography reveals a 30–50 per cent incidence. The discrepancy between clinically documented and prospectively recorded thrombosis is significant, with most asymptomatic cases going undetected.

**Iatrogenic causes of ULVT**

- Central venous catheters, type of infusate
- Pacemaker and defibrillator leads – single/double
- Haemodialysis catheters, arteriovenous (AV) fistula and late central vein stenosis

**HAEMODIALYSIS CATHETERS**

These are large, often double lumen, catheters that pose a high risk for thrombosis (11–40 per cent). Later, when patients are evaluated for angio-access, occluded or stenotic central veins are often found (see Chapter 7B). Few of these patients have any symptoms in their arms and many centres routinely perform venography before an angio-access operation if the patient has had a haemodialysis catheter on that side. A stenosis or an occlusion in the venous outflow will reduce patency of peripherally constructed AV fistulae. Central vein stenosis can develop several months after an AV fistula operation resulting in higher resistance to venous return. Angioplasty has shown acceptable results at 6 months, primary patency being 31–42 per cent and secondary patency 71–80 per cent, but restenosis often develops requiring repeated dilatations. Stenting of such veins has been used and seems a reasonable alternative (Fig. 22.4 a, b), but repeated endovascular procedures are needed at approximately 3-month intervals and if considerable

---

**Table 22.3 Central venous catheters: fibrin sleeve formation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Frequency (per cent)</th>
<th>Diagnostic method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholz and Loewe</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoshal et al.</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoshal et al.</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brismar et al.</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersson et al.</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bennegård et al.</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkhammar et al.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>POP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balestreri et al.</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>CP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM, postmortem; POP, pull-out phlebography; CP, conventional phlebography.

---

**Figure 22.4 (a, b) An enlarged cephalic vein resulting from a distal arteriovenous fistula with stenosis of the most proximal portion of the cephalic vein as well as of the subclavian vein, both of which were stented. Restenosis made repeated dilatations necessary about every third month and patency was maintained for over 4 years.**
narrowing in the costoclavicular tunnel is noted, the risk of stent breakage must be considered.73

**Malignant disease**

In the majority of these cases the cause is direct pressure by tumour mass. They account for 10–30 per cent of ULVT.4,25,33 Less frequently the thrombosis is ascribable to a hypercoagulable state adding to the other risk factors.3 Local radiotherapy may also be a contributory factor in the development of thrombosis (see Chapter 33).

**Miscellaneous causes**

Other causes that have been reported are congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, congenital anomaly, vascular malformations, drug abuse (see Chapter 44) and trauma.1–5,31 There are even case reports of patients with vasculitis and vasospasm. In some cases severe illness, for example sepsis, ulcerative colitis, filariasis, otitis media, etc., is associated with ULVT and these are considered secondary occurrences, but the main causative factor may be difficult to identify.

Congenital webs are known to cause thrombosis at other sites as in the iliac vein web and Budd–Chiari syndrome but there must be doubt as to whether this occurs in the axillary/subclavian vein. Thus, an intraluminal ‘web’ is likely to be a secondary phenomenon due to incomplete recanalisation after previous thrombosis or a function of local trauma.

**Miscellaneous causes of ULVT**

- Congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction
- Congenital venous anomalies – webs, malformations
- Vasculitides
- Drug abuse
- Trauma
- Sepsis – focal or systemic

**CLINICAL PRESENTATION**

The characteristic findings are swelling of the affected arm, distension of superficial veins, especially in the shoulder region, mild cyanosis, and pain.1–5,10,38 In our earlier reported series7 oedema was seen in 97 per cent, pain in 50 per cent, distended collateral veins in 35 per cent, acrocyanosis in 10 per cent and erythema in 10 per cent. Few had altered skin temperature and only 4 per cent had fever. Importantly, about half of the patients with symptoms and suspicion of ULVT had normal venograms.4

Normally, patients present with a history of 2–3 days of symptoms, but a delay of up to several months is not unusual3,4,10,25,30 In many reports a male preponderance has been reported.10,21,26 In the Malmöeries4 and others38 no such difference was observed between the sexes; neither was there any predominant involvement of the right upper limb compared with the left. Venous gangrene is a rare finding and underlying malignancy should be considered.

**INVESTIGATIONS**

Normally, a conventional arm venogram will establish the diagnosis of ULVT. Alternative techniques are duplex, ultrasound, spiral computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA).1–5,53 Each of these techniques has limitations and needs to be evaluated based on the experience of the examiner. With the arm held by the side of the body it is not unusual for the axillary vein to be compressed by surrounding muscles.18 If the contrast is not injected mainly into the basilic vein, the venogram will be of poor quality16 as precise timing is required in assessing the central veins.17 Duplex ultrasound has the advantage of being non-invasive, but a large collateral cannot be easily distinguished from the axillary/subclavian veins. New imaging techniques such as spiral CT and MR imaging are most promising.51

Routine laboratory testing should be performed and in cases of primary thrombosis a coagulation screen is recommended. A chest X-ray will rule out ostel malformation of the clavicle or an unknown pulmonary malignancy.

**COMPLICATIONS**

**Pulmonary embolism**

Pulmonary embolism (PE) is considered first because it threatens the patient’s life (see Chapter 21). Table 22.4 documents the frequency of selected series reporting on non-fatal and fatal pulmonary embolism.3,4,6,7,10,20–22,24,25,27,29,31,32,33,51,74–85 For patients with ULVT classified as primary, a 1 per cent (10/1017) incidence of non-fatal PE has been reported. A 7 per cent incidence of PE, 10 fatal and 49 non-fatal, has been documented followed secondary ULVT among 807 patients. In this group, major associated aetiological factors were taken into account in many of the patients who developed PE. In a prospective study Monreal and co-workers79 followed 86 patients with central venous cannula induced upper extremity thrombosis. Anticoagulant treatment was started and perfusion/ventilation scintigraphy revealed pulmonary embolism in 15 per cent of patients, of whom two died of recurrent pulmonary embolism in spite of prophylactic anticoagulant therapy.
Long term symptoms

Although less dramatic than PE, long term symptoms are the crucial area, in practical terms, on which management is based. The widening of existing collaterals and/or recanalisation is normally seen during the first six months after axillary/subclavian vein thrombosis. Collaterals can be seen from the arm/shoulder extending to the chest wall, the anterior/posterior neck veins and contralateral neck veins as well. Many of these collaterals also pass through the costoclavicular space, and if there is an anatomical narrowing, these collaterals may also be dependent on arm position. This narrowing is usually visible on venography with the arm in different positions16–19 and is also verifiable with pressure recordings.19

It is not possible to predict long term sequelae on the basis of presenting symptomatology.4,10,19 Even in patients whose occluded veins recanalise, normally possible in 10–20 per cent, a clear reduction in long term disability is not consistently found.2,4,26,38 Of those referred from outside the normal recruitment area of our university department, there is a preponderance of young patients with primary thrombosis and severe symptomatology. Often the time from onset of symptoms until referral is more than 7–14 days. Each aetiological group must be considered separately because, inherently, the outcome may be different.

Primary subclavian thrombosis

Long term symptoms are difficult to quantify and evaluate objectively. Protagonists of more aggressive surgery such as first rib resection are likely to take a pessimistic view of the unoperated outcome. An element of bias can easily cloud the issue. Thus, in the literature different opinions exist on the frequency of long term disability, especially after primary ULVT (20–82 per cent),1–7,10,38 this difference is also due to differences in the selection of patients reported upon. Most authors report that a proportion of patients will have mild symptoms with occasional swelling, increased superficial networks of veins over the shoulder and pain, but few patients develop more severe disability requiring, for example, a change of occupation.1,2,4,25,28,31 Patients usually complain of difficulties working for long periods with the arm in an elevated position.

The analysis from Malmö4 covering the entire population and the outcome of all symptomatic cases, comes as close as it is possible to get an accurate estimate of the long term outcome. An attempt was made to quantify the severity of the outcome. ‘Mild’ sequelae were defined as occasional pain and some restrictions in arm capacity, ‘moderate’ as symptoms limiting certain activities and ‘severe’ as daily symptoms with severe limitation, often leading to a change of occupation. Of the 73 patients with primary thrombosis 15 (21 per cent) had mild long term symptoms and in a further three (4 per cent) they were moderate after a median of 6 years of follow-up.

The small group of patients with effort induced ULVT seems to have more frequent long term disability,6,7,26,27,29,30,80–85 but other reports show lower frequencies of long term sequelae.2–5,34,38,86 Many reports, especially from North American centres, seem to include cases of spontaneous primary thrombosis. In those patients with what can be clearly classified as effort induced thrombosis, up to 50 per cent complain of moderate long term sequelae, and in 25 per cent this leads to working disability.6,7,26
Secondary subclavian thrombosis

In many patients any disability arising from ULVT will be hidden by other serious diseases.2–4 Most authors agree that the frequency of long term sequelae is low, that severe and even moderate symptoms are unusual and that mild symptoms occur in 30–74 per cent.6–4,25,38 In iatrogenic ULVT late problems are uncommon and the majority may remain totally symptom free.41,54 In the Malmö series, 47 patients had secondary thrombosis, 14 (30 per cent) had mild and two (4 per cent) had moderate long term sequelae.4 If one analyses different treatment modalities in our series, the outcome was worse in the more aggressively treated patients, but these presented with more severe symptoms. What then is the evidence that treatment influences long term disability? In a retrospective review by Hicken and Ameli2 persistent symptoms were reported in 52 per cent of conservatively treated patients, in 32 per cent of those anticoagulated and in 26 per cent of those treated by thrombolysis.

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

Many patients with ULVT were treated conservatively using arm elevation and rest with favorable outcomes.10 More modern alternatives employed were anticoagulation and thrombolysis with or without thoracic outlet decompression. An algorithm (see Fig. 22.1, page 262) provides treatment options for ULVT. The plethora of published algorithms and surgical approaches in achieving decompression of the thoracic outlet underlines our limited understanding of the aetiology of ULVT.

Anticoagulation

In many reports and reviews the beneficial effect of anticoagulation has been advocated,1–5,20,23,25,28,31,38 but there are no comparative studies of non-medical conservative treatment10 and anticoagulation. Extrapolating from studies on deep venous thrombosis in the lower extremity, the value of anticoagulation in ULVT has also been established. Intravenous heparin or LMWH1–5,79,86,87 combined with 3–12 months of oral anticoagulation is safe and reliable and that has been evaluated reasonably scientifically. This view is further endorsed by the circumstantial evidence that anticoagulation prevents occlusion of collaterals and may favourably influence the potential for long term symptoms. There are a few reviews compiling data on the effectiveness of anticoagulant treatment and which record a low frequency of treatment complications.1,2,5,30 Pulmonary embolism has also been reported, but there have been no fatal cases.2,5–7,21,26 Early re-thrombosis is infrequent, and more often seen after anticoagulation ceases.2,5–7,21,26

For patients with secondary ULVT, anticoagulation in the form of heparin or LMWH for 5–7 days should be the first treatment alternative.2 The risk of PE speaks in favour of oral anticoagulation for 3–12 months. In patients with catheter induced thrombosis, it may be wiser not to withdraw the cannulae immediately after diagnosis. One can speculate as to whether anticoagulant treatment should be initiated and whether the thrombus should be a little more organised so as to minimise the risk of PE at removal of the catheter.

Thrombolysis

Although thrombolytic therapy is of no proven benefit in the lower limb, there is increasing interest in its employment in axillary/subclavian vein thrombosis and many reports, together including 569 patients, have been published, especially during the last decade.6,7,26,27,29,30,77–86,88–91 Most reports on thrombolysis have used catheter directed low dose therapy, and in general, treatment has been required for 1–2 days. Three or four non-fatal cases of PE have been reported during treatment.2,28 The success of initial recanalisation is reported to be high (40–100 per cent), the results seeming better if the treatment time span from the onset of signs of thrombosis to the commencement of thrombolysis is less than 14 days.7,26,81

The re-occlusion frequency is high (34 per cent), but it has been reduced by endovascular and surgical measures aimed at decompression of the costoclavicular narrowing. The majority of patients treated with thrombolysis are young patients with effort induced thrombosis,6,7 but many reports also include patients with spontaneous primary thrombosis. In a retrospective comparison of systemic thrombolysis and anticoagulation more veins remained open after thrombolysis and long term problems in the arm were infrequent, there being no difference between the groups.38 The effectiveness of thrombolysis in cases of thrombosis of central venous cannulae has also been reported.30,31 Most reports have used urokinase in treatment but streptokinase and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) are reported to be as effective.6,7,77–79,81,83–86,88,89 Currently, in selected cases, we use catheter directed low dose thrombolysis into the thrombus with repeated venography and adjustment of the catheter position every 12 hours. We normally use tissue plasminogen activators at a dose of 1–2 mg/hour. Most centres today use this form of local thrombolytic therapy but the risk of potentially dangerous bleeding complications must be considered, and it should only be advocated in selected cases. In our selected series of over 550 patients receiving thrombolytic therapy, however, no major bleeding complications were reported although bleeding and peri-catheter thrombosis at the access site were observed. Our patients are selected on non-evidence-based criteria, such as the probable factors responsible for the development of thrombosis, the magnitude of presenting symptoms and the collateral pattern on diagnostic venography prior to
re-thrombosis. Currently, angioplasty can be used in primary axillary/subclavian vein thrombosis of the axillary/subclavian vein, but it is impossible to select them at the outset.

Normally in secondary axillary/subclavian thrombosis the long term outcome of thrombolysis is less disabling but more risky than anticoagulation and therefore should be carefully evaluated before being recommended. A few patients will have developing long term arm symptoms having failed to develop collaterals wide enough for acceptable venous outflow, but it is impossible to select them at the outset.

**Treatment options**

- Anticoagulant therapy – intravenous heparin, LMWH, oral (longer term)
- Catheter directed thrombolysis – urokinase, tPA, streptokinase
- Angioplasty ± stenting
- Thoracic outlet decompression – first rib resection, scalenectomy
- Venolysis – excision medial clavicle/subclavious/costoclavicular ligament
- Jugular vein transposition or saphenous vein bypass ± AV fistula

**Angioplasty and stenting**

One advantage of thrombolytic therapy is that completion venography will show residual stenosis, compression or fibrosis. These lesions might indicate a risk of subsequent re-thrombosis and a less favourable long term outcome. Based on this, further intervention may be proposed. In primary axillary/subclavian vein thrombosis angioplasty is often used after thrombolysis. Other centres are more restrictive in their use of angioplasty. The restenosis and re-thrombosis rate is high if not combined with surgical thoracic outlet decompression. Supplementary stenting should not be undertaken as many reports have shown that the narrow anatomical space in the costoclavicular region will frequently cause stent fracture, distortion and re-thrombosis. Currently, angioplasty can be used in primary thrombosis of the axillary/subclavian vein, but the benefits of such a procedure are restricted to short remaining lesions. Stenting should not be employed except in association with decompression of the thoracic outlet, although we have seen stents break despite decompression.

Recanalisation of chronically stenosed or occluded segments could be an alternative if secondary thrombosis has not been caused by narrowing of the costoclavicular space. In patients with previously inserted haemodialysis catheters, a high number of central vein abnormalities is often seen. These stenoses or occlusions are caused by indwelling large lumen catheters and could be treated by angioplasty or stenting. The likelihood of restenosis seems to be high, certainly higher than normally reported.

**Surgical thoracic outlet decompression**

Several reports, especially from North America, recommend thoracic outlet decompression including first rib resection, scalenectomy, thrombectomy, venolysis and even medial claviculectomy to reduce long term disability, especially in the subgroup of patients with effort induced thrombosis. Using more aggressive surgical decompression treatment in acute cases, i.e. those with a history of less than 14 days, only 25 per cent are reported to suffer from chronic arm disabilities. The case series described, however, differ and not only include patients with effort induced thrombosis but also what we would classify as spontaneous primary thrombosis. The anatomical narrowing, justifying thoracic outlet decompression, often also exists in the contralateral arm. Nevertheless, development of bilateral thrombosis is only seen in a small subset of patients (6 per cent). The decision to decompress is often based on venographic evidence of narrowing after thrombolysis, representing the phlebitic reaction around the vein in which thrombus had been dissolved. Initial symptoms, or a venographically existing stenosis, are not useful pointers in predicting long term arm disability.

In performing a first rib resection care should be given to excise its most medial part for optimal vein decompression. Medical claviculectomy may be an effective way of thoracic decompression, especially if more medial components, such as the subclavius muscle, costoclavicular ligament and the most medial part of the first rib are responsible. Transaxillary resection of the first rib, because it approaches the problem from below, carries the advantage of minimising the risk of interfering with existing collateral veins.

First rib resection has been advocated after a suitable period subsequent to thrombolysis, if symptoms or morphological evidence of residual subclavian vein stenosis persists (Fig. 22.5). Equally, many recommend decompression at the time of initial presentation after thrombolysis. Both policies appear to give durable symptomatic relief, and few complications have been reported in both early and more selective decompression later. Advocates of immediate exploration feel that to delay runs a risk of re-thrombosis and missing the window of opportunity to achieve patency and a durable outcome. On the other hand, a delayed operation is more selective: patients with effort induced thrombosis who benefit from thrombolysis and have no residual stenosis at follow-up, do not require surgery as compression is not a major causative factor.

The value of venolysis, normally requiring a supraclavicular approach, is apparent in some studies but is not utilised routinely by other experts. Such an approach may jeopardise the collaterals. It is important to be aware, however, that most recommendations of aggressive treatment...
modalities are based on uncontrolled case series. Some studies, however, are based on the subgroup of young patients with effort induced thrombosis in whom late arm sequelae are reduced by more aggressive therapy and therefore, such an approach is to be advocated. Nevertheless, it is difficult to base one’s treatment strategy on these reports. The frequent venographic finding of stenosis of the subclavian vein in ‘normal’ individuals as well as in the contralateral arm of patients with axillary/subclavian thrombosis but no higher incidence of bilateral upper arm thrombosis, argues strongly against thoracic outlet compression being the major cause of primary subclavian thrombosis. Thoracic decompression can be a valuable tool, but the role of anticoagulation must not be forgotten.

**Chronic occlusion**

Venous reconstruction has been attempted in extreme circumstances where distressing symptoms persist. The use of the ipsilateral internal jugular vein, which is divided high in the neck and anastomosed to the distal and unoccluded subclavian vein, seems to have been technically successful. This procedure may be combined with an AV fistula and/or excision of the clavicle. Bypasses using the saphenous vein have had mixed results.

In some severe chronic cases, often referred from other centres to our specialised unit in Malmö thoracic outlet decompression combined with venous recanalisation and stenting has given relief of symptoms but it has not become standard treatment. Other series have shown that those with chronic symptoms can be relieved by aggressive decompression and an endovascular treatment modality in about 50 per cent of cases.

**Conclusions**

Optimal management of subclavian/axillary vein thrombosis remains contentious. There are numerous underlying causes and multiple treatment options but no comparative trials. The aetiology falls naturally into two categories: primary, due to ‘effort’ or ‘spontaneous’ thrombosis, and secondary, due to catheter/pacemaker placement, malignancy or drug abuse. Recent experience has seen a relative increase in the secondary type. Swelling is present in nearly all cases at presentation. Pain and superficial vein dilatation occur in up to half of the cases. Pulmonary embolism occurs in both primary (2 per cent), and more frequently, secondary thrombosis (7 per cent). It may be fatal. Long term symptoms, following primary or secondary thrombosis, occur in about a quarter of the patients, and a small but definite proportion is significantly incapacitated. This is probably more frequent among patients with effort induced thrombosis. Anticoagulants should be given in the form of heparin or low molecular weight heparin and then oral anticoagulation to address the risks of PE. They may also improve the long term symptomatic outcome. Local thrombolysis has been shown to have a high technical success rate. Overall the justification for more aggressive primary treatment
such as thrombectomy, thrombolysis, stenting, first rib resection and venolysis remains controversial. Only a prospective randomised trial, however, will determine whether its routine use in preference or in addition to anticoagulants is justified. First rib resection may be employed in the few seriously incapacitated symptomatic patients with effort induced thrombosis. The essential dilemma is that there remains no way of knowing which patient would be one of the few to be left with truly persisting debilitating symptoms if treated with anticoagulation alone. The use of surgical thoracic decompression as a primary procedure at the time of presentation, inevitably means unnecessary operations in the majority. Surgical bypass procedures, angioplasty and stenting have been reported with mixed results; they should be reserved for the rare and exceptional case.
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The Emergency Aortic Aneurysm

JONATHAN REFSON, JOHN HN WOLFE

THE PROBLEM

Emergency aneurysms pose a difficult healthcare problem, as health resources are currently unable to provide the necessary expertise to all patients at the point of presentation. Therefore, diagnosis of this problem needs to be accurate with rapid passage of the patient from admitting unit to operating theatre, whether in the same hospital or after transfer. The diagnosis, management and common problems of this condition are discussed.

The ratio of planned aneurysm surgery to urgent and emergency aneurysms has remained remarkably constant at roughly 2:1 over the past 30 years.1,2 Emergency aneurysms can present with a history of back, loin or abdominal pain associated with an episode of circulatory collapse or persistent hypotension; approximately 70 per cent will not be known to have an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA).3 The level of urgency dictates the management of the ‘emergency aneurysm’; has the aneurysm ruptured or is the rupture impending? In order to make the discussion of the subject easier, we have drawn a distinction between urgent and emergency aneurysms. Urgent aneurysms are those where the aneurysm has obviously become symptomatic but has not caused the patient to be hypotensive.

DIAGNOSIS

The history of sudden back or abdominal pain with cardiovascular collapse in a middle aged or elderly patient should alert the clinician to the possibility of a ruptured AAA, particularly where the patient is known to have such an aneurysm. On examination, the patient may be obviously shocked, pale, cold, clammy and agitated. Abdominal examination may reveal a pulsatile mass, but it may be difficult to palpate, particularly in an obese individual; it is also important to feel the peripheral pulses. The investigations of these patients should be kept to a minimum and an electrocardiogram (ECG) is really all that is required to rule out possible myocardial infarction, which may be a differential diagnosis. In the haemodynamically challenged patient radiological investigation is contraindicated, in particular computed tomography (CT) scanning, as it will only delay the patient’s transfer to the operating theatre for definitive treatment.

Resuscitation should be simple and minimal; if the patient is talking sensibly there is enough blood pressure to perfuse the vital organs. High flow oxygen should be delivered by facemask, venous access should be achieved with two large bore cannulae (see Chapter 7B) and no fluid need be given. If fluid is administered to restore the patient’s blood pressure to normality, further bleeding may occur with catastrophic consequences. Blood should be taken for baseline investigations, namely blood count, clotting studies, typing and crossmatching 10 units of blood and renal function. It is advisable to ensure that fresh frozen plasma and platelets are also available, as the coagulopathy associated with both haemorrhage and massive transfusion causes troublesome and life-threatening bleeding. No further intervention is required in the emergency department and the patient should be transferred directly to the operating theatre.
In the scenario of the urgent aneurysm, the patient may complain of pain or tenderness but hypotension will not have been documented. Therefore, it is acceptable to perform an urgent CT scan to assess the extent of the aneurysm and to establish whether or not it has leaked. It will also identify small leaks that have not caused circulatory collapse and some thoracoabdominal aneurysms that should be transferred to a specialist centre. This time window allows a more indepth assessment of the patient’s overall fitness for surgery, but in the event that a leak is diagnosed on CT scanning, surgery should not be delayed. Where there has been hypotension, however, time is of the essence in getting the patient to theatre for surgery. An algorithm (Fig. 23.1) provides pathways of care in managing patients with suspected AAA rupture.

**DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS**

Age is important in distinguishing patients with aneurysmal disease. As this is a problem occurring almost invariably in the over-fifties, a patient under this age is unlikely to have leaked or ruptured an aneurysm. There is, however, an important rare group of exceptions to this rule including such conditions as Marfan’s and Ehlers Danlos syndromes. Congenital connective tissue disorders are the pathological basis of these conditions and patients develop aneurysms in their late teens and early twenties. Other conditions that can be difficult to distinguish from the ruptured AAA are myocardial infarction, pancreatitis and renal stone disease, but a quick and careful history, examination and simple investigations should help to establish the diagnosis. It is important to note that renal stones rarely present for the first time in the over-fifties.

**PATIENT SELECTION**

An untreated leaking aneurysm has a mortality approaching 100 per cent. Not to operate will, therefore, almost certainly result in the patient’s demise. In these circumstances the patient and relatives should be advised that if no surgery were to be undertaken then the patient would die, but also that operative intervention carries a 50/50 chance of survival. Unless the patient flatly refuses surgery, or has an extensive thoracoabdominal (type II) aneurysm, we offer surgery to all-comers. Even if patients have such serious comorbidity that they have been turned down for an elective procedure it is appropriate, now that the AAA has ruptured, to offer intervention. This approach is reinforced by aggressive initial support in the intensive care unit during the first 24–48 hours, but unless there are clear signs of recovery that support may then be withdrawn. This is because preoperative assessment is very difficult in...
In the urgent scenario certain risk factors strongly influence outcome for both elective and urgent aneurysm surgery. Age seems to be the strongest predictor with patients over the age of 70 having a mortality rate between five and seven times that of those under the age of 70.\(^5\,^6\,^7\)

Renal function also relates to outcome; patients with elevated creatinine beyond the normal range, i.e. over 50 per cent loss of nephron mass, have a mortality rate two to three times normal creatinine values.

Poor respiratory function, especially in the form of chronic obstructive airways disease (COAD), is another predictor of poor outcome. Many patients with aneurysmal disease are smokers and, as such, will have a chronic respiratory problem. This does not pose an immediate threat, but makes the postoperative management and weaning from ventilation much more difficult and predisposes the patient to hospital acquired pneumonia. Serious consideration should be given to early tracheostomy to aid bronchial toilet and in weaning the patient off the ventilator and avoiding the deleterious effects of sedation. Placing an epidural catheter for analgesia postoperatively may aid respiratory function and, provided that the patient’s clotting function is not deranged, should be done as early as possible.

**Predictors of poor outcome in ruptured AAAs**

- Raised creatinine levels, >50 per cent loss of nephron mass – mortality \(\times 2–3\) times normal
- Chronic respiratory failure (COAD) carries a high mortality rate
- Advancing age – beyond 70 years – mortality \(\times 5–7\) times normal

**PATIENT TRANSFER**

In hospitals fully equipped to look after ruptured aneurysms there should be no delay in making the transfer from the accident and emergency department to the operating theatre once the diagnosis is made. The vascular surgical team must ensure that all the relevant teams are contacted: operating theatre staff, anaesthetists, transfusion technicians and the intensive care unit.

So far, we have dealt with a scenario where the expertise needed to manage the patient is available in the hospital to which the patient has been admitted. Not infrequently, however, an aneurysm presents to a team without the necessary expertise to deal with the patient’s problem. If this is the case the patient needs to be transferred to a unit able to perform the surgery, with the necessary intensive post-operative support. The logistical problems surrounding this exercise are beyond the scope of this chapter, but ideally the patient should be stable for transfer and the receiving hospital should have a vascular surgeon and an intensive care bed available. In the ambulance the patient should have a nurse and medical escort. In the scenario where the patient remains unstable, and in spite of the potential dangers, it is probably preferable to transfer rather than to attempt repair.\(^9\)

This situation of insufficient cover is being addressed and some hospital groups have developed collaborative networks to provide full vascular cover 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (see Chapters 1A–1C). In this situation hospitals provide a collective on-call rota and one surgeon covers all the hospitals. The surgeon, therefore, may have to travel to the patient rather than the other way round. This ensures that patients need not be exposed to a risky transfer.

**CONSENT**

If the patient is fully conscious it is important to explain the nature of the procedure in simple terms, stressing the urgent need for surgery. In the circumstances, a detailed discussion of all the possible complications is less relevant. If family members are present it is important that they understand the situation and they should be included in any discussion. If the patient is not able to give his/her own consent the procedure can continue on the basis that it is in the patient’s best interests. With the advent of living wills, however, it is prudent to enquire whether the patient has expressed an objection to surgery.

**OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE**

The patient is placed supine on the operating table with the arms abducted. This allows the anaesthetist access for insertion of arterial and venous cannulae. Two wide bore cannulae should be inserted for rapid transfusion access (see Chapter 7B). The patient is prepared and draped awake and the anaesthetist should only induce anaesthesia when the surgeon is ready to make the incision. This is because the abdominal wall musculature provides tamponade, and paralysis of the muscles is often followed by a precipitous fall in blood pressure.
Ideally, three surgeons should be available for the procedure, and in our case the principal surgeon stands on the left of the patient with the scrub nurse opposite. The first assistant stands opposite the surgeon and the other provides retraction to his or her right. This can be difficult with the arm abducted. A long midline incision is made from the xiphisternum to a point halfway between umbilicus and pubic symphysis allowing good exposure to the abdominal cavity. In the event of a retroperitoneal rupture there will be blood-stained fluid in the peritoneal cavity and a retroperitoneal haematoma.

The mobilisation of the aortic neck should continue as for an elective or unruptured case, with evisceration of the transverse colon and omentum cranially and the small bowel to the patient’s right. It is tempting to rush the mobilisation of the aorta, but a few extra minutes spent carefully dissecting around the neck of the aneurysm will save much time later trying to control venous bleeding from the inferior mesenteric vein, left gonadal vein and renal vein. It is often venous bleeding that leads to exsanguination, not arterial. In fact, the retroperitoneal haematoma often facilitates dissection by lifting the peritoneal layers off the front of the aorta. Having incised the peritoneum over the aneurysm the sac is easily found and should be followed cranially to the left of the duodenum until the neck is found and a suitable clamp can then be applied anteroposteriorly on the aorta. The practice of fully mobilising the back of the aorta and clamping transversely is not necessary and may cause avulsion of a lumbar artery.

Whether the patient is rapidly exsanguinating or if the leak is contained, iliac artery control is necessary. This is usually straightforward as the ectatic and elongated arteries tend to be looped forward facilitating clamping. Extending the peritoneal incision caudally and dissecting along the surface of the aneurysm sac exposes the common iliac arteries. No attempt should be made to dissect around and sling the iliac arteries, as they are densely adherent to the iliac veins, which are easily damaged. If the common iliac arteries are aneurysmal then the external iliac artery should be mobilised and clamps should be applied at this level. If mobilisation is difficult, for example, because it is an inflammatory aneurysm, then balloons can be inserted to occlude flow, rather than resorting to the use of clamps.

Having isolated the aneurysm proximally and distally, the sac should be opened along its right anterolateral aspect and thrombus removed. At this point bleeding from the lumbar arteries is usually encountered. This can be controlled by direct suture with 3-0 Prolene. The inferior mesenteric artery (IMA) may back-bleed and this vessel, too, can be controlled with sutures from within the sac.

Colonic ischaemia is a potential problem, particularly in emergency aneurysm repair. This may be due to a number of reasons. First, clumsy manhandling of the sac may lead to ‘trash’ embolisation of the colon as well as more distal tissues. Second, ligation of the IMA through the haematoma may cause damage to the colonic arteries, particularly the ascending colic artery. Third, the aneurysmal process may compromise the internal iliac arteries and if both of these are occluded, as well as the IMA, then sigmoid and pelvic ischaemia may ensue. Fourth, mobilisation of the iliac artery bifurcation lateral to the sigmoid colon mesentery may also damage sigmoid arteries.

These points must be taken into consideration when performing the emergency procedure and if the IMA is patent with poor back bleeding the surgeon should be alerted to the possible need for IMA reimplantation. This reimplantation may also be necessary if one internal iliac artery is aneurysmal and therefore has to be ligated, particularly if the orifice of the other is compromised, in which case the surgeon cannot predict continuing internal iliac artery flow with confidence.

On opening the sac and removing the thrombus sac dark venous blood may well up copiously; this is usually due to the presence of an aortocaval fistula. In these circumstances, external compression by the assistant should allow the surgeon to oversew the defect from within the aortic sac using large bites with 2-0 Prolene. At this stage haemostasis is of more importance than the potential for narrowing the inferior vena cava. No attempt should be made to mobilise the cava and delay only leads to further dramatic blood loss. At this point haemostasis should have been achieved and the anaesthetist should have corrected the hypovolaemia. The next step is to suture in the graft. It should be noted that heparin is not given in cases of rupture as it may further aggravate a coagulopathy.

An appropriately sized graft is chosen. A 120 cm 3-0 Prolene suture is ideal for the proximal anastomosis. If the anastomosis is sound, except for a single bleeding point, then a carefully placed 4-0 suture should suffice. If, on the other hand, entire segments of the back wall appear to have torn away then the anastomosis should be fully revised without further delay. Wasting time on a number of poorly placed sutures that also tear out could lead to disastrous further haemorrhage. Occasionally a Teflon felt patch can be used to buttress the proximal anastomosis, and equally a 2 mm button of Teflon can be extremely useful in ensuring that a single stitch to a solitary bleeding point in a friable aortic wall does not tear through.

Once the proximal anastomosis is secure the surgeon can concentrate on the distal anastomosis; the latter can also be performed using 3-0 Prolene and slightly dilated iliac arteries should not deter the surgeon from using a tube graft as this will expedite the procedure. It is advisable to release the clamped iliac arteries at this point and check for back flow. As no heparin has been given it is quite likely that clot will have been formed. Provided that back flow is good a 50 mL bladder syringe charged with heparinised saline should be flushed down each iliac artery and the vessels reclamped. If back flow is poor and if femoral pulses were present preoperatively a suction catheter should be gently inserted into the iliac artery and clot aspirated until good back flow has been restored; if not, balloon thrombectomy...
is indicated. The artery should then be flushed with heparinised saline as described above. Prior to completion of the distal anastomosis back flow should be rechecked. It should also be ensured that there is good forward flow in the graft and that it has been flushed free of any clot.

Cutting the graft into a ‘swallow tail’ (Fig. 23.2) ensures that there is sufficient width to splay across the orifices of the aneurysmal aorta. Without this technique the distal Dacron may be too narrow for the separated, dilated orifices and attempts to pull the orifices together with the anastomotic stitch may result in stenosis of the origins of the arteries.

At this point the anaesthetist should be warned that the surgeon is about to release the distal clamp and reperfuse the legs, and that should be done slowly. A drop in systolic blood pressure will indicate that the legs are being reperfused, as will a rise in end tidal carbon dioxide, as the accumulated ischaemic metabolites are cleared from the leg (see Chapter 2). There is often further bleeding from lumbar arteries as they are reperfused from the iliac circulation and they should be underrun with a 3-0 Prolene suture. It is important to check that a femoral pulse is palpable on both sides.

Patience is now required to ensure good haemostasis and this may require the administration of clotting factors, such as pooled platelets and fresh frozen plasma. While haemostasis is being ensured the feet should be inspected to assess perfusion. The foot pulses may not be present but the feet should be pink and blanch on pressure, with reasonably brisk capillary refill.

Once this has been achieved the remaining aneurysm sac can be closed over the graft with an absorbable suture. The sac should be plicated to avoid dead space, which then fills with haematoma. It is important to ensure that the duodenum is not in contact with the graft as this may lead to erosion through the duodenum and a subsequent aortoenteric fistula. Closing retroperitoneal fat behind the duodenum using a tongue of omentum helps to avoid this complication. Care should be taken that the duodenum is not tethered down anterior to the graft. Any clots should now be evacuated from the abdominal cavity and a brief laparotomy performed as in most cases there is no time to do so prior to aneurysm repair. Care is taken to ensure that the nasogastric tube is correctly placed. The abdominal musculature can now be closed with a continuous mass closure, using a monofilament suture such as nylon.

In the case of free peritoneal rupture exsanguination occurs rapidly and therefore the technique has to be modified. On opening the abdomen the supracoeliac aorta can be compressed manually by an assistant while the surgeon places their left hand in the open aneurysm sac and plugs the neck of the aneurysm with the thumb. The aorta can then be cannulated through the site of rupture with a spigoted 24 Fr Foley catheter and a 50 mL syringe connected to the balloon. This is advanced to the suprarenal aorta and the balloon inflated, so gaining proximal control. Alternatively, the thumb allows the right hand to rapidly perform quite accurate blunt dissection around the neck of the aorta. Once this is exposed a clamp can be placed. It is also possible to temporarily clamp the aorta at the diaphragm: the lesser omentum is divided as is the left crus of the diaphragm, and by pushing the oesophagus to the left, the aorta is approached and then clamped. Whatever technique is employed, the aim should be to dissect out the neck as quickly and as safely as possible. If the clamp cannot be applied below the renal arteries then using either the Foley catheter or a suprarenal clamp the proximal anastomosis is carried out. Once complete, the clamp is moved down to the graft, reinstating renal flow.

**SPECIAL PREOPERATIVE PROBLEMS**

**Aortocaval fistula**

An aortocaval fistula can be diagnosed preoperatively if one or more of the following signs are found: a loud machinery murmur over the aneurysm, pulsatile leg veins or high central venous pressure in the presence of hypotension. At operation a small volume of arterial blood should come out of the sac but if venous blood continues to well...
out from it then a fistula is almost certainly present. This loss can be controlled by pressure on the vena cava having warned the anaesthetist that there will be a fall in venous return. Repair of the fistula is best effected by suturing it from within the aorta with large bites of a large suture which is remarkably easy. No attempt should be made to disconnect the fistula or repair the cava directly.

**Horseshoe kidney**

A horseshoe kidney is extremely rare. If a CT scan (Fig. 23.3) has been performed then the diagnosis will be clear-cut allowing a retroperitoneal operative approach to be used and the kidney is not involved in the operation. In most cases the surgeon faced with the unexpected anatomy associated with this condition. Once the proximal neck has been controlled the upper sac is opened and the proximal anastomosis is performed. The graft is then tunnelled through the unopened sac to the iliac arteries. Access to bleeding lumbar arteries within the sac can be difficult.

**Inflammatory aneurysms**

These account for about 5 per cent of all AAAs. If diagnosed preoperatively they can be repaired using a retroperitoneal approach. At operation they can be recognised by the glistening white, pearly carapace involving the aortic wall (Fig. 23.4).

When confronted with the situation in an emergency the safest approach is to expose the supraceliac aorta, which is rarely involved in the process. This can be done through the lesser sac by cutting the right crus of the diaphragm. There is a significant amount of muscle at this level, but once it has been swept aside the plane and areolar tissue around the aorta can be cleared rapidly and a clamp applied. Having done this the sac can be opened to the left of the densely adherent duodenum and the proximal anastomosis can be done. Once the latter has been completed the clamp may be moved on to the graft, thus reperfusing the visceral and renal arteries. It is neither safe nor sensible to attempt to dissect the duodenum off the aortic wall unless the inflammatory process is in its very early stages and a plane is readily identified.

**Thoracoabdominal aneurysm**

In an unstable patient with a ruptured aneurysm there will be little opportunity to diagnose a thoracoabdominal aneurysm. Fortunately, the most common site for rupture of these aneurysms is in the abdominal element (Fig. 23.5). Under these very difficult circumstances an attempt should be made to control the aneurysm at a narrow point, either in the pararenal area or the supraceliac aorta through the lesser sac. Once control has been achieved the proximal anastomosis will have to be performed to a baggy aorta, and this is best achieved by plicating the arterial wall into a large diameter graft. If this anastomosis holds the situation can be salvaged and the operation completed.
In the postoperative phase the full extent of the aneurysm can be assessed and a judgement made as to whether further surgery is appropriate. Fortunately, a significant number of these aneurysms become symptomatic and the surgeon is in a position to investigate the aneurysm prior to surgery. If a thoracoabdominal aneurysm is diagnosed under these circumstances then referral to an appropriate specialist unit is sensible. That unit will then perform further appropriate investigations, including cardiac, respiratory and renal assessment, prior to elective repair using standard techniques.

Associated abdominal pathology

Other coexisting pathological conditions are encountered in about 5 per cent of patients undergoing aneurysm surgery. With the exception of gallstone disease synchronous procedures should be avoided because of the risk of graft sepsis. In the scenario of the ruptured aneurysm the priority is haemostasis and restoration of circulation and all secondary procedures should be left to a later date, even if malignancy is found.

POSTOPERATIVE CARE

The majority of patients coming to surgery survive the operative procedure but many of these elderly patients then succumb to the multiorgan failure precipitated by massive blood loss and transfusion (see Chapters 4 and 7A). Meticulous attention to postoperative patient care is crucial if survival is to be improved. The systemic problems frequently encountered following emergency surgery are renal failure requiring support in the form of haemofiltration and respiratory failure requiring ventilatory support. An intensive care facility is essential with good cooperation between surgeon and intensivist. If an elderly patient with extensive comorbidity survives initial emergency surgery, but is obviously not thriving, then the clinical team must take stock.

During the first 48 hours intensive support should be given to the patient and discussions should take place with the family so that they are fully aware of the situation. Within this period it will become apparent that some of these patients are most unlikely to survive. Under these circumstances the surgeon, intensivist and nursing staff should discuss among themselves, and then with the family, whether escalating support should be withdrawn.

RECENT ADVANCES

Screening

Recent advances in the fields of screening and surveillance of small aneurysms have refined our knowledge as to whether to offer surgery to patients with abdominal aortic aneurysms. The Small Aneurysm Study demonstrated that it was safe to pursue a policy of surveillance of aneurysms up to 5.5 cm in diameter. Some screening studies have suggested that surveillance may be safe in an aneurysm of up to 6 cm diameter. Screening has also demonstrated a 50–60 per cent reduction in the incidence of ruptured AAAs in a screened population. Currently in the UK 33 per cent of all aneurysm surgery is undertaken on an emergency basis, which is nearly double the European average.

Stenting

Recent reports have demonstrated that endovascular techniques can be successfully employed in managing emergency AAAs. Others have demonstrated a 92 per cent success rate in managing leaking aneurysms in cases where the anatomy of the aorta was suitable for endovascular repair. These results compare favourably with open repair. The endovascular technique is currently available to only a small minority of centres and should be used by units which regularly perform elective aneurysm stenting.
Conclusions

Death from abdominal aortic aneurysmal disease is the tenth commonest cause of death in the UK and accounts for 1 per cent of all male deaths. The rate of ruptured aneurysms across Europe varies from 12 to over 55 per cent of all aneurysm repairs. The reasons for this disparity are not clear, but may relate to healthcare funding. The survival of all operated ruptures, however, is remarkably constant across both Europe and the USA at 35–60 per cent. Dramatic improvements in surgical and anaesthetic techniques, as well as intensive care support, have had little impact.

The distinction between urgent and emergency aneurysms has been set out in terms of the level of urgency of definitive care necessary, and hypotension is employed as the discriminating factor. This parameter has been shown to determine outcome with ‘urgent’ aneurysms having a mortality rate of 10–20 per cent, while emergency repair has a mortality rate of 35–60 per cent. The risk of elective infrarenal AAA repair is approximately 5 per cent, whereas the mortality rate of operations for ruptured aneurysms remains stubbornly at 35–60 per cent. The true mortality rate of a ruptured aneurysm is in fact 80–90 per cent since many of the patients do not reach hospital.

The increasing enthusiasm for screening programmes may, in the future, reduce the need for emergency aneurysm repair in the same way as advances in the management of peptic ulcers have reduced the need for repair of perforated peptic ulcers.

There is much discussion about the use of stents for elective infrarenal aneurysm repair as reintervention rates are high. If, however, the technique is successful in occluding the rupture and maintaining flow to organs and limbs, then it has an important role in the emergency situation. Once the patient has survived emergency surgery further investigations can be undertaken electively, with considerably reduced attendant risks.
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Stenting in Acute Aortic Dissection

MICHAEL D DAKE

THE PROBLEM

Acute dissection is the most frequent catastrophe affecting the aorta. The mean age of patients at the time of diagnosis of acute aortic dissection is 60 years, a decade younger than that observed in other thoracic aortic diseases such as aneurysm, penetrating aortic ulcer or aortic intramural haematoma. Although hypertension is clearly recognised as a sine qua non for its occurrence, a number of other clinical factors are associated with its aetiology.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Aortic dissection occurs when blood enters the aortic wall through a disruption of the intimal lining. The tear in the intima allows flowing blood to cleave a plane within the medial layer of the wall. The intimal entry is associated with intramural extension of blood which creates a longitudinal delamination of the aortic wall. The dissecting blood or thrombus may progress from the entry tear in a proximal and/or distal direction. As the process extends, a dissection flap or septum, consisting of the cleaved lamellar layer of intima and partial thickness of media is formed separating the original ‘true’ lumen lined by intima from the newly formed ‘false’ intramural channel. The trajectory of flap progression results in dissection with a distinct morphological features in each case of dissection. The anatomical relationships between the flap, true lumen, and false lumen and importantly, the aortic branch vessels they engage, are idiosyncratic to the individual concerned.

CLASSIFICATION AND RATIONALE

The process of aortic dissection is traditionally categorised by the extent of disease. The most widely adopted classification schemes rely on the ability to diagnose ascending aortic dissection and distinguish it from isolated involvement of the aortic arch and/or descending aorta. The rationale for this critical distinction is based on well-established prognostic implications and, consequently, therapeutic considerations associated with dissection of the ascending aorta. Presently, without immediate surgical intervention, the prognosis for aortic dissection of the ascending aorta managed with medical therapy alone is extremely grave, and the risk of aortic rupture, pericardial tamponade or cardiac death from proximal extension into the coronary arteries is considerable. Thus, standard therapy for this pattern of disease is open surgical repair of the ascending aorta. The most commonly used classification scheme is the Stanford categorisation. This straightforward system is predicated on the determination as to whether there is involvement of the ascending aorta irrespective of the distal extent of the dissection or location of the entry tear. If the ascending aorta is involved the dissection is defined as type A; exclusive dissection distal to the ascending aorta is type B.

MANAGEMENT

Currently, conventional therapeutic strategies for type B disease are medical management with pharmacological β-blockade and antihypertensive agents for uncomplicated
cases; surgical repair is reserved for dissection complicated by ischaemic abdominal aortic branch vessel compromise or aortic rupture. In this regard, a new alternative for managing complicated acute type B aortic dissection has recently emerged. Endovascular stent-grafts combine self-expanding stent technology, originally designed to treat patients with arterial occlusive disease, with vascular graft materials used in vascular bypass or replacement surgery. Initially, these devices were used to repair abdominal aortic aneurysms and subsequently, thoracic aortic and peripheral arterial aneurysms. Recently, the spectrum of applications for this technology has expanded to include peripheral arterial occlusive disease, failing haemodialysis access conduits, venous and arterial traumatic injuries, transjugular intrahepatic portal-systemic stent shunts (TIPSS), and malignant biliary, oesophageal and tracheobronchial lesions.

**ENDOVASCULAR STENT-GRAFT REPAIR**

The concept of endovascular stent-graft repair of aortic dissection is predicated on successful placement of the device over the intimal entry tear in order to obliterate blood flow into the false lumen. The intent is to mimic the effect of successful operative repair of dissection with isolation of the false lumen from the circulation and redirection of blood flow into the true lumen. This endovascular surrogate for open surgery is capable of reversing ischaemic branch vessel involvement, thrombosing the aortic false lumen, and holds the attractive potential of reducing the frequency of thoracic false lumen aneurysm formation. In this regard, the false lumen in type B dissection has the propensity to become aneurysmal in patients who are treated medically. The frequency of this complication ranges from 30 to 40 per cent at 3 years after the initial diagnosis. It is important to note that the management of chronic dissection with false lumen aneurysm formation continues to represent a formidable surgical challenge.

Clinical evaluation of stent-grafts, for complicated or uncomplicated acute type B dissection, selected patterns of type A dissection as well as chronic dissection with false lumen aneurysm formation, is in progress at a growing number of institutions around the world. This chapter will focus on treatment considerations and early results related to stent-graft management of acute aortic dissection.

The particular manifestations of dissection which constitute imperatives for intervention in the setting of acute type B disease require an evaluation of many clinical symptoms, physiological effects and the findings of imaging studies. After weighing these considerations, however, and discarding many of them, it is possible to narrow the criteria down to three distinctive reasons for intervention. These include: early aortic expansion within 30 days of the initial onset of symptoms, associated with persistent pain or other findings suggestive of impending rupture (Fig. 24.1); aortic rupture, free or contained (Figs 24.2 and 24.3); and peripheral branch vessel involvement with correlative involvement.

![Figure 24.1](image)

*Figure 24.1* Early dilatation of false lumen in type B dissection in a 68-year-old man with acute back pain. (a) Computed tomography (CT) scan shows type B aortic dissection.
Figure 24.1  (b) Follow-up CT 5 weeks after previous scan shows marked increase in diameter of descending aorta at the axial level of the pulmonary arteries associated with development of partial thrombosis of the false lumen. (c) Thoracic aortogram shows multiple communications between true and false lumens through tears in the flap located in the proximal and mid-descending aorta. (d) Aortogram and three-dimensional CT angiogram after stent-graft placement show obliteration of the tears and thrombosis of the thoracic aortic false lumen over the length of the stent-graft.
Figure 24.2  Acute type B aortic dissection and rupture in an 84-year-old man with acute back pain and shock. (a) Computed tomography (CT) scan done elsewhere at 6 pm shows type B dissection with substantial mediastinal haemorrhage. (b) After helicopter transfer, chest X-ray at 8:14 pm shows complete opacification of left hemithorax with marked displacement of the trachea. (c) Initial aortogram demonstrates entry tear and false lumen filling but no evidence of the exact site of rupture. (d) Endovascular placement of a 20 cm stent-graft centred on the entry tear and aortogram at 8:43 pm shows no false lumen, opacification or evidence of extravascular contrast medium. (e) Follow-up CT scan 6 weeks after stent-graft placement shows only true lumen filling, with marked reduction in the volumes of the false lumen and mediastinal haematoma.
evidence of end organ or tissue ischaemia (Fig. 24.4). In any of these clinical settings, the mortality and morbidity associated with open surgical intervention are high and dramatically greater than similar results for elective thoracic aneurysm repair. Consequently, the universally acknowledged high risk diagnostic group of complicated acute type B aortic dissection, represents both a challenge and an opportunity for stent-grafts to prove they are better, less invasive alternatives to the current default strategy of open repair.

Initial results from published reports of experience with stent-graft technology in treating patients with aortic dissection are encouraging. Unfortunately, however, it is often difficult to determine from these publications the precise characteristics of the treatment group, in terms of the age of dissection (acute v chronic), extent of aortic disease (type A v type B), indications for intervention (uncomplicated v complicated), patient symptoms and involvement of branch vessels. Nonetheless, valuable lessons from this early experience have served to fuel progress in our understanding of the disease process as well as its management by less invasive means.

**DEVICES**

Currently, there are three commercially manufactured thoracic stent-grafts that are widely available and marketed outside the USA. The TAG (WL Gore & Associates, Flagstaff, AZ, USA), the Talent device (AVE/Medtronic Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA), and the TX2 (Cook, Inc., Bloomington, IN, USA) are the most commonly implanted thoracic prostheses with a worldwide aggregate experience approaching 5000 patients. At the present time, however, not a single thoracic endograft has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for general clinical use in the USA. Nevertheless, all three devices mentioned above are currently undergoing phase II patient trials.

Published reports are also available of experiences with less widely distributed devices and of expectations with

---

**Acute type B dissection – interventional imperatives**

- Early aortic expansion or evidence of impending rupture
- Aortic rupture (free or contained)
- Symptomatic aortic branch vessel involvement
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several newly developed endografts specifically targeting the challenges presented by thoracic aortic diseases. In all cases, however, the condition most commonly treated is descending thoracic aortic aneurysm rather than aortic dissection.

Detailed discussion of the various first generation home-made devices is only of modest historical interest. Suffice to say, most of these prostheses prototypes were self-expanding and based on a combination of a polyester graft with a modified type of Gianturco Z stent. Most delivery systems were large (24–27 Fr), relatively rigid, and depending upon the anatomy, as well as the length and diameter of the device, difficult to target and deploy due to marked frictional resistance encountered during withdrawal of the outer device containing sheath. Detailed descriptions of individual systems, components, fabrication processes and deployment techniques are provided elsewhere.

The current designs of the three most frequently used stent-grafts represent the second generation of each device and feature considerable improvements over those of the previous generation. The individual benefits of these new products are detailed below, but in general, manufacturers are focused on improved durability, deliverability and reliability.

The **Gore TAG** is composed of a self-expanding nitinol stent lined with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft material. Previously, the first generation of this device, the **TAG Excluder**, was lined with ultra-thin wall PTFE graft with a 30 µ internodal distance similar to the pore size of conventional PTFE vascular grafts. The new TAG uses a different proprietary multilayer composition which, in preclinical *in vitro* comparison tests, was found to be more durable and scratch resistant than the graft material previously used.

The ends of the device have a scalloped contour to enhance graft contact with the aortic wall over a wide range of aortic tortuosities and angulations. The scalloped projections are covered with PTFE and their length is directly proportional to the diameter of the graft. The device is very
flexible radially and longitudinally. The new TAG does not have the S-shaped stabilisation wires that were anchored 180 degrees apart and spanning the length of its previous counterparts. Worryingly, fracture(s) of these longitudinally oriented wires has been observed after implantation in a number of patients. This complication occurred in 10–30 per cent of the implants and appeared to be related to the length of time since implantation, tortuosity of the device once implanted and, perhaps, the presence of overlapping endografts. Fortunately, no deaths related to this complication were reported to or observed by the independent core laboratory monitoring the follow-up of US clinical trials. There were, however, five untoward events caused by spine fractures. Two patients in the USA developed a type 3 endoleak through the graft material, presumably via a puncture hole created by an end of the fractured spine: one was managed successfully by adding another TAG device to line the damaged prosthesis while the second led to a rupture of the aneurysm necessitating surgical conversion and explantation of the device. The other three serious events occurred in Europe: in two cases, the type 3 endoleak was managed endovascularly by placement of an additional device, while in the third, elective surgical conversion with removal of the device was performed.

In view of the potential for clinical sequelae, Gore voluntarily suspended enrolment in its phase II US trial, withdrew the product from the global market and suspended sales in 2001. In the current newly redesigned TAG, the graft material is engineered to perform the same function as that provided by the former longitudinal wires, that is, to stabilise the implant and prevent any longitudinal compression during deployment. The graft is axially compressed onto the end of the delivery catheter and constrained by a PTFE corset laced with PTFE suture. The suture runs down the length of the catheter and is attached to a deployment knob at the opposite end. Grafts are available in a range of diameters between 26 and 40 mm, and a selection of lengths between 7.5 and 40 cm. The sizes of the delivery system and compatible introducer sheaths vary according to the diameter of the device and scale over a range of 20–24 Fr.

After preliminary arteriography studies have defined the preferred proximal and distal stent-graft ‘landing zones’, and these targets have been confirmed by transoesophageal ultrasound, a suitably sized 30 cm long introducer sheath is advanced over a guidewire to the infrarenal aorta. Alternatively, in certain situations, the catheter delivery system may be introduced over the guidewire without the use of a sheath. In either case, the device catheter is tracked over the wire until it reaches the selected target in a manner that bridges the entry tear.

After final positioning of the device has been achieved, deployment is effected by pulling the knob adjacent to the hub of the catheter. As the knob is smoothly retracted, the attached suture is withdrawn and opening of the corset occurs initially in the middle and then proceeds towards both ends. An instantaneous release of the underlying, self-expanding stent-graft occurs. After deployment, the delivery catheter is removed. The procedure is complete if the desired position of the graft is achieved without arteriographic or transoesophageal ultrasound imaging evidence of inadequate obliteration of the entry tear with persisting flow through it into the false lumen. If, however, the device is poorly positioned or not fully expanded and there is a perigraft leak, supplemental manoeuvres including placement of additional stent-graft(s) or gentle balloon expansion over the segment proximal to the entry opening, where the leak is suspected, may prove beneficial. As a general rule, if no false lumen filling is noted via the entry tear during post-placement aortography, balloon expansion of the device is discouraged in order to avoid the creation of secondary tears in the dissection septum. Resumption of the sales of the new TAG device by Gore began in March 2004 and the results of treatment of patients with a variety of thoracic aortic diseases are anxiously awaited.

The second device currently available for treatment of patients with descending thoracic aortic aneurysm is the Talent endoprosthesis. The design of this product has evolved since its introduction into clinical practice. The current version has a lower profile and more flexible delivery catheter than the original system. The prosthesis is composed of sinusoidal nitinol stent elements sandwiched between thin layers of polyester graft material. The individual stent forms are secured in place with oversewn sutures to prevent migration, but they are not connected to one another and there are segments of unsupported graft interposed between stents. This design allows independent stent motion and confers a degree of longitudinal flexibility. As with the earlier generation of the TAG Excluder device, the Talent utilises two longitudinal wires to provide stabilisation and prevent longitudinal compression.

A unique aspect of the device is its proximal margin with broad-based nitinol wire scallops. The wide, uncovered interstices may be placed across the origin of the left subclavian artery in cases where there is a short proximal neck of between 10 and 20 mm. In this setting, placement of the uncovered stent across the left subclavian artery helps to orient the graft optimally, stabilise its position and during deployment, secure precise targeting of the graft material at the distal subclavian margin.

The stent-grafts are available in a wide range of diameters and lengths. In addition, custom fabrication of a prosthesis based upon an individual patient’s anatomy is possible within 3 weeks. The delivery profile for Talent is between 22 and 27 Fr depending on the diameter and length of the device. The delivery catheter has a flexible, conical tip. Set back from the tip is an integrated balloon used for smoothing the graft material and promoting adequate stent expansion following deployment of the self-expanding device. The prosthesis is collapsed over the distal segment of the delivery catheter and maintained in this packed configuration by an overlying transparent sheath. Proximal to the loaded stent-graft is a blunt metal stopper functioning as a
brace to maintain the device position as the constraining sheath is withdrawn.

Once the stent-graft is properly positioned, usually 1–3 cm proximal to the optimal landing zone to mitigate against inadvertent downstream drift during deployment, the overlying sheath is slowly withdrawn. As the initial uncovered stent elements cantilever open, gentle retraction of the device is applied until the exact desired position of the proximal graft margin is contained. After the device is fully deployed, the balloon may be withdrawn and, if necessary, expanded within the proximal segments to fully expand the prosthesis. Subsequently, the final result is documented angiographically and the arteriotomy repaired surgically.

In an analysis of the relative merits of the devices, it is important to note that both devices described so far have established records of technical and clinical successes. In certain cases, however, the particular disease process and anatomy may recommend one device over the other. The marked flexibility of the Excluder device and its delivery system, as well as its smaller introduction profile, make it better suited for patients with severely angled aortic anatomy or those with small, calcified, or tortuous iliofemoral conduits. In aortic dissection cases, with short (<15 mm) proximal necks where the primary entry tear is very close to the left subclavian artery, the Talent device may be preferred because of its leading segment of uncovered stent. In terms of ease of use, the Excluder has some advantages. The maximum graft length available is 20 cm compared with 13 cm for an individual, non-custom Talent device. This, in combination with its simple and straightforward deployment, make it more efficient in extending the treatment zone. In aortic dissection, the relative radial force exerted by the prosthesis may be a consideration. In the acute setting, the lower hoop strength of the Excluder may allow adequate coverage of the entry site without causing an iatrogenic secondary tear in the thin, fragile dissection flap. In this regard, there are reports that the relatively rigid leading bare metal proximal segment of the Talent device can injure the aortic wall adjacent to the entry tear and create a retrograde type A dissection. On the other hand, the greater radial force of the Talent may be beneficial in cases of chronic dissection to displace a thick and resistant dissection septum and thus enhance the true lumen diameter.

The third device, the Cook TX2 thoracic endograft is made up of two components and is currently undergoing FDA phase II clinical trial in the USA. The predecessor of this device, the TX1, was a single piece device sold exclusively outside the USA. The current modular device and the uni-body former version both incorporate a distal uncovered stent-body, in conjunction with graft material extending to the proximal margin of the endograft. In both cases, fixation barbs are employed around the proximal aspect (pointing distally) and distal extent (pointing proximally).

The modular design of the TX2 endograft requires that two components, proximal and distal pieces, be placed, in each case, irrespective of the length of diseased aorta to be treated. The intent behind this concept is to confer increased flexibility upon the endograft and to allow for optimal accommodation within potential changes that may be likely to occur in the long term. At the time of writing this chapter, the use of the TX2 in the management of patients with aortic dissection is limited.

STENT-GRAFT PLACEMENT AND EFFECTS

There is growing worldwide experience with endovascular stent-graft placement in treating acute type B dissections as well as chronic dissections with coexisting descending aortic false lumen aneurysm.1–5

In both pathologies, successful management is predicated on the obliteration of the primary entry tear of the dissection by placement of the prosthesis within the true lumen across the entry tear. Stent-graft coverage of the entry site closes the primary communication to the false lumen and its flow is markedly reduced or choked off completely. In acute type B dissection, the true lumen immediately increases in diameter without a corresponding incremental change in the overall aortic diameter. Downstream, any dynamic compromise of the branch arteries of the abdominal aorta by the dissection process is expeditiously reversed within seconds of stent-graft placement.

In cases of both acute and chronic dissection, stagnant blood in the false lumen of the thoracic aorta will clot. In the majority of patients, progressive thrombosis of the false lumen proceeds from the point of proximal involvement of the thoracic aorta distally, irrespective of the location of the primary tear. The tempo of this process varies and is influenced by certain factors: the size of the false lumen, abdominal branch vessel distribution off the aortic lumens, the amount of residual flow through the false lumen via uncovered additional tears in the dissection flap, retrograde false lumen branch vessel flow via collaterals, retrograde perfusion from the abdominal aortic false lumen, etc.

### Acute type B dissection – branch vessel involvement

- Static – direct extension of flap into aortic branch with or without distal re-entry tear
- Dynamic – true lumen collapse or obliteration with prolapse of aortic septum over ostia of abdominal branches with true lumen origin
- Both – co-existing static and dynamic processes affecting an individual branch
It is expected that isolated sections of the abdominal aortic false lumen will be kept patent via natural fenestrations in the dissection flap at levels corresponding to the abdominal branches coming off the false lumen. This phenomenon permits sufficient perfusion of the false lumen branches via true lumen trans-septal flow after stent-graft obliteration of the primary communication to the thoracic aortic false lumen. In cases of acute dissection, if thrombosis occurs in the false lumen after stent-graft placement, progressive false lumen resolution may occur with a corresponding gradual enlargement of the true lumen. In this regard, follow-up imaging at 1 year has shown apparent ‘healing’ of the dissection in a number of cases, there being no computed tomography (CT) evidence of a residual thoracic aortic false lumen or dissection flap.1,2

RESULTS

Early results from clinical series of stent-graft management in limited numbers of patients with acute type B and acute type A aortic dissection, where the primary tear is identified distal to the left subclavian artery, are encouraging.1,5-9 Obliteration of flow through the entry tear into the false lumen was achieved in greater than 90 per cent of cases, with associated complete thrombosis of the proximal thoracic aortic false lumen segment apparent in 80–100 per cent and distal thoracic segment thrombosis noted less frequently. Progressive false lumen shrinkage at 1, 6, and 12 months follow-up imaging was observed in most cases. Complications, including paraplegia, rupture and iatrogenic extension of the dissection into the ascending aorta, have been reported anecdotally in the early experience with stent-graft placement in acute dissection.6-9

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

In terms of the procedure, some technical challenges related to a specific set of morphological manifestations of aortic dissection are often discussed when stent-graft therapy is considered. A common issue for consideration is the optimal method of selecting the diameter and the length of the prosthesis. As the diameter of the true thoracic aortic lumen represents a fraction of that of the overall vessel trunk, and is rarely cylindrical in shape, choosing the ‘right’ device dimensions is a unique logistical dilemma. Most practitioners base their selection on more than one measurement. Perhaps, the most compelling is the diameter of the non-dissected aorta immediately proximal to the entry tear. This is a good estimate of the original size of the proximal involved segment prior to dissection. This measurement, plus an oversize factor of 20 per cent to ensure secure anchoring and a tight circumferential seal, is the approximate size of the device most frequently used in current practice. Obviously, if there is retrograde proximal extension of the dissection from the entry site, other planning steps must be taken. These include calculation of the mean true lumen diameter from measurements of the maximum and minimum true lumen dimensions, selections of an arbitrary diameter corresponding to a value larger than the true lumen but smaller than the overall aortic diameter, etc.

In terms of the device length, most investigators implant devices which are clearly longer than the entry tear and usually in the range of 10–15 cm. After implantation this added length confers a more normal anatomical appearance to the aortic morphology, especially in the arch, than that observed following placement of a short device focally over the entry tear. In addition, the longer device promotes accelerated thrombosis within the proximal thoracic aortic false lumen. Further extension of the overall length of the device into the distal third of the descending thoracic aorta, however, should be avoided in this setting because of an associated increased risk of spinal cord ischaemia.

In those cases of aortic dissection in which the primary entry site is located classically at the isthmus, the tear may be within 10 mm of the left subclavian artery. In this situation, a device with a proximal segment consisting of a bare stent can be placed across the left subclavian artery effectively maximising the length of graft contact with the aortic wall cephalad to the tear. When retrograde proximal extension of the dissection occurs from the tear, however, it may be necessary to place the graft over the origin of the subclavian artery with its leading margin between the left carotid and subclavian arteries. In addition to carefully monitoring the patient post procedure for ischaemic symptoms in the left arm caused by a ‘covered’ left subclavian, it is important to image the thoracic aorta carefully to exclude persistent perfusion of the false lumen via retrograde subclavian flow around the device into the arch.

As with acute type B dissection, experience is mounting in treating patients with chronic aortic dissection and false lumen aneurysm using endografts as an alternative to open surgical repair. In this regard, multiple studies record rates of aneurysm thrombosis and subsequent false lumen shrinkage mirroring those in reported series of acute dissection.2-11 One controlled investigation comparing stent-graft therapy with open surgery in matched groups of patients with chronic type B dissection reported improved survival and decreased neurological complications with the less invasive procedure.5

The therapeutic options available in managing type A or type B acute aortic dissections, depending on the entry tear location of the former and the status of involvement of the latter, taking into account the level of acceptability as well as the risk attached to each of those choices, are illustrated in the algorithm provided (Fig. 24.5).
Conclusions

The recent development of endovascular stent-graft technology and its application as an alternative management strategy to medical therapy or open surgical treatment of patients with aortic dissection is an exciting and potentially valuable advance. The next major challenge that interventionists are facing is the important task of objectively elucidating the ‘real’ benefits, risks and complication of thoracic stent-grafts through rigorous, prospective controlled investigations of each possible anatomical and clinical manifestation of dissection. Only after this type of scientific scrutiny is performed can clinicians confidently counsel patients with accurate information regarding their therapeutic options.
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Prosthetic Aortic Graft Infection

CHARLES W BOUCH, JAMES M SEEGER

THE PROBLEM

Management of patients with infected prosthetic aortic grafts is one of the most difficult challenges faced by the vascular surgeon. Patients often present with non-specific symptoms and confirmation of the diagnosis of an aortic graft infection can be difficult. Delay in treatment of an infected aortic graft, however, can lead to life-threatening sepsis and/or haemorrhage. Patients with infected aortic grafts are also elderly and have multiple medical problems so that sepsis, haemorrhage and major surgical reconstructive procedures are associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Furthermore, the infected aortic graft is in the most favourable anatomical position for revascularisation, making maintenance of adequate lower extremity perfusion after graft removal difficult. Because of all of these factors, elimination of the infection, preservation of limb perfusion and long term survival are achieved in at most 70–80 per cent of patients presenting with prosthetic aortic graft infection.

This chapter will discuss diagnosis and treatment of patients with prosthetic aortic graft infection, emphasising the basic principles necessary for successful management of this complex problem. Essential information about the incidence, aetiology and bacteriology of such vascular graft infections will also be reviewed briefly. The pros and cons of the various treatments of aortic graft infection and the factors that lead to selection of a particular type of treatment for an individual patient will also be discussed as one form of treatment is not applicable to all patients with this difficult problem.

INCIDENCE, AETIOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY

Fortunately, infection of prosthetic aortic grafts is very uncommon. Although prospective series assessing the precise risk of aortic graft infections are not available, retrospective review of patients followed for at least 5 years after graft implantation suggests that the incidence of prosthetic vascular graft infection is between 0.5 and 2.5 per cent. The risk of infection varies with the position of the graft, with the incidence of infection for aortic grafts confined to the abdomen being 0.5 to 1 per cent, and for aortofemoral grafts being 1.5 to 2.5 per cent. The incidence of infection in thoracic and thoracoabdominal grafts is less well known, but it appears to be similar to that of prosthetic aortic grafts limited to the abdomen.

Although it has not been definitively established, it is likely that infection occurs in most cases at the time of graft implantation, at the time of a subsequent procedure which involves the graft, e.g. revision or repair of a graft, arteriography through an aortofemoral graft or an infragenual bypass originating from it, or from involvement of the graft by an adjacent infection. Late infection from bacteremia, although uncommon, is also a possible cause. The risk of development of aortic graft infection increases when there is a break in sterile technique, when leg infection is present at the time of graft placement or when a postoperative wound infection develops, even if it appears to be only superficial. In addition, the thrombus within an aortic aneurysm sac contains bacteria in approximately 13 per cent of cases and the atherosclerotic plaque in the arterial wall at the graft–artery anastomosis has been shown to harbour bacteria in up to 40 per cent of cases.
Organisms responsible for prosthetic graft infections include *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Staphylococcus epidermidis* and *Escherichia coli* in approximately 60 per cent of cases, with *Pseudomonas*, *Klebsiella*, *Proteus*, *Enterobacter*, *Bacteroides*, *Enterococcus* or other non-haemolytic streptococci and occasionally yeast accounting for most of the remainder. Two or more organisms may be isolated from 10–37 per cent of infected aortic grafts, particularly in cases of graft-enteric erosion and an alarming rise in the frequency of graft infection by methicillin resistant *S. aureus* (MRSA) has been observed over the past decade.

Use of perioperative antibiotics reduces the risk of prosthetic vascular graft infection: prophylaxis against *S. aureus* in most cases and prophylaxis against MRSA in recently hospitalised patients. In addition, small anecdotal reports suggest that omental coverage of the graft may reduce the risk of late infection, although the superiority of this approach over peritoneal coverage alone has not been documented.

Identification of the organisms responsible for the infection is important in selecting appropriate antibiotic therapy and, at times, in deciding on appropriate treatment of the infected vascular graft, e.g. *in situ* graft replacement versus graft removal. No organisms, however, can be cultured from up to a quarter of patients with an obviously infected aortic graft, unless special methods for recovering *S. epidermidis* from the graft material are used. In such instances, so called ‘dis-incorporation’ of the prosthetic vascular graft can be used to describe infection of the vascular graft as over 70 per cent of these grafts will have positive bacterial cultures using advanced culture techniques. Furthermore, the natural history of a dis-incorporated, culture negative prosthetic vascular graft is the same as for one that is culture positive. This can range from initially low grade sepsis if the site can drain and if an anastomosis is not involved in the long term to systemic sepsis, erosion into adjacent structures, graft occlusion and/or anastomotic disruption with life-threatening haemorrhage.

**Factors influencing prosthetic aortic graft infection**

- Break in sterile technique at time of graft implantation
- Leg infection present at time of graft placement
- Intra-aneurysmal thrombus containing bacteria (approximately 13 per cent)
- Plaque at the graft–artery anastomosis harbouring bacteria (up to 40 per cent)
- Postoperative wound infection
- Revision or repair of graft
- Arteriography through aortofemoral graft or linked infrainguinal bypass
- Late infection from bacteria

**Natural history of prosthetic aortic graft infection**

- Low grade sepsis
- ‘Dis-incorporation’ of graft
- Systemic sepsis
- Erosion into adjacent structures
- Graft occlusion
- Anastomotic disruption/life-threatening haemorrhage

**Figure 25.1** Computed tomography (CT) scan of a patient showing obvious infection surrounding an aortic graft used to repair an abdominal aortic aneurysm 6 months previously. Extensive perigraft inflammation containing air can be seen in the midline adjacent to and above the aortic graft

**DIAGNOSIS**

When an aortofemoral bypass graft limb is seen in an infected groin wound, visualised on computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or clearly outlined by a sinogram, the diagnosis of vascular graft infection is obvious. In Fig. 25.1 an aortic prosthesis is seen within an abscess. In all other circumstances, some degree of diagnostic uncertainty exists until the graft is explored surgically and/or cultured. This is because most signs and symptoms of prosthetic aortic graft infection are non-specific: malaise, low grade fever, unexplained weight loss and anorexia. On investigation, the findings associated with prosthetic vascular graft infection tend to be subtle. As previously noted, a history of leg sepsis prior to graft implantation, postoperative groin wound infection or systemic sepsis, a recent invasive procedure involving the graft or an episode of sepsicaemia, increases the likelihood of vascular graft infection. These historical findings, however, are far from definitive. Similarly, the systemic signs of sepsis, namely, fever, elevated
white blood cell count, elevated sedimentation rate, without specific local signs of graft infection such as an abscess adjacent to the prosthetic graft, a pseudoaneurysm, inflammatory groin mass, etc., suggest vascular graft infection only when more common causes of sepsis have been excluded. This is particularly true in the early postoperative period after graft implantation when aortic graft infection is a rare cause of systemic signs of sepsis.

In contrast, localised sepsis adjacent to a prosthetic aortic graft such as a late groin abscess or purulent drainage from a previously healed groin wound must be assumed to be related to infection of the aortic graft unless it can be definitively proved otherwise. This assumption is strengthened significantly when what initially appears to be a superficial cellulitis in the groin fails to resolve with antibiotic therapy or recurs immediately after it has been discontinued. Early postoperative groin erythema following aortofemoral bypass, however, may simply represent the presence of a groin haematoma or seroma and early re-exploration provides diagnostic certainty, evacuation and treatment of the haematoma/seroma and groin closure. Similarly, the presence of multiple anastomotic pseudoaneurysms strongly suggests the presence of aortic graft infection while a single anastomotic pseudoaneurysm is usually not associated with infection but should prompt speedy evaluation of the other vascular graft anastomoses. Aortofemoral limb thrombosis is also usually due to progressive infrainguinal arterial occlusive disease but aortic graft thrombosis may be associated with infection in up to 25 per cent of cases. Patients with infected prosthetic aortic grafts can also present with symptoms of obstruction of surrounding structures such as the ureter (Fig. 25.2) and such obstruction occurring late after aortic graft implantation should be considered to be caused by aortic graft infection until proved otherwise. Haemoptysis and haematemeses are signs also warranting graft evaluation in patients with thoracic or thoracoabdominal grafts and may be due to aortobronchial or aorto-oesophageal erosions. In rare instances, patients may present with septic emboli or hypertrophic osteoarthropathy, each of which strongly suggests the presence of vascular graft infection.

Gastrointestinal haemorrhage in a patient with a prosthetic aortic graft is of special concern; although patients who require aortic grafts are usually elderly and, therefore, at risk of more common causes of gastrointestinal bleeding, including diverticulosis, peptic ulcer disease, arteriovenous malformation, malignancy, portal hypertension and varices, etc. Gastrointestinal haemorrhage due to graft-enteric erosion, particularly involving a suture line, is such a catastrophic event that it is a possibility which must be excluded when gastrointestinal bleeding occurs in any patient with a prosthetic aortic graft. Bleeding can be slow and intermittent when the graft-enteric erosion does not involve an anastomosis, or it may be massive when anastomotic disruption from infection has occurred. Bleeding, in conjunction with other signs of sepsis or graft infection, increases the likelihood of graft-enteric erosion being the cause. In the absence of other signs of graft infection, however, when a patient with gastrointestinal bleeding, manifested as haematemesis, melaena or haematocoezus, has a history of implantation of a thoracic or intra-abdominal vascular graft, all efforts must be made to establish the cause of the bleeding and/or prove that an infected vascular graft and a graft-enteric erosion do not exist.
Diagnostic studies can usually confirm or exclude aortic graft infection and/or graft-enteric fistula. At times, however, the diagnosis can only be made by surgical exploration of either a groin abscess to determine the presence and extent of a vascular graft infection or of an aortic graft to confirm or exclude graft-enteric erosion. Initially, the aortic graft should be imaged using either CT or MRI. Findings suggestive of vascular graft infection include perigraft fluid, ectopic gas, swelling of soft tissue adjacent to the graft and pseudoaneurysm formation (Fig. 25.3). Computed tomography imaging may also be used to guide aspiration of perigraft fluid for culture to help establish the diagnosis of vascular graft infection, although this is seldom necessary in our experience. The sensitivity and specificity of CT scanning in the diagnosis of vascular graft infection has been reported to be approximately 90 per cent in experienced hands,9 and that has certainly been our experience at the University of Florida. Findings of vascular graft infection on CT scanning, however, can be very subtle, especially when minimal fluid is present around the graft such as is seen with infection by S. epidermidis and therefore the graft must be clearly visualised and normal throughout its course if aortic graft infection to be excluded. Computed tomography scanning is also of limited value in the diagnosis of vascular graft infection during the early postoperative period because the normal perigraft changes seen on CT scanning during the first three months after graft implantation are similar to the findings associated with vascular graft infection.10 Magnetic resonance imaging has been reported to be potentially superior to CT in detecting small amounts of fluid and limited inflammatory changes surrounding an infected vascular graft, as would be seen in a patient with S. epidermidis infection. Experience with MRI scanning in patients with vascular graft infections, however, is limited at present. In addition, MRI imaging cannot differentiate between sterile and infected fluid or between the normal early inflammatory changes associated with graft implantation and those due to infection.11

Radionuclide imaging studies have been extensively used in the diagnosis of infected prosthetic aortic vascular grafts. The overall accuracy of indium-111 white blood cell scans has been reported to be 83–88 per cent12,13 and the specificity of gallium-67 scanning (Fig. 25.4) to be 94 per cent which is superior to that of CT scanning.14 Nevertheless, both techniques are time consuming, can produce false positive studies due to cross-labelling of platelets or inflammation from other causes and can also be made falsely negative by antibiotic therapy. This is particularly true early after graft implantation and in patients with minimal evidence of infection by CT or MRI scanning. Technetium-99m exametazime has been used more recently to label leucocytes with repeatedly improved results and a small study with surgical/bacteriological confirmation of findings demonstrated 100 per cent sensitivity, 94 per cent specificity, 90 per cent positive predictive value and 100 per cent negative predictive value.15 Regardless, at least in our experience, these radionuclide studies add little to CT or MRI scanning in the evaluation of patients suspected of having vascular graft infection and the exclusion of infection, in patients in whom CT and MRI studies are inconclusive, remains difficult.

**Clinical diagnosis of prosthetic aortic graft infection**

- Non-specific symptoms and signs of sepsis
- Inflammatory groin mass, seroma, cellulitis, abscess, discharge
- Graft visible within groin abscess
- Haematemesis, melaena, haemoptysis/shock
- Pseudoaneurysm at femoral anastomosis
- Septic embolism/hypertrophic osteoarthropathy
- Aortofemoral limb thrombosis

**Diagnosis of aortic prosthetic infection on investigation**

- Fluid collection in groin for culture
- Positive sinogram of groin
- CT/MRI findings indicative of infection of body of graft and perigraft tissues, ureteric obstruction (? bilateral)
The appropriate use of diagnostic studies in a patient suspected of having an aortic graft-enteric erosion depends on the degree of the gastrointestinal haemorrhage and the haemodynamic stability of the patient. When the bleeding is slow and intermittent the patient should undergo imaging of the graft as described above to determine the presence of signs of infection of the aortic graft. Demonstration of an anastomotic pseudoaneurysm, particularly at the proximal aortic anastomosis, is pathognomonic and any evidence of aortic graft infection also essentially confirms the diagnosis (Fig. 25.5). In the absence of evidence of vascular graft infection on the imaging studies, upper and lower gastrointestinal endoscopy should be done to search for other causes of the bleeding. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy should also be done in a patient who is bleeding more rapidly, haemodynamic stability permitting, to exclude other causes such as peptic ulcer disease or oesophageal varices. Furthermore, a normal study except for bleeding from the third or fourth portion of the duodenum essentially establishes the diagnosis of aortic graft-enteric erosions in such patients. In contrast, a normal study without evidence of bleeding does not exclude the diagnosis of graft-enteric erosion as anastomotic fistulous connections can occur to the stomach.

Figure 25.4  Whole-body gallium and selected computed tomography (CT) scan images of a patient with an infected aortic graft. Uptake in the body of the graft (arrows) can be seen on the 24-hour gallium single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) images. Selected CT images (lower three) from the same area show inflammatory changes and air adjacent to the graft (reproduced with permission from Drane WE (ed). Nuclear Medicine: The basic, the advanced and the controversial. Gainesville, FL: NMNF, Inc)
small bowel or colon. Because of this, in the face of persistent, intermittent bleeding or massive bleeding without a definitive cause, surgical exploration is mandatory, graft-enteric erosion being excluded only when the bowel is completely freed from the retroperitoneum. Complete graft incorporation in this setting effectively rules out erosion or infection.

**PREOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT**

As previously noted, patients with infected prosthetic aortic grafts are usually elderly and have multiple medical problems. In addition, they may be debilitated by chronic sepsis and at times by acute or chronic blood loss. Treatment of these problems is therefore essential in reducing morbidity and mortality associated with management of the infected vascular graft. Fortunately, time for possible correction or improvement of such problems and preparing the patient for surgical treatment, is usually available, as most procedures are urgent rather than emergent in nature. Specific preparation for treatment of vascular graft infection includes bilateral non-invasive vascular testing to assess limb haemodynamics and arteriography of both lower and upper extremities, including the aortic arch when appropriate. This defines the anatomy of arteries adjacent to the infected vascular graft and identifies potential extra-anatomical bypass inflow sites. Venous duplex ultrasound should also be done to assess potential venous conduits, including deep leg veins, available for arterial reconstruction.

Antibiotic therapy should be initiated based on graft and/or wound cultures, if available, or on the pathogens most likely to be present, depending on the location and timing of the graft infection. Plans should also be made for the administration of intravenous antibiotics for 4–6 weeks after graft removal and possibly oral antibiotics for an additional 6–12 weeks. Importantly, operative records of implantation of the prosthetic graft now infected should be reviewed to determine the precise anatomy of the infected vascular graft so that graft removal and reconstruction can be planned appropriately.

Clearly, in this serious situation, the patient and family members must be counselled preoperatively regarding the extreme gravity of the situation in order to avoid false expectations. Taken overall, postoperative mortality ranges from 10 to 30 per cent, amputation from 0 to 15 per cent, reinfection post reconstruction 0 to 20 per cent and 5-year survival averages 50 per cent. Furthermore, multiple surgical procedures are frequently required to preserve lower extremity perfusion.

**SURGICAL TREATMENT**

Infection of a prosthetic aortic graft is a grave problem. In our experience, only 58 per cent of patients with this serious problem are alive and still have their limbs at 30 months after treatment though this varies with the original indication for placement of the infected aortic graft: 48 per cent in patients whose grafts were placed for occlusive disease, 65 per cent for patients whose grafts were placed for aneurysmal disease. Types of treatment currently used in patients with prosthetic aortic graft infection include first, staged graft excision and extra-anatomical bypass and second, simultaneous graft excision and in situ graft replacement using a variety of types of graft, namely a new prosthetic graft, an autogenous graft constructed from deep vein or a homograft. Graft preservation may also be attempted in selected patients with presumed graft contamination rather than obvious infection and in those with evidence of low grade infection and severe life-limiting medical comorbidities. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages and no one type of therapy is applicable to all patients. Therefore, in the individual patient with an aortic graft infection, many things must be considered to determine the treatment most likely to achieve eradication of the infection and long term limb salvage with the lowest risk (Fig. 25.6).

**Aims of treatment**

- Control bleeding and save life
- Restore flow
- Eradicate infection
- Prevent amputation(s)

**Figure 25.5** Computed tomography (CT) scan of patient with an aortic graft infection subsequently found to have a graft-enteric erosion into the small bowel. Although the air seen adjacent to the graft is suggestive of graft-enteric erosion, infection by a gas producing organism may also be responsible.
Infection can occur in prosthetic vascular grafts in any portion of the aorta. Fortunately, most infected aortic grafts encountered by the vascular surgeon are in the infrarenal aorta while infected suprarenal and thoracic aortic grafts are very uncommon. Graft excision and in situ prosthetic graft or homograft replacement is the usual treatment for infected thoracic and suprarenal aortic grafts as graft excision and extra-anatomical bypass is generally not possible. Only limited reports of this approach in patients with this exceedingly complex problem are available, but average mortality rates of 10–36 per cent, and of complication rates such as 5 per cent for amputation and approximately 20 per cent for early graft failure/infection, appear acceptable.

In situ graft replacement has also been used in the management of selected patients with infrarenal prosthetic aortic graft infection. Kieffer et al. used aortic allografts to replace infected infrarenal prosthetic grafts in 43 patients, including 36 with aortic graft infections, with a mortality of 12 per cent and no early amputations. There were, however, early allograft complications in two patients and late allograft complications in nine patients, i.e. 26 per cent overall, including one death thought to be due to allograft graft rupture. Verhelst et al. reported results from a multicentre trial of the use of cryopreserved homografts in 90 patients with vascular graft infections, including 41 with infected aortic grafts. Thirty-day mortality was 6.8 per cent for patients without aortoenteric fistulae (AEF) and 65 per cent for patients with AEF. Again, there were significant allograft complications in almost one-third of the patients: allograft rupture in 10, thrombosis in 9, dilatation in 7 and stenosis in 4. The mortality rate as a direct result of early and late homograft failure was 21 per cent. Hayes et al. used new rifampicin-bonded polyester grafts to replace infected prosthetic aortic grafts in 11 patients with a mortality of 18.2 per cent and no early amputations. Unfortunately, once again late catastrophic complications were common with two patients dying of recurrent graft infections within 30 months. Finally, Bandyk et al. treated 40 patients with prosthetic vascular grafts infected by biofilms caused by Staphylococcus spp., including 25 with infected aortic grafts, by graft excision and in situ graft replacement using rifampin-bonded polyester and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) grafts with a 2.5 per cent 30-day mortality and no limb loss. No late graft failures were seen at an average follow-up of 18 months but 10 per cent developed recurrent graft infection. Early reinfection due to rapid development of rifampin-resistant S. epidermidis has also been reported by Bandyk et al. It seems likely that rifampin has limited efficacy against Gram negative and MRSA organisms in vivo. Because of these findings,
we limit the use of in situ replacement of infected prosthetic aortic grafts, using either allografts or rifampin-bonded polyester grafts, to patients with suprarenal or thoracic aortic infections, a select group of patients with AEF, as will be discussed later, and those few patients not appropriate for treatment with either of the two main options.

Excision and extra-anatomical bypass using a prosthetic graft has been the most commonly used treatment of infrarenal aortic graft infection and results of treatment of aortic infection using this approach have gradually improved since it was introduced by Blaisdell et al. in 1970. This was particularly true following the observation by Reilly et al. that staged extra-anatomical bypass followed by graft excision was associated with lower mortality and improved initial limb salvage. Postoperative mortality and amputation rates after treatment of an aortic graft infection with this approach now average 10–12 per cent and 0–10 per cent, respectively, and Yeager et al. recently reported a 73 per cent primary and 92 per cent secondary extra-anatomical bypass graft patency at 5 years in 50 patients treated for aortic graft infection in this manner. They also demonstrated that late aortic stump disruption, which previously had been a common cause of late death, was now uncommon. Seeger et al. reported similar results in 36 patients with 64 per cent primary and 100 per cent secondary patency at 5 years with one case of aortic stump disruption. Thus, modern results of this approach to treatment of aortic graft infection appear acceptable. The long term patency of extra-anatomical bypass after aortic graft excision, however, remains problematic and this has led to the investigation of in situ replacement of infected aortic grafts with a new prosthetic graft or a homograft, as discussed above, or a graft constructed of infection-resistant autogenous tissue.

Ehrenfeld et al. and Seeger et al. used grafts constructed of endarterectomised aortoiliac and superficial artery segments combined with portions of saphenous vein to replace 15 and 10 infected aorto-femoral grafts, with early mortalities of 20 per cent and 9 per cent and early amputation rates of 7 per cent and 9 per cent, respectively. Unfortunately, long term graft failure, due primarily to stenosis of the saphenous vein portion of the autogenous graft, occurred in two-thirds of the patients in the report by Seeger et al. More recently, Clagett et al. and Nevelsteen et al. reported the results of the use of autogenous grafts constructed using deep femoral veins to treat patients with infected aortic grafts. Postoperative mortality rates in these studies were 10 per cent and 7 per cent, and early amputation rates 5 per cent and 7 per cent, respectively. Furthermore, in the Clagett study, primary graft patency at 5 years was 83 per cent, secondary graft patency 100 per cent and significant lower extremity oedema was uncommon. However, major morbidity occurred in 49 per cent of the patients in Clagett’s series, including compartment syndrome in 12 per cent and limb paralysis in 7.5 per cent. More recently, these two complications appear to have been reduced by the liberal use of prophylactic fasciotomies, but in situ aortic graft replacement using one constructed from superficial femoral vein remains a demanding procedure for both patient and surgeon.

At present, we use both staged extra-anatomical bypass with graft excision, and in situ graft replacement using a graft constructed from superficial femoral vein, in the treatment of aortic graft infection. The treatment used in an individual patient is selected based on the location of the infected graft, the degree of occlusive disease present and the patient’s age and other medical problems. If the infected aortic graft is confined to the abdomen, staged axillofemoral bypass to the common femoral artery followed by graft excision appears to be the simplest method of managing a patient with this problem. The procedure is staged because such an approach clearly limits the physiologic stress compared with simultaneous extra-anatomical bypass and graft removal and, surprisingly, the staged approach is also associated with a lower rate of graft failure, amputation and infection of the extra-anatomical bypass.

Operative approaches

- Staged graft excision and extra-anatomical bypass using axillofemoral, obturator foramen bypass or autogenous vein iliofemoral or femoro-femoral bypass
- Simultaneous graft excision and in situ graft replacement using new prosthetic graft (rifampicin-bonded polyester or PTFE), autogenous graft constructed from deep vein and/or endarterectomised aortoiliac and superficial artery segments, homograft
- Graft preservation
- Other procedures – closure of bowel, fasciotomies, amputation(s)
- Endovascular option – stent-graft to arrest bleeding plus one of the above approaches

Similarly, if the infection appears to be limited to the distal portion of one limb of an aortobifemoral bypass graft, we use staged extra-anatomical bypass, i.e. axillary to profunda femoris artery bypass or axillary to superficial femoral artery bypass (Fig. 25.7), and excision of the infected portion of the graft. If the ipsilateral profunda femoris and superficial femoral arteries are unsuitable as distal targets for an extra-anatomical bypass in this setting, an obturator foramen bypass or an autogenous graft iliofemoral or femoro-femoral may be used to provide lower extremity perfusion after the infected graft limb has been excised. The above knee popliteal artery, however, must be patent for an obturator foramen bypass to be successful, the use of an in situ autogenous graft replacement risks spread of infection to the non-infected portion of the graft through the autogenous graft tunnel. Axillopopliteal bypass is not used because of extremely poor patency of this type of bypass in this setting,
secondary patency being 33 per cent at 12 months. Alternatively, if a localised biofilm infection is present, graft excision and in situ prosthetic PTFE graft replacement is reported to have equivalent results to either graft excision and extra-anatomical bypass or in situ graft replacement with deep vein, although published results concerning this approach are limited.

When the infection involves the body or both limbs of a prosthetic aortobifemoral bypass graft, thus involving both common femoral arteries with infection, the choice of treatments is between extra-anatomical bypass followed by graft excision and simultaneous graft excision and in situ replacement with an autogenous graft constructed from superficial femoral vein. As noted previously, reported postoperative mortality and early risk of amputation are essentially the same after these two procedures. Nevertheless, the incidence of major postoperative morbidity after in situ replacement of an infected aortobifemoral graft with an autogenous graft made of superficial femoral vein was as high as 49 per cent in early reports while the long term risk of graft failure and subsequent graft infection is lower than after extra-anatomical bypass and aortic graft excision. Based on these results, we choose graft excision and autogenous graft replacement for younger, healthier patients who would benefit from a more definitive procedure and those patients whose profunda femoris and proximal superficial femoral arteries are unsuitable as distal targets for extra-anatomical bypasses (Fig. 25.8). In contrast, we use staged extra-anatomical bypass and graft excision in patients with infected aortobifemoral bypass prostheses.

Figure 25.7 Arteriogram showing the distal anastomoses in a patient treated for aortic graft infection by staged bilateral axillofemoral bypasses and graft excision. (a) The right bypass is to the profunda femoris artery, the right superficial femoral artery having occluded, and (b) the left bypass is to the proximal superficial femoral artery, the left profunda femoris branching early and being of relatively small calibre.

MANAGEMENT OF PROSTHETIC GRAFT EROSIONS/FISTULAE

Patients with slow intermittent gastrointestinal bleeding from prosthetic graft-enteric erosions but who are haemodynamically stable can be managed in a manner similar to those with such infections but no evidence of gastrointestinal bleeding (Fig. 25.9). In fact, such patients are usually thought to have graft infection alone and the graft-enteric erosion is found incidentally at the time of removal of the infected graft. In a patient who is actively bleeding with a known or strongly suspected aortoenteric fistula, the traditional approach has been control of the fistula and removal of the aortic graft followed by extra-anatomical bypass for lower limb revascularisation. Alternatively, fistula repair and in situ graft replacement with a new prosthetic graft has been described by Walker et al. and repair of the fistula alone has been reported by Eastcott. Reported mortality rates for AEF using the traditional approach to treatment are up to 40 per cent with an early amputation rate of up to 10 per cent. In contrast, mortality after fistula repair and in situ prosthetic graft replacement was reported to be 22 per cent with an amputation rate of 0 per cent; after
Figure 25.8  Arteriogram of a patient previously treated for aortic graft infection with graft removal and in situ graft replacement constructed from superficial femoral vein showing (a) the proximal aortic anastomosis and body of the graft and (b) the distal anastomoses. This approach was chosen because first, both profunda femoris arteries were occluded and second, there was severe superficial femoral artery occlusive disease.

Figure 25.9  Algorithm for the diagnosis and management of aortoenteric fistulae or erosions. AEE, aortoenteric erosion; AEF, aortoenteric fistula; CT, computed tomography; GI, gastrointestinal; OR, operating room.
fistula repair alone mortality was 0 per cent with an amputation rate of 0 per cent. After fistula repair and in situ prosthetic graft replacement, three patients (17 per cent) had recurrent graft infection and rupture of the proximal anastomosis, causing death in two, while after fistula repair alone, four patients (40 per cent) had evidence of recurrent infection, all of whom subsequently underwent graft excision and extra-anatomical bypass.

Based on the results of these studies, we have recently adopted a modified approach to treating the patient with an actively bleeding AEF, similar to that suggested by Stoney.30 The patient is rapidly explored, the bleeding is controlled, the fistula is identified and the bowel is closed. If the majority of the aortic graft is well incorporated, the graft is cultured, the proximal portion of the graft is replaced with a PTFE graft, the patient is treated with 6 weeks of antibiotics and is then followed carefully with serial CT scanning. Alternatively, if the graft is obviously infected, the bowel and fistula are repaired, the abdomen is closed and the patient is allowed to recover for a few days after which the aortic graft infection is dealt with in a less urgent setting. Our experience with this modified protocol for the treatment of AEF is limited and the follow-up brief but the results have been good: 0 per cent mortality, 0 per cent amputation rate.

A novel, endovascular approach to the management of AEF has also been recently described in three case reports.31–33 In each case, the infrarenal aortic graft had eroded into the duodenum resulting in haemorrhage, and deployment of a covered aortic stent-graft within the old graft successfully arrested the bleeding. In one case, further erosion occurred during follow-up requiring subsequent staged extra-anatomical bypass and graft excision.32 Nevertheless, these reports suggest a possible role for an aortic stent-graft as a method of controlling active bleeding in patients with AEF, potentially with less physiological stress. More experience with these new approaches will be required to characterise their role in the management of AEF and only a larger experience and longer follow-up will determine whether the change in our approach to these patients is of value.

LATE COMPLICATIONS

Patients must be carefully followed up, essentially for life, after initially successful treatment of an infected aortic graft. Depending on the type of treatment used, they are at risk of developing complications associated with extra-anatomical or in situ bypass graft stenosis/failure, aortic stump disruption, recurrent infection of new in situ prosthetic grafts or extra-anatomical bypass grafts and degeneration/rupture of homograft or autogenous grafts. Extra-anatomical bypass graft failure occurs in approximately 25 per cent of patients23 and can be treated with either repair of the failed graft or re-do aortic grafting as long as 6–12 months have passed after removal of the infected aortic graft, as described by Dimuzio et al.34

Late complications

- Stenosis/failure of extra-anatomical or in situ bypass
- Degeneration/rupture of graft
- Aortic stump disruption

Aortic stump disruption, although uncommon, does occur and, in our experience, patients who require repositioning of the renal arteries, and sometimes of the superior mesenteric artery to allow adequate aortic debridement, are at high risk. Homograft degeneration occurs in at least 25 per cent of patients, commonly resulting in graft rupture if left untreated. Durability of autogenous grafts constructed from superficial femoral vein appears good at present but follow-up has been limited and graft or anastomotic stenosis has been reported.3 Because of all of these factors, we follow patients after successful treatment of infected prosthetic vascular grafts at 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months and yearly thereafter for haemodynamic testing and CT imaging at each visit. Long term suppressive antibiotics, beyond the previously described 3–4 months after graft removal, are not used as there is no evidence to support the value of such an approach. Only to those patients in whom an attempt is made to preserve the infected aortic graft are suppressive antibiotics given.

Conclusions

Treatment of infected prosthetic vascular grafts remains challenging. Familiarity with multiple types of treatment, experience with complex surgical reconstructions and careful long term follow-up is necessary to achieve optimal results in patients presenting with this grave problem. Fortunately, prosthetic vascular graft infection is uncommon but by the same token significant experience in the management of patients with this problem is also comparatively rare. For this reason, it is important that patients with prosthetic vascular graft infection are referred to centres with significant experience in this area. With appropriate application of the techniques currently available for treatment of prosthetic aortic graft infection, long term elimination of infection and limb preservation is possible and can be achieved in the great majority of patients.
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The Acutely Compromised Renal Artery

MICHAEL P JENKINS, GEORGE HAMILTON

THE PROBLEM

A kidney is in imminent danger once its blood supply is interrupted for whatever reason. A previously healthy kidney without prior vascular compromise will survive for only 40–50 minutes without a blood supply. In the presence of chronic renal artery stenosis (RAS) the kidney is preconditioned to ischaemia, thereby allowing it to survive without a blood supply for up to 60 minutes and sometimes even 90 minutes before irreversible damage occurs. This time between interruption of arterial supply and renal infarction is known as the warm ischaemia time during which it is mandatory to achieve reperfusion or employ renal cooling if kidney survival is to be ensured.

Renal blood flow may be compromised either by rupture or occlusion of the main renal artery and these scenarios will be considered in turn. Trauma and iatrogenic injury are the commonest causes of acute injury, but in the latter situation, pre-existing atherosclerotic or fibromuscular disease is common. Increasing use of catheter-based diagnostic and therapeutic interventions result in manipulation in the region of the renal ostia. These procedures may jeopardise renal perfusion even without selective catheterisation or renal artery intervention per se.

In this chapter the more commonly encountered causes of renal artery compromise will be documented, the therapeutic options available discussed and authors’ preferential treatment modality highlighted. Individual experience of such situations is unlikely to be great and the often unique set of circumstances involved and need for urgency, exclude any hope of meaningful trials contributing to our current knowledge. Thus, much of the advice within this chapter is based on data from reported case series, first principles and personal experience.

IATROGENIC INJURY IN RENAL ARTERY INTERVENTIONS

Thrombosis

Despite the advent of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance (MR)-based diagnostic imaging, any renal artery intervention will, as a prerequisite, involve selective catheterisation. Even prior to attempted balloon angioplasty or stent placement, catheter manipulation can lead to plaque disruption or dissection, both of which can progress to renal artery thrombosis. Although primary stenting is increasingly used for treatment of ostial atherosclerotic stenoses, more distal lesions and those secondary to fibromuscular dysplasia are more likely to be treated by angioplasty without stenting. At present there is no good evidence to suggest that renal artery stenting has any long term beneficial effect in terms of hypertension control or preservation of renal function over angioplasty alone.1

In non-ostial stenoses there is therefore a place for keeping stent placement in reserve to treat extensive dissection or occlusion, albeit accepting that such complications are less likely to occur away from the ostium. The most comprehensive review of thrombotic complications in percutaneous renal artery interventions (as seen in Fig. 26.1) suggests an incidence of 2.3 per cent.2

If possible, an acute dissection or thrombosis secondary to plaque rupture should be treated immediately with the placement of a stent. If successful, this is obviously an
attractive proposition as it maintains the minimally invasive nature of the procedure and obviates the time delay involved in transferring a patient to theatre for open surgery. Under such conditions, secondary stenting for angioplasty failure or complications thereof has been reported to offer equivalent outcome results to primary angioplasty, but at a cost of a 9.1–21.0 per cent major complication rate.3,4 If unable to place a stent or in the face of a more distal thrombosis, urgent surgery is the treatment of choice, although in some cases there may be a role either for thrombolysis or for doing nothing, both of which will be discussed later.

In our unit, there is prearranged surgical cover for every renal angioplasty. Notwithstanding the aforementioned warm ischaemia times, a chronically stenosed renal artery has often promoted collateralisation, allowing a window of several hours in which to salvage a kidney even if the main renal artery occludes. Wong et al. have reported a series of 51 consecutive patients salvaged operatively following failed renal artery angioplasty.5 Although this included a mixed bag of indications for initial and emergency intervention, among the atherosclerotic cases, surgical revascularisation was performed with a mortality of 9.4 per cent. In the presence of an on-table renal artery thrombosis, the operative decision is based on anatomical criteria, i.e. the total blood supply of the kidney and whether any segmental branches remain patent in addition to preintervention physiological factors. These include the overall renal function, differential function of the contralateral kidney, angioplasty indication and the fitness of the patient. Surgical options for revascularisation then depend on the condition of the infrarenal aorta, whether it is aneurysmal or not, and the presence or absence of disease within the coeliac trunk.

If the aorta is aneurysmal or contains a large amount of atheromatous plaque, then it should be replaced in the usual way and a 6–8 mm side branch sutured end-to-end to the renal artery. Obviously, such an approach will extend the renal ischaemia time and if there is concern regarding renal viability, the kidney should be cooled with topical ice and the renal artery perfused with ice-cold perfusate. Ideally such a patient would have been better treated by surgery in the first place as extensive aortic occlusive or aneurysmal disease is a relative contraindication to a percutaneous approach.

If the aorta is in good condition a Dacron or polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) bypass could be taken directly from the infrarenal aorta. This is probably the fastest approach in an acutely ischaemic kidney. It also has the attraction of not requiring a complete aortic cross-clamp in a patient who may not have had full preoperative preparation.

In the presence of an unattractive infrarenal aorta, the supracoeliac portion often remains soft and well preserved despite extensive atheroma elsewhere. Access to this segment is achieved via the lesser sac between the crura and again controlled with a side-biting clamp obviating complete aortic cross clamping. A prosthetic bypass can then be fashioned to one or both kidneys with good long term results, the latest reported series suggesting a 96 per cent secondary patency rate at 5 years.6

Other options include a splenorenal bypass to the left renal artery or a hepatorenal to the right using either the gastroduodenal artery or a reversed saphenous vein bypass from the common hepatic artery (see Fig. 26.2). Both these options require a healthy coeliac trunk and the dissection involved would be a relative contraindication in the acute situation.

Thrombolysis has been used to retrieve an iatrogenically thrombosed renal artery but there are few reports in the literature, although Salem et al. have described a small series7 and there are many anecdotal reports of success. It would seem prudent to employ the fastest lysis technique available and at present this would involve using a high dose ‘pulse spray’ technique. This may buy time to allow a further endovascular approach, with or without stent placement,
or allow the opportunity to arrange a formal surgical reconstruction. Thrombolysis should not be commenced as a ‘knee-jerk’ reaction to an angiographic occlusion and it is important to weigh up the estimated time to clot dissolution against renal ischaemia time.

If the contralateral kidney contributes the majority of overall renal function and the indication for angioplasty is hypertension, then, in the presence of an on-table occlusion, there is no mandate for insisting on revascularisation especially in an unfit patient. Leaving the renal artery occluded will remove the renin drive to uncontrolled hypertension without greatly affecting overall renal function.

In endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR), accurate sizing and placement should allow a stent-graft to be deployed sufficiently distal to the renal ostia to allow adequate perfusion of both kidneys. With a short neck, asymmetrical renal take-off or a distal separate lower pole artery, compromises are sometimes made. A catheter should be retained in the juxtarenal aorta to allow an angiogram after partial deployment in order that the final position with respect to the renal arteries can be checked prior to complete deployment.

The incidence of renal occlusion by the covered portion of the stent-graft during EVAR is largely unknown, but in Hopkinson’s series (Kalliafas et al.) of 204 patients over 4 years, five (including one bilateral) renal artery occlusions were reported. Although efforts should be made to reposition the graft, in reality this is often unsuccessful and the situation is often managed expectantly. It is therefore vital to know as much as possible about renal size and differential function preoperatively in order that a measured decision can be made at a time of crisis.

Contemporary issues surrounding EVAR and renal perfusion involve the ‘short proximal neck problem’ and long term renal artery patency with different stent-graft types. One novel method of ensuring adequate proximal stent fixation, in a neck of inadequate length, is to perform an iliorenal bypass prior to stent deployment over the renal ostium. A more elegant approach uses the newly available fenestrated stent-grafts, allowing suprarenal deployment with precision alignment to allow flow through the fenestrations into the renal artery. This would allow many more patients with difficult or short necks to be treated by EVAR.

Current stent-grafts effectively fall into two main types with respect to proximal fixation technology: those with uncovered suprarenal segments and those without. Although the message from the RETA and EUROSTAR registries is unclear, anecdotal evidence would suggest that migration problems are reduced in the former, but at the expense of an incidence of renal artery thrombosis during long term follow up. At present it is unclear how common this is (see Chapter 31).

Renal artery perforation

A perforation during catheter manipulation or more commonly balloon dilatation is easily detected by the presence of extra-arterial contrast. Although dramatic, bleeding can often be stopped by a 10–15 minute period of balloon tamponade and heparinisation reversed with protamine while blood is being cross-matched. If a longer period of occlusion is required, distal perfusion with ice-cold saline can be employed. If this fails, a covered stent may be deployed to seal the perforation and it is advisable to keep appropriately sized stents on the shelf for just this purpose. Once haemorrhage has been arrested the patient should be observed closely and re-imaged to exclude an expanding retroperitoneal haematoma.

If endovascular measures fail, surgical exploration is mandatory and during transport to theatre the angioplasty balloon should remain deployed to reduce blood loss.

**Occlusion during endovascular aortic repair**

In endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR), accurate sizing and placement should allow a stent-graft to be deployed sufficiently distal to the renal ostia to allow adequate perfusion of both kidneys. With a short neck, asymmetrical renal take-off or a distal separate lower pole artery, compromises are sometimes made. A catheter should be retained in the juxtarenal aorta to allow an angiogram after partial deployment in order that the final position with respect to the renal arteries can be checked prior to complete deployment.

The incidence of renal occlusion by the covered portion of the stent-graft during EVAR is largely unknown, but in Hopkinson’s series (Kalliafas et al.) of 204 patients over 4 years, five (including one bilateral) renal artery occlusions were reported. Although efforts should be made to reposition the graft, in reality this is often unsuccessful and the situation is often managed expectantly. It is therefore vital to know as much as possible about renal size and differential function preoperatively in order that a measured decision can be made at a time of crisis.

Contemporary issues surrounding EVAR and renal perfusion involve the ‘short proximal neck problem’ and long term renal artery patency with different stent-graft types. One novel method of ensuring adequate proximal stent fixation, in a neck of inadequate length, is to perform an iliorenal bypass prior to stent deployment over the renal ostium. A more elegant approach uses the newly available fenestrated stent-grafts, allowing suprarenal deployment with precision alignment to allow flow through the fenestrations into the renal artery. This would allow many more patients with difficult or short necks to be treated by EVAR.

Current stent-grafts effectively fall into two main types with respect to proximal fixation technology: those with uncovered suprarenal segments and those without. Although the message from the RETA and EUROSTAR registries is unclear, anecdotal evidence would suggest that migration problems are reduced in the former, but at the expense of an incidence of renal artery thrombosis during long term follow up. At present it is unclear how common this is (see Chapter 31).

Renal artery perforation

A perforation during catheter manipulation or more commonly balloon dilatation is easily detected by the presence of extra-arterial contrast. Although dramatic, bleeding can often be stopped by a 10–15 minute period of balloon tamponade and heparinisation reversed with protamine while blood is being cross-matched. If a longer period of occlusion is required, distal perfusion with ice-cold saline can be employed. If this fails, a covered stent may be deployed to seal the perforation and it is advisable to keep appropriately sized stents on the shelf for just this purpose. Once haemorrhage has been arrested the patient should be observed closely and re-imaged to exclude an expanding retroperitoneal haematoma.

If endovascular measures fail, surgical exploration is mandatory and during transport to theatre the angioplasty balloon should remain deployed to reduce blood loss.
AECHOLIS AND ATEROEMBOLISM

In the majority of cases renal emboli emanate from the heart and unlike the situation in occlusion following a long period of RAS, acute occlusion of a previously normal renal artery supplying a kidney without a collateral circulation rapidly lead to irreversible ischaemic damage. The insult may be silent or manifest itself late with signs of infarction: loin pain and haematuria. Either way it is a difficult condition to diagnose early and time is of the essence.

Once suspected, urgent angiography is the investigation of choice as it allows catheter placement for thrombolysis. A number of reports in the literature suggest promising results from local intra-arterial lysis, some with clot lysis achieved even after a 7-day period of thrombosis. However, immediate radiological success does not necessarily translate into preservation of renal function and longer term scintigraphy studies have shown lack of recovery in many examples of complete occlusion despite apparent complete lysis. This is probably explained by the existence of irreversible nephron ischaemia or reperfusion injury (see Chapters 2 and 4).

In view of the time required to achieve complete lysis and the known renal warm ischaemia time, one could make a case for urgent surgery. However, such patients are often very poorly, with a high incidence of ischaemic heart disease, and often a recent myocardial infarct as the aetiology behind the embolus, so it is not surprising that surgical revascularisation carries a mortality of up to 25 per cent. In the presence of a high burden of atherosclerotic soft plaque commonly seen in this area of the aorta, atheroembolism is a very real risk. Indeed significant atheroembolism leading to acute renal failure has a universally poor prognosis. Cholesterol embolisation occurs acutely at the time of catheterisation, but the resulting damage manifests itself insidiously over the next few weeks. In one of the largest reviews of histologically proven cholesterol embolisation, Fine et al. reported that 17 per cent of 221 cases had undergone recent angiography.

The mainstay of treatment is supportive. Heparinisation is instituted, but there is no evidence for any additional benefit from thrombolysis. Haemofiltration is required in the face of the development of acid–base, electrolyte and fluid overload complications as in any other cause of acute renal failure, but as stated above, the prognosis for renal recovery under these circumstances is poor.

TRAUMA

Traumatic disruption of the renal pedicle is usually associated with high velocity and deceleration injuries typically seen in road traffic accidents (see Chapter 36). They are thus rarely seen in isolation and often occur in patients with significant multiple injuries. The emphasis in management is therefore skewed towards arrest of haemorrhage and preservation of life rather than renal reperfusion.

Here, more than in any other circumstance, each case must be treated based on its individual merit, but some principles will be outlined below. The first decision to make depends on the stability of the patient. In the face of an unstable patient with a haemoperitoneum, urgent laparotomy is required. If a torn renal pedicle is encountered, it should be ligated and the kidney sacrificed as the priority lies with stabilising the patient and transferring him or her to the intensive care unit or dealing with the other injuries. Assuming that a patient can be stabilised, imaging can be used to confirm the presence of a functioning contralateral kidney and whether there is any ongoing haemorrhage. A decision can then be made to manage a retroperitoneal hematoma conservatively or to embolise a kidney in the presence of ongoing active bleeding. In a cold multiply injured patient with a coagulopathy this approach has many attractions compared with open surgery.

Revascularisation via an operative approach may be used in more isolated injuries associated with stabbing or low velocity ballistic injuries (see Chapter 36). Any of the revascularisation methods described above may be employed with the proviso that in a contaminated wound, a prosthetic conduit should be avoided.

In the patient with a less severe initial injury managed conservatively, false aneurysm formation is not an uncommon sequel. If involving the main stem renal artery, these can often be treated with a covered stent, but more distal lesions are problematic. A recent report suggests that microembolisation techniques can be very successful in excluding the false aneurysm cavity without adversely affecting renal perfusion or function.

- The patient should be resuscitated and initial management prioritised along Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) principles
- Urgent laparotomy is required in an unstable patient with a haemoperitoneum
- A conservative approach plus or minus endovascular intervention is recommended in patients without life-threatening haemorrhage, especially in the presence of other injuries
It cannot be stressed enough that the majority of aortic aneurysm/renal artery configurations can be anticipated from a good quality spiral CT and therefore a strategy for renal protection or revascularisation should be worked out in advance. However, this is not always possible in the case of a very angulated or tortuous neck where it can be difficult to define the exact morphology and, of course, in the majority of ruptured aneurysms imaging is not available. The following scenarios can cause problems:

- **Large lower pole renal artery**: It is not uncommon for multiple renal arteries to be present, but the majority are close together and proximal to the aneurysm neck. Less commonly, there is a large separate lower polar artery which contributes significantly to renal perfusion (Fig. 26.3) or even a low single renal artery (Fig. 26.4). These should always be implanted expeditiously using a Carrel patch technique. If the proximal aortic anastomosis is predicted to be difficult and time consuming, cooling can again be employed.

- **Insufficient aortic neck**: Clamp placement has to ensure a sufficient segment of aortic neck below the renal arteries to fashion an anastomosis. If the neck is too short for this, the clamp can be placed above one or both renal arteries and under such circumstances it is prudent to commence dopamine and mannitol. Such a situation should be predictable from a preoperative CT scan (as seen in Fig. 26.5). If the left renal vein is fully mobilised and slung, it is often possible to avoid ligating and dividing it. However, if division is essential to allow access, it should be performed as there is no good evidence to suggest it has any deleterious effect on renal function. The suprarenal aorta can then be inspected to assess a suitable site for cross-clamping avoiding heavy calcification and extensive atherosclerosis. If this area is unattractive or difficult to access safely, a supraceliac clamp position is employed to perform the proximal anastomosis and the clamp moved down to the graft once the...
anastomosis is complete. The supraceliac aorta is best approached through the lesser sac, dividing the crura if necessary, where it often remains relatively soft even in the presence of disease above and below it.

In a very diseased aorta, clamp placement abutting the renal arteries can risk plaque disruption leading to renal artery occlusion. In such situations, the renal arteries should be exposed and slung to allow an assessment of renal arteries, stenoses, low accessory lower pole arteries and the configuration of the neck of the aneurysm, if present, must be clarified before intervention is planned.

Conclusions

Although the situations described above represent diverse scenarios, some basic principles can be applied universally.

1. The viability of the renal parenchyma should be assessed prior to making any therapeutic decisions.
2. The renal arterial anatomy must be defined radiologically. The presence of multiple renal arteries, stenoses, low accessory lower pole arteries and the configuration of the neck of the aneurysm, if present, must be clarified before intervention is planned.
3. Surgical cover is mandatory for all endovascular renal artery procedures.
4. Endovascular complications should ideally be rescued by immediate further endovascular intervention.
5. During operative approaches, flexibility is crucial and the many sources of possible inflow remembered, while not forgetting the option of nephrectomy if appropriate.
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Renal Artery Aneurysms

JAMES C STANLEY, PETER K HENKE

THE PROBLEM

Aneurysms of the renal artery are an uncommon vascular disease, the clinical importance of which is a matter of controversy.1–13 The emergency surgical treatment of renal artery aneurysms represents an ill-defined practice, with most reported experiences being anecdotal. The two most common complications leading to emergency operations are aneurysm rupture and thrombosis with peripheral embolism. Occurrences of these complications are often overestimated in that most published reports describe operative rather than population-based experiences. These emergency scenarios require careful clinical judgement and skilled surgical intervention if optimal care is to be achieved. The two most relevant renal artery macroaneurysms, namely, true aneurysms and those associated with dissections, deserve individual discussion.

TRUE RENAL ARTERY ANEURYSMS

The prevalence of true renal artery aneurysms in the general population approaches 0.09 per cent.12 The group of patients being studied bears greatly on the reported frequency of these lesions. Macroaneurysms were identified in 0.7 per cent of arteriographic studies performed in patients suspected of renal disease,14 2.5 per cent of those studies having been undertaken for suspected renovascular hypertension,12 and 9.2 per cent of studies performed in hypertensive adults with renal artery fibrodysplasia.15

Clinical manifestations

Rupture is the most serious complication attending renal artery aneurysms. Exsanguinating haemorrhage with aneurysm rupture is fatal in 10 per cent of cases, reflecting the seriousness of this complication. This mortality rate is less than suggested in earlier reports.4,8,16,17 Nevertheless, loss of the involved kidney continues to be a nearly universal outcome of renal artery aneurysm rupture.12,17

In the largest reported experience with renal artery aneurysms, overt extraparenchymal rupture (Figs 27.1 and 27.2) occurred in 1.8 per cent of patients harbouring these lesions, and covert rupture (Fig. 27.3) caused renal arteriovenous fistulae in an additional 1.2 per cent.5 The combined 3 per cent frequency of overt and covert rupture in the latter review is higher than that reported in non-surgical series.7,13 The rate of rupture of renal artery aneurysms during pregnancy is unknown, but the sequelae are often catastrophic, causing foetal death in nearly 85 per cent of cases and maternal death in over half of them.18–21

Increased risks of renal artery aneurysm rupture have been attributed to large size, absence of calcification and elevated blood pressure, but these factors are not always relevant. In fact, overt rupture often occurs in normotensive patients as well as in patients with calcific aneurysms.12 When rupture does occur it usually involves the base of the aneurysm and not the aneurysmal dome as might be expected. A large aneurysm, in contrast to a small one, has an inconsistent but relatively greater potential for rupture. Aneurysm rupture during pregnancy does not appear to be related to age or number of prior pregnancies.18

Overt renal artery aneurysm rupture usually causes unrelenting costovertebral, flank and abdominal pain of varying intensity. In addition to pain, perirenal bleeding into the retroperitoneal space is usually associated with an ileus and abdominal distension. Nausea and vomiting are common in this setting. Most patients develop microhaematuria in association with rupture. Loss of retroperitoneal containment with free bleeding into the peritoneal cavity may result in life-threatening shock.
A renal artery aneurysm may rupture covertly into an adjacent renal vein producing an arteriovenous fistula (see Fig. 27.3). These patients may initially experience vague flank pain, but more often than not they are asymptomatic. As these fistulae expand in size, nearly half of them become associated with hypertension and chronic microhaematuria. It is uncommon for an arteriovenous fistula of the renal vessels to present as a surgical emergency.

Thromboembolism of dislodged material originating in an aneurysm results in renal ischaemia and infarction. Atheromatous plaque rupture and ulceration within large aneurysmal sacs may predispose to these embolic complications (Fig. 27.4). Small aneurysms without calcific atherosclerosis may also be the source of embolic renal arterial occlusion (Fig. 27.5). In a study reported from our institution, embolism was a clear complication of renal artery aneurysms in only three of 118 patients.

A renal artery aneurysm may rupture covertly into an adjacent renal vein producing an arteriovenous fistula (see Fig. 27.3). These patients may initially experience vague flank pain, but more often than not they are asymptomatic. As these fistulae expand in size, nearly half of them become associated with hypertension and chronic microhaematuria. It is uncommon for an arteriovenous fistula of the renal vessels to present as a surgical emergency.

Thromboembolism of dislodged material originating in an aneurysm results in renal ischaemia and infarction. Atheromatous plaque rupture and ulceration within large aneurysmal sacs may predispose to these embolic complications (Fig. 27.4). Small aneurysms without calcific atherosclerosis may also be the source of embolic renal arterial occlusion (Fig. 27.5). In a study reported from our institution, embolism was a clear complication of renal artery aneurysms in only three of 118 patients. This complication, manifested by hypertension alone, is not considered a surgical emergency.
Aneurysm related thromboembolism may present with vague flank discomfort caused by an inflammatory perinephritis in the case of a small renal infarct, or with severe back, flank and abdominal pain following a large renal infarct. This is an uncommon but recognised presentation as a surgical emergency. The patient is usually febrile, exhibits leucocytosis and develops haematuria and albuminuria. Severe hypertension, lasting for a few days, may accompany acute renal infarction. It is often attributed to pain experienced, but is more likely to be renin mediated provoked by profoundly ischaemic renal tissue. Eventually, with scarring and the loss of the affected kidney parenchyma, the blood pressure usually returns to normal. A small number of individuals will have such severe discomfort with renal infarction that urgent operative intervention will be required. Similarly, in rare instances, the infarcted segment will rupture into the renal pelvis causing massive haematuria. These patients require emergency nephrectomy.

Renal infarction usually results in a rise in the concentrations of a number of serum enzymes. Although somewhat non-specific, these elevations may be useful in supporting a diagnosis of renal infarction. Immediate increases in alanine aminotransferase are often observed followed 1 or 2 days later by peak levels of lactose dehydrogenase. Later, 3–5 days after infarction, peak elevations in alkaline phosphatase will be noted.

Compression of a renal artery aneurysm or kinking of an adjacent segment causing renal ischaemia and consequent severe uncontrolled renovascular hypertension has been documented in the literature. Unless the patient develops malignant hypertension, which is unlikely, this complication is not considered a surgical emergency. A patient presenting with marked blood pressure elevations usually has coexisting renal artery stenotic disease in the vicinity of the aneurysm accounting for the secondary hypertension.

**Aetiology**

Renal artery aneurysms usually arise as a result of a congenital elastic tissue defect or medial degenerative process. Fragmentation of the internal elastic lamina and in the
media a paucity of elastic tissue and loss of recognisable smooth muscle are characteristic features of these aneurysms. The well-known discontinuity of internal elastic lamina at the bifurcation of all muscular arteries further comprom- ises the structural integrity of the renal artery and, together with the elevated blood pressure observed in 40–80 per cent of these patients, contributes to the development of an aneurysm. Complicated atherosclerotic manifestations such as calcium deposition, collections of cholesterol, necrotic debris, haemorrhage and a matrix of fibrous tissue are often present in the walls of larger aneurysms. These changes are considered part of a secondary rather than a primary aeti- ological event. The observation that atherosclerotic changes are present in some, but not all, aneurysms in a patient with multiple aneurysms, supports the tenet that a non-atherosclerotic cause is responsible for most renal artery aneurysms. Nevertheless, secondary atherosclerosis contributes to further vessel wall weakness.

True renal artery aneurysms: presentation and manifestations

- Rare – less than 1 in 1000 individuals
- Aneurysms are usually discovered incidentally, often in association with hypertension
- Risk of aneurysm rupture – not solely dependent on size, significantly higher during pregnancy
- Renal infarction may result from thromboembolism

Diagnosis

The clinical manifestations of renal artery aneurysm rupture or acute thromboembolism are quite protean. The diagnosis is usually not immediately clear, the differential diagnoses including other vascular emergencies such as ruptured or expanding aortic or splanchnic artery aneurysms. Acute renal colic with the passage of kidney stones may also mimic the complications of certain aneurysms. Inflammatory processes such as diverticulitis with abscess formation, pancreatitis and acute biliary tract diseases may lead to urgent surgical intervention at which point a ruptured renal artery aneurysm may be discovered.

Imaging studies in some of the settings noted above may reveal renal artery aneurysm calcification, and distor- tion of the kidney substance and collecting system by the aneurysm or a haematoma if rupture has occurred. If a renal artery aneurysm is suspected in a haemodynamically stable patient based on the history, physical examination or non-specific imaging studies, then arteriography becomes an essential diagnostic study. Arteriographic documentation of renal arterial anatomy in the region of an aneurysm is especially necessary in planning emergency operative intervention if salvage of the kidney with a revascularisation procedure is intended. Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance arteriography and three-dimensional reconstructed computed tomography (CT) scanning have a potential but unproved role in the anatomical delineation of these aneurysms.

Intraoperative diagnosis of a ruptured aneurysm should be entertained when a large retroperitoneal haematoma surrounding the kidney is noted during an emergency operation for pain or suspected haemorrhage. In this setting, the exact diagnosis is usually evident upon examin- ation of the excised kidney. On rare occasions, lesser degrees of bleeding or thromboembolism may facilitate dissection and exposure of the aneurysm followed by revascularisa- tion of the kidney.

Management

The objective of surgical therapy is to eliminate the renal artery aneurysm without removing the kidney or comprom- ising its function. This objective is rarely met in emergency procedures. Nephrectomy is the usual outcome in managing most ruptured aneurysms or extensive thromboembolic complications of these aneurysms. As far as overall health of the patient is concerned, nephrectomy may be well tolerated. In a recent report on the manage- ment of renal artery aneurysms with a follow-up of nearly a decade, planned nephrectomy, and in a few instances unplanned nephrectomy, did not result in renal failure. Nevertheless, arterial reconstruction should be considered whenever the kidney does not appear to have been irreparably injured from ischaemia.

In attempting to salvage a kidney after an aneurysm has ruptured, it is important to recognise that renal function is impaired after blood flow has been interrupted for 40 min- utes. After 60 minutes of warm ischaemia, retrieval of renal function becomes unlikely. If prolonged renal ischaemia is anticipated during a reconstructive procedure, renal hypo- thermia using cold (4 °C) hypertonic electrolyte solution infusions should be undertaken to protect the kidney. Longer periods of interruption of renal blood flow may be tolerated in those patients with pre-existing stenotic dis- ease and the presence of collateral vessels to the kidney.

Partial nephrectomy may be possible when aneurysmal erosion has occurred into an adjacent vein causing an arte- riovenous fistula or when thromboembolism has caused a limited area of segmental infarctions. Acute arteriovenous fistulae may be treated occasionally by endovascular means, namely, with transcatheter instillation of absolute alcohol to eliminate diseased tissue or embolisation of partic- ulate matter or coils to obliterate the fistula, selectively infarcting small areas of the kidney.

Most renal artery aneurysms are best approached via a transabdominal, extraperitoneal exposure of the renal vas- culature, displacing the overlying colon and foregut viscera medially. In the situation of active bleeding from a rupt- tured aneurysm, the renal artery is compressed or clamped.
proximally near its aortic origin before attempting to dissect distal tissue around the aneurysm. The patient’s overall haemodynamic state and estimated renal ischaemia time will dictate whether a simple nephrectomy is performed or an arterial repair and renal salvage is attempted. Large aneurysms affecting the main renal artery bifurcation can usually be excised with a simple angioplastic closure. Excision of smaller aneurysms may require arterial closure with a vein patch. More extensive renal artery reconstructions using autogenous saphenous vein or internal iliac artery as aortorenal grafts are favoured for those aneurysms associated with functionally important stenoses of the renal artery.5,12,29 Aneurectomy with reimplantation of the involved vessel or vessels into a normal adjacent or proximal renal artery is appropriate for treating many first and second order branch aneurysms. These procedures are usually undertaken in situ, although ex vivo reconstructions may be preferred in certain cases,30–32 especially with coexistent segmental renal artery stenotic disease. These arterial reconstructive procedures are often lengthy and are usually only undertaken for treatment of symptomatic intact aneurysms. Extensive tissue disruption and blood staining associated with aneurysm rupture may preclude completion of a complex renal artery reconstruction. Renal artery aneurysms are not usually amenable to endovascular intervention and are even less so when they present as emergencies. Bleeding aneurysms may be an exception. Certainly if life-threatening haemorrhage is evident at angiography, coil or balloon occlusion of the renal artery may be quite acceptable and appropriate. In anecdotal reports, aneurysms of the main renal artery in a non-emergency setting have been successfully excluded by stent graft placement and branch aneurysms successfully embolised.33–36 Embolisation of intact intraparenchymal aneurysms is a reasonable alternative to partial nephrectomy in selected symptomatic patients. Endovascular treatment of renal artery aneurysms may become more common as the technology improves in the future.

**True renal artery aneurysms: diagnosis and management**

- Non-specific abdominal complaints uncommon with intact aneurysms, most are asymptomatic
- Ruptured aneurysms are associated with severe flank pain, ileus and haemodynamic instability
- Confirmed rupture in unstable patients justifies emergency operation, usually nephrectomy
- Suspected rupture in haemodynamically stable patients warrants urgent arteriography and an operative attempt to salvage the kidney
- Consider endovascular embolisation for rupture of a segmental renal artery branch aneurysm in haemodynamically stable patients

**DISSECTING RENAL ARTERY ANEURYSMS**

Isolated renal artery dissection causing an aneurysm is rare.37–40 Dissections are usually classified into two types: the first type is due to blunt abdominal trauma or intraluminal catheter induced injury and the second occurs spontaneously.

**Clinical manifestations**

Flank and back pain, haematuria, ileus and hypertension frequently accompany acute dissections regardless of the cause.38,41,42 Acute dissections often present as emergencies with excruciating pain, associated nausea and vomiting suggestive of an acute abdomen. It is uncommon for renal artery dissection to result in vascular disruption and uncontrolled haemorrhage. Chronic renal artery dissection, when clinically relevant, is usually associated with renovascular hypertension or impaired renal function but it does not immediately threaten life or the kidney concerned, very rarely presenting as a surgical emergency.

**Aetiology**

Dissection of the renal artery affects men nearly 10 times more often than women,43 indeed men have a greater likelihood of developing trauma induced dissections. Although an overall predilection for right renal artery involvement exists, trauma related dissection more commonly affects the left renal artery.

Blunt trauma contributes to renal artery dissection by two specific mechanisms. The first mechanism is violent displacement of the kidney, causing the renal artery to stretch, fracturing the intima and resulting in a subintimal dissection; this happens most frequently in deceleration injuries (see Chapters 26 and 36). The second relates to traumatic compression of the renal artery against the vertebra, causing haemorrhage within the deeper media, false aneurysm formation and vessel wall disruption. Both forms of trauma are most commonly associated with motor vehicle accidents.

Iatrogenic catheter related injury during diagnostic arteriography is an uncommon cause of renal artery dissection (Fig. 27.6). In an earlier series from our institution, only four catheter related renal artery dissections were encountered in more than 11 000 abdominal diagnostic arteriographic examinations, including more than 2200 selective renal arteriograms.38 Iatrogenic dissections of this type usually occur within the inner media or subintimal tissues of the renal artery. Dissections accompanying therapeutic balloon angioplasty are very common, although only a few cause critical narrowing or occlusion of the renal artery.44 In those instances of critical stenoses, stent placement
at the moment when the dissection is recognised will usually restore the renal artery lumen.45

Spontaneous dissection causing a pseudoaneurysm affects the renal arteries more than any other peripheral artery. Most of these lesions are associated with coexisting atherosclerotic or fibrodysplastic renovascular disease (Fig. 27.7). These dissections usually occur within the outer media adjacent to the external elastic lamina (Fig. 27.8). Spontaneous renal artery dissection most often affects the proximal vessel and terminates at its branching.

**Figure 27.6** (a) Catheter induced dissecting renal artery aneurysm. (b) Postoperative appearance following aneurysmectomy and arterial reconstruction with an aortorenal bypass (from Gewertz BL, Stanley JC, Fry WJ. Renal artery dissections. Arch Surg 1977; 112: 409–14)

**Figure 27.7** Spontaneous saccular dissecting renal artery aneurysm in a patient with coexisting fibrodysplasia (from Gewertz BL, Stanley JC, Fry WJ. Renal artery dissections. Arch Surg 1977; 112: 409–14)

**Figure 27.8** Dissection exhibiting deep mural haematoma and compression of adjacent lumen (haematoxylin eosin stain, original magnification ×60) (from Stanley JC. Pathologic basis of macrovascular renal artery disease. In: Stanley JC, Ernst CB, Fry WJ (eds). Renovascular Hypertension. Philadelphia, PA: WB Saunders, 1984: 46–74)

**Diagnosis**

A correct initial clinical diagnosis of a renal artery dissection is uncommon, occurring in less than half of these patients.42 Intravenous pyelography has been advocated in evaluating serious renal hilar injuries, including dissecting
aneurysms, but in view of the high incidence of false negative and false positive studies, such examination should be deferred in favour of arteriography.

Arteriography is necessary to diagnose as well as define the extent of a renal artery dissection and is essential in planning operative therapy. The features of dissection include:

- luminal irregularities with fusiform aneurysmal dilatation or saccular outpouchings associated with segmental stenoses
- extension of the dissection to the first renal artery branching
- cuffing at branchings
- variable degrees of reversibility documented on serial studies.

In the case of renal artery occlusion with infarction of the kidney, increases occur in the levels of the same array of enzymes previously described when true aneurysms are complicated by thromboembolism.

### Dissecting renal artery aneurysms: presentation and diagnosis

- Often present with severe abdominal and back pain and nausea
- Blunt trauma is a more common cause than spontaneous dissection and a more common cause than catheter related dissecting aneurysm
- Arteriography will reveal the diagnosis

### Management

Emergency arterial reconstruction of trauma induced dissection is vital in haemodynamically significant narrowing of the main renal artery or a major segmental branch.\(^{38,39}\) Spontaneous dissecting aneurysms, when acute, are technically easier to treat than traumatic lesions and once diagnosed most should be dealt with urgently.

Operative intervention is indicated in chronic trauma related and spontaneous dissections associated with severe renovascular hypertension, and in some instances deteriorating renal function (see Chapter 26); these latter circumstances, however, do not often constitute surgical emergencies. Endovascular stent graft placement may be an appropriate alternative for short proximal renal artery dissections with a defined distal endpoint, but there is little in the literature pertaining to the long term durability of such treatment.

Kidney preservation must be the paramount concern when treating renal artery dissection, particularly as contralateral renal artery dissection occurs in a third of cases, and in addition the contralateral kidney may be diseased in half of the patients sustaining blunt abdominal trauma.\(^{38}\) Nephrectomy, under such circumstances, should be avoided.

Local angioplastic procedures, often undertaken in the treatment of true renal artery aneurysms, are inappropriate in the treatment of dissections, regardless of the cause. In this situation the affected arterial segment usually demands replacement or bypass with a graft. Renal artery dissections with preserved renal blood flow allow time for a repair to be planned and executed in a semi-elective fashion. Standard arterial reconstruction in the form of an aortorenal bypass using autogenous saphenous vein or hypogastric artery (see Fig. 27.6), and ex vivo repairs in selected cases, provide reasonable kidney salvage rates.\(^{38,39}\)

### Conclusions

A patient with a renal artery aneurysm, regardless of aetiology, may present as an emergency, if the aneurysm ruptures causing severe haemorrhage and shock or if thromboembolism results in segmental infarction of the kidney. In both circumstances, and given the commoner acute abdominal conditions which mimic those two scenarios, the clinical diagnosis may not become immediately apparent. Arteriography is the investigation of choice in establishing the diagnosis. Ideally, the objectives of surgical treatment are to eliminate the aneurysm, reconstruct the artery and salvage the kidney. In reality, nephrectomy is often the outcome, as it is when endovascular techniques are used to occlude the renal artery as a life-saving measure. A patient with acute dissection of the renal artery, and the possible (pseudo)aneurysms complicating it, whether caused by blunt trauma, balloon angioplasty or if it occurs spontaneously, is also likely to be hypertensive. In such a case, operative replacement or bypass of the renal artery should remedy the problem while also preserving the kidney.
patient survival and kidney salvage after renal artery aneurysm rupture.
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Visceral Artery Aneurysms

SANDRA C CARR, WILLIAM D TURNIPSEED

THE PROBLEM

Aneurysms of the visceral arteries (VAAs) represent an uncommon but potentially lethal form of vascular disease. These lesions are rare, with an incidence of 0.01–0.2 per cent in routine autopsies.1 The most commonly involved vessels include the splenic, hepatic, superior mesenteric (SMA) and coeliac arteries. The gastric-gastroepiploic, jejunal-ileal-colic, pancreaticoduodenal-pancreatic, gastroduodenal and inferior mesenteric arteries are less often involved.

In the past, most VAAs were discovered at autopsy, rupture often being the cause of death. With the widespread use of computed tomography (CT) and angiography many asymptomatic aneurysms are now discovered. Despite this many of these patients still present acutely with rupture. Recent literature documents mortality ranging from 21 per cent to nearly 100 per cent,2 depending upon the vessel involved. As these aneurysms frequently present as life-threatening clinical emergencies, it is essential that vascular surgeons know how to diagnose and treat VAAs.

PRESENTING SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS

Making the correct diagnosis requires an appropriate index of suspicion and knowledge of various associated conditions. Visceral pseudoaneurysms result from inflammation and/or trauma to the artery. Splenic aneurysms are commonly associated with pancreatitis and/or pseudocyst. Similarly, aneurysms of the pancreaticoduodenal, pancreatic, gastroduodenal, gastric and gastroepiploic arteries often result from pancreatic inflammation. Blunt or penetrating liver trauma is the most common cause of intrahepatic pseudoaneurysms. True aneurysms of the splenic artery are found in multiparous women and in patients with portal hypertension and splenomegaly. Mycotic aneurysms most commonly occur in the coeliac and superior mesenteric arteries and are associated with subacute bacterial endocarditis, Salmonella infection or syphilis. Patients with fibromuscular dysplasia, connective tissue disorders such as Ehlers–Danlos syndrome, and inflammatory conditions such as polyarteritis nodosa, systemic lupus erythematosus, Behçet’s disease and Takayasu’s disease are also at increased risk of developing visceral aneurysms.

The clinical findings associated with VAAs vary depending upon the artery involved. Splenic artery aneurysms (SAAs) are more common in women (78 per cent) than in men (21 per cent)3,4 (Fig. 28.1). More than 90 per cent of SAAs are asymptomatic having been discovered in plain films, CT scan or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed for other reasons.4 Multiple SAAs are found in 5 per cent of patients.4 Only 4.5 per cent present with rupture. Patients taking β-blockade medication may be at decreased risk of rupture.4 The most common symptoms are abdominal pain, epigastric or left upper quadrant or back pain.2 Patients with ruptured aneurysms may present with shock or gastrointestinal haemorrhage. Bleeding may be confined initially to the lesser sac but continued haemorrhage therefrom through the foramen of Winslow into the peritoneal cavity results in haemorrhagic shock; this is known as the ‘double rupture phenomenon’.5

Unlike SAAs, those of the hepatic artery (HAAs) occur more frequently in men.2 The routine use of abdominal CT scan for blunt liver trauma and the increasing numbers of percutaneous biliary procedures has led to an increase in
the discovery of HAAs. Intrahepatic pseudoaneurysms may be associated with percutaneous biliary procedures, biopsy, abdominal trauma or pancreatitis2 (Fig. 28.2). Aneurysms of the hepatic artery have been discovered recently in patients who had previously undergone previous liver transplantation.6 In a current series by Abbas et al., 78 per cent of the HAAs were extrahepatic and 25 per cent of the HAAs were symptomatic, including 14 per cent presenting with rupture.7 The most common symptoms are right upper quadrant pain, radiating to the back and unrelated to meals. Rupture may occur into the peritoneal cavity, retroperitoneum, common bile duct, gallbladder, duodenum or portal vein. Erosion into the bile duct may cause haemobilia, and erosion into the duodenum will result in gastrointestinal haemorrhage.5 About half of the symptomatic patients will have abdominal pain and half will present with gastrointestinal haemorrhage or haemobilia. Biliary colic and jaundice may occur in up to 10 per cent of patients because of extrinsic compression of the bile duct by the aneurysm.2 The ‘classic triad’ of pain, haemobilia and obstructive jaundice is seen in less than 30 per cent of patients. Less commonly, patients may present with a right upper quadrant mass.

The majority of patients with SMA or coeliac artery aneurysms are symptomatic at the time of presentation, 38 per cent of them having ruptured aneurysms with a resulting mortality of 30–40 per cent.2,8 As with SAAs, there may be a decreased risk of rupture of SMA aneurysms in patients taking β-blockade medication.4 Most patients have abdominal pain which may be postprandial and mimic the symptoms of chronic mesenteric occlusive disease. Other signs and symptoms include a palpable abdominal mass, nausea, vomiting, jaundice or anaemia.3 Rupture may result in gastrointestinal haemorrhage, haematemesis, shock or bowel infarction. Approximately 5 per cent of SMA aneurysms are mycotic, associated with systemic infection or subacute bacterial endocarditis.4

Aneurysms of the gastroduodenal, pancreatoduodenal and pancreatic arteries are often associated with pancreatitis and its complications. Up to 68 per cent of these aneurysms present with rupture and mortality as high as 50 per cent.3 More than 80 per cent of these aneurysms are symptomatic causing abdominal pain at the time of diagnosis. Rupture at the time of diagnosis has been observed in 56 per cent of gastroduodenal aneurysms and 68 per cent of pancreatoduodenal aneurysms. Aneurysms may erode into an adjacent portion of the gastrointestinal tract, causing gastrointestinal haemorrhage or may rupture into the peritoneal cavity. Gastrointestinal haemorrhage or haemobilia occurs in approximately 50 per cent of patients. Jaundice occurs in an additional 14–31 per cent.2,9

Gastric and gastroepiploic aneurysms are rare, comprising only 4 per cent of all VAAs. The vast majority (90 per cent) of these aneurysms present as emergencies with rupture and gastrointestinal or intraperitoneal haemorrhage. Visceral aneurysms may also occur in the jejunal, ileal, colic or inferior mesenteric arteries. In a report by Tessier et al., rupture occurred in 25 per cent of the mesenteric branch artery aneurysms and all were in colic arteries.10 These patients may present with abdominal pain or haemorrhagic shock and a haematoma in the mesentery.10

**DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES**

With the increasing use of CT and angiography, more asymptomatic visceral artery aneurysms are being discovered.
Many VAAs contain calcification in the wall appearing as a curvilinear or signet ring shaped density on plain abdominal film or intravenous pyelogram (IVP). Characteristic ‘egg shell’ patterns of calcification may be seen in the epigastrum or upper abdominal quadrants.

Ultrasound or CT scans can be used to size these aneurysms accurately. Typical ultrasound findings include cystic or solid masses with sonolucent or mixed echo signals but ultrasound is very technician dependent. Contrast-enhanced CT is more appropriate in delineating and establishing the patency of the artery from which the visceral aneurysm arises. Non-contrast CT scans may reveal a low attenuation mass with or without peripheral rim calcification, haematomas around the porta hepatis, liver or in the retroperitoneal space. A haematoma in the lesser sac is often associated with a ruptured SAA. Contrast-enhanced CT scans will increase diagnostic accuracy. Visceral artery aneurysms will appear as a brightly enhanced lesion with a variable amount of luminal thrombus. Spiral CT angiography is an additional technique which can be of value in identifying VAAs and their arteries or origin.

Magnetic resonance imaging is another imaging modality that can be used to evaluate visceral artery aneurysms. Non-iodinated contrast agents such as gadolinium used in MR angiography (MRA) are not nephrotoxic. Magnetic resonance angiography can define the vessels of origin and provide information on collateral flow. Despite advances in spiral CT angiography and MRA, conventional digital subtraction angiography is still the most commonly used diagnostic test. Contrast angiography provides accurate preoperative information and can also be used for therapeutic embolisation.

TREATMENT OPTIONS: SURGICAL AND ENDOVASCULAR

Most visceral aneurysms, excluding coeliac and SMA lesions, can be treated with surgical ligation. Endovascular methods of thromboembolisation are appropriate for treating selected visceral aneurysms.

Splenic artery aneurysms

The risk of rupture of SAAs, in cases not associated with pregnancy, is low at only 2–5 per cent. However, the mortality associated with rupture is high, being approximately 30–40 per cent. Splenic artery aneurysms can be especially dangerous in the pregnant patient, the majority of which rupture during the last trimester. Rupture during pregnancy is associated with a maternal mortality of 70 per cent and a foetal death rate of 95 per cent. Therefore, women of childbearing age, even with small aneurysms, should be treated when diagnosed. Pseudoaneurysms associated with inflammation or trauma are fragile and likely to rupture, and therefore should be treated urgently. Treatment is also indicated in patients with symptomatic or enlarging aneurysms. Conversely, small asymptomatic aneurysms, less than 2–3 cm in diameter, can be safely observed, especially in older women.

Operative treatment most frequently consists of splenectomy and removal of that portion of the splenic artery containing the aneurysm. Surgical exposure is obtained through the lesser sac where the splenic artery can be easily controlled. Proximal aneurysms can be excised or ligated, often with preservation of the spleen, whereas those in the midportion of the vessel can be excluded with proximal and distal ligation or reconstructed with an end-to-end anastomosis. Inflammatory aneurysms associated with pancreatitis are more difficult to treat, as the aneurysm may be embedded within the pancreas. Pseudoaneurysms associated with pancreatitis are most safely treated by direct ligation from within the aneurysm sac. Distal SAAs may necessitate partial pancreatectomy along with resection of the aneurysm. Laparoscopic ligation of the splenic artery proximal and distal to the aneurysm provides a minimally invasive treatment option.

Many patients with SAAs have acute or chronic medical conditions, such as pancreatitis, which put them at high risk for open surgical intervention. Advances in guidewire techniques and microvascular instruments have encouraged the development of percutaneous embolisation as an alternative treatment of SAAs and other VAAs. Although most SAAs are treated surgically, transcatheter embolisation (TCE) is becoming a more commonly used form of treatment. Selective catheterisation of the splenic artery or the aneurysm sac is followed by the introduction of coils, Gelfoam particles, or detachable balloons into the vessel. In the case of a saccular aneurysm, it is possible to fill the aneurysm sac with coils, also known as the ‘packing’ method, while maintaining flow within the splenic artery and thus preserving the spleen. A possible complication of this form of therapy is embolic ischaemia of the spleen, infarction and even abscess formation (Fig. 28.3). Other complications include pain, fever, embolisation to other visceral arteries, incomplete occlusion and recanalisation. The postembolisation syndrome, consisting of abdominal pain, fever, slowed transit and elevation of pancreatic enzymes, can occur in up to 30 per cent of cases and generally resolves over 3–5 days. Staged TCE, inducing arterial occlusion over a few days, may reduce the risk of splenic infarction. Recently, stent grafts, such as the Wallgraft endoprosthesis and the Jostent stent graft have been used to treat large visceral aneurysms and preserve splenic flow.

Hepatic artery aneurysms

About 34 per cent of HAAs are intrahepatic, many of them small and multiple, making surgical exposure difficult.
Although partial liver resection is a therapeutic option, this operation is performed for HAA much less commonly today. Most of these intrahepatic aneurysms are treated with TCE. Selective catheterisation of the hepatic artery and its branches allows for TCE and thrombosis of the aneurysm sac. The feeding vessel should be embolised as distally as possible because occlusion of a more proximal vessel may result in incomplete thrombosis and recurrence. Recanalisation or incomplete thrombosis can occur and therefore it is necessary to obtain follow-up angiography. Often a staged approach is required to achieve complete thrombosis. Transcatheter embolisation can be combined with direct percutaneous puncture of the HAA in some cases (Fig. 28.4). As with SAAs, stent grafts may be used in the common hepatic artery or its proximal branches (Fig. 28.5).

Figure 28.3 A splenic artery aneurysm was successfully thrombosed with percutaneous transcatheter embolisation. The patient developed ischaemic infarction of the spleen with abscess formation.

Figure 28.4 Recurrence of this hepatic artery aneurysm occurred after embolisation of the right hepatic artery. Successful thrombosis was obtained using a combined percutaneous transhepatic and transarterial approach. Note the needle approaching the aneurysm for direct puncture and occlusion.

Figure 28.5 (a) A 56-year-old man developed haemobilia following common bile duct resection and placement of a transhepatic biliary catheter. Arteriography demonstrated a pseudoaneurysm originating from the right hepatic artery. (b) The aneurysm was treated with coil embolisation followed by the placement of a Viabond stent graft (Gore).
Larger, extrahepatic aneurysms usually require surgical ligation with or without revascularisation (Fig 28.6). Aneurysms proximal to the gastroduodenal artery can be treated by excision or exclusion without reconstruction because of collateral flow from the SMA via the gastroduodenal artery. In cases where collateral flow is insufficient or if the gastroduodenal artery is involved arterial reconstruction is required. Surgical options for vascular reconstruction include interposition graft, aorto-hepatic artery bypass or spleno-hepatic bypass using saphenous vein or hypogastic artery.3,14 Non-operative management may be appropriate in the following situations: patients at high operative risk, those with a life expectancy less than 2 years, when HAAs are asymptomatic and of less than 2 cm diameter. Careful observation with serial radiological examinations is recommended.7

Superior mesenteric and coeliac artery aneurysms

The potential for SMA and coeliac aneurysms to produce life-threatening haemorrhage or bowel ischaemia makes intervention with ligation or resection of the aneurysm entirely appropriate. For proximally located aneurysms, vascular reconstruction using aorto-mesenteric bypass or reimplantation is required.16 Aneurysms of the midportion of the SMA may be treated with excision or ligation and an interposition graft3,19,23 (Fig. 28.7).

Similarly, patients with coeliac artery aneurysms are most often treated with excision and vascular reconstruction. Exposure of the coeliac artery is obtained through a transabdominal incision with medial rotation of the viscera or directly through the lesser sac (also see Chapter 36). In a life-threatening emergency, simple ligation of the coeliac artery aneurysm may be indicated. Ligation, however, may result in hepatic necrosis in patients with insufficient collateral flow and should be used with caution in those with pre-existing liver disease.24

In high risk patients, TCE may be a useful alternative to open surgery.23 This may be particularly useful for saccular aneurysms arising from the side of the SMA and for some pseudoaneurysms. Aneurysms of the first branch of the
SMA with sufficient collaterals may also be treated with TCE. Slow growing aneurysms with enlarged collateral vessels present may be successfully ocluded without vascular reconstruction. Embolisation, however, is not recommended for fusiform aneurysms of the SMA trunk. Because of the risk of intestinal infarction, TCE should be reserved for high risk patients with favourable anatomy and adequate collateral flow. Embolisation of the coeliac artery is a potential treatment option, but little has been published regarding this form of therapy. Aneurysms may also occur in the coeliac axis for which resection of the aneurysm and revascularisation will be necessary.

Gastroduodenal, pancreaticoduodenal and pancreatic artery aneurysms

Surgery for aneurysms of the gastroduodenal, pancreaticoduodenal and pancreatic arteries involves ligation and may also necessitate treatment of associated pancreatitis or pseudocyst. Aneurysms in the middle or distal region of the pancreas call for distal pancreatic resection. These aneurysms often have multiple communicating vessels making simple ligation difficult. Endoaneuerysmectomy and suture ligation of the feeding vessels from within the sac will prevent recurrence.

Open surgery in patients with these aneurysms can be especially dangerous with mortality of 13 per cent or higher. Percutaneous treatment with TCE has become more popular and is becoming the preferred treatment for most gastroduodenal, pancreaticoduodenal and pancreatic artery aneurysms. The availability of wires and catheters for super-selective catheterisation of small feeding vessels permits the precise localisation and treatment of these difficult aneurysms. The collateral circulation between the coeliac artery and SMA ensures that satisfactory blood flow remains even after embolisation of the parent artery in both the distal and proximal portion of the aneurysm. These aneurysms, and especially pseudoaneurysms, can be very fragile and embolisation may result in secondary rupture.

There have been several case reports of aneurysms of the GDA or the pancreaticoduodenal artery associated with coeliac artery occlusive disease. The increased blood flow in these enlarged collateral vessels is thought to be the causative factor. Coeliac artery occlusive disease may result from atherosclerosis or from compression by the median arcuate ligament. Transcatheter embolisation of these aneurysms via the SMA can be especially useful in the treatment of a bleeding aneurysm. Most ruptured aneurysms are still treated surgically with mesenteric revascularisation of the coeliac artery and ligation or resection of the aneurysm (Fig. 28.8).

Gastric and gastroepiploico artery aneurysms

Gastric and gastroepiploico artery aneurysms occurring in an extragastric location may be treated with ligation or excision of the aneurysm. In these situations TCE represents a good treatment option and is being increasingly employed.

Mesenteric branch artery aneurysms

Surgical treatment of aneurysms of the jejunal, ileal and colic arteries usually involves ligation or resection of the aneurysm, sometimes along with a portion of the bowel which it supplies. Super-selective catheterisation of the aneurysm with the injection of embolic material has been reported as a possible option (Fig. 28.9). Transcatheter embolisation must be used with caution in these lesions because of the risk of infarcting the segment of bowel supplied by the parent artery.

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The various types of VAAs differ somewhat in their natural history and treatment options. The surgeon must decide whether or not to treat an aneurysm based on their knowledge of the natural history of the disease and the risks associated with a particular intervention. Unlike abdominal aortic aneurysms, the natural history of visceral artery
aneurysms is mostly unknown. At our institution, 42 per cent of the VAAs that were diagnosed presented with rupture. In this series the mortality rate from rupture was 25 per cent.19 Although ruptured VAAs must be treated, controversy surrounds management when they are found incidentally and remain asymptomatic. Unlike aortic aneurysms, the relation between VAA aneurysm size and risk of rupture is not clear. There may be several appropriate treatment options for a particular type of VAA. The understandable lack of a large patient series precludes consensus on best practice but recommendations can be made based upon published literature and current experience.

The CT scan is the best test for detecting a VAA. As multiple VAAs are often seen, all patients with known VAAs should undergo contrast arteriography. Haemodynamically unstable patients are best taken directly to the operating room for emergency exploration and ligation of the bleeding vessel.35,36 If the patient is stable enough to undergo arteriography, information obtained radiologically will assist in planning an operative procedure or in considering treatment either by TCE or the insertion of a stent graft.

Most SAAs which present with rupture are at least 2 cm in diameter. Patients with enlarging or symptomatic aneurysms should be treated. The tendency for these aneurysms to expand and rupture during pregnancy requires that women of childbearing age should have them treated electively. Aneurysms found during pregnancy should be dealt with before the third trimester. Patients with portal hypertension or those who have a portocaval shunt are also at increased risk of rupture. These aneurysms may rupture following liver transplantation and therefore aneurysm repair at the time of transplantation, or in a staged approach, should be considered.37 Although SAAs in young patients should be treated, smaller aneurysms in elderly or high risk patients may be safely observed.15 Open surgery is the preferred treatment for ruptured SAAs. Although in the elective setting preservation of the spleen is preferred in order to avoid postsplenectomy sepsis, in the case of rupture, splenectomy and resection of the aneurysm is necessary. In patients presenting with pancreatitis or portal hypertension the operative mortality for open surgery can be quite high. Transcatheter embolisation or stent graft treatment may be a better option for patients who are not good surgical candidates. Percutaneous therapy is especially attractive for aneurysms associated with pancreatic inflammation or the ‘hostile abdomen’.19,36

The optimal size at which HAAs should be treated has not been clearly established. There is evidence to suggest that some small aneurysms of less than 2 cm diameter may be safely observed.7 Although more HAAs are being discovered in asymptomatic patients, many still present with rupture. The known mortality rate from rupture of approximately 30 per cent supports an aggressive approach to incidentally discovered lesions in the patient with a low risk for surgical intervention.7 Risk factors for rupture include multiple HAAs and those of non-atherosclerotic origin, in particular aneurysms associated with polyarteritis nodosa.7 Pseudoaneurysms may also be at increased risk of rupture. Intrahepatic artery aneurysms are most commonly treated with transarterial or TCE techniques. Aneurysms of the common hepatic artery should be treated by open surgery and arterial reconstruction.15,24 Endovascular stent graft placement offers another option for aneurysms of the common hepatic artery in patients at high risk for surgery.10

Figure 28.9  An aneurysm of a branch of the superior mesenteric artery in a high risk patient with a ‘hostile abdomen’ successfully treated using transcatheter embolisation. (a) The aneurysm (arrowed) originating from a branch of the superior mesenteric artery. (b) Successful thrombosis with coils.
Many SMA and coeliac artery aneurysms are symptomatic at the time of diagnosis. The dangers of bowel ischaemia or life-threatening haemorrhage are persuasive reasons for treating them, except for small asymptomatic aneurysms in the high risk patient. Ligation or resection of the aneurysm with arterial revascularisation is the treatment of choice.

Faced with aneurysms of the gastroepiploic, pancreaticoduodenal or pancreatic arteries the best treatment is TCE.38,39 Open surgery is indicated when a pseudocyst or other intra-abdominal pathology is present, when percutaneous treatment fails or in the low risk patient.10 Bleeding aneurysms of the gastric and gastroepiploic arteries are best treated with TCE. As at least 90 per cent of these aneurysms present with rupture, incidentally discovered gastric or gastroepiploic artery aneurysms should be treated electively with TCE. Mesenteric branch artery aneurysms are best treated with ligation of the aneurysm and resection of the adjacent portion of the bowel.10

**Conclusion**

An aggressive approach is indicated in the treatment of most VAAs. In our experience, these aneurysms usually tend to expand, produce symptoms and rupture, sometimes with fatal results. Once rupture occurs, ligation of the bleeding vessel is most often sufficient, but revascularisation is sometimes indicated because of lack of adequate collateral flow. Endovascular interventional choices for VAAs should take into account the location of the aneurysm, the perceived risk of rupture and the anticipated morbidity and mortality of the intended treatment.
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Mesenteric Ischaemia

DARYLL M BAKER, JANICE TSUI, AVERIL O MANSFIELD

THE PROBLEM

Mesenteric ischaemia can be classified into acute and chronic disease, which present very differently clinically and require different management approaches. Here, the focus will be on acute mesenteric ischaemia, which presents as a catastrophic surgical emergency with high morbidity and mortality. It represents 0.1 per cent of hospital admissions1 with reported mortality rates of 60–100 per cent.1–4

Prompt diagnosis and aggressive management are required. Correct diagnosis in the early stages, however, is often difficult due to the non-specific nature of symptoms resulting in delay in diagnosis.5

AETIOLOGY

The commonest causes of mesenteric ischaemia are mesenteric arterial occlusion due to thrombus or embolus, mesenteric venous occlusion and non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia.1 Rare causes include mechanical causes, haematological, vasculitic and endocrine conditions and drug induced events. The relative frequencies of these causes are shown in Table 29.1.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Acute insufficiency of the blood supply to the small bowel and/or right colon causes hypoxic insult to the gut. At cellular level, high energy phosphates such as adenosine 5’ triphosphate (ATP) are depleted, with a build-up of catabolic products and lactate.7 Mucosal permeability increases, with increased capillary permeability, protein leak into the gut lumen and translocation of bacteria, endotoxin and gut enzymes into the portal circulation,10 and systemic complications.11 This could lead to the development of multiple organ dysfunction syndrome with its associated high mortality12 (see Chapter 4).

Table 29.1  Aetiology of acute mesenteric ischaemia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes</th>
<th>Frequency (per cent)6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute mesenteric arterial embolus</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute mesenteric arterial thrombosis</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute mesenteric venous thrombosis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous causes</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Acute mesenteric arterial embolism

The usual sources of emboli are left atrial or ventricular mural thrombi or cardiac valvular lesions. The majority of emboli impact on the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) just distal to the origin of the middle colic artery. Reactive mesenteric vasoconstriction may also occur, reducing collateral flow and exacerbating ischaemic injury.

Acute mesenteric arterial thrombosis

Thrombosis of the SMA or coeliac axis usually occurs at regions of pre-existing atherosclerotic plaques. This usually occurs at the origin of the vessel.

Non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia

Low mesenteric flow may result in mesenteric ischaemia in the absence of anatomical arterial or venous obstruction. Causes of low-flow states include cardiogenic shock, sepsis and administration of vasoconstrictors such as digoxin or α-adrenergic agents. Excessive sympathetic activity is stimulated during these conditions in an attempt to maintain cardiac and cerebral perfusion, and may cause mesenteric vasospasm. Underlying atherosclerotic arterial disease is usually also present.

Acute mesenteric venous thrombosis

Conditions predisposing to acute mesenteric venous thrombosis include hypercoagulability, cirrhosis, splenomegaly, malignancy, infection, trauma, pancreatitis and diverticular disease. Bowel wall oedema, increased outflow resistance and increased blood viscosity impede arterial flow resulting in bowel infarction. Massive fluid influx into the bowel wall and lumen can occur, resulting in hypovolaemia and haemoconcentration.

DIAGNOSIS

Clinical presentation

Patients present with severe abdominal pain which is frequently out of proportion to the physical findings. This may be accompanied by sudden gut emptying, by vomiting and/or defaecation. Symptoms may occur suddenly and progress within a few hours, usually due to acute mesenteric ischaemia secondary to embolisation, but may also present more insidiously with progression of symptoms over a few days.

On physical examination, few signs are present in the early phases. The abdomen may be distended but bowel sounds are present. As bowel ischaemia progresses to infarction, peritoneal signs develop. The abdomen becomes severely tender and grossly distended with absent bowel sounds.

Investigations

Investigations should not lead to unnecessary delays in revascularisation. Laboratory investigations are non-specific and abnormal findings tend to develop late. They include a rise in the haemoglobin and haematocrit consistent with haemoconcentration, leucocytosis with left shift, elevated liver enzymes, serum amylase and lactic dehydrogenase, and metabolic acidosis.

Plain abdominal X-rays are useful in excluding other causes of abdominal pain such as bowel obstruction and perforation. An ileus or bowel wall thickening due to submucosal oedema or haemorrhage may be seen in mesenteric ischaemia, but in 25 per cent of these patients completely normal plain abdominal X-rays have been reported. In the late stages, pneumatosis of the bowel wall may be detected and portal vein gas indicates an extremely poor prognosis.

Duplex ultrasonography is a simple, non-invasive test which can help in assessing the patency of the mesenteric vessels. However, technical expertise is required and the presence of dilated loops of bowel in many patients makes it impossible to image the coeliac axis and the SMA.

Abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan may show bowel wall thickening in subacute mesenteric ischaemia. In mesenteric vein thrombosis, thrombus or lack of opacification of the mesenteric veins with intravenous contrast may be observed, whereas non-enhancement of the mesenteric arteries following timed intravenous contrast injections may identify mesenteric arterial thrombosis or embolisation. Pneumatosis and portal vein gas can also be visualised.

Mesenteric angiography remains the definitive diagnostic test. It is performed via a transfemoral approach and both anteroposterior and lateral views are required for adequate assessment of the vessels. Angiography not only enables visualisation of the mesenteric vessels with identification of the cause of ischaemia, but also detects any underlying atherosclerotic disease, which is important in the planning...
of revascularisation procedures. Intra-arterial infusion of vasodilators can be also commenced and endovascular procedures carried out if appropriate (see below).

**ANGIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS**

Superior mesenteric artery emboli appear as sharp rounded filling defects on the angiogram but they may also occlude the origin of the SMA and be mistaken for thrombosis. Distal vessels are poorly visualised due to poor collateral flow and intense vasospasm but minimal atherosclerotic changes are usually seen in other vessels. Acute SMA thrombosis appears as an abrupt cut-off of the vessel at or within 2 cm of the origin. Atherosclerotic narrowing of other vessels and vasospasm are often seen. Large collaterals from the coeliac axis or inferior mesentery artery suggest underlying chronic mesenteric ischaemia.

In non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia, SMA occlusion is not seen but narrowing of the SMA branch origins and irregularities and impaired filling of vessels indicative of vasospasm are observed. Partial occlusion or non-opacification of the superior mesenteric and portal veins occurs in mesenteric vein thrombosis. Delayed arterial emptying and vasospasm may also be seen.

**TREATMENT**

**General principles**

The patient should be resuscitated aggressively, intravenous anticoagulation commenced to prevent thrombus propagation and angiography performed promptly if acute mesenteric ischaemia is suspected. Endovascular procedures may be suitable in selected patients with no peritoneal signs, proceeding to surgery if symptoms deteriorate or success is not evident within 4 hours. Surgical management involves revascularisation and resection of necrotic bowel. Frankly necrotic bowel should be resected and the extent of bowel resection minimised by planning a second look laparotomy in 12–24 hours to reassess bowel viability and for further resection if necessary. Bowel continuity can be restored primarily or stomas exteriorised and anastomosed at a later stage.

**Initial resuscitation**

Resuscitation should be commenced immediately under adequate monitoring with a urinary catheter, central venous access or pulmonary artery catheter where necessary. Admission to the intensive care unit may be required. Volume deficit and metabolic disturbances should be corrected with intravenous crystalloids and blood products where necessary. Causative factors such as cardiac failure should be treated. Intravenous heparin should be commenced to prevent further thrombus propagation. Antibiotics effective against bowel flora should be administered. Nasogastric decompression should be instituted to avoid aspiration.

**Endovascular procedures**

**SELECTIVE INTRA-ARTERIAL VASODILATOR INFUSIONS**

At the time of angiography, selective SMA catheter infusion of vasodilating agents such as papaverine can be administered. This is the primary therapy for non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia, but is also useful in reducing visceral vasoconstriction present in all forms of acute mesenteric ischaemia. Heparin is also administered to prevent thrombosis in the cannulated vessel but must be infused through a separate line to avoid precipitation when mixed with papaverine. Other vasodilators such as phenoxybenzamine and prostaglandin E₁ have also been used in this way but with less success than papaverine. Local complications of intra-arterial vasodilator infusions include pericatheter thrombosis and puncture site haematoma and haemorrhage. Systemic hypotension is rare unless the catheter becomes dislodged from the SMA.

**THROMBOLYSIS AND ANGIOPLASTY**

In highly selected patients with an early diagnosis of SMA embolus with no signs of peritonism, intra-arterial thrombolytic therapy delivered at the time of angiography may be used in specialised units. During therapy, patients must be closely monitored and development of any peritoneal signs or failure of lysis within 4 hours are indications for immediate surgical exploration. Percutaneous angioplasty of atherosclerotic plaques at the SMA origin unmasked by thrombolysis has also been reported. However, this is technically difficult and restenosis rates of 25–50 per cent have been reported.

**Surgery**

Most patients with acute mesenteric ischaemia require surgical exploration when the diagnosis is confirmed, other pathologies excluded, the bowel revascularised and infarcted bowel removed. The operating room should be kept as warm as possible to prevent further vasoconstriction. A midline incision is used and the abdomen fully explored. The extent of bowel ischaemia and necrosis is assessed (see below). Revascularisation is carried out before resecting necrotic bowel, but if the extent of bowel necrosis is very extensive, endarterectomy or palliative treatment are the only options.

**SURGICAL EXPOSURE OF THE SMA**

The proximal SMA is exposed by first retracting the transverse colon superiorly and the small bowel inferiorly and...
to the right. The small bowel mesentery is incised at a point in the root of the transverse mesocolon where the middle colic artery ascends, and the proximal SMA is dissected free between the pancreas and the fourth part of the duodenum. To expose both the SMA and the coeliac axis, the lesser sac is opened lateral to the oesophagus. The supra-coeliac aorta is exposed by dividing the median arcuate ligament and carefully dissected caudally until the coeliac axis is reached. The SMA is then exposed under the upper border of the pancreas (Fig. 29.2).

**ASSESSMENT OF BOWEL ISCHAEMIA**

Necrotic bowel must be resected to prevent perforation and sepsis. It is important, however, to preserve as much viable bowel as possible to avert the complications of the short bowel syndrome.

Intraoperatively, bowel viability is assessed visually according to its colour, sheen, peristaltic activity and presence of pulses, where dark, dull bowel with no visible peristalsis and absent pulses indicate non-viable bowel. These signs, however, are not always reliable. Doppler ultrasonography can be used to aid in the assessment of bowel viability by detecting arterial and venous flow in the mesentery. This is a simple, inexpensive method but it requires experience to obtain reliable results.

An alternative or additional method is the administration of intravenous fluorescein followed by illumination with Wood’s ultraviolet light to confirm bowel perfusion. Normal bowel shows a homogeneous yellow-green pattern while patchy fluorescence or areas of non-fluorescence are not viable. Other techniques have been investigated, but Doppler ultrasonography and fluorescein dye remain the most useful although limited in their sensitivity and specificity.²³

**MANAGEMENT OF BOWEL ISCHAEMIA**

The management of infarcted bowel depends on the degree and extent of tissue necrosis. A single short segment of non-viable bowel can be resected and a primary anastomosis performed. More commonly, several regions of the bowel are affected and the degree of ischaemia is unclear. Obviously necrotic areas are resected and bowel ends are exteriorised as stomas. A ‘second-look’ laparotomy is undertaken 12–24 hours later to assess bowel of questionable viability (Fig. 29.3) when non-viable bowel is resected and the ends may be anastomosed.²⁴ This allows a conservative approach to bowel resection at the initial laparotomy preserving as much bowel as possible. Once the decision to perform a ‘second look’ laparotomy has been made, it should be carried out regardless of the patient’s clinical condition because a significant proportion of patients not showing signs of clinical deterioration at this time do require further bowel resection.⁵

Where there is extensive small bowel infarction, the patient’s prognosis is extremely poor, and the decision to carry out extensive bowel resection or to manage the patient palliatively has to be made. The premorbid medical condition of the patient is important because those with other atherosclerotic manifestations such as severe ischaemic heart disease and previous debilitating cerebrovascular episodes are poor candidates for massive bowel resection. bowel perforations, sepsis and multiple organ dysfunction syndrome are indicators of high mortality (see Chapters 3 and 4). Where extensive small bowel resection is carried out, lifelong total parenteral nutrition will be required in surviving patients. An algorithm (Fig. 29.4) provides a pathway of care in suspected acute mesenteric ischaemia.

**Definitive operative treatment**

Operative procedures are designed to meet specific manifestations of acute mesenteric ischaemia.

**ACUTE MENSETERIC ARTERIAL EMBOLISM**

The site and extent of the embolus can be determined by direct palpation of the SMA, where the proximal pulse is
usually palpable. The SMA is then mobilised at or just distal to the level of the obstruction. Vascular loops are used for proximal and distal control. Heparin should have been administered by this stage. A small transverse or a longitudinal arteriotomy is made. The embolus is removed and a balloon embolectomy catheter passed proximally and distally in the artery to retrieve residual embolus. Once adequate inflow and back-bleeding have been established, the vessel is flushed with heparin saline. Transverse arteriotomies are closed primarily in a transverse fashion and longitudinal arteriotomies are closed with a vein patch to prevent narrowing of the vessel.

**ACUTE MESENTERIC ARTERIAL THROMBOSIS**

The site of thrombosis is most commonly in the proximal 1–3 cm of the SMA and therefore the proximal pulse is not palpable. Thrombosis usually occurs at the site of atherosclerotic narrowing. Revascularisation is usually required as thrombectomy and endarterectomy is technically difficult, requiring exposure of the supraceliac aorta and the proximal mesenteric vessels and early re-occlusion rates are high. Retrograde or antegrade bypasses can be used. A short side-to-side bypass graft from the aorta to the SMA distal to the obstruction is the simplest procedure. However, extensive aortic atherosclerosis may preclude its use and a retrograde iliac to SMA bypass may be more suitable. Alternatively, an antegrade bypass from the supraceliac aorta to both the SMA and the coeliac axis can be performed if both vessels are diseased. A temporary arterial shunt may be inserted to allow restoration of blood flow during bypass grafting. An autologous conduit, most commonly the reversed long saphenous vein, should be used in the presence of abdominal contamination from necrotic bowel (Fig. 29.5). If no suitable vein is available, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) or Dacron grafts may be used.

**NON-OCCLUSIVE MESENTERIC ISCHAEMIA**

As mentioned above, selective arterial administration of papaverine is the primary therapy in non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia. In addition, the underlying cause should be treated and any vasoconstricting agents such as α-agonists stopped. Surgical exploration is limited to patients with peritonitis indicating bowel necrosis and the need for bowel resection.

**MESENTERIC VEIN THROMBOSIS**

Patients with no signs of peritonitis or any other evidence of bowel necrosis are managed conservatively with anticoagulation. Intravenous heparin should be started at the time of diagnosis and patients should be maintained on lifelong therapy with warfarin to reduce the chances of recurrence. Surgical treatment is limited to resection of necrotic bowel as venous thrombectomy is difficult and rarely successful.

**POSTOPERATIVE CARE**

Patients should be managed on an intensive care unit with close monitoring and support to prevent and manage
multiple organ failure (see Chapter 4). Fluid balance and serum electrolytes must be monitored carefully and corrected. Intravenous heparin should be continued. Broad spectrum antibiotics commenced preoperatively should also be continued until culture results are available and adjusted accordingly.

Alimentation should be introduced as soon as possible, the exact timing and type given depending on the procedure undertaken. Parental nutrition is often required until normal oral intake is resumed. Long term parenteral nutrition should be managed by specialist teams. Further investigations into any underlying causes of acute mesenteric ischaemia should be carried out, e.g. in patients sustaining mesenteric embolism, cardiac echocardiography is required.

Anticoagulation should be continued in the postoperative period in all patients unless there are contraindications. Patients with mesenteric venous thrombosis, arterial embolism and proved haematological disorders should be commenced on warfarin, whereas those with mesenteric arterial thrombosis and non-occlusive disease should be treated with antiplatelet agents.2 The decision for lifelong anticoagulation must be made after balancing the low risk of recurrent mesenteric ischaemia with the risk of haemorrhage. In patients where the risks of anticoagulation are low, therapy should probably be continued.

COMPLICATIONS

Multiple organ failure is an important and common complication following acute mesenteric ischaemia and must be treated aggressively (see Chapter 4). Other early specific complications include thrombosis at arteriotomy sites or of bypass grafts. This results in early recurrence of symptoms and requires angiography and re-exploration. Haemorrhage may also occur from the arteriotomy or graft Anastomosis site and is often due to infection. Later, persistent diarrhoea is a problem in many patients, even in those without short bowel syndrome. Gastrointestinal bleeding may occur due to ulceration or rarely from a SMA intestinal fistula. Late arterial strictures may occur at arteriotomy or anastomotic sites with recurrence of symptoms.

RESULTS

Despite increased awareness and better understanding of the pathophysiology of acute mesenteric ischaemia, morbidity and mortality have remained high over the past 30 years. Overall mortality rates of 60–100 per cent have been reported.1–4 There is evidence that mesenteric arterial occlusion and non-occlusive mesenteric ischaemia carry a worse prognosis, with mortality rates of 70–90 per cent,2 whereas patients with mesenteric vein thrombosis have a better chance of survival, with mortality rates of 20–70 per cent.25,27

The average hospital stay for patients who survive surgery is 2 months. Most patients return to their premorbid level of independent life but many will suffer from gastrointestinal symptoms such as weight loss, loss of appetite, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, constipation, nausea and vomiting. Most of these symptoms, however, will be mild.2 The reported incidence of clinically apparent chronic short bowel syndrome ranges from 20 per cent to 60 per cent.2

Recurrent arterial mesenteric ischaemia is rare, with a higher (5 per cent) incidence of recurrent mesenteric vein thrombosis which increases to 25 per cent if the patient is not anticoagulated.18 Despite the low incidence of recurrent mesenteric ischaemia, the life expectancy of these patients is low. In a retrospective study of the outcome of 31 patients discharged following surgery for acute mesenteric ischaemia, the 2-year survival rate was less than 70 per cent and the 5-year survival rate was 50 per cent.2 This was mainly due to cardiovascular comorbidity, in particular myocardial infarction and cerebrovascular events, and malignancies.

Conclusions

Acute mesenteric ischaemia is a rare but catastrophic acute surgical emergency. It represents a diagnostic challenge and therefore a high index of suspicion is required as patients often present without obvious physical signs. Angiography should be carried out promptly if it is suspected, but revascularisation should not be delayed by investigations. Aggressive resuscitation, intraoperative and postoperative management are all important.
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The feasibility of endovascular repair of infrarenal abdominal aortic aneurysm (EVAR) was demonstrated over a decade ago by Parodi, Volodos and coworkers. The technology associated with EVAR has evolved at a rapid pace in parallel with recognition of the factors required for successful endovascular aneurysm exclusion. Enthusiasm for this technique has, however, been tempered by reports of significant device and non-device related complications. These complications have included aneurysm rupture, prevention of which is the basis of treatment. A cumulative risk of 1 per cent per year has been reported by the European collaborators on Stent-graft Techniques for abdominal aortic Aneurysm Repair (EUROSTAR) using first and second generation endovascular grafts.

Of all possible complications the one that has attracted most attention has been endoleak, which is peculiar to EVAR. The term ‘endoleak’ was coined by White et al.: ‘a condition associated with endoluminal vascular grafts, defined by the presence of blood flow outside the lumen of the endoluminal graft, but within an aneurysm sac or an adjacent vascular segment being treated by the graft’. Although all endoleaks share a common feature of blood flow outside the stent-graft it soon became apparent that a variety of types of endoleak with differing aetiology and natural history existed.

The importance of endoleak is its ability to predict success or failure of endografting and, crucially, whether it predisposes to aneurysm rupture. Early reports that endoleak may act as a reliable indicator of outcome were encouraging. Recent evidence with longer follow-up has been unable to confirm this report. The absence of endoleak does not reliably predict treatment success.

The incidence of endoleak from the literature varies tremendously from values as high as 44 per cent to 10 per cent or less. Critical analysis of these figures serves to illustrate the multifactorial aetiology of endoleak following endografting. As will be discussed later, the presence of endoleak depends upon patient selection criteria, endovascular graft (EVG) type, operator experience, imaging modality, classification, timing of investigation and duration of patient follow-up.

The incidence of primary endoleak differs from the secondary rate. Primary endoleak occurs in the perioperative period (within 30 days of the EVAR), whereas secondary endoleak manifests later. The Sidney experience discovered 12 per cent of cases with secondary endoleak requiring intervention. The secondary endoleak prevalence is likely to increase in time. It is interesting to note that the intervention rate for endoleak in the Sydney experience was double the quantity of interventions required for other complications. These figures clearly show the scale of the problem.

Endoleak is an important consideration when talking about the success of EVAR. Endoleaks may transmit pressure to
the aneurysm sac and therefore predispose to aneurysm rupture. Four types of endoleak (1–4) have been described (Table 30.1). The classification is further dependent upon anatomical site (a, b, c) and the presence of an outflow channel. Subclassification of the four types of endoleak is not generally undertaken in everyday practice, instead an anatomical description is preferred to prevent confusion.

Before describing endoleak in detail two factors must be considered. Pressure transmitted by an endoleak channel is not related to the size of the endoleak (diameter or length). Thrombosis of the endoleak channel may not abolish pressure transmission. Pressure transmission via thrombus has been well recognised in open surgery for a number of years (Fig. 30.1). Endoleaks may be present singly or multiply and each may act as an inflow or outflow channel with respect to the aneurysm sac.

### Type 1 endoleak

Type 1 endoleak (Fig. 30.2) is due to inadequate seal at the interface between stent-graft and arterial wall at the attachment zones. It occurs in up to 10 per cent of patients undergoing EVAR. Early type 1 endoleak (occurring within 30 days of operation) has two major causative factors. The first factor, ‘bad planning’, is related to patient selection criteria. Accurate preoperative imaging of aneurysm morphology is mandatory and a prerequisite of successful aneurysm exclusion. The proximal aneurysmal neck is a particularly important consideration to ensure a good seal. Consideration of the aneurysm neck must take into account its length, diameter, angulation, shape and wall constitution. Essentially all these factors simply relate to the amount of covered stent providing a seal with the aortic wall. Unfortunately, there is insufficient evidence to implicate all these factors in type 1 endoleak. Indeed, controversially, a recent study of 100 patients found no statistically significant association between any of the above factors and the subsequent development of type 1 endoleak. Experimental aneurysm flow models have, however, found significantly increased proximal perigraft endoleak flow for proximal neck angulation ≥ 30 degrees. In vivo studies have also confirmed the importance of neck angulation and to a lesser degree the width of the aortic neck in the causation of type 1 endoleak. The concept of stent-graft oversizing is now widely believed to be a relevant factor in stent-graft planning. Oversizing of 10–20 per cent of the original aortic diameter has been found to significantly reduce the incidence of endoleak.
The second factor in the development of primary type 1 endoleak is ‘bad deployment’. Operator error, deploying the graft too low in the aortic neck or even in the aneurysm sac will result in endoleak. A particular hazard encountered in angulated necks is a parallax error which results in maldeployment.

In general there has been a reduction in the development of early type 1 endoleak brought about by improvements in preoperative imaging, an awareness of aneurysm morphology required for successful EVAR, the necessity of oversizing and increased technical expertise.

Finally, it is important to appreciate the differences among commercially available stent-grafts. Each graft has different deployment characteristics and sizes, making some aneurysms suitable for one stent-graft but unsuitable for another. The differences are most marked in the accommodation of neck morphology, particularly width.

Secondary development of type 1 endoleak has a different pattern from its early counterpart. Of course, if the aneurysm is excluded from the circulation via a tenuous seal due to ‘bad planning’ or ‘bad deployment’ then a leak may be expected. Unsurprisingly EVGs suffer from the same lack of incorporation into the aortic tissues as an open graft. They are also subject to the forces exerted on it by aortic blood flow and elastic recoil. The pattern of endoleak which emerges in medium and long term follow-up is related to changing aneurysm morphology and graft migration. Significant graft migration is most commonly seen 2–3 years post implantation (see Chapter 31). There are intimate relations between migration and changing morphology. The fate of the proximal aneurysm neck following EVAR, like its open counterpart is controversial, with reports of both stability and expansion. There appears to be a subgroup of patients prone to neck expansion. Identifying this group of patients preoperatively is not yet possible.

**Type 2 endoleak**

Type 2 endoleak arises from retrograde flow in patent aortic side branches. The most commonly involved vessels are the inferior mesenteric artery (IMA) and one or more lumbar arteries, although other vessels such as the gonadal or accessory renal vessels may be responsible (Fig. 30.3). Accepted type 2 endoleak rates are in the order of 10–25 per cent. There appear to be no reliable factors, which predispose to the subsequent development of type 2 endoleak, although Armon et al.’s results suggested patterns of thrombus distribution may be able to predict patients at risk from persistent endoleak via lumbar vessels. Only a quarter of patent IMAs will subsequently perfuse the aneurysm sac. And there is little evidence to suggest that graft design has any bearing on the incidence of type 2 endoleak. Approximately two-thirds of side branch endoleaks seen on completion angiography will spontaneously thrombose in the early postoperative period. A small proportion will persist.

One technique that has been found to be a useful indicator of subsequent development of type 2 endoleak is the intraoperative ‘sacogram’ (Fig. 30.4). This technique involves injection of contrast into the aneurysm sac alongside the deployed EVG. In a series of patients in Nottingham undergoing EVAR a negative sacogram was found to predict a group in whom the subsequent risk of development of type 2 endoleak was low. The natural history of type 2 endoleak remains undetermined. Early work on type 2 endoleak discovered a rather
benign course. Indeed, the EUROSTAR database, the largest accumulation of data currently available, revealed no relation between type 2 endoleak and sac rupture, this being in contrast to types 1 and 3 endoleak. More recently there have been worrying reports of aneurysm sac expansion (Fig. 30.5) and even rupture. It is not surprising that type 2 endoleak is associated with adverse outcome in some patients. In patients with aneurysms treated by surgical ligation and bypass a 2 per cent aneurysm sac patency via ‘type 2 endoleaks’ was recorded despite intraoperative ligation of collateral vessels. Almost a quarter of the patients with persistent collaterals subsequently presented with sac rupture.

In vivo pressure manometry in patients with type 2 endoleak has recorded systemic pressures and pulsatile waveforms. We cannot reliably identify which type 2 endoleaks result in aneurysm expansion or rupture; suffice to say the reports of type 2 rupture have all been predictable events.

Type 3 endoleak

Type 3 endoleak is primarily a device related complication. It has a well documented association with aneurysm rupture. It encompasses any form of graft disruption leading to leak of blood into the aneurysm sac and includes graft tears and iliac limb disconnection (modular EVGs). Many of these problems have been attributed to first and second generation EVGs. The underlying problems have been investigated and corrected. Two particular EVGs have been implicated in type 3 endoleak, the Stentor (Mintec, LaCiotat, France) and the Vanguard (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA). The former experienced endoleak due to seam defects and the latter due to metallic wear of the fabric.

An interesting observation has been made by the Liverpool group in patients with successful aneurysm exclusion. They noted a number of graft kinks, precipitating type 3 endoleak in modular grafts, which they were unable to attribute to graft migration (see Chapter 31). They attributed this complication to longitudinal shrinkage of the aneurysm sac. This observation highlights the requirement for ongoing graft surveillance to ensure patency of the graft. Of course graft migration without longitudinal sac shrinkage may precipitate either type 1 or

Figure 30.4 Intraoperative sacogram revealing patent aortic side branch, a previously unrecognised left accessory renal artery

Figure 30.5 Neck of aneurysm: (a) at time of EVAR, and (b) showing dilation post endografting
type 3 endoleak. Modular grafts clearly remain at higher risk of developing type 3 endoleak when compared with their unitary counterparts.

**Type 4 endoleak**

Type 4 endoleak is seen as an ‘angiographic blush’ on completion angiography. The placement of ultrathin endovascular grafts, in part conceived to reduce sheath diameter and employ a percutaneous introduction, were associated with this observation. The AneuRx graft allowed leakage of contrast at suture holes and from fabric interstices. The leaks have all been reported to be sealed at 1 month. Type 4 endoleak appears to be a self-limiting leak with, as yet, no recorded adverse sequelae. The long term durability of thin walled porous grafts remains undetermined.

**Type 5 (endotension)**

Type 5 (endotension) was first introduced as a concept because a number of aneurysm sacs were undergoing expansion without evidence of endoleak. In essence pressure is transmitted to the aneurysm sac in the absence of detectable blood flow. There has been no clear explanation for this phenomenon, however, it is thought that intermittent endoleak, missed endoleak or thrombosed endoleak are responsible either singly or in combination.

Recent evidence that thrombus may transmit pressure has been presented in a variety of both experimental and clinical reports. This property of thrombus has been recognised in open surgery for many years (see Fig. 30.1 showing rupture of a thrombosed abdominal aortic aneurysm).

Experimental data have, however, explained why type 1 endoleaks remain dangerous even when thrombosed whereas a thrombosed type 2 endoleak rarely causes problems. Pressure transmission is greater by short thrombosed endoleak channels with a large cross-sectional area than it is by long ones with a smaller cross-sectional area, whereas the pressure transmission of a patent endoleak channel is unaffected by either cross-sectional area or length. These results may explain why coil embolisation of endoleak channels does not always effectively reduce pressure transmission despite successful thrombosis.

### Three grades of endotension

- Grade 1 – high flow
- Grade 2 – low flow
- Grade 3 – ‘no flow – no detectable’ endoleak

Endotension may also be due to an endoleak with no outflow where the blood is allowed in during systole and then will oscillate in the endoleak channel at the point where the mean arterial pressure in the sac equals that in the body. This oscillation of blood can be identified on duplex scanning with a good ‘window’ but is missed by computed tomographic angiography (CTA).

In general the importance of endoleak has moved away from flow and concentrated on pressure. This has resulted from the realisation that thrombus may transmit pressure just as well as blood.

**DIAGNOSIS**

**Clinical**

Endoleak is invariably asymptomatic. Patients experience symptoms only when the endoleak is associated with sudden aneurysm expansion or rupture. As endoleak was first described and essentially remains a radiological diagnosis, little work has been done to assess its relation with clinical examination. Clinical examination hinges upon the detection of pulsatile wall motion of the sac, the absence of which, it is hoped, indicates successful aneurysm exclusion. Greenberg and Green have incorporated physical examination in their EVAR follow-up protocol. Convincing evidence of its usefulness in the diagnosis and management of patients with endoleak is awaited.

**Investigations**

The purpose of any investigation with respect to endoleak is to:

- identify the presence of an endoleak
- classify the endoleak (1–4)
- identify the anatomical site of the endoleak
- identify endotension/identify successful aneurysm exclusion (shrinking of aneurysm sac, intrasac pressure reduction, reduced pulsatile wall motion).

Management of endoleak is dependent upon answers to these investigations. Unfortunately, no single currently available investigation has the ability to fulfil all these criteria.

Plain abdominal X-ray (AXR) has little place in the armamentarium for investigation of endoleak. It is a useful tool for the detection of stent fracture, disruption or migration (see Chapter 31). These signs may infer the presence of an endoleak. The detection of migration with AXR is probably less accurate than computed tomography (CT) due to the problems of parallax error. Lateral films help to reduce this problem.

Spiral CTA (SCTA) remains the gold standard for detection of endoleak. It is a useful tool for the detection of stent fracture, disruption or migration (see Chapter 31). These signs may infer the presence of an endoleak. The detection of migration with AXR is probably less accurate than computed tomography (CT) due to the problems of parallax error. Lateral films help to reduce this problem.

Spiral CTA (SCTA) remains the gold standard for detection of endoleak. It is a useful tool for the detection of stent fracture, disruption or migration (see Chapter 31). These signs may infer the presence of an endoleak. The detection of migration with AXR is probably less accurate than computed tomography (CT) due to the problems of parallax error. Lateral films help to reduce this problem.
to be determined. Current problems with SCTA are related to blood flow. Low flow endoleaks or thrombi are not detected on current imaging but, significantly, maintain the ability to transmit pressure. The use of ‘blood pool’ contrast agents and platelets labelled with radioisotope may offer further assistance in the detection of low flow endoleak or fresh thrombus transmitting pressure to the sac.

Worries over the invasiveness, cost and dose of radiation during follow-up with angiography and CT have increased the demands for other techniques. Ultrasound is a technique gaining popularity for its use in EVG surveillance. Duplex ultrasonography is observer dependent and may be technically difficult, especially in the early postoperative period where the aorta is often obscured by bowel gas. The technique is able to identify the anatomical site of endoleak but critically requires flow to determine the presence of an endoleak. Its use as a diagnostic tool may be enhanced with intravascular ultrasound contrast agents. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is frequently used to identify the type and anatomical site of an endoleak. It is usually a second line investigation due to its invasive nature. Selective views allow assessment of a variety of anatomical sites including the lumbar and inferior mesenteric arteries. The technique can differentiate inflow and outflow tracts and may permit therapeutic procedures such as embolisation. Digital subtraction angiography is frequently used intraoperatively at completion of endograft deployment, i.e. completion angiography, where it remains a useful tool in identifying primary endoleak. Detection of patent side branches can be facilitated by waiting for delayed filling or by using a ‘sacogram’ achieved by injecting contrast into the aneurysm sac post deployment.

Magnetic resonance angiography has proved effective as a sole imaging modality for the assessment of the suitability of the aorta for endografting. Its role in the investigation of endoleak appears attractive but is restricted to stent-grafts containing non-ferrous metals.

The detection of endotension usefully predicts those patients who will require intervention to prevent abdominal aortic aneurysm rupture. Endoleak may remain undetected despite the presence of endotension. Signs of endotension include an increasing sac diameter or volume, pulsatile wall motion and raised intrasac pressure. Both duplex and CTA are able to reproduce aneurysm sac diameter. More recently, however, sac volume has been found to be a more accurate predictor of successful aneurysm exclusion. Unfortunately, this technique remains rather cumbersome for everyday practice.

The effect of endoleak on the aneurysm wall can be investigated in a dynamic fashion by ultrasound. Ultrasound tracking documents aneurysm wall motion. Malina et al. found the absence of pulsatile wall motion to be an indicator of successful aneurysm exclusion. Interestingly, in Resnikoff et al.’s experience of open aneurysm exclusion and bypass, all aneurysms which subsequently ruptured exhibited pulsatile wall motion on echo-tracking ultrasound.

Measurement of long term intrasac pressure appears to be the holy grail of successful endovascular aneurysm exclusion. One-off and short duration postoperative manometry has demonstrated quite clearly that successful EVAR is associated with a significant reduction of intrasac pressure. The presence of endoleak has been associated with raised intrasac pressure. Permanent intrasac manometry appears desirable and in itself will raise many questions. These are likely to include the relevance of the site of pressure readings from within the sac (there is evidence that an aneurysm sac may be compartmentalised so that a decrease in pressure in one part of the sac does not necessarily equal complete depressurisation of the entire sac), the absolute level of pressure reduction required to prevent rupture and the significance of the pressure waveform and the level of pressure transmitted from the endoleak channel to the wall of the aneurysm. Importantly, the pressure readings will not tell us which sacs are going to rupture because all sacs are not the same. Experience from the management of abdominal aortic aneurysms has revealed that some will rupture at 5 cm whereas others will not do so until they reach 9 cm. More confusingly still, Baum et al. measured systemic pressures which were transmitted to the wall of the sac in a number of type 2 endoleaks. Despite this evidence the majority of type 2 endoleaks generally follow a benign course. The development of a chronic intrasac pressure transducer is awaited.

Management strategies for endoleaks are outlined in Table 30.2. It is generally accepted that type 1 and 3 endoleak require intervention to prevent rupture. The same cannot be said of type 2 endoleak. It is not yet clear which type 2 endoleaks require intervention to prevent rupture. Consequently, the EUROSTAR database found type 2 endoleak a risk factor for secondary intervention but not rupture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 30.2 Management strategies for endoleaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prevention of endoleak

Primary, type 1, 3 and 4 endoleaks can be prevented by appropriate case selection, graft oversizing and accurate deployment. The endoleak rate increases markedly when operating on patients with adverse aneurysm morphology.53 Uncovered suprarenal stent fixation and grafts with increased columnar strength may prevent migration and subsequent endoleak but the evidence for their efficacy is awaited in the long term (Fig. 30.6).

Some institutions elect to embolise patent aortic side branches preoperatively. Embolisation is usually performed at the preoperative angiogram with insertion of metallic coils to induce vessel thrombosis and subsequent fibrosis. As already alluded to, there really is no evidence to support this manoeuvre and it is not performed in our unit.54 The procedure of intraoperative filling of the aneurysm sac with thrombogenic sponge, as it is performed in our unit, may be undertaken in all cases (Fig. 30.7). It is preferable, however, to apply it on a more selective basis where the sacogram reveals patent side branches. A negative sacogram has been found to be a useful predictor. Type 2 endoleak development is unlikely in patients who have had a negative sacogram.50

Treatment of endoleak

Management of endoleak requires a full medical assessment of the patient. A medically high risk, frail patient may be better served by non-operative management. That said, the majority of interventions can be performed by the less invasive endovascular route, open treatment being reserved for cases refractory to endovascular methods.55 Intraoperative management of type 1 endoleak is widely believed to be necessary to prevent early complications, including rupture56 (Table 30.3). A number of the commercially available self-expanding stent-grafts are supplied with a low pressure balloon in order to 'mould' the graft to the wall and allow it to conform to the aorta. If the low pressure balloon fails then an angioplasty balloon may offer some benefit.

![Figure 30.6](image)
(a) Suprarenal and (b) infrarenal stent fixation

![Figure 30.7](image)
Aneurysm sac packing using polyvinylalcohol sponge (Netcell, Skipton, UK) for the prevention of type 2 endoleak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 30.3</th>
<th>Management of type 1 endoleak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cause</strong></td>
<td><strong>Endovascular/open treatment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVG landed too low/migration</td>
<td>Extension piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor EVG/aortic wall interface</td>
<td>Balloon angioplasty/Palmaz stent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angulated neck</td>
<td>Palmaz stent (straighten aortic neck)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated neck</td>
<td>Periaortic ligature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EVG, endovascular graft.
A stent deployed too low in the proximal aortic neck is rectified by the insertion of a covered extension graft. Deployment as close to the renal as possible is desirable. For patients with difficult aortic necks, especially those that are angulated, the giant Palmaz stent is an ideal adjunct. These stainless steel balloon expandable stents straighten out angulated aortic necks and improve the seal at the stent-graft/aortic wall interface. Failure of the Palmaz stent to eliminate an endoleak requires the placement of periaortic ligatures. The periaortic ligatures are applied at mini-laparotomy or laparoscopy following dissection of the aortic neck. Placement of the periaortic ligatures is facilitated by the Palmaz stent. The rigid stent provides a firm structure on which to ‘snug’ the nylon periaortic tapes, in so doing preventing stenosis or occlusion of the aorta or kinking of the endograft.

A variety of methods have been used for the treatment of type 2 endoleak (Table 30.4). Endovascular embolisation with metallic coils or other embolic agents including liquids has been described. There are concerns about the use of liquid embolic agents, especially when treating lumbar arteries because of their proximity to the spinal circulation. Embolisation of endoleak channels has also been performed via a direct translumbar approach and in some cases has been combined with embolisation of the aneurysm sac itself. There have even been suggestions to fill the aneurysm sac with a non-absorbable medium, creating a permanent solid sac. The direct approach is useful where endovascular access is difficult or there are fears regarding the disturbance of an endograft iliac limb with wires or catheters. Opponents of ‘open’ techniques warn of the dangers of introducing infection and the potential bleeding complications subsequent to creating a hole in an aneurysm sac which may be under systemic pulsatile pressure.

Laparoscopic ligation of vessels is an attractive method of treating type 2 endoleak. The aorta may be approached either by the transperitoneal or the retroperitoneal route. It is an intervention best undertaken at the same sitting as EVAR or in the early postoperative period. The inflammatory reaction which tends to develop in the perioperative period often makes periaortic dissection and identification of feeding vessel difficult.

Endoleak from the iliac limbs or occluding devices in the case of aorto-uni-iliac prostheses, is usually managed best by open methods via an extraperitoneal approach. Extension cuffs can, of course, be used if the iliac limb has landed short or if there is a type 3 endoleak in a modular graft. If an occluding device fails the best policy is to ligate the common iliac artery or the external and internal iliac arteries separately.

Open transperitoneal procedures for the treatment of endoleak vary from ligation of side branch vessels to conversion to traditional aneurysmorraphy. They have a role, particularly where less invasive techniques have failed. In the case of endovascular embolisation procedures this is usually due to access failure or the presence of multiple endoleak channels. Although an open ligation of side branch endoleak appears particularly invasive it is not nearly so stressful for the patient as a conventional open repair, the latter requiring prolonged clamping of the aorta with its attendant sequelae. In some patients with type 2 endoleak open methods are reassuring in their exclusion of other causes of endoleak, for example, a proximal type 1 endoleak providing inflow to the aneurysmal sac and a type 2 endoleak the outflow channel.

The techniques for open conversion have been reviewed thoroughly by May et al. Patients in whom the device has migrated entirely into the aneurysm sac may be treated by conventional aneurysm repair. In patients who have had the device deployed suboptimally, the technique required is a modified conventional repair suturing the top of the graft to the aneurysm neck. In addition to proximal and distal clamping the graft is clamped in order to reduce blood loss and facilitate removal of proximal and distal stents from the infrarenal aorta and iliac arteries, respectively. Surprisingly little damage is encountered in these vessels post-endografting.

Patients who have had a suprarenal endograft that needs to be removed, usually require supracoeliac clamping or the use of a large (30 mm) angioplasty occlusion balloon placed in the aorta above the renal arteries. At secondary conversion the metal suprarenal frame is usually left in situ because it is frequently well incorporated. The suprarenal component is incorporated into the anastomosis.

### Treatment of complications of endoleak (rupture)

Aneurysm rupture is the complication of endoleak. The feasibility of endovascular repair of ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm has been demonstrated in a number of institutions. Endovascular repair of rupture post endografting is possible but clearly depends upon the cause of the rupture and the patient’s fitness and stability to tolerate a preoperative delay for investigations. A great many of the ruptures experienced in the early years of endografting required open repair. Frequently no endoleak could be identified at laparotomy. A number of risk factors have been identified for rupture. If the cause of the leak/rupture can be identified preoperatively then endovascular treatment may salvage the situation. If the anatomical site of the leak cannot be identified then open repair is required.

---

**Table 30.4 Management of type 2 endoleaks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preoperative</th>
<th>Intraoperative</th>
<th>Postoperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil embolisation, laparoscopic ligation</td>
<td>Aneurysm sac packing (thrombogenic sponge), coil embolisation, laparoscopic ligation</td>
<td>Coil embolisation, laparoscopic ligation, open ligation or conversion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
### Identified risk factors for rupture 52

- Type 1 endoleak
- Type 2 endoleak
- Endograft migration
- Postoperative endograft kinking

### RESULTS

Endovascular aneurysm surgery is in its infancy and therefore there are very few long term follow-up results. Many of the early endoleaks occurred when the requirements for successful endografting were not understood and the devices were first and second generation.

It was initially suggested by May et al. that a stent-graft may confer some benefit to the patient if sac rupture occurs, an effect presumed to be due to the attenuated haemodynamic disturbance. A more recent and contradictory report from a larger experience compiled by the EUROSTAR database found the mortality to be 50 per cent (similar to that of open repair of de novo rupture). Open conversion carries an 18 per cent mortality when performed primarily and 27 per cent at secondary conversion. Primary conversion is usually performed for access failure or device migration. Secondary conversion is generally required for rupture or persistent endoleak. These high mortality rates highlight the importance of endoleak prevention and early endovascular intervention to prevent open conversion.

The use of Palmaz stents and periaortic ligatures has been confined to experimental models, case reports and small series with relatively short duration of follow-up. They are certainly feasible techniques and appear efficacious in the short term although their effect on device durability is unknown.

It has been claimed that coil embolisation of endoleak channels may not effectively seal lower intra-aneurysmal pressure, whereas as others have reported successful occlusion of aortic aneurysms using this technique. One of these reports has claimed to reduce the pressure to zero with coils before tying the iliacs and doing an extra-anatomical bypass for high risk aneurysms. This is not an original approach having been first performed by Moore in the 1800s and published by Peacock and Brown in 1968. Many are sceptical of the efficacy of this technique. Similarly, embolisation for type 1 and type 3 endoleak has proved disappointing. An analysis of experimental data shows why type 1 and 3 endoleaks do not appear to be successfully treated using embolisation techniques, whereas their type 2 counterparts do. Both type 1 and 3 endoleaks tend to be of large cross-sectional area and short length, and therefore even when thrombosed, either naturally or induced by embolic material, they may be expected to transmit a significant level of pressure. Type 2 endoleaks are usually longer and of smaller cross-sectional area and consequently dampen pressure transmission.

### Conclusions

Types 1 and 3 endoleak should be regarded as dangerous and accordingly managed with a degree of urgency. If these lesions are recognised intraoperatively then they are best treated at the same sitting. The outcome of type 2 endoleaks is generally benign although some are associated with aneurysm expansion. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that treatment of type 2 endoleaks is required to prevent rupture. Those endoleaks resulting in aneurysm expansion require intervention. Further investigation is required to predict the type 2 endoleaks which will result in aneurysm expansion.

Early endoleak can be prevented by accurate assessment of aneurysm morphology, appropriate patient selection and precise endograft deployment. Whereas early endoleak is now largely avoidable, the problems of late endoleak remain. Late endoleak occurs as a result of a previously unrecognised or missed endoleak, graft failure, changing aneurysm morphology and endograft migration. Improved graft durability will hopefully reduce the incidence of type 3 endoleak and improved graft design, including more secure fixation, may prevent graft migration and type 1 endoleak. Changing aneurysm morphology, and neck dilatation in particular, is likely to require alternative techniques to ensure adequate seal and fixation of the proximal endograft. New technology such as an endovascular staple is in development.

Our ability to detect endoleaks is largely dependent upon significant blood flow. Low flow endoleaks and the pressure transmitted by thrombus are more difficult to detect. Current methods of investigation can only reliably detect the secondary effects of raised pressure on the sac, i.e. an expanding aneurysm sac or pulsatile wall motion. The introduction of long term pressure telemetry and more sophisticated imaging techniques offer some promise in the detection of these types of endoleak. It is hoped that these techniques will allow a more rational approach in the follow-up of EVAR and act as early warning signs of aneurysm exclusion failure.
Most endoleaks can be treated successfully by endovascular methods. Open methods may be used but are less favourable. A good proportion of the first and second generation grafts have developed endoleaks. Many of these endoleaks will require secondary interventions. To reduce endoleaks and the number of secondary interventions in future there must be an improvement in EVG design, a greater understanding of the principles required for successful aneurysm exclusion and a heightened awareness of the natural history of individual endoleaks.
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Graft Breakdown and Migration Complicating EVAR

S RAO VALLABHANENI, PETER L HARRIS

INTRODUCTION

Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) using stent-graft systems that could be deployed through femoral arteries was introduced in 1991. Although the early results were encouraging, late follow-up has been characterised by a high rate of secondary intervention, reaching a cumulative annual incidence of nearly 10 per cent for any intervention and approximately 3 per cent for late conversion.1,2 Despite close surveillance and such high rates of secondary intervention, late rupture has been observed at an annual rate of 1 per cent.2 Although correction of an endoleak, most often type 2, has been the commonest indication for a secondary intervention, a recent EUROSTAR analysis revealed no significant association between isolated type 2 endoleak and late rupture.2,3 The important and significant risk factors leading to late rupture were migration of stent-graft leading to a type I endoleak and device disintegration leading to a type 3 endoleak, both signifying device failure.3 The mechanism of device failure (secondary type 1 and type 3), is a potentially serious finding and is a late event (see Chapter 30).

Although the durability of endovascular devices is invariably subjected to rigorous testing prior to release for clinical use, some of the mechanisms of EVAR failure have come to light only with long term follow-up of early recipients. It is possible that some potential mechanisms for device failure remain as yet unrecognised. This chapter addresses the clinical issues associated with device migration and disintegration related to endovascular aneurysm repair.

AETIOLOGY/PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Mechanism of stent-graft function

Devices which can be delivered by a transfemoral route to exclude aortic aneurysms, avoiding all transabdominal manoeuvres, call for design features that differ radically from a simple fabric tube fixed by conventional sutured anastomosis at open repair.4 A brief overview of the stent-graft design and function relevant to stent migration and disintegration is presented here to facilitate understanding of these modes of failure. Stent-grafts require not only a fabric tube to isolate the aneurysm sac from the blood flow but also some form of frame or stent to effect a ‘seal’ and fix the device in place. Sutures have been used to attach the stent rings to each other and to the fabric in early devices. More recent models incorporate the metal rings within the layers of fabric. In addition, a system of radio-opaque markers is required to facilitate visualisation and orientation of the device during deployment and at follow-up. The entire device is crimped into a delivery mechanism which is narrow and flexible enough to traverse the iliofemoral segment. Thin Dacron has been used to facilitate smaller profile construction but it is more susceptible to wear than standard thickness fabric. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), the other fabric used in stent-graft construction, appears to be more resistant to wear.

Adequate apposition between stent fabric and native vessel wall, at the neck of aneurysm and in iliac segments, is necessary to seal these junctions or ‘anastomoses’ against type 1 endoleak. This is largely dependent on radial forces exerted by the stent. Such radial forces are brought into
action by balloon expansion (e.g. Lifepath, Edwards Life Sciences, Irvine, CA, USA) or spring-expansion (e.g. Zenith, Cook, Bloomington, IN, USA) or as a mechanical function of ‘memory’ alloys from which the stent is constructed (e.g. Talent, World Medical Corp).

Once deployed, the columnar strength of the device assists the radial forces in stabilising the stent-graft in its position and resists its movement. In some devices, fixation may be enhanced by the addition of hooks and barbs to the proximal or distal stent-graft enabling it to anchor on to the neck of aneurysm or iliac arteries. Natural healing does not contribute significantly to fixation and stent-grafts therefore rely permanently upon their mechanical properties for their stability and integrity. A section of uncovered metal stent on the top end of the device may assist fixation by increasing the frictional forces. One device (Zenith, Cook) incorporates a proximal uncovered stent with hooks intended to cross the renal artery ostia and engage into the relatively healthy suprarenal aorta for additional fixation.

The columnar strength of a device depends on its construction. Some devices (e.g. AneuRx, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) comprise metal rings which articulate with each other throughout its height providing high columnar strength. Devices with stents at fixation sites only, with the fabric tube unsupported in the middle, have negligible columnar strength and depend entirely on radial forces and hooks for fixation. Other devices contain partially articulating struts or vertical wire frames to provide columnar strength of intermediate and variable degree.

Most devices are bifurcated but straight tube designs intended for endoluminal aorto-uni-iliac use are available. Bifurcated design is preferred since aorto-uni-iliac repair requires an additional femoro-femoral bypass. Some bifurcated models are available as a single piece. The more frequently used modular construction allows customisation of the device to utilise the anatomy fully, to extend applicability of EVAR to a wider range of aneurysms and in some cases to facilitate accurate deployment. Modular systems are made up of two or three components which can be docked and deployed to construct a bifurcated device in vivo. A major disadvantage of modular devices is the potential for disjunction of the modular parts.

**Device failure**

Materials that are known to be safe for implantation into humans have been adopted for the fabrication of stent-grafts. The physiological conditions within an aortic aneurysm, however, such as the constant pulsation, the haemodynamic forces, host reaction, etc., have proved to be detrimental to the structural integrity of the device, upon which the state of the aneurysm repair depends. Additionally, the morphology of the aneurysm sac changes following implantation of an endograft, with potential adverse impact upon both the fixation and structure of the endograft.

### Stent-graft disintegration

The approximately 30 000 000 pulsations a year to which the devices are subjected increase the risk of stress fracture of the suture material bonding the stent frames together or to the fabric. Suture breakage may result in wire frame separation and dislocation, which, in turn, may lead to distortion. Consequently the columnar strength is compromised and in severe cases the basic integrity of the device may be lost.

Nitinol from which the wire frames of some devices are constructed has been shown to be susceptible to corrosion by a host reaction leading to weakening and fracture of stents. It is probable that other alloys are similarly vulnerable. Wire frames are also susceptible to stress fracture. This not only compromises the strength of the device but the sharp ends of broken wire can also come into contact with the fabric. Pulsatile movement can then result in erosion of fabric resulting in holes or tears with a risk of sudden reperfusion of the aneurysm sac (type 3 endoleak). Integrity of the flow channel of the stent-graft depends on adequate fixation between the modular components. Loss of structural integrity and distortion may cause dislocation of the contralateral limb from the main stent-graft precipitating sudden reperfusion of the aneurysm sac.

An aneurysm that has been excluded successfully shrinks in size not only in its anteroposterior (AP) and lateral diameters but also longitudinally. This may lead to kinking and buckling of the stent-graft which could lead to dislocation of limb engagement or modular separation. In addition, stent-graft distortion alters the spatial relationship between the components of the device. This, in turn, may exaggerate movement between them causing tears in the fabric, suture breakage or fracture of stent struts.

### Stent migration

The infrarenal neck of some aortic aneurysms increases in diameter at the landing zone of the stent-graft at a rate approximating 1 mm per year following stent-graft implantation. It is usual to ‘oversize’ the diameter of the device relative to that of aneurysm neck by at least 10 per cent or 3–4 mm. Therefore, one may expect to see compromise of proximal fixation and seal resulting in proximal type 1 endoleaks and stent migration 3–4 years after implantation. Aneurysmal changes in common iliac arteries resulting in widening and shortening could result in the loss of distal fixation (Irfan Raza, unpublished data).

The physiological haemodynamic forces of the aorta generate vectors due to flow channel geometry. The cephalo-caudal narrowing of the flow channel leads to a ‘wind sock effect’, the force attempting to cause distal migration of the entire device. The curvature in the stent-graft elicits a ‘hose pipe effect’ (the force that causes an open fire hose to move vigorously side to side like a snake), which encourages proximal dislocation of the iliac limb engagement and distal
migration of the proximal engagement at the neck. The haemodynamic forces are of significant magnitude and are exaggerated by curvature, angulation or kinking of the device, all of which may worsen with aneurysm shrinkage and play an important role in promoting device migration.

Figure 31.1 is a diagrammatic representation of some modes of failure of endoaortic stent-grafts. The design of these devices is under constant review and later generations of devices incorporate features intended to address these modes of failure.

**THE PROBLEMS AND THEIR INCIDENCE**

Stent-graft migration and disintegration are observed throughout the follow-up. The Kaplan–Meier curve of the incidence of migration in Figure 31.2 is derived from an analysis of 3264 patients from EUROSTAR with a mean and median follow-up of approximately 1 year. The incidence of stent-graft migration can be noted to be persistent without signs of reaching a plateau at 4 years and by then affecting nearly 12 per cent of the cohort. The mean time after EVAR to the diagnosis of migration is approximately 20 months.\(^{13}\)

Stent-graft disintegration is a progressive phenomenon with its effects once again noted throughout the late follow-up of all models. Suture breakage, detected on plain X-rays as alteration in the alignment of stent struts, is a common and universally noted finding affecting the earliest, now withdrawn, models. Fracture of metal struts is also a common finding. Secondary mid-graft endoleaks due to stent-graft disintegration (fabric hole or modular component dissociation), a finding that can be used as a surrogate measure of serious disintegration, shows a steady incidence affecting 21.6 per cent of the cohort by 5 years (Figure 31.3).

**Consequences of device failure**

Stent migration or disintegration may not show any immediate effects and may lead to complacency in dealing with these failures in their early stages. Haemodynamic isolation of the aneurysm sac, which is the aim of stent-graft repair, should aim at isolating the sac not only from blood flow but also from systemic blood pressure. Endotension, the phenomenon of pressurisation of the stent-grafted aneurysm sac, denotes a risk of rupture. Pressure can be transmitted through thrombus\(^{15}\) and through fixation sites with inadequate overlap in the absence of a detectable endoleak. In general, a 10 mm overlap is considered the...
essential minimum for an adequate seal. The consequences of ‘silent’ pressurisation of the sac may not be detectable straight away by the routine means of surveillance but may only appear as an enlarging sac over time.\textsuperscript{16,17} An enlarging aneurysm sac with a migrating stent-graft and inadequate seal is at risk of precipitous graft related endoleak and ensuing rupture. Even an aneurysm that has been shown to be shrinking, however, may be at risk if there is evidence of increasing distortion of the stent-graft and compromise of the seal due to stent-graft disintegration or migration.\textsuperscript{18} Endoleak due to migration or disintegration is a late finding and indicates that the ideal time for intervention has already been missed. Poor fixation, catastrophic migration and disintegration of the stent-graft have been incriminated in reports of late ruptures.\textsuperscript{19} An aneurysm sac may undergo atrophy following successful exclusion and a sudden reperfusion may render it more liable to rupture than it might have been prior to exclusion. Current surveillance methods are limited by their inability to demonstrate directly the presence or absence of endotension. The time interval between the surveillance scans, according to current schedules, also means that an adverse development could go undetected for as long as nearly a year and, more significantly, may lead to a catastrophe before it can be detected. Patients with subtle or early changes of stent migration or disintegration are at higher risk of such an event and call for the adoption of flexible surveillance schedules permitting more frequent investigation in selected patients.

Since the mechanisms of device failure related to material fatigue and the morphological changes in the aneurysm sac take time to evolve, inevitably, it also takes time to evaluate each new device or malfunction of that device. For this reason it is essential that all patients treated with aortic endografts for repair of an aneurysm are subjected to lifelong surveillance.

**Risk factors**

Analysis of EUROSTAR data has revealed a number of statistically significant risk factors associated with migration.\textsuperscript{13,20} The association may not be causal for each factor and the mechanisms by which the risk factors could possibly be associated with device failure are not discussed here.

**Risk factors for the development of migration\textsuperscript{6,20}**

- Patient factors
  - Smoking
  - Hypertension
  - Higher ASA (American Society of Anesthesiologists) class
- Graft related feature
  - Higher proximal diameter

**DIAGNOSIS**

Diagnosis of device failure in its early stages is dependent upon an adequate programme of postoperative surveillance.

**Clinical manifestations**

Migration and stent-graft disintegration occur insidiously and, initially, may not be associated with any symptoms or signs until rupture ensues.\textsuperscript{21} The majority of stent-graft failures are detected on routine surveillance imaging. Absence of symptoms or signs does not signify adequacy of stent-graft function or integrity.

**Investigations**

**PLAIN RADIOGRAPHY**

Plain X-rays may demonstrate evidence of suture breakage by showing misalignment of metal struts of adjacent stent rings. Breakages and dislocations of metal struts and fractures of hooks and barbs may also be seen well on plain X-rays. The anatomical relationship of the stent-graft to bony landmarks serves as a guide in evaluating changes in stent-graft position over time. Plain radiographs should be performed in four planes: AP, lateral and oblique views from both directions. A methodical assessment of all sets of plain radiographs taken since implantation is necessary in order to discern the subtle changes. Lateral views reconstructed from computed tomography (CT) images eliminate inconsistencies due to variable centring and projection. Good understanding of the radiological appearances of stent disintegration and migration is crucial to utilising the plain X-rays to the fullest. Subtle findings can easily go unnoticed.

**COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY**

Dual-phase CT scan provides detailed information regarding the morphology of the aneurysm and the presence or absence of an endoleak and is currently the mainstay of surveillance. The position of the stent-graft can be determined accurately in relation to anatomical landmarks such as the ostia of visceral arteries in order to diagnose migration. The extent and adequacy of overlap at the landing zones can be assessed precisely to establish the quality of seal. Three-dimensional reconstruction of images using a workstation provides useful information in specific circumstances.
Migration of subtle degree between each interval can add up to significant levels over time. Therefore, a review of all previous imaging is necessary at each evaluation rather than simply comparing the most recent CTs to the immediately preceding set.

ANGIOGRAPHY

Angiography is not an appropriate tool for routine surveillance. The indications for diagnostic angiography should be considered for each patient on the merits of the situation. Examples of such indications include the enlarging aneurysm where there is plain X-ray evidence of borderline fixation or structural deformation and deterioration of a stent-graft sufficient to suspect that a fabric hole might have occurred but remained undetected on CT.

ULTRASOUND SCAN

Duplex ultrasound scan, enhanced with microbubble contrast media can provide useful information regarding the presence or absence of endoleak. Being an operator dependent investigation, however, it is not specific or sensitive enough to replace CT even in the diagnosis of endoleak. The major limitation remains the poor quality of information obtained regarding changing sac and stent-graft morphology and migration.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is free from ionising radiation and is performed with or without intravenous contrast and functional measurements such as renal perfusion can also be made. A major proportion of patients will be unsuitable due to the magnetic properties of the device used, the presence of metal implants such as cardiac pacemakers or in cases of claustrophobia. The anatomical detail obtained is also limited. For these reasons, MRI is not used as a tool of routine surveillance and has a limited role in investigation.

MANAGEMENT

General principles

Complications of stent-graft migration and disintegration may be detected on routine surveillance in apparently asymptomatic patients. Since the consequences of delayed diagnosis are potentially serious, even fatal, there is a need for a methodical and organised surveillance system. A fail-safe arrangement to ensure patient compliance with surveillance protocol and prompt review of results is therefore essential.

Minor structural failures such as suture or strut breakage are very common. While not compromising the overall repair on their own, they may be harbingers of further and more serious failure later. Severe disruption of stent-graft integrity may lead to rupture of the aneurysm by causing graft related endoleak either directly or through stent-graft migration. It is important to recognise that any degree of migration is a significant finding and points to a compromise in fixation even if an ‘adequate seal’ is maintained at the time of examination. Migration may not progress at a uniform rate, and the possibility that a minor degree of migration may appear as a forerunner of precipitous loss of fixation, should be considered when management plans are made.

The risk of unintended conversion to open repair due to complications during a secondary intervention needs to be assessed in each patient and preoperative assessment performed accordingly.

Selection and timing of secondary intervention

Late ruptures continue to occur despite a high incidence of secondary interventions. Evidence pointing to the importance of stent-graft migration and disintegration is clear and growing stronger. This suggests that currently accepted indications and timing of secondary intervention are inappropriate or require modification. The hitherto conventional focus on endoleaks should be shifted towards ensuring stent-graft integrity and stability so that earlier and more selective secondary interventions could be undertaken before secondary type 1 or type 3 endoleaks appear. Such early remedy could be expected to reduce the incidence of catastrophic device failure. Some factors to be considered when deciding secondary interventions in the absence of an associated endoleak are listed in below and in the algorithm in Figure 31.4.

Considerations in endograft failure when not associated with consequent endoleak

- Suture breakage without severe or multiple metal ring dislocations is unlikely to compromise integrity of the system
- Multiple metal ring breaks or dislocations can threaten the structural integrity
- ‘Landing zones’ shorter than 10 mm are prone to dislocation and consequent endoleak or development of endotension
- Risk is worsened in all the above if associated with stent-graft angulation or kinking
- Loss of proximal or mid-graft seal can be more serious than loss of distal seal
- Any migration is significant and may be followed by precipitous loss of fixation
Late conversion has been reported to be associated with considerable postoperative morbidity and mortality. That, combined with the fact that the majority of secondary interventions are feasible via the transfemoral route, meant that late conversion has been considered to be the last resort and undertaken only when no other means of intervention is possible. In the EUROSTAR and other series, however, mortality following late conversion was confined to patients having emergency operations for rupture and elective conversion was associated with very low risk of death. When transfemoral intervention only serves as a temporary measure to ‘shore-up’ the integrity of a disintegrating stent-graft, elective conversion is likely to be the preferred option.

Stent-graft migration or disintegration may present as an acute emergency having already caused a rupture of the aneurysm and this situation requires to be dealt with along the same lines as a ruptured aortic aneurysm. Acute situations in which the aneurysm sac may be exposed to systemic blood pressure require to be treated urgently, i.e. as soon as possible, even if there are no symptoms. Modular dislocation endoleaks, perigraft endoleak and graft-hole endoleak are examples of this.

ENDOVASCULAR SECONDARY INTERVENTIONS

Technical considerations

Most secondary interventions can be accomplished via the transfemoral route but they can be challenging and frequently call for a very high degree of expertise, dexterity and catheter skills. The aim is to deploy a covered stent to restore stent-graft integrity and haemodynamic ‘seal’. A gap between dissociated modular components or a gap between stent-graft and native vessel may be bridged with a covered stent (Figure 31.5). Similarly, fabric holes can be covered and ‘landing zones’ of fixation sites extended with stent extensions. Deployment of a new complete stent-graft system within a failing stent-graft has also been undertaken on rare occasions. Conversion of a bifurcated into an aorto-uni-iliac reconstruction is also a useful approach in some circumstances, e.g. a modular disconnection that could not be repaired directly. Knowledge about the device in situ and current anatomy, forward planning of access and route of deployment are essential. A vast array of catheters, guidewires and techniques could be drawn from but a comprehensive account of their technical details is not within the scope of this chapter.

Practical considerations

The requirement for sophisticated imaging with a digital subtraction facility, access to a wide array of disposables used for catheter techniques, aseptic conditions and facilities for anaesthesia demand a highly sophisticated environment for these procedures. The exact location of such facilities depends on the hospital. It is common for short percutaneous transfemoral procedures such as iliac limb extensions to be performed in the interventional radiology suite under local anaesthetic. Longer or complex procedures, those that require surgical exposure of access vessels, interventions requiring regional or general anaesthesia and those with some risk of conversion are best undertaken in operating theatres with imaging facilities.

Conversion to conventional repair

Conversion is indicated for late rupture and also when other forms of secondary intervention are not feasible. All

---

**Figure 31.4 Algorithm of management of stent-graft migration**
Fit patients with severe structural failure or migration of stent-graft, where other forms of secondary intervention may serve only as a temporary measure (Figure 31.6), should be considered for an elective conversion to conventional repair.

Assessment of fitness for such major surgery should include objective assessment of cardiorespiratory status in addition to baseline blood tests and electrocardiography. Spirometry for respiratory function and echocardiography or multiple gated acquisition scan (MUGA) scan for estimation of left ventricular ejection fraction ought to be carried out. Arterial blood gases, echocardiography, creatinine clearance, etc., could be considered depending on individual circumstances.

The aorta at and above the upper limit of the stent-graft needs to be evaluated carefully by preoperative imaging to ascertain the level of aortic cross-clamping. A suprarenal aortic clamp is frequently required and on occasions, a supraceliac clamp. The risk of renal failure and the need for dialysis is relatively high. Technical difficulties in the removal of the stent-graft, as a result of incorporation of the uncovered stent-graft into native vessels and the effects of fixation barbs or hooks, should be expected. Wire cutters should be available for cutting the struts.

**Conclusions**

Until completely durable devices become available, EVAR patients will remain at a lifelong risk of device failure with migration and disintegration, leading to secondary endoleak and late rupture. With the conventional primary focus on endoleaks, the diagnosis of subtle but incremental development of migration or deterioration of graft integrity is often overlooked and the consequences may be disastrous. There is a need to re-examine the indications and timing of secondary interventions to eliminate the risk of late rupture. Transfemoral interventions are
adequate in extending the seal or in bridging defects and are usually feasible in the majority of patients. Although late conversion is technically challenging, it should be considered in all patients with severe stent-graft disintegration or migration, where endoluminal interventions may only be able to offer a temporary solution. Actual or imminent loss of seal requires urgent intervention. Long-term solutions lie in alterations in the stent-graft design and construction to impart stronger fixation and resistance to structural deterioration.
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Atheroembolism results from the release of cholesterol rich atheromatous debris from an ulcerated aorta or an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) into the systemic arterial circulation. Atheroembolism is a rare condition, but it is becoming more common with the growing indications for endovascular procedures and increasing numbers of candidates undergoing them. At the same time, an ageing population represents a rising incidence of atheromatous 'shaggy' aortas and aneurysms warranting treatment. The technical feasibility of endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) has been conclusively established, with many centres reporting the successful exclusion of AAAs by endoprostheses. The surgical community has also enthusiastically embraced this new technology because it offers potentially significant advantages over conventional aneurysm repair in that it avoids transperitoneal or retroperitoneal interventions, general anaesthesia and prolonged aortic clamping while also ensuring rapid recovery.

In spite of the potential advantages of EVAR, early reports documented a high incidence of perioperative complications and mortality in excess of 5 per cent. Parodi et al., Gitlitz et al. and Thompson et al. reported cases of massive microembolism as a significant complication of this technique with an incidence of 4–17 per cent, all invariably fatal cases. In contrast, however, several other representative series failed to document evidence of peripheral microembolism which suggests that this complication may be related either to technique or the device used. The fact that even those who reported such incidents did so in the early stages of their experience, and were no longer experiencing them, shows that it was at least partly to do with a learning curve or perhaps better patient selection. The aim of this chapter is to discuss our experience of treating patients who suffered atheroembolism and offer our approach in averting this serious complication in endovascular procedures.

AETIOLOGY/PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Atheroembolism consists of cholesterol crystal microemboli which generally occlude arterioles of 200–900 μm calibre, often leading to the development of the typical blue toe syndrome (Fig. 32.1), in which arterial occlusions are located at the level of the digital arteries of the feet. This atheromatous embolism syndrome is a frequently misdiagnosed, and sometimes unrecognised, condition the true incidence and consequences of which are unknown, and although often clinically silent, associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Clinically it may present in a variety of ways. Atheroembolism may be spontaneous but it sometimes occurs after lifting weights, coughing or tenesmus, although it is definitely more frequently observed during or after open aortic interventions, endovascular procedures and anticoagulant or thrombolytic therapy. During the latter, the blue toe syndrome may occur at any time but, typically, it does so within 4–12 weeks of having been started. The mechanism of embolism is presumed to be due to unsuccessful fibrin apposition and loosening of fresh thrombus at ulcerated plaques, but it may also be precipitated by sudden haemorrhage into plaques, leading to
their disruption. Data suggesting that anticoagulant therapy causes embolism, however, are not overwhelmingly convincing.

Atheroembolism can be a serious complication associated with procedures undertaken for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. In a retrospective study of autopsy findings of patients who died soon after coronary angiography, almost 30 per cent were found to have evidence of atheroembolism. In contrast, in 70 age-matched patients with diffuse atherosclerotic disease, but no history of having undergone endoluminal procedures, the incidence of atheroembolism was only 4.3 per cent.

Thromboembolic complications are relatively uncommon after surgical AAA repair but they have been reported in many series of endoluminal treatment. While perioperative mortality in patients undergoing conventional AAA repair is primarily cardiac, in those subjected to the endoluminal approach it is mainly associated with local or vascular complications. One of them, namely, massive microembolism, is a devastating complication and proved to be fatal in over 90 per cent of affected patients. In some initial series, including ours, one of the most important causes of perioperative death was related to diffuse embolism during endograft deployment.

MECHANISMS

The mechanism of thromboembolism is probably related to intrasac manipulation by large and rigid devices dislodging laminated thrombus lining the sac of the aneurysm. Most endovascular teams witnessed massive microembolism during their early experience of inserting endografts. With bilateral distal clamping, the debris loosened by guidewires and catheters is rapidly dispersed in retrograde fashion upwards into the visceral and renal arteries with devastating results. When we reviewed our cases of atheroembolism it became clear that large and tortuous aneurysms have a potentially higher likelihood of causing this problem. First, that is probably because in advancing the guidewire from the femoral artery into the aorta and then into the proximal neck, the operator is negotiating the device through a tortuous chamber often lined with friable material which can become dislodged by those manoeuvres. In large aneurysms especially, therefore, it is advisable to insert the guidewire percutaneously via the brachial artery or, better still, a floating balloon mounted on a wire, as will be discussed later. A second possible cause of atheroembolism applies to large aneurysms which create the necessity of adding extensions to lengthen the device or to cover any type of endoleak. In short, the more intravascular manipulations performed, the greater the risk for dislodgement of material and embolism.

A new generation of endografts has evolved of greater flexibility and of slimmer profile compared with initial models. These changes in design are also probably responsible for the lower incidence of atheroembolism in more recently reported series.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

A variety of clinical manifestations are observed in atheroembolism, most commonly involving the lower limbs. The condition may be heralded by hypertension, pain and a livedo reticularis pattern on the abdomen and lower extremities, cyanosis, discoloration, blue toes, gangrene, and later, ulceration. These features of embolism to dermal vessels generally appear on the buttocks, thighs, legs and feet (see Fig. 32.1). They are painful lesions caused by focal ischaemia, recognisable by their purplish discoloration and surrounding petechial haemorrhages, and present in spite of palpable foot pulses. If left untreated, the natural history of microembolism of the extremities is one of repetitive such events; more than 50 per cent of patients develop further complications and nearly 40 per cent experience some degree of tissue loss. Long term follow-up shows that up to 20 per cent of these patients will die within a year of the initial event.

The most common clinical manifestation of visceral atheroembolism is diffuse abdominal pain, distension, paralytic ileus and bleeding. In cases of renal atheroembolism the clinical picture is one of hypertension, fever, eosinophilia and acute renal failure.

The diagnosis of atheroembolism is made having first anticipated that possibility, recognising the symptoms and signs and confirming the source of embolism by appropriate imaging. In most cases, colour duplex scans, transoesophageal echocardiography and computed tomography (CT) scans are of value in defining the territory responsible.

Figure 32.1 Embolisation to the dermal vessels with areas of focal ischaemia, purplish discolouration of the skin and surrounding petechial haemorrhages (blue toe syndrome)
Keen and Yao describe the following CT findings in patients who suffered spontaneous atheroembolism from an AAA: irregular luminal surface, multiple lumens, heterogeneity of thrombus, calcification within the thrombus, fissures extending from the lumen into the thrombus and non-contiguous areas of intraluminal thrombus.14

**MANAGEMENT**

Treatment should be directed towards three goals: removal of the source of atheromatous debris, symptomatic care of the end organ wherein the emboli are located and risk factor modification to prevent re-embolism and progression of the disease.

Medical management described in the literature includes the use of heparin, dextran, papaverine, urokinase and vasodilators, among other agents. Unfortunately, the results have not been uniformly satisfactory. Atheroembolism often produces tissue loss and even death. Since 1985, in our institution, we have treated patients with severe lower extremity microembolism by means of intra-arterial prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) infusion.15 The encouraging results achieved with PGE1 in Buergers disease (see Chapter 42) induced us to try the drug in cases of severe atheroembolism.

Kurzock and Lieb discovered prostaglandins in 1930. Von Euler in 1934 coined the term prostaglandin because he mistook the substance for the secretory product of the prostate. Prostaglandin E1 has several biological properties which make it a suitable drug for maintaining patency of the microcirculation. Prostanoids have been used extensively in Europe for the treatment of peripheral arterial disease (prostacyclin PGI2, PGE1, and the chemically stable prostacyclin analogue, iloprost). PGI2 is chemically unstable and needs to be administered at high pH, which also has the potential of causing vascular damage. Prostaglandin E1 is used intra-arterially because one passage through the lung inactivates almost 70–90 per cent of the drug.

The treatment of microembolism itself should be considered if the effects are severe enough to cause tissue loss or uncontrollable pain, but attention should also be given to eliminating the cause. A trial, started in 1985, using intra-arterial PGE1 in 29 patients admitted to our clinic with the diagnosis of blue toe syndrome caused by severe atheroembolism, has been reported.15 All the following criteria had to be satisfied for inclusion in that trial: persistent pain resistant to medication, severe ischaemia with risk of tissue loss but with distal pulses or a positive Doppler signal present. Patients with asymptomatic or mild symptoms of microembolism were not included in the series and treatment was directed solely at dealing with its source. In 19 patients the source of microembolism was an AAA, occurring spontaneously in nine, during open repair in four, secondary to endoluminal treatment in five and due to diagnostic instrumentation in one. In six of these patients the emboli had come from an atherosclerotic ‘shaggy’ aorta, and in another from a limited ulcer which was activated by anticoagulant therapy. In addition to this cohort, three other patients who developed atheroembolism were treated: one from poststenotic dilatation of the subclavian artery as a component of the thoracic outlet syndrome, another from a popliteal artery aneurysm and one from iliac stenosis.

The source of microembolism was defined by contrast-enhanced CT scan or angiography. Pathological studies of skin and muscle were carried out in only two patients. Clinical presentation included all or some of the following features: severe limb pain, livedo reticularis and lesions with serpiginous edges, elevated serum levels of creatinine phosphokinase (CPK), abdominal pain, uncontrolled hypertension, renal failure requiring dialysis, weight loss and paraparesis.

Once the decision to treat the patient was made, a 3 Fr multiperforated catheter was placed in the popliteal artery, most frequently inserted via the contralateral femoral artery. That allowed us to combine a urokinase infusion (bolus 300 000 U at an infusion rate of 60 000–100 000 U per hour) with 250 μg of alprostadil (Prolisina VR 0.5 mg/mL, Upjohn, Pururs, Belgium) diluted in 250 mL of normal saline solution administered as a continuous infusion over a period of 2–4 hours, the rate adjusted to the patient’s tolerance of vasodilator effects of the latter in terms of discomfort and even pain. The infusion was repeated depending on the response, either on the same day or on subsequent days. In the series of patients presented here the total dose varied between 500 and 8000 μg of PGE1.

**RESULTS**

Twenty-nine patients, men of average age 71 years (58–78), were treated as follows: by AAA conventional repair (n = 6), AAA endoluminal treatment (n = 6), aortobifemoral bypass (n = 9), resection of cervical rib (n = 1), resection of popliteal aneurysm (n = 1), iliac stenting (n = 1) and axillo-bifemoral bypass (n = 2). The remaining three high risk patients were treated only medically. Treatment with PGE1 preceded that of the source of embolism by several days (4–18 days).

In three of the cases of massive microembolism caused by endoluminal treatment of AAAs, the intra-arterial injection of PGE1 only provided temporary and partial improvement in skin perfusion. Two patients died of multiorgan failure (see Chapters 2 and 4), and one of them suffered spinal cord injury with paraparesis. Primitive endovascular devices were inserted in three of the patients with AAA. Neither visceral nor renal embolism was recorded with the new generation of devices, all of which were of a slimmer profile and much more flexible and only three patients who received them developed distal embolism.
One AAA patient with recurrent lower limb and renal microembolism, receiving dialysis for anuria, was successfully treated with a stent-graft after the distal ischaemia had been relieved by PGE1. Immediately after excluding the aneurysm, urine production recommenced, but unfortunately he suffered massive fatal pulmonary embolism a few days later. In this group 30-day mortality was 25 per cent. The side effects and complications of treatment were minimal.

Recovery from renal failure occurring immediately after aneurysm exclusion was achieved in two patients, one having been treated endoluminally and the other by conventional open repair, the inference being that microembolism is an important factor in renal failure. Equally, interruption of the continuous showers of microemboli improves renal function.

All other patients showed improvement in peripheral ischaemia and either had minor loss or no loss of tissue. Long term follow-up data were available for 10 patients and all had favourable outcomes.

Prostaglandin E1 is a potent vasodilator which activates fibrinolysis and inhibits leucocyte migration and activation, release of leucotrienes, oxygen free radicals and proteolytic enzymes. Prostaglandin E1 provokes platelet disaggregation and inhibits platelet release of thromboxane and 5-hydroxytryptamine. It increases deformability of red blood cells and has an antiproliferative action on vascular smooth muscle cells. In our experience of patients whose distal pulses are present despite peripheral ischaemia and tissue loss, the intra-arterial infusion of PGE1 reversed pregangrenous changes in the toes and relieved pain. Capillary filling and pain relief are evident almost immediately after the injection of PGE1. Unfortunately, there have not been any controlled trials demonstrating its efficacy.

**ENDOVASCULAR APPROACH**

In most instances, direct aortic reconstruction may be the treatment of choice in the presence of peripheral atheroembolism from an ulcerated lesion in a ‘shaggy’ or dilated aorta. Nevertheless, comorbidities, severe pulmonary disease and limited life expectancy weigh heavily against conventional aortic bypass and in favour of an alternative procedure such as EVAR. We believe that avoidance of general anaesthesia contributed to the lower rate of complications in this type of patient in whom successful postoperative weaning from mechanical ventilation might have been very difficult. In high risk patients with non-aneurysmal aortic disease conventional extra-anatomical procedures such as axillo-bifemoral bypass are acceptable alternatives.

The relation between the use of stent-grafts and microembolism deserves special comment. Atheroembolism is the most dreaded complication associated with stent-grafting and, paradoxically, endoluminal exclusion of an AAA is a rapidly emerging therapeutic tool in treating that complication. While the rigidity and the broader profile of the older devices played a significant role in atheroembolism, the most important factor determining who will or will not develop emboli is probably the severity of atherosclerotic disease in the aorta. Thompson et al., using an ultrasound based method of detecting lower limb atheroembolism, demonstrated a higher incidence of particle embolisation during endovascular repair compared with conventional aneurysm surgery. In addition, bilateral iliac artery occlusion generates turbulent flow and a net movement of those particles into the suprarenal aorta. As Lipsitz et al. demonstrated in an animal model, initial distal clamping minimises distal embolisation, but renal and/or visceral embolisation may follow. However, if outflow into one iliac artery is being maintained, embolism into that extremity is more likely to occur.

Based on these findings, we have designed our own device (Parodi Antiembolism System or PAES®; ArteriA, San Francisco Science, San Francisco, CA, USA) using a new concept which ensures protection from distal embolisation. It had been designed originally for use in the carotid territory to ensure reversal of flow during carotid angioplasty and stenting. It consists of a 7–8 Fr guiding catheter with an inverted pear-shaped balloon at the tip to occlude the common iliac artery (CIA) through which antegrade iliac flow is permitted. Flow through the CIA is achieved by an iliac-to-femoral arterio-arterial shunt connecting the guiding catheter to the distal superficial femoral artery introducer at the time the endovascular device is introduced and deployed.

To avoid dislodgement of fragments of thrombus, no wires were advanced via a femoral approach retrogradely into the aneurysm. Instead, a catheter was inserted into the aorta via the left brachial artery. Once the catheter had reached the descending aorta, a Percusurge (Percusurge Inc, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) balloon guidewire (0.014 and 0.018 inches) was inserted through the catheter and allowed to navigate freely with aortic flow down into the aneurysm. As one iliac artery had its flow interrupted by the PAES device, the catheter was directed into the chosen iliac artery; when the wire and the catheter mounted on it were felt within the exposed common femoral artery on the latter side, they were exteriorised through an arteriotomy and an extra-stiff guidewire used to replace the navigator wire. The stiff wire was finally passed up to the brachial artery introducer and gently held, creating in this way a ‘through and through’ guidewire. Applying tension on the wire, we introduced the endograft without angulation and so prevented disruption of thrombus. Further, to avoid intra-aortic manipulation in relation to contralateral stump cannulation, we prefer an aorto-uni-iliac device for this application.

In cases in which thrombus was situated at the level of the renal arteries, the Angioguard device (Angioguard Inc, Plymouth, MN, USA) was placed occluding the ostia of the superior mesenteric and renal arteries. It consists of a low
profile guidewire based, 4 Fr filter-type device which was placed in the arterial ostium, capturing and removing embolic debris while maintaining distal perfusion (Fig. 32.2).

Conclusions

Intra-arterial infusion of PGE₁ appears to be an effective treatment of severe atheroembolism when all other treatment has failed. Surgical or endoluminal treatment of the primary source of atheromatous embolism is indicated to prevent recurrence. This serious complication can be prevented by the judicious use of endoluminal diagnostic and therapeutic methods when needed. We describe two approaches for patients with distal atheroembolism in whom endoluminal exclusion of the aortic source of emboli is attempted using three different devices. In each case, the stent-graft was positioned within the infrarenal aorta preventing visceral and distal embolisation. The dilated segment of the aorta was thereby safely excluded from the circulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Through the millennia and even into the twentieth century the treatment of limb vascular injuries was confined mostly to the staunching of bleeding by cautery, styptics, compression and ligature, in order to save life. The concept of vascular repair aimed at limb preservation was reflected in very few anecdotal reports. In a letter William Hunter records the occasion when Halliwell in 1759 performed the first successful vascular repair on a lacerated brachial artery employing a farrier’s stitch. Well over a century later Murphy in Chicago reconstructed a completely transected femoral artery. Encouraging clinical and experimental reports of vein grafting began to emerge from both sides of the Atlantic during the early twentieth century.

In actual practice, however, these vascular repair techniques proved to be largely impracticable when tested during the bitter operational conditions of World War I, in which high explosives and missiles accounted for an amputation rate of 72.5 per cent.1 During World War II attempts at vascular repair were seen to be demonstrably superior to ligation, lowering the amputation rate to 35.8 per cent.2 This was at a time when the incidence of popliteal and crural artery injury was estimated to be approximately 20 per cent for each site2 and when the delay between injury and admission was approximately 10 hours. Despite the average lag time of just over 6 hours between injury and repair in the Korean War, the formal application of well documented methods of vessel reconstruction dramatically reduced lower limb amputation rate to 13 per cent.3

During the Vietnam War this striking upturn in limb salvage was maintained at 12.7 per cent.4-6 The significantly improved long term results of vascular repair in battle casualties in Vietnam, as documented in the Vietnam Vascular Registry, were attributed to evacuation by helicopter within 3 hours of injury, operation by surgeons experienced in vascular repair and the liberal use of autogenous vein grafts. Experimental work on the wounding capacity of missiles has been of immense value to clinicians managing gunshot wounds.7,8

Lessons from military experience were progressively applied to the rising incidence of limb vascular injuries in urban American civilian practice,9–15 a quarter of these involving the upper extremity. These injuries inflicted by knives and handguns are increasingly caused by automatic weapons and assault rifles in parallel with the mounting culture of gangsterism and the booming traffic in illicit drugs. Sadly, many of these assailants are juveniles and it could be argued that the portrayal of gratuitous violence or the glamorisation of brutality in the media and films, as if they were
a necessary ingredient of human existence, may well play a part in influencing the young mind. Democratic governments and caring societies deserve to place great weight on free expression and libertarian values but they also have a responsibility to ensure that these ideals are tempered by the tenets of a universal sense of morality enshrined in appropriate legislation.

In some parts of the world, such as in Northern Ireland, where terrorists, fuelled by easy access to sophisticated weaponry and poorly detected explosives, and trained in manufacturing massive crude bombs and incendiary devices, have prosecuted a sustained and indiscriminate assault on a civilian population for over a quarter of a century and have accounted for a toll of around 3500 dead and 40 000 maimed. The people of this province have endured physical suffering and grief with resilience and dignity, while the very fabric of their lives was being blighted by the systematic destruction of homes and places of work and leisure. Most of the victims resembled military casualties and were treated predominantly in the main teaching hospital the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, which assumed the responsibilities of a front line evacuation centre.16–21 Vascular injuries treated in the hospital’s regional vascular surgery unit, drew on accumulated global experience and introduced innovative approaches in operative care.

A mounting incidence of iatrogenic limb vascular injuries (see Chapters 38 and 39) complicating arterial cannulation reflects the phenomenal proliferation of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures which are a feature of modern medical practice.22–26

THE PROBLEM

Recurring regional conflicts, civil wars, terrorism, violence in large conurbations and the ceaseless toll of accidents on the roads and at work, inevitably, indicate that limb vascular injuries are here to stay. Vascular injuries, caused by a host of mechanisms, will continue to challenge the clinical acumen and operative technique of the vascular surgeon. Injuries limited to vessels alone call for sound technique of vascular repair but those that are complex also demand good judgement.

The defining features of limb vascular injury meriting the term ‘complex’, regardless of aetiology, include some of the following: high energy wounding agent; severe injury of artery and vein; damage to soft tissues including muscle and collaterals possibly with a haematoma under pressure; fractures, especially those with comminution and periosteal stripping; joint dislocation; nerve injury; varying degrees of contamination.27–30 The literature shows that vascular injuries are present in 10–48 per cent of cases of complex limb trauma and in this group amputations as high as 85 per cent have been reported.27

Some defining features of ‘complex’ limb vascular injury

- Caused by high energy trauma
- Concomitant artery and vein injured
- Transection, avulsion and damage to long vessel segments
- Atherosclerotic artery
- Fracture(s) with comminution, periosteal stripping
- Joint dislocation, closed or open
- Disruption and loss of soft tissue including collaterals
- Pressure haematoma
- Nerve injury
- Contamination of open wound

Limb vascular trauma is often accompanied by substantial blood loss and hypovolaemic hypotension, compounds the complex pathophysiological events caused by ischaemic arrest of flow. These effects, complicated further by impaired drainage due to concomitant vein injury, raise compartment pressure and may lead to the compartment syndrome, ischaemic contractures and amputation. Risk factors such as smoking, diabetes and peripheral atheroma, especially in the elderly casualty, are likely to contribute to a poor outcome. These potential sequelae can be averted by resuscitative measures and vascular repair, and time is of the essence.

Regardless of the aetiology and environment surrounding limb vessel injury, the essential principles of treatment remain the same: emergency aid at the scene, rapid transport to hospital, vigorous resuscitation, accurate diagnosis and definitive operative repair. In the complex limb vascular injury,28 especially when injuries to other systems coexist, management often demands the involvement of other disciplines. For optimum results, vascular injuries should be treated by surgeons based in hospitals with the necessary facilities and resources, and with experience in vascular reconstruction and trauma.

MECHANISMS OF INJURY

Penetrating

The circumstances surrounding an incident of penetrating vascular trauma of the limbs, namely, the type of wounding agent, the nature of the injury and the lapse of time before evacuation to hospital, will strongly influence management. Limbs are vulnerable to injury by glass splinters, metal shards, bullets, shrapnel and assorted fragments from explosive devices. These injuries range from simple contusion and puncture to complete transection of a vessel.

The upper extremity is particularly vulnerable to stab wounds in which major vessels, and very frequently elements of the brachial plexus lying in close affinity, may be
cleanly divided but with minimal other soft tissue injury. The classical self-inflicted butcher’s injury by a boning knife, which may involve the external iliac artery, the common femoral artery or its branches, is accompanied by torrential and even fatal haemorrhage.

The wounding energy of a bullet depends on its mass, its muzzle velocity and the distance it travels before impact.\(^4,7,8\) For example, a low velocity missile (approximately \(300\) m/s or \(1000\) ft/s) will ordinarily damage structures including blood vessels lying directly in its path. A missile of high velocity (around \(750–900\) m/s or \(2500–3000\) ft/s), dissipating its energy at right angles to its trajectory, creates a temporary cavitational effect of approximately \(30–40\) times the cross-sectional area of the bullet. The huge forces involved exceed the elastic limits of all tissues, including vessels, which are displaced, torn and obliterated well away from the actual path of the bullet. A humerus or tibia, for example, when struck by a high velocity missile will fragment into pieces which then behave as secondary missiles, causing further soft tissue damage (Fig. 33.1). It should be remembered that even low velocity bullets discharged at close range create a degree of cavitation. The very process of cavitation creates a suction force through the entry wound, which draws in pieces of clothing, dirt and bacteria, immediately contaminating the wound. A relatively benign entry wound conceals the severity of disruption within, but a large exit wound ought to alert the clinician.

A concentrated spread of damage by a shotgun discharged at close range produces massive damage over a wide area of soft tissue, which is often underestimated during inspection of the wounds. Shells, rockets, mortars and mines on the battlefield, and bombs and other explosive devices detonated on a busy street by the terrorist, cause injury both by the blast wave moving faster than the speed of sound, and by metal fragments, secondary missiles and falling masonry. The most common iatrogenic source of penetrating vascular trauma complicate transarterial catheterisation procedures undertaken daily by cardiologists and radiologists in modern hospital practice (see Chapter 38). Limb vascular trauma caused by high velocity missiles, bombs and shells naturally account for much higher amputation rates than those resulting from stabblings and handgun injury.

**Aetiology of penetrating injury**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sharp object</th>
<th>Assault Knife</th>
<th>Handgun</th>
<th>Rifle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>Shard of glass, metal</td>
<td>Low velocity bullet</td>
<td>High velocity bullet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shard of glass, metal</td>
<td>High velocity bullet</td>
<td>High velocity bullet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosive device</td>
<td>Bomb</td>
<td>Shrapnel, secondary missile</td>
<td>Shrapnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine</td>
<td>Shell, rocket, mortar</td>
<td>Shrapnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iatrogenic</td>
<td>Cannulating instrument</td>
<td>Sharp instrument</td>
<td>Catheter, stent, milling device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iatrogenic</td>
<td>Scalpel, nail, pin, trocar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All penetrating limb wounds in close proximity to main vessels must be viewed with suspicion, whether they occur in civilian practice or as a consequence of terrorism.

**Blunt**

Blunt vascular trauma of the limbs usually results from sudden deceleration in road traffic accidents and is frequently accompanied by other injuries. Other instances of such injury include falls from heights, lift and scaffolding crashes, as well as air, rail and mining disasters. Such trauma is often of greater severity than that observed on
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the battlefield and is likely to endanger the limb. Femoral shaft fractures (Fig. 33.2) and fracture dislocations of the knee, for example, carry a 10–40 per cent incidence of vascular injury and the amputation rates are correspondingly of the order of 32–85 per cent. The immense shearing forces generated by the sudden violent angulation and fracture of long bones cause disruption of adjacent vessels indirectly at points of relative fixity or directly by sharp bone fragments. The avulsive forces in operation, particularly in posterior dislocations of the knee, result in the tearing of all tissues, during which process the layers of the artery, beginning with the intima, disrupt progressively. Notoriously, and not infrequently, such a popliteal injury may not be detected because the examining clinician fails to realise that the dislocated knee tends to reduce spontaneously.

Injuries of the popliteal trifurcation and the crural arteries account for 10 per cent of civilian vascular trauma. In the most severe type IIIc open fractures, extensive damage to bone, soft tissue and long segments of artery, vein and collaterals as well as contamination, combine to bring about the inevitably high amputation rates. The severity of the associated bony injury in vascular trauma significantly influences outcome as a result of problems of bony union and of complications such as compartment syndrome and infection, which often lead to amputation.

Amputation rates directly related to multiple crural artery injury are not easily found among available reports, which, in most cases, record short term results following arterial ligation rather than repair. A low velocity missile such as the plastic bullet has been known to cause non-penetrating lower limb vascular trauma.

The high frequency of associated brachial plexus injury, particularly in blunt avulsive trauma involving the proximal upper limb, may account for a prolonged, and often unsuccessful, functional recovery of the limb.

Figure 33.2 Angiogram shows occluded femoral artery (arrowed) in deceleration injury of the lower limb

Aetiology of blunt injury

- Deceleration injury (high velocity)
  - Road traffic accident
  - Rail, air crash
  - Fall
  - Lift, scaffolding collapse
- Torsion, avulsion (low velocity)
  - Sports injury
- Crush injury (falling masonry, etc.)
  - Accident, explosions
  - Mining disaster
  - Natural disaster, earthquake

Crushing

Crush injuries of the limbs caused by falling masonry were sustained, notoriously, during the two world wars, but they have been observed in civilian life following natural disasters such as earthquakes, bombs detonated by terrorists and in road traffic, farm, rail, mining and industrial accidents. The progression of the crush syndrome, significantly causing renal failure, can be accelerated by concomitant injury and thrombosis of the main limb artery, especially if it happens to be atherosclerotic.

Iatrogenic

Iatrogenic injuries in general are dealt with in detail in Chapters 38–40, but the following alludes to those aspects related to limb trauma.

The rising incidence of injuries of the femoral, axillary and brachial arteries, as a consequence of invasive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, reflects the scale of such...
practice in vascular, radiology and cardiology departments over the past two to three decades and accounts for a significant proportion of civilian vascular trauma. Angiography and cardiac catheterisation together are responsible for 60–76 per cent of all iatrogenic vascular injuries,25,26 which have accelerated in proportion to the steep rise in the number and range of interventional vascular procedures (see Chapters 24, 30–32 and 38–40). Doctors in general, and certainly those undertaking surgical, radiological and other associated disciplines, must be cognisant of the inherent vascular risks and medicolegal implications (see Chapter 10) of those procedures.

These iatrogenic complications may be the result of poor judgement, erroneous or unskilled technique, inaccurate identification of anatomical structures or misinterpretation of X-ray films. In contrast, difficult interventional procedures, such as percutaneous balloon angioplasty, stenting, thrombolysis and atherectomy, represent an increasingly attractive alternative to surgery. The complications include bleeding, thromboembolism, intimal injury and dissection, false aneurysms and arteriovenous fistulae, and catheter retention, all of which are more common in the atherosclerotic femoral artery.

The transaxillary approach, fortunately rarely used, invites the risk of damage to elements of the brachial plexus. The transbrachial approach, still popular in some cardiology units, may cause problems through intimal dissection, thrombosis and later stenosis following repair of an arteriotomy, but an extensive collateral circulation around the elbow protects distal flow. In cases of pre-existing superficial femoral artery occlusive disease, damage to the profunda femoris artery during cannulation, and therefore to the only remaining major source of flow to the lower extremity, may result in amputation. The use of the intra-aortic balloon pump employed in the support of the failing heart, following either acute myocardial infarction or cardiopulmonary bypass, may itself cause iliac and aortic dissection, thromboembolism, perforation and false aneurysm formation.46

Damage to the femoral vessels in the groin during surgery for varicose veins occurs recurrently and is attributable either to poor technique or to a lack of awareness of the anatomical anomalies affecting this vasculature. Arterial flow to the legs is also likely to be impaired by iatrogenic injury to the major retroperitoneal vessel trunks during laparoscopic gynaecological interventions, cholecystectomy and herniorrhaphy (see Chapter 40).

A number of orthopaedic procedures, particularly in the elderly and possibly atherosclerotic patient, can cause arterial injury. Chief among these is the ubiquitous total hip replacement, during which the external iliac and common femoral arteries may be injured directly by injudicious retraction of the incised capsule, or indirectly by the exothermic reaction caused by extrusion of the polymer used in preparing the acetabular base. The femoral, and in particular the deep femoral vessels, are also potentially vulnerable to injury during osteotomy for congenital dislocation of the hip, subtrochanteric osteotomy and osteosynthesis of an intrtrochanteric fracture. The popliteal vessels may be damaged during lateral meniscectomy or knee replacement. During lumbar disc surgery lower limb flow may be compromised in the rare event of injury to the aortoiliofemoral and iliacaval systems which may demand immediate intervention.

In all these instances of suspected or evident iatrogenic arterial injury, a vascular surgeon must be sought immediately if serious sequelae are to be averted; these cases are potentially of medicolegal interest and therefore, must be carefully documented.

**Irradiation**

Arteries within an irradiated field might occasionally undergo dramatic necrosis and potentially fatal rupture of the wall, but this is an unusual complication of excessive dosage and is rarely observed in current practice. More commonly, early injury to the endothelium and internal elastic lamina can be followed over the next few weeks by fibrosis of the media and inflammation of the adventitia.47 With the passage of time the features of irradiation injury may be indistinguishable from those of atherosclerosis. Irradiation injury to the subclavian–axillary system may complicate treatment of breast cancer, and that of the iliofemoral arterial system during treatment of tumours of the ovary, cervix and testis. Symptoms of impairment of flow and even of critical limb ischaemia may ensue many years later.48

**MORPHOLOGY OF VESSEL INJURY**

It is important to establish precisely the nature of the arterial injury of an extremity for appropriate treatment and repair.49 Cases of traumatic spasm of an artery are rare, and in most such instances at least some endothelial damage and contusion of the adventitia is present. More importantly, a diagnosis of traumatic arterial spasm engenders inactivity, which can be perilous if a limb-threatening arterial injury exists. Blunt injury of a vessel, or occasionally its proximity to the path of a bullet, may cause thrombosis in continuity. A frequent sequel to injury is intimal fracture, which may progress to an intimal flap developing into a major dissection with intramural bleeding and eventual occlusion, especially if the tear is circumferential.

Bleeding from a laceration, whether clean or ragged, may lead to swift exsanguination because the vessel is unable to contract circumferentially. If bleeding occurs internally, an enlarging haematoma within fascial and bony confines will raise intracompartamental pressure to levels which can occlude the artery. Alternatively, blood may continue to force its way into an organising haematoma to form a false aneurysm lined by endothelium within which thrombus
A false aneurysm may also develop in association with a fistula (Fig. 33.7). If the rate of arteriovenous shunting is marked, a high output cardiac state will manifest itself in due course.

If a vessel is transected, either cleanly by a knife or by a high velocity missile or shrapnel, the free ends constrict, retract and are usually sealed by a plug of thrombus. In a traction injury, classically observed in posterior dislocations of the knee, the avulsive forces involved relentlessly stretch the intima, which then fractures and curls back on itself, to be followed similarly by disruption of the media and adventitia, and as the ends retract, thrombosis ensures occlusion; on clinical examination there may be very little external evidence of the vascular injury.

**Morphology of arterial injury**

- Traumatic spasm, contusion
- Intimal fracture, flap
- Dissection, intramural bleeding
- Thrombosis in continuity
- Puncture, laceration
- Occlusion by pressure haematoma
- False aneurysm
- Arteriovenous fistula
- Transection, traction and avulsion
Complex biochemical and cellular pathophysiological mechanisms provoked by limb vascular injury (see Chapter 2) bring about ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) of the muscles.50–63 Arterial injury arrests distal flow and results in ischaemia, tissue hypoperfusion and hypoxia. Striated muscle is vulnerable to continued warm ischaemia, and after 6–8 hours, depending on level of injury, collateral flow and the degree of hypovolaemic shock leads in most cases to myonecrosis and amputation.17,56 Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels deplete, xanthine dehydrogenase is converted to xanthine oxidase causing a rise in hypoxanthine and xanthine. With reperfusion of ischaemic tissue oxygen free radicals are generated51–54,57–60 liberating pro-inflammatory mediators which cause neutrophil activation and adhesion, and by lipid peroxidation and directly attacking endothelial cell membranes, the permeability of the microvasculature rises,58–63 bringing about muscle oedema and the ‘no-reflow phenomenon’.64 Arachidonic acid is metabolised under the action of phospholipase A₂ producing potent vasoactive eicosanoids such as thromboxane A₂, prostaglandins and leucotrienes which strongly mediate in the pathophysiology of IRI.50 The intensity of this process of IRI is directly proportional to the duration of preceding ischaemia, and will dictate the degree of muscle oedema and consequent necrosis and loss of function.53,54
The injurious effects of IRI on gut mucosa, where xanthine oxidase is freely available, produce a general release of cytokines and bacterial translocation. (see Chapters 2 and 3) Portal and systemic endotoxaemia and the sepsis syndrome are not infrequent sequelae. The pulmonary consequences of IRI resemble acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) manifested by raised microvascular permeability and neutrophil sequestration. Cardiac effects include myocardial depression, hyperkalaemic dysrhythmias and even cardiac arrest. Oxygen free radicals are also implicated in IRI of cerebral tissue. The remote systemic ramifications of IRI may bring about MODS progressing to MOF and death (see Chapter 4).

Oedema and raised pressures within inelastic fascial compartments rise more steeply in severe bone and soft tissue injury, and may reach levels which obstruct flow through the main arteries. It has been proved clearly at our centre that delay or failure to ensure outflow through an injured vein, either by clamping or ligation, not only exacerbates the effects of IRI in leg muscle, but also causes remote lung injury characterised by non-cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. The sequelae of compartment syndrome, microvascular stasis and thrombosis, aseptic muscle necrosis, ischaemic nerve palsy, Volkmann contracture and amputation inevitably follow unless timely and effective fasciotomy is undertaken.

The adverse effects of IRI can be further aggravated by bacterial contamination, usually by Gram-positive cocci and Gram-negative cocci and bacilli, some of which act synergistically to cause cellulitis or fasciitis, leaving an underlying repair open to breakdown and secondary haemorrhage. The anaerobic environment of ischaemic tissue facilitates the regeneration of clostridial spores (Clostridium welchii, C. novyi and C. septicum) to produce gas gangrene (Fig. 33.8), with its classic features of tense oedema, crepitus, frothy brown watery exudate, brick-red necrotic muscle, toxæmia and cardiovascular collapse. Such an outcome is possible in cases of prolonged ischaemia due to delay in exploration, suboptimal wound care in complex trauma, ligation of vessels and compartmental hypertension.

Superinfection, particularly by Pseudomonas aeruginosa, of fasciotomy incisions undertaken to relieve the effects of IRI raises the likelihood of amputation. That is even truer of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) which plagues wound sites in vascular surgical departments around the world.

**INITIAL MANAGEMENT**

The wounding energy dissipated on impact strongly dictates the nature and extent of injury to blood vessels and other structures and consequently the degree of risk to life, organ and limb. In cases of major injury, survival is determined by speed of resuscitation at the scene, en route to hospital, in the accident and emergency department and in the operating theatre, in concert with definitive surgery.

In the exsanguinating, and especially in the multiply injured patient, standard resuscitative measures are taken to ensure airway, ventilation, and correction of hypovolaemic shock. Control of external bleeding in the upper limb is easy given the superficial anatomical position of the arteries. Digital compression and the use of pad and bandage is the best option in the leg; the blind application of arterial forceps or clamps, particularly by the inexperienced, compounds vessel damage and endangers adjacent nerves. A poorly applied tourniquet will accelerate bleeding and if too tight or not released in time will cause permanent damage to vessel and nerve.

Information should be sought from the patient or associates, for example, about the nature of the wounding agent, the muzzle velocity of a gun and the distance from which it was fired, the amount of blood lost, and the time interval between

---

**Pathophysiological sequelae of arterial injury**

- Ischaemia, hypoperfusion, hypoxia
- Hypovolaemic shock, vasoconstriction
- Ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI)
- Systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS)
- Remote injury to gut, lung, heart, kidneys, liver, brain
- Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS)
- Multiple organ failure (MOF)

---

**Figure 33.8** Penetrating trauma causing gas gangrene
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injury and commencement of treatment. In all penetrating injuries, tetanus toxoid, prophylactic cefuroxime and metronidazole are administered routinely and, if gas gangrene seems likely, specific antitoxin therapy and penicillin may be given. Analgesia is doubly useful: as well as relieving pain, narcotic drugs reduce vasospasm and enhance distal flow to the leg but caution is required in the hypotensive patient.

DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT

Clinical examination

It is vitally important that clinician should run through a comprehensive mental checklist so as not to miss an arterial injury.

1. If bleeding is continuous, is it mainly arterial or venous?
2. If a haematoma is present, is it expanding or pulsatile?
3. Is there a thrill or an audible bruit indicative of marked stenosis or an arteriovenous fistula?
4. Are the universally recognised ‘hard’ signs of ischaemia, such as absent distal pulses, pallor, mottling, coolness and numbness, present?
5. If not, are there ‘soft’ signs, features often overlooked even by the experienced observer, such as transient ischaemia, minimal neurological deficit or a small non-expanding haematoma?

As the lower limb has a poorer collateral network than that in the arm, ankle pulses are less likely to be palpable following vascular injury. Signs of arterial injury may well be obscured in the multiply injured and shocked patient, but it ought to be suspected if, following resuscitation, circulatory recovery in one limb lags behind the other.

In assessing closed fractures caused by blunt injury, the index of suspicion of possible vascular injury tends to be lower than that in penetrating trauma. In most blunt injuries reduction, and therefore correction, of the alignment of long bones, supported by general resuscitation, restores distal flow effectively. If the slightest doubt of arterial injury persists, angiography should be undertaken without delay. The literature is replete with examples of permanent disability or amputation following a presumed diagnosis of spasm which, on subsequent angiographic scrutiny, invariably revealed intimal damage and thrombosis (Fig. 33.9). Notoriously, vascular injury accompanying dislocations of the knee may be missed because of the tendency of the joint to reduce spontaneously, thereby restoring the normal contour of the leg. The absence of signs of bleeding within the tissues owing to constriction of the avulsed ends of the popliteal artery may further induce a false sense of security. This well known pitfall in clinical examination may delay diagnosis, by which time distal thrombosis may have progressed to a point where a distinctly unfavourable outcome is inevitable.

Ultrasound

Routine Doppler ultrasound examination complements physical examination but calls for an intelligent interpretation of the findings. For example, an audible Doppler signal provides little reassurance that the proximal artery is intact. Much more helpful is the measurement of Doppler pressures and estimation of the ankle-brachial pressure index, which can be compared with that in the contralateral uninjured leg. An ankle-brachial pressure index below 0.90 ought to be viewed with suspicion. Duplex scan imaging can detect and localise injuries of the femoral and popliteal arteries, especially when these vessels lie in proximity to the path of a bullet or knife. Nevertheless, non-invasive investigations take time and are impracticable in the presence of skin loss, fracture
deformity and pain. Angiography, however, can demonstrate an arterial injury expeditiously and forms a sound and reliable basis for operative intervention.

\[\text{Angiography}\]

The competence of preoperative angiography in delineating an arterial injury, or in excluding it, is well established, particularly in penetrating leg injuries [76,77] (see Figs. 33.3–33.7, 33.9). A positive angiogram is almost invariably a mandatory indication for exploration, except for very minor lesions. A non-operative approach in occult injuries requires supervision, possibly further angiography and other studies, and sometimes delayed surgical treatment, all of which can be expensive. [78] A long term study, involving reasonable numbers, appraising the conservative treatment of minor arterial lesions defined by angiography and left unexplored, is awaited. On the other hand, with a few exceptions, a negative angiogram gives the surgeon the necessary confidence not to intervene, thus reducing the incidence of worthless explorations.

In penetrating wounds the yield of arterial injuries detected on angiography located in close proximity to the femoropopliteal system and trifurcation is low, [79,80] and the fact that it is an invasive and expensive procedure becomes an argument for avoiding it. [81] In deciding on the need for angiography, however, the question of the proximity of the wound to the damaged artery is important. For example, in a high velocity missile causing injury well outside its path, the presence of ‘soft’ signs of arterial injury, and not least the potential medicolegal consequences of limb loss resulting from a missed injury, may point to the need for angiography. Where doubt exists in the stable patient, it might be considered negligent not to obtain an angiogram.

When a surgeon does not have access to angiography and is compelled to rely on clinical acumen, there is no substitute for meticulous and repeated physical examination. Reliance on clinical examination alone to detect arterial injury can be most effective, [82] but if clinical judgement is poor, a vascular injury may well be missed and on occasion operative exploration will be fruitless. Should ischaemia persist after reduction of a femoral fracture, especially in the elderly atherosclerotic patient, timely angiography and the discovery of an injury may help to avert disaster. The high incidence of occult and limb-threatening arterial injury associated with dislocations of the knee, missed at clinical examination, is a compelling argument in favour of mandatory angiography in these cases.

Biplane films defining the site and type of injury assist in planning an operative approach. Fine catheter digital subtraction techniques have largely displaced conventional angiography and permit clear definition of a vascular injury against a background unobscured by bone (see Fig. 33.7). In the absence of such sophisticated equipment, the percutaneous cannulation of the femoral artery for a one-shot, single-plate angiogram similar to the on-table technique is perfectly acceptable.

\[\text{PREOPERATIVE CONSIDERATIONS}\]

**The non-salvageable limb**

With the expeditious application of the basic principles of surgery it remains within the skills of the vascular surgeon to salvage some of the critically injured limbs. Successes in such cases may induce a degree of overoptimism in managing the mutilated and irreparable limb. Misdirected zeal may commit both surgeon and patient to a protracted series of injudicious operations on an irretrievably mangled limb, inviting complications such as infection, potentially fatal secondary haemorrhage, poor rehabilitation and eventually amputation of an insensate appendage.

The notion that every limb must be saved at all costs should be questioned: a more objective reappraisal of the condition of a limb on admission is required, and in some cases it may be more prudent to proceed to primary amputation and early rehabilitation with a prosthesis. An equally flawed approach would be to apply rigid guidelines for primary amputation based on the type of wounding agent, the duration of ischaemia, the presence of injuries elsewhere or indeed medicolegal, social or budgetary considerations. The introduction of various scoring systems using clinical criteria aimed at predicting outcome [83,84] have a limited role but may tip the balance when sound clinical judgement is called for in a difficult case. The key reasons for early amputation are irreversible ischaemia, failed vascular repair and sepsis, the latter two of which cannot be reliably predicted, either at admission or intraoperatively.

Dilemmas of this kind do not apply when primary amputation represents no more than the completion of a traumatic amputation or the excision of a severely crushed limb. This scenario is most notoriously illustrated by the injuries resulting from the detonation of antipersonnel mines, which are a feature of so many conflicts and which remain a deadly threat long after the dust of war has settled. [85,86] In these circumstances the surgeon makes every effort to preserve as much viable tissue and skin as possible for delayed closure, at which time a satisfactory stump depends on careful tailoring of the flaps.

**The importance of time**

An expeditious approach to treating a limb vascular injury is essential as the duration of ischaemia is pivotal to outcome. It may be but one feature of the multiply injured patient and may not deserve priority during resuscitation and definitive surgery for life-threatening injuries of the head, chest and abdomen. Once haemodynamic stability has been restored, attention can be focused on the limb vascular injury. A large
survey of severe head injuries in association with concomitant limb bone and vessel trauma\textsuperscript{87} has shown that the limb injury may be treated before a head injury except in the case of an extradural haemorrhage which constitutes an absolute emergency.

An assortment of variables has to be taken into consideration, namely the level of arterial injury, the quality of collateral flow, which is much better in the upper limb, the individual patient’s tolerance of ischaemia, the degree of hypotension and the extent of associated soft tissue and bone injuries. The relentless progression of warm ischaemia time and its deleterious effect on striated muscle is forewarning of an adverse result, and in some cases limb survival is achieved at the cost of permanent neurological impairment.

In treating limb vascular injuries, and in particular those with severe open wounds, control of bleeding, resuscitation and definitive surgery must be regarded as overlapping rather than sequential stages of management, with the objective of shortening ischaemia time. Nevertheless, a finite period of time is required for the exposure and control of vessels, identification of nerves, debridement and wound care, attention to complex bone injuries and finally the harvesting and preparation of donor vein to be used in arterial and venous repair.

A heightened awareness of the consequences of prolonged ischaemia, and an understandable desire to press on with surgery, may itself cause lapses in surgical principles and in operative technique, with counterproductive results. In this particular climate of urgency, for example, that vascular repair might be performed before a fracture is stabilised, a practice that tends to encourage the use of quick but often flawed repair techniques, including lateral suture and end-to-end anastomosis under tension, both of which may fail. Large venous channels essential to drainage may be ligated simply to save time. There also remains the likelihood that the eventual reduction of a fracture, which often requires the robust manipulation of bone fragments, might disrupt a delicate vascular repair.

Clearly, the merits of reducing a fracture before vascular repair are obvious: damage of soft tissues and vessels by bone fragments is averted, the measurement of vein graft length to restore arterial and venous flow will be optimal, and repair can be undertaken with the confidence that it will not be disturbed. This approach, however, means that stabilisation of one or more fractures will take time. The severity of long bone damage caused by high velocity missiles and bombs demands some form of fixation so that its exact length is established before vascular repair. The consequent prolongation of ischaemia may place the orthopaedic surgeon under some pressure to carry out a hurried, and perhaps technically imperfect, fixation bringing with it the potential immediate risk of compromising a vascular repair and in the longer term raising the possibility of delayed union or non-union.

All these concerns about the order of arterial and bone repair are dispelled if the injured artery and vein are temporarily bridged by the early placement of intraluminal shunts (Fig. 33.10). With shunts in place, vascular and orthopaedic surgeons no longer have to watch the clock anxiously and instead a harmonious multidisciplinary approach is fostered (Fig. 33.11). The presence of shunts allows the implementation of an unhurried logical sequence of manoeuvres, a practice underpinned by over two decades of experience and which has proved helpful in lowering the incidence of compartment syndrome, that of fasciotomy in relieving it, and failing that the incidence of ischaemic nerve palsy, contracture, sepsis, amputation and duration of stay in hospital.\textsuperscript{28–30,49,88–93} In the few borderline cases of potential primary amputation, and only when nerve continuity has been confirmed to be macroscopically intact, shunts
may permit more prudent assessment as to whether the limb is salvageable with the prospect of a reasonable functional outcome.

These shunts have made a special contribution to the management of the very challenging subgroup of ‘complex’ limb vascular injuries, both penetrating and blunt, at our centre. A review of the incidence of fasciotomy procedures undertaken and the outcome in terms of the incidence of contracture and amputation are illustrated in Table 33.1. The incidence of each of these parameters prior to the introduction of shunts (pre-shunt period: 1969–78) was significantly higher than that after the policy of shunting was put into effect (post-shunt period: 1979–2000) in both trauma categories.28,88

The problems in treating ‘complex’ limb vascular injury

- Vessels are injured in 10–48 per cent of limb injuries
- 85 per cent of those limbs are amputated and fatality is not uncommon
- Treatment of damaged artery, vein, bone and soft tissue takes time
- Prolonged ischaemia and impaired venous outflow aggravate IRI
- Intensity of IRI influences outcome
- Compartment syndrome, ischaemic nerve palsy
- Increased need for fasciotomy
- Climate of urgency induces lapses and flaws in operative care
- Greater danger of myonecrosis, contracture, sepsis and amputation

DEFINITIVE SURGICAL TREATMENT

Incisions and exposures

UPPER LIMB

The patient lies supine, the injured upper limb being abducted and extended palm upwards at right angles to the body. Peripheral and central venous lines should not be inserted on this side. The draping should provide an operative field with access to chest, neck and arm, as well as to one lower limb in case donor vein is required.

For stab wounds involving the first part of the axillary artery, it is wise to secure proximal supraclavicular control of the subclavian artery. To approach the axillary artery the incision commences below the clavicle, extending laterally down the deltopectoral groove and continues distally along the course of the brachial artery. Access to the axillary artery is possible either above or below the margin of the pectoralis major, or by separating the fibres of this muscle and dividing the pectoralis minor tendon. The intimate proximity of veins and nerves requires meticulous care during dissection. A standard longitudinal incision will expose an injured brachial artery in the upper arm or at the elbow; the latter is sometimes necessary in dealing with intimal fracture, dissection and thrombosis following diagnostic cannulation. Short longitudinal incisions over the radial and ulnar arteries are quite adequate.

LOWER LIMB

For most lower limb vascular injuries the patient lies supine, both lower limbs being prepared and draped, permitting
proximal and distal extension of standard longitudinal incisions in the injured leg, and enabling the procurement of donor vein from the contralateral leg. Vascular injuries of the groin are associated with torrential bleeding, for which control of the external iliac artery has to be established through an oblique muscle-splitting incision for retroperitoneal access above the inguinal ligament. While this is in progress digital pressure is maintained over the bleeding artery and is only released after the external iliac artery has been clamped. A longitudinal groin incision will then enable exposure and control of the common femoral artery, and for injuries at its bifurcation, encirclement and control of the superficial femoral and the profunda femoris artery is essential.

The popliteal artery can be approached medially or posteriorly, the former preserving the adjacent long saphenous vein. External rotation of the thigh supported laterally by a pack of two sterile gowns and some knee flexion provides ideal medial exposure of the popliteal vessels, especially after dividing the medial head of the gastrocnemius. The posterior approach with the patient being prone is rarely used: a gentle S-shaped incision is made in an oblique axis commencing medially above and proceeding laterally downwards to expose the mid-popliteal vessels in the floor of the popliteal fossa, the short saphenous vein and tibial nerve having been identified and preserved. A medial approach is used for access to the popliteal trifurcation, and separate longitudinal incisions are employed in order to expose segments of the crural arteries all the way down to the foot.

In complex injuries requiring orthopaedic intervention the incisional approaches must be such as to facilitate co-operative effort.

Control and preparation of vessels

Exposure of the injured vessels and digital control of bleeding is followed by sharp dissection of the segments of artery and vein above and below the injury before clamping. A sufficient length of artery on either side of the injury is exposed and if necessary trimmed back to a point where the wall is intact.

Release of the upper clamp will usually allow a plug of thrombus to be washed out and occasionally a balloon catheter is required. If ischaemia is prolonged distal balloon exploration will often recover clot, particularly when back bleeding is poor or absent. In the latter circumstance vigorous upward milking of the limb distal to the injury may be helpful in expressing recent propagated clot. The young patient does not possess an adequate collateral circulation and back bleeding is limited; by the same token, arterial repair is imperative if the limb is to be saved. The distal artery is perfused with heparinised saline (20 units/mL); systemic heparinisation is acceptable if there are no other injuries.

Shunting and operative discipline

The concept of intraluminal shunting has been applied in the past to coronary artery perfusion, is regularly used for carotid endarterectomy, on occasion in replacement of the thoracic aorta, and rarely, in retrohepatic caval trauma. In the proximal upper limb arterial injuries the protective collateral network makes shunts unnecessary. In military trauma of the brachial artery, especially involving the deep brachial artery shunting does have some value.

An indwelling shunt reconnecting the ends of a transected femoral or popliteal artery immediately arrests ischaemia, minimises reperfusion injury, keeps compartment pressure at a level which reduces the need for fasciotomy and consequently buys time for a considered approach to the rest of the operation. In extensive soft tissue injuries with destruction of lengthy segments of vessels long outlying shunts will keep the distal limb alive (Fig. 33.12). If in a multiply injured patient undergoing surgery for life-threatening injuries of the head or torso, space and conditions around the operating table also allow the vascular surgeon to work unobtrusively, injured vessels can be exposed and shunted to keep the limb viable for definitive repair later. In the case of head injuries that timely intervention minimises the local and remote impact of IRI, but if delayed, the sequela of IRI might represent a formidable further assault on the already traumatised brain.

A severed femoral or popliteal vein cleared of clot is shunted to re-establish drainage, particularly if damage to venous collaterals is extensive (see Figs 33.10 and 33.11). If the main venous channel is clamped rather than shunted, while the distal limb continues to be perfused via an intact or shunted artery, a precarious rise in compartment pressure and remote lung injury will supervene.

One of several commercially available shunts may be employed, but if none is available, silicone elastomer or plastic tubing of suitable consistency, length and calibre is an acceptable alternative provided that the ends are very smoothly trimmed to avoid intimal damage. The ideal design...
of a shunt system, purpose-built for vascular trauma, was based on experience in Northern Ireland and led to useful experimental work on a temporary shunt. The Brener shunt (see Fig. 33.10) in particular has some value in that it has a side arm: placed in an artery, it forms a convenient portal for blood sampling, blood gas estimation and injection of anticoagulants or contrast for on-table angiography; placed in a vein it can act as an outlet for flushing out stagnant blood of low pH, rich in potassium and toxic metabolites, from the distal ischaemic limb and thereby protecting the myocardium in particular.

With both arterial and venous shunts in place, the vascular surgeon has ample time to survey the wound, identify and tag nerves, remove debris and irrigate the tissues. Restoration of flow enables a sharp distinction to be made between viable and dead tissue for more precise excision, and haemostasis is more reliably achieved. Attention can then be focused on the restoration of skeletal integrity using either internal or external fixation: the realigned limb is then ready for definitive vascular repair, which on completion is certain to remain secure and undisturbed (Fig. 33.13). When both the injured artery and vein have been shunted, it is immaterial whether one or other is repaired first, in this way dispelling past debate on priority for repair. Sufficient time is also available to harvest vein graft and, if necessary, compound vein grafts, either of the panel or spiral type, can be fashioned to match the calibre of the host vessel. The shunt offers a further advantage by acting as a stent, which facilitates precise suturing. When an outlying shunt restores distal flow in cases of extensive injury of the limb, time can be taken to construct an extra-anatomical vein bypass through clean, unaffected tissue at some distance from the wound.

Over two decades of experience at our centre has shown that temporary shunting fosters a disciplined and methodical operative routine. The key operative steps are summarised in a simple alliterative aide mémoire (Fig. 33.14). The clear dividends accruing from this systematic approach, based on the use of shunts, particularly in the management of complex vascular trauma, are salutary (Table 33.1). They include improved operative technique, lower incidence of complications, better outcome and earlier discharge from hospital.

Benefits of shunting artery and vein

- Immediately restores arterial inflow and venous outflow
- Minimises IRI and its consequences
- Encourages a logical sequence of operative steps
- Buys time for meticulous wound care
- Buys time for ideal method of bone fixation
- Buys time for correct choice of arterial reconstruction
- Vein graft of optimum length harvested for use
- Compound vein graft constructed if required
- Extra-anatomical bypass created if tissue lost/contaminated
- Major vein invariably reconstructed
- Lower incidence of failure of repair/thrombosis
- Reduced need for fasciotomy
- Lowered incidence of sepsis, contracture, amputation
- Fosters harmonious multidisciplinary cooperation

Wound care

A knife wound requires minimal excision of the skin and tissues around its track. The true extent of tissue damage in
gunshot wounds, particularly those caused by high velocity bullets, cannot always be reliably gauged from an inspection of the entry and exit wounds. That assessment becomes even more difficult in blunt deceleration injuries, particularly when these are closed injuries. In low velocity wounds, except those caused by guns fired at very close range, only a limited amount of excision is required, whereas in high velocity wounds debridement must be adequate if infection is to be averted. Devitalised muscle, easily recognised by its deep purplish colour and failure to bleed or contract, must be completely excised (see Fig. 33.13). Attached bone fragments, debris, dirt and foreign bodies should be removed meticulously; this should be followed by copious irrigation, preferably pulsatile, to remove remaining contaminants and to lower the concentration of the bacterial inoculum. Cursory care inevitably leads to infection, which remains one of the major causes of amputation.

A contused nerve is simply left alone, but if the transaction is clean and the wound is not contaminated, accurate primary repair is advisable. If damage is extensive, the sheath of each nerve end is simply tagged for identification for delayed secondary repair as an elective procedure.

**Management of associated fractures**

Until the management of combined bone and arterial injuries was streamlined on the basis of shunting, vascular and orthopaedic surgeons at our centre dealt with these complex injuries in random fashion. The policy formulated around the use of intraluminal shunts has established close cooperation between them during the perioperative period and especially in the operating theatre.27–30 Agreed incisional approaches and adherence to the sequence of steps indicated in Fig. 33.14 has allowed each specialist to work unhindered. Exhortations to repair the artery before bone fixation are attended by the real fears of suture line disruption during the robust manipulations necessary to achieve fracture reduction, and that approach is virtually obsolete at our centre. Those who advocate vascular repair before ensuring skeletal stability cannot reasonably dispute the view that it is sound practice to first stabilise bone, thereby permitting optimum repair of artery and vein, confident in the knowledge that they will not be disrupted (see Fig. 33.13). In turn, particularly in complex limb trauma, the protocol centred on the use of shunts has encouraged harmony between surgeons of different disciplines.

**Arterial repair**

Damaged minor arteries and veins which do not threaten the viability of the limb may be ligated but in principle all damaged vessels should be repaired. This precept is particularly applicable to the small calibre brachial or femoral artery of a child whose limbs require sufficient blood flow for proper growth and development.

The presumption that axillary or brachial artery ligation will not lead to upper limb amputation due to the protective presence of adequate collateral flow should be dismissed. Brachial artery injuries should not be regarded as innocuous and left to the novice for repair because the opportunities to obtain a good result diminish with each repeated attempt. The Allen test should be used in determining the importance of repairing injured radial and ulnar arteries.

Injury to the tibial or crural arteries is unlikely to result in limb-threatening ischaemia unless more than one artery is involved; in one report limb loss doubled when these arteries were ligated rather than repaired.36 Neither the literature nor a trawl of vascular surgical opinion offers a standard protocol for the repair of tibial arteries accompanying fractures of the tibia.95 Although it would be correct in principle to reconstruct injured tibial arteries in order to prevent islands of ischaemia in muscle and bone, in general two are sufficient, if not essential, for limb viability and good function.95–97 This view is preferable to one which holds that a single Doppler pulse elicited at the ankle is sufficient,98,99 or to another that either the posterior tibial or anterior tibial should be repaired, but that the peroneal artery may be safely ignored.100 If any injured tibial artery is exposed, the opportunity should be taken to repair it unless the patient’s general condition precludes taking time to do so. This rationale has particular merit in situations of severe damage to soft tissue and collaterals, as for example in type IIIc tibial fractures, when the chances of propagated thrombosis in a partially damaged crural artery may convert an initially viable leg into one that is beyond salvage. The reliance of fractured, and especially denuded bone, on blood supply from adjacent crural arteries cannot be overstated. In recent years an increasing enthusiasm for repair of these vessels has proved rewarding irrespective of the poor circulatory state of the foot.

Various morphological types of vessel injury occur, and in practice different permutations of these may be present in one damaged vessel. The optimal type of repair will depend on the particular circumstances of each case.

**LATERAL SUTURE**

Closure of small puncture wounds by lateral suture is acceptable, especially if executed transversely using interrupted sutures (Fig. 33.15). Equally, transverse and short oblique lacerations with sharp edges can be repaired in this manner. If, however, the laceration is longitudinal, and particularly if contusion demands excision of the margins, lateral suture simply narrows the lumen (see Fig. 33.15) and encourages thrombosis, notably in critical vessels such as the brachial and popliteal, endangering the extremity.

**PATCH ANGIOPLASTY**

In order to preserve the calibre of the artery, an angioplasty using a vein patch is usually preferable to a lateral suture (Fig. 33.16). In a closed or uncontaminated injury to a large vessel, such as the iliac or common femoral, it would be quite acceptable to employ a Sauvage filamentous prosthetic patch graft (see Fig. 33.16) in the knowledge that it
will heal with an endothelialised flow surface within a matter of a few weeks.\textsuperscript{101}

**DIRECT ANASTOMOSIS**

In cases of clean stab wounds of the artery or if there is limited loss of length after excision of the edges, direct end-to-end anastomosis may well be possible (Fig. 33.17). Conversely, if there is any tension at the anastomosis (see Fig. 33.17), thrombotic failure or actual disruption may follow. Of course, a joint should not have to be flexed or major collaterals divided, particularly in an atherosclerotic artery, to enable approximation. These problems are of particular relevance to the axillary and popliteal arteries. In such instances excision and vein grafting is by far the better approach.

**VEIN GRAFTS**

The attributes of autogenous vein include durability, resistance to infection and an ability to draw nutrient flow from surrounding viable tissue. The long term patency of vein makes it a most desirable graft, a fact which has some resonance with the predominantly younger patient who sustains injury and stands to benefit from it.

The abundant availability of donor vein gives the surgeon the confidence to excise adequate, and sometimes lengthy, segments of damaged vessel in order to leave pristine ends for reconstruction (Fig. 33.18). This is especially relevant to high velocity bullet or traction injuries involving the popliteal vessels in which the outer appearances sometimes belie the true extent of injury to the intima. The long saphenous vein represents the best source for donor vein, the calibre in the upper thigh being ideal for interposition grafting (see Fig. 33.18), while segments further down are better suited to patch angioplasty. In circumstances in which the deep vein of the lower limb is injured, the ipsilateral saphenous vein, which represents a precious drainage channel, ought not to be disturbed; instead, the vein from the opposite leg may be harvested. In the absence of saphenous
vein, the cephalic vein may be a reasonable substitute, although its wall is not particularly muscular.

In vessels such as the axillary (Fig. 33.19) and popliteal (Fig. 33.20), the anastomosis is quite simply achieved by using a continuous polypropylene everting suture commenced at diametrically opposite points, which then meet in between, access to each side being attained by rotating the vessel along its axis. An indwelling shunt, with the vein graft drawn over it, acts conveniently as a stent and lends itself to disciplined suturing of the anastomoses thus averting ‘purse stringing’. When the arterial diameter is less than 3–4 mm, as in the case of radial, ulnar and tibial arteries, and notably the main limb arteries of children, meticulous attention to technique, aided by loupes and fine instruments, is essential to patency. Vasospasm of small arteries is abolished by judicious inflation using a fine, rounded catheter. The ends of the vein graft and host vessel are then cut obliquely and spatulated to prevent stenosis (Fig. 33.21). Good results are obtained by accurate coaptation of intimal surfaces, eversion of the edges to prevent inward protrusion of adventitial strands, and carefully placed tension-free 6-0–8-0 polypropylene sutures, interrupted to accommodate increasing vessel diameter without stenosis as the child grows.

In the older patient damage to a diseased atherosclerotic vessel may necessitate a lengthy vein bypass extending well beyond the injured arterial segment. This is especially important in situations of marked soft tissue loss and especially if severe contamination renders the wound hazardous to vein graft. The trimmed ends of injured artery are ligated back to healthy tissue and an extra-anatomical vein bypass graft, perhaps unreversed but with its valves disrupted, may take the form of a common femoral to anterior tibial bypass tunnelled through clean tissue (Fig. 33.22).

If the calibre of available donor vein is much smaller than that of the host vessel, the discrepancy is likely to lead to graft failure. Such an outcome can be avoided by fashioning a compound vein graft of larger diameter, which will maintain laminar flow. This can be achieved in various ways, and shunts already in place allow ample time for this

---

**Figure 33.18**  Excision of injured segment back to pristine artery. Reversed interposition vein graft

**Figure 33.19**  Injury to the right shoulder caused by a falling tree, producing a crush injury of the axillary artery and brachial plexus and a humeral fracture. The preoperative angiogram (a) shows a defect in the midaxillary artery. The postoperative angiogram (b) shows interposed vein graft (arrowed) deliberately left lax enough to permit safe adduction (reproduced with permission from Barros D’Sa AAB in Eastcott HHG (ed). Arterial Surgery, 3rd edn, Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1992: 355–411)
purpose. One technique involves taking two, and if necessary three, equal segments of vein of appropriate length opened longitudinally to form panels; after excising any valves, the panels are sewn together side by side to produce a panelled compound graft (Figs 33.23 and 33.24). Alternatively, a length of vein, slit open longitudinally and bereft of valves, is wrapped spirally over a bridging shunt of appropriate bore; the adjoining margins of vein and

Figure 33.20  (a) A preoperative angiogram of multiple bullet injuries to the popliteal artery. (b) The postoperative angiogram shows two interposed vein grafts (between arrows)
necrosis, a prosthetic graft may have some advantage over vein. While sepsis brings about necrosis of the body of a vein graft, such breakdown following the implantation of a prosthetic graft repair tends to affect the anastomoses with the host vessel.\textsuperscript{102}

**FALSE ANEURYSM**

False aneurysm may become apparent soon after diagnostic transfemoral cardiac catheterisation because the common femoral artery lies in a superficial position. In cases of penetrating trauma, however, a false aneurysm of a deeply placed artery may be missed until the aneurysm manifests itself by progressive expansion and pressure effects (see Figs 33.3–33.5, 33.7). For obvious reasons patients in cardiology units undergoing diagnostic cannulation may not be fit for general anaesthesia, and sometimes regional or local anaesthesia may have to be employed. For some years, non-operative, ultrasound guided compression therapy has been successfully used in selected cases.\textsuperscript{103}

In those requiring surgical treatment, proximal and distal control is established, the aneurysm opened, thrombus evacuated, the false aneurysm excised and the vessel lumen inspected for intimal damage. Occasionally, proximal control of the external iliac artery is necessary. Back-flow from the profunda femoris may be controlled directly or indirectly by means of a balloon catheter attached to a three-way tap. A loose atheromatous flap in the posterior wall may have to be tacked down with a 5-0 or 6-0 polypropylene suture. The laceration is repaired transversely with interrupted 5-0 double ended sutures, picking upper and lower intimal edges from within outwards. In chronic fusiform aneurysms the opening may be rather large, necessitating patch angioplasty or even segmental excision and graft replacement.

**ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA**

Arteriovenous fistulae (see Figs 33.6 and 33.7) are frequently missed on initial examination and even on exploration,\textsuperscript{21} most notoriously in shotgun wounds. Consequently, they present much later, usually accompanied by one or two false aneurysms. The use of a sterile stethoscope intraoperatively may be of value in locating fistulae if preoperative angiograms are not available. After control of artery and vein proximally and distally, the fistula is opened and the false aneurysms excised. Reconstruction may take the form of simple lateral suture, vein patch angioplasty and occasionally excision and graft replacement of the arterial segment involved. The vein is easily repaired by lateral suture or by means of a vein patch. In order to discourage recurrence a flap of fascia may be interposed between adjacent suture lines.

**On-table assessment of repair**

Peroperative evaluation of the quality of repair, in particular of the distal anastomosis, can be achieved simply by assessing the quality of a simulated pulse in the distal artery.
produced by forcing heparinised saline from a syringe into it using a cannula. Equally, intraoperative use of a Doppler ultrasound probe placed directly on the vessel wall provides information on functional outcome. Most effectively, an on-table angiogram offers quick visual proof of the technical adequacy of surgery or to identify a defect for immediate correction. This practice provides quality control of repairs of small calibre vessels in the forearm and the lower leg, and is of particular importance in children. In the severely injured hypotensive patient with poor or unrecordable distal pulses and low core body temperature, on-table angiography offers assurance that there is no evidence of distal thrombus. Time consuming angioscopy has been displaced by intraoperative ultrasound in evaluating the state of the repaired vessel, but our experience so far is limited.

**Vein repair**

Although a patient may be fortunate not to have a limb compromised by ligation of a major vein, the notion that ligation is not necessarily harmful or that venous repair is of limited importance should be dispelled.® Ligation is more than likely to be complicated by deep vein thrombosis, raised compartment pressure and acute oedema as well as by a much higher incidence of fasciotomy than is found following vein repair. Moreover, the likelihood of venous gangrene and amputation in the early stages is increased. In the longer term, post-thrombotic changes may bring about chronic symptoms of obstructive venous insufficiency.
A reconstituted major venous channel will largely prevent these problems and may actually enhance the patency of an adjacent arterial repair. Even if the vein repair fails later, an interim venous collateral network may have developed to the extent that final occlusion of the vein repair may not be associated with chronic oedema. Although grafts fail, there is evidence to show that both the patency of the repair and valve competence within the graft can be maintained in the long term. In the presence of life-threatening injuries elsewhere, vein ligation may be necessary. Lateral suture of a large diameter main venous channel is tolerated very much better than that of the adjacent artery, which has a smaller diameter. Vein graft replacement of a damaged, vein segment is often necessary, but the larger calibre of the host vessel may demand the construction of a compound vein graft of either the panel or spiral variety (see Figs 33.23–33.25). This adds a little time to the operation but with a shunt in place ample time is available for precise work.

In situations in which both vein and artery have been shunted, the order in which each vessel is repaired is immaterial. Alternatively, if neither vessel has been shunted, preliminary vein repair will prevent a serious rise in venous pressure when arterial flow is eventually re-established. Time permitting, an arteriovenous fistula may also be created just distal to the grafted segment to enhance long-term patency.

**Fasciotomy**

In addition to all the other definitive procedures aimed at restoring flow and drainage in the distal limb, fasciotomy represents an invaluable adjunctive procedure. Compartmental hypertension resulting from oedema of muscle is largely brought about by reperfusion injury but it is obviously worse in severe trauma or when venous return is impaired due to vein ligation or thrombosis. The temporary insertion of shunts (see Figs 33.10 and 33.11) will abbreviate the period of ischaemia and consequently reduce the severity of reperfusion injury.

Muscle necrosis will inevitably occur unless decompression is timely and adequate. The anterior compartment of the lower leg lies within rigid osseous and fascial boundaries and is therefore the most vulnerable of the four compartments. The muscle compartments of the forearm and palm are also endangered by raised pressure. Palpable distal pulses and reasonable capillary refill are deceptive and may delay fasciotomy beyond the point of irreversible muscle damage. A number of clinical situations call for fasciotomy as a formal procedure: when surgical intervention is delayed beyond a period of 4–6 hours after vessel injury; concomitant injury of main artery and vein; significant injury to distal soft tissues with associated haematoma; obvious oedema and paralysis of muscle with patchy muscle necrosis; plantar flexion of the foot after completion of vascular repair; compartment pressures in excess of 40 mmHg.

The techniques available for fasciotomy are varied. Percutaneous fasciotomy is generally ineffectual and totally fails to relieve pressure in the deep compartment of the lower leg. If fasciotomy is deemed necessary, the transcutaneous method is most rewarding. The lateral approach, with or without, a mid-third fibulectomy, may enable decompression of the four compartments of the lower leg but this is a rather destructive procedure risking damage to vessels and nerves. The standard two-incision approach, the lateral decompressing the anterior and peroneal compartments.
and the medial decompressing the superficial and deep posterior compartments, is simple and successful. Severe compression of muscles in the forearm, in both the extensor and flexor compartments, must be relieved, along with that in the thenar eminence of the hand. This is achieved by a longitudinal, centrally placed incision over the extensor compartment and by a further curvilinear incision on the flexor aspect, which commences in the antecubital fossa, identifying and preserving the cutaneous nerves of the forearm, crosses the wrist and extends distally onto the palm along the thenar crease to release the carpal tunnel and thenar muscles, respectively.

**Wound closure**

The success of any vascular repair is to an extent dependent on the quality of both the vessel and the cover afforded by adjacent soft tissue and muscle, which by inference demands the elimination of any dead space and the prevention of haematoma. The magnitude of soft tissue loss (see Fig. 33.13) may be of a degree which leaves a vein graft exposed and vulnerable to desiccation and degeneration. Prosthetic grafts may be immune to these influences, but if the field is contaminated, suture line dehiscence and catastrophic secondary haemorrhage are very likely to occur.

In instances of soft tissue loss, the superficial muscles of the arm, or the sartorius and gracilis muscles of the leg, can be freed while retaining their blood supply, and swung over in such a way as to enshroud a graft. Various temporary biological dressings, including porcine heterograft and amnionic membrane, have been used in circumstances such as these. Ideally, however, the skills of a plastic surgeon must be brought to the fore in rotating muscle flaps or in the construction of free vascularised musculocutaneous flaps. An alternative approach, of course, is the construction of an extra-anatomical vein bypass (see Fig. 33.22) through clean viable tissue well away from the main wound. The latter then requires debridement followed by split-skin grafting.

Primary suture of the wound is generally successful in closed injuries or in clean stab wounds. In contaminated wounds it is wise to pursue a policy of delayed primary suture 5–7 days later. In dirty wounds, and particularly if tissue viability remains questionable, frequent inspections, on a daily basis if necessary, must be undertaken under anaesthesia. Obviously, early attention to wound care and the elimination of devitalised tissue will minimise the morbidity associated with a necrotic and septic focus and expedite closure.

**POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT**

**General measures**

In general the injured limb is nursed in the horizontal position, but if it is swollen a little elevation is acceptable. Fluid replacement is essential for good flow through reconstructed vessels and to ensure satisfactory perfusion of the distal bed. In cases of persisting spasm, and only after angiographic confirmation that an arterial injury is not present, selective intra-arterial infusion of tolazoline has been advocated. Low dose heparin is of value in aiding graft patency and also in preventing deep vein thrombosis, although caution is required in the multiply injured patient.

In order to minimise reperfusion injury, a slow mannitol infusion over a 12–24-hour period is helpful in limiting damage. The benefits of mannitol, which were once attributed almost entirely to its osmotic properties, are now increasingly recognised as being achieved largely through the accelerated inactivation of oxygen free radicals, which mediate in reperfusion injury and increased capillary permeability. The value of mannitol in combating the effects of reperfusion injury is supported by both experimental and clinical evidence. The timing in instituting such therapy requires considered judgement and care, in particular if the patient is haemodynamically unstable on arrival. Research studies at our centre using ischaemic preconditioning and the use of recombinant bacterial-permeability-increasing protein may herald innovative techniques and therapies in attenuating the systemic inflammatory response to IRI and vitiating remote organ injury.

Daily dressing of wounds, swab cultures and alertness to early signs of gas gangrene are essential. If gas gangrene is suspected, immediate surgical excision of affected tissue under cover of penicillin and antitoxin therapy may help to counteract its advance; the use of hyperbaric oxygen is controversial but, if available, should be offered in serious cases. In spite of optimal wound care and prophylactic antibiotic therapy, healing may be compromised by impaired tissue perfusion of damaged tissues.

**Failure of vascular repair**

Continued maintenance of patency of vessels after repair represents a key concern and peripheral flow must therefore be checked by observing pulses, capillary refill time and by using Doppler ultrasound. Close vigilance is necessary and if suspicions of impaired flow and graft failure are aroused urgent angiography is indicated; if the vessel has thrombosed re-exploration and fresh reconstruction are mandatory. Thrombotic occlusion is usually the product of a number of weaknesses of technique, namely, narrowing caused by lateral suture, tension and constriction at the suture line of a direct anastomosis or ‘purse stringing’ by a continuous tight suture line. Other causes include inadequate excision of a segment with intimal damage, poor coaptation of intima at the suture line or intrusion of the adventitia into the flow surface. When the diameter of the vein graft is small it may fail; when a vein graft is used to restore flow prior to bone fixation, it may well fail if it is
either too short, causing anastomotic tension, or too long, resulting in kinking.

In any situation of graft failure, early reoperation will give the limb its best second chance of uncomplicated survival, and when revisiting the wound attention to technique is of crucial importance. Previously sutured ends must be trimmed back, ensuring that there is no residual evidence of the initial injury. Clot is removed both proximally and distally, heparinised saline is infused distally, and a shunt may be inserted at this stage to restore flow. Finally, the new repair must be precise in every respect.

**Conclusions**

Weapons represent a global health hazard of epidemic proportions, particularly in the hands of irresponsible users and terrorists who target civil populations indiscriminately. As long as such weapons continue to be used surgeons will be confronted by vascular injuries. Limb vascular trauma, particularly when complex, requires some knowledge of the wounding mechanisms and the pathophysiological consequences thereof. The influence of the passage of time on reperfusion injury, compartment hypertension and the potential likelihood of limb loss must be clearly understood. Numerous factors can play a significant role in minimising the complication rate and lowering the incidence of limb loss.

The use of intraluminal shunts in both injured artery and vein, particularly in complex injuries, buys time and introduces a disciplined operative technique which has many advantages. Unhurried and diligent care of the wound, adequate debridement and precise skeletal fixation will create the best conditions for vascular repair of both artery and vein. The avoidance of less desirable techniques of repair in favour of vein grafting and, if necessary, the construction of larger diameter compound vein grafts when the situation demands will promote better results. When necessary, immediate and effective fasciotomy will enhance tissue viability. Postoperatively, alertness to signs of graft failure and, if necessary, re-exploration and fresh reconstruction will improve the chances of limb survival.
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Vascular Injuries of the Chest
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THE PROBLEM

The modern city and the highway contribute more major trauma cases daily than do all the declared wars, undeclared wars and terrorist atrocities in the world. The burden of domestic trauma also has enormous implications for healthcare expenditure. In the USA approximately 60 million injuries are recorded annually, 30 million requiring professional care and 3.6 million being admitted to hospital and absorbing much of the health budget. Most importantly, 300 000 permanent disabilities are produced each year and trauma is responsible for more life-years lost than any other cause. Thoracic injuries occur at a rate of 12 per million of the population each day. Major chest trauma is present in 56 per cent of trauma fatalities and is directly responsible for a quarter of all deaths.

Traumatic aortic rupture is an often missed and rapidly fatal condition if not treated judiciously. In examining the full range of thoracic vascular injuries this chapter also addresses cardiac, cervico-mediastinal, pulmonary and chest wall vascular injuries.

Prior to the Vietnam War fewer than 10 cases of injuries to thoracic great vessels had found their way into the world literature whereas in the 1970s they accounted for more than 10 per cent of reported series of vascular injuries. The lessons learned by these military surgeons, used effectively during the recent urban terrorist campaign in Northern Ireland, has been to proceed quickly to surgery without undue attempts at resuscitation. War scenarios produce proportionally fewer thoracic vascular injuries than observed in road traffic accidents, urban violence and terrorist atrocities. The many published series of thoracic trauma experienced in civilian centres have undoubtedly modified treatment on the battlefield. The civilian environment generates large numbers of deceleration injuries as well as calculated close-range handgun attacks.

Management will vary depending on the situation. The patient exsanguinating a mile from a trauma centre may survive if a policy of ‘scoop and run’, emergency room thoracotomy and ‘clamp and sew’ repair of the aorta prevails, whereas in the stable, multitrauma patient with contained aortic disruption a more considered approach prior to transfer to a specialist centre would be reasonable.

AETIOLOGY

The traditional division of thoracic injuries into penetrating and blunt is useful in describing aetiology, diagnosis and management as each category displays distinct patterns of progress. The boundaries, however, are frequently blurred as blunt injuries may also have a penetrating component caused by fractured ribs or extraneous objects penetrating the thoracic viscera (Fig. 34.1).

Blunt injuries

In civilian practice most great vessel injuries result from road traffic accidents. For instance, abrupt deceleration from a speed of 48 km/hour (30 mph), unmodified by seatbelt or crumple zone side impact bars, or the anterior chest wall itself, will produce a force of 172 times the force of gravity. The elastic limit of the intima and media of the
aorta is exceeded by shearing forces as little as 80 G when applied to the mediastinal mass of the heart and adjacent structures. The forces sustained by the occupant of a vehicle involved in a collision, however, are not simple shearing forces but the product of a number of complex forces acting in rapid succession (see box). Similar stresses are placed on the mediastinal vasculature in falls from a great height, in aircraft crashes with the victims sitting in the ‘brace’ position and in crush injury. The inner layers of the aorta are torn and although the adventitia may contain the rupture for an undefined period of time, rupture will follow in most cases. It is rare for true intimal dissection to occur and the two terms ‘rupture’ and ‘dissection’ should not be confused.

CARDIAC

Blunt trauma to the heart rarely has persistent consequences. The heart is well protected by the sternum, one of the stronger bones in the body. While a sudden praecordial impact can cause dysrhythmias, even ventricular fibrillation, the commonest injury is ‘concussion’ of the heart. Although the patient may recall a severe crushing central chest pain it is frequently masked by the shock of the situation and associated anterior chest wall pain. Cardiac concussion is most often short lived, underdiagnosed and usually inconsequential. Severe blunt trauma to the heart, however, can result in intimal injury to the anterior descending coronary artery causing infarction and may even lead to the development of a ventricular aneurysm. Coronary artery rupture is rarely seen but when it occurs it is rapidly fatal. Compression of the filled heart against the closed mitral or tricuspid valve has been associated with valvular injury. This may lead to cardiac instability and failure within a few days or may only come to light some months or even years after the event.

AORTIC

The isthmus of the thoracic aorta is immediately distal to the left subclavian artery. It is, as suggested by the nomenclature, the narrowest part of the aorta situated at the junction between the relatively fixed descending aorta and the mobile mediastinal structures attached to the aortic arch and the ligamentum arteriosum. The isthmus, therefore, is the section of the aorta at highest risk of rupture, though it is not the only such site.

CERVICO-MEDIASTINAL

Injuries to the supra-aortic vessels occur in 5 per cent of those investigated after severe blunt thoracic trauma and interestingly, the innominate, left common carotid and left subclavian arteries are equally likely to be affected. These injuries occur most commonly in motor vehicle – car more frequently than motorcycle – collisions and also in crush injuries, falls and similar injuries from a great height. The mechanism of injury is thought to be a combination of traction with violent head and arm movements and scalene muscle compression. Avulsion of the supra-aortic branches can follow the simultaneous anterior impact on the chest driving the arch downwards while accompanying hyperextension of the neck produces long axis traction which can exceed the internal elastic limit of the intima. Injury of the great vessels frequently results in thrombosis and diagnosis is often delayed, but rupture does occur, and most commonly involves the innominate and left subclavian arteries. When these injuries are isolated the patient is usually stable and repair is possible without the use of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) (Fig. 34.2).
PULMONARY VESSELS

Peripheral contusions of the lung involve intrapulmonary tears with alveolar haemorrhage. This low pressure system is easily tamponaded once the lung is reinflated by appropriate chest drain placement. Major central pulmonary vascular injuries tend to be rapidly fatal and are usually only diagnosed at thoracotomy, a procedure generally avoided in blunt trauma.

CHEST WALL VESSELS

Rib fractures caused by blunt trauma will frequently lacerate intercostal vessels. Bleeding from the injured internal mammary artery may be limited initially by vascular spasm but fluid resuscitation may precipitate delayed primary haemorrhage. The likelihood of this outcome may not be apparent from the findings on the initial chest X-ray and emphasises the need for a follow-up study within 6 hours. Appropriate chest drainage will usually expose such bleeding. However, poorly inserted tube thoracostomy may itself result in iatrogenic injury to intercostal vessels.

Penetrating injuries

Unlike the effects of blunt injuries, all great vessels in the chest are vulnerable to penetrating trauma in the form of gunshot wounds or stab wounds. While all penetrating missiles, knives and other sharp implements puncture and lacerate vessels and cause blood loss, the degree of damage varies considerably. Ironically, some patients who survive to reach hospital after injuries caused by high velocity bullets, depending on velocity at impact, may have sustained limited vessel injury and not necessarily the classic massive cavitation injury. Nevertheless, even though the patient may be stable, significant arterial wall contusion may have occurred and the risk of subsequent dissection, rupture, false aneurysm formation or thromboembolism is such that any penetrating injury in the vicinity of the great vessels demands arteriography or a similar imaging study.

High velocity injuries to the chest, however, are rarely ‘clean through and through’ injuries, the rib or other bony structure often being hit, splintering bone and shattering the missile. The resulting injury is more akin to a shotgun blast at close quarters generating multiple secondary missiles. Low velocity missiles have a reputation for dissecting around vessels and major viscera. It may be difficult therefore to predict their track through the tissues. In addition to laceration and bleeding, a special feature of low velocity missiles is their ability to penetrate and embolise within the pulmonary or systemic vasculature. Shotgun injuries vary depending on the distance from which they are fired and the type of shot used. At less than 15 cm the effect is one of a single large, low velocity missile coring a hole in any structure with which it comes into contact. From 15 cm to 3 m, or when clothing or bone has dispersed the shot, the body is peppered with multiple low velocity missiles which cause multiple lacerations. Such injuries to the ascending aorta or pulmonary outflow tract will make surgical repair almost impossible. At distances greater than 3 m shotgun pellets tend to lodge in the subcutaneous tissues with little ill effect.

The effects of stab injuries are usually easier to predict, particularly if the weapon is known. An anterior stab would place the internal mammary arteries at risk causing significant intrapleural blood loss but usually without cardiovascular collapse (see Fig. 34.2). If cardiac injury has occurred and the patient survives to reach hospital the clinical situation is usually one of tamponade rather than exsanguination with the right ventricle or main pulmonary artery usually being the site of injury. The lungs are often injured in wounds to the lateral and posterior aspects of the chest and with posterior wounds the descending aorta is also at risk. Aortic or other vascular injury should always be suspected in stab injuries and a conservative approach is acceptable only if accompanied by repeated clinical reassessment and adequate imaging to exclude vascular injury (Fig. 34.3).

The distribution of major thoracic vascular injuries in one large series from Houston, TX, USA, was as follows: descending thoracic aorta 21 per cent, subclavian artery 21 per cent, pulmonary artery 16 per cent, subclavian vein 13 per cent, intrathoracic vena cava 11 per cent, innominate artery 9 per cent, pulmonary veins 9 per cent. In general, gun shot wounds, secondary blast injuries and stab wounds of the
aorta usually lead to death within 1 hour in 90 per cent of victims. Within the rather limited anatomical space of the thoracic inlet resides a collection of major vessels and any penetrating trauma in this area has a high likelihood of causing vascular injury. While the subclavian artery is most at risk,15 aortic and innominate artery injuries also occur.5 The classic sign is an expanding haematoma. It is noteworthy, however, that 8 per cent of patients with great vessel injuries presenting at one centre showed no clinical signs of vascular injury.16

**Blast injuries**

Blast injuries are even more complicated than simple penetrating or blunt trauma, because they are caused by a combination of the blunt effect of the shockwave on the torso, high and low velocity penetrating injuries from secondary shrapnel, deceleration injuries as a result of the body being displaced by the explosion, and finally, the syndrome known as ‘blast lung’ which may not be apparent for many hours.

**Iatrogenic injuries**

One of the commonest mechanisms of iatrogenic vascular trauma is the result of inserting cannulae, either for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, presenting as a variety of cervico-mediastinal arterial and venous injuries (see Chapters 38 and 40).

**PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF RESUSCITATION**

Evidence from laboratory and clinical studies has shown that fluid resuscitation prior to obtaining definitive control of major vessel haemorrhage results in poorer outcomes than those associated with a policy of ‘permissive hypotension’.17–20 Bickell et al.,17 using a swine model in which
haemostasis was achieved by the formation of thrombus after aortotomy, compared resuscitation with and without 80 mL/kg of isotonic crystalloid fluid. While all infused animals showed an initial increase in cardiac output and mean arterial pressure, within 30 minutes the levels of these parameters returned to those of untreated animals. Importantly, in the treated animals oxygen delivery was lower and all of them died, whereas the untreated animals survived. A sheep model consisting of a surgically lacerated pulmonary vein with chest drainage, was tested with an infusion of 30 mL/kg of isotonic crystalloid: treated animals were found to have a significantly increased rate, volume and duration of haemorrhage. Similar results were recorded in rat models of uncontrolled haemorrhage.

Clinical studies tend to support inferences from this experimental work. In a retrospective study of 6855 patients from the San Diego County Trauma System, the 56 per cent given a prehospital infusion of crystalloid fluid (620–1554 mL) had a similar mortality rate but a significantly more negative base deficit compared with those not receiving fluid. Other studies have shown that despite fluid resuscitation the oxygen saturation of blood was unchanged and that the lungs were more likely to suffer from fluid overload. At the Ben Taub General Hospital, Houston, a prospective randomised trial of resuscitation after penetrating torso trauma was carried out, acknowledging the inherent logistic problems associated with such a study. A group of 289 patients in whom fluid resuscitation was delayed until they arrived in the operating theatre was compared with 309 patients who received immediate fluid resuscitation: the latter had a significantly higher incidence of renal failure, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and mortality.

Caution must be employed, however, before replacing old inflexible guidelines with new inflexible guidelines. The results obtained in the above models of major vascular injury may not be applicable to patients with pulmonary parenchymal injury in whom some evidence of benefit from a degree of volume resuscitation with hypertonic solutions is observed. Where surgery is not immediately available, or indeed appropriate, the withholding of resuscitation when the cardiac index and both oxygen delivery and consumption are low, increases morbidity and mortality.

**DIAGNOSIS**

While penetrating vascular injuries may be solitary and the diagnosis straightforward, in blunt trauma they rarely occur in isolation. In all multitrauma patients vascular injury must be suspected until proved otherwise, and unless specific vessel injuries are considered in the light of the history, they will not be looked for and therefore will be missed.

A major thoracic arterial injury open to the skin or the pleural cavity usually results in rapid exsanguination. Following a major deceleration injury or gunshot wound to the chest the combination of dullness, reduced air entry and absent or diminished pulses in a patient with severe dorsal thoracic pain strongly suggests major vessel injury with free rupture.

In the conscious patient who has suffered disruption of a major vessel, even of the size of the aorta, hypotension is not a constant finding. Following arterial laceration or dissection, especially when of partial wall thickness, haemorrhage may be protected by spasm or possibly tamponaded by surrounding mediastinal tissues. The clinical picture is one of a contained haematoma as opposed to free rupture so that clinical signs may not be evident. Suspecting and diagnosing such an injury before it progresses to free rupture is the major duty of the trauma surgeon. The clinical triad of a grossly widened mediastinum on chest X-ray, haemothorax and transient haemodynamic instability is highly specific for aortic injury and a marker for impending death from free rupture.

**Aortic**

Many patients with aortic injury report severe interscapular pain without its significance being appreciated because of the multiplicity of other injuries. Examination of the chest wall is frequently unremarkable and the lung fields may be clear. Systolic bruits are occasionally found in the interscapular area. The left arm pulse and arterial pressure may be less than the right. Lower limb pulses may be difficult to feel despite satisfactory brachial blood pressure and anuria may follow. Paraplegia may result from reduced flow in the anterior spinal artery.

**Cervico-mediastinal**

Subtle vascular signs may point to a supra-aortic vessel injury. The classic sign is an expanding haematoma which may mask the actual loss of pulses; either in this situation or if a chest X-ray reveals an upper mediastinal haematoma, arch aortography is recommended (see Fig. 34.2).

**Pulmonary**

Injuries to the venous or pulmonary vessels, which are low pressure systems, can be effectively tamponaded by the lungs, especially if properly positioned chest drains allow them to expand fully. Haemodynamic instability, rather than breathlessness, is a common feature of tension pneumothorax, particularly when accompanied by a significant haemothorax. The ’stony dullness’ of a haemothorax only becomes detectable when at least 1 L of blood has been lost.

**Cardiac**

Cardiac tamponade following ventricular injury represents a special case of containment in which ventricular pressure interferes with venous filling of the low pressure atria,
resulting in falling cardiac output and eventual arrest. The patient, if conscious, is extremely anxious, gasping for breath, hypotensive with peripheral shutdown, the upper torso and face are suffused with dilated veins and the neck is oedematous.

**Vena caval system**

Injuries to the superior vena cava or the innominate veins are manifested either as a tamponaded mediastinal haematoma or as free bleeding into the chest. Injury to the intrapericardial inferior vena cava may result in cardiac tamponade, or alternatively, as in the case of an injured azygous vein, rapid exsanguination into the chest.

**INVESTIGATIONS**

In the heat of the moment it is important to keep to a routine, checking airway, breathing and circulation, instituting electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring and reviewing arterial oxygen saturation and central venous pressure.

In the unstable patient, primary survey may indicate the need to perform emergency thoracotomy without further investigation. A single penetrating cardiac injury with tamponade is usually the only major cardiovascular injury which can be salvaged in this situation, and therefore either anterior thoracotomy or median sternotomy would be a suitable approach. Most contained vascular injuries will be detected on secondary survey, which should also include the following investigations: chest and cervical X-rays, arterial blood gases, baseline haematology and biochemistry assessment including electrolytes and glucose, blood alcohol and, if applicable, a pregnancy test.

Evidence of intrathoracic bleeding or pneumothorax may be absent on the initial chest X-ray, which therefore, in the stable patient, should be repeated within 6 hours. While lung contusion or subclavian venous bleeding may produce a wide mediastinal shadow, progressive widening of that shadow is strongly suggestive of an aortic rupture (box and Fig. 34.4a).

Once a vascular injury is suspected the next decision is whether to employ computed tomography (CT), transoesophageal echocardiography (TOE) or angiography and that usually depends on the likely associated injuries. In the multiply injured patient, with potential abdominal or intracranial injuries a CT scan is a useful initial screening investigation. Aortography is more appropriate when cervico-mediastinal injuries are suspected although TOE may be quicker to perform if life-threatening aortic injury is suspected. These imaging techniques should be regarded as being complementary rather than in competition provided that they can be done quickly and effectively. Surgery on unstable patients should not be delayed by unnecessary extra investigations.

**Contrast enhanced helical CT scan**

The contrast enhanced CT scan, being non-invasive, widely available and vital in excluding intracranial, intra-abdominal and pelvic injuries is an extremely useful initial study. False negative results for thoracic aortic rupture are usually due to the inappropriate interpretation of poor quality scans, spiral CT scans with 2 mm slices at the aortic isthmus, with correctly timed injection of contrast, raise sensitivity to 100 per cent. The improved accuracy and speed of modern CT scanning has led to a trend eliminating the use of other investigations in the haemodynamically unstable patient and in demonstrating signs of aortic injury and periaortic extravasation of contrast (Fig. 34.4b).

**Arch aortogram**

Aortography may be necessary on some occasions to confirm the nature of the injury before proceeding to surgery, but with the improved quality of spiral CT scans it is required less often. Although aortography may deliver occasional false positives for thoracic aortic rupture, usually due to the presence of atheroma or ductal diverticula, it is usually a reliable indicator of the presence of thoracic aortic rupture (Fig. 34.4c). A recent series comparing aortography and spiral CT showed the incidence of false positive results to be similar at 4 per cent.

Routine angiography has been regarded as mandatory in evaluating all penetrating neck injuries but a predictive value approaching 100 per cent for chest X-ray seen against a negative physical examination of the neck has cast some doubt on this dogma. Nevertheless, angiography remains the investigation of choice when cervico-mediastinal vascular injuries are suspected.

**Transoesophageal echocardiography**

Interest has recently increased in the use of TOE in assessing the patient at risk of thoracic aortic rupture (Fig. 34.4d).
This quick, portable investigation can be performed simultaneously with other procedures in the emergency room or operating theatre. It detects concomitant valvular disruption, myocardial contusion and pericardial collections accurately and, unlike aortography and contrast enhanced CT scans, does not involve administering potentially nephrotoxic contrast material to patients already volume depleted. Transoesophageal echocardiography, however, is contraindicated in patients with possible cervical spine, oropharyngeal or maxillofacial injury, oesophageal strictures or diverticula; further, ascending aortic tears may be missed due to the intervening trachea, right main bronchus, and artefactual acoustic shadows from cannulae. Transoesophageal echocardiography, however, is contraindicated in patients with possible cervical spine, oropharyngeal or maxillofacial injury, oesophageal strictures or diverticula; further, ascending aortic tears may be missed due to the intervening trachea, right main bronchus, and artefactual acoustic shadows from cannulae.37 It should also be borne in mind that a negative TOE does not always exclude thoracic aortic rupture, even at the isthmus.

Despite the above advantages TOE is very operator dependent38,39 and should be treated as a screening test in patients whose transfer to the radiology department would be dangerous or present considerable logistical difficulties. The unstable patient with a thoracic aortic rupture diagnosed by TOE should proceed directly to surgical repair but, as false positive diagnoses are made using this test,40 in the stable patient, confirmatory angiography is advisable prior to surgical exploration (see Fig. 34.4c).41

**Magnetic resonance angiography**

Although magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) has made significant contributions in the investigation of...
cervical vascular trauma it would not be regarded as a primary study for patients sustaining blunt or penetrating trauma. Magnetic resonance angiography may have a role in excluding diaphragmatic or aortic injury when spiral CT scan or angiography give equivocal results and when differentiating trauma related masses from neoplasia.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PITFALLS IN TREATMENT

The clear aim of the trauma surgeon is to ensure that potentially life-threatening injuries are not missed. A majority of patients with initially stable, but potentially fatal thoracic injuries will have sustained either penetrating cardiac injury or contained rupture of the thoracic aorta. The stable patient with penetrating cardiac trauma is at risk of cardiac tamponade with impaired filling of the right ventricle. Blood loss in these patients is usually of the order of 500 mL, and therefore rapid infusion of several litres of clear fluid will only increase central venous pressure further without a corresponding rise in cardiac output. Stable contained rupture of the thoracic aorta may progress to frank rupture if the blood pressure is suddenly raised by aggressive fluid resuscitation.

PREHOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

In managing patients with thoracic trauma there is no convincing evidence of any benefit from prehospital intervention beyond establishing an airway and relieving tension pneumothorax. Prehospital intervention is contraindicated for haemothorax without respiratory compromise. A modified version of ‘scoop and run’ with protection of the airway and relief of tension pneumothorax is advisable.

RESUSCITATION

Prehospital care is continued in the accident and emergency department with an assured airway and full oxygenation. Conditions such as tension pneumothorax, cardiac tamponade and bleeding from external wounds are attended to urgently. A systolic blood pressure of 70–80 mmHg, usually sufficient to maintain cerebral perfusion, is acceptable. There is now substantial evidence, laboratory and clinical, that automatic fluid infusion prior to surgery to contend with haemorrhage not only converts a contained haemorrhage into a free rupture but also dilutes coagulation factors and precipitates ARDS, renal failure and fluid overload. Therefore, the emphasis should be on expediting surgical exploration where deemed appropriate with careful titration of fluid infusion in those whose surgery is delayed or inappropriate.

OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

The indications for surgical intervention after penetrating thoracic trauma have evolved over some years and remain useful guidelines.

Indications for surgical intervention after penetrating thoracic trauma

- Cardiac arrest
- Significant or sustained haemorrhage (>1 L immediately on drain insertion, >500 mL in first hour or >250 mL/hour thereafter)
- Mediastinal traversing injury
- Major vascular injury
- Sucking chest wound
- Persistent massive air leak
- Diaphragmatic rupture

In unstable patients admitted with gun shot wounds to the chest, thoracotomy is usually undertaken as an emergency in the operating theatre following the steps shown in the algorithm in Fig. 34.5.

Thoracic aortic rupture caused by blunt deceleration trauma is the most common thoracic vascular injury requiring surgery and is associated with an overall mortality of up to 98 per cent. It is traditionally considered to be an extremely unstable injury and its diagnosis and repair have taken precedence over all other injuries. The natural history of blunt thoracic aortic injury, however, is that those patients who actually die due to free rupture tend to do so within 4 hours of injury and deaths beyond this time are principally due to other associated injuries. As the established mode of treatment for non-traumatic acute aortic dissection is pharmacological control of hypertension, principally using β-blockers to suppress myocardial contractility and nitrates to decrease preload and afterload, some authorities are now advocating a similar policy in traumatic rupture. If the diagnosis is suspected or confirmed, medical treatment is instituted to control blood pressure and, after other life-threatening injuries have been treated, repair of the aortic injury is carried out on a semi-elective basis. The diminution of the force of ventricular ejection by the use of β-blockers is probably more effective in preventing rupture than the lowering of blood pressure by intravenous nitroprusside.

It was first reported in 1976 that aortic injuries do not all necessarily become more complicated if left surgically uncorrected. Two patients with aortic tears proximal to the
Isthmus followed-up for up to 2 years showed no evidence of progression of those lesions.47 Expanding on this experience, Akins et al.48 reported a series of 44 patients with thoracic aortic rupture, 19 of whom received initial pharmacological management without adverse complications. While surgical repair was generally performed within 2–79 days of conservative management, in five cases a long term observational approach was adopted. It is noteworthy that, of the five deaths following immediate surgical repair, two resulting from complications of associated injuries might have been prevented had they been treated definitively before aortic repair. Although this delayed approach in dealing with aortic rupture is now generally accepted as safe,49,50 prospective randomised trials have yet to be done. In some reports of initial conservative management of these injuries, fatal free rupture occurred within 24–72 hours of injury.45,51 We feel, therefore, that if a patient presents with a definite diagnosis within 5 days of injury, and even though a ‘permissive hypotension’ regimen (Table 34.1) might have been

Table 34.1  ‘Permissive hypotension’ in thoracic vascular trauma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient selection</th>
<th>Diagnosed major vascular injury, or very high suspicion of major vascular injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anaesthesia</td>
<td>Sedated, paralysed, ventilated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensive</td>
<td>Esmolol, Nipride/labetalol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Urinary catheter, invasive arterial blood pressure, invasive central venous pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial blood pressure</td>
<td>Systolic blood pressure &lt;110 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine output</td>
<td>&gt;0.5 mL/kg per minute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Danger moments’
- Induction of anaesthesia
- Intubation
- Movement to radiology or operating table

Figure 34.5  Algorithm of management of chest trauma with potential great vessel injury. There is no ‘golden hour’ for this scenario. ABG, arterial blood gas analysis; CVP, central venous pressure; CT, computed tomography; ECG, electrocardiogram; SaO2, oxygen saturation; TOE, transoesophageal echocardiography
instituted, surgery should not be delayed unless there are specific contraindications to doing so (see below).

### Contraindications to immediate aortic repair (after Maggisano et al.\(^{51}\))

- Glasgow Coma Scale less than 6 within 10 days of injury
- Evidence of intracranial haemorrhage on CT scan
- Acute respiratory distress syndrome
- Inability to tolerate one-lung anaesthesia
- Inotropic support required
- Coagulopathy despite adequate treatment
- Sepsis due to other injuries, especially intra-abdominal

Patients diagnosed 5 days or more, but less than 3 months, after injury may be managed with antihypertensives and scheduled for repair within a few days. Patients presenting after 3 months should be considered for elective repair based on the size and expansion rate of the false aneurysm.

### Endovascular approaches

There is a growing number of reports of the use of endovascular stents in acute traumatic aortic rupture.\(^{52–58}\) The left subclavian artery may have to be sacrificed as only a short segment of aorta lies distally within which a stent can be ‘landed’. In the young patient surviving such a major injury, collateral perfusion of the arm is usually adequate, but subclavian flow can be augmented either by a bypass in the neck or, via the left cubital fossa, placing a second stent penetrating the main aortic stent.

The procedure is usually performed under general anaesthesia, though these patients are frequently ventilator dependent at the time of induction. Initial imaging is by CT scan with three-dimensional reconstructions which assist in planning a positioning strategy for the stent.\(^{59}\) Magnetic resonance angiography may provide more accurate and specific images of the anatomy. The femoral artery, usually the left, is cannulated with an 18 or 20 Fr sheath which is passed into the proximal aortic arch where contrast is injected. The stent is passed over a guidewire and positioned using fluroscopy. Endoleak occurs in about 10 per cent of cases\(^{56,57}\) and can be treated by further stent placement in the majority of cases (see Chapter 30). Long term follow-up is not yet available using this new endovascular technique but it is not free from neurological or other side effects.\(^{60}\)

Post-traumatic aneurysms have proven to be ideal for endovascular stent placement as they involve a relatively short segment and have a discrete neck. Stenting for supra-aortic injuries has been successful but, until further experience has accrued, should be regarded as experimental.

### Surgical approaches

The approach chosen must be based on the principle of securing proximal and distal control of the injured vessel(s). Median sternotomy affords the best access to major cardiac, ascending aortic, cervico-mediastinal and main pulmonary vessel injuries (Fig. 34.6a). For further access to the supra-aortic vessels distally, the median sternotomy can be extended to an oblique cervical or supraclavicular incision, dividing or resecting the clavicle as required, or by adding a third space anterior thoracotomy to create a ‘trap-door’ incision (see Fig. 34.6a).

In the presence of profound haemodynamic instability, the equipment required for emergency sternotomy may not be available and in these cases an anterolateral thoracotomy sited immediately inferior to the left pectoralis muscle and entering the chest via the fourth intercostal space requires no more advanced equipment than a scalpel (Fig. 34.6b). If further access is required, for example to institute CPB, and if conditions permit, this incision can be easily extended across the sternum into the right chest to create a ‘clam-shell’ approach (see Fig. 34.6b).

### Control and repair techniques

#### CARDIAC

The pericardium may be opened allowing relief of tamponade and more efficient internal cardiac massage. Emergency control of cardiac injury can be achieved by finger pressure while resuscitation progresses. In some emergency situations the surgeon may just have the time to place the patient on CPB before executing the necessary repairs (Fig. 34.7). Definitive repair usually consists of simple mattress sutures, buttressed by pericardial or prosthetic pledges. More extensive injuries are often incompatible with survival. Valvular injuries may become evident later and can be dealt with in a semi-urgent manner under CPB.

#### SUPRA-AORTIC VESSELS

The primary objective is to secure proximal and distal control of a major vessel and the inability to do so swiftly, especially amidst bleeding and a haematoma under pressure, is the most common cause of intraoperative mortality. Immediate compression is essential while adequate exposure is being obtained for clamping. The left innominate vein may be clamped and divided with impunity to gain access to life-threatening arterial bleeding beneath. The occasional anomalous origins of the innominate and the right subclavian must be borne in mind. If the injury
involves the innominate or left common carotid artery at the origin from the aortic arch, an aortic side-biting partially occluding clamp will control bleeding (Fig. 34.8a). Shunting should be instituted where necessary, contributing favourably in ensuring maximal cerebral perfusion in the hypotensive patient. This measure is of particular value in simultaneous injuries to the innominate and left common carotid arteries.

Except for small limited lacerations lateral suture is not easily achieved without tension because the ends retract and patch grafting is preferable. In practice, however, a Dacron softer knitted graft, either bridging the gap or as a bypass, is required. An injury at the origin of the innominate artery is best dealt with by a 10 mm Dacron aorto-innominate bypass graft taken from a fresh aortotomy on the proximal ascending aorta (Fig. 34.8b); the injury site is closed by lateral suture reinforced with pledgets or by a woven Dacron patch. In order to restore flow to concomitantly injured innominate and left common carotid arteries, a bifurcated Dacron graft is ideal (Fig. 34.8c), and from which a 'jump' graft may be taken to a subclavian artery if necessary. Complex tears demand the institution of CPB, induced hypothermic cardiac arrest and graft repair of the aorta.

Figure 34.6  Surgical approaches. (a) A median sternotomy provides access to the great vessels of the aortic arch. Extension upwards into supraclavicular and oblique cervical incisions permits exposure to the subclavian and carotid arteries, respectively. A left third space anterior thoracotomy, alone, or as a part of the ‘book’ or ‘trapdoor’ approach (in which the clavicular attachments of the sternocleidomastoid and strap muscles and the mid-clavicle are divided), enables access to the left subclavian artery. (b) A left fourth space anterolateral thoracotomy can be extended trans-sternally into the third right space to offer a bilateral anterolateral thoracotomy or ‘clam-shell’ approach. (c) A left fourth space posterolateral thoracotomy
In the presence of major bleeding from the pulmonary vessels the source of loss may be obscured. Control is achieved either by clamping the pulmonary vessels within the pericardium or by surrounding the hilum, initially manually, until a sloop and ‘snugger’ can be fashioned. Being a low pressure system the pulmonary vessels can be controlled by oversewing lung tissue. Lobectomy may be necessary to establish control of more centrally placed vascular trauma or of lung tissue obliterated by a shotgun blast or a disintegrated high velocity missile. In these circumstances, pneumonectomy may be the only available course, following which the chances of survival are significantly compromised.

VENA CAVAL SYSTEM

A trans-sternal extension of the anterolateral thoracotomy (see Fig. 34.6b) is necessary to deal with two potentially lethal and rather inaccessible injuries, namely, the posterior aspect of the intrapericardial inferior vena cava and the azygous vein.

CHEST WALL

While chest wall bleeding, particularly from intercostal or internal mammary arteries, may result in dramatic collapse, patients usually respond well to chest drainage and fluid resuscitation. Continued bleeding to a level exceeding 500 mL/hour is an indication for thoracotomy. Repair will usually mean suture ligation, removal of pleural thrombus and drainage. Evacuation of a haemothorax is often possible by minimally invasive thoracoscopy.

AORTIC Isthmus

The standard approach is a high left posterolateral thoracotomy, usually at the third or fourth space, and dividing the inferior rhomboids (see Fig. 34.6c). This permits unrestrained access to the aortic arch and subclavian artery for proximal control. It is important, in the heat of the moment, not to make the incision too low as that will limit access.

Findings

A large amount of blood may be lost into the pleural cavity though mostly it tends to form an extrapleural haematoma obscuring the aorta. Opening the pleura may result in free rupture and digital pressure is required until clamps can be applied.

Institution of bypass

Where a form of shunt or bypass is to be used, preparations should be in place before making the skin incision. For partial atriofemoral bypass (Fig. 34.9a), in which the femoral vessels are to be used, the groin should be prepared and the cannulae inserted before turning the patient onto the left lateral position. Access to the left atrium is usually via the atrial appendage or superior pulmonary vein. Alternatively, the inferior pulmonary vein may be cannulated, thereby avoiding opening the pericardium and leaving the cannula outside the operative field. After placement of a purse string, the cannula is inserted and connected to a centrifugal pump ensuring arterial return to the femoral artery. When a shunt, heparinised or heparin bonded, is to be used, purse strings are placed either in the aorta well proximal to the left subclavian or in the apex of the left ventricle (Fig. 34.9b).

Control

Control should precede aortic exploration. As the proximal aorta may be difficult to identify it is worth dissecting the left subclavian artery and following it to the aorta. The proximal clamp is usually placed proximal to and possibly including the subclavian artery. Alternatively, the subclavian can be controlled by clamping or by passing a sloop around it twice. Distal control is usually obtained with ease by clamping relatively normal aorta at the level of the diaphragm. When the level of tear is identified it may be possible to apply the clamp closer to it thereby reducing back-bleeding from intercostal vessels.

Dissection of a haematoma

Once clamps are placed the mediastinal pleura and the aortic adventitia are opened longitudinally and the rupture is exposed. The tear may not be immediately evident if it lies
in the posterior wall. The ends of the aorta will have retracted and apposition to facilitate direct suture may seem possible but it should not be attained at the cost of tension at the point of repair. In most cases an interposition woven Dacron tube graft will be necessary.

**Graft and sewing techniques**

For minor tears a monofilament non-absorbable suture, knotted on the outside, is commenced from each end of the tear. Before tying, the distal and proximal clamps are released in turn to evacuate air and thrombus. The site is packed while the anaesthetists restore haemodynamic stability and then reinspected for leaks which are oversewn. In most instances a Dacron graft is necessary (Fig. 34.9c) and should be matched to the size to the aorta prior to cross-clamping. A useful tip would be to measure the size of the aorta on the contrast enhanced CT scan and have a suitable graft available in theatre.

**Issues of contention in surgery for acute thoracic aortic rupture**

Paraplegia after repair of thoracic aortic rupture is a devastating complication and has significant medico-legal consequences. It is present prior to surgery in 2.6 per cent of cases, having been caused by direct spinal cord injury or by injury to the spinal arteries. 61 Although the actual mechanism of
Postoperative paraplegia is not known it is related to clamp time and duration of ischaemia of the anterior spinal cord. Despite collateral supply, relative hypoperfusion of the distal descending thoracic aorta during the procedure is inevitable. Intercostal artery ligation during mobilisation of the aorta may also be a precipitating factor.

The blood supply to the anterior two-thirds of the spinal cord is from the anterior spinal artery. This vessel is usually well developed in the upper rather than in the lower thorax where it is small, the anterior cord being dependent on variable segmental branches of intercostal arteries. Between T12 and L4 vertebrae the small anterior segmental artery receives flow from the artery of Adamkiewicz, a sub-branch of the intercostals, and, in over 25 per cent of the population, essential to the blood supply of the cord. Therefore, distal thoracic aortic hypotension during aortic cross-clamping may lead to hypoperfusion of the anterior spinal cord.

Amidst conflicting data, there does appear to be evidence, in uncontrolled retrospective studies, of a lower rate of paraplegia when distal circulatory support is available during repair of thoracic aortic rupture. The ‘clamp and sew’ technique, namely, simple aortic cross-clamping without attempts to perfuse the aorta distally (see Fig. 34.9c), has the advantages of simplicity and the avoidance of systemic heparinisation and its deleterious effects on other injuries. This approach, however, carries a consistent paraplegia rate of 16–20 per cent, compared with 4–6 per cent when some form of distal circulatory support is used, though mortality rates are almost identical at approximately 15 per cent. The risk of paraplegia does rise steeply with the ‘clamp and sew’ technique once aortic cross-clamp times exceed 30 minutes.

Passive shunts, partial or full CPB may be employed to increase perfusion pressure in the descending thoracic aorta and also to prevent left ventricular distension during cross-clamping. Those techniques, however, are associated with several hazards: cardiac tamponade, ventricular fibrillation, atrial fibrillation and phrenic nerve injury, all of which may follow placement of left atrial cannulae. Heparin bonded shunts (see Fig. 34.9c) may not protect against thromboembolism and cerebral infarction. However, the degree of heparinisation required for bypass may exacerbate bleeding from other injuries. Misplacement of the distal end of a shunt with resultant paraplegia has also been reported. Currently, widespread variation in practice is explained by the lack of prospective randomised studies which are essential in making informed decisions. The experience of major referral centres accepting ‘self-selected’ stable patients cannot be easily extended to local institutions to which patients may be admitted in extremis and where bypass equipment may not be available. In a number of series, including stable and unstable patients and where all techniques were used, the authors concluded that the outcome depended mainly on preoperative clinical status, associated injuries and the timing of surgery.
A recent report detailed one case of paraplegia (1.4 per cent) after 71 cases of thoracic aortic rupture were managed without distal circulatory support. In that institution an average of 9.4 cases were treated per year, compared with 2.3 cases in most other large centres, and the mean cross-clamp time was 24 minutes, with only four cases exceeding 30 minutes. It would seem, therefore, that the 'clamp and sew' technique is a safe option in expert hands, and supports the early transfer of stable patients to specialised units. It is the only viable option in those patients who develop frank rupture and are moribund; the likelihood of survival in these cases remains low at 0–6.2 per cent. In another large series using the 'clamp and sew' technique no patients developed paraplegia when clamp time was less than 35 minutes; a low but significant paraplegia rate was observed on bypass. The conclusion drawn by the authors probably summarises the current best advice: first, paraplegia can be minimised by 'clamp and sew' where the repair appears straightforward, and second, that bypass should be used when prolonged cross-clamp time is anticipated.

**Distal aortic perfusion techniques**

Considerable controversy remains regarding the optimal method of distal perfusion were it to be used. The techniques employed have ranged from passive shunts, to partial left heart bypass and to full CPB. The passive shunt most commonly used is the Gott shunt which is a heparin coated purpose designed shunt tapered at either end, although two standard CPB arterial cannulae joined by bypass tubing may be a satisfactory substitute. The shunt is usually inserted connecting the ascending aorta with the distal aorta (see Fig. 34.9b). Access to the former site is readily achieved by a generous posterolateral thoracotomy. Less commonly, the apex of the left ventricle is chosen as the proximal cannulation site. In the meta-analysis by von Oppell, shunting the apex of the left ventricle is chosen as the proximal cannulation site. In the meta-analysis by von Oppell,63 shunting was seldom employed in two recently published large series;64,72 we feel, however, that it is still a useful technique in situations when systemic heparin has to be avoided in patients undergoing early repair of thoracic aortic rupture in the presence of injuries elsewhere.

Active support of the distal circulation ranges from left heart bypass, i.e. either left atrial to distal aorta or femoral artery using a centrifugal pump (see Fig. 34.9a) or femoral vein to femoral artery bypass without an oxygenator, both of which can be employed without systemic heparinisation, to CPB with full heparinisation. Although the incidence of paraplegia for full CPB is only 2.4–4.5 per cent, the mortality rate of 18.2–22.7 per cent is higher than usually reported63,72 for all other techniques, and therefore its use in patients with pulmonary or intracranial injuries is unwise.73 Recent large studies have shown that left heart bypass using a centrifugal pump has the lowest incidence of paraplegia at 0–2.9 per cent and a mortality rate of 11.9–14.5 per cent.63,72,74

Although for these reasons left heart bypass using a centrifugal pump is often recommended as the technique of choice,76 the excellent results of the 'clamp and sew' technique in expert hands71 and the use of full CPB by others73 indicates that the best policy has yet to be determined. Nevertheless, the crucial aspects of acute management of thoracic aortic rupture are the institution of 'permissive hypotension' in those in whom the diagnosis is suspected and the transfer of stable patients to the nearest centre wherein appropriate surgical, anaesthetic and intensive care expertise resides.

**POSTOPERATIVE CARE**

Rapid advances in anaesthesia, monitoring and pain relief have contributed to improved outcomes. In selected patients, i.e. those in whom head injury and intra-abdominal injury have been excluded, the current preferred method for pain control following severe thoracic trauma is epidural analgesia.76

The development of regional techniques of analgesia has revolutionised the management of blunt thoracic trauma. It has evolved from a policy of intubation and mechanical ventilation for all patients to one of optimising pain control combined with chest physiotherapy. Although many methods have been used, in carefully selected patients with severe thoracic trauma, epidural analgesia is the preferred technique for pain control.76 Epidural catheters for continuous narcotic or local anaesthetic administration are both the most reliable and the most effective; once in place they can be easily managed by nurses outside the intensive care setting. Although the benefit in outcome using epidural analgesia has yet to be demonstrated objectively, the parameters of pulmonary function and subjective patient comfort have clearly improved.

**RESULTS**

The majority of treated thoracic vascular injuries have few long term sequelae but two specific complications of aortic trauma deserve specific mention. Late false aneurysm formation is often the result of untreated rupture caused by apparently trivial trauma, but it may also occur after successful surgical repair. A false aneurysm may come to light when it ruptures but in most cases it is a chance finding on chest X-ray taken for some other purpose. While small asymptomatic false aneurysms can be kept under observation, surgical repair is usually advisable, though endovascular approaches are likely to play an increasing role in management. The importance of follow-up is illustrated by the fact that false aneurysms occasionally develop into
Conclusions

Techniques continue to evolve in the diagnosis and treatment, surgical and endovascular, of major thoracic vascular injuries. Most of the newer modalities are applicable to the stable patient presenting with contained haemorrhage. Injuries presenting with free bleeding call for a ‘scoop and run’ approach to admission, minimal investigation and resuscitative surgery. Fluid resuscitation prior to surgical control of haemorrhage is counterproductive and increases morbidity in survivors. The stable patient with contained haemorrhage should be managed on a ‘permissive hypotension’ regimen until essential investigations are undertaken and after attending to other life-threatening injuries.

While CT and three-dimensional reconstruction is replacing aortography as the standard investigation, other modalities such as TOE and MRA are playing an increasingly important role. The aim is to bring a stable patient to surgery in a more controlled manner and to repair or graft the injured vessels, possibly with the aid of appropriate bypass to reduce the incidence of paraplegia, and to prevent renal failure or stroke. The urgency of the situation, however, may still demand a ‘clamp and sew’ approach.

Surgical repair represents just the commencement of management of patients with thoracic vascular injury. Having suffered major trauma they will generally require prolonged intensive care, months or years of rehabilitation and, given the risk of false aneurysm and fistula formation, follow-up for life.
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Vascular Injuries of the Neck

S RAM KUMAR, FRED A WEAVER

THE PROBLEM

Injury to major vascular structures of the head and neck complicates 25 per cent of cervical injuries. Carotid artery (CA) injuries constitute 5–10 per cent of all arterial injuries, while injuries to the vertebral artery (VA), once thought to be uncommon, account for 30 per cent of all cervical vascular injuries.1 Penetrating trauma is the leading cause of cervical vascular injury, with less than 10 per cent of injuries following blunt trauma.2 Despite significant advances in the diagnosis and management of these injuries, mortality remains at 10–30 per cent, and the incidence of permanent neurological deficit approximates 40 per cent.3–5

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Ambroise Paré successfully treated a CA injury by ligation in 1522.6 Ligation, which resulted in high rates of hemiplegia and death, remained the only mode of management until the twentieth century. The application of techniques of primary arterial repair, first employed during the Korean conflict, to civilian carotid injuries, resulted in significant reductions in neurological injury and mortality. However, following a report by Wylie et al.7 of intracranial haemorrhage after carotid revascularisation for acute thrombotic stroke, Cohen questioned the wisdom of carotid repair in the neurologically compromised patient. He warned that reconstruction in the presence of a severe neurological deficit could result in a significant incidence of haemorrhagic infarction and death. Bradley’s subsequent autopsy report in 1973, detailing haemorrhagic infarction following CA repair in two neurologically compromised patients supported Cohen’s admonition.9 Ligation was hence considered the procedure of choice in patients who presented with ‘significant’ neurological deficits. More recent reports, however, of individual and collective experience with CA repairs in the neurologically compromised patient have not demonstrated a significant incidence of intracranial haemorrhage.5,10 Consequently, contemporary vascular surgical practice dictates repair of CA injuries, regardless of neurological findings.

Until recently, VA injuries were considered uncommon, and usually only recognised at autopsy. This led to the mistaken conclusion by Matas that isolated VA injuries were lethal.11 Few VA injuries were reported during the world wars or during the Korean and Vietnam conflicts. With the increased use of diagnostic angiography in the management of cervical trauma, however, VA injuries have been increasingly recognised. As with CA injuries, ligation, first reported in 1852 by Maisonneuve,12 was the only mode of therapy for VA injuries until the second half of the twentieth century. In 1974, Serbinenko reported the use of percutaneous endovascular techniques to manage VA injuries.13 Endovascular management has now replaced surgical intervention as the treatment of choice for most VA injuries.

MECHANISM OF INJURY

Penetrating cervical vascular injuries result from high velocity projectiles which injure vessels directly in their path (Fig. 35.1), or indirectly, by concussive forces or secondary missiles such as bone fragments. Injuries from low
velocity penetrating injuries such as stab wounds are generally confined to the path of penetration.

**Mechanisms of injury**

- **Penetrating**
  - Knives
  - Bullets
  - Shrapnel
- **Blunt**
  - Direct: blow to neck/Skull base fracture – CA cervical spine fracture – VA
  - Indirect: hyperextension/rotation of neck – CA lateral flexion/rotation of neck – VA

Blunt injuries result from direct blows to the vessel or by bony fragments from basilar or spinal fractures. Biffl et al.\textsuperscript{14} reported that 39 per cent of blunt VA injuries were associated with a cervical spine fracture the presence of which was an independent clinical predictor of a VA injury. Significant injury may also be caused by seemingly inconsequential cervical hyperextension and rotation. Excessive neck extension or flexion stretches the CA over the transverse process of the second cervical vertebra, which may produce an intimal crack or a mural contusion, typically in the distal internal carotid artery (ICA). The VA is more likely to be injured by bending and axial rotation of the cervical spine than by cervical flexion or extension. The seemingly innocuous activities of chiropractic neck manipulation and roller coaster riding, where axial rotation and lateral bending may be accentuated, have been reported to cause VA injuries.

**PENETRATING CAROTID INJURIES**

**Diagnosis**

Carotid artery injuries are classified into one of three anatomical zones (Fig. 35.2):

- **I** – injuries from the clavicle to the cricoid cartilage
- **II** – injuries between the cricoid and angle of mandible
- **III** – injuries above the angle of mandible

A cervical bruit or thrill, a rapidly expanding cervical haematoma and an absent CA pulse are pathognomonic signs of a CA injury (Fig. 35.3). Additional soft signs include a pulse deficit in the superficial temporal artery, signs of air embolism, active bleeding from an oropharyngeal or neck wound, widened mediastinum, ipsilateral Horner’s syndrome, or dysfunction of cranial nerves IX–XII. Contralateral neurological deficits may be present, but obscured by associated head injuries, systemic hypotension or the patient’s use of psychoactive substances.

The zone or location of the presumed CA injury dictates the diagnostic work-up (Fig. 35.3). For zone II injuries, both primary neck exploration and screening angiography have a low positive yield.\textsuperscript{15} Consequently, many surgeons

![Figure 35.1](https://example.com/figure351.jpg) **Figure 35.1** Gunshot wound to the neck causing internal carotid artery occlusion

![Figure 35.2](https://example.com/figure352.png) **Figure 35.2** Anatomical landmarks for carotid injuries by zone (redrawn with permission from Donovan A (ed). Trauma Surgery: Techniques in Thoracic, Abdominal and Vascular Surgery. St Louis, MO: Mosby, 1994)
have increasingly employed duplex scanning as the initial screening assessment. Several studies have documented the accuracy of duplex sonography in the diagnosis and follow-up of cervical vascular injuries when performed by a trained technologist (Table 35.1). Longitudinal and transverse grey scale and colour flow images have been shown to correlate well with angiographic findings in over 90 per cent of injuries. Doppler waveform analysis can reveal turbulent or high resistance flow suggestive of an upstream lesion in the non-visualised distal ICA. It should be emphasised that the accuracy of a duplex evaluation and interpretation relies heavily on a skilled technologist and an experienced reader. If such resources are not available, angiography should be liberally employed despite the small yield.

In contrast to the zone II injury, clinical evaluation and duplex scanning are inadequate for screening zones I

---

Table 35.1  **Clinical trials evaluating the role of duplex examination in the diagnosis of carotid trauma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuzniec et al.(^{17})</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>91 per cent sensitive; 100 per cent specific; 96 per cent accurate</td>
<td>Reproduces results of angiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginzburg et al.(^{18})</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>100 per cent sensitive; 85 per cent specific</td>
<td>Primary investigation of choice, patient-friendly, cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fry et al.(^{16})</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>100 per cent accuracy</td>
<td>As effective as angiography, procedure of choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogbill et al.(^{19})</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>86 per cent accuracy</td>
<td>Potential role in diagnosis and follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynoe et al.(^{20})</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>95 per cent sensitive; 99 per cent specific; 98 per cent accurate</td>
<td>Cost effective, reliable method of diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meissner et al.(^{21})</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>100 per cent accuracy</td>
<td>Rapid, effective screening tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwold et al.(^{22})</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>94 per cent sensitive; 99 per cent specific; 99 per cent accurate</td>
<td>Accurate screening tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and III CA injuries. Angiography is mandatory for injuries suspected in these zones (see Fig. 35.3) since bony structures such as the clavicle or mandible obstruct carotid insonation during a duplex evaluation. In addition, knowledge of the anatomy of the vascular tree is essential in planning the surgical approach to these injuries. Angiography also allows for endovascular management of injuries that are not surgically approachable and has the added benefit of detecting unsuspected vertebral, aortic arch, great vessel or contralateral CA injuries.

Brain computed tomography (CT) scans are routinely obtained in patients with high velocity penetrating neck injuries to evaluate associated head trauma, bony injuries and the state of the brain parenchyma. The presence of significant parenchymal ischaemic injury soon after an occlusive CA injury indicates a poor neurological outcome, regardless of therapeutic intervention. The technological advance of helical CT scanning/angiography allows for high resolution information concerning parenchymal injury with the added option of reconstructing an in-continuity image of the cervical vascular tree.

Management

All injuries associated with pulsatile haemorrhage or an expanding cervical haematoma with or without airway compromise mandate immediate surgical attention (see Fig. 35.3). In contrast, low velocity penetrating injuries of the CA may result in angiographically non-occlusive ‘minimal injuries’, such as small intimal defects, pseudoaneurysms less than 5 mm in size or adherent, or downstream, non-obstructive intimal flaps. A high percentage of these injuries heal without surgical intervention, nevertheless, vessel healing should be documented by follow-up duplex scans or angiography. Patients with a CA occlusion on angiography and a dense neurological deficit due to a large brain infarct on CT scan have a poor outcome regardless of treatment, whereas an occlusive ICA injury in a patient with a normal neurological examination can be managed solely by anticoagulation and avoidance of hypotension. Anticoagulation should be subsequently continued for a minimum of 3 months to prevent thrombus propagation. High zone III injuries, not surgically accessible may best be managed by endovascular means. All other angiographically documented CA injuries require operative repair regardless of neurological status.

SURGICAL THERAPY

Zone II injuries are exposed by a neck incision overlying and parallel to the anterior border of the sternocleidomastoïd muscle. Zone I injuries frequently require a median sternotomy for access to the more proximal portions of the common carotid artery (CCA) or to deal with concomitant arch injuries. Zone III injuries may require division of the digastric muscle to provide exposure of the distal ICA. Access to the artery above the digastric may also be facilitated by anterior subluxation of the mandible, which is accomplished by using archbars to fix the mandible in a subluxed position (Fig. 35.4). This converts a narrow triangular space between the skull and the mandibular ramus into a

Figure 35.4 Technique for gaining access to the distal internal carotid artery (redrawn with permission from Donovan A (ed). Trauma Surgery: Techniques in Thoracic, Abdominal and Vascular Surgery. St Louis, MO: Mosby, 1994)
wider, more rectangular opening, providing exposure to
the CA up to the base of the skull. Osteotomy of the angle of
mandible, instead of mandibular subluxation, is an alterna-
tive method of achieving additional distal exposure.

Vascular control is achieved in the usual fashion before
exposing the injury. When encountering a very distal ICA
injury, a vascular balloon catheter or a balloon catheter
shunt (Inahara–Pruitt) can be used for control by inserting
the catheter into the vessel either through the injury itself,
or through a proximal arteriotomy. Once control is estab-
lished, an intraluminal shunt accompanied by anticoagu-
lation is used to maintain antegrade flow for ICA repairs.
Routine use of an intravascular shunt instantly improves
and maintains ICA cerebral perfusion. If an interposition
graft is necessary, the shunt is passed through the lumen of
the graft prior to anastomosis to the native artery. The graft
is then sewn in place and the shunt removed before place-
ment of the last few sutures. In contrast to injuries of the
ICA, and those of the CCA proximal to the bifurcation, a
shunt is not mandatory as cross-filling via the external
carotid artery (ECA) and circle of Willis is sufficient to
maintain cerebral perfusion.

Routine techniques of surgical repair such as lateral arte-
riorrhaphy, patch graft or excision of the injured area with
end-to-end or interposition graft repair are used to manage
CA injuries. Autogenous grafts are preferred for zone II and
III injuries, while prosthetic grafts are used for zone I CCA
injuries. Injuries to the carotid bulb or proximal ICA may be
reconstructed with an interposition graft, or alternatively,
the distal ICA may be transposed to the proximal stump
of the ECA (Fig. 35.5) following distal ECA ligation. Ligation
of the ICA is recommended only when the distal vessel has
thrombosed and patency cannot be restored or if the injury
is so distal and extensive that it is not reconstructible. If ICA
ligation is necessary, anticoagulation is continued for at least
3 months to prevent propagation of thrombus. As the ECA is
an important collateral for cerebral flow, every effort should
be made to repair the isolated simple injury, but ligation is
the prudent course when the injury is complex. For all CA
repairs, routine completion angiography or duplex exami-
nation is mandatory to confirm a technically perfect repair
and to assess the distal arterial tree for unsuspected injury or
thrombus.

In the presence of associated aerodigestive tract injury or
repair, the vascular repair should be protected from saliva
and bacterial contamination by the interposition of soft
tissue. This can be achieved by rotating the belly of the ster-
nocleidomastoid muscle after having divided it at its mas-
toid insertion. In the patient with compromised airway,
early endotracheal intubation is preferred to tracheostomy,
as the latter increases the incidence of contamination of the
vascular repair. Aerodigestive tract injury is a relative con-
traindication to the insertion of prosthetic material. When
extensive soft tissue injury hinders cover of an arterial
repair, consideration should be given to primary ligation.

ENDOVASCULAR THERAPY

The ability to treat CA injuries at the time of angiography
has improved with advances in catheter-based technology.
Endovascular delivery of detachable coils, balloons or foam
can be used to obliterate a traumatic carotid-cavernous fis-
tula or a false aneurysm in a surgically inaccessible distal ICA
segment.25 If endovascular obliteration is contemplated, the
patient’s neurological status must be monitored after a tem-
porary test occlusion. If a contralateral deficit develops, a
bypass to the middle cerebral artery (CCA-MCA) may be
required prior to obliteration. Covered stents have been
deployed successfully in treating traumatic false aneurysms of
the distal ICA.26

**Figure 35.5** (a) An injury of the proximal internal carotid artery (b) repaired by an interposition graft or (c) external carotid artery
St Louis, MO: Mosby, 1994)
Results

Repairs of CA injuries as described result in significant improvement in absolute and relative neurological outcomes. Even in the patient with a neurological deficit, restoration of cerebral perfusion can reverse the electrical failure surrounding the zone of irreversible cerebral injury (see Chapter 5), and result in dramatic neurological improvement. In a retrospective review of 85 CA injuries, we have shown that operative management regardless of initial deficit improves mortality and ultimate neurological status. Several other studies have corroborated these findings (Table 35.2).

BLUNT CAROTID INJURIES

Diagnosis

Blunt CA injuries can pose a significant diagnostic challenge. The severity of trauma causing the carotid artery to fracture may not be evident on physical examination. Furthermore, a specific history or pattern of injury indicative of CA injury cannot be elicited in the majority of injuries. Consequently, a blunt CA injury may be missed in up to two-thirds of patients.

Although a few patients with blunt CA injury may report loss of consciousness or present with abrupt focal neurological deficit at time of injury, in the majority no immediate neurological symptoms are recorded. The classic history of loss of consciousness with a ‘lucid interval’ of hours to days between the injury and the appearance of lateraizing neurological symptoms occurs infrequently. Other less common signs and symptoms include a ‘buzzing’ sound in the ear, a cervical bruit, Horner’s syndrome, neck contusion or haematoma. Mandibular fracture is the most frequently associated injury and occasionally skull fractures are seen.

Although angiography remains the standard diagnostic test, duplex scanning is being used increasingly as a screening tool in patients with blunt neck trauma. Although the accuracy of a duplex scan has not been evaluated prospectively, experience is accruing with its application in this clinical setting. In a multi-institutional study of 60 blunt CA injuries duplex scanning accurately demonstrated 12 out of the 14 injuries studied. Other diagnostic modalities include the use of helical CT scans to define zone III blunt CA injuries and gadolinium enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) to rapidly image the carotid and vertebral arteries from the aortic arch to the circle of Willis. Until prospective studies evaluating non-invasive methods of diagnosis for blunt CA trauma become available, the demonstrated accuracy and universal availability of angiography make it the primary investigative modality.

Conventional CT scans of the brain parenchyma are helpful in assessing the presence and extent of parenchymal injury, bony spine injury, concomitant intracranial haematoma, cerebral oedema, or cranial vault injuries. A neurological deficit unexplained by CT of the brain raises the suspicion of a CA injury and is an indication for angiography.

Management

Maintenance of haemodynamic stability is critical when a blunt CA injury is suspected. Hypotension promotes thrombus formation and propagation, while hypertension facilitates extension of the intimal dissection when present. The rare, short, symptomatic zone II dissection confined to the cervical CA should be repaired surgically. However, most blunt CA injuries result in intimal disruption with dissection and/or thrombosis involving long segments of the CA (Fig. 35.6). Consequently, systemic anticoagulation, which limits thrombus propagation and distal embolisation, is the preferred treatment for the vast majority of injuries. Heparin therapy is highly efficacious and is associated independently with improved survival and better neurological outcomes. When instituted before the onset of symptoms, heparin therapy can pre-empt
neurological deterioration. Anticoagulation with warfarin should then be continued for a period of at least 3 months.

Endovascular therapy is being used more frequently for blunt CA injuries, especially in the subgroup of patients with contraindications to anticoagulation. The primary goal of endovascular therapy for CA dissection is restoration of the true lumen and distal blood flow. Stents and stent-grafts have been used successfully to tack down separated layers and obliterate the false lumen in extracranial CA dissections.

Results

The outcome of a blunt CA injury depends primarily on the presence or absence of an initial neurological deficit. A high index of suspicion leading to early diagnosis facilitates early anticoagulation and is associated with improved neurological outcomes. With conservative management, most arteries demonstrate uncomplicated healing in 3 months. Pseudoaneurysms develop in 20–30 per cent of patients treated with anticoagulation, emphasising the need for careful follow-up and sequential imaging studies. When false aneurysms occur, they can often be managed by endovascular means.

Vertebral Artery Injuries

Diagnosis

The majority of VA injuries are clinically silent. Neurological signs following VA trauma are rare because of the collateral flow afforded by the contralateral VA and the circle of Willis. In a series of 25 VA injuries, Blickenstaff et al. reported only two (8 per cent) patients with neurological symptoms of vertebrobasilar origin. Other non-neurological findings, such as external haemorrhage, bruits and expanding or stable neck haematoma are found in 10–30 per cent of VA injuries. The remaining majority of injuries are an unsuspected additional finding on cerebral angiography performed principally to evaluate the carotid and brachiocephalic vessels.

In the asymptomatic patient, the possibility of a VA injury should be suspected if the trajectory of a penetrating injury crosses the VA or if cervical spine fractures are present (Fig. 35.7). Some authors advocate angiographic evaluation of all patients with blunt cervical spine fractures. Cerebral angiography continues to be the gold standard for the diagnosis, although it may be inaccurate in characterising the true extent of the lesion. Although duplex scanning has been recommended for evaluating the vertebral arterial system, only the first part of the VA is accessible to insonation because the remainder of the artery is encased within the cervical spine and cranium. Computed tomographic scans provide additional information concerning the cervical spine and can be coupled with intravenous contrast enhancement and helical CT technology to detect VA lesions. Gadolinium enhanced MRA permits simultaneous evaluation of the cervical spine and brain parenchyma, but several anatomical factors including inherent arterial asymmetry and flow related venous enhancement limit its accuracy. Furthermore, the use of MR imaging is incompatible with the presence of orthopaedic fixation equipment or residual metallic debris from the offending injury.

Management

The VA contributes less than 10 per cent of total cerebral blood flow and is anatomically unique in that the VAs join to form a single basilar artery. Consequently, a traumatic unilateral VA occlusion is well tolerated except when the contralateral VA is atretic, hypoplastic or absent, which occurs in about 3.1 per cent of left and 1.8 per cent of right VAs (Fig. 35.7). The unique anatomy of the VA permits traumatic occlusion as a situation which, in most cases, does not demand treatment. Non-occlusive ‘minimal’ injuries such as intimal tears or pseudoaneurysms of less than 5 cm can be simply observed.

Intervention is indicated in the following VA injuries: those associated with external haemorrhage and/or an
expanding haematoma, an angiographically documented high flow arteriovenous fistula or a false aneurysm greater than 5 mm. With the exception of the proximal VA prior to its entrance into the bony cervical canal, exposure of the remainder of the vessel is complicated and potentially hazardous. The technical difficulties associated with operative exploration of the VA and the capability of endovascular methods in managing injuries percutaneously at the time of diagnostic angiography, render catheter-based interventions preferable. The advantages of endovascular interventions are so significant that it is wise, when exploring the neck for other injuries, to leave a stable, known VA injury undisturbed, to be managed by endovascular means in the postoperative period.\textsuperscript{33}

Percutaneous transcatheter embolisation with coils or balloons provides adequate proximal and distal control and is sufficient for the treatment of most pseudoaneurysms, arteriovenous fistulae or expanding cervical haematomas. On occasion, occlusion distal to the injury may necessitate a retrograde approach via the contralateral VA. Even when larger pseudoaneurysms or high flow fistulae cannot be completely occluded by embolisation alone, this technique does facilitate subsequent formal VA ligation.\textsuperscript{33} Prior to percutaneous embolisation of an injured VA, it is necessary to demonstrate angiographically that the contralateral VA is of normal calibre and uninjured. Therapeutic anticoagulation following embolisation should be used to limit propagation of distal thrombus.

Although percutaneous endovascular management of VA injuries is possible in most patients, there are limitations. The small calibre of the VA makes the use of stents or covered stents for traumatic pseudoaneurysms difficult.\textsuperscript{37} Further, extensive damage to the lumen of the VA following high velocity penetrating injuries can make identification of the true lumen prior to endovascular manipulation challenging.\textsuperscript{26} Occasionally, distal VA injuries are situated at branch points making embolisation less attractive. For instance, the need to sacrifice the posterior inferior cerebellar artery in order to control an injury may result in Horner’s syndrome.\textsuperscript{38}

On rare occasions, patients with acute haemorrhage following VA injury, possibly transection confirmed on angiography, will require emergency surgical exploration (see Fig. 35.7). Simple ligation is the preferred treatment in these instances. In the largest reported series of VA injuries,\textsuperscript{35} 41 of 43 arteries were ligated without any neurological sequelae. Both proximal and distal ligation is usually required to arrest haemorrhage effectively.\textsuperscript{35} Primary

\textit{Figure 35.7 Algorithm outlining the approach to the diagnosis and management of suspected vertebral artery (VA) injury. AVF, arteriovenous fistulae}
repair of the VA is almost never necessary, and given the technical impediments, could be potentially harmful. Although vertebral revascularisation is sometimes undertaken in patients with non-traumatic vertebrobasilar insufficiency, there are no specific reports of successful surgical repair of a VA injury. Nevertheless, repair may be necessary in the rare patient with posterior circulation neurological deficit and bilateral traumatic VA occlusion or occlusion of a dominant VA. For lesions proximal to the bony canal direct repair may be possible; in most instances however, and particularly in more distal injuries, bypass of the injured segment with interval ligation will be necessary. This requires familiarity with the reconstructive techniques described in respect of the VA.\textsuperscript{39,40}

The management of blunt vertebral injuries is less well defined. In a recent, non-randomised study of blunt VA trauma, Biffl et al.\textsuperscript{14} found that systemic heparinisation resulted in improved neurological outcomes in 50 per cent of patients in comparison with 20 per cent of the non-treated group. Their results however, did not reach statistical significance. Despite their recommendation for lower target anticoagulation, bleeding in this population continues to be of significant risk, with two haemorrhagic strokes among heparinised patients in their study. Anecdotal reports have also described successful tacking of the dissected layers of VA intima with covered stents.\textsuperscript{37}

### Results

In a series of 25 penetrating VA injuries, Blickenstaff et al.\textsuperscript{33} reported only two (8 per cent) VA associated neurological deficits and no mortality. Demetriades et al.\textsuperscript{1} reported a single death due to an isolated VA injury (4.5 per cent), and no neurological sequelae attributable to VA trauma. They also observed angiographic evidence of healing at follow-up 1 month after an intimal VA tear; several other studies have also reported spontaneous healing of most small injuries. In contrast, Biffl et al.\textsuperscript{14} reported a death rate of 8 per cent and a 20 per cent incidence of neurological deficit in patients who had sustained a blunt VA injury.

### Conclusions

The diagnosis of cervical vascular injuries has evolved considerably over the past two decades. Prompt recognition, timely diagnostic evaluation and a tailoring of surgical and endovascular interventions to the specific vascular injury is the key to minimising adverse events and neurological injury. Further improvement in outcomes will require a concerted multidisciplinary effort by surgeons and interventional radiologists and the appropriate application of evolving endovascular techniques.

---
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Abdominal Vascular Injuries

JOHN V ROBBS

THE PROBLEM

Discussion on this topic revolves around injuries of the aorta and its major branches namely coeliac, mesenteric, renal and the iliac arteries and their branches. With regard to venous trauma the inferior vena cava (IVC), the iliac veins and the portal system will be discussed. Injuries to the aorta and the IVC and their major branches are relatively uncommon, certainly in the context of those admitted to hospital for surgical management. In our own 15-year database of patients with arterial trauma managed on the vascular service, abdominal vessels were only involved in 5 per cent of the total of 3000 patients. The most frequently involved arteries were the iliac arteries (2.5 per cent).

The mortality for these injuries is high both in the pre-hospital setting as well as following efforts at treatment. The reasons for this are difficulty in controlling haemorrhage prior to admission and the relative inaccessibility of the vessels in the retroperitoneum making rapid access and control difficult. The problem is often compounded by emergency laparotomies being carried out by relatively inexperienced surgeons and under these circumstances the situation can be further aggravated by the release of whatever tamponade exists in attempts to control bleeding with blind clamping, often causing further vascular damage. This is an extremely challenging group of injuries from the technical point of view, often with little reward in terms of patient survival.

AETIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY

The mechanisms and the pathology of vascular injuries are varied. Penetrating wounds are the most frequently encountered. These may be subdivided into stabs, gunshot and iatrogenic injuries. In general, stab wounds cause fairly circumscribed trauma. Low velocity gunshot wounds caused by muzzle velocities of less than 600 m/s, generally show no more damage than that found along the missile track. They also tend to be relatively localised, but the problems lie with tracing the trajectory of the missile. High velocity missile wounds, as encountered in military situations where muzzle velocities exceed 600 m/s, release energy causing extensive damage around the track of the missile; when these wounds traverse the abdomen they are usually incompatible with survival. More detail on the ballistics can be obtained by referring to an appropriate text.

Shotgun wounds at close range caused by multiple pellets deserve special consideration as they usually penetrate the abdominal wall and cause extensive damage. This is almost invariably associated with visceral injury with or without contamination by bowel contents, and the vascular injuries tend to be complex and may even be multiple. It should be borne in mind that as many of these vessels are situated in the retroperitoneum a high incidence of associated hollow visceral injury can be expected.

Iatrogenic injuries may complicate interventional catheter procedures. Operative misadventure is not an infrequent cause of iatrogenic vascular injury. These are beyond the scope of this chapter but are discussed in Chapters 38–40.

The mechanisms encountered in penetrating trauma may involve perforation of the vessel resulting in either free haemorrhage or the formation of a pseudoaneurysm. In this context, a through-and-through perforation, often oblique, can be most challenging, especially when dealing with the IVC or the aorta. Simultaneous perforation of artery and adjacent vein produces an arteriovenous fistula with or without an intervening false aneurysm; the most
frequently encountered in our practice have been aortocaval and common iliac fistulae. A false aneurysm may compress adjacent viscera or erode into the bowel or biliary system with resultant gastrointestinal haemorrhage. Penetrating parenchymal injuries involving the liver or the kidney may present with haemobilia or haematuria, respectively.

Blunt trauma involving these vessels is relatively uncommon. One type of injury appears to involve a crushing mechanism such as a pedestrian run over by a vehicle which may result in shearing of the major branches from the aorta. In our experience we have seen distal aortic thrombosis following this type of injury. The fractured pelvis may damage the common iliac vessels when there is disruption of the sacroiliac joint with cephalad displacement of the hemipelvis. Fractures with disruption of the pelvic ring also frequently cause multiple small vessel, predominantly venous, injuries. Acceleration/deceleration trauma frequently involves the renal vessels in which it would appear that the weight of the viscera, with forward momentum, causes marked distraction and applies shearing forces upon the renal pedicle. We have also seen these injuries involving the IVC at the level of the diaphragm, the weight of the liver causing shear stresses where the IVC traverses the diaphragm.

The basic pathology in all blunt trauma is that crushing and distracting forces cause the vessel to tear from its luminal surface outwards. Intima is the least elastic and therefore most vulnerable to tearing. The most elastic and durable element of the vessel wall is the adventitia which may well remain intact although the inner layers are disrupted. Exposure of this extensive thrombogenic surface may bring about thrombosis with occlusion. Partial or total transmural disruption may result in perforation and haemorrhage with false aneurysm formation. In the long term, partial disruption of the vessel wall, with an intact adventitia is likely to lead to a localised aneurysm. These considerable forces cause a high proportion of associated solid and hollow visceral injuries, further compounding the difficulties in diagnosis and management.

**CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND DIAGNOSIS**

Clinically, patients can broadly be divided into two categories: those in whom the diagnosis is acutely apparent or those in whom the presentation is subtle, manifesting itself days, weeks or even years later.¹

### Acute presentation

**HAEMORRHAGE**

Patients may present with an obvious major intra-abdominal vascular catastrophe with hypovolaemic shock, poorly responsive to resuscitation and abdominal distension. On occasion patients with major venous injuries respond well initially to volume resuscitation but they may gradually become hypovolaemic once more and require ongoing resuscitation. A more subtle manifestation of vascular injury contained by the retroperitoneum is illustrated by the patient who requires extensive volume resuscitation initially, stabilises, but is then found to have abdominal distension and a low haemoglobin level; this is highly suggestive of a contained major vascular disruption.

**LOWER LIMB ISCHAEMIA**

Crush injury with iliac or aortic occlusion may present with lower limb ischaemia. It may remain undetected at the time of the primary clinical survey due to hypothermia and shock. This possibility, however, must be considered in any patient with pelvic fracture or significant abdominal crush injury.

It is also likely that when intimal tears occur, thrombosis may follow within hours of the injury, and unless the patient is repeatedly assessed this may be missed, with unfortunate consequences.

**ANURIA**

Bilateral renal pedicle injuries are relatively uncommon. A patient who fails to pass urine after sustaining acceleration/deceleration trauma, and in whom all other possible lower urinary tract injuries have been excluded, may have developed bilateral renal artery thrombosis. Unilateral renal artery disruption may be extremely difficult to detect and often remains undiagnosed.¹ If some perfusion persists through a partially occluded vessel, the patient may well have microscopic haematuria. The only means of detecting such injuries is to be clinical aware of their possibility and to proceed with basic screening investigations such as an excretory urogram (EUG).

**INTRAOPERATIVE DIAGNOSIS**

This occurs when laparotomy has been necessary, for example for peritoneal irritation, and a retroperitoneal haematoma is found, which may well mask a significant vascular injury. Under these circumstances it is important to localise the haematoma anatomically, i.e. central, lateral or pelvic, and to assess whether it is stable, expanding or pulsatile.

---
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Delayed presentation

PULSATILE MASS

A contained perforation of any of the major arteries often results in pseudoaneurysm formation. This pulsatile mass compresses adjacent viscera and may manifest itself as a duodenal obstruction. These pseudoaneurysms require urgent intervention as their natural history is one of eventual rupture or erosion into adjacent viscera.

GASTROINTESTINAL HAEMORRHAGE

Haemobilia may follow penetrating liver injuries with partial disruption of the hepatic artery branches and the formation of a fistula into the biliary radicles. This may present days to weeks after the injury and is characterised by right upper quadrant pain and episodes of upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage, usually melaena, but less frequently haematemesis. Injury to the peripancreatic vessels may result in erosion into the duodenum of a pseudoaneurysm with intermittent massive gastrointestinal haemorrhage.

ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA

Aortocaval fistula usually presents fairly acutely with the appearance of lower limb oedema and an obvious arteriovenous bruit in the abdomen. Small fistulae may remain undetected until the patient presents months, or even years, later in congestive heart failure caused by a hyperdynamic circulation and marked lower extremity venous hypertension. Iliac fistulae present mainly with signs of lower extremity venous hypertension coupled with an arteriovenous bruit. Figure 36.1 shows the angiogram of a 59-year-old man who developed an aortocaval fistula following a gunshot injury.

INVESTIGATIONS

Angiography

Selective retrograde femoral angiography is the gold standard of investigation. It should be reserved, however, for stable patients in whom vascular injury is strongly suspected on clinical grounds: that group comprises patients with a pulsatile mass, arteriovenous murmur, significant haematuria, gastrointestinal haemorrhage or an ischaemic limb. Angiography should also be performed for patients with stable retroperitoneal haematomas as many of these lesions can be dealt with by interventional techniques. There is no place for angiography in the unstable patient who is actively bleeding.

Indications for angiography in a haemodynamically stable patient

- Ischaemic lower limb(s)
- Pulsatile mass
Excretory urography

The EUG is a useful screening test in patients in whom a renal injury is suspected, such as those with haematuria or anuria or those with the appropriate pattern of injury in whom renal injury is likely. Delayed or non-excretion of contrast should provoke selective renal angiography.

Duplex scan

This investigation has limited value in an acute presentation but may be useful in detecting the site of an iliac arteriovenous fistula, or under certain circumstances and in the appropriate patient, in assessing blood flow in the renal artery in someone whose abdomen is not grossly distended or who is relatively thin. Published experience confirms the usefulness of this investigation in the evaluation of neck trauma.7

Computed tomography

Computed tomography (CT) and CT angiography are useful in selected situations in which there is localised injury requiring further elucidation.4 In Fig. 36.2, CT angiography shows a pseudoaneurysm of the juxtarenal aorta following a gunshot injury to the abdomen of an 18-year-old man who presented 3 months after the injury. The aortic injury had not been detected at his initial laparotomy when small bowel perforations had been repaired.

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT

The text has alluded to the spectrum of clinical presentations. In the unstable shocked patient the standard approach to resuscitation must be followed, namely, maintenance of airway and insertion of at least two wide bore intravenous cannulae (see Chapter 7B) with monitoring of progress of resuscitation by means of urine output, central venous pressure, systemic blood pressure, core temperature and acid–base status. Those patients with obvious continuing haemorrhage, or in whom there are other indications for urgent exploration such as evisceration or peritonitis, demand urgent operation. In the latter cases occult vascular injury may be present in the form of a contained retroperitoneal haematoma only discovered at operation.

In the second category, that is, those who have been stabilised but in whom a vascular injury is strongly suspected on clinical grounds, further investigations are indicated. The most useful of these is angiography which accurately localises the injury and offers the possibility of some form of endovascular intervention in the appropriate situation. An algorithm of management (Fig. 36.3) can be of assistance.

OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Access and control

Once operative management has been decided upon, wide exposure is absolutely of the essence in dealing with these injuries. The patient should be prepared and draped from the nipple line to the knees. This gives access to the chest and to the groin vessels if necessary.

The decision of choice is in the midline extending from the xiphisternum to the pubis (Fig. 36.4) Access may be improved by lateral extension into the loin on either side as required. On occasion a lower sixth or seventh intercostal space thoracotomy or even median sternotomy may be required. The surgeon should not hesitate to extend the incisions to improve access; ‘keyhole’ surgery invites disaster.

A useful manoeuvre is to obtain control of the aorta at the hiatus. The oesophagus is mobilised and retracted to the patient’s left. The liver can then be retracted cephalad
by means of a Deaver retractor, and the aorta can be palpated (Fig. 36.5a). The aorta can be compressed against the spinal column either by manual pressure or with a ‘sponge stick’, but preferably by clamping, to facilitate which the right crus of the diaphragm overlying the aorta may be divided. The aorta is then straddled using the middle and index finger and a straight aortic clamp can then be applied using the fingers as a guide (Fig. 36.5b). The aorta should not be encircled and snared as that may risk avulsing the lower intercostal vessels.

On opening the lesser sac, access can be obtained to the coeliac and superior mesenteric vessels. If more extensive exposure of the aorta in this region is required a left visceral rotation (Fig. 36.6) can be performed by mobilising the colon, the spleen and the pancreas to the patient’s right in a plane anterior to the left kidney. This manoeuvre also provides optimal access to the left renal artery. The infrarenal aorta is readily exposed through the root of the mesentery and the common iliac vessels by opening the peritoneum over the pelvic brim.

The IVC below the liver is best exposed by right visceral rotation in which the ascending colon is mobilised, along
with the duodenum and pancreatic head by the Kocher manoeuvre, and reflected to the patient’s left. This exposure also provides optimal access to the right renal vessels.

The visceral rotation procedures are illustrated in Fig. 36.6. Access to the retrohepatic IVC can be gained by dividing the suspensory ligaments of the liver and reflecting the liver to the patient’s left. Details are discussed under the appropriate heading below.

Specific vascular scenarios

ACTIVE ONGOING HAEMORRHAGE

The major problem under these circumstances is that the patient is usually extremely unstable, and it is often difficult to localise the source of haemorrhage. The initial step is to ‘eviscerate’ the abdomen, taking the small bowel out of the abdominal cavity and allowing it to lie on the abdominal wall. It is advisable to use swabs to mop up blood and to restrict use of the sucker; the patient’s blood volume may rapidly disappear into the sucker reservoir without the surgeon fully appreciating the extent of the loss, particularly with low pressure venous bleeding.

It is also extremely important to keep pace with volume resuscitation. If possible, tamponade the abdominal cavity and resuscitate before mobilising or exploring haematoma or bleeding sites. If the bleeding is obviously arterial, aortic control at the hiatus is obtained as described. This will usually slow the bleeding down sufficiently to localise its source and appropriate exposure can then be undertaken. Once the injury has been isolated, more localised control is obtained if possible, for example, with side-biting clamps restoring visceral and renal perfusion while resuscitation is completed. Each lesion can then be dealt with on its specific merits. If the bleeding is obviously venous and welling up into the operative field, it may be extremely difficult to identify the source by virtue of its low pressure. The IVC is best exposed by right visceral rotation, or in the case of the retrohepatic IVC by mobilisation of the right lobe of the liver. This will be dealt with more specifically in discussion on IVC injuries.

The major judgement call in this type of patient is whether or not to embark upon a ‘damage control’ strategy. These patients are more likely to die from ‘metabolic failure’ than from the actual vascular injury (see Chapter 4). The balance lies between restoring normal anatomy and the fatal triad of hypothermia, acidosis and coagulopathy. The strategy comprises temporising manoeuvres allowing for active resuscitation in an intensive care unit (ICU) setting with subsequent re-exploration for definitive treatment. Consideration must be given to adopting this strategy in a patient who has a metabolic acidosis (pH less than 7.25), hypothermia (core temperature less than 34 °C), coagulopathy (non-surgical bleeding) and massive blood transfusion (more than 10 units), and in whom the operation has taken more than one and a half hours.

Principles of damage control involve the arrest of bleeding and limiting contamination. In terms of surgical bleeding non-essential vessels are ligated, and simple suture repair carried out where possible. Consideration can be given to balloon tamponade and the use of temporary shunts for major more essential arteries. For venous or non-surgical bleeding packing should be entertained. All ends may be ligated or stapled and the abdominal wounds closed temporarily. Various strategies have been advocated for this including the use of towel clips to approximate skin edges and meshes or transparent adhesive abdominal drapes to cover exposed bowel.

In the ICU setting active re-warming is commenced using warmed fluids. Coagulopathy is treated, volume restored and acidosis corrected. Bleeding not thought to be due to coagulopathy may necessitate earlier re-exploration but, if planned, it should take place between 24 and 72 hours later. Consideration can be given to the operation once core temperature exceeds 35 °C, serum lactate is less than 2.5 mmol/L and the international normalised ratio (INR) and prothrombin time (PTT) are less than 1.25 times normal.

The major consideration in the postoperative period, besides the complex metabolic derangements that may continue to occur, is that of the abdominal compartment syndrome. This is the situation in which increasing abdominal pressures due to distended bowel, or for whatever reason, results in progressive oliguria, elevated airway pressure, hypoxemia and hypotension due to decreased venous return. It is important to be aware of this problem after all major abdominal injuries. The optimum method of measuring intra-abdominal pressure is by means of an intravesical catheter.

It would appear that a pressure in excess of 22 mmHg necessitates decompression. Abdominal wounds should be reopened and one of the strategies of visceral containment embarked upon. Detailed discussion of this subject is beyond the scope of this chapter except to note that 20 per cent or more patients in this category will develop this complication, which, unless remedied early, will certainly contribute to rapid deterioration.

The damage control strategy is extremely labour intensive and it puts great stress on resource management. The mortality remains in excess of 50 per cent but it is difficult to compare various series due to the heterogeneous nature of the patients and their injuries. The philosophy, in essence, is that some chance is better than no chance.

RETROPERITONEAL HAEMATOMAS

Retroperitoneal haematomas are classified into three zones according to their site (Fig. 36.7), namely central haematomas (zone 1), lateral haematomas (zone 2) and pelvic haematomas (zone 3). Central haematomas may
result from injuries to the great vessels of the abdomen, pancreas and duodenum; lateral haematomas result from injured kidney, renal vessels and ureter, and pelvic haematomas result from damage to the great vessels of the pelvis, bladder, ureters, and the rectum. Combination haematomas are classified as zone 4.21–23

All zone 1 haematomas should be explored because of the high incidence of visceral and major vascular injuries.23–25 The haematoma should not be entered without attempting to resuscitate the patient as far as possible by controlling the bleeding area with pressure packs and volume replacement. This is often easier said than done.

If the haematoma or the bleeding site involves the suprarenal area the aorta should be controlled at the oesophageal hiatus as described. The next step will be to open the lesser sac and to attempt to isolate the injury. If this does not prove possible left lateral visceral rotation should be used. If the haematoma is predominantly infrarenal, or if it is situated at the base of the mesentery, the transverse colon should be retracted superiorly after mobilising the duodenum, so that the aorta can be controlled below the left renal vein before entering the haematoma.26

An essential principle in managing these injuries is to avoid blind clamping as the IVC, left renal vein and in particular the common iliac veins are fragile and very susceptible to lacerations of these large vessel trunks can turn a controlled situation into a hopeless blood bath.

If a lateral zone 2 haematoma is expanding or pulsatile, exploration is indicated. The same would apply when there is radiological evidence of major pedicle or parenchymal injury and significant urinary extravasation. The reason for not exploring stable non-pulsatile haematomas is that haemorrhage adequately tamponaded by perinephric fascia may become uncontrollable and result in unnecessary nephrectomy.22,26–29 When exploration is indicated, however, the renal pedicle must be controlled before opening the haematoma. Renal artery injuries are repaired on their merits.

Haematomas in the medial portion of zone 2, where the renal pelvis, renal pedicle and lateral duodenum are situated, can be problematic. Much debate has taken place as to whether these should be explored in stable patients by virtue of the morbidity caused by missed injuries, particularly to the duodenum, and a case for routine exploration can certainly be made. These particular haematomas should probably be classified with the central zone 1 group.30

With regard to zone 3 pelvic haematomas in general, management depends on whether the injury is actively bleeding or contained. A contained haematoma, if non-expansile and flaccid, should not be opened in the presence of a pelvic fracture, when arterial pulsation in the groin is intact and there is no evidence of urological trauma on urethrography and cystography. Exploration is indicated, however, if a pelvic haematoma has ruptured, if it is rapidly expanding or pulsatile in close proximity to major vessels, if arterial pulsation in the groin is absent or if intraperitoneal rupture of the bladder has occurred.30–32

An essential part of controlling haemorrhage in relation to pelvic fracture is urgent fixation and stabilisation of the fracture.30,31 Deep pelvic haematoma in relation to the internal iliac vessels and their branches even if pulsatile are probably best left undisturbed or treated by tamponade until the precise source of bleeding is elucidated by angiography. Most of these injuries are amenable to endovascular procedures, embolotherapy in particular.33,34 Details of the management of rectal and urological injuries are beyond the scope of this chapter.

MAJOR ARTERIAL INJURIES

The options available for definitive therapy are lateral suture, patch angioplasty repair, end-to-end anastomosis or interposition grafts. Under certain circumstances ligation may be necessary. Repair follows well established principles35 such as debridement of the vessel ends to healthy vessel wall, removal of propagated thrombus and flushing of the distal arterial tree with heparinised saline solution. Repairs must be performed with intima to intima apposition without causing luminal narrowing or any tension on the suture line. In general, injuries compatible with survival can usually be repaired by simple techniques. As a general rule, through and through injuries are best managed by transection of the vessel, incorporating both wounds, followed by reanastomosis in an end-to-end fashion.

When an interposition graft or a patch closure is required autogenous material such as the long saphenous vein is probably the best option. This applies particularly when there has been an element of contamination in the operative field. Nevertheless, when there is no contamination, and in the interests of expedience, prosthetic grafts may be required.
Mesenteric injuries
With regard to the superior mesenteric artery, definitive management depends largely upon the anatomical zone involved. Fullen and his colleagues\(^36\) classified these as follows:

- Zone 1 – extending from the aorta to the first major branch, the inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery
- Zone 2 – from the inferior pancreaticoduodenal to the middle colic artery origin
- Zone 3 – the trunk distal to the middle colic
- Zone 4 – segmental branches to the jejunum, ileum or colon.

The chances of bowel ischaemia are maximal for zone 1, minimal for zone 3 and extremely unlikely for zone 4 disruptions. With ligation of the proximal superior mesenteric artery, collaterals may well occur through the coeliac axis and inferior mesenteric artery branches. The patients, however, are invariably shocked and the severe associated vasospasm and hypotension can further perpetuate borderline ischaemia. Ligation of zones 1 and 2 injuries have an extremely high mortality and it is strongly recommended that repair be effected for these. It is probably also advisable to repair zone 3 injuries. For injuries close to the aorta it is probably best to oversew the aortic defect and to restore continuity by means of a graft taken from the side of the infrarenal aorta.\(^37,38\)

Clear guidelines are lacking for the treatment of the associated superior mesenteric venous injury. Such injuries do not seem to influence overall mortality and, in general, a simple injury can be oversewn or reanastomosed, whereas a more complex injury with a wall defect would probably be best treated by ligation.

Coeliac axis injuries
There is little information specifically concerning injuries to this vessel. Our own experience has been to restore continuity of this vessel by simple suture wherever possible, and if not to simply ligate it. It would appear that ligation is well tolerated in the presence of a patent superior mesenteric artery.\(^38\)

Any mesenteric or coeliac artery disruption is potentially likely to result in bowel ischaemia in the postoperative period (see Chapters 3, 4 and 29). There is some debate as to whether a second look laparotomy should be performed as routine in these patients, but no firm guidelines exist.

Renal artery injuries
The basic principles with regard to restoration of arterial continuity apply. In most cases the optimum procedure is to use a saphenous graft which takes its origin from the infrarenal aorta and is anastomosed distally end-to-side or end-to-end to healthy renal artery. Unless there has been partial disruption of the vessel with preservation of some prograde flow the results of renal pedicle avulsion in terms of kidney salvage are extremely poor, mainly due to the delay in making the diagnosis and the poor tolerance of the kidney to prolonged ischaemia.\(^28,29,39\)

**MAJOR VENOUS INJURIES**

**Inferior vena cava injuries**
With simple lower IVC injuries avulsion of lumbar veins should be avoided by resisting attempts to encircle and clamp the IVC. It is preferable to obtain control by pressure above and below the laceration using sponge sticks and by digital compression of the lumbar veins against the posterior abdominal wall\(^26,40\) (Fig. 36.8a). For larger injuries indwelling Foley balloon catheters may be used to control bleeding.

For simple anterior puncture wounds a side-biting atraumatic vascular clamp is applied to provide adequate control (Fig. 36.8b). The possibility of an additional posterior puncture wound due to a through and through injury should be excluded. Under these circumstances, the posterior injury is best sutured through an enlarged anterior wound. Attempts to rotate the IVC should be avoided as it invariably results in avulsion of the lumbar veins (Fig. 36.8c).
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In the presence of complex injuries which may require interposition grafts, or if there is uncontrollable haemorrhage, ligation is the best option and is extremely well tolerated by most patients. Grafts of the IVC have given uniformly poor results in terms of patency.40,41

**Juxtahepatic inferior vena cava injuries**

This refers to the IVC extending from above the renal veins under the liver to the diaphragm, and by convention, includes injuries to the hepatic veins. The only tributaries entering this segment of the IVC are the hepatic veins, the right adrenal vein and the inferior phrenic veins. Therefore, by clamping the portal vein and the hepatic artery, and controlling the IVC above and below the liver, hepatic flow is effectively arrested and there should be minimal bleeding.

Obviously, occlusion of the IVC at this level seriously compromises venous return to the heart and is doubly challenging in the hypovolaemic patient. This problem led to the development of the concept of the atirocaval shunt, in which an attempt is made to isolate the retrohepatic IVC while allowing venous drainage to continue into the atrium by means of strategically placed apertures within the shunt, once the IVC has been isolated42 (Fig. 36.9).

The first step entails performing the Pringle manoeuvre, i.e. cross-clamping at the porta hepatis. A total median sternotomy must then be carried out, followed by a pericardiomy, isolating the intrapericardial IVC. The juxtahepatic IVC is mobilised by right visceral rotation as well as by mobilising the duodenum using the Kocher manoeuvre. The suprarenal IVC is isolated, the auricle of the atrium opened and a 36 Fr chest drain tube is passed into the IVC. Prior to insertion of this tube a side-hole is cut into the proximal end of the tube through which drainage can occur. The position of the tube is confirmed by palpation. The IVC is secured around the tube by means of snares.42 An alternative that has been described is the use of an endotracheal tube passed from the atrium, inflating its balloon in the infrahepatic segment of the IVC so obviating the need to mobilise it at this level.43 The technique for insertion of these shunts is difficult and has the potential for further disruption of the injured area by the tip of the tube. Unless the drainage holes are correctly positioned the shunt will have no influence whatever on bleeding. Median sternotomy is also time consuming and there is major potential for initiating further bleeding.42

The alternative to using the atirocaval shunt is total occlusion of the IVC and portal system.40,44,45 As already mentioned this severely reduces venous drainage and can cause marked hypotension. Before attempting it, therefore, the patient must be well resuscitated in terms of volume.

After initiating the Pringle manoeuvre the ligamentum arteriosum and the falciform ligament are divided and the liver is gently pull in a caudad direction. The central tendon of the diaphragm is then divided to gain access to the pericardium, which exposes the intrapericardial IVC (Fig. 36.10a). The infrahepatic IVC is then exposed as described earlier. The liver is then totally mobilised by dividing the right and left triangular ligaments and the anterior and posterior layers of the coronary ligament on the right. The IVC can now be clamped within the pericardium and below the liver. If the blood pressure drops precipitously the aorta can be clamped at the hiatus in order to sequestrate the upper body circulation. The liver can now be rotated to identify the venous injury, which, in most cases can be repaired expeditiously; again most injuries compatible with survival can be dealt with by simple suture (Fig. 36.10b).

The mortality for these injuries is prohibitive and in most reported series exceeds 80 per cent. No patients requiring resuscitative thoracotomy have been reported as survivors.42 In most experienced hands only about 50 per cent of patients have survived shunt insertion in order to allow repair of the injury. In our own experience, we have attempted atirocaval shunt placement in four patients and have had no survivors; certainly two died due to haemorrhage provoked by attempts to achieve this objective. We have had 10 patients in whom total isolation was performed, of whom seven survived; all these had penetrating trauma with simple lacerations.40 All patients had some degree of postoperative liver function derangement which resolved within a week or so. The deaths were a direct result of blood loss and the cascade of multiple organ failure40,44 (see Chapter 4). It is extremely difficult to compare results.

---

**Figure 36.9** Juxtahepatic inferior vena caval injuries. Use of the atirocaval shunt
between reported series because they tend to be small and represent an extremely heterogeneous group of patients.

**Portal vein injuries**

These injuries are seldom if ever isolated and they are surgically inaccessible. A high proportion of patients with these injuries exsanguinate intraoperatively. Access to the portal vein is achieved by means of right visceral rotation with mobilisation of the duodenum and head of pancreas to the right. Occasionally, in order to reach the confluence of the splenic and superior mesenteric vein, it may be necessary to divide the neck of the pancreas. The major problem is to control bleeding while exposure is being established and to this end ingenuity may certainly be tested. As always there is no place for blind application of clamps. Wherever possible one should attempt to control bleeding by compression.

As a general rule in terms of definitive repair, simple lateral suture, or if possible end-to-end anastomosis, is the most feasible. Complex injuries with major vessel wall defects are best treated by ligation. Emergency portal–systemic shunt insertion cannot be recommended as it is a complex procedure invariably performed in an unstable patient. In addition, the reported rate of encephalopathy is unacceptably high (see Chapter 46). By the same token various other procedures have been reported, such as the use of interposition grafts using either vein or prosthesis, with the occasional survivor.

Results are uniformly poor in terms of survival and 50–80 per cent mortality is reported. The major influences on this outcome are the associated injuries and massive blood loss. In the longer term, there is little information on the patency of attempted repairs. One small study using duplex Doppler showed that long term patency can be achieved following simple venorrhaphy. During the postoperative period there is a relatively small risk of bowel infarction (see Chapters 3 and 29). More frequently reported, however, is the massive sequestration of fluid in the splanchic bed, particularly after ligation, which calls for significant fluid resuscitation. In the longer term there are no reports related to the incidence of symptomatic portal hypertension. Some authors have advocated a second look procedure within 24 hours to exclude bowel infarction. Our own experience is limited to 15 patients for whom we have records: the mortality was 80 per cent and most of the injured vessels in survivors had been ligated. With regard to superior mesenteric vein injuries no specific reports can be found and the approach advocated is that of simple repair when feasible, and failing that, ligation.

**Renal vein injuries**

It is well established that the left renal vein can be ligated provided that collaterals through the suprarenal and gonadal vein are preserved. Whenever possible simple repair should be attempted. The right kidney does not tolerate ligation of the right renal vein, as the only collaterals are those via the renal capsule, the gonadal and adrenal veins draining directly into the IVC.

**Iliac vein injuries**

Diffuse bleeding related to pelvic fractures is probably best treated by packing followed by reoperation for removal of the packs 24 hours later. Common or external iliac vein injuries should be repaired wherever possible but if these are complex, ligation is the best option, and in our experience tolerated well in the short term. Information regarding lower limb venous repairs in the civilian setting indicate a high incidence of occlusion, particularly after complex repairs, but they did not influence limb salvage.
have no information of results in the longer term and there are few, if any, studies in the literature.

On occasion, access to a bleeding common iliac vein may be difficult due to the overlying arteries. Under these circumstances the overlying iliac artery may be transected, and once the venous injury has been attended to, reanastomosed. This action is preferable to blind groping with clamps and compounding the situation by further lacerating the fragile iliac venous structures.

**ABDOMINAL ARTERIAL INJURY IN THE PRESENCE OF CONTAMINATION**

This scenario is applicable, for example, to the presence of sigmoid colon injury coupled with lower aortic or iliac artery disruption. In the presence of gross faecal contamination it would be unwise to perform arterial repair and in particular interposition grafting (see Chapters 18 and 25). Autogenous tissue tends to disintegrate once infected. Various statements regarding the ‘resistance’ to infection of certain prosthetic grafts is certainly not borne out by our own experience.1,58

In this group of patients it is advisable to ligate the major vessels within the area of contamination and to restore circulation by means of an extra-anatomical bypass. For example, in the presence of a contaminated aortic disruption axillofemoral bypass may be entertained. Similarly, in the presence of an iliac injury, a femoro-femoral crossover bypass may be used. Once again ingenuity may be tested in these complex circumstances. Ultimately in-line reconstruction is desirable, especially in young patients, but revision surgery should not be considered before an arbitrary period of about 6 months has elapsed to ensure that all sepsis has resolved.

**ENDOVASCULAR TECHNIQUES**

Interventional radiological procedures provide an attractive option in the stable patient with trauma involving inaccessible vessels. The value of embolotherapy has been demonstrated in non-essential vessels of the neck, pelvis and the extremities using thrombin pellets and spring coils. No major morbidity has been reported to date, although the literature on this subject is sparse.34,59–62 Potential hazards with placement of occlusive devices close to the origins of tributaries from major parent vessels must be kept in mind, for instance, migration and distal embolisation of the occluding device.34 With regard to embolotherapy for arteriovenous fistulae an essential principle is that both the arterial inflow and outflow component must be occluded. Failure to do this almost invariably results in recurrence of the fistula. With larger vessels there is also the danger of migration and embolisation into the venous system through the fistula itself.34,59

A specific indication in which embolotherapy has come into its own is in the treatment of traumatic haemobilia.1,63–67 This usually follows penetrating trauma with the formation of pseudoaneurysms, often quite sizeable, on the branches of the hepatic artery which form fistulae with bile duct radicles.67,68 In a recent series,63 23 patients with traumatic lesions were successfully treated using catheter occlusive techniques. There was one death not specifically related to the embolotherapy and the long term results on these patients have been excellent without recurrence of the problems. Liver function was not compromised.65 In Fig. 36.11 the results of successful embolisation for traumatic haemobilia are shown. The patient was a
29-year-old man who had sustained gunshot trauma to the liver and presented 2 weeks later with a gastrointestinal bleed. Other peripancreatic pseudoaneurysms with fistulation into the duodenum have been successfully treated by embolic occlusion.69

Renal arterial trauma is often associated with intraparenchymal pseudoaneurysms which present with significant haematuria and lend themselves well to selective segmental arterial occlusion. Although segmental infarction of the kidney occurs it does not have long term sequelae in terms of hypertension.27 Deep-seated pulsatile haematomas associated with pelvic fractures usually arise from the disruption of branches of internal iliac or median sacral vessels and are best dealt with by selective occlusion.1,59,62

The role of stent placement in trauma is not well documented and, in general, experience is limited to small series.70–76 In relation to penetrating trauma, most reports deal with lesions involving the subclavian and carotid vessels for which covered stents were used.73,76–78 Of particular interest is their successful deployment in cases of arteriovenous fistula.76

Few reports exist of blunt trauma of the abdominal vessels. Self-expanding stents have been used successfully in dissections of the abdominal aorta and iliac vessels70,77–79 (see Chapter 24). This modality of treatment, in selected cases, represents a very attractive alternative to open surgery. Medium term results with stents are good and no major acute complications have been reported. Follow-up ranged from 3 months to 4 years but long term evaluation is essential.

There are very few trauma centres in the world wherefrom meaningful experience with major abdominal vascular injuries can be reported. Much of this information is subjective and relates to experience gained retrospectively or with relatively few patients. Much of what is produced in this chapter is based on personal experience within the vascular service of the University of Natal Hospitals, South Africa. In general, the results remain poor for two main reasons: massive haemorrhage that is difficult to control and the high incidence of associated visceral injuries. Comparative data are difficult to obtain by virtue of the heterogeneous nature of the injuries in these patients, although various trauma scoring systems may assist in producing some evidence-based data.37,38

These injuries are probably the most challenging in trauma surgery.

Conclusions

Blunt abdominal vascular injuries are rather uncommon and largely caused by sudden deceleration and the avulsive and shearing forces involved in road traffic and other accidents. Penetrating abdominal vessel injuries inflicted by guns and knives occur much more frequently and early fatality is attributable to torrential bleeding and delays in securing control due to the relative inaccessibility of some of the main arterial and venous trunks. Continuing haemorrhage and associated organ injury, including contamination from perforated bowel, represent a major challenge which demands timely and experienced intervention.

In the stable patient a CT scan, if necessary complemented by angiography, will assist in planning surgical management and in considering the likely value of endovascular therapies.

Wide exposure is crucial to gaining adequate access both for control and in executing the necessary repairs, a principle of special relevance when a retroperitoneal, possibly pulsatile, haematoma is revealed. In cases of severe trauma requiring prolonged surgery, it may be wiser to aim for ‘damage control’ as a first step followed by re-exploration and definitive vascular repair when a degree of stability has been achieved in the ICU. Injuries to the juxtahepatic IVC, mesenteric vessels and the portal venous system require specific operative manoeuvres and solutions.
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Limb Replantation

COLIN M MORRISON, MICHAEL D BRENNEN

THE PROBLEM

Replantation represents one of the pinnales of reconstructive surgery, involving a wide range of tissues and surgical techniques. It has evolved from an experimental procedure in the 1950s and 1960s to a relatively common emergency operation performed throughout the world.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^5\) The first successful replantation of a traumatically severed limb was carried out by Malt at the Massachusetts General Hospital in 1962.\(^6\) Two years later the first microsurgical replantation of a hand was performed by Chen in China.\(^7\) Subsequent improvements in microvascular technique have extended the indications for replantation and now successful thumb, finger, hand, arm and leg replantations are routinely achieved.\(^2\)

Most major amputations occur in the workplace and the causes vary according to local industry. Large machines, chain saws and farming equipment are capable of trapping and amputating an entire limb. In children an alarmingly high percentage of lower limb amputations are caused by lawn mowers. Studies have shown peaks of amputations occurring on a Monday and Thursday at 11 o’clock in the morning, a time at which employees become hungry, irritable and lose concentration.\(^4\) Industrial educational programmes continue to have the greatest impact in reducing the occurrence of this devastating injury.

DEFINITIONS

- **Replantation** is the reattachment of a body part that has been completely amputated.
- **Revascularisation** is the restoration of circulation to a devascularised but not completely amputated part.

The distinction between replantation and revascularisation is important when discussing the methods and results of reattachment of amputated parts. The survival rates following revascularisation are generally better than those of replantation because adequate venous drainage often remains intact in the former.\(^1\)

CLASSIFICATION

The condition of the amputated part and the stump can be classified according to the mechanism of injury, as this influences the management and subsequent outcome. The mechanism of injury determines the zone of tissue damage and remains one of the most critical components in patient evaluation.

**Guillotine amputations** divide the tissues sharply and create only a localised zone of injury. The outlook is favourable with a good chance of functional return
Crushing amputations result in a larger zone of tissue damage which may not be easily defined (Fig. 37.2). The amount of tissue damage is directly proportional to the size and weight of the object causing the amputation. Crushing amputations often have poor function even if they survive replantation.1

Avulsion amputations are caused by a tearing force and there is usually extensive tissue injury with associated vascular damage extending well beyond the amputation site (Fig. 37.3). A corkscrew appearance of an artery, also known as ‘the ribbon sign’, suggests that an avulsion force has been applied and this segment of vessel should be excised and replaced by a vein graft.8,9

Crushing and avulsion amputations represent relatively poor prospects for successful replantation because extensive tissue resection is required to escape the zone of injury.

EMERGENCY TREATMENT

The patient should receive emergency treatment in accordance with the American College of Surgeons Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) protocol. The immediate priorities are to establish an adequate airway, breathing and circulation. Major life-threatening injuries take precedence over the replantation of an amputated part (Fig. 37.4).10

A non-adherent dressing, a firm compression bandage and elevation of the stump are usually sufficient to control bleeding. The use of artery forceps and ligatures should be avoided as these may cause further vessel damage. Tetanus immunisation status should be determined and a booster given if indicated. Broad spectrum antibiotics should be administered if the wound is heavily contaminated or if the patient is diabetic or immunocompromised.

X-rays are taken of the amputated part and the limb suffering the amputation. X-rays of both are important in that they help to determine the best method of bone stabilisation. There may be missing bony fragments and this must be taken into consideration in subsequent management. The amputated part should be wrapped in damp, normal saline gauze and put into a sealed plastic bag. The sealed bag should then be placed in a container containing an ice-saline bath to maintain a temperature of between 4 and 10 °C (Fig. 37.5). The amputated part should never be directly surrounded by ice or placed into hypotonic or hypertonic solution.

All accident receiving centres should have telephone access to a replantation centre and should contact the surgeon on call as soon as the patient is admitted. If the patient is a suitable candidate for replantation, then both the patient and the amputated part should be transported to the replantation centre by the most expedient means possible.

Emergency treatment of a patient with a limb amputation

- Establish Airway, Breathing, Circulation
- Rule out other life-threatening injuries
- Control bleeding from the amputation stump
Indications for replantation

Replantation is not always indicated for patients with limb amputations (Fig. 37.6). In considering a patient for possible replantation the surgeon must weigh the systemic risks against the potential loss of the amputated part. The main factor in patient selection is the potential for the replanted part to become an impediment and success must be measured in terms of the functional outcome rather than limb survival alone. Careful assessment is therefore essential before attempting this difficult and occasionally life-threatening procedure.

All indications for replantation must take into account the status of the amputated part and the patient. Amputated parts that are severely crushed and those with multiple level injuries may have poor function even if they survive replantation (see Chapter 33). The ischaemic tolerance of an amputated extremity is inversely related to the amount of muscle it contains. A proximal limb amputation can tolerate 4–6 hours of ischaemia before myonecrosis and the release of toxic metabolites results in acidosis, myoglobinuria, cardiogenic shock and renal failure (see Chapters 2 and 4). This is known as the replantation syndrome. Replantation of a limb is therefore not recommended if ischaemia time is longer than 6 hours although that period can be prolonged by proper cooling of the amputated part.

The smaller vessels of infants make microsurgical repair more difficult but good nerve recovery often leads to excellent return of function. In the elderly, however, nerve recovery cannot be expected with any reliability and any attempt at replantation must be carefully considered. Successful replantation has been reported in an octogenerian, but the functional results were disappointing. In patients with degenerative joint disease, postoperative oedema and splinting can cause stiffness of the whole hand.

Patients who have severe systemic injury or disease may not tolerate the anaesthesia and surgery well. Results with patients who have severe mental disease or suffer from substance abuse (see Chapter 44) may also be poor. Although the technical aspects of replantation in these individuals may

• Check tetanus immunisation status/administer antibiotics
• X-ray both the amputated part and the limb suffering the amputation
• Cool the amputated part
• Contact the replantation centre

Figure 37.4 (a) An avulsion amputation of the upper limb in a 22-year-old man caused by a piece of farming equipment. (b) Clinical examination showing marked bruising in the right supraclavicular fossa. (c) A chest X-ray demonstrating widening of the mediastinum. The subclavian artery had been avulsed, requiring operative intervention to control life-threatening haemorrhage
not present a problem, postoperative compliance is unpredictable and rehabilitation difficult (Fig. 37.7).  

The patient’s sex, cultural background, occupation and personality may also influence the decision to attempt replantation. The only absolute contraindication to replantation is when the patient’s associated injuries or pre-existing medical condition preclude a prolonged surgical procedure.

**MANAGEMENT AT THE REPLANTATION CENTRE**

Ideally every replantation centre should have two surgical teams available at all times. One team thoroughly debrides the amputated part under magnification and identifies the various structures while the other team prepares the patient for surgery.

**The amputated part**

The amputated part is immediately taken to the operating room, where it is cleaned using Hartmann solution. Under loupe magnification the part is carefully debrided and the vessels and nerves identified and labelled with sutures (Fig. 37.8). Labelling of these structures can be very helpful in the later stages of reconstruction when fatigue influences a surgeon’s proficiency. The amputated part is then kept cool until required later in the procedure.

**The patient**

Preparation for surgery should proceed without delay. Repeated preoperative examination of the injured limb

---

**Replantation strategies**

- Indications for limb replantation
  - Amputations at the level of the mid-metacarpal, wrist or distal forearm
  - Amputations at the level of the distal third of the leg
  - Amputations in children
  - Bilateral amputations

- Relative contraindications to limb replantation
  - Severe crush/avulsion injury
  - Multiple levels of injury
  - Prohibitive ischaemia time
  - Significant associated injuries or medical illness
  - Psychiatric instability
should be avoided, as this may increase the risk of vascular spasm. The patient is kept warm and intravenous solutions administered to maintain a hypervolaemic state. A chest X-ray and/or electrocardiogram (ECG) are taken if indicated by the patient’s age and associated medical conditions. Blood is taken for a full blood count, blood type and cross-match as the patient may require a blood transfusion.

A thorough history and examination is completed before discussing treatment options and outcomes with the patient and his or her family. Consent should include permission for amputation, vein grafts, nerve grafts, skin grafts, bone grafts and possibly free flaps for soft tissue coverage.

**PRINCIPLES OF ANAESTHESIA**

Major limb replantation usually lasts many hours and requires general anaesthesia. This can be augmented by regional anaesthesia using indwelling catheters. These provide access for sympathetic nerve blockade aimed at vasodilatation of the limb and for giving continuous analgesia, reducing unnecessary postoperative pain.\(^{16,17}\)

The patient should be placed on a well padded mattress, for comfort and protection of pressure points and an indwelling urinary catheter inserted. Particular care should be taken when positioning healthy limbs to avoid further injury. The patient should be kept warm and well hydrated. Active warming with a warm air blanket and fluid warmer helps maintain an optimum temperature of 38°C. Good hydration is essential, allowing for blood loss at the time of injury and during the operative procedure. These measures reduce the incidence of thrombus formation at the vascular anastomosis by avoiding vasoconstriction and hypotension.

Haemoglobin levels should be monitored and maintained at 7–8 g/dL. A low blood viscosity helps promote flow across the site of the anastomosis. Transfusion should be avoided unless the patient becomes symptomatic from anaemia.

**RECOMMENDED SURGICAL SEQUENCE FOR REPLANTATION OF AN AMPUTATED LIMB**

- Identification of arteries, veins, nerves and tendons
- Wound debridement

*Figure 37.7 (a, b) A guillotine amputation of the hand caused by a hacksaw. (c) Despite a good immediate postoperative result, the patient failed to comply with rehabilitation. (d) The poor functional result*
Identification of arteries, veins, nerves and tendons

Magnifying loupes are worn during the initial dissection and structures to be repaired are identified and marked with sutures. It is extremely important to take great care in isolating vital structures before wound debridement.

Wound debridement

The amputation stump is cleaned and debrided, removing all contaminated, non-viable tissue. Frayed tendon ends and bone fragments are also removed.

Forearm muscles receive most of their blood supply through their proximal half and, therefore, any muscle present in a distal severed forearm must be carefully evaluated and excised if there is doubt about its future. Similarly, amputations at the metacarpal level require resection of distal avascular intrinsic muscles. The surgeon’s haste to re-establish blood flow must not result in neglect of proper wound cleansing and is essential in preventing myonecrosis and subsequent infection.1,13,14

Bony stabilisation

Bones may be shortened during replantation to permit better bone contact in comminuted fractures, allow a tension free vascular anastomosis and nerve repair and enable better soft tissue coverage. Rigid fixation also protects the vascular repair and allows early mobilisation of the replanted limb. If possible, the periosteum is repaired to help bone healing and minimise adhesions to flexor and extensor tendons.

Amputations at the forearm level or higher usually result from violent injury in which a large zone of tissue has been affected. Consequently, the amount of bone resected is between 2 and 4 cm. For wrist replantations, however, as little bone as possible is resected in order to preserve mid-carpal or radiocarpal wrist motion. For amputations at the metacarpal level, interosseous wiring through four drill holes at 12, 3, 6 and 9 o’clock in each end of the bone permits two strands of 24 gauge wire to be placed perpendicular to each other. This provides stability, allowing early motion with less chance of angulation and non-union.

For major limb replantation, compression plating is the preferred method of providing bone fixation (Fig. 37.9). However this requires more time and bone exposure, possibly with further damage to soft tissue structures. If contamination is significant, an external fixator may be used to reduce the risk of infection (Fig. 37.10).18

Vascular repair

Most amputations of the upper extremity occur at the digit or hand level. Replantation of limbs proximal to the wrist involve greater muscle mass and the duration of avascularity of the detached part is more critical. In replantations proximal to the metacarpal level, arterial inflow must be re-established after initial debridement and rapid bone stabilisation.

If the ischaemia time is prolonged a shunt may be placed between the proximal and distal arteries and veins to perfuse the limb as quickly as possible. The Sundt and Pudenz ventriculoperitoneal shunts are commercially available, but any suitable silastic tubing may be employed as long as great care is exercised during its introduction.19,20

Muscles in the hand or forearm inevitably becomes oedematous following reperfusion and therefore prophylactic
fasciotomy of all muscle compartments in the amputated part should be performed prior to revascularisation. In addition, the carpal tunnel is released if the amputation is proximal to the wrist.

The limb should be re-arterialised before venous repair. Prior to the anastomosis, the tourniquet is released and the vessels debrided back to normal intima, ensuring pulsatile proximal vessel inflow. Small vascular clamps are used to hold both ends of the severed vessels in place and to control bleeding during repair. Loose adventitia is removed and the vessel ends are brought together by sliding the clamps on the holding bar. Heparinised saline solution is flushed into the lumen of the vessels with an irrigating catheter to cleanse and reduce the tendency for platelets to adhere to the intima and anastomotic site. Closed vessel-dilating forceps are inserted into the artery or vein and gently opened, stretching the vessel. This gentle dilatation helps to prevent spasm of the muscle within the vessel wall at the site of vessel repair.

The vascular anastomosis is performed under the operating microscope or loupe magnification. An end-to-end anastomosis is performed enabling accurate opposition of vessels (Fig. 37.11). Fine nylon sutures are used for vessel repair against a yellow polyethylene background to help in localisation of suture placement (Fig. 37.12). It is imperative to avoid accidentally picking up and suturing together opposite walls.

The field is kept moist with saline to prevent tissue desiccation. If a tension-free vascular anastomosis cannot be performed an interposition vein graft may be used. Vein grafts are reversed when used for arterial repair so that any valves within the graft do not impede blood flow. The vascular clamps are opened on completion of the anastomosis to allow the release of toxic metabolites into the surgical field and prevent their accumulation in the systemic circulation. Ideally, two superficial veins should be repaired for every arterial anastomosis to maintain a balanced circulation.

**Tendon repair**

Primary end-to-end repair gives the best opportunity for tendons to regain function. This should be performed without undue tension, after the necrotic or damaged tendon ends have been resected.

Early postoperative mobilisation promotes healing and reduces the tendency of tendons to become adherent to the
surrounding tissues. A four strand core suture of 4-0 nylon or braided polyester, together with a 6-0 nylon epitendinous suture provides sufficient strength to allow a flexor tendon to be mobilised, with only a small risk of rupture at the repair site. Extensor tendons only require a core suture but an epitendinous suture may be added to tidy up the tendon ends.

The repaired tendon ends should lie in a healthy soft tissue bed and have good skin and subcutaneous tissue cover. Divided muscle bellies are repaired with 4-0 polyglactin. If tendon damage is too great to allow primary repair a secondary tendon graft or a tendon transfer will be required to restore movement.

Nerve repair

The immediate survival of a replanted part is determined by the success of the vascular anastomosis, but the eventual function of a limb depends on the quality of nerve regeneration. It is vital to identify the extent of nerve damage and to resect the proximal and distal ends back to microscopically normal tissue. In clean cut amputations, primary nerve repair may be possible, especially in cases where bone shortening has been performed. Tension must be avoided and if the nerve cannot be sutured without tension then nerve grafting is required. This can be carried out as a primary procedure in very clean wounds but is normally performed as a secondary operation, when nerve ends are trimmed with a sharp blade and repaired with epineural sutures under magnification.

Nerve regeneration occurs at a rate of 1 mm/day. As a result, there will be no sensory recovery in the fingertips for 9–12 months in amputations at the wrist and for 12–18 months in forearm amputations. Coarse sensation will return but the quality of sensory recovery will be far from normal on formal testing. The results are generally much better in children.

The small muscles of the hand are responsible for fine manipulative movements, positioning and some power but it is rare to get any small muscle recovery following replantation, except in children. Return of forearm function should be expected but secondary surgery, in the form of tendon grafts or tendon transfers, may be required.

Soft tissue coverage

The final and often most important issue in limb replantation is management of the skin and subcutaneous tissue loss. Many surgeons believe that this should be achieved at the time of the first procedure, as exposed bone and neurovascular structures fare poorly if not covered with well vascularised tissue.

If possible, the skin is loosely approximated to prevent vascular constriction when postoperative oedema occurs. However, local tissue is rarely available for coverage and regional or free flaps may be needed. A split skin graft is usually not appropriate.

Muscle is the best choice for these wounds in terms of vascularity and resistance to infection and adequate tissue should be transferred to fill dead space and afford coverage of deeper structures. The muscle can be raised as a myocutaneous flap or separately and covered with a split skin graft taken from a suitable donor area. The pectoralis major or latissimus dorsi can be very useful as pedicled flaps for coverage of the upper arm but for most forearm injuries a free flap will be required. The surgeon can choose whatever muscle with which he or she is most comfortable.

POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Initial dressing

The replanted limb is immobilised to protect the arterial, venous and nerve repairs. A bulky dressing is applied to splint and protect the limb and to maintain it in a position which enhances later mobility. The ideal position of the hand is with the metacarpophalangeal joints in 70 degree flexion, the interphalangeal joints in a neutral position and the thumb in maximum palmar abduction. If this position compromises the vascular repair, an alternative position as close to this ideal as possible should be used. After 48 hours, the thumb and fingers are allowed free to permit early active mobilisation.

Monitoring the circulation

Hypovolaemia and hypotension are prevented by vigorous hydration and the continuous use of adequate analgesia. Vasoconstriction is prevented by keeping the patient warm and by avoiding medication such as caffeine and nicotine. The haemoglobin and electrolyte status are monitored and a blood transfusion administered if required.

Clinical monitoring is the mainstay of postoperative evaluation of a replanted part. The colour, capillary refill, temperature and tissue turgor are carefully and frequently recorded with observations every 30–60 minutes. Arterial insufficiency is manifested by a pale, cool extremity with absent capillary refill and poor tissue turgor. Venous insufficiency is manifested by a congested extremity that has increased tissue turgor and extremely rapid capillary refill.

Needle puncture of the skin is also helpful for assessing circulation. Bright, brisk bleeding is observed if the arterial and venous systems are adequate. If arterial insufficiency is present, the wound will hardly bleed at all. If venous congestion is present, rapid, copious bleeding of dark, deoxygenated blood is seen.
Arterial insufficiency of a limb is treated by lowering it and placing it on a pillow. Venous congestion is treated by elevation, loosening of the dressing and/or removal of sutures to relieve constriction of the vascular repair. If there is no early response to these measures then re-exploration and revision of the vascular anastomoses should be performed. Clinical experience has underlined the vital importance of early re-explorations when faced with circulatory complications.

MAINTAINING PASSIVE MOVEMENTS AND ENCOURAGING ACTIVE MOVEMENTS

Once replantation has been successfully accomplished and maintained, the rehabilitation programme can proceed. This begins after 48 hours and the focus is directed towards early control of oedema, passive range of motion and progressive strengthening while avoiding the common problem of joint contracture.

COMPLICATIONS

Early complications include vascular thrombosis leading to circulatory problems, bleeding and infection. Careful postoperative monitoring is necessary to detect early circulatory problems. If initial conservative measures do not restore the circulation rapidly then an early return to theatre is necessary to inspect and re-do the vascular anastomosis. Bleeding may be controlled by elevation but persistent bleeding may also necessitate a return to theatre to find and control the bleeding vessels.

Infection is the main complication of limb replantation. If thorough debridement has not been performed there may be skin necrosis or necrosis of muscle. Antibiotics are not routinely used postoperatively but should be given at the earliest signs of cellulitis and pyrexia. Deeper infection may be due to unrecognised muscle necrosis and further radical debridement may be necessary to eliminate dead tissue and bring infection under control. Such radical debridement may create a situation where flap surgery is needed to maintain soft tissue cover for the anastomosis.

The later complications of limb replantation include those normally expected after trauma to the individual tissues. Fibrosis in the skin and subcutaneous tissues may lead to scar contracture. The tendons may rupture or become adherent. Neuromas in-continuity may develop and cause exquisitely tender spots. Nerve recovery may fail to progress. Non-union and osteomyelitis may require further bone resection and perhaps bone grafting. Painful syndromes may develop and cold intolerance in the replanted part is common.

Complications of limb replantation

- Early
  - Vascular thrombosis
  - Bleeding
  - Infection
  - Loss of the part
- Late
  - Scar contracture
  - Tendon rupture
  - Neuroma
  - Non-union
  - Osteomyelitis
  - Pain
  - Cold intolerance

SECONDARY SURGERY

O’Brien taught that all structures should be repaired primarily to reduce the necessity for secondary surgery. This is usually possible in guillotine or very minimal crush injuries, especially if some bone shortening is performed. Secondary surgery, however, is almost always necessary in major limb replantation. It may not be possible to repair all tendons primarily and secondary tendon repair, grafting or transfer may be needed to restore active movement to a particular joint.

Unless the extent of nerve injury can be accurately assessed it is unwise to perform primary nerve repair. A delayed primary or early secondary repair may be possible if the extent of nerve damage is limited. For larger nerve defects cable grafting, using for example the sural nerve, may be required.

The passive movements of joints adjacent to the site of replantation may be restricted by scar contracture. Release of these will improve the range of movement. Release may require local, distant or free flap coverage to prevent recurrence. Areas of non-union and bone infection are best treated by resection and bone grafting. Arthrodesis may be needed for joints which are severely damaged and/or painful.

REPLANTATION OF THE LOWER LIMB

Amputation of the lower limb is usually secondary to severe trauma and is commonly associated with extensive local tissue destruction and injury to other sites. As a result, there have been few cases of successful outcome following replantation. Magee and Parker are credited with performing the first foot replantation in 1969 and sporadic reports have followed. Restoration of function remains the primary goal and favourable conditions are a young,
healthy patient, with a sharp amputation, located in the distal third of the leg (Fig. 37.13). The contraindications to replantation mirror those of the upper extremity and include life-threatening associated injuries, a crushing or avulsion force and age or illness which precludes a prolonged operation. Due to the larger mass of muscle, myonecrosis and renal failure may follow a significant ischaemic period in this group of patients and particular attention should be paid to this issue. In clinical practice, ideal conditions are rarely encountered and proper patient selection remains the key factor.

**CLINICAL RESULTS**

Revascularisation of an amputated part should be expected in approximately 80 per cent of patients. Function, however, is the only real measure of success and is usually determined by the quality of sensory recovery. Based on this, success can often be predicted by the level of the amputation (Table 37.1). A hand replanted from the mid-metacarpal level to the distal wrist offers functional return superior to available prostheses (Fig. 37.14). More proximal amputations need to be considered carefully, as the risk of complications increases while the functional return decreases. At the level of the mid-forearm, reinnervation of the small muscles of the hand is unlikely and this may compromise later performance. At the level of the arm or shoulder, the results are generally poor and the main goal is often the preservation of a functioning elbow for later prosthesis fitting.

Replantation of the lower limb remains controversial. The available lower limb prostheses makes amputation less of a functional problem compared with the upper extremity. The larger mass of leg muscle also tolerates ischaemia poorly, and without adequate sensory recovery, the skin of the foot is at risk of recurrent breakdown.

In children, it is generally believed that replantation should be attempted with almost any part. Viability rates are lower but the functional results are much better than in adults.

**THE FUTURE**

Composite tissue allotransplantation represents the next frontier in replantation surgery. The recent hand transplants
performed in Lyon, France and Louisville, KY, USA, have stimulated public interest and heightened the debate about such procedures.

Current replantation literature confirms that significant functional return can be achieved following a hand transplant, provided that the appropriate patient is selected and the procedure and rehabilitation properly implemented. However, composite tissue transplant studies in animal models demonstrate a lack of long term survival data and there is uncertainty about the risk–benefit ratio of lifelong immunosuppression given the potential for organ failure, opportunistic infection and malignancy.

Future successful composite tissue allotransplantation will depend on modalities to induce host tolerance such as major histocompatibility complex matching or induction of transplant tolerance by exposing the recipient immune system to donor marrow elements before its maturity.38

Figure 37.14  (a) Guillotine amputation of the hand caused by a bandsaw. (b) Replantation of the amputated part. (c–e) Good functional outcome can be attributed to the sharp nature of the injury and the mid-metacarpal level.


Conclusions

The primary goal of replantation is to restore function. The surgical team tries to produce a well perfused replanted part which is supple, sensate and capable of active movement. Careful case selection is important. Good results will be achieved with clean amputations relatively distally in the limb in young patients. Crush or avulsion injuries give less favourable results. More proximal amputations usually give poorer functional results. Recovery of sensation in elderly patients is poor and this will compromise the outcome. Replantation in infants is technically difficult but gives excellent results.

As well as the microvascular surgery, skeletal fixation, tendon repair, nerve suture and healthy skin cover must all be given meticulous attention. Postoperative monitoring, dressings and wound care requires specialist nursing and medical care. Physiotherapy and occupational therapy are essential, especially in the upper limb. The patient may also need social and even psychological support.

Good results can be achieved in amputations at or distal to mid-forearm level. The thumb should always be considered for replantation, as should multiple finger amputations. Single finger amputations require special indications for replantation. The aesthetic value of replantation should not be underestimated. Many patients are very pleased to have the part restored even though it is of little functional value.

The indications for replantation in the lower limb, especially with distal amputations is very limited as below-knee prostheses are functionally very good. Replantation should also be considered in scalp avulsions and in amputations of specialised parts such as the ear, nose and penis.
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Injuries of Arterial Catheterisation

DAVID BERGQVIST, CHRISTER LJUNGMAN

THE PROBLEM

Arterial catheterisation or puncture may cause bleeding, occlusion or stenosis due to thromboembolism or intimal injury, arteriovenous fistula, pseudoaneurysm, arterial wall dissection, and on occasion a foreign body may be left in the arterial system. Toxic injury or allergic reaction caused by contrast media will not be discussed here neither will we review infectious complications.

AETIOLOGY AND TYPES OF INJURY

Haemorrhage

Haemorrhage is common after arterial puncture and is usually localised and of minor degree. Major haemorrhage may be caused by perforation of the back wall of the artery (Fig. 38.1), which is difficult to control with manual pressure, simply because retroperitoneal counterpressure cannot be applied. Such haemorrhage may cause hypovolaemia and shock.

Factors contributing to excessive blood loss are multiple punctures, introducers of large diameter and anticoagulant/antiplatelet therapy. Another factor of importance is puncture through a calcified vessel wall with its lack of contractility. Haemorrhage may also be due to perforation by the tip of the catheter, a risk which is particularly marked in infants whose arteries are fragile.

Thromboembolism

Thromboembolism is the result of two main processes. The first mechanism has to do with the formation of platelet aggregates and fibrin on the surface of the catheter and in the holes on the catheter tip. At catheter pull-out, the fibrin sheath is washed off on the inner side of the vessel, forming a thrombotic plug. This thrombus may occlude the artery, but it usually forms a wall-adherent, non-occlusive thrombus. The thrombus may propagate locally or embolise distally. Heparinisation significantly decreases the amount of thrombotic material on the catheter. The amount of thrombus formed depends on the type of material from which the catheter is made, the length and width of the catheter as well as the duration of catheterisation. Thrombotic material in the holes on the tip of the catheter may embolise if the catheter is flushed leading to occlusion of peripheral arteries and a clinical picture of microembolism.
The second mechanism is intimal rupture and dissection, or dislodgement of thrombotic or atherosclerotic material, either at the place of catheter insertion or caused by the tip of the catheter. Intimal dissection may bring about immediate occlusion or progressive formation of thrombus, resulting in occlusion or embolisation after some time. Fragmentation of the tip of the catheter or guidewire may also occur and in turn these parts of the catheter may embolise.

**Arteriovenous fistula**

Arteriovenous fistulae are caused by simultaneous perforation of an artery and adjacent vein and these have been well documented.2–5

**Pseudoaneurysm**

Pseudoaneurysms are found around the puncture hole in the artery. They are usually small and are particularly prone to develop if there has been excessive bleeding, and especially when patients are on anticoagulants or antiplatelet drugs.6,7 The risk increases with the complexity of the procedure.8 They may occlude spontaneously by progressive development of thrombosis,9–12 especially those with small flow volumes.13 The longer the pseudoaneurysm neck the greater the chances that it will close spontaneously.14 Infected or mycotic aneurysms may occur when the infected tip of a catheter perforates the intima (see Chapters 18 and 44).

**Dissection**

Dissection of the arterial wall occurs mainly after translumbar puncture or catheterisation of the aorta, when contrast medium is injected intramurally.15 Intestinal and renal circulation may be compromised by intramural contrast medium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of catheter injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Haemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Thrombosis – occlusive, non-occlusive, embolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Arteriovenous fistula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pseudoaneurysm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dissection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INCIDENCE**

Major complications are usually ‘complications threatening life, limb, or the visceral integrity of the patient, or requiring subsequent surgical intervention for diagnosis or treatment, or significantly prolonging the hospital stay of the patient’.16 Minor complications are ‘asymptomatic complication(s) of arteriography detected radiographically or a clinically insignificant transient symptom or sign not endangering the patient or requiring further evaluation’.16 A pragmatic way of defining major complications is to include those requiring surgical intervention and those ending in fatality. The registered frequency of these complications obviously depends on the definition and whether the study is prospective or retrospective.

Lang surveyed 11 402 procedures of retrograde percutaneous transfemoral arteriography (Seldinger procedure), collecting data by questionnaires completed by 300 hospital radiologists.17 There were 81 (0.7 per cent) complications, including thrombosis, requiring surgical intervention, six of which resulted in limb loss. There were five cases of guidewire or catheter breakage and seven cases of major haematoma. Massive retroperitoneal haemorrhage from perforation of a pelvic artery occurred in three cases. These results were compared with those from a survey of 3250 patients undergoing translumbar aortography by Lang.18 which resulted in only 11 major complications (0.3 per cent). The mortality in the translumbar group, however, was higher (0.28 per cent v 0.06 per cent).

In a survey in 1981, Hessel and co-workers19 reported on complications arising from 118 591 angiographic examinations from a large number of hospitals, comparing transfemoral, translumbar and transaxillary approaches. The overall complication rates was 1.7 per cent for the transfemoral group, 2.9 per cent for the translumbar group and 3.3 per cent for the transaxillary group. Thirty deaths were reported, with the highest number in the transaxillary group and the lowest in the transfemoral group. In the transaxillary group there were also more neurological complications, including seizures and hemiplegia, but also more cases of haemorrhage, haematoma in the neurovascular sheath, arterial obstruction and pseudoaneurysm. In the translumbar group there were more cases of bleeding and of extraluminal contrast injection. The incidence of puncture-site thrombosis was 0.1 per cent in the transfemoral group, compared with 0.6 per cent in the transaxillary group and 0 per cent in the translumbar group. Emboli occurred in 0.1 per cent of the transfemoral group, 0.1 per cent of the transaxillary group and 0 per cent of the translumbar group. The complication rate was more than four times higher in hospitals doing fewer than 200 angiographies (2.7 per cent) than in those doing more than 800 (0.6 per cent).

There has been an obvious trend during the past 20 years of a decreasing incidence of complications reported after arterial punctures and catheterisations, as suggested by a series of prospective studies.20 The translumbar technique, although used less frequently today, has also been characterised by a decreased incidence of complications.

The site of catheterisation is of decisive importance in the incidence and type of complication. Several reports have confirmed a high frequency of complications following catheterisation of the axillary artery. Brachial plexus paralysis could be eliminated by meticulous technique and by avoiding delay in surgical exploration once paresis has occurred.

The brachial artery has been used as an alternative to axillary artery catheterisation to avoid the risk of damage
to the brachial plexus. These procedures, as with catheterisation of other peripheral arteries, can be done either by the cut-down technique using an open arteriotomy or by a percutaneous technique more commonly used in recent years. The risk of brachial artery occlusion is high, whatever technique is used for brachial artery catheterisation. This is probably due to the fact that the artery is narrow and that the upper limb arteries are more liable to spasm than those of the lower limb. The exact incidence of brachial artery occlusion is unknown, since many patients remain asymptomatic. Gangrene of the fingers is rare, and is probably most often due to peripheral embolic occlusions.

In operating rooms and intensive care units radial artery cannulation is often used to permit repeated arterial blood sampling and pressure recording. The cannulation can be performed either percutaneously or via an open arteriotomy. The catheter is often allowed to remain in place for several days, contrary to most other peripheral artery catheters. Thrombosis in the radial artery, noted as a disappearance of the radial pulse, occurs frequently but clinical symptoms of persisting finger ischaemia are rare. In the majority of patients the thrombosis disappears after removal of the catheter. Nevertheless, persistent finger or hand ischaemia and even gangrene after radial artery cannulation, requiring amputation of the hand or lower forearm has been reported. It is recommended therefore, that the Allen test be carried out before the decision is made to catheterise the radial artery but a negative Allen test does not exclude the possibility of permanent damage.

With the introduction of percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) the frequency of vascular complications seems to have increased, especially after coronary angioplasty when the haemostatic systems are often heavily influenced by pharmacological means.

Pseudoaneurysm formation is the dominating complication of angiography. Messina et al. reported a 3.4 per cent incidence of vascular complications after interventional cardiac catheterisation and 0.7 per cent after diagnostic procedures.

In a survey in our institution in 1994, based on the coronary procedure registry, 49 complications occurred in 649 procedures (7.6 per cent), and of these 32 per cent were pseudoaneurysms. Stent usage was associated with 10 per cent of pseudoaneurysms compared with 2.2 per cent associated with percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) only (Fig. 38.2). Surgical treatment of haemorrhage was necessary in 10 patients (1.6 per cent). In 34 per cent of haemorrhages a transfusion was necessary. Haemorrhagic complications presented as an obvious expanding haematoma in all except two patients: one with a rectus abdominis sheath haematoma and the other with a retroperitoneal haematoma, respectively. There was no rise in mortality related to complications at the puncture site.

Major haemorrhage will cause local or general symptoms. The most common local symptom/sign is at the site of catheter insertion, namely, an expanding painful haematoma. In the axillary artery such a haematoma may cause brachial plexus compression with paraesthesia, paresis, or paralysis of the arm, and in the carotid area, compression of the trachea and oedema of the larynx. Major bleeding may cause general symptoms of hypovolaemic shock. A retroperitoneal haematoma is particularly treacherous, because it does not usually reveal itself by local symptoms (see Fig. 38.1). Computed tomography (CT) scanning is essential in diagnosing retroperitoneal haematoma.

Thrombosis at the place of catheterisation may cause peripheral ischaemia. In common femoral artery occlusion there is no pulsation in the groin and peripheral ischaemia is severe. In superficial femoral artery occlusion pulsation is felt in the common femoral artery, but not distally, and ischaemic symptoms are more modest. The thrombus may not always be occlusive. Progression of the thrombotic process will alter clinical symptoms and signs within hours of catheterisation. Repeated investigations are therefore important. Symptoms are basically characterised by the five Ps: pain, paraesthesia, pallor, pulselessness and paralysis.

Emboli to the lower leg from a catheterisation site thrombus may occlude large or medium sized arteries. Showers of microemboli may enter the small peripheral arteries and cause symptoms of an apparent skin rash or the ‘blue toe syndrome’. Catheterisation of a severely atherosclerotic aorta may cause massive embolisation or aortic occlusion, a complication which may be fatal.

Arterial occlusion after catheterisation of arteries of the upper extremity usually causes only mild symptoms because of the presence of a rich collateral circulation. Loss or weakening of distal pulses is the most important symptom. Occasionally, pallor and some paraesthesia are evident, but paresis or pain is rare. Some patients do develop
symptoms of ‘arm claudication’ later. Gangrene of fingers or hands is a rare occurrence.

Thromboembolic complications in arteries other than those of the extremity may cause stroke or blindness, myocardial infarction, renal ischaemia with infarction, renovascular hypertension or intestinal infarction. Most of the thromboembolic complications appear while the patient is still being catheterised or soon after catheter withdrawal.

Arteriovenous fistulae rarely have haemodynamic consequences. They are diagnosed accidentally when a murmur or a thrill is detected. An arteriovenous fistula between the vertebral artery and Batson’s vein plexus surrounding the artery manifests itself as a murmur, which is heard by the patient and may be thought to be tinnitus.

A pseudoaneurysm may form at the point of catheterisation and on palpation is felt to be an expanding tumour. It may be difficult to distinguish from a small haematoma. A pseudoaneurysm develops after the haematoma has been established. In contrast to the haematoma, a pseudoaneurysm expands with the pulse wave, can be felt by bimanual palpation and, furthermore, a machinery murmur can be heard. Ultrasound imaging will reveal the extent of the pseudoaneurysm (see Fig. 38.2) and the typical flow profile in its neck (Fig. 38.3). Rupture is rare but the skin circulation may be compromised.

**Clinical features suggestive of catheter injury**

- Bleeding
- Haematoma
- Ischaemia
- Microembolisation – ‘blue toe syndrome’, cerebral/ocular symptoms, intestinal/renal ischaemia or infarction
- Pulsatile swelling/thrill/bruit

Figure 38.3 Ultrasound image of pseudoaneurysm of the common femoral artery with spectral Doppler recording. The typical ‘to and fro’ flow profile in the neck of the pseudoaneurysm is demonstrated

**PREVENTION OF CATHETER INJURY**

Several measures can be taken to reduce the risk of arterial injury. Angiography should be performed in hospitals with a reasonable workload of such procedures, because the number of complications decreases with increasing experience. Transfemoral catheterisation should be the route of choice. The catheterisation of smaller arteries increases the risk for various types of injury, as does selective catheterisation. The translumbar route is hardly ever indicated. When arterial catheterisation is difficult or expected to be so it is best abandoned or indeed avoided altogether. In these cases other diagnostic methods such as magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) or duplex ultrasonography should be used. The time taken for catheterisation should be short and the catheter used of small calibre. Dextran before and heparin during catheterisation together seem to decrease the risk of thromboembolism.

To diminish the risk of haemorrhage and later of pseudoaneurysm formation many angiographers use some form of compression device such as FemoStop (Radi Medical Systems, Uppsala, Sweden). Another way of decreasing this
risk is by the use of a tissue sealant achieved by the deposition of collagen in the extravascular puncture canal, although a potential complication is thrombosis when it is accidentally injected into the vessel lumen.

Percutaneous suturing devices to close arterial access puncture sites may prevent bleeding and allow the patient to be mobilised more rapidly. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has currently approved two suturing devices: Prostar/Techrstar and Closer. These devices may be used with a low complication rate but bleeding, thrombosis and retained devices have been described. In a recent report on the use of 3000 percutaneous suturing devices eight complications were recorded (0.03 per cent): thrombosis, haemorrhage (four, with one infection) and retained devices.

Pathways of care are simplified in algorithms for the detection and management of haemorrhage (Fig. 38.4) and of pseudoaneurysms (Fig. 38.5).

### Factors which reduce risk of catheter injuries

- Angiographic competence
- Preferential use of the transfemoral route
- Use of small calibre catheters
- Dextran and heparin to reduce thromboembolism
- Use of FemoStop®, tissue sealant, percutaneous suture

### MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS

Early detection of complications is the key to successful handling. This is particularly important in cases of thromboembolic occlusion. The circulation in the extremities should always be checked before angiography, immediately after removal of the catheter, and before the patient is allowed to leave the hospital. Impaired circulation after catheterisation is often ascribed to ‘spasm’, but signs of peripheral ischaemia persisting after removal of the catheter should never be ascribed to spasm until arterial
thromboembolism has been excluded by clinical means, repeat angiography or preferably duplex scan.

Open surgery

When exploring the femoral artery it is important to make the skin incision proximal enough to allow for control above the hole created by the needle or catheter. The hole is sometimes quite large and lacerated and closure sometimes requires a patch. The use of a Fogarty catheter is essential in clearing the distal vascular bed. The peripheral vasculature must be evaluated by angiography or duplex scan while the patient is on the operating table.

The handling of occlusive injuries of the brachial artery after catheterisation (see Chapter 41) is more controversial. Most asymptomatic patients will remain in that state, particularly if they are not active, but as a general rule these injuries should be repaired.

Stroke may be caused by carotid artery occlusion from thrombosis, dissection or embolism. In the former case, immediate exploration and revascularisation may restore cerebral function (see Chapters 5 and 11–14). Haemorrhage should be handled by early diagnosis and early exploration.

In cases of carotid artery puncture it is important to observe the patient in order to be aware of the development of laryngeal and tracheal compression by a haematoma. Early exploration and tracheotomy are advisable when there are signs of compression. Early exploration is necessary when bleeding is suspected after axillary artery catheterisation. The patient often experiences some numbness or weakness in the hand after removal of the axillary catheter. Persistence of symptoms or new symptoms such as tingling, pain, decreased sensation, numbness or weakness indicate continued bleeding from the puncture site. Immediate exploration is mandatory. Haemorrhage following arterial puncture is usually easy to treat by simple suture. Occasionally, a patch is necessary.

Most pseudoaneurysms are detected within one to a few weeks after catheterisation when the haematoma has disappeared. A pseudoaneurysm can thrombose and disappear spontaneously, but it may also rupture. It is easy to close the hole with one or two longitudinal stitches. Pseudoaneurysms of the axillary artery may be more difficult to treat surgically but early exploration is also very important. Great care has to be taken to avoid injuring the nerve plexus around the artery, but the neurovascular sheath must be opened to avoid pressure on the nerves.

The use of endografts

Today, catheter or balloon induced lesions such as perforation, dissection, pseudoaneurysm and rupture or arteriovenous fistula may be safely and effectively treated by insertion of a covered endoprosthesis, i.e. a combination of stent and graft, to exclude and seal the entrance of the lesion, thereby also preventing secondary formation of pseudoaneurysms. In case of bleeding preliminary haemostasis can usually be obtained by upstream balloon occlusion.

Non-surgical treatment of pseudoaneurysms

Ultrasound guided compression has been successfully used since the early 1990s. One drawback is the need for prolonged compression, lasting 30 minutes to more than an hour, which may be painful for the patient and demanding for the clinician. A modification with the FemoStop compression device to occlude the pseudoaneurysm has been advocated as a substitute for manual compression. There is a higher failure rate in patients who are anticoagulated, those with pseudoaneurysms larger than 4 cm and in pseudoaneurysms associated with an arteriovenous fistula.

Since the report by Cope and Zeit injecting thrombin into the aneurysmal sac, the combination of percutaneous thrombin induced thrombosis and ultrasonographically guided compression has been increasingly used. (Fig. 38.6). Thrombin is slowly injected into the aneurysmal sac, preferably from the periphery and under ultrasonographic control. The amount of thrombin used is between 100 and 500 units and thrombosis occurs within seconds compared with half an hour or more during compression alone. The rapidity of occlusion has significantly reduced the burden on vascular laboratory resources. Although thrombosis of the native artery has been described, this complication seems to be extremely rare. To diminish the risk, injection of small amounts of diluted thrombin solutions has been recommended. Another rare complication is allergy and even anaphylaxis after injection of bovine thrombin. Also, if topical thrombin has been used previously, i.e. during haemodialysis, IgE mediated anaphylaxis may be induced. The success rate in occluding a pseudoaneurysm is usually higher than 90%.
pseudoaneurysm by thrombin injection is near 100 per cent. If unsuccessful another percutaneous option is the delivery of coils into the aneurysmal sac.68 This method is limited by the potential of introducing infection in the process of placing foreign material within a groin haematoma.

A recent approach, which has yet to be evaluated, is the local administration of recombinant activated factor VII.69

Conclusions

Arterial catheterisation is an invasive procedure carrying the risk of bleeding, occlusion by various means, thromboembolism, pseudoaneurysm, arteriovenous fistula and the added possibility that a foreign body may be left behind in the vessel. The site chosen for puncture influences the type and the incidence of complications, most of which become apparent during the procedure or soon after catheter withdrawal. The vascular surgeon and the radiologist must be aware of the risks and should be prepared to correct any injury inflicted, while those in other disciplines calling for these interventions should ensure that a vascular team is available on standby.
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Injuries of Peripheral Endovascular Procedures
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THE PROBLEM

Since the first description of endoluminal treatment for peripheral vascular disease by Dotter and Judkins in 1964,1 there has been a substantial increase in the number of patients treated using percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA). Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty in its various forms has been used as an alternative to reconstructive surgery in patients with critical limb ischaemia and, because it is minimally invasive, the threshold for treatment of claudicants has been reduced.

Although the treatment is successful in a large number of patients, it is not without complications and when these occur, many of them require urgent attention by the operator in order to deal with the situation by endovascular or if necessary open techniques. The incidence of complications is dependent on the experience of the operator.2,3 The majority of these complications can be managed percutaneously at the time of the procedure without the need for major surgery.4–11 When percutaneous management fails, however, open surgery is required. The incidence of complications requiring surgery ranges between 1 and 4 per cent2–12 and surgical help should always be available in centres where percutaneous techniques are practised.

The complications of percutaneous endovascular treatments for peripheral vascular disease (PVD) can be categorised as puncture related, perforation, embolic, thrombotic, compromise of important branches at bifurcations, elastic recoil and compromised collaterals as well as accidental dissection. Some of these can lead to severe acute ischaemia and the patient should always be informed about their incidence before consent is obtained.

Complications of percutaneous endovascular treatments for PVD

- Puncture related complications
- Perforation
- Embolic complications
- Thrombotic complications
- Compromise of important branches at bifurcations
- Elastic recoil and compromised collaterals
- Accidental dissection

PUNCTURE RELATED COMPlications

Main puncture sites

The commonest puncture site for peripheral vascular and other interventions is the common femoral artery. Other sites, for example axillary, high brachial, radial and popliteal arteries may also be used for access in certain situations.

Common femoral artery

The possible complications arising from the common femoral artery (CFA) as a puncture site include groin
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Main puncture sites
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Common femoral artery

The possible complications arising from the common femoral artery (CFA) as a puncture site include groin
haematoma, which is usually a self-limiting problem, but it may be progressive and a substantial number may require transfusion or surgical evacuation. Other potential complications are listed below.

**Puncture related complications**
- Groin haematoma: self-limiting or expanding
- Retroperitoneal haematoma
- Pseudoaneurysm
- Arteriovenous fistula
- Thrombosis
- Femoral nerve damage

Various factors contribute to the development of these puncture related complications, namely, obesity, hypertension, anticoagulant treatment, over-heparinisation, a tendency to bleed, low platelet count, high femoral puncture causing bleeding retroperitoneally, low superficial femoral artery (SFA) puncture leading to pseudoaneurysm formation, the use of large diameter catheters/sheaths and procedure which is prolonged.

**Factors contributing to femoral puncture related complications**
- Obesity
- Hypertension
- Patient on anticoagulant treatment/over-heparinisation
- Generalised bleeding tendency/low platelet count
- High puncture: retroperitoneal bleeding
- Low puncture: pseudoaneurysm formation
- Large diameter catheters/sheaths

**Axillary or high brachial puncture**
Access via the axillary or proximal brachial artery is used when a groin approach is difficult due to scarring or infection or when femoral pulses are impalpable and iliac occlusive disease is suspected. The most serious complication from an axillary or high brachial puncture is damage to the brachial plexus, affecting function in the ipsilateral arm and hand. This may lead to permanent damage or to recovery over a period of time. Damage to the nerves can be due to direct injury or a haematoma at the puncture site compressing the brachial plexus. Direct injury usually affects single nerves whereas compression from a haematoma may affect multiple nerves.

**MANAGEMENT OF PUNCTURE RELATED COMPLICATIONS**

**Haematoma**
Haematoma at the femoral puncture site is the commonest complication with frequency ranging from 2 to 8 per cent. Large diameter catheters, hypertension and obesity are likely to increase the chances of haematoma or false aneurysm formation. The majority of haematomas at the common femoral artery puncture site are self-limiting and do not require any specific treatment. Occasionally, however, a large haematoma may require blood transfusion and/or surgical evacuation and repair.

**Retroperitoneal haematoma**
A high puncture in the common femoral artery may be required to treat either a flush occlusion or disease in the proximal superficial femoral artery. A high puncture increases the risk of a retroperitoneal haematoma. The incidence of this complication is less than 0.1 per cent.

When a high puncture has to be made intentionally, care is required to puncture that part of the common femoral artery which can be compressed against the underlying superior pubic ramus. Bleeding and haematoma formation is likely to occur due to inadequate compression, with pressure in the wrong place, and/or for too short a time. Prolonged and horizontal compression on the puncture site will usually prevent a potentially fatal retroperitoneal haematoma. Patients in whom a high puncture is anticipated should have blood taken for ‘group and save’ so that, should transfusion be required, blood can be made available quickly. Also, the nursing staff must be informed that a high puncture has been made so that observations are made with care and more frequently, and action taken as soon as there is any evidence of significant blood loss. Should this happen, there will be a rise in pulse rate, a fall in blood pressure and the patient may feel faint and demonstrate features of hypotension. As soon as it is evident that there is blood loss, immediate transfusion has to be started and consideration given to possible surgical repair of the puncture site.

More recently, closure devices of the puncture sites have become available, methods which may be desirable in creating a seal particularly in patients with hypertension or on anticoagulant treatment.

**Prevention of retroperitoneal haematoma and its effects**
- Blood for ‘group and save’
- Choose correct site for puncture, i.e. not too high
- Maintain adequate pressure and for long enough
Surgical treatment of bleeding or haematoma

Groin haematomas, once false aneurysm has been excluded by duplex, are usually left alone and will settle spontaneously. Patients may benefit from a short course of antibiotics to avoid infection. If, however, the haematoma is large then a small incision under local anaesthesia can be used to evacuate it and avoid risk of infection. Should the patient present with obvious and continuing retroperitoneal bleeding from a high puncture, blood transfusion becomes necessary and surgical intervention should be considered early rather than late. This is a potentially fatal complication. If, in spite of pressure and the replacement of blood, the patient remains haemodynamically unstable then surgical repair is indicated. Using local or general anaesthetic, an incision is made above the inguinal ligament and the iliac artery approached retroperitoneally through the abdominal musculature to expose the puncture site and arrest the haemorrhage with a 5-0 or 6-0 Prolene suture.

False aneurysm (pseudoaneurysm)

The incidence of pseudoaneurysm following common femoral artery puncture ranges from 0.2 to 0.5 per cent for diagnostic procedures and up to 5–8 per cent for coronary stenting procedures.2,21 This is likely to occur when there has been inadequate compression at the puncture site and particularly when the puncture has been too low, for example in the superficial femoral artery. A puncture in the superficial femoral or profunda femoris artery cannot be adequately compressed as there is no bone immediately behind them at this level.

A false aneurysm presents itself as a pulsatile mass at the puncture site, which may be quite tender. A duplex scan is the easiest way of diagnosing this condition, although computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are equally good at establishing the size, shape and extent of the pseudoaneurysm. Ultrasound compression can be effective but it is painful and time consuming, and the operator has to apply prolonged pressure using the ultrasound probe to stop the pseudoaneurysm from filling.20,22,23 Nowadays, the majority of pseudoaneurysms can be managed by the injection of thrombin, in a 0.5–1 mL of 1 in 500 units/mL concentration, through a 22 gauge needle directly into the pseudoaneurysm.24 This has the effect of thrombosing blood within the pseudoaneurysm within seconds. The effect of the treatment can be assessed in real time using duplex ultrasound. Some pressure on the probe immediately following the injection of thrombin helps to prevent blood flowing back into the pseudoaneurysm, thus producing more effective obliteration of the aneurysm sac. The use of an inflated balloon catheter across the neck of the pseudoaneurysm, introduced from the contralateral side, has been advocated to isolate the pseudoaneurysm and prevent thrombin overflowing into the systemic circulation. This practice, however, is probably unnecessary.

Surgical treatment of pseudoaneurysms

If pressure or the injection of thrombin fails, surgical treatment is necessary. By the time such an operation takes place the groin is usually fairly indurated with thrombus and the operation can be difficult. It is best to undertake the procedure under general anaesthesia if the patient is fit. The first move should be to gain control of the artery proximal to the aneurysm. This is achieved through a small incision above the inguinal ligament and gaining access to the iliac artery which can then be compressed with the finger or encircled with an appropriate sling for control. An incision is then made directly over the pseudoaneurysm, the sac opened, the clot evacuated if possible and the artery approached. Bleeding can be controlled by compression or clamping of the iliac artery and retrograde bleeding is usually dealt with by suction as dissecting out all the branches of the artery is unnecessary and usually difficult. A single 5-0 suture placed across the needle puncture site in two directions will usually stop the bleeding. It is important to get down to the artery wall and not simply put the suture into superficial layers as this will not usually work. The wound is closed with drainage and a course of antibiotics is given.

Thrombosis at puncture site

Thrombosis may occur at the puncture site particularly when the catheter/sheath has been passed through a stenotic segment and is compromising flow through it. Prolonged procedures in such a situation, despite heparinisation, may result in a thrombotic complication and surgery may be required to treat it.

Possible sequelae of untreated pseudoaneurysm

- Haemorrhage
- Infection
- Rupture
- Peripheral embolisation
- Deep vein thrombosis
- Pressure on adjacent nerves
Surgical treatment of thrombosis

Thrombosis occurs at the site of a puncture or catheter insertion in which the limb becomes acutely ischaemic. The artery should be exposed, using an appropriate incision and the vessel controlled with slings above and below the puncture site. A longitudinal incision into the artery will then allow removal of the thrombus and assessment of the reason for its occurrence. It may be that a plaque has dissected, in which case it needs to be sewn back into place and the arteriotomy closed with a small patch of vein taken from the adjacent area. Alternatively, a small piece of Dacron may be used, under antibiotic cover.

Figure 39.1  (a) When a perforation occurs with a catheter/guidewire, the combination can be withdrawn out of the perforation site and the wire manipulated to find an alternative dissection. (b) An alternative method of avoiding the perforated site is to manipulate the guidewire into a large loop so that its diameter, being larger than that of the hole at the site of perforation, will not allow it to enter the hole, so preventing dissection along the artery.
It may be better, however, to remember the original problem with which the patient presented and deal with it definitively by an operation using a graft taken from above the area of trauma to the first patent artery distally. If thrombosis occurs during a procedure undertaken for critical limb ischaemia it would be better to resort to a bypass graft rather than try to remove the thrombus. If thrombosis has occurred in a healthy vessel being used for access, then local treatment is usually possible in the way described above. If the limb is not acutely ischaemic, it is often adequate to heparinise the patient and wait and see what happens to the limb under careful observation. In most cases the circulation will be adequate for limb recovery and is dealt with electively rather than as an emergency procedure. Any sign of deterioration, however, should lead to an emergency bypass.

**PERFORATION**

There are two ways in which a perforation can occur during an endovascular procedure. It may occur as a result of either guidewire/catheter manipulations or inflation of the balloon catheter.

**Perforation due to guidewire/catheter manipulations**

Perforation is more likely when there is calcification in the artery or when the occlusion is hard and the wire/catheter combination cannot penetrate the occluded segment, instead exiting through the wall of the artery (Fig. 39.1a). Crossing an occlusion with a wire/catheter is usually a painless manoeuvre. Therefore, if the patient experiences sudden pain during advancement of the wire/catheter, perforation is likely to have occurred. Every time the wire enters the perforation, the patient feels pain and this represents useful ‘feedback’ when managing the perforation. During manipulations to find an alternative path of dissection, this information tells the operator to come out of the perforation and find an alternative route of recanalisation (Figure 39.1b).

When such a perforation occurs in the middle of an occlusion, particularly during subintimal angioplasty, an
alternative dissection plane can be found in the majority of the cases, and the situation retrieved so that the perforation becomes of no consequence (Figs 39.1b and 39.2). In a small proportion of cases, however, the perforation is so substantial that an alternative dissection plane is difficult to find and the procedure has to be abandoned. If a significant amount of pain is felt due to extravasation of blood, particularly in hypertensive patients, then one may have to consider coil embolisation (Fig. 39.3a). This usually involves placing a 5 mm × 1 cm embolisation coil, at the site of the perforation or just above it. After a few weeks, when the perforation has healed, another attempt can be made to recanalise the occlusion and that usually results in a successful outcome, whether an embolisation coil is present or not (Fig. 39.3b). Perforation in a stenotic segment is extremely unlikely to be due to catheter and wire manipulations but should this occur, then the management would be similar to that when a perforation occurs with balloon dilatation.

Surgical treatment of wire/catheter perforation

This has never been necessary in our practice but is a theoretical possibility. If the use of coils, as described above, or temporary balloon tamponade, fails, the vessel should be exposed and the perforation closed with a single 5-0 Prolene stitch.

Perforation due to balloon dilatation

The incidence of arterial rupture due to balloon dilatation is approximately 0.1 per cent.25–27 Perforation is diagnosed when, following balloon inflation, the patient feels a sharp and significant amount of pain which does not recede despite balloon deflation. This may be followed by a rise in pulse rate and drop in blood pressure. The patient may look pale, cold and clammy, feel faint and nauseous and yawning is an additional sign of hypotension. A quick injection of contrast will confirm the occurrence of this complication so that treatment can be carried out immediately without any significant blood loss.

This is particularly urgent in situations where the perforation has occurred within a cavity, e.g. the renal or iliac arteries within the abdomen or the subclavian artery within the thorax. In such cases substantial blood loss can occur very quickly and therefore balloon tamponade must be carried out immediately. A drip must be set up and measures taken

Figure 39.3  (a) A 10 cm occlusion of the distal superficial femoral artery is present. During attempted recanalisation, a large perforation occurred with substantial extravasation into the tissues. The patient was hypertensive and complained of a significant amount of discomfort. Hence a 3 mm × 1 cm embolisation coil was placed.
to correct blood pressure mainly with replacement fluids and plasma substitutes while emergency cross-matched blood is awaited. Surgical help must be sought immediately and the patient taken to theatre for emergency repair.

When a perforation occurs due to the use of an over-sized balloon, the generation of high pressures rather quickly or balloon rupture, it is usually substantial and may cause a longitudinal split in the artery. Should such a perforation occur within what was previously an occlusion, then the occlusion can be re-created by coil embolisation, ideally placed at both ends of the arterial split so as to isolate the perforated segment. For example, if a perforation in a previously occluded external iliac artery is caused by balloon dilatation, then it may be reasonable to consider re-occluding the artery to stop bleeding. This type of intervention, however, requires experience and speed from the operator to minimise blood loss.

The coils to be used must be opened and ready to be delivered as quickly as possible. This is achieved by locating the tip of the balloon catheter at the intended site of coil placement, the coil being introduced through a partially inflated balloon catheter. When satisfactory placement of this coil has been achieved, the balloon catheter is withdrawn further and the tip positioned at the distal part of the site of the perforation. Once again, another coil is delivered through the same balloon catheter. If the coils are placed satisfactorily, haemostasis will be achieved within minutes of placement and no further blood loss will occur. It must be stressed that only an experienced operator should undertake this manoeuvre because speed is important and any delay in the placement of these coils will result in substantial blood loss, with possible risk of mortality. A less experienced operator would be wise to tamponade the perforation site with a balloon and seek the help of a surgeon immediately.

When a perforation occurs in a previously stenotic segment immediate balloon tamponade is recommended. This

---

**Prevention of perforation due to balloon dilatation**

- Do not use balloon of over-sized diameter
- Do not overinflate balloon
- Inflate balloon gradually
- Raise pressure with sequential inflations in tough lesions

---

Figure 39.3 (b) Ten months later an attempt was made at recanalisation. The guidewire found a dissection channel easily and successful recanalisation was achieved, despite the presence of an embolisation coil
Figure 39.4  (a) A long tight stenosis is present in the polyfluorotetraethylene (PTFE)/vein composite femoropopliteal graft. Initial dilatation produced an unsatisfactory result. (b) Further balloon inflation with higher pressures ruptured the balloon, causing a perforation in the graft. Note contrast within the tissues and the guidewire tip outside the graft. The perforation was successfully managed with a Wallgraft
will have the effect of reducing blood loss and allowing the operator some time to think of the best way of managing the situation. With the availability of covered stents, an appropriate sized stent may allow the perforation to be sealed, at the same time establishing flow through the artery without the need for surgery (Fig. 39.4). It should be borne in mind, however, that such a mode of treatment is a temporary measure in the femoral segment where stent-grafts are unlikely to produce long term patency. In the iliac segment, the management of a perforation using a stent-graft is probably the ideal solution to the problem.

Placement of a stent-graft can be a tricky and prolonged procedure putting the patient at risk of substantial blood loss and therefore it should be undertaken with great care. The introduction of a stent-graft will require the use of an appropriately sized large sheath at the ipsilateral puncture site. Introduction of this sheath involves an exchange process during which the tamponade balloon needs to be removed and bleeding continues whilst the exchange is taking place. The stent-graft can then be introduced through the sheath and placed at the site of the perforation. The entire procedure of exchange and placement of the stent-graft can take several minutes during which substantial haemorrhage may occur through the perforation. An alternative and a safer method of management is to introduce another balloon catheter via a contralateral approach to take the place of the tamponade balloon which is then safely removed from the ipsilateral puncture site. The rest of the manoeuvres in introducing the stent-graft from the ipsilateral approach can be carried out safely, but only when the stent-graft is ready for deployment can the contralaterally inserted tamponade balloon be deflated and withdrawn.

It cannot be stressed enough that if the operator has little experience, putting in coils or stent-grafts can be dangerous and could lead to the death of the patient. Tamponade and surgical intervention is the safest option and the vascular surgeons should be informed as quickly as possible. An algorithm (Fig. 39.5) offers a guide to the diagnosis and management of balloon perforation within a body cavity.

Surgical treatment of perforations

Although balloon tamponade will control the perforation in the short term, immediate surgical treatment is advisable if a solution to the problem is to be found. The approach will depend upon the site of the perforation and whether the artery was patent or occluded at that point. In addition, the reason for the intervention will be important. For example, if a patient complaining of claudication is having an angioplasty, it is probably sensible to simply stop the bleeding and deal with the problem on another day as the leg will be no worse, particularly if the perforation was in an occluded segment. If, however, the leg was acutely ischaemic or becoming worse a bypass graft should be carried out.

Upper limb artery perforations

These are fortunately relatively rare but if they occur it is usually because the arm was being used for the purposes of access (see Chapter 7B). It will be necessary, therefore, to expose the artery and control and repair the perforation with a vein patch taken from an adjacent vein. Subclavian artery perforation is a serious and life-threatening problem as access to the root of the subclavian artery, which is usually where the occlusion lies, is very difficult. Balloon tamponade is an emergency requirement and the lesion has to be repaired surgically. Access can be gained by carrying out
either a partial or a complete sternal split and approaching the subclavian artery as it arises from the aortic arch. If the lesion was a stenosis the vessel can be occluded by ligatures and the perforation oversewn without too much detriment to the patient. Any attempt to patch the lesion at this point is dangerous. If the arm becomes ischaemic it can be dealt with by other means, for example a crossover graft in the neck.

**Lower limb artery perforations**

In the lower limb, the commonest place for perforations is the iliac artery, partly because it is the most frequent site for angioplasty. If the perforation is associated with bleeding and shock, the patient should be taken to the operating theatre rapidly and the situation resolved. In the iliac artery a tamponade balloon will usually be in place and the vessel can be easily exposed retroperitoneally through an iliac muscle-cutting incision leading directly to the perforated artery. The vessels above and below are controlled with clamps and the perforation, if it has occurred in a previously patent artery, repaired, usually with a patch of Dacron or vein taken from the groin. If the artery is perforated in an occluded portion, it can be oversewn. If the vessel is occluded and provided that the patient’s condition is satisfactory, it is usually best to place a graft from the normal artery above, such as the common iliac or the aorta, to the groin, in order to obtain symptomatic improvement. If the patient is not well, however, the vessel can simply be ligated. If the procedure is being undertaken for stenosis or occlusion no deterioration will occur and a definitive procedure can be carried out later. If it is impossible to construct an iliofemoral graft then a crossover graft is something which should be considered provided that the inflow is adequate.

For femoral lesions the same rules apply. If the perforated vessel was already occluded and the angioplasty was being done for claudication then simply stopping the bleeding is all that is required, with a view to definitive treatment later. A direct incision down to the bleeding vessel will usually suffice. If, however, the procedure is being performed for rest pain or acute ischaemia then a bypass graft, as will be described later, is necessary (see Chapter 15). For true crural lesions the same rules apply although, generally speaking, the angioplasty would have been undertaken for rest pain or critical ischaemia; under these circumstances some form of bypass will usually be necessary if the leg is to be saved.

**EMBOLIC COMPLICATIONS**

**Cholesterol embolisation (microembolisation)**

Excessive catheter manipulation in a diseased aorta is thought to cause this serious complication. When there is diffuse and extensive disease within the abdominal aorta, extra care is necessary during catheter manipulation to avoid cholesterol embolisation. Sometimes, and despite all care taken, this complication occurs with relatively minor degrees of manipulation of the catheter in the abdominal aorta. When it does occur, the patient experiences sudden severe back and abdominal pain and some pain in the legs but the most characteristic feature is an extensive blotchy rash which is very well demarcated at waist level and extends all the way down to the feet in a trouser fashion appearing either soon after the procedure or up to a few hours later (Fig. 39.6). Also, characteristically, peripheral pulses are present, despite extensive ‘trash’ embolisation. ‘Trash foot’ may eventually be manifested as distal tissue necrosis, frequently requiring amputation.

Treatment is usually conservative. When cholesterol embolisation is higher than waist level, the renal and mesenteric arteries may be involved, in which case there is serious morbidity and possible mortality. Some patients require permanent renal dialysis as cholesterol embolisation.
into the renal circulation causes progressive and often irreversable loss of renal function. Apart from anticoagulation and possibly iloprost infusion there is no treatment for this condition and mortality is high; fortunately, this complication occurs rarely.

**Small and large embolisation (macroembolisation)**

The commonest sources of such emboli are the iliac arteries, particularly iliac occlusions. When small emboli, up to 3 mm in diameter, are released into the circulation beyond an angioplastied site, they may lodge at the popliteal trifurcation or beyond (Fig. 39.7). When haemodynamically significant, the management of such emboli is, in the first instance, percutaneous aspiration accomplished using a large 50 mL syringe attached to a non-tapered 8 Fr catheter the tip of which is brought into contact with the embolus. When aspirating through this large syringe, a vacuum is created within the catheter, which has the effect of sucking directly on the embolus, which then becomes ‘attached’ to the catheter tip and is withdrawn along with the catheter through the sheath. Frequently, the embolus becomes detached in the sheath valve and therefore it is important to check that the valve is cleared of any embolic debris before being reattached to the sheath. The majority of emboli of this size can be aspirated percutaneously without difficulty.\(^{29–31}\)

Some emboli are not haemodynamically significant, affecting one among several run-off vessels supplying the foot. In this situation the embolus may be left alone, particularly if the limb is haemodynamically stable. Other emboli, particularly those larger than 3 mm, may not become ‘attached’ to the aspiration catheter, despite adequate suction being applied with the large syringe. This may be due to the shape of the embolus which does not allow the rim of the catheter tip to sit uniformly over it and as such, does not allow an adequate vacuum to be created within the catheter. If the embolus is very large, it is difficult to maintain attachment of the embolus to the catheter through suction and in any case, even when the large embolus is attached to the catheter, it may become dislodged at the level of the sheath when attempts are being made to aspirate it. In such a case, if more than one run-off vessel is available, then a compromise situation may be achieved by pushing the embolus into one of them, i.e. ‘push and park’\(^{32}\) (Fig. 39.8). This is achieved by pushing the embolus either with the 8 Fr non-tapered catheter, already there for aspiration attempts, or with an inflated balloon catheter.

Thrombolysis is usually ineffective in embolic complications as, in our experience, the majority of emboli appear to be of hard consistency and therefore unlikely to undergo lysis. Moreover, the length of time it takes to set up thrombolysis and to get it working means that more thrombus is likely to form while flow remains compromised before the treatment takes full effect. It is therefore preferable to
resolve embolic complication in the way described and establish flow as soon as possible.

**Surgery for embolic complications**

If the leg becomes ischaemic in spite of attempts to remove the embolus by endovascular means then surgical intervention becomes necessary. As the angiogram is available, the operating surgeon will be aware of the location of the embolus. The embolus is usually in the lower leg in the popliteal artery or trifurcation, and if it is lower than that there is usually one crural vessel still open and the foot is usually not acutely ischaemic. The problem can be approached in one of two ways.

- The femoral artery can be opened in the groin and an embolectomy catheter inserted to remove the thrombus. This is not usually possible if it is done blindly with an ordinary embolectomy catheter. It is best done with an over the wire Fogarty catheter. The wire is inserted first of all under X-ray control using a C-arm and passed beyond the embolus. The catheter can then be passed over the wire and the embolus withdrawn without difficulty. This can be done using local anaesthesia of the groin or under general anaesthesia. A completion angiogram is essential to ensure that the embolus has been retrieved.

- If a groin approach is not possible or fails, then it is necessary to explore the popliteal artery, using a medial below-knee approach, exposing the vessel in the usual way. After the vessel has been controlled proximally and distally it can be opened directly over the area where there is no pulsation and the embolus removed. If this is done the artery should be closed with a vein patch taken from an adjacent vein. If the embolus is in one of the crural arteries then it can be removed with a Fogarty catheter. Completion angiogram is again mandatory.

The algorithm in Fig. 39.9 offers a guide to the management of embolic complications.
Thrombotic complications can occur at the site of angioplasty or remote from it, particularly when flow is being obstructed by a catheter or a sheath employed as an access route to some site where angioplasty is being carried out. For example, during renal angioplasty, the catheter/sheath may be obstructing or substantially reducing flow at a diseased external iliac artery site, which is being used as the route for the procedure. Further factors such as inadequate heparinisation, a prolonged procedure and the use of large catheter/sheath sizes may play a part in causing thrombosis. It can also be averted if there is prior knowledge of a lesion on the route to a distant angioplasty site. Further, any significant stenosis along the route can be angioplastied soon after the lesion has been crossed before any further procedures are done at the intended site.

Flow can be compromised at an angioplasty site where there has been a previous stenosis or an occlusion that has been dilated. Such compromise of flow may occur either due to acute thrombosis, elastic recoil or the presence of an intimal flap. In all of these cases, a stent may resolve the situation. In the case of fresh thrombosis, however, thrombolysis may be considered or, alternatively, a stent-graft may resolve the complication.

In some situations, conservative management may be appropriate. For example, when there is adequate collateral circulation around a tightly stenosed segment which then occludes during attempted angioplasty, the collateral flow will allow the lesion to be left alone. One may consider a conservative approach in this situation until such time as the thrombosed segment becomes organised, for example in 3–6 months time, before repeating the angioplasty.

**Surgical treatment for thrombosed segments**

This would be exactly the same for thrombosis occurring in relation to catheter access as described earlier. If the thrombosis is in a stenosed vessel then a good collateral circulation may be available and an operation is not necessary except for critical ischaemia, in which event a bypass procedure of appropriate type is indicated. This will depend upon the site of the occlusion. It could be iliofemoral, crossover, femoropopliteal or femorodistal.

**ELASTIC RECOIL/COMPROMISED COLLATERALS**

This complication is specific to subintimal angioplasty where important collaterals become compromised during the dissection and yet adequate flow cannot be achieved due to elastic recoil of the occluding segment (Fig. 39.10). This results in compromised flow to the lower limb. In the past, emergency surgery, which includes balloon embolectomy, thrombolysis and bypass surgery would have been required. More recently long self-expanding stents have been used to resolve the situation. Most cases with compromised flow due to elastic recoil can be resolved with the use of long self-expandable stents, but in a proportion of cases, an emergency bypass operation may still be required. A stent in the infrainguinal arteries is unlikely to have any significant long term patency and therefore bypass surgery may eventually become necessary. The use of a stent in this situation is therefore a temporary measure in order to avoid an emergency operation (see Fig. 39.10c).

**Surgery for acutely ischaemic limbs following endovascular intervention**

In most circumstances where endovascular techniques are being used for treating claudication, occlusion of the artery or embolisation will not result in acute ischaemia, and watching the limb carefully for an hour or two may allow it to recover sufficiently for a surgical or further endovascular solution to be undertaken later. If the limb is being dealt with for critical ischaemia, however, some form of intervention is necessary as the limb usually becomes worse. This only occurs in a minority, in our experience in less than 1 per cent of cases, and it represents a surgical emergency which needs to be dealt with quickly. In many instances the problem can be dealt with, as described earlier in this chapter, by removal of the thrombus and oversewing the artery with a patch. Occasionally, however, this will not work and further measures are required,
Figure 39.10  (a) Angiogram showing a full length flush occlusion of the superficial femoral artery

(b) The occlusion was recanalised with subintimal dissection
particularly lower down the limb in the crural arteries where subintimal angioplasty is being performed for critical ischaemia. In this situation, as an angiogram will have been done during the procedure, the surgeon will be aware of the condition of the proximal and distal vessels. If the leg becomes painful and pale and if sensation is lost or movement is reduced then urgent treatment is needed.

First of all, the proximal vessel from which the bypass takes off is exposed. This would usually be the femoral artery in the groin or perhaps in the mid-thigh. An on-table angiogram is then carried out to assess the situation and see where a patent distal vessel lies. An appropriate vessel is then exposed for a reversed or \textit{in situ} vein bypass. Before this is done an angiogram of the distal run-off vessels is carried out and if it shows good run-off into the foot then a bypass is created. If however there is a poor run-off into the foot, on-table thrombolysis is necessary. This is achieved using streptokinase, urokinase or tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), made up into a solution of about 100 mL and dripped slowly through a cannula into the distal vessel over a period of 30 minutes or so (see Chapter 16). When that has been done the angiogram should be repeated to ensure that there is now good run-off after which the bypass graft is constructed. This technique will usually take care of most cases of distal embolisation unless it is of the atheromatous variety, in which case nothing more can be done to save the leg.

If no distal vessels can be seen on the first transfemoral angiogram, the popliteal artery should be exposed for on-table angiography to find a vessel which runs into the foot. If no vessel can be found conforming to these requirements then, based on the pre-intervention angiogram, one is chosen and exposed. Again this artery is cleared by on-table thrombolysis and if successful will receive the bypass graft.

This type of acute ischaemia is fortunately rare and its occurrence is a serious situation because only half of the limbs affected by distal embolisation can be salvaged. It is vital, however, to ensure the presence of a vascular surgeon during any intervention as acute deterioration cannot be forecast. The correct approach is to have a vascular team which is multiskilled and able to deal with these situations appropriately. An algorithm offering pathways in the management of compromised collaterals and elastic recoil following attempted subintimal angioplasty is given in Fig. 39.11.

**COMPROMISE OF IMPORTANT BRANCHES AT BIFURCATIONS**

Any angioplasty at a bifurcation site is at some risk of compromising the adjacent artery. The kissing balloon technique for aortoiliac segment disease has been popular for a long
time and is mainly used for disease extending from the lower abdominal aorta into both common iliac arteries. The same technique, however, applies when there is a solitary stenotic lesion in one of the common iliac arteries, but the lesion is close enough to the origin of the other common iliac artery. Using a single balloon catheter carries a risk of embolisation into the contralateral iliac artery. It is recommended, therefore, that even in a unilateral common iliac origin stenosis, the kissing balloon technique be employed.

At bifurcations of smaller arteries, e.g. the common iliac bifurcation and the common femoral bifurcation, there is some risk of compromise to one of the branches during attempted angioplasty of a lesion in one of these arteries. In such situations too, the kissing balloon technique may be a means of protection.

**ACCIDENTAL DISSECTION**

Occasionally simple angioplasty of a stenotic lesion may result in an extensive dissection, causing significant dissection flaps. If blood flow is thereby compromised, the management of this complication may include stenting. It has to be stressed, however, that the treatment of atherosclerotic plaques using a balloon catheter does involve creating splits in the intima, which are a form of dissection. In other words, dissection is a part of the process of balloon angioplasty and only when a dissection flap becomes haemodynamically significant, should treatment with a stent be considered. Pressure readings are commonly used to assess any significant gradients and that gradient may be enhanced with the use of adjuvant vasodilators. Such gradients can be reduced to insignificance and indeed eliminated by stent insertion.

An alternative method of improving the haemodynamics in this flow-compromised situation caused by a dissection flap may be to intentionally extend the subintimal dissection until re-entry into the lumen is achieved distally. This is a viable option when the artery distally appears to be disease free, and is a favourable factor in the attempt to achieve re-entry. A standard technique of subintimal angioplasty involves manipulating a hydrophilic guidewire into a loop which can be engaged into the dissection flap, the aim being to extend the dissection, and the same loop can be used to achieve re-entry distally.

**OTHER ENDOVASCULAR MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES**

There is a chance that materials placed inside a patient may be misplaced, dislodged from the desired position, released or detached prematurely from the delivery device. Utmost care needs to be taken to prevent such an occurrence. In the unlikely event that it does, however, it is important to consider how best to manage this problem and preferably in a minimally invasive fashion.

The ability to retrieve a foreign body can be an important skill for those involved in endovascular procedures. A misplaced stent is not a rare event and when it occurs a rapid solution is required. For example, renal or subclavian artery stenting may result in the stent sliding off from the balloon during the attempted passage of the stent to its precise destination. When a stent has slid off the balloon, an attempt can be made to place it along the route. For example, a renal stent which has come off the balloon catheter may be ‘persuaded’ to enter the common or external iliac artery where it may be inflated and placed permanently without any significant consequences. Sometimes, however stents embolise distally and need to be removed by open surgery.

One very useful device with which any endovascular operator must become familiar is the Amplatz goose neck snare. It is a clever piece of instrumentation for retrieving foreign bodies in a tubular structure, such as an artery, a vein or even the biliary and urinary tracts (Fig. 39.12). The goose neck snare is designed so that it has a circular loop which is set at 90 degrees to the long axis of the catheter. When the snare is run along a tubular structure, the loop will engage any loose...
body present in the tubular structure as long as the size of the snare matches with the diameter of the tubular structure. Small stents which have become dislodged may be engaged into the loop of the snare and pulled out. Embolisation coils are occasionally misplaced or become emboli which can be retrieved with the help of the goose neck snare.

Balloon catheters are designed to burst longitudinally when the designated ‘burst pressure’ is exceeded. This does not pose any problems during removal. Occasionally, however, a balloon may have a spiral or partial transverse tear. The problem arises when there is a transverse tear, a rare complication due to inflation within a heavily calcified artery. A transversely torn balloon may be difficult to remove because the torn end may fold back when attempts are made to withdraw it. If endovascular removal of that balloon is hard then it is best achieved surgically and the artery repaired with a patch.

Balloon catheters rarely fail but complete avulsion of the balloon from the catheter has occurred in the past and still remains a possibility. It is wise not to inflate the balloon unless there is a wire through it. The presence of the wire helps with any other manoeuvres in dealing with problems that may occur. In the above example of the avulsed balloon, the loop of the goose neck snare can be fed over the wire/catheter in order to engage the avulsed balloon, before pulling it out through the sheath (see Fig. 39.12). A similar manoeuvre can be used with dislodged/ruptured items of catheter, central line or avulsed wire.

tandem with the improved merits of materials and devices, the widening range of indications and the growing experience of radiologists and other operators. The expansion in numbers of PTAs performed correspondingly reflects the incidence of complications that have to be managed by radiologists and vascular surgeons. It is essential therefore that, as part of one’s training in endovascular procedures, the trainee is instructed in meticuluous technique, is aware of the incidence and types of complications and indeed the care necessary in avoiding them, as well as the best methods available in managing them when they occur. It is equally important that, in the event of failure of endovascular attempts, vascular surgeons are capable of intervening successfully by open surgical means.

**Conclusions**

Endovascular procedures are carried out in increasing numbers each year in most hospitals and this trend continues year by year. In part, this rise has occurred in tandem with the improved merits of materials and devices, the widening range of indications and the growing experience of radiologists and other operators. The expansion in numbers of PTAs performed correspondingly reflects the incidence of complications that have to be managed by radiologists and vascular surgeons. It is essential therefore that, as part of one’s training in endovascular procedures, the trainee is instructed in meticulous technique, is aware of the incidence and types of complications and indeed the care necessary in avoiding them, as well as the best methods available in managing them when they occur. It is equally important that, in the event of failure of endovascular attempts, vascular surgeons are capable of intervening successfully by open surgical means.
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Percutaneous interventions are increasingly used for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. In vascular surgery, the Swedish Vascular Registry (Swedvasc) between 1987 and 1997 reported an increasing proportion of catheter interventions rising from a third to three-quarters in comparison with open procedures on the aortoiliac segment. In line with this change there seems to be an increasing number of iatrogenic vascular injuries reported. In a Swedish study in 1995 iatrogenic causes accounted for 20 per cent of all vascular injuries reported and an unpublished Swedvasc report valid for the year 2000 found a corresponding figure of 45 per cent. There was also a slightly higher incidence of iatrogenic vascular injuries in larger rather than in smaller hospitals and this is easily explained by the fact that the former treat the more complicated cases.

This chapter gives an overall picture of the kind of damage that can be inflicted on arteries and veins in patients who are not primarily victims of vascular disease. They represent a small proportion of iatrogenic vascular injuries and result from open procedures; these are discussed under the various specialties concerned.

According to Adar et al.² iatrogenic complications may be technically classified as the consequences of:

- accident
- faulty technique or routine
- errors in judgement or management
- failure to identify anatomical structures correctly
- failure to interpret X-rays or laboratory findings correctly.

These complications, which are usually treated as emergencies, fall into four groups:

- bleeding
- thrombosis
- embolism
- dissection.

A further group of delayed problems includes false aneurysms, arteriovenous fistulae and septic complications but they do not usually need emergency treatment.

Apart from catheterisation procedures there are other specific surgical interventions which give rise to complications. These fall within the three main surgical specialties of orthopaedics, general surgery and gynaecology. Orthopaedic operations on the lumbar disc and on the limbs for various conditions are at risk of producing iatrogenic vascular injuries. Within the broad range of general surgical procedures, certain categories are potentially vulnerable to vascular injury and these include operations in the abdomen, laparoscopic and thoracoscopic interventions, and hernia and varicose vein surgery. Gynaecological operations also place the pelvic vasculature at some risk.
ORTHOPAEDIC VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS

Surgery for lumbar disc herniation, hip arthroplasty and knee operations are all procedures in which vascular problems commonly occur. The overall complication rate for elective orthopaedic surgery varies from country to country. Two Scandinavian studies presented figures showing that only four out of a total of 1314 and two out of 795 vascular injuries were caused by elective orthopaedic surgical procedures. Acute orthopaedic surgery may cause bleeding due to laceration of vessels often associated with the use of nails and pins. Such injuries can also cause delayed complications, mainly bleeding, probably as a result of infection.

A German study reported 43 patients with vascular injuries after orthopaedic surgery: 18 were seen after hip surgery, 8 after knee surgery, 2 after lumbar disc surgery and 15 after fracture fixation.

**Lumbar disc surgery**

The lumbar discs are closely related to the distal aorta, the iliac arteries, the vena cava and the iliac veins. The literature shows that the L4/5 interspace is the most common site for vascular injury. This complication may result in immediate and overt bleeding or the development of a false aneurysm or arteriovenous fistula, the latter commonly presenting much later than the original injury. Such injuries are frequently associated with intraoperative complications. A literature survey of 68 cases with arteriovenous fistulae reported 17 with early signs of bleeding and 16 with a perioperative or postoperative drop in blood pressure. Reoperations are frequently associated with inflammation and a destructive process involving the spinal ligaments contributing to an increased risk of complications.

Treatment of these complications requires a good knowledge of anatomy as well as meticulous technique. Overt bleeding from the operative field is usually a sign of damage to large vessels. If there are signs of severe bleeding, the only effective treatment is to turn the patient and perform an immediate laparotomy. If, with packing, the bleeding ceases, it is imperative to observe the patient extremely carefully during the remaining period of surgery and the immediate postoperative course. Even minimal signs of new bleeding should be considered serious. Ultrasonography, computed tomography (CT) scanning and angiography are occasionally necessary to elicit evidence of a retroperitoneal haematoma.

The surgical procedure is often performed under desperate circumstances with the patient in hypovolaemic shock. On these occasions a gauze pack and manual compression are required while proximal control is being achieved. Even if the bleeding emanates from a large vein, aortic clamping gives much needed respite and a better chance of successful resuscitation. ‘Two hands and two eyes’ are inadequate in such situations. The management of these injuries depends on the extent of the injury, and, not infrequently, graft replacement is required for distal aortic or iliac artery injury. Venous injuries are certainly not easy to handle and repairs by simple suture, patch, graft replacement or even a ligature may be required. Prompt diagnosis and aggressive treatment of bleeding during lumbar disc surgery may improve the mortality, which currently stands at over 50 per cent.

Anterior approaches to the lumbar spine have become more popular and vascular surgeons are frequently involved in these procedures on an emergency basis. One retrospective study of 102 such lumbar spine procedures reported a 16 per cent incidence of vascular injuries requiring surgical repair.

Arteriovenous fistulae only rarely demand emergency treatment except in instances of heart failure when the indication is obvious and the intervention urgent. This procedure is often difficult technically, necessitating dissection of both proximal and distal artery and vein. If at all possible, a catheter procedure involving embolisation or coiling, the magnitude of which is comparatively limited, should be tried. When adequate resources become available, endovascular treatment of both arteries and veins will probably be the first line of attack. Insertion of a stent-graft at the site of injury is technically demanding but will stop bleeding effectively and relatively atraumatically.

**Hip surgery**

Case reports on vascular injuries in conjunction with hip replacement indicate an incidence of 0.004–0.25 per cent. The risk of vascular damage is considerably higher during revision than during primary procedures. There seems to be a female and left-sided dominance to the problem, which is more often found during hip arthroplasty than hip fracture surgery. The deep femoral artery is more prone to injury during hip fracture surgery and the external iliac artery during arthroplasty. The severity of these iatrogenic accidents is reflected in the incidence of functional sequelae (19 per cent) and mortality (7 per cent).

From a technical point of view the dangerous aspects of hip replacement seem to be twofold: the use of a retractor close to the artery carries a risk of arterial compression or laceration, and manipulation of the femur as the femoral part of the prosthesis is being inserted causes traction of the vessels. The latter may cause thrombosis within vessels already diseased. Reoperations are associated with an increased risk of bleeding. The cement used during fixation

- Thoracoscopic surgery
- Open abdominal surgery
- Hernia surgery
- Gynaecology
of the prosthesis may also cause thermal injury to the adjacent vessels. Haemorrhage from the deep femoral artery may sometimes occur at a late stage due to infection at the site of the prosthesis.

Prevention of such complications obviously demands sound surgical technique, and here, as in other instances, a prerequisite is avoiding injury. This is especially relevant in reoperations and in patients with atherosclerotic vascular disease. If bleeding occurs during surgery, the application of clamps and forceps in the wound should be avoided and compression used instead. Control is achieved through a proximal incision over the external iliac artery.

Tachycardia and a drop in blood pressure should be interpreted as signs of retroperitoneal bleeding if the reasons are not otherwise obvious. ‘Distal signs’, a term coined by hand surgeons, of both ischaemia and neurological deficit should be looked for postoperatively. Bleeding may not be haemodynamically evident, but increasing swelling of the thigh, or on occasions of the gluteal region, along with motor and sensory loss, should be noted; as compartment pressure rises ischaemia may well follow. With more extensive injuries to calcified vessels bypass procedures are usually required, but late bleeding can often be resolved by embolisation of the bleeding source.

Knee surgery

As with other orthopaedic procedures there are no data available establishing the true incidence of vascular injuries during knee surgery. A report from Australia in 1987 described 12 cases after knee arthroplasty during a 10-year period.15 There were three lacerations of the popliteal artery and seven arterial thromboses. Of these seven cases, five had to undergo major amputation. One false aneurysm and one arteriovenous fistula were also reported. Overall, therefore, the incidence seems to be very low but lesions are found incidentally even after arthroscopy. In an American series of 118 590 arthroscopies, six penetrating injuries of the popliteal artery were registered3 of which four required amputation. These injuries have also been observed after total knee replacement.16

The use of a tourniquet for a bloodless field is controversial in patients with peripheral atherosclerosis as it may well cause arterial thrombosis. Furthermore, traction and manipulation during surgery may cause embolisation of plaque from the popliteal artery.12

Fractures and other procedures

It should be emphasised that closed as well as open reduction of fractures, with or without osteosynthesis, may cause compression and injury as well as thrombotic occlusion of arteries, subsequently leading to bleeding or ischaemia. The classic example is the supracondylar fracture of the humerus in children where the brachial artery may be compressed by the fracture and also during closed reduction. Careful observation during and after the procedure is therefore important.

Limb tumour surgery may also involve tackling large vessels and should be performed preferably after preoperative mapping of the main arterial supply and venous drainage.

GENERAL SURGERY

Varicose vein surgery

Injuries in varicose vein surgery are usually caused during dissection of the groin. Two main types of injury are seen: damage to the femoral vein by ligation or resection and damage to arteries by ligation, resection and even stripping of the superficial femoral artery. Even the deep femoral artery has been ligated and resected. Injuries caused by the inadvertent injection of sclerotic agents into arteries, either during surgery or at outpatient varicose vein clinics, have also been reported. During a 20-year period, 15 injuries of groin vessels during varicose vein surgery were reported to the Swedish Board of Health and Welfare; it is impossible to estimate the true incidence of this iatrogenic injury, but it is probably much higher.

In 1986 Cockett described nine cases of iatrogenic arterial lesions, none of which was detected during surgery, and consequently repair was delayed in all cases.17 A femoral vein injury may be the result of an anatomical mistake during dissection and frequently manifests as bleeding. This type of injury is usually caused by less experienced surgeons. As sclerosing agents are only occasionally injected into the saphenous vein during a ‘high tie’ the risk of injection into the superficial femoral artery appears minimal. There is, however, a slight risk of percutaneous injection of sclerosant into an artery but this should be small with current techniques of compression sclerotherapy. Even if varicose vein surgery is considered to be rather simple technically, the need for supervised training is as essential as that for more advanced surgical procedures.

As the anatomy of the veins in the groin is variable, careful dissection is mandatory. No attempt to ligate or to introduce a stripper should be made until the anatomy is clear. Even a stripper inserted at ankle level may pass through a perforating vein in the thigh and end up in the femoral vein. Since many of the patients undergoing varicose vein surgery are rather young, dissection of an artery may cause spasm and its pulsation may disappear. Only careful dissection will reveal the true anatomy, a prerequisite to continuing with the operation.

When deep bleeding from the femoral vein occurs unexpectedly, attempts to arrest it using artery forceps is understandable. This must always be avoided. The only acceptable measure is to compress the bleeding vein and call for assistance. If the injury has not been worsened by inexpert use of
instruments and clumsy clamping, the actual damage is usually found to be quite small, and a simple lateral suture may stop the bleeding. If not, proximal and distal control must be obtained followed by resection and reconstruction.

In the majority of these cases the saphenous vein has already been divided and may well be used for the reconstruction. If the vein has not been divided, it may assist venous return from the leg and should be saved. In such cases the saphenous vein from the other leg should be used. In principle, there are two methods of repairing the femoral vein, which is usually at least twice the diameter of the saphenous vein (see Chapter 33). The first is to take double the length of vein needed and split it longitudinally, divide it into two lengths and suture these side-to-side, thereby doubling the diameter. The second option is to split the vein longitudinally, wrap it spirally over a glass staff and then suture the entire spiral into a tube graft.

The main question, of course, is whether or not this kind of reconstruction stays patent. An arteriovenous fistula can be created as an adjunctive operation. There are no proper studies to prove the results, but even if the reconstruction occludes later, there may be a chance that while it stays open collateral flow will take over. Ligature of the femoral vein is rarely acceptable (see Chapter 33).

Arterial injuries should be repaired immediately but delayed presentation is common. If there is the slightest suspicion of ischaemia, ankle blood pressures are measured and, if damage is still suspected, angiography performed. Reconstructions of these injuries follow general principles of arterial surgery. If possible, a limited resection and end-to-end anastomosis should be carried out or, alternatively, graft replacement, preferably using vein from the contralateral leg.

Intra-arterial injection of sclerosing agents is particularly dangerous and, if the effect is widespread, gangrene and amputation will follow. If the agent has been injected more locally, there is a chance that healing may occur. In either situation it is advisable to give heparin intravenously. If for any reason, pain for example, the complication is suspected and the needle is still in place, heparin-saline and an α-receptor blocker or reserpine should be injected through it. An epidural block might be of value but little scientific proof of its value exists.

### Laparoscopic surgery

The tremendous increase in laparoscopic procedures during the past 10 years is reflected in the rise in associated vascular injuries, but the actual number of these cases is small. In a report of 1995 laparoscopies 20 iatrogenic vascular injuries were reported, while in the single-centre experience of 2589 laparoscopic cholecystectomies performed between 1990 and 1996, 0.11 per cent had major vascular injuries. In Sweden, about seven vascular injuries are reported annually to the independent loss adjuster (PersonSkadeReglering (PSR)), half of them being injuries of the large vessels and the other half of the abdominal wall. These figures, however, should not be seen as the true incidence of injuries (PSR, personal communication). The vascular injuries are usually caused by trocar insertion and the most commonly affected are the aorta, iliac arteries and the inferior vena cava. Injuries attributable to the insufflation needle have also been reported. In many countries there are now guidelines on the technique for insufflation and trocar placement.

Taking into consideration the size of the vessels usually damaged during laparoscopic procedures, the mortality risk is high and prompt treatment is required. It is likely that with the current degree of specialisation in surgery, skilled laparoscopic surgeons are not trained to handle vascular problems. Bleeding, revealed at laparotomy, should be immediately controlled by manual compression rather than by a ‘trial and error’ approach and, in most large centres, experienced vascular surgeons should be available to deal with this catastrophe.

### Thoracoscopy

Thoracoscopic sympathectomy has been used increasingly to treat palmar hyperhidrosis. Vascular injuries are not reported frequently and in a study of 940 operations there was only one subclavian artery injury, but there have been occasional reports of mortality.

### Open abdominal surgery

Injuries to the portal vein, superior mesenteric vein and concomitant arteries may occur during pancreaticobiliary surgery. For example, vascular injuries have been reported in 3–4 per cent of patients operated for chronic pancreatitis. In pelvic surgery the most commonly injured vessels are the iliac veins.

Cholecystectomy, especially as an acute procedure or after recurrent acute cholecystitis, may be extremely difficult. There are also considerable variations in the anatomy of the arterial supply to the liver and to the gallbladder. When faced with serious bleeding the hepatic artery may be ligated but even if some ischaemia does occur, the risk of liver necrosis is limited. It is not necessary, therefore, to repair the hepatic artery, a quite difficult procedure in any event. If, however, sudden bleeding is experienced during dissection thought to originate from the hepatic artery, the advice, as with all sudden vascular injuries, is to compress and not to use deep forceps blindly. The advice ‘more hands and more eyes’ is usually sufficient to visualise a partially divided artery and to permit lateral repair.

If a pseudoaneurysm results from the injury, a ligature should be applied proximally and distally. Lesions of the superior mesenteric artery and the coeliac axis are rare. The external iliac artery has on occasions been mistaken for the ureter and opened during intended ureterolithotomy.
operations. Injuries of the inferior vena cava sometimes occur during tumour surgery and also occasionally during aortic surgery.27 All attempts should be made to repair the vein, but if this proves impossible, a ligature will save the life of the patient.

Hernia repair

Iatrogenic injuries of the femoral artery or femoral vein are not uncommon but are apparently not often reported.3 The risk attached to an injury is dependent on the type of repair and in principle, the more ‘anatomical’ the repair the lower the risk. With deep sutures the risk of damage to the common femoral artery increases.28 The result is either bleeding or, more rarely, thrombosis with embolisation or even the development of a false aneurysm.

Bleeding from an arterial injury is usually best controlled by compression. Compression of the femoral vein and thrombosis seem to occur mainly after hernia repair using the McVay technique.29 Careful dissection and exact repair of the fascial structures minimises the risks associated with treating these iatrogenic vascular injuries.

GYNAECOLOGICAL SURGERY

Major vascular injuries are reported infrequently. In Sweden the incidence per 10 000 procedures was calculated for the years 1979–83 and found to be 0.93 for laparoscopy, 0.76 for laparotomy and 0.33 for vaginal operations.30 Laparoscopic complications most frequently involve the aorta and the iliac arteries and should be detected easily by the surgeon. There is, however, at least one report in the literature of carbon dioxide embolism following direct puncture of a major vessel.31

During gynaecological laparotomy for pelvic tumour surgery vascular injuries are the most common cause of bleeding,30 mainly from the iliac vein or iliac artery. Caesarean section has also been reported as the cause of severe vascular problems.32 Careful handling of instruments inserted during laparoscopy seems to be the most important factor in avoiding injury. If bleeding occurs, an immediate laparotomy has to be performed, if possible with the assistance of a vascular surgeon. The same applies to injuries occurring during laparotomy. It has to be stressed that firm compression and proximal control are the major life-saving measures.

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

Training and experience are the alpha and omega in preventing injuries. Accidents and misinterpretations of difficult anatomy and pathology, however, cannot be totally avoided. It is important, therefore, to know how to handle complications when they occur. The most devastating complication is abrupt major bleeding occurring during a surgical procedure. This stressful situation may well induce the risk of improper actions, such as the blind use of forceps and clamps. If the source of bleeding is neither absolutely clear nor easily accessible for proper repair, the correct action is to compress the bleeding region firmly with gauze packs. As already emphasised, the assistance of another surgeon would be wise, and in many situations, a necessity. The next step is to achieve proximal and distal control. Established principles of vascular repair are then followed, whether by lateral suture, patching or grafting. Other types of acute vascular injuries resulting in thrombosis, embolism and dissection are treated according to accepted principles. Complications appearing later, such as arteriovenous fistulae and false aneurysms, can usually be treated by endovascular or vascular surgical techniques (see Chapters 33, 38 and 39).

In view of the medicolegal implications (see Chapter 10) detailed note-taking and good communication with patient and family, and, of course, other involved professionals, is particularly important.

Conclusions

Surgeons have to be aware of the potential occurrence of non-catheter induced vascular injuries and be prepared to treat them. Although such injuries are relatively uncommon, bleeding, severe at times, can be a major problem. The possibility of occult bleeding, as for example in lumbar disc surgery, must be considered. The value of simply compressing a bleeding point rather than resorting to hurried and blind clamping cannot be over-emphasised. The most worthwhile advice is not to do more harm and to seek assistance whenever possible; an extra pair of hands may be of crucial importance to outcome. The principles of repairing iatrogenic vessel trauma are the same as those for other vascular injuries. The specialists involved must be willing to improvise as none of these injuries present in a standard manner.
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Acute Upper Limb Ischaemic States

KENNETH A MYERS, GREGORY W SELF

THE PROBLEM

Acute ischaemia is less common in the upper than in the lower limbs, but is caused by a wider variety of disease processes and has varied options for treatment. Ischaemia can affect any level from the fingertips to the forearm, and digital ischaemia is a warning that massive occlusion from proximal disease may supervene. Delayed diagnosis and failed salvage leading to amputation is a far greater disaster than loss of the lower limb. This chapter will attempt to provide a plan for diagnostic evaluation and strategies for treatment of acute ischaemia aimed at enhancing successful management of the underlying disease before complications develop.

AETIOLOGY

In contrast to the lower limb, where acute ischaemia virtually always ensues following either embolism from the heart or thrombosis on the basis of underlying atherosclerosis, the causes in the upper limb are much more varied (see Chapter 2).

Less than 5 per cent of peripheral arterial reconstructions are for upper limb arterial disease.¹ The incidence of lower limb arterial reconstruction has progressively risen over the past 20 years,² and there are now more operations for thrombosis and fewer for embolism, but whether this is true for the upper limbs is uncertain as the upper limb series are smaller.

Studies of acute upper limb ischaemia have shown that embolism and thrombosis are almost equally responsible, that embolism is commonly due to either cardiac or proximal arterial disease, and that primary occlusive disease is approximately equally due to atherosclerosis or a miscellaneous group of non-atherosclerotic diseases.³ Other studies suggest that patients with digital ischaemia suffer more often from intrinsic small arterial disease in the hand than proximal major arterial disease.³ Patients occasionally develop acute thrombosis in essentially normal arteries on the basis of various haematological abnormalities. In the tertiary hospital setting, acute and chronic ischaemia following angiography is increasingly recognised. Accordingly, a long list of possible causes must be kept in mind in any individual patient.

Potential causes of acute upper limb ischaemia

- Embolism
  - Cardiac diseases
  - Proximal arterial diseases
  - Paradoxical embolism
- Intrinsic arterial diseases
  - Occlusive atherosclerosis
  - Atherosclerotic aneurysms
  - Arteritis and autoimmune diseases
  - Fibromuscular hyperplasia
  - Cystic adventitial disease of the brachial artery
- Haematological disorders
  - Hyperhomocysteinaemia
  - Malignant diseases
  - Clotting factor deficiencies
  - Antiphospholipid antibodies
  - Red cell, white cell and globulin disorders
  - Heparin induced thrombosis syndrome
  - Oral contraceptives
Embolism

Some 10–20 per cent of all emboli are lodged in arteries to the upper extremity, significantly more often on the right side. The most common site is to the brachial artery, less often the subclavian or axillary arteries and uncommonly to arteries below the elbow. The larger proportion come from the heart, particularly in patients with atrial fibrillation or recent myocardial infarction, fewer in rheumatic heart disease and aortic valve prostheses, and rarely from left atrial myxoma. Up to a third originate from disease in the innominate or subclavian arteries owing to atherosclerosis, aortitis and in particular the thoracic outlet syndrome. Paradoxical embolism can also occur.4

The clinical features of acute upper limb ischaemia are usually quite evident although delayed in approximately 25 per cent of cases, which is significantly less common than that in the lower limb, so that the proportion treated by embolectomy is higher and the outlook is better. Nevertheless, several studies report amputation rates of 5–10 per cent and mortality rates of 5–15 per cent.5,6

Intrinsic arterial diseases

ATHEROSCLEROSIS

Proximal atherosclerosis in the upper limb is more common than is realised, but it may remain relatively asymptomatic because of the abundant collateral circulation around the shoulder. Innominate and proximal subclavian artery disease, which may lead to symptoms of upper limb and cerebrovascular ischaemia, is often revealed by arteriography in the course of assessment of the latter. The Joint Study of Extracranial Arterial Occlusions in more than 6000 patients7 showed that 17 per cent had aortic arch disease, affecting the left subclavian artery in approximately 15 per cent, the right subclavian artery in 10 per cent and the innominate artery in 5 per cent, and that stenosis was five times more frequent than occlusion. The distribution of upper limb atherosclerotic disease in a more general population has been reviewed, and it appears to affect the subclavian artery in 60 per cent, the innominate in 20 per cent and more distal arteries in 20 per cent.1 The relative incidence of innominate or subclavian aneurysms compared with thoracic and abdominal aortic aneurysms is not clear.

Oclusions most often cause mild chronic ischaemia, but stenoses can present with multiple microemboli to cause the ‘blue finger syndrome’, while aneurysms can present with acute ischaemia caused by a major embolus.

ARTERITIS, AUTOIMMUNE AND OTHER DISEASES

A number of uncommon diseases can affect the branches of the aortic arch to cause upper limb ischaemia or cerebrovascular insufficiency, or they may involve the small arteries of the hands to cause digital ischaemia and necrosis.1,3,8 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore each in detail, although they are described more extensively in other reviews.9,10 They probably have a similar aetiology associated with an immune complex or cell mediated reaction11 but the precipitating factors are unknown.

Some causes of acute upper limb ischaemia associated with arteritis or autoimmune disorders

- Takayasu’s disease
- Buerger’s disease
- Giant cell arteritis
- Polyarteritis
- Behçet’s syndrome
- Scleroderma
- Hypersensitivity reaction
- Systemic lupus erythematosus

Takayasu’s disease affects children and young adults, with a marked female preponderance (see Chapter 43). A panarteritis affects the major aortic branches, leading to weakening of the wall with consequent arterial stenoses, occlusions or aneurysms which are frequently multiple.12 The condition commences as a non-specific ‘rheumatic-like’ illness, progressing to become a chronic disease several years later. An elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate is usual in the acute phase, but the test returns to normal in the ‘burned out phase’. The outlook for survival is poor with severe hypertension, cardiac involvement or other risk factors being predictors of death or major complications.13
Buerger’s disease (thromboangiitis obliterans) usually affects young males who are smokers and is associated with segmental thrombotic occlusions of more distal arteries and veins. In the acute phase, polymorphonuclear leukocytes infiltrate the vessel wall and thrombus; this is followed by a subacute phase with the appearance of mononuclear and giant cells, and finally a chronic phase of fibrosis and recanalisation. Essentially, this is a clinical diagnosis. Both Japanese and American studies showed that the larger proportion were symptomatic, of whom approximately 60 per cent had only lower limb symptoms, 30 per cent had only upper limb symptoms and 10 per cent had both: this was despite arteriographic findings that showed changes in most lower limb and upper limb arteries, indicating that the disease is much more extensive than can be gauged by symptoms alone. The outlook for the limbs is poor, but the prognosis for survival is good in those who stop smoking. Regular cannabis smoking can cause changes similar to those of Buerger’s disease.

Giant cell arteritis and polymyalgia rheumatica predominantly affect women, occur in most countries and are almost exclusively confined to the white population (see Chapter 43). Some 10–15 per cent of patients have clinical involvement of arteries to the extremities, but a much larger proportion have pathological evidence of disease when studied at postmortem. Major arteries can be affected at any level, but there is usually sufficient time for adequate collaterals to develop. Histological examination reveals lymphocytic infiltration with granulomatous and giant cells, and fragmentation of the internal elastic lamina.

Polyarteritis can be primary or secondary to conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren’s disease, cryoglobulinaemia or leukaemia, and the condition predominantly affects the endothelium of small or medium sized arteries so as to cause stenoses, occlusions or small aneurysms.

Behçet’s syndrome affects relatively young males from eastern Mediterranean countries or Japan. A non-specific vasculitis affects small or large vessels, obliterates vasa vasorum and fragments elastin to cause arterial occlusions or aneurysms which are frequently multiple. The aneurysms are the most frequent cause of death in some 10–25 per cent of patients.

Scleroderma most often affects the small metacarpal and digital arteries in the hands, which can lead to necrosis of the fingertips, but the condition is occasionally also associated with occlusion of the proximal arteries to the upper extremity secondary to severe intimal hyperplasia.

Crohn’s disease has been described as causing axillary artery occlusion due to arteritis.

OTHER DISEASES

Fibromuscular hyperplasia has been reported in the brachial artery in a few patients, affecting either sex at various ages. Cystic adventitial necrosis similar to that seen in the popliteal artery has been reported in the brachial artery.

Haematological disorders

A wide variety of conditions can lead to a hypercoagulable state and thrombosis in small or large arteries (see Chapter 2). These include deficiencies of antithrombin III, protein C or protein S, or presence of Leiden factor V, antiphospholipid antibodies, homocysteine or antibodies to heparin causing the heparin induced thrombosis syndrome. Coagulation can be activated by oral contraceptives and in various malignancies. An increase in blood viscosity due to globulin disorders, polycythaemia and various lymphomas or leukaemias predisposes to thrombosis.

Repetitive external trauma

This chapter is not the place to describe acute blunt or penetrating trauma that happens to involve the upper extremity. There are, however, several circumstances which can predispose to specific acute or repetitive arterial trauma with severe consequences to the upper extremity.

THORACIC OUTLET SYNDROME

Neurovascular compression can result from impingement by either soft tissue or bony structures. The clinical picture is mostly one of chronic pain, neurological disturbance or relatively mild vascular symptoms and only a few patients have appreciable arterial insufficiency. Bony abnormalities are a cervical rib or its fibrous extension, congenital abnormalities include the first rib, or a past fractured clavicle.

Cervical ribs are present in less than 1 per cent of healthy individuals, about 50 per cent are bilateral and it would appear that less than 10 per cent of those cause symptoms (see Chapter 22). The cervical rib runs along the anterior border of the scalenus medius muscle immediately under the artery (Fig. 41.1). It can rarely arise at a higher level, i.e. up to the fifth cervical vertebra, and occasionally the rib can pass through the trunks of the brachial plexus. An abnormal first rib is said to be less than one half as common as a cervical rib; the most common severe variant is atresia of the first rib, leaving an exostosis on the second rib at the site where the scalenus anterior muscle is inserted.

Kinking of the artery over a bony prominence or fibrous band can cause turbulent flow, leading to poststenotic dilatation, then intimal disruption and aneurysm formation, finally complicated by thrombosis within the aneurysm or embolism resulting in severe acute ischaemia.
has been particularly studied in baseball pitchers and American football quarterbacks; other activities include javelin throwing or basketball. Duplex scanning shows that the larger proportion of normal subjects have the potential for this injury, as partial or complete occlusion of the artery does occur in the throwing position. Some are associated with subclavian artery thrombosis due to the thoracic outlet syndrome. Others result in axillary artery thrombosis due to compression by the head of the humerus with the arm abducted and in external rotation, particularly if there is laxity of ligaments around the shoulder joint. It is possible that distal axillary artery thrombosis can result from injury by a hypertrophied pectoralis minor muscle. Once cleared of clot the artery is in most cases found to be essentially normal.

Repeated external trauma to the axillary artery by the use of a crutch, though rare, is well recognised and may take the form of acute thrombosis or the gradual development of an axillary aneurysm with secondary thrombosis.

### OCCUPATIONAL UPPER LIMB ISCHAEMIA

Occupational activities occasionally lead to acute upper limb vascular ischaemia. These are more often associated with the thoracic outlet syndrome causing neurological or venous syndromes, but arterial complications can occur. Activities include mowing lawns, heavy lifting as a store assistant, installing overhead ducts, or playing sports as described earlier. An occupational history consistent with repetitive external trauma should be sought if the diagnosis is not clear.

### TRAUMA TO THE HAND AND FINGERS

Athletic activities that require repetitive catching or striking a ball with the hand can predispose to traumatic thrombosis of the digital or ulnar arteries. Injuries to the digital arteries particularly involve the index or middle fingers wherein the artery is encircled by ligaments. A condition referred to as the hypothenar hammer syndrome occurs particularly in workers who use their hand as a hammer; this includes bricklayers, printers, tilers, mechanics and professional karate experts. The ulnar artery is particularly vulnerable to trauma just after it leaves the canal under the hamate bone, where it lies superficial to the tough transverse carpal ligament and is held tight in its course by its deep branch. Trauma can result in either acute thrombosis or aneurysm formation. Ischaemia is particularly likely if the superficial palmar arch is incomplete, but it can also be due to embolism from an aneurysm. Use of vibrating tools can cause distal small artery vasospasm or occlusion. Digital arteries, in particular, become hyper-responsive causing the ‘white finger syndrome’.

### IATROGENIC TRAUMA

There is a considerable capacity for medical manoeuvres to cause damage to arteries of the upper extremity, often with catastrophic results. Penetrating injuries include arterial catheterisation for arteriography or haemodynamic monitoring although the problem is far less common now that most investigations are performed via a transfemoral approach (see Chapter 38). Bleeding from the brachial or axillary puncture site may raise the pressure within the sheath of the neurovascular bundle to such a degree as to cause severe nerve palsies, which are frequently permanent. An anaesthetic arm block with accidental intramuscular injection can cause axillary artery occlusion. A blunt needle technique is recommended, but this does not eliminate the risk. The complication is more likely if the patient is obese or if the artery is already diseased. Intra-arterial injection of therapeutic agents such as anaesthetic drugs or of illicit substances by drug abusers may precipitate acute severe extremity ischaemia with permanent damage (see Chapter 44). The difficulties encountered in the treatment of these challenging conditions is frequently compounded by secondary venous thrombosis. Harvesting the radial artery for coronary artery bypass surgery fortunately rarely leads to hand ischaemia.

An increasingly common phenomenon is axillary artery thrombosis with or without embolism consequent upon thrombosis of an axillofemoral prosthetic graft. Exertion may disrupt the top anastomosis to cause ‘the axillary pull-out syndrome’. The risk may be increased if the graft is so short that it brings about ‘tenting’ of the axillary or subclavian artery. Retrograde thrombosis from the upper end of the occluded graft may extend into the subclavian artery, or embolisation down the limb may occur from the cul de sac adjacent to the upper anastomosis. It is possible that the graft may shorten after some years predisposing to thrombosis in the graft and subclavian artery, and it
has been suggested that this risk is reduced by making the anastomosis more proximal on the subclavian artery to reduce repetitive movements. The possibility of steal from the arm to a patent graft appears to be unfounded.

**Irradiation arteritis** of the subclavian, axillary and upper brachial artery, which also compromises collaterals, presents many years after therapy for carcinoma of the breast (see Chapter 33). Vessels occlude due to endothelial damage, disruption of the internal elastic lamina, hyaline thickening of the intima, obliteration of vasa vasorum, and medial and indeed periarterial fibrosis.

Proximal arterial vasospasm can result from treatment with ergot preparations and leads to severe upper or lower limb ischaemia. This complication was responsible for withdrawal of the dihydroergotamine heparin regimen for deep venous thrombosis prophylaxis.

Hand ischaemia can result from steal induced by an arteriovenous fistula created for angioaccess in patients requiring dialysis (see Chapter 7B) and the incidence may be as high as 5 per cent. Ischaemic symptoms are not uncommon early on but usually resolve rapidly as collaterals develop. The risk of persisting ischaemia is increased if the ulnar artery supply is inadequate as shown by the Allen test or if, in diabetic patients, there is pre-existing distal arterial disease. Many access surgeons would now try to avoid the otherwise standard radiocephalic (Cimino) fistula in type 1 diabetic patients in preference to a more proximal fistula which is less likely to steal circulation. Patients undergoing such access must be warned of the symptoms and signs of arterial insufficiency by the surgeon as the problem may not be appreciated or recognised too late by medical and nursing staff in other disciplines.

**DIAGNOSIS**

**Clinical features**

It is necessary to discuss all patients presenting with varying grades of ischaemia since many conditions have a potential for sudden complications causing acute ischaemia. Diagnosis must include both the causes and consequences of the diseases. In general, full clinical assessment and various special investigations are appropriate for most patients, considering the wide variety of possible causes, not all of which are immediately obvious. Systemic features associated with the various causes of arteritis and autoimmune disease should be sought in many patients. This requires detailed knowledge of each, which, although beyond the scope of this chapter, is well described in several reviews.

Large artery embolism usually presents with acute ischaemia causing pain, pallor, paralysis, paraesthesia, and ‘perishing coldness’, although in some cases the onset is more insidious (see Chapters 2, 15 and 16). Paralysis is less frequent than in the lower limb because proximal muscles can perform upper limb movements. The radial pulse is lost and the level of the most proximal pulse usually clearly indicates the site of occlusion. Embolism carries a considerable risk of residual arm claudication, ischaemic neuropathy, ischaemic contracture or even major amputation, usually due to delayed presentation and technical problems at operation. Repeated microembolism can cause recurrent episodes of forearm or hand pain with focal areas of discoloration or skin necrosis analogous to the ‘blue toe syndrome’ of the lower extremity.

The varied presenting clinical features of chronic large artery disease may include a palpable aneurysm, forearm claudication, Raynaud’s phenomenon, digital necrosis or infarction, or acute ischaemia from the occlusion. Forearm claudication is the least common manifestation because of the rich collateral circulation around the shoulder and because a smaller muscle mass than that in the lower limb has to be supplied. The distal pulse status is far less predictive of chronic proximal disease than is that in the lower limb. A bruit is frequently observed but is not always present. A brachial artery systolic pressure difference between the arms of more than 20 mmHg reliably indicates proximal stenotic or occlusive disease.

A lump representing a cervical rib or prominent pulsation of the subclavian artery pushed upwards by the rib is usually diagnostic. The wide variety of physical manoeuvres designed to compromise the pulse in order to establish a diagnosis of thoracic outlet syndrome and the high incidence of false positive results are a testimony to the clinical challenge posed. Harris et al. found that 30 per cent of normal subjects showed apparent arterial compression with thoracic outlet syndrome provocative manoeuvres, and even this figure may understate the incidence of false positive tests. Nevertheless, a negative test virtually excludes a diagnosis of vascular involvement while a positive test provides confidence to proceed with treatment if a clear history of ischaemia is present. The ‘hands-up’ manoeuvre is a convenient method of observing whether the pulse disappears, the hand blanches with exercise and a bruit develops as the arm is then lowered (Fig. 41.2).

Small artery disease most commonly presents with Raynaud’s phenomenon, digital necrosis or digital gangrene according to the acuteness of onset and extent of disease. The Allen test is very useful for detecting the presence and site of occlusion in small arteries beyond the wrist (Fig. 41.3). It is also used to detect inadequate ulnar artery inflow to the hand prior to radial artery cannulation or the creation of a radial artery fistula (see Chapter 7B).

**Haematological investigations**

A full blood examination and erythrocyte sedimentation rate would seem to be required in all patients, although the erythrocyte sedimentation rate may not be elevated even
with florid cases of arteritis. A list of investigations screening for thrombophilia in patients with an uncertain diagnosis is shown below (also see Chapters 2 and 20).

**Non-invasive investigations**

Vascular laboratory techniques can be very useful. Colour Doppler duplex ultrasound scanning has become the preliminary investigation for examining arteries to the upper extremity. The vessels can be visualised from the aortic arch to the palmar arch, but it takes a highly trained ultrasonographer to interpret the results usefully. Duplex scanning has been very well evaluated for the thoracic outlet syndrome. The same cautions over eliciting extrinsic arterial compression by various clinical manoeuvres must be expressed, but at least it can be said that a negative examination by a competent ultrasonographer essentially excludes the diagnosis of vascular compression as a feature of the thoracic outlet syndrome (also see Chapter 22).

**Investigations performed for a thrombophilia screen in a patient with acute upper limb ischaemia with uncertain diagnosis**

- Protein C
- Protein S
- Antiphospholipid antibodies
- Antithrombin III
- Factor III
- Factor V Leiden
- Prothrombin mutation
- Homocysteine

**Radiology**

**PLAIN X-RAYS**

In patients with suspected thoracic outlet syndrome, a plain X-ray of the neck will detect most cervical ribs and first rib abnormalities. Plain X-rays of the hands and chest may show characteristic features of scleroderma, perhaps leading to a barium swallow.

**ARTERIOGRAPHY**

Most patients with a clinical diagnosis of disease potentially threatening the upper limb should undergo arteriography. This invasive investigation is frequently required to diagnose the precise site of primary disease and its consequences in the upper extremity. This approach is quite different from that applied to the lower limb where arteriography is usually performed only if intervention is contemplated. Most diseases described in this review have specific arteriographic appearances which will form the basis for appropriate further investigations, even to the point of arterial biopsy to confirm the cause of disease. For example, temporal artery biopsy is required to establish the
diagnosis of giant cell arteritis, which in turn may dictate the need for arteriography of the cerebrovascular, visceral or lower limb arteries.

Since the precise site of disease is frequently uncertain, contrast studies usually commence with arch aortography via the groin followed by selective catheterisation of the innominate or left subclavian arteries if required. Digital subtraction arteriography should demonstrate all vessels down to the fingers. This policy is preferable to axillary or brachial artery puncture, the complications of which could further compromise the circulation.

Arteriography may not be warranted and would simply delay treatment in a patient with acute ischaemia due to an embolus which has clearly come from the heart. Arteriography is required, however, if the cause is not clear and if time permits, in order to search for a possible proximal arterial source. There is an increasing role for arteriography in subacute or chronic upper limb ischaemia where time permits the application of various interventional endovascular techniques.

The arteriographic features of atherosclerosis are well known. The absence of atheromatous changes and large plaques in the large arteries, and the demonstration of segments of smooth lesions, should lead to the suspicion of other arterial diseases. Angiography may simply show occlusion and give no indication of the characteristic changes diagnostic of other specific diseases. Takayasu’s disease is characterised by a combination of stenotic and occlusive lesions with fusiform or saccular aneurysms which are frequently multiple. Classic features for Buerger’s disease are abrupt occlusion with a ‘tree root’ configuration of collaterals and ‘corkscrew’ tortuosity of small distal vessels apparently due to recanalisation (see Chapter 42). Giant cell arteritis shows long, smoothly tapered stenoses or occlusions (see Chapter 43). In Crohn’s disease, typically a tapering stenosis leads to occlusion. The features of fibromuscular hyperplasia are a characteristic ‘string of beads’ appearance. In patients with suspected thoracic outlet syndrome, arteriography should include views with the arm abducted and in external rotation, but the cautions expressed as to false positive results hold just as for other diagnostic procedures.

**OTHER SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS**

Computed tomography (CT) has been used to evaluate the thoracic outlet syndrome. It was found that if a plain X-ray showed a bony abnormality, a CT scan did not add further information, except in symptomatic patients in whom subtle bony changes were detected. Computed tomography was also found to be accurate in demonstrating non-osseous compression when compared with controls. Nevertheless, the yield from these findings in patients with vascular manifestations is doubtful. The value of magnetic resonance imaging in such cases has yet to be determined.

**IMMEDIATE MANAGEMENT**

The patient is usually first seen by a general practitioner or at a local district hospital where facilities for diagnosis and vascular surgical treatment may be limited. An arterial ultrasound may have been ordered and its findings might be the reason for a vascular surgical referral. In general, eliciting the cause will require considerable experience, and almost all patients will need urgent intervention to clear the occlusion and to treat the cause. Thus no more than immediate supportive treatment should be instituted before transferring the patient to a vascular service as an emergency. Occasionally, a patient will sustain embolism to both the arm and the brain, and present with simultaneous upper limb ischaemia and a stroke. As the stroke is likely to affect the side contralateral to the ischaemic arm, restoration of flow to this neurologically intact arm becomes even more important.

One important immediate measure is to reduce propagation of distal thrombus by anticoagulation with intravenous heparin. A bolus of 20 000 units or commencement of an intravenous infusion (5000 IU bolus and 1000 IU per hour via a mechanical intravenous pump) should suffice before transferring the patient. Remember to request intravenous cannulation in the contralateral upper limb as use of the veins of the affected limb or of either leg is inappropriate except in critical emergencies. Even in the rare instance where there is concurrent embolism to the brain, anticoagulation is appropriate in most patients to limit intracranial propagation of clot, although this must be discussed with the vascular surgeon prior to transfer.

**CONSERVATIVE MEASURES**

In general, conservative treatment is considered after the underlying cause of the ischaemia has been corrected, if that were possible. Oral anticoagulation, permanently for thromboembolism due to atrial fibrillation and for a period of a few months in cases of myocardial infarction, will reduce the risk of recurrent embolism. Various vasodilator drugs, prostaglandin or its analogues, antiplatelet agents, and rheological agents such as pentoxifylline have been used in an attempt to improve the distal circulation in patients with large vessel or small vessel disease in the upper extremity. Mills and colleagues contend that there is no objective evidence to show that any of these measures improves the outcome, although empirically they do use a calcium blocking agent and pentoxifylline. A randomised study of iloprost, a longer acting prostaglandin analogue given intravenously for 34 weeks, showed markedly higher rates of relief of pain and limb salvage in patients with Buerger’s disease. Various studies of iloprost for critical ischaemia in the lower limb have shown benefit and these results may well be extrapolated to the upper extremity. The various causes of arteritis or autoimmune disease generally require treatment with...
corticosteroids with or without immunosuppressive drugs.\textsuperscript{9,19,20,60} Regardless of all these considerations, the patient should stop smoking. Much can be gained from good local care to the hand with minimal debridement, nail excision to drain infection, and skin protection.\textsuperscript{3}

A protocol has been described for treatment after intra-arterial injection of drugs by drug abusers,\textsuperscript{43} and the measures would seem appropriate for any patient with acute or severe upper limb ischaemia. Treatment includes continuous intravenous heparin and dextran 40 infusion, parenteral dexamethasone, opiates for pain control, elevation of the extremity, and early active and passive movements. Vasodilators such as glyceryl trinitrate (GTN) can be a valuable addition and may be given topically or intravenously as the severity of the situation dictates. Heparin, dextran and GTN have the advantage of easy accessibility in a variety of medical or hospital settings. Iloprost, pentoxifylline, dexamethasone and other vasoactive drugs have a greater role in chronic ischaemic states.

There has been considerable recent interest in the ischaemia-reperfusion syndrome and its management, and this is just as pertinent to the upper extremity as to ischaemia of the lower limbs\textsuperscript{65} (see Chapter 2). Mannitol infusion may be required to maintain renal perfusion and limit swelling and raised compartment pressure in the arm, which would further compromise circulation.

**RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

**Embolectomy**

Since most emboli are lodged in the brachial artery, the most favoured approach is to expose this artery at its bifurcation at or just below the elbow in order to allow selective catheterisation of each of the branches through a transverse arteriotomy, with closure by interrupted sutures without a patch.\textsuperscript{15,16} If the embolus is arrested more proximally, a higher brachial or even axillary approach may be used, either alone or in combination with the antebrachial approach. In some cases the procedure ought to be performed under local anaesthesia in view of the appreciable mortality due to associated heart disease.\textsuperscript{6} It is rarely appropriate to manage the problem conservatively (see Chapters 15 and 16).

A personal preference of one author (KAM) is to expose the brachial artery in the mid-portion of the upper arm where its calibre is larger and to perform a longitudinal arteriotomy, which can usually be closed by direct suture without arterial narrowing. The tip of the Fogarty catheter is angled and the balloon is pre-expanded with contrast so that it can easily be seen on fluoroscopy to ensure selective catheterisation of each run-off artery (Fig. 41.4). A study in cadavers showed that a straight catheter passed into the larger of the two outflow arteries in 42 per cent of limbs and into one artery only in 96 per cent of them, whereas positioning an angled tip catheter blindly allowed it to pass down each artery in 87 per cent of limbs.\textsuperscript{66} The other author (GWS) prefers a curved incision starting just above the cubital fossa and extending over the bicipital aponeurosis to the tendon of biceps. The brachial artery is well exposed and extension of the incision allows selective catheterisation of the radial and ulnar artery. The affected patient is frequently elderly and often has poorly characterised cardiac disease so the operation is ideally, and easily, performed using local anaesthesia injected by the surgeon with a little supplemental intravenous sedation given by the anaesthetist. Local anaesthesia may be given as 10–20 mL of 1 per cent lidocaine (Xylocaine).

**Figure 41.4** Two techniques for brachial embolectomy to clear the distal arteries (the proximal embolus is removed last): the conventional technique approaches the brachial bifurcation to allow each branch to be dissected out and selectively catheterised; the alternative technique uses a more limited approach to the more proximal brachial artery and uses fluoroscopy to guide the catheter down each branch after angling the tip and filling the balloon with a little contrast.
but a particularly useful solution is 10 mL of 1 per cent lidoca- 
caine mixed with 10 mL 0.5 per cent bupivacaine (Marcain) 
as this provides rapid onset anaesthesia and lasts for a rea-
sonable period of time postoperatively. It is important that 
the attending surgeon inform the patient’s family that the 
prognosis is grave. The 30-day results of upper limb 
embolectomy are nearly as bad as those for the lower limb 
and a reflection of underlying cardiovascular disease. 

Fasciotomy of the flexor and extensor compartments 
should be considered if there is marked residual swelling 
after reperfusion but is rarely needed due to the usual early 
recognition of acute limb ischaemia (see Chapter 33).

**Occlusive or aneurysmal disease**

It is frequently necessary to recommend surgical reconstruc-
tion for proximal occlusive or aneurysmal disease because 
of major or repetitive minor embolism, acute thrombosis 
causing severe ischaemia, a major risk of such events in the 
future or associated cerebrovascular symptoms. The older 
patient with asymptomatic left subclavian artery stenosis, 
however, is often managed conservatively.

**Transthoracic reconstruction** is the most direct 
approach and gives the best long term patency rates of over 
90 per cent but at the expense of appreciable morbidity 
and mortality. Endarterectomy (Fig. 41.5) is only suitable 
for short lesions and is technically more demanding than 
bypass (Fig. 41.6), which is thus usually preferred. The 
approach is through a sternal split for the innominate 
artery or the left third intercostal space for the left subcla-
vian artery (also see Chapter 34). Proximal aneurysms can 
be resected or an inlay bypass technique can be used. 

A range of extrathoracic reconstructions is more 
widely used for occlusive disease. Excellent results have 
been reported with very low morbidity and mortality rates,
proximal axillary artery\textsuperscript{69,71} whereas most prefer autogenous long saphenous vein if the distal anastomosis is to be taken down into the arm (Fig. 41.11).\textsuperscript{72–74} A collective review considers that patency rates at 23 years are greater than 80 per cent if the distal anastomosis is proximal to the brachial bifurcation, but closer to 50 per cent if it is distal to that level.\textsuperscript{75} Good results can be obtained even with bypass to arteries beyond the wrist.\textsuperscript{76}

**Takayasu’s disease**

In patients with Takayasu’s disease, bypass is best commenced at the proximal aortic arch to avoid anastomotic stenosis and to achieve quite acceptable late patency rates.\textsuperscript{77,78} Asymptomatic patients in the active phase of arteritis are treated conservatively, tiding them through into the phase of being ‘burned out’ before contemplating surgical bypass, but the latter option may be appropriate in the acute phase if there are limb-threatening complications.\textsuperscript{79}

---

**Figure 41.8** A technique for extrathoracic carotid–subclavian bypass

**Figure 41.9** A technique for extrathoracic axilloaxillary (or subclavian–subclavian) bypass

**Figure 41.10** Proximal anastomosis for a femoroaxillary (or femorosubclavian) bypass
Thoracic outlet syndrome

There is general agreement that constricting structures at the thoracic outlet should be removed if vascular symptoms are present because progressive damage to the subclavian artery and risk of acute thromboembolic complications are probable. There is increasing agreement that, in patients with vascular manifestations, such intervention should routinely involve removing the first rib as well as a cervical rib, dividing all scalene muscle attachments and other fibromuscular bands, in order to avert an appreciable risk of recurrence.35,80–82 One of several approaches, whether supraclavicular, infraclavicular or transaxillary, will provide the necessary exposure for removal of the first rib as well as a cervical rib, dividing all scalene muscle attachments and other fibromuscular bands, in order to avert an appreciable risk of recurrence.80 One of several approaches, whether supraclavicular, infraclavicular or transaxillary, will provide the necessary exposure for removal of the first rib. Some favour a combination of the supraclavicular and infraclavicular,80 or the supraclavicular and transaxillary,82 approach to decompressing the outlet, and either combination appears to be essential if arterial reconstruction is required.80 It should be possible to achieve satisfactory exposure without ever having to divide the clavicle.

Management of arterial complications depends on the findings at operation.80 The dilated or stenosed segment of artery should be opened and propagated thrombus or embolus removed using a Fogarty catheter. If the intima appears normal, the arteriotomy can be simply closed, taking bites large enough to restore the lumen to a normal diameter. If the intima is ulcerated, limited endarterectomy and closure, primary or using a vein patch, may be sufficient. If damage is too extensive, resection and end-to-end anastomosis will not be feasible without tension, and therefore an interposition graft should be used to replace the damaged segment.

Arterial catheter trauma

This usually affects the brachial artery and almost invariably results from lifting an intimal flap, so that conservative management accepting a diagnosis of arterial spasm is fraught with danger (see Chapter 38). Although the circulation may improve via collaterals, it is usually inadequate, and it is almost invariably better to repair the injury by direct exposure under local anaesthesia. Preoperative arteriography is rarely needed. It may be possible to remove the intimal flap and close the defect with a small vein patch, but sometimes a short interposition saphenous vein graft is needed.

Postmastectomy irradiation arteritis

Critical ischaemia due to occlusion of a long segment of artery years after the injury demands restoration of flow (see Chapter 33). Associated fibrotic damage to the subcutaneous tissues of the anterior chest wall leaves an inelastic, poorly nourished and inhospitable milieu for bypass grafting. Instead of forcing a graft through this field, an extra-anatomic carotid-brachial vein bypass graft can be routed well clear of the irradiated area, with excellent long term results.83

Radial artery fistula steal

This interesting problem can be resolved by simple ligation of the fistula. Alternatively, ligate the artery immediately distal to the surgical fistula and construct a reversed saphenous vein bypass from the brachial artery proximal to the fistula to the radial artery in the hand (Fig. 41.12).84

Hypothenar hammer syndrome

Those with experience of this condition advocate resection of an ulnar artery aneurysm with end-to-end reconstruction by autogenous vein to avoid downstream emboli. Conservative treatment is advocated in most patients if the ulnar artery is thrombosed, reserving bypass for the occasional patient with ischaemia of the ulnar fingers if the palmar arch is inadequate.39

ENDOVASCULAR MANAGEMENT

Balloon dilatation or stenting

Several series report results for balloon dilatation of innominate or subclavian stenosis or occlusion, with primary success rates in excess of 90 per cent and acceptable long term results for either atherosclerosis85–88 or aortoarteritis.89 Most, however, would now prefer to stent these lesions for better long term outcome, sometimes to resolve problems after balloon dilatation but most often as elective
treatment. The approach may be from the femoral artery or retrogradely from a cut-down on the brachial artery. There is some early experience with covered stent-grafts for thoracic outlet arterial injuries and aneurysms.

**Thrombolysis**

Thrombolysis, particularly using urokinase, has been extensively used in this context (see Chapter 16). Successful lysis may reveal a stenosis which can then be managed by balloon dilatation, but more extensive disease is frequently present indicating the need for surgical reconstruction. Indeed, some highly respected authorities argue that definitive early embolectomy, thrombectomy or bypass surgery is more effective. Thrombolysis may be effective in clearing emboli lodged distally in the small arteries prior to reconstruction, as for example when such a complication is associated with the thoracic outlet syndrome, and has been successfully used to treat ischaemia from Buerger’s disease (see Chapter 42).

**Cervical sympathectomy**

The literature appears to reveal a growing disenchantment with the idea of adding cervical sympathectomy to a vascular reconstructive procedure in the neck, or of using it for ischaemia caused by small vessel disease in the hands. Surprisingly few authors discuss the benefits of adding cervical sympathectomy to thoracic outlet decompression in patients with vascular complications. Cervical sympathectomy is, however, the mainstay of treatment for Buerger’s disease in the upper limbs. As in the lower limb, sympathectomy will be ineffective as the sole treatment of frank tissue necrosis.

**Conclusions**

For most surgeons, experience with upper limb arterial disease and acute ischaemia in particular, is limited so that the guidelines for successful management are less clear than are those for lower limb ischaemia. The consequences from inappropriate management, however, are likely to be far more serious. Accordingly, it is essential that each patient be carefully assessed even if the presentation appears to be only mildly symptomatic because severe ischaemia can suddenly supervene and an optimal chance for successful treatment will have been lost. Presentation with acute ischaemia almost invariably requires immediate surgical or other effective intervention, as the results of conservative treatment are poor.
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THE PROBLEM

Buerger’s disease or thromboangiitis obliterans (TAO) is a non-atherosclerotic segmental inflammatory arterial disease which mostly affects small and medium sized arteries. It is most commonly encountered in young adults and is closely identified with tobacco usage. Von Winiwarter, in 1879, was the first to describe Buerger’s disease on discovering ‘endarteritis’ and ‘endophlebitis’ in an amputated limb. Much later, in 1908, Leo Buerger provided a detailed and accurate description of the disease, differentiating it from atherosclerosis, and called it ‘thromboangiitis obliterans’. Even though it has a worldwide distribution the condition is much more common in countries in Asia such as Israel, India and Korea than in the USA or Europe. Cachovan in 1986 reported the incidence of Buerger’s disease as a proportion of peripheral arterial occlusive disease in different countries (Table 42.1).

AETIOLOGY

The incidence of Buerger’s disease has been steadily decreasing in the developed nations. At the Mayo Clinic the incidence had regressed from 107 per 10^5 patients registered in 1947 to 12.6 per 10^5 patients registered in 1985. By contrast, the incidence of the disease in women worldwide has been steadily increasing and is a reflection of the rise in numbers of women smokers.

The aetiology of TAO is, in short, still unknown. Although TAO is grouped under the miscellaneous category of vasculitis, it differs from the more commonly encountered variety. Its association with smoking has been well documented but the role of other aetiological factors such as autoimmune mechanisms, genetic factors and hypercoagulability states is not very clear.

There is a very strong association between tobacco usage and TAO. Patients with TAO show a higher incidence of delayed hypersensitivity reaction to tobacco glycoprotein. Papa and colleagues demonstrated a similar response in healthy smokers whereas non-smokers did not respond at all. This effect depends on individual hypersensitivity rather than on the amount of tobacco consumed. Progression of disease and results of treatment are closely linked to the cessation of smoking. Measurement of urinary cotinine and carboxyhaemoglobin in blood can be used to establish whether the patient has really stopped smoking.

In India Buerger’s disease is commonly observed in people who are poor and who smoke raw tobacco in the
form of ‘beedies’ but quite unusual in the richer cigarette smokers who seem to develop atherosclerosis. Hence there must be other factors such as nutritional status and infection which may play a role in the pathogenesis of TAO. As only a small number of smokers develop TAO, a lot of work has concentrated on identifying a possible genetic predisposition, but so far no definitive or consistent genetic cause has been detected.

Several studies have confirmed the presence of serum anticolonagen, antielastin, antiendothelial cell antibodies and circulating immune complexes but a ‘cause and effect’ relationship remains to be discovered. Chaudhry and colleagues demonstrated that the level of urokinase plasminogen activator was elevated twofold and that free plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 was lower in patients with Buerger’s disease – observations indicating some form of endothelial derangement. Makita et al. demonstrated impaired endothelium dependent vasorelaxation in the peripheral vasculature of patients with TAO, and it is recognised that vasospasm is a prominent feature of the disease. Attention has now been drawn to the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies and hyperhomocysteinaemia in patients with Buerger’s disease but the significance of these findings is still not clear.

PATHOLOGY

Buerger’s disease is an inflammatory occlusive disease involving both arteries and veins. It is usually segmental in distribution with characteristic skip lesions. Pathologically, three distinct phases in the course of the disease have been identified.

**Acute phase**

This is the classic presentation of Buerger’s disease and distinguishes it from atherosclerosis. The vessel is swollen with thrombus and the arterial wall and periarterial tissue are oedematous. Characteristically, there is evidence of transmural infiltration by inflammatory cells and of microabscesses with many multinucleated giant cells. Cellular thrombus is unique to Buerger’s disease. The adjacent vein may also show similar features with thrombophlebitis. During this stage the patient presents with features of acute ischaemia, tenderness over the artery and inflammatory changes in the skin over the artery.

**Intermediate phase**

The acute stage is followed by an intermediate phase in which there is progressive organisation of the occlusive thrombus with recanalisation. The microabscesses disappear but giant cell infiltration persists.

**Chronic phase**

During the chronic stage there is more extensive recanalisation of the thrombus and increased fibrous tissue formation in the media and adventitia. The vessel becomes thin and cord-like. The elastic lamina may show minimal fragmentation but the most important feature is that the general architecture of the arterial wall is well preserved. Calcification never occurs in Buerger’s disease (Figs 42.1 and 42.2).

In patients over the age of 40 years, atherosclerosis can coexist with TAO and that has caused some confusion about the exact diagnosis. Progression of the disease can be continuous and creeping or take the form of skip lesions. In the early stages the disease is segmental and starts in the medium and small sized muscular arteries of the extremities. It can also begin in small branches of major proximal arteries such as the iliac gradually extending proximally to
involve major trunks up as far as the aorta. Importantly, therefore, proximal artery involvement should not be viewed as a finding which excludes a diagnosis of Buerger’s disease. The involvement of cerebral, coronary and visceral vessels in TAO, a process extending even to vein bypass grafts, has been documented.\textsuperscript{12–14}

**CLINICAL FEATURES**

Buerger’s disease predominantly affects young males who are heavy smokers. There is a strong association between smoking and TAO but the disease is also known to occur in non-smokers. The onset of disease is usually before the age of 50 and is now increasingly seen in women who use tobacco.

The disease usually commences in the infrapopliteal vessels and is characterised by acute exacerbations and remissions. As the disease progresses, more proximal arteries become involved, and the symptoms change accordingly. The classic clinical features in the early stages are foot and instep claudication and migratory superficial thrombophlebitis. Rubor and trophic changes are also often observed. Digital ulcers are common but ulceration and gangrene do not always follow the onset of claudication but may actually precede it. Frequently, ulcer or gangrene associated with rest pain is precipitated by trivial trauma or minor surgery such as the removal of a nail.

In an analysis of 112 patients Olin \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{3} documented the typical pattern and frequency of the clinical features of TAO (Table 42.2), rest pain, ischaemic ulceration and claudication being the most prominent observed.

Very often more than one limb is involved. In Shionoya’s report\textsuperscript{15} the prevalence of multiple limb involvement was as follows: two limbs in 16 per cent, three limbs in 41 per cent and all four limbs in 43 per cent of patients. Involvement of the upper limb is also quite common but is usually missed because the vessels most frequently involved, namely, the ulnar and palmar arteries, are not always checked. Nonetheless, in most series, the prevalence of upper limb involvement is 45–50 per cent, which is high.

### Table 42.2 Pattern and frequency of clinical features of thromboangiitis obliterans\textsuperscript{3}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical features</th>
<th>Frequency (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent claudication</td>
<td>70 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest pain</td>
<td>91 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischaemic ulcer</td>
<td>85 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper extremity involvement</td>
<td>24 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower extremity involvement</td>
<td>39 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both upper and lower extremities</td>
<td>22 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombophlebitis</td>
<td>43 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raynaud’s</td>
<td>49 (44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a Cleveland series\textsuperscript{3} 63 per cent of patients demonstrated an abnormal Allen’s test. Cold sensitivity due to markedly increased sympathetic activity was observed in about 40 per cent of patients but Raynaud’s phenomenon has not been noted as often in other series.\textsuperscript{16}

**ACUTE PRESENTATION**

Buerger’s disease typically manifests in the form of acute exacerbations triggered by the sudden onset of segmental thrombosis which is usually accompanied by vague systemic symptoms such as low grade fever and malaise. The patient presents with signs of acute ischaemia or a worsening of pre-existing ischaemia. Matsushita \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{17} found that acute exacerbation is closely associated with high circulating levels of nicotine. It is important to differentiate this picture from embolism, especially as catheter embolectomy for acute thrombosis in Buerger’s disease is likely to be unsuccessful and usually followed by a deterioration of the ischaemia. A prior history of claudication and the presence of arterial occlusions in other limbs helps to differentiate it from embolism.

**DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA**

The diagnosis of Buerger’s disease is primarily based on the clinical picture. Shionoya\textsuperscript{15} suggested a set of classic criteria which include:

- onset of disease below the age of 50 years
- a process particularly involving the infrapopliteal vessels but frequently affecting both upper and lower limbs
- migrating thrombophlebitis
- absence of atherogenic risk factors apart from smoking.

Papa \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{18} suggested a point scoring system and Mills and Porter\textsuperscript{19} proposed major and minor criteria for the diagnosis of Buerger’s disease. Some confusion has existed in defining these criteria largely because many patients over the age of 50 also display the behaviour and the angiographic findings typical of TAO. Histopathologically, the features of atherosclerosis associated with age have only added to the confusion. Sasaki \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{20} reported an incidence of associated hypertension in 13.5 per cent, diabetes in 4.4 per cent, and hyperlipidaemia in 7.9 per cent of their TAO patients, and 15 per cent of them were over 50 years of age at the time of diagnosis. In an analysis, Vink\textsuperscript{21} identified less than 2 per cent of patients whose symptoms started after the age of 50 years while that was true of 29 per cent of patients in the series reported by Olin \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{3} Moreover, in addition to infrapopliteal involvement, the disease not uncommonly affects major proximal arteries. In one of our series,\textsuperscript{22} 26 per cent of patients presented with aortoiliac disease and 42 per cent with femoropopliteal disease. In India,
involvement of the external iliac artery is quite often observed.

LABORATORY TESTS

There are no specific diagnostic laboratory tests for Buerger’s disease. Indicators of active inflammation include an elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate and raised C-reactive protein. Immunological tests such as R factor, anti-nuclear antibody, etc., help to rule out other systematic vasculitic syndromes. Tests for hypercoagulability, including antiphospholipid antibodies and homocysteinaemia, are also of value. Routine electrocardiogram and echocardiogram will help to identify any cardiac illness as well as rule out a possible source of embolism. Angiographic findings are usually pathognomonic of Buerger’s disease.

ANGIOGRAPHY

The characteristic findings of TAO on angiography are seen in small and medium sized vessels such as the tibial, pedal, ulnar and palmar arteries, usually with apparently normal large proximal arteries and the absence of atheromatous changes. Key angiographic features are segmental arterial occlusions, interspersed with normal sections; the artery occludes with an abrupt cut-off, from which point leashes of collaterals arise giving a characteristic ‘tree root’ appearance. The collaterals result in part from the recanalisation of vessels and dilated vasa vasorum which explains their ‘corkscrew’ shape (Figs 42.3–42.6), sometimes described as ‘accordion’ or ‘corrugated’ in appearance. Typically, early venous filling also takes place. In general, the frequency with which abrupt occlusion of arteries of the lower limb is
noted, rises as they ramify distally down the leg. Shionoya\textsuperscript{15} reported the prevalence of these angiographic findings in his series (Table 42.3), the aortoiliac segment being involved in 8 per cent, the femoropopliteal segment in 32 per cent, and of the crural vessels the peroneal artery is the least affected (Figs 42.7–42.9).

**Table 42.3** Anatomical prevalence of abrupt arterial occlusion in thromboangiitis obliterans of the lower limbs\textsuperscript{15}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artery</th>
<th>Incidence (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superficial femoral artery</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popliteal artery</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior tibial artery</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior tibial artery</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peroneal artery</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Buerger’s disease usually commences in small vessels such as the digital, pedal and palmar arteries and, expectedly, patients present initially with instep claudication and digital ulceration. The disease progresses gradually to involve segments of the crural and popliteal arteries, an advancing process occurring both contiguously as well as by skip lesions. Buerger’s disease may also develop in the muscular

---

**Classical angiographic findings in TAO**

- Small and medium sized vessels diseased (tibial, pedal, ulnar, palmar)
- Segmental occlusion
- Normal proximal arteries
- No atheromatous changes
- Abrupt cut-off with ‘tree root’ collaterals
- Corkscrew-shaped collaterals
- ‘Accordion’ or ‘corrugated’ appearance of vessels affected
- Early venous filling

---

**NATURAL COURSE**

Buerger’s disease usually commences in small vessels such as the digital, pedal and palmar arteries and, expectedly, patients present initially with instep claudication and digital ulceration. The disease progresses gradually to involve segments of the crural and popliteal arteries, an advancing process occurring both contiguously as well as by skip lesions. Buerger’s disease may also develop in the muscular
branches of the proximally situated deep femoral, internal iliac as well as lumbar arteries (Fig. 42.10). Thus, thrombus may form at the ostia of these vessels and progress thence to involve the parent artery. Proximal occlusion may also follow stasis thrombus secondary to more extensive distal disease.

Figure 42.9 View of segments of a re-formed profunda femoris artery taken from the arteriogram in Fig. 42.8

Figure 42.10 Arteriogram of a 45-year-old man with Buerger’s disease showing total occlusion of left common and external iliac arteries with extensive ‘corkscrew’ collaterals. Note the involvement of a lumbar artery and severe spasm of the right iliac artery

Figure 42.11 Arteriogram of a 37-year-old smoker presenting with sudden onset of critical ischaemia of both lower limbs showing segmental dilatation of the right external iliac artery with the characteristic ‘accordion’ appearance (arrow)

Figure 42.12 View of popliteal artery and thrombotic occlusion of the left tibioperoneal trunk (arrows) taken from the arteriogram in Fig. 42.11
Buerger’s disease, involving multiple segments with normal skip areas, may manifest as critical ischaemia of sudden onset (Figs 42.11 and 42.12). Progress of disease with typical acute exacerbations is closely associated with heavy smoking. Nevertheless, in spite of stopping smoking, 10 per cent of patients experience recurrence of ischaemic ulceration. As the disease progresses proximally more collaterals occlude, the ischemia worsens and the patient ultimately undergoes major amputation. Long term survival, however, has been shown to be better than that reported for atherosclerosis.

**TREATMENT**

### Modalities of treatment recommended for TAO

**General**
- Abstinence from tobacco
- Foot care
- Exercise

**Medical**
- Analgesics
- Antiplatelet drugs
- Calcium channel blockers
- Pentoxifylline
- Heparin
- Low molecular weight dextran
- Prostaglandin
- Fibrinolytic agents

**Surgical**
- Sympathectomy – chemical; surgical (open, minimal access)
- Spinal cord stimulation
- Omentopexy
- Ilizarov tibial corticotomy
- Vascular reconstruction
- Amputation

**Miscellaneous**
- Gene therapy
- Immunosuppressants

Various treatment modalities have been recommended for Buerger’s disease. The mainstay of any advice is the complete abstinence from smoking and patients should be aware that smoking even one or two cigarettes can keep the disease active. In a Cleveland Clinic report, 94 per cent of patients who stopped smoking avoided amputation whereas 43 per cent of those who continued to smoke required it.

Regular walking and exercise helps to improve collateral flow, ensures better distribution and utilisation of circulating blood and assists muscle metabolism. Foot infection should be treated according to its merits with drainage, antibiotics and limited amputation. Antiplatelet drugs and pentoxifylline are used in chronic cases. Vasospasm is a prominent feature of Buerger’s disease and therefore calcium channel blockers are very useful.

In patients who present with acute symptoms, balloon catheter thromboembolectomy has been tried, but because of the inflammatory nature of the thrombus and the vessel wall, the artery usually re-occludes. Consequently, in these patients, various other treatments such as anticoagulation and lytic therapy have been tried and the former, using heparin, helps in preventing progression of the thrombotic process.

Low molecular weight dextran reduces blood viscosity and enhances the microcirculation. Intra-arterial thrombolytic therapy has been used in patients presenting with gangrenous or pregangrenous lesions with an overall success rate of 58.3 per cent (also refer to Chapter 16). Kubota and coworkers have used superselective infusions of urokinase into the dorsalis pedis artery and demonstrated recanalisation and healing of ischaemic ulcers.

Iloprost, a prostaglandin analogue, has been used successfully by stimulating blood flow through its vasodilatory and platelet inhibitory action. Feissinger and Schafer conducted a prospective randomised double blind study in patients with Buerger’s disease presenting with critical ischaemia, comparing a 6-hour daily infusion of iloprost with aspirin. On analysis at the end of the 28-day treatment period 63 per cent of patients given iloprost were entirely relieved of ischaemic rest pain in comparison with 28 per cent treated with aspirin (P < 0.05). Also, ischaemic ulcers healed completely in 35 per cent of the study group compared with 13 per cent in the control group. At 6 months the overall response rate in terms of continued pain relief and/or ulcer healing was 88 per cent in the iloprost group and 21 per cent in the aspirin group (P < 0.05). The European TAO study group recently completed a double blind randomised trial comparing oral iloprost with placebo in patients with TAO presenting with critical ischaemia. Total healing of ulcers was not significantly different between the treatment groups: low dose iloprost was more significantly effective than placebo but in high doses it failed to show any significant beneficial effect. The conclusion was that iloprost was more effective than placebo in the relief of rest pain but not so in ulcer healing. It appears that intravenous iloprost is more effective than the oral form in ulcer healing.

Sympathetic ganglion blockade has been used effectively to relieve rest pain and healing of ulcers. As sympathectomy does not increase muscle blood flow it has no role to play in claudication. Surgical sympathectomy may be reasonable, however, in patients who have severe distal disease where vascular reconstruction is either not possible or has failed. It can also be used adjunctively along with proximal arterial revascularisation in those patients who have extensive distal disease.
Implantable spinal cord stimulators have been used successfully for pain relief and ulcer healing in patients unsuitable for vascular reconstruction. Intramuscular gene transfer of naked plasmid DNA encoding vascular endothelial growth factor has been successfully tried in critically ischaemic patients. It has been beneficial in the relief of rest pain, healing of ulcers and gives a 0.1 improvement in the ankle:brachial index. Angiogenesis has also been confirmed by the appearance of new collateral vessels on magnetic resonance imaging and contrast angiography.

Surgical revascularisation for Buerger’s disease is difficult because of multisegmental occlusions, distal location of disease and frequent presence of superficial phlebitis. Sasaki et al. found that only 15.5 per cent of their patients were suitable for vascular reconstruction. Endarterectomy is rarely possible in Buerger’s disease because of the inflammatory nature of its pathology, except when the occlusion is caused by stasis thrombus. It follows, therefore, that it can be effective in occlusions of the juxtarenal aorta and the profunda femoris artery. Bypass surgery taking the graft down to patent segments of vessels and even to larger collaterals has been successful and vein is the preferred graft material in these cases (see Chapter 15). Despite the short term patency of these grafts the objectives of ulcer healing, relief of rest pain and limb salvage are served. If the patient can stay away from tobacco the period of remission is likely to last longer. Successful bypasses have been performed to isolated 10–12 cm long segments of tribial arteries even when there was no continuity with the pedal arch (Fig. 42.13).

Sasajima et al., reviewing their results in 71 bypasses on 61 patients over a period of 18 years, 85 per cent of which were to the crural arteries or to arteries below the ankle, found that primary and secondary patency rates were 48.8 per cent and 62.5 per cent at 5 years, and 43 per cent and 56.3 per cent at 10 years, respectively. The patency rates were 66.8 per cent in non-smokers and 34.5 per cent in those who continued to smoke after surgery; 40 per cent of the secondary failure cases underwent amputation. Shionoya reported cumulative patency rates for femoropopliteal bypass of 70 per cent at 1 year and 60 per cent at 5 years, and for femorocrural bypass 50 per cent at 1 year and 44 per cent at 5 years. In our own large series of 965 patients, 310 (32 per cent) proceeded to vascular bypass procedures: aortoiliac or aortofemoral 11 per cent, iliofemoral 9 per cent, femoropopliteal 34 per cent, femorodistal 36 per cent and upper limb bypass 10 per cent. Lumbar sympathectomy was added as an adjuvant procedure to tibial bypass and when the outflow was poor. Early thrombosis was observed in 28 per cent of patients. The cumulative 2-year and 5-year patency rates for femoropopliteal bypass were 50 per cent and 28 per cent, respectively, and for tibial bypass 30 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively. The overall major amputation rate was 22 per cent. Spasm was a major problem during dissection and anastomosis (Figs 42.14 and 42.15) and therefore gentle tissue handling and the use of vasodilators such as papaverine and dilzem have helped to minimise this problem.
There have been reports of indirect revascularisation of ischaemic limbs in Buerger’s disease by means of onematoxypexy, either as free or pedicled grafts, and also of arterialisation of the long saphenous vein with associated claims of ulcer healing and relief from rest pain. Our treatment policy in patients with chronic symptoms is illustrated in Fig. 42.16.

In those patients presenting with acute symptoms, immediate surgery is likely to fail in view of the active inflammatory and immunological response (see Chapter 2). It is better, therefore, to treat these patients medically. The treatment options for acute exacerbation of Buerger’s disease are illustrated in Fig. 42.17.

Saha et al. recently reported a small non-randomised trial of cyclophosphamide in the treatment of patients with advanced TAO with modest results: improvement in claudication, relief of rest pain and a reduction in the influx of inflammatory cells in thrombus and vessel wall were noted.
Conclusions

Buerger’s disease or TAO is a non-atheromatous, segmental inflammatory arterial disease affecting medium and small muscular arteries of both upper and lower limbs. It is common in young males who are heavy smokers and there is a strong correlation between smoking and progression of disease. Thromboangiitis obliterans usually presents with digital ulcers, gangrene and severe rest pain and this clinical picture is characterised by remissions and relapses. The angiographic findings of segmental occlusion and ‘corkscrew’ collaterals are pathognomonic of TAO. Complete abstinence from smoking is the mainstay of treatment. In cases of chronic disease exercise and antiplatelet drugs are worth trying. In the acute case anticoagulant and thrombolytic therapy may arrest deterioration. Vascular reconstruction is difficult but can be successfully undertaken with bypasses to patent segments of the artery. Long term patency of these grafts should not be expected but they do relieve rest pain and prevent amputation or minimise the extent of tissue loss, particularly if the patient gives up smoking permanently.
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Acute Limb Vascular Inflammatory Conditions

MATTHEW WALTHAM, KEVIN G BURNAND

ACUTE ARTERIAL INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS

Vascular inflammatory conditions of the limbs may present in the context of a wide variety of clinical syndromes, including Buerger’s disease, scleroderma, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), Takayasu’s disease and giant cell arteritis. These diseases are characterised by inflammatory cell invasion of arteries causing swelling, luminal obstruction and often thrombosis. Operative and endovascular techniques are rarely indicated in their treatment and should only be used in carefully selected patients. Surgical biopsy of a vessel or muscle may be useful in the diagnosis of vasculitic syndromes.

Aetiology and pathology

Thromboangiitis obliterans (Buerger’s disease) is characterised by progressive obliteration of distal vessels of the upper and lower limbs (see Chapter 42). The exact pathophysiology is poorly understood, but patients are almost invariably young cigarette-smoking males, although the condition has also been described in cannabis smokers1 and women. Histological examination of affected vessels shows transmural inflammation with intimal proliferation, surrounded by collagen deposition (Fig. 43.1). Luminal thrombosis occurs within the vessels, and the accompanying veins may also become inflamed leading to superficial and deep vein thrombosis. Progressive ischaemia leads first to digital gangrene and then more major amputation of the limbs becomes necessary if cigarette smoking continues.2,3

Systemic autoimmune diseases often cause transmural inflammation of small vessels, affecting individual crural vessels, pedal arch vessels, metatarsal and digital arteries (Fig. 43.2), a process often progressing to arterial occlusion and limb ischaemia. Collateral pathways are less likely to develop with more distal occlusions, which, therefore, are more likely to cause critical ischaemia.

Takayasu’s arteritis is an idiopathic systemic inflammatory disease usually involving the aorta and its main branches (see Chapter 41). It is most frequently observed in young women from Far Eastern Asian countries. With early disease there is focal or continuous granulomatous inflammation which leads to fibrosis of the vessel wall. This results in multiple stenoses or occasionally aneurysms.

Giant cell arteritis is the commonest form of systemic arteritis. There is focal inflammation of medium and small arteries, usually affecting the extracranial branches of the external carotid artery. The aetiology of this disease is unknown. Surgery plays no part in treatment but arterial biopsy is often useful in establishing the diagnosis.
Diagnosis

CLINICAL

Critical limb ischaemia may present as pain, ulceration or gangrene in the affected limb, which may be preceded by a history of intermittent claudication. Buerger’s disease should always be suspected if the patient is a young male smoker. Many of the vasculitides present with severe Raynaud’s phenomenon, i.e. digital pallor in response to cold exposure followed by cyanosis and then reactive hyperaemia (Fig 43.3). This is often intractable and may progress to digital ulceration and even frank gangrene (Fig. 43.4). Affected limbs feel cool, distal pulses are impalpable and ischaemic paronychiae are common around the nails.

Takayasu’s disease often begins with non-specific signs and symptoms indicative of a systemic inflammatory response. Specific features of arterial disease may then emerge, either from limb or end organ ischaemia. The clinical features affect the peripheral vascular, neurological, cardiac and pulmonary systems. The course of the disease usually extends over several years and varies in severity and speed of progression.

INVESTIGATIONS

Duplex ultrasound and angiography are indicated to define the anatomical site of disease and to evaluate the possibility of vessel reconstruction. In diseases affecting distal arteries Doppler pressures in pedal vessels are reduced and duplex scanning shows normal blood flow to the popliteal arteries. Duplex scanning is less valuable in
these cases as it rarely defines disease in the distal vasculature. In Buerger’s disease arteriography shows a characteristic pattern of normal proximal vessels and distal occlusions often with many ‘corkscrew’ collaterals (Fig. 43.5). Occluded vessels may be biopsied to confirm the diagnosis.

In Takayasu’s disease the aorta and its main branches are most commonly affected, and these can be easily imaged by intravenous digital subtraction angiography (Fig. 43.6). The diagnosis is based on the clinical features and the presence of typical configurations of affected arteries. The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) level may be raised. Disease activity is sometimes difficult to assess as the clinical features or acute phase reactants do not accurately reflect blood vessel inflammation.

**Management**

**GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND PITFALLS**

The surgical options for treating occlusive inflammatory arterial disease are sympathectomy, bypass procedures and amputation. Unfortunately, the distal nature of most vasculitides means that surgical options are limited and often have a poor outcome. In most cases surgery is only considered for intractable pain or in cases where there is ulceration or frank gangrene. The majority of cases of arteritis affecting the limbs should be treated with non-surgical methods.

Active Takayasu’s disease is treated with high dose corticosteroids alone or together with a cytotoxic agent. Stenoses causing critical limb, or end organ, ischaemia should be treated by interventional radiology or surgical bypass.

**MEDICAL OR CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT**

In patients with Buerger’s disease the long term course of the disease and the frequency and extent of amputations depends almost exclusively on whether the patient continues to smoke. The emphasis of treatment must therefore be to stop the patient smoking.

An attempt should be made to find a cause for Raynaud’s phenomenon, such as an underlying connective tissue disorder or a cervical rib. Attacks are often precipitated by a number of triggers, for example cold exposure, and avoidance of these triggers, e.g. the wearing of heated gloves or stopping smoking, can control the symptoms adequately. Vasodilator drugs may also be useful particularly in primary Raynaud’s syndrome; nifedipine reduces the frequency and severity of vasospastic attacks. Alternative medication includes naftidrofuryl and inositol nicotinate.

Patients with severe vasospasm may respond to an infusion of prostaglandin, e.g. iloprost. The dose should be titrated to the maximum tolerated without causing significant hypotension, and continued for several days. Vasculitides of large muscular arteries, for example giant cell arteritis and Takayasu’s disease, should be treated primarily with corticosteroids. This is almost always successful for giant cell arteritis but 50 per cent of patients with Takayasu’s arteritis become refractory to steroids and surgery becomes necessary (see Chapter 41).
SURGICAL TREATMENT

Sympathectomy
The sympathetic nervous system innervates the arterioles and precapillary sphincters in the skin and muscle of the limbs. The cutaneous nerves are mostly vasoconstrictor whereas muscles have both vasoconstrictor and vasodilator fibres. Sympathectomy in a normal limb results in a large increase in blood flow, but its effect in an ischaemic limb is greatly attenuated because maximal vasodilation is already present. Additionally, in diabetic patients peripheral neuropathy has often already effected an ‘autosympathectomy’.

Sympathetic vasomotor blockade, however, does result in a redistribution of blood flow with a marked increase in cutaneous flow at the expense of muscular flow. Although this may worsen claudication distance the increased skin blood flow will sometimes allow ischaemic nail folds and ulceration to heal. Blockage of sudomotor activity may also allow a significant component of vasospasm (see Chapter 42).

Sympathectomy cannot reverse or improve frank gangrene and if present the procedure must be combined with ablation. Although the effects are often short lived, healing of ischaemic areas combined with cessation of smoking may provide long term benefit. Sympathectomy is not indicated in claudication, but may help relieve symptoms in patients with rest pain who are not suitable for reconstructive procedures. Percutaneous sympathetic block may be helpful in identifying patients with residual vasoconstriction. Operative sympathectomy may be beneficial in those whose symptoms are relieved with perhaps some objective increase in skin temperature.

Sympathectomy is achieved either by surgical excision of part of the sympathetic chain or by chemical ablation of the chain. Chemical sympathectomy is performed by injection of phenol around the chain using local anaesthetic and radiographic control. Surgical excision is preferable in patients with vasculitides because recurrence may follow chemical sympathectomy. Salvage surgical sympathectomy following a failed chemical sympathectomy is a very difficult procedure.

The most successful application of sympathectomy is in the treatment of thromboangiitis obliterans or Buerger’s disease, perhaps because the condition is characterised by a significant component of vasospasm (see Chapter 42). Sympathectomy often relieves rest pain and may allow small areas of gangrene to heal. Sympathectomy is rarely if ever indicated for Raynaud’s phenomenon and most patients can achieve satisfactory symptom control by simply avoiding cold, abstaining from tobacco and wearing warm or heated gloves in the winter. Sympathectomy often produces dramatic early benefit but this is short lived and after a year or two the benefits are marginal.

Cervical sympathectomy
The sympathetic fibres to the arm synapse in the second to fifth thoracic ganglia, with the first thoracic ganglion fusing with the inferior cervical ganglion to form the stellate ganglion. Inadvertent injury to this ganglion will result in a permanent Horner’s syndrome. Cervical sympathectomy may be performed by anterior cervical, transaxillary or thoracoscopic approaches depending on surgical preference.

Thoracoscopic cervical sympathectomy
The thoracoscopic approach is now well established and has become the standard procedure although complications are not uncommon. Damage to the first cervical ganglion is most easily avoided using this approach as it is not usually possible to get any higher than the second rib from the pleural space.

The procedure is performed under general anaesthesia, preferably using a double lumen tube, with the patient supine and with the arms abducted. The ipsilateral lung is deflated and an artificial pneumothorax established. A 5 mm laparoscope is inserted through the third intercostal space and advanced across the pleural cavity to identify the sympathetic ganglia and chain passing over the necks of the ribs. The appropriate ganglia and interconnected rami are coagulated using a diathermy probe inserted through a separate incision. This blunderbuss technique fails to remove the sympathetic chain for histological examination and can, if poorly performed, fail to interrupt the chain. For this reason a two port technique with careful excision of the chain is preferable. Care must be taken not to damage the first thoracic ganglion. The lung is reinflated at the end of the procedure, the laparoscope is removed and the wounds closed. A postoperative chest X-ray is taken to identify any residual pneumothorax.

Transaxillary cervical sympathectomy
This operation has largely been replaced by the thoracoscopic procedure. The patient is placed in a lateral position with the operated side uppermost and the axilla widely displayed by abducting the arm and flexing the forearm. An 8 cm oblique incision is made from latissimus dorsi, running forwards and down across the third rib as far as the posterior border of pectoralis major. The periesteum of the rib is exposed, divided with diathermy, and reflected from the superior surface to expose the costal pleura. This is divided along the upper border of the rib and a rib retractor is inserted and opened widely. The apex of the lung is displaced downwards and the ganglia and interconnecting chain identified running beneath the costal pleura over the necks of the ribs. The overlying pleura is opened and the chain and rami lifted and divided above the T2 and below the T3 ganglia. The wound is closed and the lung re-expanded. A postoperative chest X-ray is taken.

Anterior cervical sympathectomy
The traditional access to the sympathetic chain is through a cervical approach. The patient is placed feet down supine.
with a sandbag under the shoulders and the head turned to the opposite side. A 5 cm incision is placed 1 cm above the clavicle with the medial end just overlying the sternomastoid. The platysma, lateral fibres of sternomastoid and any intervening veins are divided to expose the scalenus anterior. This muscle is divided low down preserving the phrenic nerve on its surface and by reflecting it medially. That exposes the subclavian artery which is retracted upwards or downwards by dividing its branches to expose the costopleural membrane which in turn is incised to expose the apex of the lung. The sympathetic chain is exposed by carefully stripping the lung downwards with a finger. The chain is excised between the stellate and fourth cervical ganglia.

**Lumbar sympathectomy**

This may be performed either by an open operation or by injecting phenol around the lumbar chain using radiological guidance. The latter has very low morbidity and so has gained popularity, and may be particularly appropriate for treating some elderly patients with ischaemic rest pain. For younger patients surgical sympathectomy should be performed to ensure complete removal of the sympathetic chain. At operation the second and third lumbar ganglia are removed. In males the first lumbar ganglion on at least one side must be retained in order to preserve normal ejaculation.

Patients with distal vessel occlusive disease, and therefore poor candidates for reconstructive procedures, may be suitable for lumbar sympathectomy to relieve rest pain and sometimes rescue critically ischaemic tissue. The major benefit is in the relief of rest pain, but it occurs in only 60 per cent of cases and lasts for up to 3 years. The amputation rate is not affected. Surgical lumbar sympathectomy can be performed either as an open procedure or laparoscopically.

**Open lumbar sympathectomy**

The lumbar sympathetic chain is approached through a transverse incision lateral to but at the level of the umbilicus on the side to be denervated. The oblique muscles of the abdominal wall are divided to expose the peritoneum. This is freed by blunt dissection from the deep surface of the transversus abdominis muscle and retracted medially to expose the retroperitoneal space. The psoas is found on the posterior wall and the groove between the medial border of this muscle, the lumbar vertebrae and the aorta on the left and the inferior vena cava on the right is defined. The lumbar sympathetic chain can usually be palpated as a firm cord punctuated by a number of swellings lying in this groove on the front of the vertebrae. The chain is picked up with a nerve hook and dissected up to the diaphragmatic crura and down to the pelvic brim. All of the rami that join the ganglia are divided and the first, second and third ganglia are excised. The wound is closed in layers with suction drainage.

**Endoscopic lumbar sympathectomy**

The technique of laparoscopic lumbar sympathectomy has been described as an alternative to the traditional open approach. This may be performed using either a transperitoneal or a retroperitoneal, balloon-assisted approach. The benefits of this method have yet to be demonstrated but may combine the advantages of a minimally invasive approach with the certainty of surgical excision of the sympathetic chain.

**BYPASS PROCEDURES**

Distal revascularisation procedures, either endovascular or by surgical bypass, have a high rate of failure and are rarely indicated. This is largely because the secondary periarteritis is often very severe and makes dissection of the vessels very difficult. Unfortunately, autoimmune vasculitis also tends to affect distal vessels, and distal bypass procedures have a much lower flow rate and patency rate than proximal procedures. Results are therefore poor, and these procedures should only be considered in exceptional cases.

In the presence of ulcers bypass grafting may be useful. Even if the graft only remains patent for a short time, this may allow ulcers to heal. If the graft then fails, the ulcers often do not recur provided that the patient stops smoking.

**Bypass procedures in patients with Takayasu’s disease**

Takayasu’s disease and the middle aortic syndrome are diseases that are very amenable to surgical bypass (also see Chapter 41). Takayasu’s disease most commonly causes stenosis of the subclavian and innominate arteries and aortic arch followed by the descending aorta and aortoiliac region. The presenting symptoms depend upon the vessels affected but transient ischaemic attacks, visual problems, arm and leg claudication and the subclavian steal syndrome can all occur. The disease may also sometimes cause aneurysms and aortic valve regurgitation.

Surgical intervention should be timed to avoid acute inflammatory episodes, guided by the ESR or CRP. When there is critical ischaemia, and immediate surgical treatment cannot be avoided, it should be accompanied by high dose steroid treatment. Arteriography must be performed to assess the disease in order to plan surgery, and it often demonstrates either a smooth tapering stenosis of the affected vessel or total occlusion. Surgical bypass to normal vessels beyond the limits of the disease is indicated for patients with ischaemic symptoms, aneurysms or significant renal artery disease.

Standard operative techniques achieve good results. Surgery may take the form of carotid artery reconstruction, carotid–subclavian bypass, thoracoabdominal aortic bypass, renal artery reconstruction or aneurysm repair. If possible the surgery should be performed in one stage to correct all affected vessels, with multiple reconstructions if necessary. Saccular aneurysmal disease has a high rate of rupture and should be treated urgently, whereas fusiform aneurysms can be treated similarly to atheromatous disease. Treatment is by resection and replacement with a synthetic graft.
AMPUTATION
When the above procedures are not indicated or fail then there is often no alternative but to amputate critically ischaemic or gangrenous tissue. Amputation should be as conservative as possible while ensuring that satisfactory healing is achieved. Dead or devitalised tissue or bone must be removed completely.

SURGERY FOR GIANT CELL ARTERITIS
The diagnosis of giant cell arteritis can be confirmed surgically by taking a segment of the superficial temporal artery under local anaesthetic. The incision is placed directly over the vessel. Histological examination shows pronounced intimal thickening, round cell infiltration through all layers of the arterial wall with destruction of the internal elastic lamina and the presence of a few giant cells.

ACUTE VENOUS INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS
Acute superficial thrombophlebitis is a common problem. It is generally considered to be a benign condition but it is sometimes associated with deep vein thrombosis (DVT) or other underlying pathology.

Aetiology and pathology
Thrombophlebitis usually affects an isolated segment of superficial vein in the leg. The vein becomes acutely inflamed, often to a greater extent than is clinically apparent. The commonest risk factors are the presence of varicose veins, obesity and age. It may be associated with DVT, pulmonary embolism (PE) or autoimmune disease such as SLE or Behçet’s disease. Migrating superficial thrombophlebitis or Trousseau’s phenomenon is associated with visceral cancer, in particular carcinoma of the pancreas.

Diagnosis
CLINICAL
The diagnosis of superficial thrombophlebitis is primarily clinical. The leg is most commonly affected, presenting with painful inflammation over one or more veins. On examination there may be tender palpable subcutaneous cords along the course of the saphenous veins or their tributaries with associated erythema and oedema.

INVESTIGATIONS
Duplex ultrasound examination of the deep venous system should be performed to identify deep vein thrombosis, particularly if the proximal long saphenous vein is involved. A search for an underlying malignancy or thrombophilia should be made when Trousseau’s phenomenon occurs. The patient should be screened for autoantibodies when there are other features of a connective tissue disease.

Management
In general, thrombophlebitis can be treated successfully with anti-inflammatory drugs.

MEDICAL OR CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT
Superficial thrombophlebitis should be treated with aspirin or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). Venous compression stockings may prevent recurrent attacks.

SURGICAL TREATMENT
Surgical stripping of the long saphenous system can be of value in preventing recurrent attacks of above-knee thrombophlebitis.

Conclusions
Surgery has a limited role in treating patients with arterial inflammatory conditions or vasculitides. Sympathectomy is the most commonly performed operation. Bypass procedures are most effective in patients with Takayasu’s disease and the mid-aortic syndrome. Amputation may be necessary in patients with gangrene.

Acute superficial thrombophlebitis may complicate varicose veins but deep vein thrombosis or malignancy may have to be excluded before treatment.
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HISTORY

Recreational drug use has existed for centuries and is present in almost all cultures, be it the opium of ancient China, the coca leaves of the rainforest, or the American Indian use of peyote. Ingestion or inhalation were the usual routes of administration. Although forms of intravenous injection began as early as 1670 it was Charles Gabriel Pravaz and Alexander Wood who are credited with the independent yet simultaneous development in 1853 of a syringe with a hollow needle fine enough to pierce vessels. This revolutionised the administration of narcotics. The application of this new device was in treating pain through the use of opiate injections. Its recreational usage was not intentional.

In the UK, all drugs were legal and reportedly used routinely across society, until 1860. The former Prime Minister William Gladstone and Florence Nightingale used opium, while Queen Victoria used cannabis. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wrote a graphic description of Sherlock Holmes injecting drugs with a syringe as a normal way of relaxing during the hiatus between cases, much to the chagrin of Dr Watson. The mode of consumption has not changed to date. Illicit substance usage is ingested, inhaled in smoking or snorting or injected.

THE PROBLEM

The adverse effects of substance abuse are dependent upon the agent and the route of administration. Most injected agents are contaminated with diluents. Heroin, naturally a white powder, is rarely obtainable in its street version without being adulterated. This is notwithstanding bacterial or viral contamination of the agent itself or the instruments of delivery. All three vascular systems, lymphatic, venous and arterial can be affected. The resulting injurious effects may be local or systemic.

The spectacular increase in drug consumption over the past 20 years has resulted in a large number of drug related injuries to the vascular system. About half of the acutely injured patients presenting at the level 1 trauma unit of the Detroit Receiving Hospital, MI, USA, test positive for cocaine, heroin or both. In 1998 the National Institute of Drug Abuse estimated that over 21 million Americans have tried cocaine, including three million who had done so within the previous month. Medical examiners in Memphis, TN, USA, noted a 53 per cent increase in drug related homicides with cocaine related deaths being most responsible. This reflects the activities in many large cities. Similar reports come from Salt Lake City, UT, and Tucson, AZ, USA, where cocaine associated violent deaths and poisonings are rising. Substance abuse also extends to the adolescent and childhood trauma scene.

The Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) of the US Section of Health and Human Services appears to be underreporting this rising usage to Congress. Whereas DAWN recorded a 5 per cent incidence of cocaine use in patients treated at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in 1992, a prospective internal analysis showed that 20 per cent of blunt trauma and 57 per cent of penetrating trauma victims treated during 1992 tested positive for cocaine. In this study 38 per cent of industrial injury patients had cocaine ‘on board’.
Substance abuse agents

- Marijuana
- Cocaine
- Angel dust, PCP
- Amphetamines and such drugs
- Heroin

MARIJUANA

Marijuana is not usually considered a causative agent for problems. Its use in conjunction with other drugs, however, cannot be ignored. While there is debate about the extent of harm caused by marijuana usage, research evidence indicates that more carcinogens are released in marijuana smoke than in cigarette smoke. Baldwin et al. at University of California at Los Angeles, USA, examined immune cell response to smoking different drugs and were able to show that alveolar macrophages from marijuana smokers had reduced bactericidal activity against Staphylococcus aureus, a common pathogen in drug abusers. The same was not observed in tobacco smokers, cocaine smokers, or non-smokers. Macrophages from non-smokers, cocaine smokers, and tobacco smokers had similar phagocytic activity, whereas those from marijuana smokers demonstrated markedly depressed phagocytic activity. Marijuana smokers have been shown to have depressed cytotoxic and immunoprotective levels of interleukin-6, tumour necrosis factor-α, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor. The combined use of marijuana and other drugs, especially the injected forms, may account for the frequent infections seen in this patient population.

COCAINE

Cocaine is an alkaloid extracted from the Erythroxylon coca plant and supplied in powder form. Cocaine is snorted, smoked and injected intravenously. Cocaine may be inhaled in several ways. The cocaine alkaloid can be dissolved in acetone or alcohol, purified to a more potent form, and smoked as the so called ‘free base’. This has the danger of causing injury from fire or explosion of the flammable solvent. The alkaloid can be dissolved in hydrochloric acid to form a water soluble salt, available as a crystalline granular powder, which may be inhaled or smoked with a flammable vehicle. ‘Crack’ cocaine is a neutral form, like ‘free base’, but is made without solvent extraction. In making crack, an alkali is added to an aqueous solution of cocaine hydrochloride and the resulting alkaloid precipitates from the supernatant. It is from this that the ‘rocks’ are made and sold as such.

Its usage is the most common cause of myocardial infarction or stroke in young patients in America. It affects arteries of all sizes. This cheap but potent form is smoked in a pipe while the rock is ignited from above with a butane lighter. Crack smokers have found that transpulmonary absorption is increased by the Valsalva manoeuvre, the smoke being blown forcefully into another person’s airway as that recipient strongly inhales it. This practice may result in air dissection into the mediastinum, pleural space and pericardium, the sudden mediastinal emphysema causing acute and intense pain in the mid-thorax and shortness of breath. Treatment is supportive until symptoms abate. If the air dissects into the central vessels it can embolise to the carotid or coronary systems.

The physiological effects of cocaine are local anaesthesia and a sympathomimetic action derived from blocking the presynaptic reuptake of noradrenaline and dopamine. Cocaine increases coronary artery reactivity and potentiates the pressor effect of noradrenaline, an effect which is dose dependent. The arterial lesions induced by cocaine derive from two pathological effects. The first is an increase in the product of heart rate and blood pressure ($\Delta p/\Delta t$) which may result in dissection of the thoracic aorta or in rupture of a berry aneurysm and subarachnoid haemorrhage. Figure 44.1 shows the thoracic arteriogram of a 14-year-old boy who, following crack consumption, came to us with an extensive thoracoabdominal dissection starting at the left subclavian artery. The second effect of cocaine is spasm of medium or small sized arteries and intravascular thrombosis, which may be partial or complete.

Unexplained thrombi in arteries of all sizes, including the aorta, have been documented. We have seen patchy thrombosis in the thoracic and abdominal aortas of cocaine

Figure 44.1  Arteriogram of a 14-year-old boy with cocaine induced thoracoabdominal aortic dissection originating just distal to left subclavian
users resulting in distal embolisation. Cocaine induced vasospasm is due not only to cocaine but also its metabolites norcocaine and benzoylcegonine. Cocaine may also augment procoagulants by decreasing protein C and antithrombin III levels and by increasing plasminogen activator inhibitor activity, thereby inhibiting thrombolysis. Additionally, cocaine induces platelet activation and aggregation. Long term vascular changes are suggested by the increase in adventitial mast cells and atherosclerosis in chronic abusers. These myriad effects are responsible for the myocardial infarctions, strokes, mesenteric ischaemia, venous thrombosis and acute renal failure observed following cocaine intake.

It has been recommended that the treatment of cocaine induced thrombosis be one of heparin anticoagulation unless terminal organ dysfunction requires urgent operative or other intervention. We have seen large intra-aortic thrombi fully resolve with this treatment as long as the patient is cocaine free.

ANGEL DUST, PCP

Cocaine in powder form may be mixed with other agents. Although these diluents are often chemically inert, not infrequently another active agent may be used, one of which is PCP, better known as ‘angel dust’. The name PCP is the abbreviation for its chemical name 1-(1-phencyclohexyl) piperidine. On the street, a long list of pseudonyms exists: ‘hog’, ‘squeeze’, ‘wack’ and ‘space base’ (when mixed with crack cocaine). Although angel dust originally referred to a combination of heroin and cocaine its contemporary nomenclature refers to PCP. The problem of mixing PCP with cocaine is that the two potentiate each other’s effects along with decreasing the dose at which toxic and even lethal side effects can occur.

Low doses of PCP (3–8 mg) cause mild intoxication. Users show impaired coordination, slurred speech and erratic eye movement. Larger doses (8–12 mg) increase the low dose effects as well as raising heart rate and blood pressure, and causing fever, sweating, nausea, a blank stare and a shuffling, disjointed gait that some users call ‘zombie walking’. Doses above 12 mg can unleash a range of serious effects from profound hypotension to muscular rigidity, convulsions, even coma and death. The titanic muscle activity can result in rhabdomyolysis necessitating fasciotomies. While lower dose effects may only last a few hours, higher dose effects can continue for several days. Treatment is usually supportive until the body has been cleared of the agent.

AMPHETAMINES

Methamphetamine and ‘ecstasy’ (3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine) are two drugs now fashionable among adolescents and young adults. Their presence at ‘rave parties’ (nocturnal congregations involving dancing, sex, heavy alcohol consumption and drug usage) is almost ubiquitous. Consumption of these will result in severe inotropic and chronotropic effects. Like cocaine they result in strokes and aortic dissections.

A general scheme for treating the vascular complications of non-injected substances is presented as an algorithm in Fig. 44.2. Identification of the specific agent is crucial so that substance specific treatment can be instituted. Unfortunately, that is not often forthcoming at the initial presentation of these patients.

![Figure 44.2 Algorithm for management vascular complications of non-injected substances. PCP, 1-(1-phencyclohexyl) piperidine (angel dust)](image-url)
OTHER AGENTS

Anything that can be dissolved or liquefied can and has been injected. Common oral agents that have been used are paracetamol (acetaminophen) with codeine and pentazocine (Talwin). Since these do not fully dissolve a common problem with their usage is particulate embolisation. Even powdered agents such as heroin and cocaine may not fully dissolve or will precipitate in the syringe prior to injection. If an intravenous route is used they are filtered by the pulmonary circulation and are directly responsible for pulmonary complications. If an inadvertent, or even intentional, intra-arterial route is used, terminal vessel occlusion often leads to tissue loss, not uncommonly seen in the hand and frequently leading to digit or forearm amputations. Interdigital injections, used when an intravenous route is no longer possible, will often result in cannulation of the digital arteries. Anticoagulant treatment with heparin, awaiting demarcation to occur, is followed by amputation at the level of viable tissue. If the carotid is used, the particles lodge in the terminal cerebral vessels causing cerebral infarction or seizure and carries the ignoble name of ‘huckbucks’, referring to the fictional character Huckleberry Finn. This name has arisen from the Kentucky hills where the routine use of pentazocine had been popular.

HEROIN

Heroin derives from the poppy plant *Papaver somniferum*. Morphine is another derivative from it. Heroin use is nearly as old as civilisation itself. The effects of heroin are mediated by the interaction with endogenous opiate receptors which function as neurotransmitters, neurohormones and modulators of neural transmission throughout the central nervous system. Heroin is delivered to the street in powder form where it is generally diluted in water and injected intravenously and almost never in an aseptic fashion. If venous access is no longer available then the chronic user often resorts to subcutaneous injections. These frequently lead to dermal ulcerations and scarring referred to as ‘skin pop marks’ and the practice is referred to as ‘skin popping’ (Fig. 44.3). The deleterious effects of heroin in the abuser include overdose, vascular aneurysms and myriad infectious complications which impair recovery after injury. These infections may be at the site of injection or anywhere in the body. Endocarditis, both acute and subacute, is frequently observed.

The problem of overdose related death or severe injury after heroin use reflects user ignorance regarding the strength of a particular injection. While heroin is distributed in various levels of purity, pure or almost pure heroin is quite strong and may cause sudden unexpected death when a patient thinks the injectate had been diluted. The dilution or ‘cutting’ of heroin is done to increase profits during the exchange from one distributor to another. The extent of dilution is unknown unless distributors have developed an excellent reputation for consistency. One locally popular version is called ‘mixed jive’ and contains the additives of strychnine, talc powder, lidocaine, quinine, sugar, starch and occasionally the ‘dust’ from the interior of spent fluorescent light tubes. Local purveyors often have custom blends named after celebrities.

The overdosed patient will be somnolent, stuporous or in coma. The breathing pattern is shallow, respiratory rate slowed and minute volume diminished. Cyanosis may occur as heroin reduces the responsiveness of the brain to increases in carbon dioxide tension and depresses the pontine and medullary centres involved in regulating respiratory rhythmicity. Deaths from opiate overdosage are usually due to respiratory depression. Like morphine, heroin induces peripheral vasodilatation and a decrease in systemic vascular resistance augmented by a concomitant release of histamine. Therefore, opiate intoxicated patients with hypovolaemia exhibit profound hypotension.

Therapy includes establishing an airway and confirming adequate ventilation. During resuscitation, administration of naloxone hydrochloride, a specific opiate receptor antagonist, may be beneficial. Naloxone yields a dramatic reversal of the respiratory depression and peripheral vasodilatation associated with opiate toxicity. Intravenous doses of 0.4 mg, repeated every few minutes as necessary, are effective. However, excessive naloxone may precipitate opiate withdrawal, thus complicating therapy. Because the effective half-life of naloxone is shorter than that of most opiates, re-dosing every several hours may be necessary until the circulating opiate is excreted.

In heroin addiction the arterial injury is generally a consequence of failing to cannulate a vein for injection and accidentally injecting the adjacent artery, the slang for this is ‘hitting pink’. The arterial damage from heroin is the consequence of the chemical and bacterial contamination of the mixture along with the bacterial contamination

Figure 44.3 Injection ‘pop-marks’ on the hand; note the oedema and the resulting flexion of the fingers
resulting from sharing needles and syringes. An abscess forms in the arterial wall which undergoes necrosis and results in an infected pseudoaneurysm. As crack cocaine usage became popular over the past decade, the incidence of drug induced mycotic pseudoaneurysms at our facility fell precipitously.

Twelve years ago, at the height of the heroin epidemic in the USA, we reviewed our experience with heroin induced arterial injuries. There were 32 upper extremity cases, 136 lower extremity cases and four neck cases. Half of our patients had positive blood cultures on admission and of these, half grew methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). It should not come as a surprise that bacterial endocarditis, such as the one shown in Fig. 44.4, was a frequent finding in these patients. Infected false aneurysms of the visceral arteries, such as the coeliac artery aneurysm in Fig. 44.5, are metastatic arising from valvular endocarditis.

In the upper extremity, the most commonly involved arterial sites were the brachial and radial arteries. Patients with upper extremity problems presented with either an infected false aneurysm or with severe hand ischaemia. Those with pseudoaneurysms had severe pain, a palpable mass and cellulitis. Patients with hand ischaemia had mostly hand and forearm pain, neuromuscular deficits in the forearm and gangrenous changes in the fingers. Extensive fasciotomies may be needed, as in the case of massive compartment syndrome following an axillary injection of heroin (Fig. 44.6).

In the neck, the subclavian or common carotid arteries are accidentally hit while the abuser or a friend attempts cannulation of the subclavian or internal jugular veins. The euphemism for this is ‘shooting the pocket’. Since this manoeuvre is often difficult to self-perform, a society of fellow addicts known as ‘street doctors’ has evolved, and for a fee, be it monetary or a portion of the injectate, will administer the injection.
VASCULAR SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Lymphovenous complications

As stated, abscess formation and cellulitis are common soft tissue complications resulting from the use of intravenous drugs obtained on the street. Repeated injections result in fibrosis and destruction of dermal and deep lymphatic tissues. With the destruction of the lymphatics the extremity is prone to additional infections in turn resulting in further lymphatic damage. These repeated injuries coupled with the often associated ‘skin popping’ results in a chronic woody oedematous limb. The skin develops epidermal hypertrophy termed lichenification (Fig. 44.7), which can harbour fungal infection. These limbs are also prone to necrotising fasciitis (Fig. 44.8) and not infrequently emergency amputation is required for sepsis control.

Although intravenous antibiotic therapy appropriate to the organism identified is required, surgical treatment of any soft tissue abscess is mandatory. This requires incision and drainage and sometimes excision of grossly infected and non-viable tissue. Excision may involve not only the skin and subdermis but also the fascia, muscles and/or major vessels. Such surgery should only be performed in the operating room. Although it is tempting to aspirate infected fluid percutaneously, it is not to be recommended near vascular structures. The risk of rupturing unsuspected pseudoaneurysms and causing torrential bleeding should be borne in mind. If fluid is spontaneously draining from an abscess site, any presence of blood or dark purple staining of the fluid would indicate that a major vessel is involved and the operating surgeon must be prepared to ligate the vessel concerned. It has been our experience that purulent fluid not of this colour is usually not associated with injury to a major vessel. All infected wounds should be left open to heal by secondary intention. If a major vein is thrombosed and infected then the entire length of that vein and its thrombotic material must be removed and excised completely.

Repeated injection into a peripheral or central vein will ultimately result in thrombosis of that vessel. Repeated punctures and the subsequent venous endothelial damage will often cause superficial thrombosis and phlebitis. As injections are usually performed with the dominant hand the contralateral side of the body is most frequently affected. Treatment of superficial venous thrombophlebitis usually involves elevation of the affected extremity in order to reduce oedema, anti-inflammatory medication and warm compresses. Because of the nature of the thrombophlebitis and the infected needles used by the substance abuser, these patients are at high risk of developing either local or systemic sepsis. The choice of antibiotic therapy should be driven by the results of the cultures whenever possible. One must be cognisant of the high incidence of MRSA in this patient population. If a local abscess forms at the site of the superficial thrombophlebitis then the thrombosed vein should be excised in its entirety and the wound left open for secondary healing.

The intravenous user generally selects superficial veins as the early targets of his or her addiction. As these vessels thrombose the individual is forced to use larger and more centrally placed veins, either those in the groin, axilla, subclavian, jugular and then even in the breasts, labia or the dorsal penile vein. It is not uncommon, however, for some drug users to selectively inject into the femoral vein because it is relatively easily accessible as well as because
this site lends itself to discretion. The larger veins are no less prone to thrombosis than are the superficial veins and over time these too will thrombose and/or become infected. Since many of these patients develop significant oedema, erythema or pain in the affected extremity physical examination cannot be relied upon to make a diagnosis of deep vein thrombosis (DVT). It is also possible that many of these patients will have chronic DVT with superimposed acute DVT. We have relied for years on duplex imaging of these vessels in making the differential diagnosis. The oedema developing in the extremities from these chronic repeated deep and superficial phlebitic insults will result in massively oedematous legs extending all the way up to the femoral region. These are often lifelong complications. Even those who have not used drugs for decades will be afflicted by chronic leg oedema as well as by very large venous ulcers (Fig. 44.9). These patients are also at high risk of experiencing complications from their DVT which include pulmonary embolism (PE), septic PE and bacterial endocarditis.

Unless there is a specific contraindication, patients diagnosed with acute DVT should be treated with intravenous heparin following standard hospital protocols. Warfarin should be started, usually concurrently, with the heparin in anticipation of outpatient therapy. As in any patient with chronic venous insufficiency and/or acute DVT, oedema control should be one of the goals of treatment. All of these patients should be fitted for good medical grade support hosiery; the degree of compression we most frequently use is between 40 and 50 mmHg, replaced at least every 6 months and worn for life if recurrence of venous ulceration is to be prevented.

We do not recommend the use of thrombolytic therapy for DVT in these patients. They are generally unreliable in giving a history and not infrequently the acute DVT will have occurred superimposed on a chronic DVT, therefore making lytic therapy nearly useless. Thrombolytic therapy also runs the risk of causing bleeding from arteries and/or veins which may have been punctured by the individual shortly prior to seeing the physician. Surgical thrombectomy also has a limited role in the care of these patients.

Although mycotic arterial aneurysms are common in patients with repeated intravenous drug use, the entity of mycotic venous aneurysm also exists and usually involves the femoral vein. It is usually caused by repeated injections into the femoral vein giving rise to septic phlebitis. The vein may rupture because its wall is weakened by infection or, alternatively, a persistent communication between the skin puncture site and that in the vein leads to adjacent haematoma formation which then becomes infected. The presence of a mycotic venous aneurysm should be suspected in patients who have a non-pulsatile painful groin mass with associated signs of sepsis: pain at the site, fever, leucocytosis. It is reported that half of all these patients have recurrent cellulitis. Although the above would be pathognomonic for a mycotic venous aneurysm, many patients are asymptomatic. The diagnosis can be made by venous duplex imaging but in practice it is often made unexpectedly in the operating room during groin exploration for a possible abscess.

Antibiotic treatment should be guided by cultures and sensitivities. Debridement of all infected tissue combined with proximal and distal venous ligation is required. Although the ideal duration of antibiotic therapy is uncertain, a minimum of 2 weeks and up to 6 weeks, blood cultures being positive, is usually recommended. Venous reconstruction is rarely indicated and unlikely to be successful. It is critically important that when ligating the infected vein one resects back to what grossly appears to be normal venous wall. If residual wall infection is left at the site of ligation the ligatures will eventually erode through and massive haemorrhage will ensue.

**Intra-arterial injection**

Inadvertent intra-arterial injection often results in severe limb ischaemia and tissue loss. The ischaemic changes are thought to be due not only to embolisation of non-solubilised particulate matter but also to arterial spasm, platelet aggregation, thromboxane release, and sympathetic mediated vasospasm. As the particulate matter passes into the capillary system vasospasm occurs in both the arterial and venous side of the tissue bed. This, in addition to the obstruction of the capillary bed by the particles, will result in acute, severe and often unrelenting pain. The extremity will be swollen and quite cool and the digits flexed or claw like (Fig. 44.10). Sensory loss is often observed and occurs despite palpable pulses in the major vessels leading into the limb. Although this clinical picture is usually true of the upper limb it is not at all uncommon to see it in the lower extremities. The ultimate outcome is extensive loss of tissue, and if that does not occur, permanent neurological dysfunction often ensues. We have found arteriography to be of little benefit in the overall care of the patient.

*Figure 44.9  Venous ulcers in a chronic intravenous drug addict are typically quite large*
because the damage largely affects the digital vessels and the microcirculation.

As one waits for demarcation between the viable and the gangrenous portions of the limb, pain management can be problematic. Although narcotic administration is necessary these patients have a very high tolerance to narcotics and a very low tolerance to pain. Since there is no ceiling on narcotic dosing, medications should be titrated up until adequate analgesia is obtained. In the lower extremity continuous analgesia via epidural catheter can be very beneficial. Intravenous heparin administration in order to achieve a partial thromboplastin time (PTT) of two to three times the control may limit the extent of the thrombotic event. Once a clear line of demarcation occurs then amputation can be planned. Elevation of the affected extremity to minimise oedema will also aid in reducing the extent of inflammation and thrombosis.31

In patients sustaining inadvertent intra-arterial drug injections, Tait et al. have reported significant improvement in distal perfusion following an infusion of prostacyclin iloprost.39 No major complications were associated with the administration of this agent and they believe it helped to control the ischaemic injury; unfortunately they did not report the extent of tissue injury seen at initial presentation.

If a major limb arterial segment occludes and revascularisation is performed, compartment fasciotomy may be required. Since many of these patients have chronic oedema, it is difficult to determine by mere physical inspection whether compartment pressures are abnormal. The measurement of these pressures is advocated, avoiding fasciotomy in those compartments with pressures less than 30 mmHg.39

As with any major soft tissue injury involving a muscle compartment, rhabdomyolysis can occur. This may be due to the ischaemic event with subsequent reperfusion (see Chapters 2 and 4) or it may be caused by the dissemination of particulate matter into the capillary bed of the muscle. Renal failure and subsequent haemodialysis is not uncommon.40 Renal failure may complicate rhabdomyolysis or there may be an underlying condition of renal impairment due to the chronic drug abuse itself. Intravenous and intra-arterial injection of illicit drugs will result in chronic endothelial injury and a form of drug induced, possibly systemic, vasculitis.

**Arterial mycotic aneurysms**

The classic presentation of a mycotic aneurysm is one of a pulsatile mass over a major arterial site associated with
a puncture in the area, the presence of a bruise and intact distal pulses. The typical clinical appearance of an infected femoral pseudoaneurysm is seen in Fig. 44.11. The septic patient has a painful pulsatile mass in the groin with some suppurative at the tip where the skin is necrosed. The arteriogram in Fig. 44.12 shows extravasation of contrast through the disrupted wall of the femoral artery. The infection may be induced by inadvertent puncture of the artery and subsequent seeding of the arterial wall or by adjacent spread of bacteria into the arterial wall by a local abscess. In the drug-using population the most common site for a mycotic arterial aneurysm is the femoral artery. Although any artery can be affected, the most common sites in descending order are femoral, brachial and radial.31,34 Yellin et al. report a 5 per cent incidence of unsuspected arteriovenous (AV) fistulae in these patients.34 A duplex scan will help one determine the degree of tissue involvement as well as identify the artery and/or vein involved and the presence of an AV fistula if one is present. It also will help in documenting thrombosis in the venous system which may be present. Rarely is peripheral arteriography required at this point.

Management of these patients includes intravenous antibiotic therapy, debridement of all infected tissue including the artery and/or vein and removal of the entire infected segment of vessel.31,34–36,41 Although distal embolisation can occur from these aneurysms, rupture is the most common sequela. If the artery involved is not resected back to healthy tissue delayed rupture will occur. It is often difficult to determine how far one needs to resect until healthy vessel is encountered. A seasoned surgeon will have a sense of what might be termed adequate arterial wall based upon the appearance of the vessel and the sensation of the needle passing through the segment. If the needle punctures very easily it is possible that that segment is abnormal and more distant resection and ligation is recommended.

Revascularisation is not routinely required at the time of ligation of mycotic pseudoaneurysms unless the extremity involved becomes ischaemic. Subsequently, almost all patients experience intermittent claudication, but less than 20 per cent ultimately require revascularisation to prevent major amputation.31,36,42 In patients with infected mycotic aneurysms, such procedures, when indicated, can be problematic. These patients often have no usable autogenous venous conduit for the repair.

We treated 112 aneurysms and six AV fistulae of the lower extremities secondary to drug injection. The most frequent presentation was a painful, pulsatile mass with extensive cellulitis. Foot ischaemic complications were infrequent. In order to discriminate between a plain groin abscess and an infected pseudoaneurysm we used both ultrasound and angiography. In all cases the aneurysm was dealt with by a direct approach and excision of the infected femoral artery. At the beginning of our experience we used a separate retroperitoneal exposure of the external iliac artery to obtain proximal control. Further into this series, and for the sake of efficiency, we approached the false aneurysm directly, controlling the bleeding with digital pressure above and below the area of wall destruction. Today, for the occasionally infected pseudoaneurysm we see, and given the very high incidence of HIV and hepatitis in these patients, we have gone back to proximal control to have a tidier and safer field for the surgical team. The femoral artery segment with inflammation or necrosis of the wall is excised. In some cases the excision and simple ligation is limited to the common femoral artery; in others the length of artery excised also demands ligation of the superficial and deep femoral arteries, in other words, triple ligation. When a triple ligation is done severe limb-threatening ischaemia of the leg is much more likely and one cannot predict when it will occur. Our routine is to observe the patient in the recovery room and base our decision upon the appearance of the limb and symptoms at that time.

At the beginning there was debate as to whether one should revascularise these legs following inflow ligation. These patients do not have superficial veins for grafts, these having been ruined by repeated injections and thrombophlebitis. One is therefore limited to the use of a prosthetic bypass which has to be routed away from the contaminated operative field (see Chapter 18). Two atopic or extra-anatomical routes were used for revascularisation of the lower extremity: the lateral femoral route and the obturator route.35,41,43–45 In the lateral femoral route, after excising the pseudoaneurysm, the patient is prepped clean and using a new set of instruments, the proximal external iliac artery is exposed though a retroperitoneal approach for inflow to the bypass tunnelled lateral to the inguinal ligament into the lateral thigh; from there it is swung medially and anastomosed to a segment of distal superficial femoral artery.

The obturator bypass was introduced in 1963 by Shaw and Baue and later expanded upon by Guida and Moore in 1969.47 More contemporary modifications of this technique and their application, not only in drug induced femoral mycotic aneurysms but also for prosthetic graft infections, have been described.48–53 The common or external iliac arteries are exposed in the pelvis for the proximal anastomosis. The graft is tunnelled through the obturator foramen into the upper or middle thigh where it is joined to the superficial femoral artery. The obturator bypass is not an easy operation in men who have a rather narrow pelvis. More importantly, in most of these patients, the common femoral veins have thrombosed through large collaterals traversing the obturator foramen; serious venous bleeding can arise from these collaterals while tunnelling the graft blindly through the obturator foramen, even if one keeps anteromedial to the obturator vessels as one should. Since these grafts often lie in a subcutaneous location, it is not uncommon for many of these patients, as they remain addicted, to inject the easy-to-locate arterial
graft. This of course will result in early graft thrombosis and graft infection necessitating another operation for removal of the infected bypass, as seen in Fig. 44.13. A high thigh amputation is required frequently.

Some surgeons in our group performed simultaneous revascularisation if there was evidence of limb-threatening ischaemia or a severe drop in the anklebrachial index while others did not do so in septic patients. When our collective experience was tabulated, including 118 femoral aneurysms alone,31 we adopted a general policy of not doing simultaneous reconstructions. Our decision was supported by the following facts. First, few patients need it to preserve their limbs,31,34,44 and second, among those patients who had undergone revascularisation, a substantial number developed graft infection and ended up with a higher level of amputation than would have been required for the ischaemia subsequent to ligation of the pseudoaneurysm.31,46 The question of vascular reconstruction is generally raised after a triple ligation. None of the patients undergoing revascularisation suffered immediate amputations. Some patients with triple ligation who did not undergo revascularisation lost their legs. In our series, following excision of an infected pseudoaneurysm, and using either triple or single ligation, 13 patients out of 102 lost their legs. Three months after treatment, however, the percentage of limb loss experienced by patients who underwent simultaneous reconstruction was slightly higher than those who did not, and that was because of infection of the prosthetic graft.

If systemic sepsis is present at the time of initial pseudoaneurysm ligation, we do not advocate routine revascularisation as in these patients limb amputation may be the safest course of treatment. This is in contrast to a report from the New York Medical College where concomitant restoration of blood flow was advocated, but their experience was limited to 15 cases.54

In conclusion, for infected femoral pseudoaneurysms secondary to drug injection, we recommend primary ligation, excision and drainage of the abscess and the use of antibiotics effective against the causative organism, usually MRSA. Once sepsis has cleared and the wound is clean, and if severe ischaemia causing rest pain persists, consideration may be given to carrying out an extra-anatomical bypass (see Chapter 18). This somewhat fatalistic policy has been reaffirmed by other and more recent series.55

The presentation of heroin induced arterial injury is different for the upper extremities. In the arm, the common presentation is a compartment syndrome with neuromuscular deficit and hand ischaemia. This almost certainly represents inadvertent intra-arterial injection and has been described above.

Because the practice of ‘shooting the pocket’ can result in subclavian and/or carotid artery mycotic aneurysms, treatment of these vessels is not too dissimilar from that of the lower extremity. Although duplex imaging can be useful in confirming the diagnosis and in documenting flow into the affected vessel, arteriography may be more accurate in identifying the origin of the aneurysm and in planning the overall operation. Common carotid aneurysms can be ligated and rarely need reconstruction as long as the internal carotid artery is patent and can be perfused by way of reversed flow from the external carotid system.34 Mycotic aneurysms involving the external carotid system can simply be ligated but those involving the internal carotid artery should undergo, if possible, not only excision but also reconstruction. Again, the use of prosthetic material in this infected site is contraindicated. If an autogenous venous conduit cannot be found, as is usually the case, the superficial femoral artery can be harvested and used as an autogenous arterial conduit followed by replacement of the superficial femoral artery with an appropriate prosthetic graft.56

As repeatedly stated, systemic sepsis in these patients is common. Cardiac vegetations from endocarditis can cause septic emboli to disseminate throughout the vascular tree. Pulmonary abscesses and pulmonary mycotic aneurysms do occur. The septic emboli may also affect any peripheral or central artery as well as intracerebral, adrenal, splenic, mesenteric, and renal vessels.34,35 Ischaemic bowel manifestations may occur due to embolism to the superior mesenteric artery or from resulting mycotic aneurysms which rupture. In these cases treatment involves ligation of the vessel and bowel resection if the segment of bowel perfused by the ligated vessel is non-viable.

**Arterial thrombosis secondary to drug use**

Intra-arterial injections of drugs can directly result in thrombosis of the vessel with distal embolisation. Self-administration of substances, and as noted above, especially those of cocaine, can, due to their pharmacological
properties, cause thrombosis of large central and/or peripheral vessels. This can occur not only in the arterial tree but also in the venous system. Lymphatic obstruction from systemic usage of drugs other than those injected is not well documented. The aetiology of large vessel thrombosis, including that of the thoracic and abdominal aorta, is unclear. It is possible that a prothrombotic state occurs associated with local spasm of the vasa vasorum resulting in a localised thrombotic event. This can occur despite a grossly normal endothelium seen at the time of operation.\textsuperscript{18} If the thrombosis occurs in the venous system then routine treatment of either superficial thrombophlebitis or DVT should be instituted. If it involves the arterial tree then treatment is dictated by any complications associated with the thrombosis. If a large thrombus is identified it has been our routine not to operate to remove it unless it has embolised or end organ function is threatened. We have successfully treated large intra-aortic thrombi with intravenous heparin administration keeping the PTT level to 2–2.5 baseline. Heparin should be continued for at least 7–10 days in hospital. Repeat imaging, be it arteriogram, spiral computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging, has been used to monitor the regression of the thrombosis. These patients, if deemed reliable, will subsequently be started on warfarin, and then discharged for follow-up imaging until the thrombus fully resolves. It has been our experience that as long as the patient is free of the inciting agent, frequently cocaine in any of its forms, the thrombus will resolve completely and at such a time anticoagulant treatment can be stopped.

If the thrombus or thrombotic event threatens end organ function then standard thrombectomy or lytic therapy can be used depending upon the clinical situation. In those cases where this has been necessary the vessels have appeared grossly normal. We do not recommend long term anticoagulation in these patients, assuming that a work-up for endogenous hypercoagulability is negative. On the other hand, if a demonstrable defect is detected in the coagulation cascade, or if deficiencies of either protein C, S, antithrombin III, lupus anticoagulant, anticardiolipin antibodies, factor V Leiden, PT 20210A, etc., are discovered, then these patients should be kept on lifelong warfarin therapy unless contraindicated by the overall medical condition. Patient counselling is extremely important as is successful antidrug detoxification if complications of anticoagulant therapy are to be avoided.

A decision tree for determining the treatment of patients who have injected illicit substances is presented in Fig. 44.14. This schema can be used as a general guide to therapy but it must be tailored to the individual patient and circumstance.
Conclusions

Although the incidence of arterial complications associated with intravenous drug use has decreased over the past two decades, the incidence of thrombosis associated with cocaine usage has increased. There has also been a recent rise in the recreational use of intravenous heroin in the suburban population as a drug of choice. Whether there will be a concomitant rise in the complications from this usage as was noted in the urban population during the 1970s and 1980s remains to be seen. Many users have access to clean insulin needles, syringes and alcohol swabs obtainable over the counter without prescription; these factors may help to reduce the historical incidence of septic complications. Should that happen, then any complications arising from usage will be dictated by the agent rather than by the route of administration.
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**HIV/AIDS Related Vascular Emergencies**

JACOBUS VAN MARLE, LYNNE TUDHOPE

---

**THE PROBLEM**

The Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and the World Health Organization estimated that there would be 39.1 million people infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) by the end of 2004. Approximately 96 per cent of people with HIV/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) live in the developing world with 64.5 per cent of them in sub-Saharan Africa.\(^1\)

The long latent period of up to 10 years between primary infection and the development of AIDS, an increased awareness of the disease, and advances in earlier diagnosis and treatment with an expectancy of longer survival have together resulted in an ever increasing population who may also require surgery.\(^2\) The reasons for surgical intervention include pathology directly related to HIV/AIDS as well as HIV seropositive patients who present with common surgical conditions unrelated to the underlying HIV infection. The distinction between HIV and AIDS is based on the Centres for Disease Control classification.\(^3\)

**AETIOLOGY**

The human immune deficiency virus belongs to the family retroviridae, genus lentivirus. There is a huge variation in HIV isolates with two distinct subtypes, namely, HIV-1 and HIV-2, and a high level of genetic diversity in HIV type 1 strains.\(^4\) The virus is cytopathic and is found mainly in CD4 T cells because of the affinity of the virus for the cell coat markers.\(^5\) The CD4 T cell has many important immunological functions and destruction of these cells causes a reduction in immune response. The disease runs a chronic course, with approximately 10 per cent of infected subjects progressing to AIDS within 2–3 years, and the remainder developing AIDS within a median of 10 years from the onset of infection. The virus has been isolated from all body fluids and transmission occurs through oral, rectal and vaginal intercourse, blood product transfusion, intravenous needles, occupational acquisition and vertical transmission from mother to child.\(^6\)

**VASCULAR PATHOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY**

Joshi et al. were the first to report on the association between arterial disease and HIV.\(^7\) They described a fibro-proliferative occlusive disease in the coronary arteries. This consisted of inflammation of the endothelium with lymphocytes and mononuclear giant cells which led to fragmentation of elastin fibres and intimal fibrosis resulting in luminal narrowing. Calabrese et al. described a systemic necrotising vasculitis involving the small vessels in patients with HIV infection.\(^8\)

Du Pont was the first to report on aneurysmal disease being associated with HIV, and since then there have been many publications dealing with this issue. A selection of these publications is listed in the references.\(^9–12\) There is also a trend towards multiple aneurysms, atypical location and a predilection for the carotid arteries.\(^13–15\) The histological
appearance of HIV related aneurysms has been described by Chetty et al. The principal features are involvement of the adventitia by a mixed acute and chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate centred on the vasa vasorum. Occlusion of the vasa vasorum by inflammatory oedema or cellular infiltrate is a prominent feature. The inflammatory process largely spares the media and intima. The presence of HIV protein within lymphocytes in the aneurysm wall has been confirmed through immunohistochemical staining and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) done on aneurysmal tissue. Failure to demonstrate microorganisms in the majority of aneurysms makes the hypothesis of bacteremia, as a result of immunosuppression and secondary mycotic aneurysms, less likely. Weakening of the arterial wall resulting in aneurysm formation may be caused by direct action of the HIV itself, an immune complex mechanism or ischaemia of the arterial wall resulting from occlusion of the vasa vasorum. Although viral protein has been demonstrated in arterial wall biopsies from aneurysm margins, evidence to support direct viral action leading to destruction of the arterial wall is still lacking.

Nair et al. were the first to report on large vessel occlusive disease associated with HIV infection. They found a histological similarity between HIV related occlusive and aneurysmal disease and suggested a leukocytoclastic vasculitis of the vasa vasorum as the common pathogenesis.

There is growing evidence that HIV influences the physiology of vascular endothelium. Certain endothelial cell products which are considered to be markers for endothelial cell dysfunction, are significantly elevated in patients with HIV. These cell products include the von Willebrand factor, tissue plasminogen activator, β2-microglobulin and soluble thrombomodulin. Markers of thrombin activation (fragment 1 and 2) and D-dimers are used to determine whether HIV infected patients have a prothrombotic state. Plasma concentration of thrombomodulin is assessed to establish whether an endothelial lesion is concurrently present or not. The presence of anticardiolipin antibodies, protein S deficiency and antithrombin deficiency contribute to the hypercoagulable state associated with HIV/AIDS. HIV infection has been associated with hypertriglyceridaemia which may cause endothelial damage and predispose to accelerated atherosclerosis. There are certain class specific metabolic side effects of protease inhibitor therapy which may also contribute to accelerated atherosclerotic disease. These side effects include increased insulin resistance (which is associated with abnormalities in endothelial function, impaired nitric oxide production and diminished vasodilatation) as well as abnormalities in lipid metabolism with elevated levels of total cholesterol and serum triglycerides.

**HIV AND SURGERY: PREDICTORS OF OPERATIVE OUTCOME**

There are many publications on abdominal surgery in HIV/AIDS patients and mortality and morbidity varies between 0 and 38 per cent and between 7 and 68 per cent, respectively. Many factors interact, including the stage of immune deficiency syndrome, preoperative white cell count, serum albumin concentration, nutritional state, the type of operation: clean versus contaminated and emergency versus elective operations, and the presence of opportunistic infections.

### Factors influencing outcome

- Stage of immune deficiency syndrome
- Preoperative white cell count
- Nutritional status
- Anaemia
- Type of operation
- Opportunistic infections

**Stage of immune deficiency syndrome**

Immunodeficiency is a more important cause of perioperative complications than the operation itself. HIV infection leads to reduction in the CD4 T lymphocyte count and patients with a CD4 count of <200 cells/μL are probably at a greater risk of developing a postoperative infection. This includes worsening of preoperative infections as well as newly acquired postoperative opportunistic infections. Tran et al. suggested that a low percentage of lymphocytes and postoperative CD4 lymphocyte counts have a stronger correlation with mortality. As expected, patients with AIDS fare worse than those who are HIV positive, with poorer wound healing, more complications and a higher mortality. It has also been found that there is no significant difference in postoperative morbidity and mortality between symptom-free HIV positive patients and HIV seronegative patients and that if the CD4 T cell count is above 500 cells/μL, the morbidity in clean surgery is comparable to that of HIV negative patients.

A recent study by Mellors et al. demonstrated that plasma viral load was the single best prognostic indicator of clinical outcome and that HIV-1 RNA concentration was highly predictive of the rate of decline of CD4 lymphocyte counts and progression to AIDS and death. Viralemia is indicative of active viral replication with continuous reinfection resulting in the destruction of CD4 lymphocytes.
and an increase in the total number of virus-producing cells.36,37

White cell count

Several studies report significantly improved survival with lower wound complication rates in patients with a higher preoperative total white cell count.27,34

Nutritional status

Low serum albumin levels have been associated with poor surgical outcome in HIV patients and are independent prognostic factors in survival studies of AIDS patients.25,27,38 Whitney et al. found a weight loss of >10 per cent to be a significant prognostic indicator.27

Anaemia

Binderow et al.38 found a trend in low versus high haematocrit values as a predictor of outcome whereas Yii et al.29 found haemoglobin concentration to be a significant prognostic indicator.

Type of operation

Emergency surgery has a higher mortality than elective procedures in any cohort of patients. Savioz et al. found a significant difference between clean and contaminated operations, especially if the CD4 T cell count was ≤200 cells/μL.31 They recommend that a CD4 cell count <200 cells/μL should be considered a threshold for contaminated surgery and it should only be undertaken when the procedure is considered to be unavoidable. With clean surgery, mainly orthopaedic procedures, the probability of morbidity remains <50 per cent even with a very low CD4 count.

Opportunistic infections

The presence of opportunistic infections implies an immunocompromised state and results in a poorer surgical outcome.25

Clinical features suggestive of HIV related vascular disease

• Younger presenting age
• Absence of typical risk factors for atherosclerosis
• Multiple aneurysms
• Atypical location of aneurysms
• Features of immunodeficiency

Due to the high incidence of HIV/AIDS in South Africa we follow a policy of routine testing for HIV on all admissions to the vascular unit. Patient consent is required for HIV testing and the vast majority of patients comply. The incidence of HIV positivity in our unit is >15 per cent. The majority of patients who present with vascular problems and are found to be HIV positive, present with either occlusive disease, aneurysms or trauma, and are otherwise well, exhibiting no symptoms or signs of immunodeficiency. The spectrum of HIV/AIDS related vascular disease includes fibro-obliterative disease, necrotising vasculitis, aneurysms and the complications of hypercoagulability. Spontaneous arteriovenous (AV) fistula arising from HIV arteritis has recently been described.39

There are some clinical characteristics specific to HIV related vascular disease which should alert the treating physician to the possibility of underlying AIDS.

Case report 1

A 25-year-old man presented with a large, tender, pulsating mass involving the right axilla and infraclavicular region (Fig. 45.1a). On angiography he was found to have a contained rupture of a right subscapular artery aneurysm (Fig. 45.1b) and multiple aneurysms involving the peripheral arteries and abdominal aorta (Fig. 45.1c and d, respectively). The patient had AIDS with a CD4 count...
of <200 cells/µL, but due to the fact that the aneurysm was severely symptomatic with pain and restriction of movement and function in the right arm, the decision to operate was made. The aneurysm was evacuated and the subscapular artery tied off. Postoperative recovery was uneventful but the patient died 6 months later due to advanced AIDS.

Case report 2

A 29-year-old man presented with a pulsatile mass on the left side of his neck (Fig. 45.2a). Carotid angiography confirmed an aneurysm of the carotid bifurcation involving both the external and internal carotid arteries (Fig. 45.2b). His CD4 count was <200 cells/µL, but he was otherwise asymptomatic. Due to extensive involvement of the internal carotid artery, arterial reconstruction was not possible. Carotid stump pressure was >50 mmHg and intraoperative electroencephalogram (EEG) as well as transcranial oximetry remained normal after test clamping of the common carotid artery. The aneurysm was therefore resected and the vessels ligated. Postoperative recovery was uneventful and the patient is being followed-up.

Case report 3

A 60-year-old man presented with a huge pulsatile mass in the left popliteal fossa, venous congestion of the lower limb and limiting claudication (Fig. 45.3a). A computed tomography (CT) scan and angiography confirmed the diagnosis of a huge popliteal artery aneurysm (Fig. 45.3b and c, respectively). The patient’s CD4 count was >500 cells/µL. The aneurysm was excised and a femoropopliteal bypass
performed using the saphenous vein. The patient had an uneventful recovery and is being followed up.

**Case report 4**

A 49-year-old man presented with a non-viable left lower limb and a history of having had a right below-knee amputation three years’ previously. Angiography confirmed

**Figure 45.2**  
(a) Left carotid artery aneurysm in a 29-year-old man. (b) Angiogram shows the aneurysm of the carotid bifurcation involving both the external and internal carotid arteries

**Figure 45.3**  
(a) Popliteal artery aneurysm in a 60-year-old man. (b) Computed tomography scan of the popliteal artery aneurysm. (c) Angiogram also shows the popliteal artery aneurysm
Pulmonary manifestations of HIV/AIDS

- Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
- Respiratory failure
- Pneumatocoeles
- Pneumothorax
- Chronic respiratory insufficiency
- Cavitatory lung disease
- Pyogenic bacterial lung abscess
- Pulmonary tuberculosis
- Fungal infection
- Nocardia infection
- Disseminated tuberculosis
- Respiratory failure due to bacterial pneumonia
  - *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, *Moraxella catarrhalis*, *Haemophilus influenzae*
  - *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*

The treating physician must be aware of the systemic effects of HIV/AIDS which may influence anaesthetic technique, operative outcome and postoperative management. These systemic effects include cardiac, pulmonary and central nervous system manifestations as well as hypercoagulability and these conditions should be investigated using appropriate tests. Two excellent review articles discussing these problems in detail are recommended.\(^{40,41}\) The cardiac and pulmonary manifestations of HIV/AIDS are summarised below.

### Cardiac manifestations of HIV/AIDS

- Myocarditis
- Dilated cardiomyopathy
- Pericardial effusion
- Endocarditis
- Coronary artery disease
- Pulmonary hypertension, right ventricular failure
- Drug related cardiotoxicity
- Nutritional cardiomyopathy
- Cardiac involvement in AIDS related tumors

### Pulmonary manifestations of HIV/AIDS\(^{41}\)

- *Pneumocystis carinii* pneumonia
- Respiratory failure
- Pneumatocoeles
- Pneumothorax
- Chronic respiratory insufficiency
- Cavitatory lung disease
- Pyogenic bacterial lung abscess
- Pulmonary tuberculosis
- Fungal infection
- *Nocardia* infection
- Disseminated tuberculosis
- Respiratory failure due to bacterial pneumonia
  - *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, *Moraxella catarrhalis*, *Haemophilus influenzae*
  - *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*
Various factors contribute towards a procoagulant state in HIV/AIDS and deep vein thrombosis has been reported to occur 10 times more frequently in these patients than in the general population. Hypercoagulability may not only cause venous thromboembolism but may contribute to bypass/graft occlusion and therefore the necessary precautions should be taken.

**Increased risk for venous thromboembolism in HIV/AIDS**

- Hypercoagulability
  - Anticardiolipin antibodies
  - Protein S deficiency
  - Antithrombin deficiency
  - Procoagulant products of endothelial cell dysfunction
- Opportunistic infections: cytomegalovirus
- Intravenous drug abuse
- Malignancies

**MANAGEMENT**

Concerns do exist that general anaesthesia and/or surgery may compound immunosuppression in HIV/AIDS patients leading to more rapid progression of the disease. The immune suppression seen postoperatively in HIV seronegative patients is transient and does not affect recovery or prognosis. There is no documented evidence that surgery or any related intervention hastens the disease process in HIV/AIDS; these interventions should not be withheld because of HIV status or concern for subsequent complications.

The algorithm in Fig. 45.5 provides an outline for the management of vascular problems in HIV/AIDS.

**Emergency surgery**

Surgery for vascular emergencies is performed regardless of HIV status, because seropositivity and degree of immunodeficiency are often only available after completion of surgery. When confirmed HIV positive patients present with life- or limb-threatening vascular conditions, surgery may be adjusted according to the degree of immunodeficiency and the patient’s general condition; for example, opting for amputation rather than extensive revascularisation procedures. Our own experience supports that of Carrillo et al. that low levels of morbidity and mortality can be achieved with standard surgical care and techniques. Guth et al. found that the incidence of complications in trauma patients with HIV was associated with an increase in the injury severity score (ISS) rather than HIV status.

**Elective surgery**

Asymptomatic HIV seropositive patients as well as those with a CD4 count above 500 cells/μL have no increased surgical morbidity or mortality when compared with HIV seronegative patients and are treated as such. For those patients with a CD4 count of <500 cells/μL, a conservative alternative to operation should be strongly considered. This may involve a wider application of endovascular
techniques. Patients with AIDS (CD4 ≤ 200 cells/µL) have a median survival time of 1 year. Surgery, however, should still be offered to severely symptomatic patients with limb- and life-threatening conditions, and in whom symptoms can be alleviated with minimum morbidity. This type of surgery is, essentially, only palliative and should be as minimally invasive as possible. This includes, for example, doing an endarterectomy or a profundoplasty or even a lower limb amputation in preference to an extensive bypass procedure for critical lower limb ischaemia. One may also have to accept, for example, an extra-anatomical bypass which may have lower long term patency than that of a more invasive anatomical procedure. Ligation instead of repair of aneurysms may also be considered in this patient group.

**Principles of surgery**

The standard principles of vascular surgery apply in HIV positive patients. Diseased arterial segments are excluded or bypassed from the circulation and care is taken to perform anastomoses to macroscopically normal tissue. Autogenous vein is preferred as a bypass conduit wherever possible. Where vein cannot be used, in circumstances where it is either unavailable or when a larger diameter conduit is required, we will resort to polyfluorotetraethylene or polyester grafts.

Where there is a high probability of sepsis, polyester grafts previously soaked in rifampicin or the commercially available silver-coated grafts have been used. Standard antibiotic prophylaxis for vascular surgery consists of a first generation cephalosporin. Savioz et al. found that 35 per cent of infective complications were caused by opportunistic infections outside the range of normal vascular prophylaxis.31 These complications will require therapeutic antibiotic and antifungal treatment according to culture and sensitivity. Prophylaxis against P. carinii pneumonia should be given to all patients with a CD4 T cell count of <200 cells/µL. Similarly, a single dose of fluconazole could probably prevent oral and oesophageal candidiasis.31

**Endovascular management**

There are no published series on endovascular management of vascular problems in HIV/AIDS patients. Our indications for endovascular therapy in asymptomatic HIV seropositive patients (CD4 T-cell count >500 cells/µL) are the same as for HIV seronegative patients. In patients with a CD4 count of <500 cells/µL, more liberal use is made of percutaneous techniques, extending the application of percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) to SCVIR (Society for Cardio-Vascular and Interventional Radiology) categories III and IV lesions. In AIDS patients, endovascular management should be considered in critical limb ischaemia, aneurysms and trauma in those locations which would require difficult or extensive access, for example, iliac or subclavian arteries. The cost implications of covered stents and endovascular procedures may limit their use in units or in countries with budgetary constraints.

**Antiretroviral therapy**

The use of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) has resulted in dramatic declines in morbidity and mortality among HIV infected patients with advanced immune suppression.31 There is, however, growing concern about patient compliance and the long term adverse effects of therapy. These include impact on quality of life, drug interactions, viral resistance and potential metabolic abnormalities including premature cardiovascular disease. The International AIDS Society has published updated recommendations for antiretroviral therapy.52 Perioperative use at this stage is limited to patients who require elective surgery that can be postponed for at least 3 months for possible beneficial therapeutic effect. Tran et al., however, found that the presence or absence of antiretroviral therapy and the number of antiretroviral drugs did not affect surgical outcome.34

**OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE AND PROPHYLAXIS**

Healthcare workers looking after patients with HIV/AIDS should take the necessary precautions against accidental exposure. This includes double gloving, water resistant surgical gowns, eye protection and careful surgical technique to minimise blood spillage. Guidelines for the management of healthcare worker exposure to HIV and recommendations for post-exposure prophylaxis and therapy have been described in detail.33,54

**Conclusions**

HIV/AIDS is reaching pandemic proportions in the developing world. Therefore, surgeons will encounter an increasing population of HIV seropositive patients presenting with a spectrum of vascular problems. Emergency vascular surgery for trauma is performed regardless of HIV status. Elective surgery is undertaken in patients who are not immunocompromised as it is for HIV seronegative patients. In patients, who are already immunocompromised, a more conservative approach is being adopted, surgery being reserved for patients who are severely symptomatic. Even then, less invasive procedures are preferred. Life expectancy and the condition of the patient should always be weighed against the potential risk of the operation.
There is a need for multidisciplinary care in managing patients with HIV/AIDS and collaboration between different specialists is essential. Management strategies should be developed based on the everchanging understanding of the pathogenesis and treatment of HIV/AIDS and this will ensure optimum treatment of this rapidly expanding patient population.
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THE PROBLEM

Although uncomplicated portal hypertension does not require treatment, urgent intervention is obviously indicated once bleeding occurs from oesophageal varices. Several treatment options are available, but the management will ultimately be tailored according to the medical fitness of the patient, and the medical facilities and local clinical expertise. The availability of several non-operative therapies, including pharmacotherapy, balloon tamponade, endoscopic injection sclerotherapy, endoscopic variceal ligation and most recently transjugular intrahepatic portal-systemic stent shunt (TIPSS) has relegated emergency surgery to a secondary, yet very important, role in most institutions. Conservative therapy may be unsuccessful, and in this situation surgical intervention may be the only remaining alternative.

Therefore, the challenge is to recognise when non-operative treatments are failing or are unlikely to be successful so that surgery can be performed while the patient still has a chance of survival. Following successful management of an acute variceal bleed, the patient should be considered for definitive long term treatment. This chapter will outline the aetiology and pathophysiology of portal hypertension, the present methods of evaluation and the various therapeutic approaches available.

AETIOLOGY

Causes of portal hypertension can be categorised as prehepatic, intrahepatic and posthepatic. The intrahepatic causes can be further subdivided into presinusoidal, sinusoidal and postsinusoidal. Prehepatic portal hypertension is due to portal vein thrombosis, the cause of which is unknown in the majority of cases, but may be secondary to sepsis, trauma or malignant obstruction. By far the most common intrahepatic cause of portal hypertension in the USA and Europe is cirrhosis. The pathogenesis of this sinusoidal obstruction to portal flow is varied and includes alcohol abuse, which is the most common cause, viral hepatitis, primary and secondary biliary cirrhosis and haemochromatosis. In terms of the actual incidence of portal hypertension worldwide, schistosomiasis is probably the most common cause, the parasite producing portal tract fibrosis responsible for the ‘pipe-stem’ appearance on macroscopic examination. The importance of this presinusoidal block is that liver function is usually normal, accounting for a much improved prognosis. Postsinusoidal or posthepatic causes of portal hypertension result from hepatic vein thrombosis either as a major vein thrombosis (Budd–Chiari syndrome) or small vessel veno-occlusive disease.
clinical studies, however, have shown both increased resistance to portal blood flow and increased portal blood flow. The characteristic finding in patients with liver cirrhosis is systemic and splanchnic vasodilatation due to a decrease in vascular tone. Circulating vasodilators, for example nitric oxide, have been implicated in the aetiology of the vasodilatation associated with portal hypertension. The recognition of vasodilatation and hyperdynamic circulation has led to the ‘forward flow’ theory, which proposes that increased portal venous inflow plays a central role in the pathogenesis of portal hypertension and this is independent of the resistance in the portal venous and collateral circulations.

Patients with portal hypertension characteristically develop portal–systemic collateral channels at sites where the splanchnic and systemic circulations meet, namely the gastro-oesophageal junction, the haemorrhoidal junction, the peri-umbilical veins, the retroperitoneal veins of Retzius and the perihepatic veins of Sappey. The collateral circulation only partially decompresses the portal venous system. In some cases blood may be shunted through the collateral circulation in sufficient quantities to cause a reversal of flow in the portal vein, i.e. hepatofugal or retrograde flow.7

Interestingly, it is usually only the lower oesophageal varices that bleed. Although increased portal pressure is essential for the development of varices, the raised hydrostatic pressure alone cannot be the only factor responsible since there is a poor correlation between the height of portal pressure and the risk of bleeding.8 The two most important risk factors that determine the risk of variceal haemorrhage are the severity of liver disease and the size of the varices.9 Studies have shown that large varices are more likely to rupture at lower transmural pressures than are small varices.10 Endoscopic features such as ‘red spots’ and ‘wale’ markings have been reported to be important in the prediction of variceal haemorrhage. These features represent changes in variceal wall structure and tension associated with the development of microtelangiectasias.

Varices may also occur in the gastric fundus, but they are a source of bleeding in only 5 per cent of cases. Dilatation of the gastric submucosal veins results in portal hypertensive gastropathy which affects mainly the fundus and body of the stomach and produces an erythematous appearance at endoscopy. An interesting, but rare, form of localised gastropathy which affects mainly the fundus and body of the gastric submucosal veins results in portal hypertension and this is independent of the resistance in the portal venous and collateral circulations.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

Cirrhosis results in two major events, namely hepatocellular failure and portal hypertension. Patients with cirrhosis may have non-specific symptoms such as general malaise, anorexia or abdominal pain. The clinical signs of chronic liver failure include leuconychia, finger clubbing, palmar erythema, spider naevi, gynaecomastia (or breast atrophy in females), testicular atrophy and loss of secondary sexual hair. The existence of portal hypertension is recognised by splenomegaly and abdominal wall venous collaterals, caput medusa being the classic manifestation.

The main complications of portal hypertension are variceal bleeding, ascites and hepatic failure. Variceal bleeding is the most dramatic of these complications, but hepatic failure is the major determinant of survival.

Disease severity is assessed by a combination of clinical parameters and standard laboratory tests. The Child–Pugh classification is used to standardise the staging of the disease. The combination of ascites and encephalopathy, bilirubin concentration, albumin concentration and prothrombin time are evaluated and scored (Table 46.1).2 A total score from the five parameters classifies the patient as Child–Pugh grade A (score 5–6), grade B (score 7–9) or grade C (score 10–15).

Table 46.1 Grading of portal hypertension: Child–Pugh classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilirubin (µmol/L)*</td>
<td>&lt;34</td>
<td>34–51</td>
<td>&gt;51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (g/L)</td>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>28–35</td>
<td>&lt;28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothrombin time prolonged by (s)</td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>3–10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascites</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Slight to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encephalopathy</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Slight to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grade A 5–6 points; grade B 7–9 points; grade C 10–15 points.
*In primary biliary cirrhosis, the point scoring for bilirubin level is adjusted as follows: 1, <68; 2, 68–170; 3, >170.

INVESTIGATIONS

In the acute situation, blood tests for the emergency evaluation of haematocrit, haemoglobin, coagulation status and serum electrolytes are essential. Liver function tests and serum albumin concentration give an indication of liver function. Specific serological markers for hepatitis A, B and C may help define the aetiology,2 while serological assessment of autoimmune disease and primary biliary cirrhosis should be routine.

Although the level of activity of the underlying liver disease may be apparent from standard biochemical tests, percutaneous needle biopsy may be used to demonstrate the presence of cirrhosis and to assess its activity.
Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy is an essential procedure in the assessment of oesophageal varices. In the patient who is actively bleeding or has just stopped bleeding, it is important to establish the exact diagnosis and source of bleeding by endoscopy but only after adequate resuscitation and restoration of haemodynamic stability. Administration of 10–20 mg metoclopramide intravenously prior to endoscopy may produce a temporary cessation of bleeding permitting blood and clot to be evacuated from the stomach and facilitate the visualisation of all potential bleeding sources. In approximately 10 per cent of all patients presenting with upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage in the Western world, oesophageal varices are the cause of bleeding. In addition, in patients with known portal hypertension and oesophageal varices, or in those in whom the presence of portal hypertension is suspected from the history and examination, non-oesophageal variceal sources will be found in 10–25 per cent.

These sources include gastritis, peptic ulceration, Mallory–Weiss tears, gastric varices or portal hypertensive gastropathy. It is important to recognise these causes of bleeding in determining further therapeutic strategies as some techniques, such as balloon tamponade or sclerosis, which would be indicated in patients with oesophageal varices are inappropriate in those with gastric varices or portal hypertensive gastropathy. When there is difficulty in identifying the exact cause of bleeding, endoscopy should be repeated.11 In the patient being evaluated in a non-acute situation, the varices should be graded for size, tortuosity, and factors for risk of bleeding. The detailed definition by some groups12,13 of cherry red spots, varices upon varices, and the size of varices as prognostic risk factors of further bleeding has proved useful.2

Radiological studies are an integral part of evaluation. Ultrasound combined with Doppler study of the vessels, computed tomography (CT) and angiography may be indicated.14,15 The morphology of the liver can be assessed with ultrasound and CT. Ultrasound is also useful in demonstrating the portal and hepatic veins. When ultrasound is combined with Doppler flow measurements, directional flow may be depicted in these vessels. Arteriography and hepatic venography are used to demonstrate anatomy and to measure venous pressures, two mandatory investigations prior to shunt surgery. If the patient’s history and laboratory findings suggest cirrhosis secondary to extrahepatic biliary obstruction, cholangiography should be performed.

**MANAGEMENT**

The management of bleeding oesophageal varices begins with emergency resuscitation and initial control of the bleeding episode and continues with long term treatment to eradicate the varices and reduce the risk of further bleeding. In general, both the emergency and long term management of these patients is best undertaken in a specialised centre where experienced medical and nursing staff have the necessary facilities.

**EMERGENCY RESUSCITATION AND CONTROL OF BLEEDING VARICES**

**Resuscitation**

The initial resuscitation of a patient with bleeding oesophageal varices is similar to that for any patient with upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage. A wide bore (16 gauge) cannula is required for the administration of colloidal fluids, packed red cells and coagulation factors in the form of fresh frozen plasma. Saline infusions should be avoided because of the risk of fluid retention and aggravation of ascites. Central venous and arterial lines are necessary to monitor response and to record the blood pressure. Excessive transfusion or fluid administration should also be avoided as this may increase the risk of further bleeding by overexpansion of the circulating blood volume. Comatose patients and those with massive haematemesis may require endotracheal intubation to prevent aspiration.

**Pharmacotherapy**

Several pharmacological agents are available for the emergency control of variceal bleeding. Most of these act by lowering portal venous pressure but others are thought to act by constricting the lower oesophageal sphincter, hence strangulating the varices and arresting haemorrhage.

Vasoactive drugs have been widely used for the past four decades in an attempt to control bleeding from oesophageal varices. Vasopressin was the first drug used to induce splanchnic vasoconstriction,16 but it is effective in only half of the patients treated17 and its use is associated with the development of major complications in approximately 25 per cent of patients.17,18 Even the use of an analogue of vasopressin, terlipressin (triglycyl-lysine-vasopressin; Glypressin), or concomitant administration of the hormone with nitrates has failed to produce convincing benefits with respect to both the control of bleeding and reduction of side effects.19

The vasoactive peptide hormone somatostatin has a wide spectrum of actions. Although in pharmacological doses somatostatin has only a moderate vasoconstrictive effect on the splanchic vasculature, it reduces oesophageal variceal pressure and has been shown to be beneficial in the treatment of bleeding varices. The results of several randomised controlled trials suggest that variceal bleeding can be controlled in 65–70 per cent of patients treated, avoiding major complications but without necessarily significantly reducing the mortality.20,21 Somatostatin has a half-life of less than 3 minutes, necessitating continuous
intravenous infusion to achieve a therapeutic response. This short half-life together with its relatively non-specific effects and the rebound hormonal hypersecretion on cessation of infusion, have severely limited its clinical use.

The more recently developed somatostatin analogue octreotide, however, has a much more selective action than somatostatin, is longer acting and is also less expensive. Infusion of octreotide at 25 μg/hour has been shown in one study to be as effective as balloon tamponade of the oesophagus in controlling variceal bleeding in the acute situation and has less associated morbidity and mortality.\(^{28}\) Five randomised controlled trials have found somatostatin\(^{23,24}\) or octreotide\(^{25-27}\) to be equally effective with fewer associated complications than injection sclerotherapy in controlling initial variceal haemorrhage. Furthermore, both somatostatin and octreotide have been shown to be very effective in controlling early postinjection sclerotherapy bleeding, which can occur from the varices themselves, or from oesophageal ulceration or oesophagitis.\(^{28}\) This observation would suggest that both somatostatin and octreotide are useful as adjuvant treatment to injection sclerotherapy. Vasoactive therapy for control of variceal bleeding remains an attractive proposition since it is the only treatment that can be initiated, without specialist expertise, as soon as the patient enters hospital. Preliminary studies also suggest that octreotide is very effective in controlling severe gastric bleeding in patients with portal hypertensive gastropathy or gastric varices.\(^{29}\) Octreotide should be administered intravenously as either 500 μg in 500 mL of 5 per cent dextrose over 12 hours, or 500 μg in 60 mL of 5 per cent dextrose over 12 hours via a syringe driver.

Agents that act by a constrictor effect on the lower oesophageal sphincter include pentagastrin and metoclopramide.\(^{30,31}\)

The risk of encephalopathy is reduced by the administration of neomycin (250 mg–1 g four times daily), to reduce the number of ammonia-producing bacteria in the bowel, and lactulose (10–30 mL three times daily) to increase gut motility and lower faecal pH, hence reducing ammonia absorption. Lactulose may also produce some benefit via an antiendotoxin effect.

**Oesophageal tamponade**

Balloon tamponade is an effective method of achieving temporary control of variceal bleeding (70–90 per cent) but in view of the high rate of recurrent bleeding (60 per cent) after removal of the tube, it should be reserved for selected situations. These include instances of continued massive bleeding because varices cannot be sclerosed, when surgical intervention is required because acute sclerotherapy has failed, and prior to transfer of a bleeding patient to a specialised centre.

In general it is unwise, and even hazardous, to insert a balloon tube in a patient before a definite diagnosis has been made by endoscopy. If upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage from an oesophageal or gastric neoplasm is mistaken for variceal bleeding, an inexperienced clinician may rupture the latter. With adequate resuscitation and use of pharmacological agents, particularly octreotide, insertion of a balloon tube prior to endoscopy is now rarely necessary. The one exception is possibly the patient with a previous history of varices or a clinical picture strongly suggestive of portal hypertension, presenting with bleeding and haemodynamic instability which does not respond to resuscitation and pharmacotherapy.

The four-lumen (Sengstaken–Blakemore or Minnesota) tube (Fig. 46.1), which is most commonly used, should be stored in a refrigerator to render it less pliable, thus facilitating insertion. Both balloons of a fresh tube are tested for leaks prior to insertion, the nasal route being preferred as it is ultimately more comfortable for the patient. Once in the stomach, the gastric balloon is filled with 200 mL of air and pulled back to impinge on the cardia. The oesophageal balloon is then inflated with air to obtain an intraluminal pressure of approximately 40 mmHg, estimated by using a blood pressure manometer. The tube is strapped to the nares in this position but no traction is necessary. Test aspiration via the gastric lumen of the tube is undertaken approximately every 15 minutes to check for further bleeding, and this lumen may also be used for administration of neomycin and lactulose. A fourth lumen allows aspiration of the upper oesophagus and pharynx in order to reduce the risk of bronchial aspiration. In patients who are stuporous or comatose, the airway should be protected by an endotracheal tube. The use of oesophageal tamponade is a temporary holding measure until definitive therapy is instituted. The oesophageal balloon is generally deflated after 12–24 hours to prevent oesophageal ulceration, but the position

![Figure 46.1 Use of a four-lumen (Sengstaken–Blakemore) tube for oesophageal tamponade](image-url)
of the gastric balloon may be maintained. If bleeding recurs the oesophageal balloon may be reinflated but by this stage a more definitive line of therapy should be established. If re-bleeding does not occur within the subsequent 24 hour period, the gastric balloon is deflated and the tube removed, but these patients too will require definitive treatment.

Complications of balloon tamponade occur in about 10–20 per cent of patients and include pressure damage to the surface of the oesophagus causing mucosal ulceration, oesophageal perforation and aspiration pneumonia. Some patients find the tube uncomfortable and often become distressed and agitated.

**Injection sclerotherapy**

Crafoord and Frenckner first described injection sclerotherapy in 1939 in the management of acute bleeding in a patient with portal vein thrombosis. In 1973 Johnston and Rodgers reported their 15 year experience with 195 administrations of injection sclerotherapy for acute bleeding in 117 patients. Control of bleeding was obtained in 93 per cent of patients, and the hospital mortality was 18 per cent. In the following two decades, endoscopic injection sclerotherapy became the most frequently used form of therapy for both emergency and long term control of variceal haemorrhage.

The technique relies on the obliteration of varices by a process of sclerosis and fibrosis. Several methods are used to achieve this objective, including intravariceal injection of sclerosant, which is the most widely used method, and paravariceal or submucosal injection, which aims to produce an area of fibrosis and thickening superficial to the varices. Some sclerotherapists use a combination of the intravariceal and paravariceal methods, in an attempt to combine the advantages of each. Various sclerosing agents are used, including ethanolamine oleate, sodium tetradecyl sulphate, polidocanol, and more recently the tissue adhesive N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate (Histoacryl). The fact that several agents are available, and are effective, probably indicates that no one in particular is vastly superior to the others.

Injection sclerotherapy can be performed using either a rigid oesophagoscope or a fibreoptic endoscope. Both have advantages and disadvantages, although the latter is more commonly used nowadays. If one uses the rigid instrument, a general anaesthetic is required, but this gives the reassurance of a protected airway. The technique for the passage of the rigid instrument requires more training and skill. The advantages are that the tip of the rigid instrument can be used to compress any bleeding point and the wide bore channel allows the passage of a large sucker for removal of blood or clot. Rotation of the instrument allows compression of the varix following injection of sclerosant. The flexible instrument is technically easier to pass, carries less risk of oesophageal damage and general anaesthesia is unnecessary. The main disadvantages are the problem of removing blood efficiently during active haemorrhage and the difficulty in providing adequate compression of the varix after injection to ensure the necessary intimal damage.

Complications of injection sclerotherapy are generally minor and include low grade fever, retrosternal discomfort and oesophageal ulceration or mucosal sloughing. More serious complications, which are generally rare, include oesophageal perforation, oesophageal stricture, pleural effusion and empyema. With repeated injection sclerotherapy sessions, complications become cumulative. If oesophageal ulceration becomes a significant problem either somatostatin or omeprazole or both may be used.

In most centres, the initial sclerotherapy is performed at the time of diagnostic endoscopy, and succeeds in controlling acute variceal bleeding in the majority (over 70 per cent) of patients, while in the remainder, a second sclerotherapy session is necessary. Following either one or two injection sessions, acute bleeding will be controlled in 90–95 per cent of patients. Failure of acute sclerotherapy is defined as failure to control acute bleeding after two emergency injection treatments during a single hospital admission. Such patients should be controlled with balloon tamponade and should undergo TIPSS or be considered for one of the more major surgical options. These include portal–systemic shunt, oesophageal transection/devascularisation or liver transplantation.

During a 37-year period in Belfast, injection sclerotherapy using the rigid instrument was used for the control of acute variceal bleeding. Between 1958 and 1995, 436 patients had a total of 734 injections during 663 admissions for acute bleeding. Bleeding was controlled in 94 per cent of patients, and only 6 per cent of patients required more than one injection for control. The hospital mortality rate was 15 per cent and, of these, 63 per cent were categorised as Child’s grade C.

The results for sclerotherapy in the treatment of acutely bleeding gastric varices have generally been poor, although reports on the use of Histoacryl glue have been very encouraging. Injection sclerotherapy is not indicated in patients with bleeding due to portal hypertensive gastropathy. In these cases TIPSS or an emergency surgical procedure is indicated if pharmacotherapy fails.

**Variceal ligation**

Endoscopic variceal ligation (EVL), introduced in 1988, is based on the same principle as banding of haemorrhoids. The target varix is identified and the scope advanced under direct vision until the banding cylinder is in full contact with the varix. The varix is sucked into a chamber attached to the tip of the endoscope resulting in a complete ‘red-out’ and loss of endoscopic visibility. An elastic ‘O’ band, mounted on the chamber, is then released over the varix by
Portal–systemic shunt procedures

Until the use of sclerotherapy became widespread in the early 1970s portal–systemic shunts were widely used for the treatment of acute variceal bleeding. Shunt surgery has, however, been associated with high operative mortality of 7–30 per cent and a low 5-year survival, particularly in patients with marked hepatic functional decompensation. For these reasons portal–systemic shunting for acute variceal bleeding is not performed routinely in the vast majority of centres and is reserved for the 5–10 per cent of patients in whom bleeding is not controlled by pharmacotherapy or endoscopic techniques. It also remains a useful treatment in countries with a high incidence of non-cirrhotic portal hypertension that occurs during the second or third decade of life.

Orloff, the main proponent of emergency shunt procedures, reported an operative mortality rate of 20 per cent and a 5-year survival rate of 64 per cent in a series of 94 consecutive unselected patients who underwent surgery within 8 hours of admission to hospital. A controlled trial by Orloff’s group comparing routine emergency shunting with conventional medical management followed by elective shunting showed better control of haemorrhage and improved early and late survival in the emergency shunt group. Major criticisms of this trial are, first, that endoscopic sclerotherapy, the gold standard for treatment of acute variceal bleeding in most centres, was not used in the medical treatment arm and, second, crossover to surgical treatment for patients who failed medical therapy was not allowed.

If surgery is required in the acute situation, the quickest and simplest procedure is probably the safest. Many surgeons therefore favour the end-to-side portacaval shunt or the interposition mesocaval shunt. Both these procedures, however, completely divert portal flow away from the liver and thereby tend to cause more frequent episodes of encephalopathy than do those following devascularisation procedures and selective shunts. The high incidence of postoperative encephalopathy, which is often chronic and incapacitating, accounts for the trend away from portal–systemic shunts in recent years despite the fact that they prevent recurrent variceal bleeding in virtually all patients.

Clear indications for emergency surgical intervention in many institutions include persistent variceal bleeding despite non-operative treatment with endoscopic techniques, failure of chronic sclerotherapy or EVL, and bleeding from gastric varices or portal hypertensive gastropathy which is unresponsive to acute pharmacotherapy. In our practice, we virtually never use emergency shunt procedures for acute variceal bleeding.

Transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunting

A method for producing an intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunt via the transjugular route was first described in animals by Rosch et al. in 1969. The first transjugular portal–systemic shunt procedure in a patient was described in 1982 when balloon catheters were inflated to produce a tract between the portal and hepatic vein. The success of metallic expandable stents to improve patency rates since 1989 has resulted in an increasing use of this technique. The internal jugular vein, usually on the right side, is punctured and a sheath is inserted cannulating the right or middle hepatic vein under radiological screening. Then a transjugular liver biopsy needle or sharp stylet is directed out of the hepatic vein, through the liver parenchyma and into a large branch of the portal vein. After passing a guide wire into the portal vein, an angioplasty balloon catheter is used to expand the tract before inserting a metallic stent (Palmez or Wallstent) (Fig. 46.2).

At present the main indication for this technique is to control and prevent variceal haemorrhage when endoscopic therapy has failed. It has been shown in numerous uncontrolled studies that TIPSS reduces re-bleeding in patients with recurrent variceal haemorrhage. A recent meta-analysis evaluated 11 randomised trials comparing TIPSS with endoscopic treatment for prevention of variceal re-bleeding and survival. Transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunting was compared with sclerotherapy alone in five studies, with sclerotherapy plus propranolol in three studies and with EVL alone in three studies. Overall, TIPSS significantly reduced the re-bleeding rate but did not improve overall survival rate and was associated with a significantly higher incidence of post-treatment
encephalopathy compared with endoscopic treatment. Although some authors consider TIPSS to be the preferred first line treatment for uncontrolled variceal haemorrhage,75,76 most support the view that TIPSS should be a rescue procedure for failures of medical/endoscopic treatments.75,76

One advantage of TIPSS is that, being an intrahepatic procedure, the extrahepatic venous anatomy is not disturbed and subsequent liver transplantation can, if required, be more easily performed.74,77 Transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunting can also be employed before closure of a surgical portal–systemic shunt which is causing disabling encephalopathy, and it can also be used to relieve intractable ascites. Transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic shunt creation is successfully completed in more than 90 per cent of patients, with a procedure related mortality of less than 1 per cent caused mainly by intraperitoneal bleeding.67 The major side effect of a successfully placed TIPSS is new or worse encephalopathy, which develops in approximately 15–25 per cent of cases.78 In most cases the symptoms are mild and are readily treated with dietary protein restriction and lactulose therapy.74 Re-bleeding occurs in 10–20 per cent of patients,67 and is usually associated with shunt related complications, such as intimal hyperplasia, shunt migration or thrombosis. Therefore, a vigorous surveillance programme is mandatory for the prompt diagnosis and correction of any significant stent dysfunction and to minimise the risk of re-bleeding. Doppler ultrasonography has been used for evaluation of shunt patency, but its sensitivity is inferior to angiography.79 In cases of shunt occlusion, either a further shunt may be inserted or balloon dilatation of the existing shunt can be carried out.

Oesophageal transection/devascularisation

The alternative to portal–systemic shunting for surgical control of acutely bleeding oesophageal varices is transection of the oesophagus and end-to-end anastomosis using a stapling gun.49 The aim of this procedure is to remove a segment of the lower 1–3 cm of the oesophagus, which is the most vulnerable in terms of variceal bleeding. Vankemmel first reported the use of a circular stapling gun to perform oesophageal transection in 1974.80 It is a relatively simple operation, compared with portal–systemic shunting, but carries a similar mortality. As the portal circulation is not disturbed, postoperative encephalopathy is generally not a problem. The disadvantage of this procedure, however, is that, although acute bleeding may be controlled in over 95 per cent of patients, there is, in contrast to shunt procedures, a significant rate of recurrent variceal bleeding, approximating 30 per cent over the next 5–10 years.

Oesophageal transection (Fig. 46.3) is performed through an upper midline incision. The left gastric venous drainage is ligated in continuity at the upper border of the pancreas in order to interrupt the main connection between the hypertensive portal vein and the varices. The oesophagus is then mobilised, protecting the anterior and posterior vagi. A linen ligature is passed around the oesophagus prior to insertion of the gun. The closed gun is introduced into the lower third of the oesophagus via a small anterior gastrotomy wound, and then slackened off to give a gap of about 3 cm. The linen ligature is then tightened around the oesophagus immediately above the cardia thus invaginating a flange of full thickness wall between the two portions of the head of the gun. The gap in the head of the gun is tightened and the trigger pulled to complete the transection (see Fig. 46.3a). It is necessary to reopen the gap on the head of the gun before withdrawing it through the newly formed anastomosis. The excised portion of oesophageal wall should form a complete ‘doughnut’, indicating a satisfactory transection.

The incidence of recurrent bleeding may be decreased by a combination of oesophageal transection and devascularisation of the lower oesophagus and upper stomach (see Fig. 46.3b), but this may increase the operative risk. An even more extensive operation involves a thoracoabdominal approach, with oesophageal transection and extensive devascularisation of the oesophagus and upper stomach, including a vagotomy, pyloroplasty and splenectomy (Sugiura operation) (see Fig. 46.3c).81 This combined procedure, which was used extensively in Japan with excellent reported results in terms of operative complications and re-bleeding,82 is now less popular there and has never become established in Western practice.

**Control of active variceal bleeding**

- **Resuscitation**
  - Insert two 16 gauge peripheral cannulae
  - Correct coagulation abnormalities
  - Central venous access
  - Protect airway by elective intubation if patient has severe uncontrollable variceal bleeding, severe encephalopathy, inability to maintain oxygen saturations above 90 per cent, or aspiration pneumonia
Over a 19-year period, a total of 139 stapled oesophageal transections with devascularisation were performed in Belfast. Twenty-nine procedures were performed as an emergency, with eight deaths, giving a mortality rate of 28 per cent; this compares with a mortality rate of 14 per cent for the 110 patients who underwent elective procedures.

### LONG TERM AND DEFINITIVE TREATMENT

During their lifetime some 70 per cent of patients will have a further variceal bleed, the highest incidence and associated mortality rate being during the first few months following the first haemorrhage, and the chance of survival returning to baseline thereafter. There is general agreement that some form of specific long term treatment is usually indicated.

The only form of treatment that cures both the underlying liver disease and the portal hypertension is liver transplantation. Patients presenting with bleeding oesophageal varices nowadays should all be considered for liver transplantation. Only a small percentage will ultimately receive a transplant, but management in possible transplant candidates should subsequently be directed to forms of therapy that will not interfere with any subsequent transplant procedure.

The alternatives to liver transplantation are long term pharmacological management, repeated injection sclerotherapy, repeated variceal ligation, a devascularisation and transection operation, or a portal–systemic shunt procedure.

### Long term pharmacotherapy

Although drugs have been used in the treatment of acute variceal bleeding for many years, pharmacotherapy has only recently been investigated and used for the long term prevention of recurrent variceal haemorrhage. The mechanism of
action of long term pharmacotherapy is probably a reduction in portal pressure brought about by splanchnic arteriolar vasosconstriction.

Nine published randomised controlled trials have compared β-blockers (propranolol or nadolol) to a placebo for the prevention of recurrent variceal haemorrhage. A meta-analysis of these trials shows a significant reduction in re-bleeding but not in mortality. A number of recent studies have combined administration of isosorbide-5-mononitrate (ISMN) with non-selective β-blockade in preventing variceal rebleeding. Patch et al. randomised 102 patients surviving a variceal bleed to EVL or drug therapy using propranolol with the addition of ISMN if target reductions in portal pressure evaluated by the hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG), were not achieved at 3 months. Overall, results of pressure evaluated by the hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG), were not achieved at 3 months. Overall, results of drug therapy were similar to those of EVL with no differences in survival or non-bleeding complications. Recent data suggest that reducing HVPG by 20 per cent or more, or reducing portal pressure to 12 mmHg is associated with a marked reduction in the long term risk of developing complications of portal hypertension and is associated with improved survival. A ‘à la carte’ treatment of portal hypertension is being proposed by several authors, suggesting that adaption of medical therapy to the haemodynamic response is important in the management strategy of patients with portal hypertension. Burroughs and McCormick treated 34 patients suffering from cirrhosis and portal hypertension with propranolol and measured HVPG after a median of 4 days. Target HVPG reductions were achieved in 13 ‘responders’. Isosorbide-5-mononitrate was added in the 21 ‘non-responders’ and HVPG measured again. Seven further patients achieved target HVPG reduction. Bleeding rates were lower in responders than in non-responders. The authors concluded that the haemodynamic response to drug therapy identified patients who were efficiently protected from variceal re-bleeding and suggested that alternative treatment should be considered for non-responders.

Other agents currently being investigated for use in long term pharmacotherapy include calcium channel blockers such as verapamil, serotonin antagonists and octreotide. Drug therapy, however, has disadvantages, such as the cost of lifelong medication, problems with compliance in alcoholic patients and potential side effects.

Repeated injection sclerotherapy

Repeated injection sclerotherapy is currently the most widely used technique for the treatment of recurrent oesophageal variceal bleeding. If a programme of repeated sclerotherapy is thought to be the most appropriate long term therapeutic option, repeat injection sessions usually begin 1–2 weeks after the initial emergency session and are continued every 1–2 weeks until the varices have been completely eradicated. The interval between injection sessions varies in different centres; injections at weekly intervals produce earlier obliteration of varices but may be associated with a higher incidence of oesophageal mucosal sloughing and ulceration than injections at 2- or 3-weekly intervals. Once the varices have been eradicated, follow-up endoscopy is advised every 3–6 months.

The efficacy of long term sclerotherapy in eradicating varices, to prevent recurrent bleeding and ultimately improve survival, has been the subject of several trials. Meta-analysis of eight randomised controlled trials comparing sclerotherapy with a medically treated control group for the prevention of recurrent variceal bleeding has shown that the rebleeding rate is lower in patients who underwent injection sclerotherapy. However, 45–60 per cent of patients treated by injection sclerotherapy will re-bleed some time later. Many of these patients are successfully managed with subsequent sclerotherapy sessions, but the eventual failure rate of injection sclerotherapy is as high as 35 per cent.

Failure of long term sclerotherapy is defined as massive bleeding requiring resuscitation and blood transfusion, or two or more bleeding episodes during the injection programme. In this situation a shunt procedure or possibly a devascularisation and transection operation should be considered. In terms of improvement of overall survival it is generally perceived that sclerotherapy, while effective in treating acute variceal bleeding and reducing the risk of recurrent bleeding, does not improve long term survival. This is thought to be related to the fact that it is only a palliative procedure and does not alter the progression of the underlying disease process. However, a meta-analysis of the controlled trials comparing chronic sclerotherapy with conventional medical therapy shows a statistically significant survival advantage with the former technique.

Repeated variceal ligation

Repeated EVL is an effective procedure for the eradication of oesophageal varices. Seven published trials comparing EVL with endoscopic injection sclerotherapy have been combined in a meta-analysis which included 547 patients. This concluded that EVL carried a significantly lower rate of recurrent variceal bleeding, a decreased mortality rate and reduced complications such as oesophageal stricture, while fewer sessions were required to achieve variceal obliteration. Endoscopic varical ligation is now considered in many centres to be the endoscopic treatment of choice for patients with bleeding oesophageal varices.

It has been the experience of some, that the frequency of recurrence of oesophageal varices is higher following EVL and therefore a combination of EVL and injection sclerotherapy may prove to be a useful option – using EVL to treat large varices followed by a course of injection sclerotherapy for small varices and to achieve fibrosis of the inner wall of the oesophagus. The additive effect of sclerotherapy to patients receiving repeated EVL has been shown in a prospective randomised trial to be safe and results
in a significant reduction in the re-bleeding rate. Other authors, however, have not shown any significant benefit of combination therapy and have reported that it is associated with a greater morbidity.

Elective oesophageal transection/devascularisation

Transection/devascularisation procedures are being used less frequently for the elective or long-term management of patients with variceal bleeding. This is probably related to the fact that, although they have the advantages of being relatively simple to perform and not associated with encephalopathy, they are associated with a high incidence of recurrent variceal bleeding (approximately 30 per cent). They may continue to have a limited role in some countries, where access to liver transplantation is not available and where the patient is unsuitable for a shunt procedure, namely, elderly patients, patients with advanced liver disease, diabetic patients, patients with schistosomiasis and those with previous encephalopathy.

Of the 139 stapled oesophageal transections with devascularisation in Belfast carried out between 1976 and 1995, 110 were elective operations, often performed during the same hospital admission but usually within a few weeks of the onset of bleeding. There were 23 operative deaths in the total series, 10 of these occurring in patients with Child’s grade C disease. Fifteen patients in the series required oesophageal dilatation because of stricture formation. Of the 117 patients who survived to leave hospital, 46 developed recurrent haemorrhage during a follow-up period ranging from 3 months to 19 years. In 30 patients recurrent varices were identified and treated with post-transection injection sclerotherapy. Often recurrent haemorrhage was of a minor nature, and only seven of those 46 patients died as a result of the bleeding. The overall 5-, 10- and 15-year cumulative survival rates for the whole series were 49 per cent, 32 per cent and 28 per cent, respectively.

Elective portal–systemic shunts

Although many types of portal–systemic shunt have been developed, they fall into two main groups, namely non-selective and selective. Non-selective shunts decompress the entire portal system and as a result the incidence of retrograde portal blood flow and the risk of postoperative encephalopathy are high. The diversion of portal flow away from the liver and the consequent loss of hepatotrophic factors, is thought to cause a deterioration of hepatocellular metabolism and function. Examples of these non-selective shunts include the standard end-to-side portacaval shunt, the side-to-side portacaval shunt, the mesocaval shunt using a prosthetic graft, the portacaval prosthetic H graft and the central splenorenal shunt (Fig. 46.4).
One of the non-selective shunts, the portacaval prosthetic H graft, is worth further consideration. It has been suggested that by using a small diameter prosthesis, approximately 10 mm in diameter, the resistance of the shunt could be increased, thus decreasing the flux across the shunt and maintaining prograde or hepatopedal portal flow. The effect of the ‘partial’ shunt is not only to decompress the portal system sufficiently to prevent recurrent variceal bleeding, but also to maintain prograde portal flow and prevent encephalopathy and deterioration in hepatocellular function;\textsuperscript{102} the results have been encouraging in a few centres.\textsuperscript{103–105} Other advantages are that it is a relatively easy shunt to construct and, as dissection in the area of the hepatic pedicle is minimal, subsequent orthoptic liver transplantation is not compromised.\textsuperscript{104}

Selective shunts aim to decompress only a part of the portal system, namely the oesophago-gastric venous network, to prevent variceal bleeding while still maintaining portal venous pressure and prograde portal flow to avert encephalopathy.\textsuperscript{106} Examples include the Warren distal splenorenal shunt and the Inokuchi left gastric–inferior vena caval shunt (Fig. 46.5). The Warren shunt is the most widely used and is reported to be associated with a much lower incidence of encephalopathy than that following non-selective shunts.\textsuperscript{107} Nevertheless, not all patients maintain prograde portal perfusion after construction of the shunt, and this is particularly true of alcoholic patients with cirrhosis. In addition, it is thought that, in a significant number of patients with this shunt, prograde portal perfusion may not be maintained in the long term.\textsuperscript{108} Shunting continues to have a small but definite role in the management of young patients with minimal hepatic impairment and who do not have a history of diabetes, encephalopathy, active hepatitis or acute bleeding.\textsuperscript{109} It may also have a place in the treatment of patients with portal hypertensive gastropathy, in whom reduction of portal pressure may be the only successful form of treatment.

Liver transplantation

As the results of liver transplantation have improved, the operation has become more widely available and represents another treatment option for some patients with recurrent variceal bleeding.\textsuperscript{84} In practice, economic factors and a restricted supply of donor organs limit its availability, and in any case a significant percentage of patients are not candidates for this procedure because of advanced age, active alcohol or drug abuse, or advanced disease in other organ systems. Similarly, patients with extrahepatic portal vein thrombosis and schistosomiasis are not transplant candidates because hepatic functional reserve is maintained indefinitely in these conditions. Transplantation, however, is the treatment of choice in patients who have endstage liver disease. Bismuth \textit{et al.} have reported a 4-year survival rate of 73 per cent in Child’s grade C patients undergoing liver transplantation,\textsuperscript{110} while survival rates among patients with comparable hepatic risk managed by primary shunt or sclerotherapy were 31 per cent and 59 per cent, respectively. This evidence, confirmed by other investigators,\textsuperscript{84,111} suggests that, in the absence of any contraindications, patients with end-stage liver disease should undergo liver transplantation. It may also be required as the treatment of choice in patients with a poor quality of life and suffering from encephalopathy, asthenia and fatigue but whose disease is not end stage. Those patients with good hepatic function and static or slowly progressing disease are best treated in the interim by methods other than transplantation. If future transplantation is anticipated, the technique of surgical treatment should be considered carefully: non-shunt operations do not adversely affect subsequent transplantation and, if a shunt is required, the distal splenorenal, mesocaval or portacaval prosthetic H shunts, with which dissection in the area of the hepatic pedicle is minimal, are most suitable. End-to-side and side-to-side portacaval shunts should be avoided, but these techniques have been largely superseded by TIPSS.
Secondary prophylaxis of variceal bleeding in patients with cirrhosis

- Endoscopic variceal band ligation
  - Following control of active variceal bleeding, the varices should be eradicated using endoscopic methods. The method of first choice is band ligation
  - It is recommended that each varix is banded with a single band at weekly intervals until completely eradicated
  - The use of an over-tube should be avoided as it is associated with increased complications
  - Following successful eradication of varices, patients should undergo endoscopy at 3- to 6-monthly intervals
  - Recurrent varices should be treated with further variceal eradication
- Endoscopic injection sclerotherapy
  - If banding is not available, injection sclerotherapy should be used
  - The sclerotherapy agent used may vary between institutions
- Non-selective β-blocker with or without endoscopic therapy
  - Non-selective β-blockade may be used alone or in combination with endoscopic techniques
- TIPSS
  - TIPSS is more effective than endoscopic treatment in reducing variceal re-bleeding but does not improve survival and is associated with more encephalopathy
- Portal–systemic shunt formation
  - Continues to have a small but definite role in the management of young patients with minimal hepatic impairment who do not have a history of diabetes, encephalopathy, active hepatitis or acute bleeding

PROPHYLACTIC THERAPY

The aim of prophylactic therapy is to prevent a first episode of variceal bleeding and thereby reduce subsequent complications and mortality. As bleeding from documented oesophageal varices will occur in only 30 per cent of patients with cirrhosis,112,113 many authors recommend observation until the first variceal bleed occurs. Nevertheless, the high mortality of over 50 per cent in poor-risk Child’s C patients associated with the first bleed is reflected in controlled trials of prophylactic treatments including pharmacotherapy, injection sclerotherapy, portal–systemic shunt procedures and extensive devascularisation and transection operations.

Initial studies of prophylactic shunt procedures during the 1960s showed increased morbidity and mortality in the shunt groups114–116 and they were therefore abandoned. A more recent multicentre study from Japan, comparing prophylactic portal non-decompressive surgery with conventional management, has shown significantly improved survival and reduced re-bleed rates in the shunt group at 5 years.117 This study remains to be repeated in Western countries, where the aetiology of portal hypertension largely differs from that in Japan, and where major prophylactic shunt surgery of this nature is currently unjustified outside controlled trials.

Although initial controlled trials118,119 reported that prophylactic sclerotherapy reduced the risk of first variceal haemorrhage and improved survival, these results were not borne out by a meta-analysis of 19 randomised trials assessing the effect of prophylactic sclerotherapy for oesophageal variceal haemorrhage.120 This meta-analysis showed a significant benefit for sclerotherapy in the prevention of the initial variceal haemorrhage, but as there was significant heterogeneity in the results, the authors concluded that the overall results were equivocal. The authors of another meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials concluded that prophylactic sclerotherapy should not be widely applied at present owing to insufficient documentation of benefit.121 There is even a danger that injection treatment might precipitate the first variceal bleed, which may prove fatal.122

Endoscopic variceal ligation, which has an inherently low complication rate and brings about rapid obliteration of varices, may be a better option for primary prophylaxis of variceal haemorrhage. At least two groups have reported a significantly reduced initial variceal bleeding rate and mortality after prophylactic EVL compared with no treatment.123,124 The results of these two trials which have demonstrated efficacy of EVL for primary prophylaxis do not yet justify a conclusion that this treatment should be recommended for patients with varices that have not bled and further study is needed.

The most widely used form of prophylaxis is pharmacotherapy, particularly β-blockade with propranolol. There have been nine controlled studies on the prevention of initial variceal haemorrhage in patients with cirrhosis and oesophageal varices. Propranolol was the active agent used in seven studies and nadolol in two. Three meta-analyses,120,125,126 one based on individual data from four randomised controlled trials,126 have been published. All three concluded that the risk of initial haemorrhage was significantly reduced and there was a trend towards improved survival in cirrhotic patients with oesophageal varices. A recent cost-effectiveness analysis of variceal bleeding prophylaxis with propranolol, sclerotherapy, and shunt surgery in cirrhotic patients concluded that, at present, propranolol is the only cost-effective modality for prophylaxis of initial variceal bleeding.127 Most workers in the field agree that patients with large varices who have not bled and presumably carry a high risk of haemorrhage should be
offered prophylactic β-blocker therapy. There are as yet insufficient data to make recommendations for small varices. Isosorbide mononitrate has been shown to be as effective as propranolol in the prevention of first variceal bleeding with no difference in survival. Merkel et al. have also reported that a combination of ISMN with nadolol was of greater benefit than nadolol alone; however, Garcia-Pagan et al. reported that the addition of ISMN did not further lower the risk of bleeding in patients already receiving propranolol. Long acting nitrates may be a reasonable alternative for patients who have contraindications to, or are unable to tolerate β-blockers, or they could be prescribed as an additional therapy for primary prophylaxis in high risk patients.

It is evident that further studies are required and only time will tell whether pharmacotherapy, variceal ligation, or perhaps a combination of these therapies, may be the most appropriate approach for prophylaxis of oesophageal variceal haemorrhage.

**Primary prophylaxis**

- **Methods**
  - Pharmacological therapy with propranolol is the best available modality
  - If propranolol is contraindicated or there is intolerance, variceal band ligation is the treatment of choice
  - If neither propranolol nor variceal band ligation can be used, ISMN is the treatment of first choice
- **Diagnosis**
  - All patients with cirrhosis should undergo endoscopy at the time of diagnosis
  - If at the time of first endoscopy no varices are observed, the patient with cirrhosis should undergo endoscopy at 3-yearly intervals
  - If small varices are diagnosed, the patient should undergo endoscopy at yearly intervals
  - If patients have grade 2 varices and Child’s B or C disease, they should have primary prophylaxis
  - If grade 3 varices are diagnosed, patients should have primary prophylaxis irrespective of severity of liver disease

The prognosis in an individual patient depends on the severity of the bleeding episode and underlying liver function. Patients with non-cirrhotic portal hypertension or cirrhosis with good liver function have good short and long term prognosis. In patients with established cirrhosis, the presence of alcoholic hepatitis, hepatocellular carcinoma and/or portal venous thrombosis may adversely affect prognosis. Operative mortality rates are also more dependent on the status of the liver disease at the time of surgery, rather than the procedure performed.

**Conclusions**

The initial management of a patient with bleeding oesophageal varices is similar to that for any patient with upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage, and subsequent treatment follows a protocol with generally agreed indications for each therapeutic option (Fig. 46.6). Immediate resuscitation involves administration of fluids and blood, preferably guided by measurement of central venous pressure, and correction of coagulation deficits. Emergency endoscopy is necessary to confirm that the patient is bleeding from oesophageal varices. Pharmacotherapy, either with somatostatin or octreotide, may be used if necessary. Oesophageal tamponade may be necessary on rare occasions: in a patient who has massive variceal bleeding which disallows acute sclerotherapy, when sclerotherapy fails in a patient waiting for surgery and in transporting an acutely bleeding patient to a specialised centre.

Once variceal bleeding has been confirmed, immediate injection sclerotherapy or band ligation should be performed. Using one or sometimes two endoscopy sessions, acute variceal bleeding will be controlled in 90–95 per cent of patients. Acute endoscopy techniques are deemed to have failed when two sessions have been unable to control the acute bleeding episode.

In the 5–10 per cent of patients in whom emergency endoscopic techniques fail, an emergency surgical or radiological procedure is indicated. The available options are a portal–systemic shunt (including TIPSS) and oesophageal transection, with or without devascularisation. The indications for each of these options and their relative merits remain controversial. In general, emergency portal–systemic shunting produces a definite arrest of haemorrhage and prevents recurrence but is associated with a high incidence of encephalopathy and a high operative mortality. If an emergency portal–systemic shunt is contemplated, TIPSS is now the procedure of choice. Alternatively, an oesophageal transection can be performed. This is associated with a lower incidence of encephalopathy but a higher incidence of recurrent bleeding.

In general, therapeutic options for long term control of variceal bleeding are palliative procedures designed to prevent recurrent bleeding and do not improve overall...

**RESULTS AND PROGNOSIS**
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Figure 46.6 Algorithm for acute management of a patient with bleeding oesophageal varices. TIPSS, transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunting
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Figure 46.7 Algorithm of long term management of a patient with bleeding oesophageal varices. EVL, endoscopic variceal ligation; TIPSS, transjugular intrahepatic portal–systemic stent shunting

Only β-blockers have been clearly shown to be of benefit in the prevention of initial variceal bleeding. All patients with established cirrhosis should undergo screening endoscopy to assess the presence of varices. Although data concerning the best time intervals for repeat screening sessions are lacking, several established liver centres have adopted a policy of screening patients every 2–3 years. Patients with large varices and/or endoscopic signs for risk of bleeding should be placed on treatment. Whether treating patients with small oesophageal varices is cost-effective or clearly influences survival is unknown.

survival. The only treatment which addresses the underlying pathology and improves survival is liver transplantation. When considering the appropriate therapeutic option for each patient, it is useful to first consider whether the patient is a candidate for transplantation (Fig. 46.7). Patients with advanced liver disease are best treated by transplantation. Patients with moderate liver dysfunction but who are symptomatic, for example those with encephalopathy, asthenia, fatigue or a poor quality of life, are also probably best treated by transplantation. Those awaiting a suitable liver graft should undergo sclerotherapy, EVL or TIPSS in the interim period.
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THE PROBLEM

Humans are tropical beings but, unlike most other mammals, we lack an effective hairy covering. Our adaptation to a cold environment was primarily an intellectual event. Thus, cold induced injuries are almost exclusively a result of our inability to protect ourselves adequately against our environment.

Serious injuries caused by cold are in most cases preventable, occurring only sporadically in civilian life. Despite populations of about 100 million at risk in areas where subzero temperatures are commonplace, injuries caused by cold are surprisingly unusual or rare. On the other hand such injuries are of major significance to military personnel operating in the cold and to populations involved in catastrophes. For example, during World War I, 115 000 British soldiers suffered cold injuries, with morbidity rates ranging from 27 to 33 per cent for the years 1914 and 1915. The corresponding figures for the French and Italian armies were 80 000 and 38 000, respectively. During World War II, 10 per cent of American soldiers, i.e. more than 90 000, suffered cold injuries. The great losers in this respect, however, were the Germans; in their case figures exceeding 600 000 victims have been presented. The numbers could be much higher if one included the common combination of war wounds and hypothermia. Often the cold is an enemy worse than the opposition themselves. During the Fenno–Russian War of 1940, 9000 Swedish volunteers enlisted in the Finnish army, and of these 130 had to be sent back to Sweden as a result of cold injuries; this contrasts with 33 who were killed and 50 who were wounded.

THERMOREGULATION

The human body tries to maintain thermal equilibrium between heat production and heat loss with a core temperature of $37 \pm 2^\circ C$. Basal heat production under conditions of thermal comfort is around 70–100 W. Body temperature is regulated in the hypothalamus. Thermosensitive endorgans in the skin, and possibly elsewhere, transmit cold perception via the lateral hypothalamic tracts.

Various mechanisms regulate heat loss. Depending on both temperature and humidity, radiation accounts for 60 per cent of total heat loss, convection for about 18 per cent, conduction for 3 per cent and evaporation for 20–30 per cent. When thermoregulation is impaired and core temperature starts to decline, the affected individual suffers cold stress, which can deteriorate into hypothermia.

**Mechanisms of regulating heat loss**

- Radiation: heat loss – 60 per cent
- Convection: heat loss – 18 per cent
- Conduction: heat loss – 3 per cent
- Evaporation: heat loss – 20–30 per cent

In a cold environment one is obliged to prevent heat loss by wearing clothing which produces a subtropical microclimate. If, however, such protection is inadequate, physiological adjustment to cold is accomplished by two main mechanisms. Heat loss by conductance is limited by increased cutaneous vasoconstriction mediated by unmyelinated sympathetic constrictor fibres with noradrenaline as
the transmitter.\textsuperscript{5} Furthermore, heat production can be augmented by voluntary muscular activity, also by involuntary muscular tensing, but most of all by muscular shivering. Heat production is also influenced by the secretion of thyroxine and catecholamines, the so-called thermogenic hormones.\textsuperscript{6,7}

Cold injuries may be either systemic or localised. The latter injuries most often precede systemic hypothermia. The local injuries described in the next two sections constitute two clinically different entities: freezing cold injuries (FCIs) and non-freezing cold injuries (NFCIs). The final section of this chapter deals with systemic hypothermia per se.

**Broad types of cold injury**

- Localised
  - Freezing cold injuries
  - Non-freezing cold injuries
- Systemic
  - Hypothermia

**FREEZING COLD INJURIES**

Freezing cold injuries occur when the temperature drops below freezing point and there is true freezing of the tissue. Normally, human flesh freezes at $-2 \degree C$, but supercooling is common if the skin is dry. Skin wetness is conducive to frostbite, as it allows crystallisation to terminate supercooling.\textsuperscript{8} Pathogenic mechanisms thought to contribute to tissue heat loss due to FCIs include a direct cryogenic insult to the cells and vascular damage with decreased perfusion and tissue hypoxia.

**Pathophysiology**

The adrenergic vasoconstriction of cutaneous vessels is of great importance in the origin of frostbite. The skin’s normal blood flow far exceeds its nutritional requirements. In peripheral structures such as hands, feet, nose and ears, the flow can vary considerably owing to wide arteriovenous shunts. In a warm environment the hands, for example, are superperfused and the tips of the fingers are even warmer than the lips. Only about 10 per cent of the flow to the hands, however, is needed for tissue oxygenation; the rest creates warmth, thereby facilitating dexterity. Local cooling of the skin occludes these shunts even in the absence of any decrease in core temperature. When skin is exposed to an extreme cold environment for a longer period of time, even the nutrition begins to suffer. Fingernails grow more slowly in arctic climates than in temperate zones.

In order to protect the viability of the peripheral parts of the extremities early during cold exposure, an intermittent cold induced vasodilatation (CIVD) takes place. Cold induced vasodilatation is a result of the opening of arteriovenous anastomoses, occurring every 5–10 minutes. This alternating constriction and dilatation, known as the ‘hunting response’, was described by Sir Thomas Lewis as long ago as 1930.\textsuperscript{9} Cold induced vasodilatation is a compromise in the human physiological plan to conserve heat and yet intermittently preserve the function of hands and feet. It is perceived by the patient as periods of prickling heat, and it becomes less pronounced as body temperature decreases. Great individual variations in the degree of CIVD might explain differing susceptibility to local cold injury. Importantly, people indigenous to a cold climate present a more pronounced CIVD.

In contrast to cryopreservation of living tissue when crystallisation occurs intracellularly and extracellularly, the clinical congelation with a slow rate of freezing produces only extracellular ice crystals. The process is an exothermic one, liberating heat, for which reason the temperature of the limb remains at freezing point until freezing is complete. Not until then does the limb temperature start to decline to the ambient level.\textsuperscript{10}

When water in the extracellular spaces is transformed into ice, the osmolality of this space will increase and lead to a passive diffusion of water from the intracellular compartment.\textsuperscript{11} Cell hydration alters protein structures, membrane lipids and cellular pH, leading to destruction incompatible with cell survival.\textsuperscript{12} Resistance to freezing injury varies in different tissues. Skin is more resistant than are muscle and nerves, possibly owing to a lower water content, both intracellularly and intercellularly, in the epidermis.

**Indirect haemorheological factors** also influence the pathophysiology, but their role is debatable. These factors start to influence matters during the prefreeze phase, with sympathetic vasoconstriction, which causes transendothelial plasma leakage. The increased intravascular viscosity retards flow and causes sludging. This indirect vascular effect was earlier interpreted as similar to that found in NFCIs. Recent studies on rabbit ears\textsuperscript{13–15} however, have shown that freezing causes intimal lesions in the microvasculature prior to any evidence of damage to other skin parenchymal elements. The earliest and most severe lesions were found in the intima of the arterioles, but venules and capillaries subsequently demonstrated the same changes. The endothelial cells shrank and separated from the elastic internal lamina, and this event was present in samples removed immediately after freezing, which proves that blood reflow could not be responsible for the changes. These findings provide evidence that the rheological part of the pathogenesis of FCI is also dependent on a cryobiological effect. Other studies confirm these results.\textsuperscript{16}

When frostbitten tissue is rewarmed, ice crystals melt as an endothermic reaction, absorbing the previously lost heat of crystallisation.\textsuperscript{10} This means that the temperature of the frozen area levels out at around $-2 \degree C$ until all the ice crystals have melted. Rediffusion of water to the dehydrated
cells then starts, leading to intracellular swelling. The thawing further induces a maximal vascular dilatation, causing hyperaemia. The endothelial cell injury increases fluid extravasation, leading to oedema and blister formation. The mechanical stability of red corpuscle aggregates increases, and showers of emboli pass along the microvessels. The disruption of the endothelial cells exposes the basement membrane and provides an opportunity to initiate platelet adhesion, which in turn starts the coagulation cascade. Blood flow then stagnates, and progressive thrombosis culminates in anoxia.

Cells that are damaged by direct freezing injury with dehydration, and those that succumb due to microcirculatory congestion and anoxia, cannot be saved. However, in an intermediate, pivotal zone of injury located between the distal frostbitten tissue and the unaffected limb, various forms of therapy might affect the survival of tissue. Progressive dermal ischaemia due to the increased enzyme activity of vasoconstricting metabolites of arachidonic acid possibly plays a role in the pathogenesis in this zone. Free radicals may also act in this context. Manson et al. succeeded in improving viability in frozen rat ears by administering superoxide dismutase (SOD) at the time of thawing, pointing to a reperfusion injury in both FCIs and NFCIs (see Chapter 2).

Environmental factors

The development of an FCI depends upon ambient temperature and duration of exposure. However, many other factors influence the course of events. Experiences from polar expeditions have taught that when the ambient temperature falls below −60 °C, human flesh may freeze within a minute. It is the heat loss to which the exposed tissue is subjected which determines the damage, and in this respect windchill is an important factor. In calm weather a normothermic person is surrounded by a thin layer of warm air next to the skin. As wind velocity increases, more heat is lost and the danger of possible cold injury increases. Thus the temperature feels ‘much colder’ when the wind is blowing as is obvious from the windchill chart. Any movement of air past the body has the same effect. Thus, running, skiing, skijoring and riding in open vehicles must be considered in addition to direct wind. During World War II the US army suffered more than 90,000 injuries due to cold, and heavy bomber crews suffered more FCIs than all other injuries combined. However, exposed flesh will not freeze as long as the ambient temperature is above the freezing point, even at high wind velocities.

Clothing, wet with perspiration, rain or melted snow increases conductive loss because of reduced insulation. Moreover, water as a thermal conductor is superior to air by a factor of about 25. Use of alcohol and tobacco products, as well as poor nutrition and fatigue, are also factors predisposing to frostbite. Previous cold injury increases the risk of subsequent frostbite owing to an abnormal sympathetic response.

Cold metal, when grasped with the bare hand, can rapidly cause an FCI owing to high conductive heat loss. Most people are aware of this but often do not realise the risk of handling supercooled liquids. Petrol cooled down to −30 °C will freeze exposed flesh almost instantly as evaporative heat loss combines with conductive loss. Such rapid freezing causes both extracellular and intracellular freezing, with destruction of cell membranes, primarily on a mechanical basis. Similar FCIs have been reported following spilling of liquid propane directly on to the skin. This gas is usually transported as a liquid under pressure at −64 °C and has been shown in experimental animals to cause dermal necrosis after spraying for as little as 12 seconds.

Clinical picture

As with a thermal injury, FCI has been classified into first, second, third and fourth degree injuries. However, in the initial stages it is certainly difficult to predict the extent of a frostbite according to such a scheme. Freezing cold injuries are therefore better subdivided into superficial and deep frostbites. The superficial injury is limited to the skin and the immediately subcutaneous tissues. A stinging, prickling pain is often the first symptom. In a snowstorm, however, this sensation of pain is often absent. The affected skin turns pale or waxy-white, becomes numb and will indent when pressure is applied to it, as the underlying and surrounding tissues are still viable and pliable (Fig. 47.1). If, however, the frostbite extends into a deep injury, the skin turns white and marble-like, feels hard and adheres to the adjacent tissues. One must bear in mind, however, that even a superficial FCI on the extremities may appear to be frozen solid due to the freezing alone.
Treatment

FIRST AID TREATMENT

The golden rule of treatment is to take care of the local cold injury at once. This prevents a superficial frostbite from turning into a deep one. If the victim cannot be taken indoors, they must be protected from the wind by the shelter of companions, wind sac or similar makeshift refuge. The frostbitten area should be thawed by passive transmission of heat from a warmer part of the body, for example by placing the warm hand against the face or the cold hand into the axilla or groin. The victim is often under cold stress, with peripheral vasoconstriction, and therefore a warm comrade can provide excellent therapy. Massage and rubbing the frostbitten part with snow or a woollen muffler is contraindicated. The tissue is filled with ice crystals and such mechanical treatment aggravates the injury. Similarly, rewarming with dry heat in front of a camp fire or a camp stove should never be considered in any circumstances as the heat does not penetrate to any depth, the area is partly anaesthetised and treatment may even end up in a burn injury.

Frostbitten feet give warning signals of pain when the local temperature falls to around +15°C. This sensation of pain disappears before the actual freezing takes place, as nerve conductivity is abolished at +8 to +7°C.27 The paradox is that the last sensation one feels is that one does not feel anything at all. In the field frostbitten feet are best treated by rewarming them in a comrade’s armpit in the lee of natural shelter. Under extreme conditions, when evacuation from cold requires travel on foot, one should avoid thawing. Walking on frostbitten feet does not appear to increase the risk of tissue loss, whereas refreezing of a local cold injury certainly does.

If conditions allow, the most effective treatment for a frostbite is thawing in warm water at +40°C to +42°C, a temperature just tolerable on the back of the hand. One should not, however, postpone thawing by time-consuming transportation, as the severity of the injury is a product of low temperature and time. The temperature of the bath should be checked frequently to prevent the water from falling below 40°C. The thawing procedure should continue until sensation, colour and tissue softness return. Rapid rewarming in warm water often ends up in not so much a pink, but more a burgundy, hue due to venous stasis (Fig. 47.2).

Out in the field it is important to be aware of the fact that treatment requires more than local thawing. The correct treatment includes the whole individual, as frostbite is often the first sign of creeping hypothermia. More clothes should be put on and a warm, nourishing beverage given. The victim is often apathetic and unwilling to do anything. Should victims be forced to stay in the open, they should be urged to take muscular activity such as trudging through the snow and buffeting their arms against their sides. Such manoeuvres open the peripheral arteriovenous shunts in the extremities.

HOSPITAL TREATMENT

If thawing with passive warmth transfer proves unsuccessful after 20–30 minutes, a deep frostbite is present and the patient should be sent, properly protected, to the nearest hospital. If delay is likely because of transportation problems, it is better to get the patient into the nearest housing and thaw the injury in warm water. After complete thawing the patient should be put to bed with the injured area elevated (Fig. 47.3). Prompt transportation should then be arranged to the nearest hospital, where warm water thawing is recommended, provided that the injury is still in the frozen state. The best clinical results are obtained, paradoxically, by rapid rewarming, raising the tissue temperature without a simultaneous rise of blood flow and oxygen access. This emphasises the cryobiological aetiology of frostbite as the most important one, at least in the early stages. Frozen tissue appears to withstand hypoxia better than intracellular dehydration. There is evidence to suggest that if the whole individual is immersed in a warm water bath, the thawing process can be accelerated.28
Rapid rewarming gives moderate to severe pain of a burning quality, and the patient will often require an analgesic. If ibuprofen is at hand 600 mg should be given as soon as possible and the medication repeated every 6 hours if transportation is prolonged. The capillary damage causes leakage of serum, with local swelling and blister formation during the first few days. Blistering is more common on the back of the fingers, hands and feet, where the tissues are more lax than on the palms or the soles (Fig. 47.4). Clear blisters are most common. Haemorrhagic blister fluid reflects structural damage to the subdermal plexus. In order to prevent infection the blister should be kept intact and debrided only if infected. Tetanus prophylaxis is indicated. Antibiotics should be given only if there is clinical evidence of infection (Fig. 47.4).

Further hospital treatment should be open and non-occlusive (Fig. 47.3). Placement of sterile cotton pledgets between the toes and fingers is helpful. Daily treatment in a whirlpool bath at normal skin temperature cleanses the wounds gently, removes bacteria, aids circulation and provides physiological debridement. Patients are encouraged to exercise the affected digits in the whirlpool. Such treatment frightens many surgeons, who imagine that this may well transform a dry gangrene into a wet one. However, unlike that in atherosclerosis, gangrene due to frostbite is essentially superficial and the necrotic tissue may extend to a depth of no more than a few millimetres. Escharotomy on the dorsum or the dorsolateral part of the fingers should be performed if joint motion is limited.26

Being a thermogenic injury, frostbite is often compared with burn injuries. The inappropriateness of classifying cold injuries as burn injuries was mentioned earlier. It is even more inappropriate, however, to compare these two entities when dealing with surgical therapy. In a burn injury the border between living and dead tissue is established within a few days, whereas this takes months in frostbite, in which it is difficult to predict the amount of non-viable tissue at an early stage.

A conservative approach is to be recommended. ‘Frostbite in January, amputate in July’ and ‘Hurry up and wait before you ablate’ are dictums to be remembered by the over-zealous surgeon (Fig. 47.5). The only indication for early amputation is sepsicaemia; this is a rarity. Efforts to establish the borderline between living and dead tissue in order to decrease the duration of inpatient hospitalisation have through the past decades been numerous. The multiplicity of procedures recommended, e.g. plain X-rays, venous radioisotopic scanning, angiography, digital plethysmography, laser Doppler, thermography, technetium scintigraphy, triple-phase bone scanning, magnetic resonance imaging and angiography speak for themselves and show that, so far, there is no accurate method for early detection of viability. The appropriate level of amputation
is not clear until the tissue declares itself. Local frostbite is still a ‘wait and see injury’. Even if early recognition should prove possible, thereby sparing days of hospitalisation, clinical experience has shown that surgical intervention should be minimal. The blackened carapace acts as a protective covering for tissue regeneration and will separate by itself without intervention (Fig. 47.6). Premature surgery most often ends up in infection, unnecessary tissue loss and delay in healing, rather than the reverse.1,29 If amputation must be performed, a modified guillotine procedure is recommended at the lowest level, with later secondary closure.26

ADJUVANT THERAPY

Considerable interest has been focused on treatment with various anticoagulants believed to prevent progressive microvascular thrombosis and tissue loss. Treatment with heparin was used in Korea but proved ineffective. In order to be of value the therapy should be given early, as intravascular cellular aggregation, stasis and thrombosis occur soon after thawing. Conversely, it has been shown in experimental studies on frostbite in rabbits that there was very little deposition of fibrin after thawing.13 Marzella et al. have confirmed these findings and conclude that this observation was consistent with the lack of efficacy of heparin administration in experimental frostbite.14

Low molecular weight dextran has often been used in the treatment of local frostbite in order to reduce sludging and thrombosis in the small blood vessels. Clinical results are far from encouraging, and in animal experiments, dextran, like heparin, has to be administered in the early postoperative period.30 Some investigators find that infusion of the rheological substance may actually increase the oedema.31 Early sympathectomy is of doubtful value. Experimental evidence has shown that sympathectomy performed within the first few hours of injury exacerbates oedema, blister formation and tissue destruction.17,32 ‘Medical sympathectomy’ with intra-arterial reserpine has frequently been used as the first choice of treatment. The drug causes significant depletion of arterial wall noradrenaline content for up to 4 weeks.33 However, in a multiarmed experimental study comparing slow re-warming combined with intravenous low molecular weight dextran, intra-arterial reserpine or tolazoline, all the drug treatments were superior to slow thawing. Rapid re-warming, however, was as effective as any of the drug treatments.34 Randomised multicentre studies are indicated to evaluate these adjuncts in the treatment of deep FCIs.

More recently, a combination of systemic antiprostaglandin therapy in the form of ibuprofen and the topical agent aloe vera has been used to inhibit localised thromboxane production, which has been implicated as a cause of progressive dermal ischaemia.19 Such antiprostaglandin treatment was reported to reduce both hospital stay and morbidity in patients with frostbite. The study, however, was not randomised and it lacked patients with severe injuries. The breakdown products of arachidonic acid were first implicated in burn injuries,35 but treatment with antiprostaglandin agents has now been abandoned at most burns centres. One must remember, however, that a burn injury and frostbite differ in many respects, which is why antiprostaglandin therapy may yet have a place in the treatment of frostbite. Contrary to recommended protocols19 we prefer to administer systemic antiprostaglandin whenever possible, even before thawing the local injury.

FCIs: hospital treatment

- Prompt transportation
- Rapid warm water thawing if area affected is still frozen
- Analgesia: ibuprofen 600 mg, repeated every 6 hours
- Tetanus prophylaxis
- Antibiotics only if infection present
- Blisters kept intact and debrided only if infected
- Cotton pledgets placed between toes and fingers
- Daily whirlpool baths at normal skin temperature
- Dorsal or dorsolateral escharotomy if finger joint movement limited
- Avoid premature debridement/amputation

FCIs: adjuvant therapy

- Anticoagulant therapy – heparin if given early
- Low molecular weight dextran
- Early sympathectomy, ‘medical sympathectomy’ using intra-arterial reserpine/tolazoline
- Systemic antiprostaglandin therapy as ibuprofen plus topical aloe vera
This form of local cold injury almost exclusively affects legs and/or feet. The aetiology of NFCIs is multifactorial. Prolonged exposure to cold and wet conditions is a prerequisite, combined with immobilisation causing venous stagnation due to unnatural posture or constricting footwear. Dehydration, inadequate food and stress, intercurrent illness or injury, and fatigue are also important contributory factors. The recognition of this type of cold injury has remained rather unusual because it seldom occurs in civilian life. In the military context, however, NFCI has been and seems to be a serious problem, most often due to being unaware of the condition and the slow and indistinct first appearance of symptoms.

Non-freezing cold injury was not distinguished from frostbite until World War I. The injury was then called ‘trench foot’ as it occurred in soldiers on trench duty. During World War II the syndrome was seen in the survivors of ships sunk in arctic waters who had spent time in water-logged boats or rafts, and this injury was therefore called ‘immersion foot’. Other names for the disorder include swamp foot, tropical jungle foot, paddye-field foot and foxhole foot. Non-freezing cold injuries can occur in any condition where the environmental temperature is lower than body temperature. The exposure time necessary to produce NFCIs lengthens with increasing temperature of the wet medium. Wrenn has suggested that the single term ‘immersion foot’ should be applied to this syndrome. In connection with the more severe effects of immersion at temperatures below 15 °C, the subcategory ‘cold water immersion foot’ should be used. The more benign variant occurring at temperatures above 15 °C should be called ‘warm water immersion foot’.

Pathophysiology

While experimental studies on FCIs have been numerous over the years, there are scarcely any such studies on NFCIs in the literature, and the true genesis of this type of cold injury is still far from resolved. As in FCIs, sympathetic constrictor fibres, together with the cold itself, induce prolonged vasoconstriction. The contributory effect of cold constrictor fibres, together with the cold itself, induce prolonged vasoconstriction. The contributory effect of cold reduces the rate of reuptake and metabolism of noradrenaline at the nerve endings.

Endrich et al. presented interesting findings concerning the microvascular ultrastructure in the NFCI. In an animal model, using a transparent chamber implanted into a dorsal skin fold in Syrian hamsters, they studied the integrity of the subcutaneous microcirculation during repeated non-freezing local cold exposures. Endothelial damage was prominent in the true capillaries and venous vessels, while arterioles remained unaffected. Smaller vessels were often completely clogged with blood cells and with leucocytes integrated into the endothelial wall. In contrast, fibrin was never observed within the occluded vessels. Later, increased permeability leading to tissue oedema was demonstrated by extravasation of FITC-dextran. In the light of this Endrich et al. considered that the initial event in NFCI is rheological in nature and resembles that observed during ischaemia-reperfusion injury (see Chapter 2). Iyengar et al. drew the same conclusion from experiments in rabbits, where they found that free radicals (OH−) generated after cooling increased significantly upon re-warming.

Wrenn adds other interesting observations to our understanding of the pathophysiology of NFCI. Thus, in addition to the duration of temperature of the medium, the susceptibility of the victim is important. The pathological hallmark of immersion foot is waterlogging of the thick stratum corneum on the soles of the feet. Absorption of 1–2 g of water per hour by the foot has been reported. The amount of absorption depends on the salinity of the medium: fresh water causes much greater absorption. The absorbed liquid passes into the circulation but some is always retained in the stratum corneum. The thicker sole is more prone to injury than the thinner skin on the dorsum of the foot.

The pathological changes thus induced affect many tissues. Fat degenerates early on and is replaced by fibrous tissue. Muscles undergo degeneration, necrosis and fibrosis and ultimately atrophy, similar in appearance to that seen in chronic denervation. Osteoporosis is an early event, probably caused by vascular disturbances.

Of special interest is the pathophysiology of the nerves, as it is nerve damage which accounts for the pain, prolonged dysesthesia and hyperhidrosis. Denny-Brown et al. reported from experiments on cats that, in NFCI, large myelinated fibres suffered injury most likely mediated by ischaemia. On exposing the tibial nerve in rabbit, Kennet and Gilliat found local failure of conduction at the site of cooling (1–5 °C for 2–4 hours), which persisted after re-warming. This was followed by distal degeneration of the affected fibres. The fastest conducting motor and afferent axons were particularly affected. Histology revealed primary axonal damage, particularly in large-diameter fibres. The changes are similar to those described after ischaemic injury. The hypoxic theory, however, seems less probable in cooling nerve tissue, as the duration of cooling was too short for ischaemic injury to occur. By immersing the hind limb of the rabbit in a water bath at +1 °C for 10–14 hours, Kennet and Gilliat reported subsequent persistent nerve damage to the tibial nerve, with distal degeneration of the affected fibres. Evidence of persistent conduction block, however, was not seen. The study also showed that pure cold neuropathy occurred in the absence of histological abnormalities in blood vessels or muscles. This is an interesting observation as, in milder cases of NFCI, neurological symptoms appear to predominate, with minor involvement of other tissues. The involvement of autonomic fibres in NFCI is of particular importance. The post-traumatic
hyperhidrosis and cold sensitivity are similar to the effects of postganglionic sympathetic denervation.47

**Clinical picture**

Compared with an FCIS, NFCIS have an insidious onset. As the symptoms are vague, victims realise the imminent danger only when it is too late. The feet become cold and swollen and feel heavy, woody and numb. Clinically, the condition reveals a cool, painful, tender, white foot with wrinkled soles and most often pulseless pedal arteries on palpation. Brawny oedema, scaling, maceration, erythema and abrasions over pressure points from shoes or socks may also be seen. This first, ischaemic phase can last for hours up to a few days and is followed by a hyperaemic phase of 2–6 weeks, during which the feet are warm, with bounding pulses and increased swelling. Anaesthesia is replaced by tingling and aching pain, now and then intensified by intermittent throbbing. There may be blistering and ulceration, which in severe cases may culminate in gangrene.

**Treatment**

The treatment of NFCIs is basically supportive. Out in the field the feet should be dried carefully but, in contrast to freezing injuries, kept cool. The whole body, however, should be warmed. Plenty of warm beverages should be given. In hospital the patient is put to bed with the feet elevated. The local injuries should not be actively warmed. Treatment with 40–42 °C warm water as used for FCIs is contraindicated. Warm water is only allowed when ice crystals are present in the tissue.

The feet should be carefully washed, dried and cooled with a fan.48 Tetanus toxoid should be given. Non-steroid anti-inflammatory agents (NSAIDs) may be beneficial, but most often analgesics are required to mitigate the pain. Heparinisation and the use of low molecular weight dextran may be of value, but convincing reports are still awaited. Early surgical sympathectomy should be avoided, and the value of chemical sympathectomy is controversial.

As a rule treatment should be conservative. Nevertheless, fever, an elevated creatinine phosphokinase level, signs of disseminated intravascular coagulation, and liquefaction of affected tissues indicate early surgical intervention. In most reported cases antibiotics have played a minor role in recovery, even in the presence of fever and lymphadenopathy.49 In severe cases, however, coverage for both streptococcal and staphylococcal species should be given until the results of cultures become available.57 Patients suffering from NFCI injuries later complain of cold sensitivity, hyperhidrosis, swollen tender feet and sometimes contractions of their toes.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NFCIs: treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Generally conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wash and dry the feet and keep them cool (no active warming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bed rest in warm clothes with feet elevated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Warm beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tetanus toxoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analgesic and/or NSAIDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heparin/low molecular weight dextran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Antibiotics if indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Amputation when injury irreversible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prevention**

As the treatment of NFCI is often passive and relatively ineffective, prophylaxis is extremely important. Adequate foot care with time to dry the feet is crucial, as also are dry socks, rest with the feet elevated and hot beverages if at all possible. NFCI is almost exclusively a war phenomenon. The British Army learned the lesson from World War I and showed that this form of injury was preventable. For example, the 10th British Corps, which formed an integral part of the 5th US Army, had, during their Italian campaign, a ratio of 1:45 between cold injuries and battle casualties; the corresponding ratio for the US corps was 1:4.51 Ahle et al.51 reinvestigated Argentinian soldiers with trench foot injuries in the Falklands war. Passive re-warming of the cold-water stressed foot was evaluated in 33 trench foot patients who had recovered and in 15 uninjured subjects. Poor re-warming was noted in all injured subjects, compared with five uninjured patients but 14 normal subjects failed to re-warm normally following the cold stress, and this group was statistically indistinguishable from the injured group. This could mean that a large proportion of a normal population are at great risk of suffering NFCI under appropriate conditions.

**HYPOTHERMIA**

The human body strives to maintain thermal equilibrium between heat production and heat loss, with a core temperature of 37 ± 2 °C. When thermoregulation is impaired and core temperature starts to decline, the individual suffers cold stress, but not until the central temperature reaches 35 °C is the victim considered to be in a hypothermic state.

**Physiological reactions to decreased core temperature**

During cold stress an intense adrenergic vasoconstriction redirects blood from skin to deeper areas, i.e. from the shell
to the core, thereby preventing heat conduction from the core to the skin. This physiological reaction increases the insulating capacity sixfold. The vasoconstriction is most pronounced in the extremities. The arms and legs constitute around 30 per cent of body weight and half of the body surface. Such a ‘physiological amputation’ of the extremities means a tremendous reduction in heat loss. Adrenergic vasoconstriction does not occur in the head and neck region. A bare headed person loses around half of their resting heat production at −4 °C and this loss increases to 75 per cent at −15 °C.

Good health, good physical fitness and adaptation to cold improve the tolerance to the lowered temperature; cold stress raises the respiratory rate. Immersion in cold water can increase ventilation fourfold and induce hypocapnia. Further, cold induces shivering, which is preceded by increased muscular tone. Shivering is believed to result from feedback oscillations of the stretch reflex mechanism and can increase the metabolic rate four- to sixfold. Of importance also is good nutrition and last but not least adequate fluid balance. Dehydration is often neglected in this connection.

A hypothermic victim has almost always been fighting with the cold, the snow and the wind. Cold stress elevates the catecholamines released from the sympathetic nerve terminals, which induces peripheral vasoconstriction, centralises blood volume and increases blood pressure and cardiac output. These events lead to diuresis. This cold induced increase of urine flow is an osmolar diuresis with sodium and chloride as the main constituents independent of the antidiuretic hormone. Cold diuresis decreases the blood volume leading to a reduced physical working capacity. The kidney is only a magnifying mirror in this context. Increased filtration is general and fluid also moves into the extracellular and intracellular spaces. Working in the cold furthermore induces increased water loss via respiration due to the low water vapour pressure of cold air which also disguises loss via perspiration. Most insidious, however, is the victim’s peculiar lack of thirst despite dehydration and the difficulties of getting hold of enough water in a wintry environment. A decreased capacity for work, increased peripheral vasoconstriction and raised blood viscosity are all factors which multiply the risk for local cold injuries as well as general hypothermia.

Under such circumstances leaders of groups should be aware of the problem and see to it that members stay well hydrated. The order should be: ‘Drink your fill and double that volume’. In forced situations it is wise to use every member’s own ‘autoanalyser’: let them pee into the snow! Clear, pale, yellow urine indicates adequate hydration while dark, orange and reddish-brown marks in the snow tells you that somebody is in trouble. When core temperature is lower than 35 °C the human body begins to lose its ability to generate enough heat to maintain bodily functions. Between 35 and 32 °C, the hypothermia is classified as mild, between 32 and 28 °C it is moderate and below 28 °C, severe. As temperature decreases cardiac output and blood pressure may be markedly depressed by the negative inotropic and chronotropic effects of hypothermia and further depressed by the concomitant hypovolaemia.

At 33–32 °C systole is prolonged more than diastole. Atrial irritability in early hypothermia often induces atrial fibrillation. J waves or Osborne waves are observed at temperatures lower than 32 °C. This electrocardiographic abnormality is a secondary wave following the S wave. At lower temperatures ventricular extrasystoles are common. Death supervenes at temperatures from 28 °C and lower, most often resulting from ventricular fibrillation, but asystole may also occur. The lowest known adult accidental hypothermia was a 13.7 °C core temperature and the lowest infant hypothermia was 15.2 °C.

Hypothermia depresses the central nervous system. Cerebral metabolism decreases 6–7 per cent per degree Celsius. Lassitude and apathy are early signs of decreasing temperature. Sluggish cerebration impairs judgement, causes bizarre behaviour and ataxia and often ends in lethargy and coma between 30 and 28 °C. At 28–27 °C there are no muscle reflexes, no response to pain and no pupillary light reflex. The corneal reflex disappears below 25 °C. The electroencephalogram flattens out at 20–19 °C.

Exposure to an environmental temperature colder than one’s body temperature is the basic prerequisite for the occurrence of hypothermia. Extremes of age are risk factors. Neonates with an increased surface area to body mass ratio, as well as elderly persons with impaired thermoregulatory function and reduced muscle mass and insulating fat layer, run a greater risk of suffering hypothermia.

Victims dying of hypothermia are often found in a total or partial undressed state. This phenomenon has been named ‘paradoxical undressing’. This peculiar behaviour had already been observed in 1719. When the Swedish King Charles XII was killed during his war against Norway, General Armfeldt, who had tried to capture Trondheim, decided to beat a retreat. With 6000 men he went over the border mountains but his army was caught in a horrible snowstorm. More than 3000 soldiers froze to death. In an effort to find out whether any equipment was salvageable the surviving soldiers discovered to their surprise that many of the dead were more or less naked. Historians have later claimed that those who survived were such cruel bastards that they robbed their comrades of their clothing. Those who made such a statement had never experienced a snowstorm.

The reasons why a person starts to undress in the cold have been difficult to establish. Hallucinations and neurochemical changes in the brain have been suggested. A cold induced paralysis of the arterial nerves with ‘warm’ core blood perfusing the skin seems possible. Some of the reported victims, however, had been walking quite a distance while undressing, and as these individuals were hypovolaemic, vasodilation would promptly lead to syncope.
Recent studies have thrown a new light on this phenomenon. It is well known that when a patient gets an infection their central temperature set-point is raised and shivering begins until body temperature has reached the new set-point. In analogy the set-point is lowered in deep hypothermia and the victim experiences warmth and starts to undress. The phenomenon has been named ‘anapyrexia’ or ‘reversed fever’. In this context it is worth mentioning that in animal experiments alcohol has been shown to induce anapyrexia, a finding which might explain why drunken hypothermic victims are often lucid at temperatures where sober individuals are unconscious.

It is of utmost important to recognise this phenomenon to avoid misinterpretation of the cause. If a person in a cold environment is found partly undressed or with severe disordered clothing, especially a woman or child, the police will often interpret the situation as the result of a sexual attack. The police officer is not competent to diagnose death and most often cords the area in order to collect evidence. Not even for a medical practitioner is it always possible to determine whether such a victim is dead or not. The patient should, however, be brought to a hospital as soon as possible.

Different forms of hypothermia

There are many classifications of hypothermia, but from a practical point of view the three subdivisions given in the box below are useful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms of hypothermia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Accidental hypothermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Acute immersion hypothermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Subacute exhaustion hypothermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Subclinical chronic hypothermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypothermia of major surgery and trauma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accidental hypothermia is a major cause of death in people engaged in outdoor recreational activities. Acute immersion hypothermia occurs when a person falls into cold water. This medium has a specific heat 4000 times that of air and a thermal conductivity approximately 25 times greater. The core temperature, therefore, decreases rapidly even if heat production is maximal. Hypothermia sets in before the victim becomes exhausted.

Accidental subacute exhaustion hypothermia happens to skiers, climbers and walkers in the mountains. Muscular activity maintains the body temperature as long as energy sources are available, but when hypoglycaemia ensues, the victim is in a hazardous situation. Furthermore, prolonged exposure to cold induces increased loss of body fluids due to cold diuresis, augmented insensible loss of water from skin and airways and sequestration of water in the intercellular and intracellular compartments, all events leading to hypovolaemia and decreased capacity for physical work. The haematocrit rises by around 2 per cent per degree Celsius decline in temperature.

Subclinical chronic hypothermia is most often found in elderly persons, often in association with malnutrition, inadequate clothing and restricted mobility. Acute or chronic alcoholism, acute intoxication and chronic metabolic diseases, as well as psychiatric disorders, are contributory causes in this form of hypothermia.

Hypothermia is a common complication in patients undergoing major surgery. The anaesthetic agents interfere with thermoregulation by reducing the metabolic rate and depressing the thermostatic reflexes. Muscle paralysis abolishes muscle tone and eliminates shivering, and furthermore anaesthesia nullifies the sympathetic vasoconstrictory response to cold. A fall in central core temperature is common during surgery. All patients undergoing major abdominal surgery and no less than two-thirds of patients undergoing minor abdominal surgery are found to become hypothermic.

Hypothermia is an ominous complication in patients who have sustained major trauma. The critically injured patient is unable to maintain body temperature in the immediate postinjury period. Heat loss may be exacerbated by infusion of unwarmed fluids and by removal of clothing. Patients in shock who become hypothermic have a higher mortality than do normothermic victims. The critical temperature seems to lie around 32–33°C. Severely traumatised patients whose core temperature falls below 32°C have even been considered non-salvageable. The duration of environmental exposure is a primary factor in accidental hypothermia. A heated rescue vehicle, heated intravenous fluids and warm blankets can reduce the amount of initial heat loss. A heated trauma room at the accident and emergency department, where the victim is promptly undressed for multiple examination, is of importance in this context. Evaporative heat losses can be restricted by avoiding volatile solutions for skin cleansing. Warming and humidification of inspired gases is also important.

Treatment

IN THE FIELD

The main principle of primary care of a patient suffering from hypothermia is to prevent further heat loss. If the patient is conscious, they should be moved indoors or at least into shelter. They should be kept in a lying position and wet clothing should be removed. Now and then there may be difficulties in undressing a wet, stiff victim and if that is the case, it would be appropriate to put that individual into a plastic bag, ensuring as much insulation as possible and remembering to cover their head. A fire may be
Hypothermia: treatment in the field

- Move patient into sheltered area and place in supine position
- Handle gently to avert VF
- Avoid neck pressure to detect pulse as it may trigger vagus nerve
- Mouth-to-mouth support if apnoeic
- CPR for cardiac arrest but avoided if situation threatens lives of rescuers
- CPR contraindicated if signs of life present as chest compression may induce VF
- Remove wet clothing, if impossible use plastic bag and ensure good insulation
- If conscious give warm nourishing beverage
- Light fire or stove but do not expose to its radiant heat
- If available warm moist oxygen, intravenous glucose at 37–40°C, ECG monitoring (needle electrodes)
- Rapid immersion re-warming only if cold water immersion is the cause
- Arrange transportation to hospital

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT

If not previously instituted, warm, humidified oxygen should be administered by face mask and, after preoxygenation, by endotracheal tube. Continuous core temperature (T°) and ECG monitoring should be instituted. An intravenous infusion of isotonic dextrose in saline at 35–45°C should be given. Solutions containing lactate are unsuitable as the liver cannot metabolise lactate at lower temperatures. Colloids should only be administered to the patient is in a stable environment and the procedure can be performed reasonably and continuously. In normothermia, CPR induces blood flow from phasic alterations in the intrathoracic pressure rather than from cardiac compression. Althaus *et al.*76 reported three cases of prolonged hypothermic cardiac arrest without neurological sequelae after prolonged closed chest compression. In one patient at 22°C they found the heart to be hard as stone and impossible to compress. The role of a ‘thoracic pump’ with the heart as a passive conduit seems to be a plausible hypothesis in hypothermia as well.77

The maxim ‘No one is dead until warm and dead’, when dealing with a hypothermic victim, should be completed with ‘unless serum potassium is greater than 10 mmol/L’ because severe hyperkalaemia carries an adverse outcome. Furthermore a core temperature of less than 12°C must also be considered low enough to declare a person dead. Thermometers for measuring tympanic temperature are now available for use in the field.78,79 Resuscitation under such circumstances has proved to be a waste of resources.

built or a stove lit, but the patient should not be exposed close to its radiant heat which may cause a burn injury. A conscious patient who has been well cared for can be given a warm, nourishing beverage. Transportation to the nearest hospital should then be arranged.

If the victim is comatose from hypothermia then this is a ‘true medical emergency, but an emergency in slow motion’.74 People die slowly in the cold. Mills has likened the hypothermic victim to a ‘metabolic icebox’ where the low temperature to a large degree protects certain core organs.26 It is mandatory to handle patients gently to minimise the risk of possible ventricular fibrillation (VF). Mouth-to-mouth respiratory support should be tried in apnoeic patients. The positive pressure often produces gasping respiration, which indicates the presence of some cardiac function.48

If available, the unconscious victim should be given warm, moist oxygen and an intravenous infusion of glucose at 37–40°C. Electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring is an advantage in the prehospital setting. One must be aware, however, that adhesive pads for monitor leads will not stick to the skin and needle electrodes may have to be inserted. Shivering often obscures the interpretation of the ECG.

The scenario out in the field generally lacks all these facilities. The primary treatment on these occasions is to insulate the victim and attempt to re-warm them; this often comes down to minimising further decreases in temperature. Do not try to prewarm a patient in chronic hypothermia out in the field without physiological control. Transportation of a hypothermic person is far less risky than enthusiastic attempts to re-warm in the field where it is difficult to treat complications.

In contrast, when hypothermia is due to cold water immersion, the cooling occurs rapidly and the extreme metabolic derangements seen in exhaustion hypothermia are absent. This set of circumstances provides the only situation in which the victim may be treated with rapid immersion re-warming, even out in the open, if that is feasible.

It is often difficult, even for trained medical personnel, to determine whether or not a hypothermic person is alive. Apparent cardiovascular collapse may actually be represented only by depressed cardiac output. Palpation or auscultation for at least a minute to detect spontaneous pulses may be necessary. Pressure on the neck, which may trigger the vagus nerve, should be avoided. The femoral arteries in the groin should be checked instead.

In the field, the decision as to whether administer cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) should be administered, is difficult. The problem is more often governed by the situation rather than medical circumstances. If there is any sign of life at all, CPR is contraindicated, as prematurely performed chest compressions may induce VF. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is not indicated when there is a major threat to the rescuers, but it should be initiated immediately after a cardiac arrest is witnessed, when
patients not responding to crystalloids. A central venous pressure (CVP) catheter is often useful for registering fluid overload and imminent pulmonary oedema. Laboratory evaluations should include arterial blood gases (ABGs) uncorrected for body temperature, full blood and platelet counts (FBP), blood sugar, electrolyte (Es), creatinine (Cr), serum calcium, serum magnesium and serum amylase levels, prothrombin (PT) and partial thromboplastin times (PTT) and fibrinogen (F) levels. A toxicology (Tox) screen, thyroid function tests (TFTs) and cardiac isoenzymes (CIs) should be considered if the level of unconsciousness does not correlate with the actual core temperature. Remember also that a warm skin on a cold patient is possibly due to a vasodilatatory drug or sepsis.

Re-warming can be performed with different techniques, passive and active, depending on whether heat is or is not added. Active re-warming may be delivered by external means or by core re-warming. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. The method used will often depend on local factors. The accessibility of resources can differ widely, between, for example, a hypothermic skier found in the mountains who may be many miles from a well-equipped hospital, and in contrast, an urban, homeless alcoholic found in the street.

**Hypothermia: hospital management**

- Warm humidified oxygen by face mask/endotracheal intubation
- Monitoring of core temperature (T°), ECG, CVP
- Intravenous isotonic dextrose in saline at 35–45°C
- Blood for ABGs, FBP, sugar, Es, Cr, calcium, magnesium, amylase, PT, PTT, F
- If level of unconsciousness does not correlate with core T°, Tox screen, TFTs and CIs
- Re-warming – passive, active (external or internal)

**PASSIVE RE-WARMING**

Re-warming without adding heat takes place as a result of metabolic heat created by shivering. Measures such as removing wet clothes and covering the patient in layers of warm blankets are less effective at lower temperatures, as shivering ceases at around 30°C. Passive rewarming is the method of choice in haemodynamically stable and otherwise healthy patients with a core temperature above 30–32°C. The rate of rewarming varies greatly with most series, reporting increases of around 0.5°C per hour; the lower the body temperature, the slower the rate. If the rise in body temperature is much slower, a complicating disease such as hypothyroidism should be suspected. Generation of heat requires energy and will quickly deplete muscle glycogen stores, and this loss must be compensated. Passive re-warming is physiologically sound. It avoids the rapid cardiovascular derangements often encountered in patients in chronic hypotension when treated with active methods. Passive re-warming is often recommended for elderly patients with intravascular volume contraction.

**ACTIVE EXTERNAL RE-WARMING**

Patients with temperatures below 32°C require more active re-warming by direct transfer from an exogenous source to the surface of the body.

Examples of achieving this objective include electric re-warming blankets, heating pads, radiant heat sources and trunk immersion. It has been stressed that the re-warming should be confined to truncal areas and too rapid a re-warming of the extremities with its consequent ‘afterdrop’ should be avoided. This afterdrop is a paradoxical decrease in core temperature of 2–3°C occurring soon after the start of shell re-warming. This complication is believed to be initiated by peripheral vasodilatation and shunting of stagnant, cold, acidic blood to the core, thus further chilling the heart and possibly inducing potentially fatal ventricular fibrillation. The significance of this statement has been disputed. Studies on humans have shown afterdrop, affecting both oesophagus and rectum, without any increased blood flow in the extremities. The afterdrop phenomenon may therefore merely be due to the slow conductive heat transfer from the shell to the core during aggressive re-warming.

In active surface re-warming, however, the problem of plasma volume depletion may be exacerbated by peripheral vasodilatation, resulting in hypotension. Furthermore, CPR is difficult to perform when the victim is immersed. The hot bath is not recommended for the elderly. The method has been advocated when hypothermia is combined with local frostbite.

The Royal Danish Navy has adopted a field model of re-warming in mild to moderate hypothermia proposed by Vanggard and Gjerlof. It is a simple technique supplying exogenous heat by immersing hands, forearms, feet and lower legs in water at 44–45°C. When the distal extremities are warmed, the arteriovenous anastomoses in the fingers and toes are opened which greatly increases the venous return to the heart via the superficial venous route in the forearms and lower legs. This raised perfusion of the skin surface enhances the delivery of heat to the core with minimal countercurrent heat exchange as the superficial veins are not in close proximity to the arteries. The hypothesis has recently been tested on volunteers cooled in water to around 35°C. The postcooling afterdrop in oesophageal temperature after such a treatment was decreased compared with the shivering alone procedure. The extremity immersion re-warming method does not require any specialised equipment or expertise and can be performed in
the field and on board smaller ships without sophisticated means of heat donation.

This model of extremity re-warming has been refined and tested on hypothermic subjects during recovery from general anaesthesia. The re-warming was performed by a water-perfused blanket (45–46 °C). In a test group the blood vessels in the hand were distended by exposing the distal part of the arm to subatmospheric pressure (−30 to −40 mmHg). Compared with controls this procedure, with maximum vasodilatation, resulted in a 10-fold increase in re-warming rates. This promising method has been confirmed on cold-stressed (<36 °C) healthy volunteers. The combined application of heat and subatmospheric pressure increases local subcutaneous blood flow thereby allowing heat to be transferred subcutaneously directly from the skin of the extremity to the critical body core despite the central drive for vasoconstriction.

**Hypothermia: active external re-warming**

- Re-warm trunk only (to avoid afterdrop) – electric blankets, heating pads, radiant heat sources
- Hot bath immersion – contraindicated in the elderly and if CPR required
- Extremity re-warming (can be effected with water-perfused blanket 45–46 °C)

**ACTIVE INTERNAL RE-WARMING**

In comatose victims active internal re-warming should take precedence over external methods. A variety of techniques are available for this, the most invasive type of treatment of hypothermia. These options include irrigation of body cavities, gastric and/or colonic lavage, airway re-warming, diathermy and extracorporeal blood re-warming or cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB).

Peritoneal lavage is most widely used because it is practical, inexpensive and easy to administer at any medical facility. The method involves lavage using a dialysate of warmed standard fluids (40–42.5 °C) which is best performed via two catheters and allows fluid values up to 10–12 L/hour. This method also facilitates the management of drug intoxication and renal failure, and improves liver function and drug detoxification by directly re-warming the liver. Contraindications to peritoneal irrigation include abdominal trauma and recent abdominal surgery.

Pleural lavage has the advantage of re-warming the heart directly. Two thoracotomy tubes are inserted, one in the fifth intercostal space in the posterior axillary line and the other in the second or third intercostal space in the midclavicular line. A flow rate up to 0.5 L/min can be achieved. An adequate outlet for the fluid, however, is mandatory in avoiding increasing intrathoracic pressure, with the consequent risk of depressed pulmonary and cardiac function. Pleural lavage may also be used in combination with a thoracotomy for open cardiac massage in a haemodynamically unstable, severely hypothermic patient.

Gastric and/or colonic re-warming is used less often nowadays. Anatomical proximity to the heart and to the liver is an advantage in gastric lavage but the actual surface area for heat exchange is small. Tube insertion may cause ventricular fibrillation and prolonged lavage causes severe electrolyte imbalance. In order to prevent the latter disadvantage, a modified Sengstaken tube has been used.

Diathermy is a technique in which core temperature is increased by using ultrasonic, short wave or microwave irradiation. The great advantage is that the re-warming takes place below the skin and subcutaneous tissues without requiring any invasive procedure. Even though studies in dogs have revealed a re-warming speed comparable to that of peritoneal lavage, reports on its clinical use are anecdotal. There are numerous contraindications to this form of re-warming, for example haemorrhage, malignancies, pregnancy, tuberculosis and implanted devices such as arthroplasty and pacemakers, most of which are difficult to identify in a comatose patient.

Extracorporeal re-warming by means of CPB and/or haemodialysis is the most reliable way to maintain cardiovascular function in severely hypothermic patients, especially when cardiac activity is absent. The bypass is performed by cannulation of one or both femoral veins. The blood is oxygenated, warmed and returned by a mechanical pump to the femoral artery. Cardiopulmonary bypass re-warms at four times the rate of conventional core re-warming. It is superior to other re-warming techniques because it possesses the ability to oxygenate the blood and provides haemodynamic support even in total circulatory failure. The method rapidly increases myocardial temperature and improves microcirculatory flow.

The drawbacks of CPB are the risk of heparinisation, haemolysis, arterial injury and air embolism. Significant trauma constitutes the main contradiction to CPB, owing to anticoagulation. A heparin-coated bypass is now available and seems to be preferable even in non-traumatised patients as systemic anticoagulation will exacerbate the coagulopathy induced by hypothermia. Furthermore, this technique is available only in larger hospitals. Endothelial leakage during reperfusion needs massive volume supplementation during bypass. Patients with simultaneous deep frostbite may develop compartmental syndromes requiring fasciotomy.

In smaller units, an interesting option for extracorporeal re-warming has been reported by Gregory et al., using a venovenous rewarmer. The blood is removed through a central venous catheter, warmed to 40 °C through a warming column and returned to a second central or peripheral venous catheter at a flow rate of 150–400 mL per minute. The device can be set up in about 10 minutes and without the subsequent use of heparin.
The use of amino acids is a new, interesting contribution to the re-warming of hypothermic patients. A balanced mixture of amino acids has been proven to prevent anaesthesia induced hypothermia and shivering. Three-quarters of the heat production occurred in extrasplanchronic tissue, possibly partly in the muscles. These findings are of importance when dealing with accidental hypothermia. Amino acid infusions ought to be included in the therapeutic arsenal.101

Of course, many of the techniques described can be used synchronously. Air re-warming with inhalation of hot, moist gas and administration of warmed intravenous fluids should be a matter of course in every hypothermia case. For patients with a non-arrest rhythm, peritoneal irrigation is often preferable. It usually takes around 1 hour at best to start up CPB, and during that time the abovementioned options should be instigated and combined with CPR if the patient shows haemodynamic instability.

Patients suffering from hypothermia, especially of the chronic exhaustion type, are dehydrated. The combination of cold diuresis, peripheral vascular leakage and increased losses from skin and airways while fighting the cold in the cold dry air makes these losses greater than would be expected. Intravenous infusions of warm solutions are used synchronously. Air re-warming with inhalation of hot, moist gas and administration of warmed intravenous fluids should be a matter of course in every hypothermia case. For patients with a non-arrest rhythm, peritoneal irrigation is often preferable. It usually takes around 1 hour at best to start up CPB, and during that time the abovementioned options should be instigated and combined with CPR if the patient shows haemodynamic instability.

Patients suffering from hypothermia, especially of the chronic exhaustion type, are dehydrated. The combination of cold diuresis, peripheral vascular leakage and increased losses from skin and airways while fighting the cold in the cold dry air makes these losses greater than would be expected. Intravenous infusions of warm solutions are used synchronously. Air re-warming with inhalation of hot, moist gas and administration of warmed intravenous fluids should be a matter of course in every hypothermia case. For patients with a non-arrest rhythm, peritoneal irrigation is often preferable. It usually takes around 1 hour at best to start up CPB, and during that time the abovementioned options should be instigated and combined with CPR if the patient shows haemodynamic instability.

Conclusions

When dealing with cold injury it is important to distinguish between the different aetiologies. In the early stages of cold injury physical signs are unreliable and the relevant history from the patient or witnesses is therefore the key to treatment. It is only when the likely the aetiology has been established that specific treatment can begin.
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